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Message from the Conference Chair
Welcome to the 27th Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC). Since last held in Orlando nearly two decades ago, ACSAC continues to be recognized as one of the leading security events in
the world, and is one of the longest-running events in the field. Our unique blend of learning and networking,
with equal participation from industry, government, and academia, has served as a forum for groundbreaking
new work as well as fostered discussion on immediately applicable security techniques.
Every year, ACSAC receives hundreds of submissions from around the world. The technical papers are peerreviewed by leading experts in the security field in a double-blind process to ensure fairness, and the very
best are accepted for presentation and inclusion in the proceedings. Leading this effort for 2011 is program
chair John McDermott along with co-chair Michael Locasto, both of whom have done an outstanding job to
ensure a quality program across a diverse range of security topics – from social network security and applied
cryptography to situational awareness and mobile security.
In addition to the technical paper presentations, ACSAC invites select guest speakers to provide stimulating presentations on topics of wide interest. This year’s Distinguished Practitioner is Susan Landau from
Harvard University, and the Invited Essayist is Terry Benzel from the USC Information Sciences Institute.
Providing a look back at past groundbreaking work and how the security field has evolved since, are Classic
Paper presenters Paul Syverson from the US Naval Research Laboratory, and Matt Blaze from the University
of Pennsylvania. Thank you to Jeremy Epstein for coordinating the selection of our guest speakers.
Rounding out the technical program are case studies, panels, works-in-progress, and posters – each of these
present additional opportunities for attendees to learn from and engage security practitioners and researchers.
Perennial panel favorites, such as the New Security Paradigms Workshop Experience, are being complemented by new panels including The Search for Meaningful Trustworthiness and Software Assurance in the
Globalised Era. Case studies are once again providing industry application examples of security and best
practices, ranging from smart phone security architecture to Internet backbone worm detection. Reverting
back to their prior format, works-in-progress are a part of the main technical program for 2011, while posters
continue to provide food for thought during the Thursday evening reception. Thank you to each of the respective chairs for providing much value-added content to ACSAC: Steve Rome and co-chair Ken Shotting
(case studies), Kevin Butler (panels), and Ben Kuperman (works-in-progress and posters).
ACSAC provides a tremendous venue for not only getting glimpses at innovative yet ready-to-use security work, but also gaining in-depth understanding on various security-related topics. Both the professional
development courses and FISMA training track are a great way to learn a new skill or gain a deeper understanding into an area of interest. Thank you to Daniel Faigin for coordinating the courses, and to Marshall
Abrams for coordinating the FISMA training as well as teaching.
New this year is Tracer FIRE (Forensic and Incident Response Exercise), a program developed by Sandia
and Los Alamos National Laboratories to educate and train cyber security incident responders and analysts
in critical skill areas, and to improve collaboration and teamwork among staff members. This course is split
daily between classroom and competition, ensuring direct applicability of what is learned. Thank you to Ben
Cook and Kathryn Hanselmann for bringing Tracer FIRE to ACSAC.
ACSAC is also privileged to welcome back two workshops – the Workshop on Governance of Technology,
Information, and Policies (GTIP), coordinated by Harvey Rubinovitz, and the Layered Assurance Workshop
(LAW), coordinated by Rance DeLong. These workshops provide for engaging discussions in critical areas.

ix

Unlike many other security events, ACSAC is a non-profit conference and heavily relies on volunteers to
pull this world-class event together. In addition to the volunteers named above, I would also like to express
my gratitude to the following for ensuring an outstanding event: Ann Marmor-Squires, Art Friedman, Ed
Schneider, Christoph Schuba, Charlie Payne, Lillian Røstad, Michael Collins, Ken Shotting, Dan Thomsen,
Paul Jardetzky, and Jay Kahn. My thanks also go to the Steering Committee members who provided guidance and support, ACSA for making this event possible, and this year’s sponsors for all of their contributions.
ACSAC would of course not be possible without attendees, and so I would also like to thank you for participating as well. If you are reading this prior to the event, be sure to take full advantage of the learning
and networking opportunities ACSAC offers. Should you come across this message after, consider making
a submission to our next event.
Robert H’obbes’ Zakon, ACSAC 2011 Conference Chair

Message from the Program Chairs
Welcome to the 27th Annual Computer Security Applications Conference. We are happy to present an impressive technical program that is the work of many volunteers. We would like to thank all of these volunteers
for their contributions to ACSAC 2011.
First, thanks go to the authors. We received a total of 204 submissions this year. After some submissions
were rejected on formal grounds or retracted by their authors, a total of 195 submissions entered the reviewing phase.
Second, our sincere gratitude goes to the Program Committee, who gave much extra time to carefully review
the large number of submissions. Papers were reviewed by three or more PC members, in a single round of
review. The Program Committee meeting was held completely on-line, using the web-based OpenConf tool.
The discussions intensified during the first two weeks of August, right up to the night before notifications
were due to the authors. Of the 195 papers reviewed during the on-line meeting, 36 were accepted and 4
more were conditionally accepted.
Reviews were double-blinded throughout: papers were submitted without author names and affiliations and
PC members never learned the identity of submitters until the reviewing process was complete. Throughout
the reviewing process, the two PC Chairs were the only people who knew which paper was authored by
whom. We took great care to manage potential conflicts, since in our double-blind process, reviewers were
often not even aware of such conflicts.
We are happy to report that all of the conditionally accepted papers made it into the final program. Thanks
go to the authors and to the shepherds for the time they collaboratively invested in improving these papers
for ACSAC 2011.
And finally, we thank the larger ACSAC community for your continuing support, by submitting papers and
by volunteering their time and talent in other ways. Whether you are attending ACSAC in person this year
or reading these proceedings elsewhere, we hope that you will find these papers interesting, inspiring, and
relevant. Enjoy!
John McDermott, ACSAC 2011 Program Chair
Michael Locasto, ACSAC 2011 Program Co-Chair
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Message from the Sponsor
Applied Computer Security Associates
ACSA had its genesis in the first Aerospace Computer Security Applications Conference in 1985. That conference was a success and evolved into the Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC).
ACSA was incorporated in 1987 as a non-profit association of computer security professionals who have a
common goal of improving the understanding, theory, and practice of computer security. ACSA continues
to be the primary sponsor of the annual conference.
In 1989, ACSA began the Distinguished Practitioner Series at the annual conference. Each year, an outstanding computer security professional is invited to present a lecture of current topical interest to the security
community. In 1991, ACSAC began the Best Paper by a Student Award, presented at the Annual conference. This award is intended to encourage active student participation in the conference. The award winning
student author receives an honorarium and conference expenses. Additionally, our Student Conferenceship
program assists selected students in attending the Conference by paying for the conference fee. Applicants
must be undergraduate or graduate students, nominated by a faculty member at an accredited university or
school, and show the need for financial assistance to attend this conference.
An annual prize for the Outstanding Paper has been established for the Annual Computer Security Applications Conference. The winning author receives a plaque and an honorarium. The award is based on both the
written and oral presentations. ACSA initiated the Marshall D. Abrams Invited Essay in 2000 to stimulate
development of provocative and stimulating reading material for students of Information Security, thereby
forming a set of Invited Essays. Each year’s Invited Essay addresses an important topic in Information Security not adequately covered by the existing literature. This year’s ACSAC continues the Classic Papers
feature begun in 2001. The classic papers are updates of some of the seminal works in the field of Information Security that reflect developments in the research community and industry since their original publication. Each presentation also considers how these classical security results will impact us in the years to come.
ACSA continues to be committed to serving the security community by finding additional approaches for encouraging and facilitating dialogue and technical interchange. In previous years, ACSA has sponsored small
workshops to explore various topics in Computer Security (in 2000, the Workshop on Innovations in Strong
Access Control; in 2001, the Workshop on Information Security System Rating and Ranking; in 2002, the
Workshop on Application of Engineering Principles to System Security Design). In 2003, ACSA became
the sponsor of the already established New Security Paradigms Workshop (NSPW). In 2010 we welcomed
the Layered Assurance Workshop as an affiliated ACSA activity. ACSA also maintains a Classic Papers
Bookshelf that preserves seminal works in the field and a web site focusing on Strong Access Control/MultiLevel Security. After last year’s ACSAC tribute to Paul Karger and Bob Abbott, ACSA has initiated work on
an In Memoriam section of our website to capture the many contributions made by our fellow practitioners.
ACSA is always interested in suggestions from interested professionals and computer security professional
organizations on other ways to achieve its objectives of encouraging and facilitating dialogue and technical
interchange. For more information on ACSA and its activities, please visit http://www.acsac.org/acsa
To learn more about the conference, visit the ACSAC web page at http://www.acsac.org
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ABSTRACT

the reliability of malware by making them more resistant
to take-down eﬀorts. Furthermore, malware often makes
use of randomness when choosing domain names or IP addresses to use to contact its command-and-control (C&C)
server, which makes malware even more resilient and more
diﬃcult to analyze.
In particular, this poses a problem for dynamic malware
analysis systems, which suﬀer from observing a single execution trace of a running program. For example, consider
a malware family that randomly chooses a C&C domain
name from a predeﬁned list of 10 domains to connect to
at runtime. MD5 distinct binaries of this malware family
could have non-intersecting sets of domain names implying
that they are unrelated samples. Furthermore, if a malware
sample from this family successfully connected to the ﬁrst
domain name it picked and queried, we would fail to see the
remaining nine domain names it could have used. These additional domain names could be instrumental in providing a
malware sample a reliable way of contacting its C&C in the
event some of its domain names had been remediated since
it was initially created. Of existing malware samples seen in
the wild, how many employ alternative plans in the form of
additional domain names or IP addresses to contact in the
event of network failure?
In this paper, we present a framework that addresses the
primary weakness of dynamic malware analysis from a new
point of view using the concept of network games. A network
game tricks executing malware into revealing additional network information i.e., domain names and IP addresses. By
providing fabricated network responses, malware is led to
believe its C&C is unavailable forcing it to attempt to connect by whatever means necessary. Gaming malware from
the network is complementary to existing approaches, such
as multipath exploration [22, 38], but is resistant to evasion through conditional code obfuscation [34]. By using
RFC-compliant network responses, games are indistinguishable from legitimate network responses from the malware’s
perspective on the host. Using our framework, GZA1 , we

In this paper we describe and evaluate a technique to improve the amount of information gained from dynamic malware analysis systems. By playing network games during
analysis, we explore the behavior of malware when it believes its network resources are malfunctioning. This forces
the malware to reveal its alternative plan to the analysis
system resulting in a more complete understanding of malware behavior. Network games are similar to multipath exploration techniques, but are resistant to conditional code
obfuscation. Our experimental results show that network
games discover highly useful network information from malware. Of the 161,000 domain names and over three million
IP addresses coerced from malware during three weeks, over
95% never appeared on public blacklists. We show that this
information is both likely to be malicious and can be used
to improve existing domain name and IP address reputation
systems, blacklists, and network-based malware clustering
systems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Malware authors often implement a variety of techniques
to improve the reliability of their malicious network infrastructure. For example, short-lived domain names are used
by attackers to act as temporary drop sites for exﬁltrated
private information. Fast-ﬂux service networks [30] let attackers rapidly change DNS resource records to improve the
availability of their malicious network infrastructure. Malicious networks are becoming decentralized to eliminate a
central point of failure. All of these techniques improve
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design a suite of games to understand the use and prevalence of alternative plans in malware in the wild by exploring malware behavior under a perceived unreliable network.
Furthermore, we quantify the usefulness of the additional
network information to security practitioners by examining
public blacklists for the appearance of this information.
The gains generated from playing network games with
malware directly beneﬁts DNS and IP reputation systems [2,
4], network-based malware clustering systems [24], and traditional domain name and IP address blacklists. Furthermore, with these games we can obtain a better understanding of domain name generation algorithms [25, 39] (DGA)
to aid in reverse-engineering them.
Speciﬁcally, our paper provides the following contributions:

two patterns for contacting its C&C servers and performing
its malicious activities, these are the patterns we must target
during analysis.
We deﬁne a network game to be a set of rules that determine when to inject “false network information” into the
communication between a running malware executable and
the Internet. More speciﬁcally, false information is a forged
network packet. Consider the running malware sample m in
Figure 1(a). Sample m ﬁrst performs a DNS query to determine the IP address of its C&C server located at foo.com.
The returned IP address, a.b.c.d, is then used to connect to
the C&C and the malware has successfully “phoned home”.
Sample m could also bypass DNS entirely if it were to hardcode the IP address of its C&C and communicate with it directly, as we see in Figure 1(c). This gives us two opportunities to play games with sample m as shown in Figures 1(b,d):
we can say the domain name resolution of foo.com was unsuccessful (b) or the direct connection to IP address a.b.c.d
was unsuccessful (d). At this point, sample m has four possible courses of action:

• We design and implement a framework, GZA, for exploratory malware analysis using the concept of network games. Network games can be implemented quickly
in as little as 100 lines of Python to respond to developing malware behavior and ﬁt the speciﬁc needs of a
malware analyst.

1. Retry the same domain name or IP address,

• Using GZA, we measure the prevalence of alternative
plans in malware. We analyze a large dataset containing 2,191 distinct malware samples, and show that
approximately 17% of the samples exhibit alternative
plan behaviors.

2. Remain dormant to evade dynamic analysis and try
again later,
3. Give up, or
4. Try a previously unused domain name or IP address.

• We study the long-term beneﬁts of using network games
to complement existing malware analysis techniques.
Network games coerce, on average, an additional three
domain names and two IP addresses from samples with
alternative plans. Approximately 95% of the coerced
information never appears on public blacklists throughout the course of our study. Over 76% of the coerced
domain names were ﬂagged as potentially malicious by
the domain name reputation system Notos [2].

In (b) and (d), we see the malware samples taking action #4
and querying a previously unseen domain name (bar.com)
and IP address (e.f.g.c), respectively. Action #2 is a common problem in dynamic malware analysis systems in general and is further discussed in Section 6.2.

2.1

Notation

Stated more formally, let h be a machine infected with a
malware sample m that is currently executing in our analyThe remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
sis system running game Gname . Gname is a packet transforSection 2 we explicitly deﬁne network games and the speciﬁc
mation function called name. Given a packet p, Gname (p)
games we used in our study. In Section 3 we describe the imrepresents Gname gaming p and its value is either the origiplementation of GZA. We present the methodology for two
nal packet, or some altered packet p that changes the intent
studies to examine alternative plan prevalence in Section 4,
of p. The implementation details of Gname determine when
with the subsequent results shown in Section 5. We discuss
to return p or p . For example, p could contain the resolved
the implications of network games as well as potential evaIP address of a queried domain name d, whereas p says d
sion techniques and their solutions in Section 6. We discuss
does not exist. In all other ways, such as type of packet and
similarities and diﬀerences from prior work in Section 7 and
source and destination IP addresses, p and p are identical.
conclude the paper in Section 8.
As h communicates with the outside world, it sends question packets, qi , in the form of domain name queries and
requests to initiate a TCP connection and receives response
2. PLAYING GAMES WITH MALWARE
packets, rj , in the form of domain name resolutions and iniMalware uses the same network protocols that benign softtiated TCP connections2 . False information is provided to
ware uses when performing malicious activity. Despite the
the
host h by delivering Gname (rj ) in lieu of rj . A sample set
fact that many network protocols exist, nearly all commufor
m,
Gname,m represents the set of unique domain names
nication on the Internet follows one of two patterns:
and IP addresses queried by m while running under Gname .
The functions D and I operate on sample sets and return
1. A transport layer (e.g., TCP and UDP) connection is
the subset of unique domain names or the subset of unique
made to an IP address directly, or
IP addresses, respectively. Given a set of malware sample
2. A DNS query is made for a domain name (e.g., google.com) MD5s, M , a game set, GM
name represents the subset of samand a connection to the returned IP address is made
ples that were “successfully gamed” by Gname . A game is
as in #1.
considered successful if it forces a malware sample to query
2
More accurately, a TCP response packet is a TCP SYNACK packet as part of the TCP connection handshake.

Higher-level protocols leverage these two use cases for nearly
all communication. If we can assume malware relies on these
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A game called name.
The result of Gname ’s transformation on
packet p.
The set of network information i.e., unique
IP addresses and domain names contacted,
generated when malware sample m is gamed
by Gname .
The subset of malware samples from M that
were successfully gamed by Gname .
Given a sample set, s, return the subset of
unique domain names or IP addresses in s,
respectively.

Table 1: Notation for describing games and the sets
they generate.







DNS/TCP packets as they are the predominant protocols
used to establish and sustain C&C communication; however, our approach is general and can be adapted to other
protocols used less commonly in C&C communication. The
design of an individual game is based on anecdotal evidence
of how malware samples, in general, communicate. We design seven games to perform our analysis of alternative plan
behavior in malware:












Gnull .
To provide a baseline to compare the eﬀectiveness of future games, this game allows response packets to reach its
host without modiﬁcation. In other words, Gnull is the identity function.
Note that this does not mean malware communication is
allowed to run completely unfettered. We perform standard precautionary measures to prevent malicious activity
from harming external systems. However, these measures
are not considered part of our network games, but simply
good practice when analyzing potentially malicious binaries.
We discuss these precautionary measures, which are always
performed irrespective of the active game, in detail in Section 3.2.

Figure 1: Malware samples m (a-b) and m (c-d) initiating a connection with the C&C server. m connects by ﬁrst performing a DNS query to determine
the IP address of its C&C server followed by initiating a TCP connection. Sample m connects directly
to the C&C using a hard-coded IP address. Examples (a) and (c) connect without intervention by a
game, while (b) and (d) have false information (denoted by boxes) injected.
more network information than under a run without a game
present. We formally deﬁne this in the following section.
The described notation is summarized in Table 1 and will
be used throughout the remainder of the paper.

2.2

Gdns1 .
Malware often immediately connects to its C&C or performs some probing operation to determine the status of its
network before doing so. This game assumes the ﬁrst domain
name lookup corresponds to a test of network availability
and should be allowed to pass through without modiﬁcation. Subsequent domain name lookups for domains other
than what was queried ﬁrst will be spoofed. For example, if
google.com is the ﬁrst domain queried, all subsequent domains that are not google.com will be spoofed. We approximate this behavior in the next game using a whitelist. For a
DNS response packet pd , Gdns1 (pd ) returns pd if its the ﬁrst
DNS request packet and pd otherwise. Gdns1 is successful
for m iﬀ |Gdns1,m | > |D(Gnull,m )|.

Designing Games for Interrogating Malware

Crafting games without a priori knowledge of malware
network behavior is diﬃcult. Furthermore, a successful game
for sample m may be unsuccessful for sample m . By using
generic games “en masse”, we improve our chances of successfully gaming malware during analysis. We design a suite
of games to coerce a given malware sample into showing its
alternative plan during analysis. We apply all games to a
malware sample to improve the likelihood of success. Each
game focuses either on DNS or TCP response packets in
an attempt to harvest additional C&C domain names or IP
addresses, respectively. For a DNS response packet pd , pd
is a modiﬁed response packet that declares the queried domain name does not exist, i.e., a DNS rcode of NXDOMAIN.
For a TCP response packet pt , pt is a modiﬁed response
packet that terminates the 3-way TCP handshake, i.e., a
TCP-RESET packet. In this paper, we choose to focus on

Gdnsw .
A popular domain name, like google.com, is unlikely to
operate as a C&C server for a botnet. Therefore, DNS
queries on popular domain names are unlikely to be concealing additional malicious network information. For a DNS
response packet pd , Gdnsw (pd ) returns pd if the domain being queried is whitelisted and pd otherwise. Our whitelist is



comprised of the top 1000 Alexa domain names [1]. Gdnsw
is successful for m iﬀ |Gdnsw,m | > |D(Gnull,m )|.

tocol currently being gamed making them indistinguishable
from legitimate responses. As any analysis technique gains
traction, malware authors will begin to attempt to circumvent it. Therefore, we discuss possible evasion techniques
and how to mitigate them in Section 6.2.

Gtcpw .
An IP address that resides in a known benign network
is also unlikely to function as a C&C, much like a popular domain name. For a TCP response packet pt , Gtcpw (pt )
returns pt if the IP being queried is whitelisted and pt otherwise. Our whitelist is the dnswl IP-based whitelist [17].
Gtcpw is successful for m iﬀ |Gtcpw,m | > |I(Gnull,m )|.



Gtcp1 .
Malware is often delivered by a dropper, a program that
downloads, installs and runs the actual malicious binary. If
we prevent the dropper from downloading its malicious payload, we will not observe the malicious behavior and fail to
unearth alternative plans. We create a class of games that
focus on droppers by allowing a variable number of TCP
streams to successfully complete before forging response packets. For a TCP response packet pt , Gtcp1 (pt ) returns pt if
the packet is the ﬁrst TCP stream and pt otherwise. Gtcp1
is successful for m iﬀ |Gtcp1,m | > |I(Gnull,m )|.


















Figure 2: An overview of network traﬃc routing in
GZA. Multiple virtual machines (VMi ) are run on a
host using GZA. Each VM is paired up with a game
G and a single sample is run against n + 1 games.
This includes Gnull to act as a baseline. Each VM’s
network is isolated from all others to prevent local
infection. VM network traﬃc is routed through its
paired game to perform the required packet transformations. There can be multiple groups of these
on a single host to perform bulk sample analysis.

Gtcp3 .
While one and two stage droppers are fairly common in
the wild, we wanted to test for three stage droppers. We
can compare the results for Gtcp1 , Gtcp2 and Gtcp3 to determine when we no longer beneﬁt from increasing the number
of allowable TCP streams. This game is the same as Gtcp1 ,
but allows three TCP streams to complete. For a TCP response packet pt , Gtcp3 (pt ) returns pt if the packet is the
ﬁrst, second or third TCP stream and pt otherwise. Gtcp3
is successful for m iﬀ |Gtcp3,m | > |I(Gnull,m )|.

3.2

Implementation

GZA3 is a collection of Python scripts that run malware
samples inside a virtualized Windows XP instance in kvm
and route packets to implement the games described in Section 2.2. All applications and services that could generate
DNS or TCP traﬃc automatically are disabled to ensure
that gamed packets are from the analyzed malware only.
Before packets are routed for gameplay, precautionary measures are performed to prevent malware from damaging external systems. All SMTP traﬃc is redirected to a spam trap
to prevent spamming and traﬃc to local systems is dropped
to prevent local infection of nearby machines or concurrently
running VMs. Each VM has its packets routed through the
host running kvm using iptables [23] with relevant packets
being forwarded to a Python script that runs a game. This is
done through the iptables NFQUEUE interface that redirects each packet to a user-mode process which decides if
the packet should be accepted or dropped. If the game returns the original packet, the NF_ACCEPT message is returned
to the host’s kernel and the packet is routed faithfully. If
the game returns a spoofed packet, NF_REJECT is sent to the

GZA

In this section, we describe the architecture of GZA and
speciﬁc implementation details of our system.

3.1





Gtcp2 .
Droppers can have multiple stages where malicious payloads are downloaded in more than one TCP stream. This
games two stage droppers. This game is the same as Gtcp1 ,
but allows two TCP streams to complete. For a TCP response packet pt , Gtcp2 (pt ) returns pt if the packet is the
ﬁrst or second TCP stream and pt otherwise. Gtcp2 is successful for m iﬀ |Gtcp2,m | > |I(Gnull,m )|.

3.

 

Architecture

GZA contains two components: dynamic malware analysis and gameplay. The ﬁrst component simply runs malicious code in a fresh virtual machine (VM) and records all
network activity that occurs in the VM. All network activity
for a VM is routed through one of the games described in
Section 2.2 as seen in Figure 2. While the malware sample under analysis initiates communication with its C&C,
all packets destined for a VM are routed through a network
game. The game decides whether to faithfully route the response packet, or construct and send a spoofed packet, to
the sample. Games are run on the host machine in isolation
from the VMs, so malware cannot detect that its network activity is being analyzed and modiﬁed. As discussed earlier,
all spoofed responses are RFC-compliant packets of the pro-

3
We will make the source code for the GZA framework available in the near future.



host’s kernel and a forged packet is created and sent to the
VM using the packet manipulation library scapy [5].
Games are very short Python scripts that provide two
external functions: playgame and spoof. playgame instructs
the host’s kernel to route the original packet or to drop it;
spoof generates and sends a falsiﬁed packet to the VM if
the original packet was dropped. GZA allows for additional
games to be created and removed as its operator sees ﬁt.
The implementation of all six of the DNS and TCP games
took only 113 lines of code combined.

4.

In addition to measuring the prevalence of alternative
plans in malware, we want to determine how useful this information is the day a malware sample appears on a malware
feed. Detecting malicious domain names and IP addresses
before they have appeared in blacklists oﬀers a tangible improvement to companies and researchers that use domain
name and IP address reputation systems, perform networkbased malware clustering, or maintain domain name and IP
address blacklists.
Using the two games chosen from the previous study and
Gnull , we play games with malware samples provided by our
daily malware feeds over the course of three weeks. Each
day, we analyze all the samples we encounter on our feeds
using GZA. Samples that do not generate any network traﬃc
while executing under Gnull are removed from our results.
For each sample that is successfully gamed, we must evaluate
the usefulness of the newly obtained information. To do this,
we cross-reference the domain name or IP address against
eleven public blacklists [12, 20, 15, 16, 21, 35, 19, 13, 27,
29, 26]. The blacklists provide two dates: df , the ﬁrst day a
domain name or IP address appeared on the blacklist and dl ,
the last day a domain name or IP address appeared on the
blacklist. For each additional piece of network information,
ni , and the day it was coerced, t, we place it into one of four
categories:

STUDY METHODOLOGY

Using the idea of playing games with malware, we design
and run two studies to understand alternative plans in malware. The ﬁrst goal of this study is to understand the prevalence of alternative plans in malware and determine which
games are the best in general; successful games force executing malware to reveal the most additional information.
The second attempts to quantify how useful this previously
unknown information is by determining how long it takes for
newly discovered domain names and IP addresses to appear
on publicly available blacklists; coerced network information
is more useful the longer it takes to appear. We assume that
non-whitelisted network information contacted by malware
is malicious. Note that not all games use the whitelist, but
during our evaluation we ignore additional network information that is whitelisted. For example, if Gdns1 caused
additional benign domains to be queried, it would not be
considered successful. For TCP-based games, we also ignore
additional A records returned by DNS requests. We validate
this assumption by providing DNS reputation scores for domain names. Furthermore, we show how this increase in
network information can improve the accuracy of networkbased clustering systems. In both studies presented, all samples are run for ﬁve minutes. We discuss timing based evasion further in Section 6.2, but in short the issue is common
across all dynamic analysis systems and is orthogonal to the
problem we address in this paper.

4.1

1. blacklisted: if ni appears on any of the blacklists
after we coerced it on day t i.e., t < df .
2. decommissioned: if ni appears on any of the blacklists
before we coerced it but has since been decommissioned
i.e., df < dl < t.
3. campaigning: if ni appears on any of the blacklists
and is currently being used i.e., df < t < dl .
4. never: if ni does not appear on any of the blacklists.
Each category provides interesting insight into a malware
campaign. blacklisted network information shows our strategy can coerce domains that other parties eventually ﬂag
as malicious. decommissioned network information shows
that while malware may stop using a network resource, they
can quickly and easily resume using one. campaigning network information are seen in samples that connect to multiple network resources during normal operation. For example, a sample randomly chooses which domain name to use
to contact its C&C. never network information is perhaps
the most interesting. These are domains and IP addresses
queried by malware that never appear on public blacklists
throughout our experiments. blacklisted and never are
the most useful categories of network information and provide the best improvements to systems that rely on such
information.
By comparing generated malware sets, we will extract new
relationships between malware originally thought to be unrelated. Consider two malware samples, m1 and m2 that
when run using Gnull they query domains d1 and d2 , respectively. However, when run using Gdnsw , they both query
d1 and d2 . m1 and m2 are said to be strongly related in
Gdnsw . Strongly related samples have distinct sets of network information when run in Gnull but identical sets when
run in any other game. For example, consider a malware
family that randomly chooses a C&C domain name to connect to at runtime. MD5 distinct versions of this malware

Representative Study

We created a dataset, DR , of 2,191 distinct malware samples obtained between April 2010 and October 2010 from
a variety of sources, including: low interaction honeypots,
web crawlers, mail ﬁlters and user submissions. We used
several sources to approximate the general malware population as closely as possible. Additionally, all samples in DR
were ﬂagged as malicious by both Symantec and McAfee.
For all malware samples m ∈ DR , we run m in GZA against
each game described in Section 2.2. The astute reader will
notice that we run the risk of uncovering new information
by chance. Consider a malware sample that is analyzed at
two distinct times, t and t where t < t . It is possible that
the malicious network infrastructure changed at some time
v where t < v < t , which could taint our results. To eliminate this possibility, a single sample is run against all games
at the same time.
Malware tend to rely on either domain names or IP addresses to communicate with their C&C. Using this assumption, we can increase the throughput of GZA for the longterm study by only using the two most successful games for
each protocol.

4.2

Long-term Study



Game
Gdns1
Gdnsw
Gtcpw
Gtcp1
Gtcp2
Gtcp3
Total

family could have distinct game sets in Gnull but would have
identical game sets in Gdnsw . Strongly related samples are
likely to be related in some way, for example, they could be
members of the same botnet. More formally, two malware
samples, m1 and m2 , are considered strongly related in Gi
iﬀ:
C(Gi,m1 ) = C(Gi,m2 ) and C(Gnull,m1 ) = C(Gnull,m2 )

5.1

Min Gain
1
1
1
1
1
1
-

Median Gain
2
3
2
1
1
1
-

Max Gain
28
34
56
54
36
45
-

Table 2: Summary of results of the representative
study of alternative plans in malware. The most
successful DNS and TCP strategies are highlighted.

where C is a function that returns either the subset of unique
domain names or unique IP addresses depending on the
game type of Gi i.e., C is either D or I from Table 1. Samples
could be related without being strongly related, however, we
focus only on strongly related samples in this paper. Using network games, we can improve malware clustering that
uses network features. Furthermore, we use the existing domain name reputation system, Notos [2], to validate that
our newly discovered domain names are actually malicious.

5.

% Gamed
4.4%
6.0%
7.5%
6.3%
5.4%
5.4%
17.3%

D

DR
Gdns1
DR
Gdnsw
DR
Gtcpw
DR
Gtcp1
DR
Gtcp2
DR
Gtcp3
DR
Gdns

ANALYSIS
Representative Study

D

D

D

D

D

D

R
Gdns1

R
Gdnsw

R
Gtcpw

R
Gtcp1

R
Gtcp2

R
Gtcp3

R
Gtcp

1
0.93
-

0.93
1
-

1

0.50

0.45

0.46

-

-

-

0.50

1

0.36

0.41

-

-

-

0.45

0.36

1

0.43

-

-

-

0.46

0.41

0.43

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.20

Table 3: Overlap in game strategies represented by
DR
R
the Jaccard Index. GD
dns and Gtcp are the union of
the DNS and TCP game sets, respectively.

A summary of the results from the representative study
are available in Table 2. Of the 2,191 samples in our dataset,
17% were successfully gamed by at least one of the games
described in Section 2.2. Of the two types of games, DNSbased and TCP-based, Gdnsw and Gtcpw were successful the
most often with 6.0% and 7.5% success rate, respectively. In
most cases, the increase in network information was between
one and three new domain names or IP addresses for alternative plans. A plot of network information gains is shown
in Figure 3. Both graphs are heavily skewed to the right
which shows that if a malware author had the foresight to
include an alternative plan they used few additional network
resources. For increases in IP addresses in Figure 3(a), we
see little diﬀerence between each individual strategy with respect to the amount of information increase. Figure 3(b) is
similarly structured, but with a large spike at 14 additional
domain names for Gdnsw . DR contained 37 unique samples
of the same malware that all queried the same set of domain
names.
In addition to understanding the successes of each game
individually, examining cases where multiple games were
successful on an individual sample yield insight into understanding malware alternative plans. Table 3 shows this overlap by examining pairwise Jaccard Index [36] of the game
R
sets of each game. The large overlap of 0.93 between GD
dns1
R
and the more successful GD
show
that
a
naive
whitelistdnsw
ing strategy is suﬃcient and improves upon hard-coding for
common patterns in malware. Gdnsw generalizes the behavior captured by Gdns1 . TCP-based games exhibit a much
smaller overlap, primarily due to the speciﬁc staged dropper the game targets i.e., Gtcp2 targets two staged droppers.
Game performance dropped from Gtcpw to Gtcp1 and Gtcp1
to Gtcp2 . This shows that hardcoding for droppers is less
eﬀective than a whitelisting approach.
Furthermore, the small overlap of 0.20 between all DNSDR
R
based and TCP-based gamesets, GD
dns and Gtcp shows that
malware authors focus primarily on adding reliability using additional domain names or IP addresses for their C&C
servers, but rarely both. Since we can approximate our
DNS-based games with Gdnsw and Gtcpw is the best performer among TCP-based games, we will use these two games
in our long-term analysis.

5.2

Long-term Study

We ran approximately 4,000 malware samples a day through
GZA using three games {Gnull , Gdnsw , Gtcpw } from March
11th to March 31st . In general, nearly all coerced network
information was never blacklisted (category never) during
the course of our study. See Table 4 for an example of the
output for a single day of analysis that took place on March
15th . Of the unique domains and IP addresses coerced, approximately 96% and 99% never appear on public blacklists
by April 2nd, respectively. A small number were considered
blacklisted, decommissioned and campaigning. A breakdown of these categories for the entire study are shown in
Figure 4. As shown by the plot, almost all coerced network
features never appear on public blacklists.
Network feature
Domains
Domains
Domains
Domains
Domains
IP
IP
IP
IP
IP

Category
Blacklisted
Decommissioned
In Campaign
Never Blacklisted
Total
Blacklisted
Decommissioned
In Campaign
Never Blacklisted
Total

Count
3
15
10
669
697
1
6
7
3381
3395

Table 4: Breakdown of coerced unique network information by category and protocol for March 15th.
The additional network information generated by our games
makes relationships between malware samples clearer by providing a more complete picture of C&C communication.
Consider a graph K where the vertices are malware samples for a given day of our long-term experiment and edges
between vertices represent shared network information. For
example, two malware samples that both connect to a domain name d would have an edge drawn between them in



Figure 3: Plot of net network information gains for each game.

Figure 4: Frequency of network features by category over the course of the entire study. The top row of
ﬁgures includes all categories, but due to the domination of the never category, we also include the other
three categories alone on the bottom row. Please note the change in scale.
K. As we uncover more information through gameplay, we
add additional edges into K. If these additional edges even-

tually form strongly related connections between malware
samples, we should see a decrease in the number of compo-



nents in graph K. Figure 5 shows that for Gdnsw we always
see a drop in the number of components in the game graph of
its network information compared to the graph under Gnull .
Gtcpw exhibited no change in the graph from Gnull .
We also used Notos [2] to show the usefulness of our information. Given a domain name, Notos classiﬁes the domain
as: suspicious, unknown, or whitelisted. Along with a classiﬁcation, Notos also provides a conﬁdence score. Notos was
trained using four weeks of passive DNS data gathered from
six ISP-based DNS recursive sensors located across North
America. Notos uses the top 2,000 Alexa 2LD domain names
and the same blacklists used in this study. Of the 161,000
unique domain names contacted during our long-term study,
we ran a simple random sample of 15,050 of them through
Notos and over 76% of them were ﬂagged as suspicious (see
Table 5). The whitelisted domain names were primarily:
mail servers, dynamic DNS providers, and content distribution networks. Notos had high conﬁdence in its classiﬁcation
of our coerced domain names: 80% of suspicious domains
and 98% of whitelisted domains had conﬁdences above 95%.
Classiﬁcation
Suspicious
Not Known
Whitelisted
Classiﬁcation
Suspicious
Whitelisted

Count
11,519
2
3,529
Mean Conﬁdence
0.97314
0.99565

resource connectivity, communicating with diﬀerent protocols, or by evading dynamic analysis entirely with excessive
timeouts prior to performing malicious behavior. We discuss
these evasion techniques and present methods to address
these shortcomings. Since our games use RFC-compliant
network responses, malware is unable to determine if it is
being gamed at the host-level and subsequently must use
the network in clever ways to determine its execution environment.
Dynamic malware analysis systems generally execute malware for a ﬁxed period of time, usually around ﬁve minutes
per sample. Malware can remain dormant until this time
passes to evade detection and analysis. Prior work addresses
this limitation by ﬁnding these trigger-based behaviors and
generating inputs to satisfy the triggers at runtime. This
limitation applies to all dynamic analysis systems in general and is orthogonal to the problem we are trying to solve
of increasing the network information an executing sample
attempts to connect to.
Overhead incurred during usermode packet generation could
enable a clever malware author to determine if they are being gamed or not. As a performance improvement, GZA will
only route packets relevant to the game in question. For example, when Gdnsw is being played, iptables will only route
UDP packets with a port of 53 destined for a VM. If DNS
packets take abnormally long, while packets of other types
are unaﬀected this could alert a malware sample that it is
being analyzed. Simply routing all packets through its game
would apply this overhead uniformly across all packets, removing the signal.
Peer-to-peer (P2P) evasion is when a malware sample veriﬁes the results of a DNS or TCP request by asking another
infected machine to perform an identical request. If a sample, m, cannot resolve a domain name d, but fellow infected
hosts can resolve d successfully, m has reason to believe it
is being run under our system. Communicating this information, however, requires the network. This forces m to
succumb to gameplay one way or another; gaming of its initial C&C communication or gaming of veriﬁcation queries
to its peers. By focusing on the building blocks of network
communication, we force all network activity to be gamed.
To perform a DNS query, a malware sample could query
an HTTP-based DNS tool6 , bypassing the DNS protocol entirely. Furthermore, it could directly connect to a C&C using a non-gamed protocol, such as UDP. These problems are
easily addressed by running aggregate games and adding additional protocols. Querying an HTTP-based DNS lookup
tool still requires some network activity so running DNS
and TCP games simultaneously would prevent this lookup
from succeeding. If an attacker uses another protocol, such
as UDP, it is easy to write a new game that targets this
new behavior. As malware adapts to the presence of network games, malware analysts can keep pace with malware
authors without too much eﬀort.

Percentage
76.5%
< 0.01%
23.4%
-

Table 5: Domain name classiﬁcation results and
mean conﬁdence values from Notos.

6.

DISCUSSION

We discuss the implications of our ﬁndings as well as potential evasion techniques malware authors may implement
to circumvent network games in general.

6.1

Malware Alternative Plans

Our results report that malware is constructed naively
and often relies on a single domain name or IP address to
initiate and maintain a connection to its C&C server. Malware that does provide an alternative plan infrequently uses
its additional network information demonstrated by the vast
majority of domain names and IP addresses that do not appear on public blacklists. This may explain why only 17%
of samples responded to network games. Another explanation is more speciﬁc games, perhaps dynamic ones, must be
implemented to realize gains in a larger proportion of samples. We are currently exploring these questions as potential
future work.
In general, coerced domain names are more useful than
coerced IP addresses. Domain names and abusing the DNS
allow for more volatile malicious networks than an attacker
could accomplish with IP addresses alone. Furthermore, it
is easier to vet the maliciousness of domain names than IP
addresses, making them more attractive to security practitioners.

6.2

7.

RELATED WORK

Deception through gameplay has been discussed [31, 11,
8, 37], or implemented by hand [10], but little empirical
work has been done to demonstrate the usefulness such an
approach provides. Prior work traditionally focuses on improving information gain generated by honeypots [37, 8] us-

Evasion

Attackers are always attempting to evade newly created
defenses. The most obvious ways to evade our system are
through timing attacks, peer-to-peer validation of network

6



http://www.kloth.net/services/nslookup.php

Figure 5: Numbers of components for Gdnsw and Gnull for each day of the long-term experiment.
ing game theory to model interactions between an attacker
and a honeypot operator. Carroll et al. focus on gains
generated by having a honeypot masquerade as a normal
machine, or vice-versa, and show in which cases a Nash
equilibrium can be reached. Wagener et al. similarly tried
to achieve equilibrium, but also played games with live intruders. The honeypot was crafted to randomly fail process
spawning system calls to coerce an attacker into attempting
workarounds for failing tools, hopefully leading to previously
unknown tools and exploits. Gaming the botnet C&C network redundancy mechanism, what we refer to as alternative
plans, was discussed and used to improve returns generated
by a spamming botnet analysis engine [18]. Anticipation
games [7], an extension of attack graphs which are based on
game theory, were designed to anticipate malicious interaction with a network and determine the answer to questions
such as determining the most eﬀective patching strategy for
a given network. We diﬀer from previous gameplay work
in that we focus on gathering network intelligence, rather
than host-level information, and we quantify the usefulness
of this network information to security practitioners.
GZA is similar, but complementary, to other techniques
that attempt to coerce malware into revealing useful information. All systems that rely on dynamic binary analysis
run into the problem of code coverage, which researchers
have addressed by forcing execution of all possible branches [22,
38]. Multipath exploration provides a complete view of possible execution paths of malware but can be evaded with
conditional code obfuscation [34] or made impractical due
to the exponential explosion in search space. Sharif et. al.
describe malware emulators [33], or malware obfuscated by
a randomized bytecode instruction set, that would evade
multipath exploration. During dynamic analysis, multipath
exploration would explore the paths of all possible bytecode
programs rather than the execution paths of the malware
itself. Since network games do not target binary execution
paths, we are resistant to this evasion technique and provide
a complementary analysis method. Furthermore, malware
increasingly uses external stimuli in the form of trigger-based
behaviors to determine execution. Malware can determine
its execution environment [32, 28, 9] prompting the use of
hardware virtualization [14]. More sophisticated techniques
include waiting for a speciﬁc date to occur or a particular
website to be visited. Research has shown how to detect
changes in malware behavior as well as determine the underlying cause [3, 6]. We diﬀer from prior work in malware
analysis by introducing the concept of evasion-resistant net-



work games. By performing execution path exploration from
the network instead of the host, we make it diﬃcult for malware to detect it is being gamed or evade our games.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed and built a framework, GZA,
to explore malware execution paths using the concept of network games. By playing network games with malware, we
described the prevalence of alternative plans in malware by
examining a large malware corpus of 2,191 samples and performing a long-term study over three weeks of malware samples obtained from malware feeds. Our six network games
coerced samples into revealing their alternative plans and
the additional network features malware used to enact those
plans. We show that while alternative plans have promise
to be used to improve malware reliability, they go relatively
unused in malware seen in the wild. Only 17% show this
behavior. This new network information, however, is very
useful with approximately 95% never appearing on public
blacklists. This directly improves systems that rely on network information, such as blacklist generation, domain name
and IP address reputation systems, and malware clustering
on network features.
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ABSTRACT

Malware commonly employs various forms of packing and obfuscation to resist static analysis. Therefore, the most widespread
approach to the analysis of malware samples is currently based on
executing the malicious code in a controlled environment to observe its behavior. Dynamic analysis tools such as CWSandbox [3],
Norman Sandbox and Anubis [13, 2] execute a malware sample in
an instrumented sandbox and record its interactions with system
and network resources. This information can be distilled into a
human-readable report that provides an analyst with a high level
view of a sample’s behavior, but it can also be fed as input to further automatic analysis tasks. Execution logs and network traces
provided by dynamic analysis have been used to classify malware
samples [14, 36], to generate remediation procedures for malware
infections [31] and to generate signatures for detecting a malware’s
network trafﬁc [34].
One problem of dynamic analysis of malware is that it is resourceintensive. Panda Labs reported 63,000 new malware samples per
day in 2010 with an upward trend [9]. Each of these samples needs
to be executed, if only for a few minutes. Furthermore, it is relatively easy for malware authors to aggravate this problem by automatically generating even larger numbers of polymorphic variants.
As a result of the limited analysis capacity, only a subset of the daily
malware samples can be analyzed. Our own analysis sandbox, despite a large-scale, distributed deployment, has to discard tens of
thousands of samples each day. This raises the question of which
samples should be selected to best utilize the available resources.
Previous work on selecting samples for dynamic analysis [41,
23] has focused on diversity: that is, the goal is to determine whether
a new malware sample, with a never-before-seen message digest, is
actually just a minor variant or a polymorphic mutation of a previously analyzed sample. Results obtained with these techniques
have shown that discarding polymorphic variants can reduce the
amount of samples to be analyzed by a factor of over sixteen. The
assumption behind this approach is that analyzing a polymorphic
variant of a known sample will not provide any new insight, so the
sample should be discarded rather than waste resources on executing it in the sandbox. Depending on the purpose for which samples
are being analyzed, however, this assumption may not hold.
One motivation for operating a malware analysis sandbox is that
the network behavior of malware can reveal the command and control (C&C) servers used by bot masters to remotely control infected
computers. If the goal is to detect C&C servers, running multiple
variants of some malware families can prove advantageous. This is
a consequence of the constant arms race between bot masters and
security professionals: bot masters need to maintain control of their
bots while security professionals work to identify and take down
their C&C infrastructure. As a result, the C&C servers used by a
malware family change over time much faster than its code-base.
Furthermore, some malware code-bases are available to multiple
independent bot masters, each of which uses a distinct C&C infrastructure [15].

To handle the large number of malware samples appearing in the
wild each day, security analysts and vendors employ automated
tools to detect, classify and analyze malicious code. Because malware is typically resistant to static analysis, automated dynamic
analysis is widely used for this purpose. Executing malicious software in a controlled environment while observing its behavior can
provide rich information on a malware’s capabilities. However,
running each malware sample even for a few minutes is expensive.
For this reason, malware analysis efforts need to select a subset of
samples for analysis. To date, this selection has been performed either randomly or using techniques focused on avoiding re-analysis
of polymorphic malware variants [41, 23].
In this paper, we present a novel approach to sample selection
that attempts to maximize the total value of the information obtained from analysis, according to an application-dependent scoring function. To this end, we leverage previous work on behavioral
malware clustering [14] and introduce a machine-learning-based
system that uses all statically-available information to predict into
which behavioral class a sample will fall, before the sample is actually executed. We discuss scoring functions tailored at two practical applications of large-scale dynamic analysis: the compilation
of network blacklists of command and control servers and the generation of remediation procedures for malware infections. We implement these techniques in a tool called F ORE C AST. Large-scale
evaluation on over 600,000 malware samples shows that our prototype can increase the amount of potential command and control
servers detected by up to 137% over a random selection strategy
and 54% over a selection strategy based on sample diversity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Malware is at the root of many security threats on the internet.
From spam, to identity theft to distributed denial of service attacks,
malicious software running on compromised computers is a key
component of internet crime. For this reason, analyzing malware
and developing countermeasures against it has become an important aspect of security practice. New malware samples need to be
analyzed to understand their capabilities and generate detection signatures, mitigation strategies and remediation procedures. Since
tens of thousands of new malware samples are found in the wild
each day, security analysts and antivirus vendors have to employ
automated analysis techniques for this task.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciﬁc
permission and/or a fee.
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Rather than selecting samples for analysis based only on diversity, we therefore take a different angle and explicitly try to select
for analysis those samples that will produce the most valuable analysis results. This requires us to ﬁrst deﬁne how to measure the
value of the output of a dynamic analysis run. We argue that this is
application-dependent, and that sample selection should take into
account the goals for which malware is being analyzed in the ﬁrst
place.
To predict whether and to what extent the execution of a sample will yield useful information, we take advantage of knowledge
gleaned from samples that have already been analyzed. We extract all statically-available information on each malware sample,
including structural features of the executable, antivirus detection
results and the results of static classiﬁcation using techniques from
Wicherski [41] and Jacob et al. [23]. For all dynamically analyzed samples, we further record their behavior in the sandbox and
the results of behavioral clustering using techniques from Bayer et
al. [14]. Over time, our system thus assembles a knowledge-base
of static and behavioral characteristics of malware samples. This
knowledge-base can be mined for sample selection. We use the
static information on each sample as input to a machine-learning
system that aims to predict to which behavioral cluster a sample
belongs, before we actually run the sample. We then select for execution samples expected to belong to clusters that, based on past
performance, are most likely to provide useful information.
We implement the proposed techniques in a tool called F ORE C AST, and empirically evaluate its performance using a large collection of real-world malware binaries. Our results show that selecting samples for analysis using F ORE C AST can provide more
useful information for a given amount of analysis resources compared not only to naive, random selection, but also to a selection
strategy aimed at maximizing diversity. In summary, our contributions are the following:

Figure 1: F ORE C AST overview.
We call this the sample selection problem, and formulate it as
follows. Given a set χ of n malware samples, a scoring function
v that measures the aggregate value of the analysis results of a set
of samples and limited resources that allow the dynamic analysis
of only k < n samples, we want to select a subset α ⊂ χ, with
|α| = k, that maximizes v(α). The set α can be built incrementally: When selecting the next sample for analysis, we can take into
account the analysis results for all previously analyzed samples.
Previous work [41, 23] has implicitly attempted to solve this
problem by recognizing and discarding minor variants or polymorphic mutations of previously analyzed malware samples. The assumption behind this is that every such variant will exhibit the same
behavior, therefore analyzing more than one variant provides no additional valuable information. Because it lacked a measure of the
value of analysis results, previous work did not attempt to quantitatively validate this assumption. As we will show in Section 4,
discarding minor variants is indeed a good heuristic for selecting
samples. However, we will also show that in some cases executing
several almost identical samples can provide valuable information,
such as the different C&C servers contacted by each sample.

2.1

In this paper, we take a different approach and explicitly measure
the value of analysis results. For this, we develop scoring functions
targeted at two real-world applications.

• We formulate the sample selection problem as the task of choosing samples for dynamic analysis to maximize the aggregate value
of the analysis results.

Identifying C&C servers. Modern malware uses a command and
control (C&C) infrastructure that allows the malware operators to
remote-control the infected machines (also known as bots). It also
lets them update the bots’ software to adapt to the changing environment in which they operate and to the changing goals of the botnet owners. While some botnets employ peer-to-peer protocols for
C&C, most employ client-server architectures and rely on redundancy and fallback mechanisms to provide robustness. The C&C
servers are therefore a weak point of a botnet’s operation, making
information on their domain names or IP addresses extremely valuable to security practitioners. Recent research has thus focused on
identifying C&C communication among the network trafﬁc generated by malware [22]. Such information has been used for coordinated takedowns of a botnet’s C&C servers, that in some cases
have succeeded in completely shutting down a botnet [29]. In a
few cases, C&C server information has even led to the networks
of malicious internet service providers being depeered from the internet [27]. Even if the malicious servers cannot be taken down,
blacklists of C&C servers such as the one provided by FIRE [39]
or Zeus Tracker[8] can be used by network administrators as an additional layer of defense. A C&C blacklist provides two beneﬁts:
on the one hand, it prevents infected hosts from receiving commands that would lead them to engage in harmful behavior; On the
other hand, it can alert a network administrator to the presence of
infected hosts on his network. FIRE builds its C&C blacklist based
on the results of large-scale dynamic analysis of malware samples
with the Anubis [2] sandbox. Furthermore, the C&C trafﬁc captured during malware execution can be used to automatically generate detection signatures [34], that can be deployed on network
intrusion detection solutions. The network endpoints scoring func-

• We introduce novel techniques that allow us to predict the dynamic behavior of a malware sample before executing it. More
precisely, they allow us to predict the behavioral cluster [14] to
which the sample will belong.
• We introduce scoring functions for measuring the value of information obtained from dynamic analysis that are targeted at two
practical applications; Namely the generation of network blacklists
of command and control servers and the generation of procedures
for the remediation of malware infections on end hosts.
• Based on these techniques, we develop a system for selecting
samples for dynamic analysis according to the expected value of
the information obtained from a sample’s execution.
• We evaluate the proposed techniques on over 600,000 malware
samples, and show that they can increase the total value of the information obtained from dynamic analysis by 134% compared to
a random selection strategy and by 54% compared to a selection
strategy based on sample diversity.

2.

Applications

SYSTEM GOALS AND APPROACH

The goal of F ORE C AST is to increase the insight that can be
gained from executing malware samples in an analysis sandbox,
given a limited amount of computational resources. If insufﬁcient
resources are available to analyze all the malware samples that are
collected each day, sandbox operators are faced with the choice of
which samples to select for analysis.



tion discussed in Section 3.4 is therefore designed to measure the
number of potential C&C servers observed during analysis.

considered for analysis, we can then compute its expected contribution to v based on the cluster scores and the cluster probabilities
obtained in the previous phase. We call this the sample score. The
output of the cluster scoring phase is the highest scoring sample,
out of a pool of candidates, that is passed to the dynamic analysis
phase. Whenever the dynamic analysis results for a sample become
available, the cluster scores and sample scores are incrementally
updated.

Generating remediation procedures. When malicious code obtains unrestricted execution privileges on an infected host, completely reinstalling the affected machine is typically the only sound
way of guaranteeing that the malware is fully eradicated. For a
given, known malware, however, it may be possible to generate a
reliable remediation procedure that is able to revert the effects of
the malicious code on the system and avoid the cost of reinstallation. Remediating malware infections is a task routinely performed
by anti-virus software, with varying levels of success. Recent research has proposed techniques for automatically generating such
remediation procedures [31]. These techniques are based on dynamic analysis: malware samples are executed in an instrumented
environment, and all persistent modiﬁcations of the system state
are recorded. A remediation procedure essentially consists of a list
of affected system resources, that have to be reset to a clean state.
While the techniques in [31] include methods for generalizing the
observed behavior to some extent, it is clear that behavior that was
never observed cannot be remediated. To provide a more complete
set of remediation procedures, it is therefore desirable to observe
the widest possible variety of system-modifying behavior. The persistent modiﬁcations scoring function discussed in Section 3.4 is
therefore designed to measure the amount of distinct system resources affected by malware execution.

2.2

Dynamic analysis. Once a malware sample has been selected, we
analyze it by running it in our instrumented sandbox. The hostlevel and network-level behavior observed during execution is condensed into a set of behavioral features. This set is fed back to the
cluster scoring phase. Furthermore, we cluster all analyzed samples based on the set of behavioral features they exhibit, using techniques from Bayer et al. [14]. The behavioral cluster to which each
analyzed sample belongs is fed back to the cluster prediction phase.

3.

System overview

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 2: F ORE C AST architecture.

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of F ORE C AST’s architecture. F ORE C AST works in four phases:

Figure 2 provides a more detailed view of F ORE C AST’s architecture. F ORE C AST takes as input a set χ of candidate malware
samples. The system’s goal is to select for analysis a subset α ⊂ χ.
F ORE C AST works incrementally: when selecting the next samples
for analysis, it takes into account the analysis results for all previously analyzed samples. For this, F ORE C AST maintains an analysis queue where each not-yet-analyzed candidate sample (that is,
each sample in χ\α), is associated with a sample score. The sample
score is a measure of how much valuable information we expect to
obtain from the analysis of that sample. Of course, to achieve high
throughput, malware analysis sandboxes need to analyze several
samples in parallel. Thus, at each iteration F ORE C AST selects the
L top-scoring samples for analysis, where L is the parallelism level
of the sandbox, indicating the number of samples that it is able to
analyze in parallel.

Feature extraction. For each sample that is being considered for
analysis, we ﬁrst extract a number of static features. These features represent all the information we can efﬁciently obtain about
a malware sample without executing it. We consider a wide variety of static features. First of all, we extract a number of structural
features about the malicious executable. We consider information
on the origin of the malware sample, such as the user responsible for its submission to the analysis sandbox. We also include
detection results from a number of anti-virus engines. Finally, we
leverage previous work on detecting polymorphic malware variants
and include a sample’s peHash [41], as well as its static cluster and
packing level obtained using techniques from Jacob et al. [23].
Cluster prediction. The dynamic analysis phase (discussed below)
identiﬁes the behavioral cluster to which each executed sample belongs. Together with the static features, this serves as input to the
cluster prediction phase. Here, we attempt to predict to which behavioral cluster a sample belongs, using a supervised learning approach. For this, we use a conﬁdence-weighted linear classiﬁer that
outputs the probabilities that a considered sample belongs to each
behavioral cluster. Whenever a sample is dynamically analyzed
and assigned to a cluster, our classiﬁer is updated to account for
this new information. Note that, while cluster prediction uses supervised learning, the behavioral malware classiﬁcation techniques
we employ are unsupervised [14], and new behavioral clusters are
added incrementally as they are discovered.

3.1

Dynamic analysis and clustering

Each sample selected for dynamic analysis is executed in an instrumented sandbox environment for a ﬁxed amount of time (currently four minutes). The output of dynamic analysis is the set of
behavioral features βs observed during the execution of s. Behavioral features are a representation of program behavior introduced
in [14]. Each behavioral feature represents a speciﬁc action performed by the analyzed program on a speciﬁc operating system
or network entity, such as the creation of ﬁle C:\system32\
svcshost.exe, or an HTTP request to www.example.com.
In the behavioral clustering phase, βs is fed to the scalable behavioral clustering techniques from Bayer et al. [14]. As a result, we
identify the behavioral cluster Cs to which s is assigned.
The cluster prediction phase receives the label Cs and incrementally updates its classiﬁer. Furthermore, βs and Cs are fed back to
the cluster scoring phase, where the cluster score for cluster Cs is
updated based on the value of the observed behavior βs with respect to the application-speciﬁc scoring function v. As a result, the

Cluster scoring. In this phase we measure the cluster score for
each behavioral cluster C, deﬁned as the average contribution of
a sample in that cluster to the scoring function v(C). This step is
therefore dependent on the choice of an application-speciﬁc scoring
function. The scoring function takes as input the behavioral features observed during the execution of each sample, and measures
their aggregate value. We employ two scoring functions targeted at
the applications discussed in Section 2.1. For each sample that is



sample scores for all samples are incrementally updated, and the
next sample can be selected for analysis.

3.2

For this, we require an appropriate classiﬁcation algorithm, considering our requirements and the properties of our datasets:
• High-dimensional feature space: |Φ| can be very large.

Feature Extraction

• Sparse data: Every sample only exhibits a small subset of the
possible features (|φs | << |Φ|). Individual features may occur
infrequently.

The goal of the feature extraction phase is to collect all the information on malware samples that can be used to classify it. Therefore, in this phase we extract all the characteristics of each malware sample that can be efﬁciently obtained from static analysis.
To distinguish them from the behavioral features resulting from the
dynamic analysis of a sample, we refer to these characteristics as
static features. The output of this phase is, for each candidate sample s, a set of static features φs . The feature space Φ = ∪s∈χ φs
grows as new candidate samples are processed and new static features are discovered.

• Incremental operation: The results of dynamic analysis and clustering should have an immediate effect on following predictions.
Furthermore, the size of the feature space and the number of clusters may change over time.
• Fast prediction: We need prediction results on all candidate samples before we can select the best ones for analysis.

peHash. Unlike previous approaches to sample selection, F ORE C AST assumes that minor variants of previously analyzed malware
samples are worth analyzing. Knowing that a candidate sample
is similar to previously analyzed samples can be extremely useful
when attempting to predict its behavior. Therefore, we include a
sample’s peHash [41] in the static features. peHash uses structural
information from an executable ﬁle’s headers and the Kolmogorov
complexity of code sections to compute a hash value that should
remain constant across polymorphic malware variants.

For F ORE C AST we use linear classiﬁcation in combination with
the conﬁdence-weighted (CW) learning scheme of Dredze, Crammer and Pereira [18].
Linear classiﬁcation. A set of static features is represented as a binary feature vector x, where every possible feature is either present
(one) or absent (zero) for a speciﬁc sample. A linear classiﬁer determines a margin y for a given feature vector xby computing the
scalar product with a weight vector w:
 y =
i xi wi . The linear classiﬁcation process can be visualized as splitting the feature
space into two sections with a hyperplane that is determined by the
weight vector w,
 where the sign of the margin y tells us on which
side of the hyperplane an input vector is, thus distinguishing two
classes. The absolute value of the margin |y| can be interpreted as
the conﬁdence in this classiﬁcation.
Linear classiﬁers can handle high dimensional feature spaces and
perform especially fast on sparse binary feature spaces. This is
because for binary spaces, the computational cost of computing the
scalar product w
 · x is proportional to |φ|, rather than to the total
number of features in the feature space |Φ|.

Static cluster. Similarly, we take advantage of static malware clustering techniques from [23]. These techniques compute the distances between the code signals – essentially a bigram distribution over a code section – of binaries to group them into clusters.
The authors also introduce techniques to statically detect the level
of packing used by a sample. We call these clusters static clusters. Both of these characteristics – packing level and static cluster
membership – are mapped to individual static features.
PE Header. A variety of information from a binary’s Portable Executable (PE) header is already processed by peHash and [23], and is
thus already represented in the feature space. We extract two additional groups of features from the PE header. These are the names
of the imported DLLs and the PE section names.

Conﬁdence-weighted learning. The effectiveness of a linear classiﬁer depends on the algorithms used to train it. In online learning, the training instances are supplied one after the other. Training algorithms for linear classiﬁers use update rules that adjust
the weights at each iteration t based on the current weights and
a function g of the training instance features and label: w
 t+1 =
w
 t + g(xt , yt ). If the feature space grows, weights can simply be
added to the classiﬁer.
Sparse data may pose a problem to such an algorithm. The reason is that typically weights are updated only if the corresponding
feature is set in x. Therefore, the weights for features that occur seldom are based on much less information than weights for
frequently-occurring features. CW learning addresses this problem
by maintaining conﬁdence information for each feature depending
on how often it occurred in training. Conﬁdence is modeled with
a Gaussian distribution N (wi , Σi ) for each feature i. The larger
Σi is, the smaller is conﬁdence in wi and the more aggressively
the distribution will be updated by g. For a full discussion of this
classiﬁer and the update function g we refer the reader to [18].

Antivirus Labels. We obtain anti-virus results for all candidate
samples from the VirusTotal service [7]. VirusTotal scans each
sample using 39 AV engines, and for each detection provides the
name of the engine that detected the sample and the label it assigned to it. To avoid an excessively large number of AV label features we discard the most speciﬁc part of the AV labels (indicating
the malware variant) and normalize the labels to a canonical form –
e.g. Trojan/Downloader.Carberp.n becomes carberp.
Submitter Information. For each sample that is submitted to the
sandbox, the hostname of the machine it has been submitted from is
logged. Depending on how a malware analyst collects samples and
on the types of malware she is interested in, the samples she submits may be skewed towards speciﬁc malware classes. We therefore map each distinct hostname from which a sample was submitted to a static feature.

3.3

Cluster Prediction

Multiclass prediction. The linear classiﬁers we have discussed
so far can distinguish two labels. F ORE C AST however needs to
predict to which of several behavioral clusters a sample belongs.
Such a multi-class problem can be decomposed into multiple binary problems. These are then solved by a network of n binary
classiﬁers. As a last step, a single multi-class label has to be derived from the n binary results. For this, we can use Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) [10]. Considering the results of the n
classiﬁers as an n-length binary codeword, the distances between

The goal of the cluster prediction phase is to predict to which
behavioral cluster a candidate sample belongs, before executing it.
Cluster prediction therefore aims to establish a mapping between a
sample’s static features φs and the behavioral cluster Cs to which it
will be assigned based on its behavioral features. For this task, we
take a supervised learning approach and train a classiﬁer by providing it with a labeled dataset consisting of (φs , Cs ) for each sample
s that has already been subject to dynamic analysis and clustering.



ples α. As discussed in Section 3.1, the results of dynamic analysis of a sample s is the set βs of behavioral features observed
during the sample’s execution. The scoring function is therefore
calculated as v(α) = v({βs : s ∈ α}). Depending on the target
application, only a subset of the observed behavioral features may
be of interest. For instance, if the goal of analysis is to identify
malware C&C servers, only features related to network trafﬁc are
relevant, while features representing interaction with the local system can be ignored. The scoring functions we considered in this
work simply measure the total number of relevant behavioral features observed. For this, each scoring function has an associated
ﬁlter f (b) → {0, 1} that returns 1 if feature b is relevant.
We then

compute v = |{b ∈ B : f (b) = 1}|, with B = s∈α βs . Note
that assigning different weights to different behavioral features, to
express the fact that some features may be more valuable than others, would be a straightforward generalization of this approach.
In this work, we use the following two scoring functions, targeted at the applications discussed in Section 2.1.

the codeword from the classiﬁcation and the codewords of each label are calculated. The prediction result is the label for which the
distance is minimized.
One way of performing multi-class classiﬁcation using ECOC is
to use a binary classiﬁer for each pair of labels, where each classiﬁer is trained to distinguish between these two labels. This approach is not applicable for F ORE C AST, because it would require
us to train |C|2 /2 classiﬁers. With over a thousand clusters, this is
clearly problematic. This approach is also referred to as pairwise
coupling [20] or one-versus-one (OVO) classiﬁcation. Instead we
use a one-versus-all (OVA) approach, which requires only a single
classiﬁer per label. Each classiﬁer is trained to distinguish between
its assigned label and the “rest”, i.e. all other labels. For each training instance the binary classiﬁer of the correct class is trained with
+1 and all other classiﬁers with −1.
F ORE C AST’s cluster prediction uses one-versus-all CW learning. An advantage of this choice is that, whenever a new behavioral cluster C emerges from the analysis results, we can add a new
classiﬁer and train it to recognize C. For this, we train the new
classiﬁer with all past samples. The classiﬁers for all other samples, however, do not need to be modiﬁed. The weights used for
classiﬁcation are stored in a matrix w, where wC,i is the weight of
feature i for cluster (classiﬁer) C.
Probability estimates. Just picking the top predicted cluster and
proceeding with the cluster scoring would mean to discard important information – the conﬁdence in the prediction, given by the
margins of each classiﬁer. Based on that output it is possible to
calculate probability estimates for each label. For ECOC models,
a generic approach is given in [21]. Here we use a simple approach from the LIBLINEAR project [19] for OVA classiﬁcation.
The probability estimate for label C is computed as an exponential
function of the margin yC of the corresponding classiﬁer 1+e1−yC .

Identifying C&C servers To assist in the task of identifying and
blacklisting C&C servers, we introduce the network endpoints scoring function. This scoring function aims to measure the number
of potential C&C servers contacted during dynamic analysis. The
features relevant for C&C server detection are those indicating network communication with an IP address, and those indicating a
DNS request for resolving a domain. A simple scoring function
could therefore count the number of distinct network endpoints
(IP addresses and DNS names) contacted by the analyzed samples.
However, not all network trafﬁc observed is related to C&C, or to
malware’s auto-update functionality (which can be seen as a type
of C&C where commands are delivered in the form of executable
code). Therefore, we employ a number of additional ﬁlters to make
the network endpoints scoring function a more reliable measure of
the amount of C&C servers contacted.

Cluster size threshold. As we will show, the clusters in our behavioral malware clustering vary a lot in terms of size, with a few
very large clusters and a large number of clusters containing only
a few samples. Clearly, we do not want to train tens of thousands
of OVA classiﬁers to recognize clusters that contain only one sample. First of all, this would signiﬁcantly slow down F ORE C AST.
Furthermore, a classiﬁer that was provided during training an extremely small number of positive training instances would be unlikely to provide good results. Therefore, we select a minimum
cluster size threshold θ and group all samples belonging to clusters
with |C| < θ in a single “other” cluster O. We do not, however,
train a classiﬁer for O. The reason is that samples in O have nothing in common and thus their static features will vary wildly. As a
probability estimate for O we therefore simply use the ratio |O|/|α|
of the number of samples in O to the total number of analyzed samples.
As a ﬁnal step all probability estimates are normalized so that
they add up to one. The output of the cluster prediction phase is the
cluster probability matrix p, where ps,C represents the probability
that sample s belongs to behavioral cluster C.

3.4

• fast-ﬂux: C&C infrastructure is sometimes hosted on fast-ﬂux
networks, where the same domain name resolves to a rapidly-changing
set of IPs. These IPs typically belong to infected hosts that temporarily serve as C&C servers. In this case, the information on the
contacted IP addresses is of little value. Therefore, we consider IP
addresses for the network endpoints score only if the malware did
not obtain them from a DNS query.
• portscan: Many malware samples include self-propagation components that scan the internet for targets before attempting to compromise them. Clearly, we do not want to include these hosts in
the network endpoints score. For this, we ﬁrst discard connections
to a small number of ports that are known to be typical exploit targets, such as TCP ports 139 and 445, used by Windows ﬁle and
directory sharing services. Furthermore, we use the Bro IDS [32]
to detect port and address scans, and discard connections that are
part of detected scans.
• liveness: C&C endpoints that are not actually available are of little interest. We therefore ﬁlter out endpoints that could not be successfully contacted by the malware. To decide on whether a C&C
endpoint is live, we rely on the known semantics of a few protocols
commonly used for C&C, and fall back to a default heuristic for
other kinds of trafﬁc:

Cluster Scoring

Given a measure of the value of the analysis results produced
by the sandbox, we can evaluate which behavioral clusters produce
more valuable results, and try to select analysis samples that will
likely fall into those clusters. For this, we calculate a cluster score
for each behavioral cluster.
As discussed in our formulation of the sample selection problem in Section 2, the value of analysis results is measured by an
application-dependent scoring function v(α), which computes the
aggregate value of the analysis results for the set of analyzed sam-

• HTTP: we only consider servers that responded with a successful status code (that is, 200-299) to at least one request.
• IRC: we only consider a server if the malware sent or received
a private message or if it successfully joined a channel and sent
or received a message on that channel.



• FTP: we only consider a server if the malware successfully
logged in.
• Other: we only consider endpoints where a connection was successfully established (for TCP) and where the server sent back
actual payload.

candidate samples, and recompute their sample scores. For this,
we need to repeat the prediction step for each sample in χ \ α. The
actual size of χ depends on how F ORE C AST is deployed in practice. Our simulation results in Section 4.3 are obtained using one
day of malware samples from a large-scale sandbox deployment as
candidate set. In this scenario, χ can contain tens of thousands of
samples. Thus, this step is one of the more computationally expensive in F ORE C AST’s operation. However, we only need to perform
this step once every L samples. As we will show in Section 4.4,
for realistic levels of parallelism this leads to more than acceptable
performance.

• clickbots: Clickbots are malware samples that include functionality to automatically visit advertisement links on target websites.
Their goal is to fraudulently generate advertisement revenue for
these websites. Due to the dynamic and tiered nature of advertisement networks, this can lead to a signiﬁcant number of network
endpoints being contacted during analysis. Since these endpoints
are not related to command and control, we ﬁlter most of them
out by using an existing list of ad-related domains that is manually
maintained for the purpose of blocking advertisement [1].

4.

Generating remediation procedures. To assist in the task of generating remediation procedures for malware infections, we introduce the persistent changes scoring function. This scoring function measures the number of distinct system resources affected by
malware execution. As in [31], we take into account modiﬁcations to the ﬁle system and the windows registry. Furthermore,
we also consider the processes and services started by the malware,
because remediation procedures, if they need to be applied to a
running system, will need to make sure that the malicious code is
not running. Each system resource is identiﬁed by its name. The
persistent changes score therefore counts the total number of distinct names of ﬁle and registry keys that are created or modiﬁed,
as well as the processes and services started. Furthermore, our dynamic analysis phase uses techniques from Bayer et al. [14] (that
are based on dynamic taint analysis) to detect randomly generated
ﬁle names, and replace them with a special token. Likewise, we detect and replace names that are obtained by enumerating directories
and registry keys. The idea is that a malware that generates a different random or temporary ﬁle in each execution, or one that crawls
the entire ﬁle-system, infecting all the executables it encounters,
should not be assigned a high persistent changes score because of
this.

Table 1: Distribution of features in the 2010 dataset.
Feature group
PE section names
Imported DLLs
peHash
Static clusters
Packing Level
AV labels
Submitter information
Total

Total
42389
12386
218380
203078
4
250852
1909
729007

Average
4
5
1
1
1
8
1
21

We determined F ORE C AST’s parameters by testing our system
on the 2008 dataset. For the behavioral clustering, we use the same
parameters and distance threshold employed in [14]. Recall that
F ORE C AST trains a OVA classiﬁer for each cluster C such that
|C| ≥ θ. The samples in smaller clusters are instead assigned to
the other cluster O. For our experiments, we selected θ = 20.
Decreasing θ beyond this point leads to a slow decrease of |O|,
while causing a sharp increase in the number of behavioral clusters.

Once a scoring function is selected, we can measure the total
value v(C) of the information provided by the analysis of samples
in a cluster C. We then calculate cluster_scoreC = v(C)/|C|.
The cluster score is thus a value to cost ratio: The amount of valuable information provided by the cluster, divided by the analysis
resources that have been spent to obtain it.
To calculate the sample scores for a sample s, we proceed as follows. Rather than simply consider the most likely cluster, we take
into account the entire cluster probability vector ps . The sample
score is therefore the expectation of the cluster score, calculated as
the scalar product sample_scores = ps · cluster_score. At each
iteration of F ORE C AST, the L candidate samples with the highest
sample score are passed to the dynamic analysis phase.

3.5

EVALUATION

To develop F ORE C AST, we used a dataset of malware samples
analyzed by an analysis sandbox in the months of October, November and December 2008. The resulting dataset consists of 100,408
samples. To evaluate F ORE C AST we use a larger, more recent
dataset, that includes all the samples analyzed in the months of
July, August and September of 2010. This 2010 dataset consists of
643,212 samples.
Table 1 shows an overview of the distribution of static features
among feature groups for the 2010 dataset. We can see that the
feature-space is large, with over 700 thousand distinct features.
However, the mean number of features for each sample is only 21.
For several of the feature groups, such as the peHash or static clusters groups, each sample is in fact assigned exactly one feature.

4.1

Cluster Prediction

Table 2: Contribution of feature groups to cluster prediction
accuracy for the 2010 dataset
Prediction Accuracy
Using all but FG Using only FG
None
68%
PE section names
67%
45%
Imported DLLs
66%
40%
peHash
66%
45%
Static clusters
66%
45%
Packing level
68%
AV labels
65%
52%
Submitter information
68%
Feature group

Online Operation

As a result of the analysis of a selected sample s, the set of observed behavioral features βs becomes available. These in turn are
passed on to the behavioral clustering phase, which determines the
cluster Cs . This newly obtained information then needs to be incorporated into our knowledge-base. Thus, we update the cluster score
for cluster Cs . Furthermore, the cluster label Cs for the newly analyzed sample is fed back to the cluster prediction phase for learning.
Therefore we update the classiﬁer’s weight matrix w.
At the next iteration of F ORE C AST, before selecting the next L
samples, we recompute the probability matrix p for all remaining

To assess the accuracy of F ORE C AST’s cluster prediction, we
train F ORE C AST’s classiﬁer on the samples from the ﬁrst month
and measure its accuracy on those of the last two months. Since



F ORE C AST is incremental and adapts with every sample that is analyzed, a dedicated training set is not strictly necessary. However,
it is still desirable to bootstrap the system on some initial data, so
that predictions can be based on reasonable knowledge. For the
2010 dataset, the training set of July 2010 consists of 193,726 samples while the testing set of August and September 2010 includes
449,486 samples. Samples are processed for prediction and training in chronological order.
The 2010 dataset includes a total of 1303 behavioral clusters,
including the other cluster O. The ﬁrst line of Table 2 shows the
cluster prediction accuracy when using all static features. For 68%
of the 449,486 samples, our classiﬁer assigned the highest probability to the correct behavioral cluster (out of the 1303 behavioral
clusters). The following lines show the classiﬁer’s accuracy if it
is trained without features from one of the groups listed in Table 1 (left column), and if it is trained using exclusively features
from a single group (right column). Table 2 thus provides some
insight into the contribution of each feature group to the classiﬁer’s
prediction accuracy. We can see that removing any single feature
group does not cause large drops in accuracy. The reason is that
features from the different groups are highly correlated. For instance, peHash and the static clustering from [23] lead to similar
classiﬁcations of malware binaries. Therefore, removing the peHash features causes only a modest decrease in accuracy, because
the static features provide similar information. Likewise, samples
in each static cluster are typically assigned only a handful of different AV labels. Nonetheless, the right column shows that none of
the feature groups, on their own, are sufﬁcient to obtain comparable
classiﬁcation accuracy.

4.2

of its C&C infrastructure. Bredolab, at rank 15, is a downloader
similar to Pushdo [38].
Vundo/Zlob at rank eight, is a Fake-AV downloader. These samples download binaries from a number of different servers. This is
a representative example of cases where a diversity-based selection
strategy would cause the analysis sandbox to miss relevant behavior. The reason is that the 26 samples in this cluster have only
two distinct peHash values. Discarding the remaining 24 samples
would cause most of the 19 C&C servers to remain undiscovered.
In a few cases, however, we assign a high network endpoints
score to samples that we are not necessarily interested in. The top
non-relevant cluster is the Adrotator cluster at rank six. The samples in this cluster are clickbots: They visit advertisement links to
fraudulently generate advertisement revenue. In this case, some of
the advertisement servers in questions are not in our adblock blacklist, therefore they contribute to the network endpoints score.
A total of 171.533 samples belong to clusters with score zero.
Among these an Allaple cluster can be found, which performs network scans that are ﬁltered by the scoring function as well as another cluster performing no network activity at all.
Table 3: Selected clusters ranked by network endpoint score
Rank
1
2
3
...
6
8
15
28
36
67
199
273
...
Last
Last

Cluster Scoring

The scoring functions proposed for F ORE C AST are designed to
assist the selection of samples for speciﬁc analysis goals, by measuring the value of the information provided by an analysis run. It
is important to verify that the proposed scoring functions indeed
encourage the selection of samples that are relevant to the analysis goals. For this, for each scoring function, we rank the 1,303
clusters in the 2010 dataset by their cluster score v(C)/|C|, and
manually assess some of the highest- and lowest-scoring clusters,
as well as some of the largest clusters in the dataset. For space
reason, we present results only for the network endpoints scoring
function. Results for the persistent changes scoring function are
available in an extended version of the paper [30].
The network endpoints scoring function is designed to encourage
the analysis of samples that are likely to reveal new C&C servers.
Therefore, we would expect the highest-ranked clusters for this
score to belong to bots and other remote controlled malware, and
especially to malware families that use a highly redundant or dynamic C&C infrastructure. Table 3 shows signiﬁcant clusters of
the dataset ranked by the network endpoints score. Here, the feature count is the total number of potential C&C servers detected in
this cluster.
Indeed, almost all top-ranked clusters belong to remote controlled
bots or trojans. Furthermore, several of these are associated with
malware families that are known to use highly dynamic C&C infrastructure. One example is the Pushdo/Cutwail botnet (discussed
extensively in [17]), found at rank three. Pushdo binaries contain a
frequently-updated list of IP addresses. The malware contacts these
addresses over HTTP to download a binary payload: typically an
instance of the Cutwail spam engine. Cutwail then proceeds to
obtain templates and instructions for spamming from other C&C
servers over a custom binary protocol. Likewise, the Koobface botnet, at rank 28, is known to use compromised web pages as part

4.3

Size
36
20
29

Feature Count
84
20
26

Malware Family
Unknown Bot
Harebot
Cutwail

31
26
67
141
82
173
121272
189285

24
19
32
51
27
33
4027
2596

Adware Adrotator
Vundo / Zlob
Bredolab
Koobface
Swizzor
zBot
“other” Cluster
Unknown Downloader

16370
28179

0
0

Allaple/Rahack
No activity

Simulation

To assess the real-world impact of performing sample selection
using F ORE C AST, we perform a trace-based simulation. For this,
we consider all of the samples that our sandbox was able to analyze
during August and September 2010, and simulate a sandbox deployment with a smaller amount of resources, that is therefore able
to analyze only a speciﬁed percentage of these samples. This allows
us to compare F ORE C AST with other sample selection strategies,
and measure the effect of each strategy on the value of the analysis
results. The fact that our existing sandbox is considered, for the
purpose of this simulation, to have 100% capacity does not mean
that it is in reality able to process all available samples. However,
we clearly cannot include in our evaluation samples for which we
do not have dynamic analysis results. To simulate a F ORE C AST
deployment, we split up the last two months of the 2010 dataset
according to the day on which each analysis result was produced.
For each day, we then perform sample selection using ﬁve different
strategies, taking into account information obtained from sample
analysis during the previous days.
• Random: Randomly select the samples for analysis. This simple
selection strategy provides a baseline against which other strategies
can be evaluated.
• PeHash: This selection strategy uses a sample’s peHash [41] to
attempt to maximize the diversity of the analyzed samples. For this,
we randomly select a sample for analysis for each distinct peHash.



in Table 4. With 15% sandbox capacity and L = 100, F ORE C AST allows us to observe 134% more potential C&C servers compared to a random selection strategy. Furthermore, both peHash
and static perform signiﬁcantly better than random selection, by
52% and 36% respectively. This conﬁrms the intuition from previous work [41, 23] that diversity is a good heuristic for sample
selection. Nonetheless, F ORE C AST provides noticeable beneﬁts
compared to both strategies, outperforming peHash by 54%, and
static by 72%. This demonstrates that explicitly optimizing sample
selection for an analysis goal can improve the overall value of the
analysis results. It is also worth noting that the optimum selection
strategy outperforms F ORE C AST by 37%. This shows that there
is some margin for improving F ORE C AST’s performance if the accuracy of its cluster prediction component can be increased, for
instance by considering additional static features or by improving
the classiﬁer. Table 4 also shows that higher levels of parallelism
have modest negative effects on performance. With L = 1600,
F ORE C AST reveals only 4% less features than with L = 50. Note
that a parallelism level of 1600 is over an order of magnitude larger
than our current deployment.

Figure 3: Daily simulation results for network features, L =
100
Once all these samples have been analyzed and if more analysis
resources are available, we proceed to select a second sample for
each peHash, and so on.
• Static: This selection strategy is similar to the previous one, but
uses a sample’s static cluster, identiﬁed with techniques from Jacob
et al.[23], instead of its peHash. Together with the peHash selection
strategy, this represents the state of the art in sample selection.
• ForeCast: We select samples for analysis using F ORE C AST. We
test F ORE C AST with values of L (the level of parallelism) ranging
between 50 and 1600.
• Optimum: Here we perform sample selection based on F ORE C AST’s cluster scoring technique, but assuming that cluster prediction is 100% accurate; That is, that we know to which behavioral
cluster each sample belongs, before executing it. Clearly, such a selection strategy is not possible in practice, but it serves as an upper
bound on the beneﬁts a sample selection strategy can bring.
Figure 3 shows the simulation results for the network endpoint
scores and L = 100. On the X-axis, we have the capacity of the
simulated sandbox relative to the real sandbox. This is the percentage of the samples from each day that the simulated sandbox
is able to handle. On the Y-axis, we have the percentage of relevant features observed over the entire 61 day period. Thus, the
Y-axis represents the percentage of C&C endpoints discovered by
the simulated sandbox.

Figure 4: CDF of necessary samples to get 60% of network
features, L = 100
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution function, over the 61
days considered, of the time needed by a simulated sandbox with
100% capacity to observe 60% of relevant features. We can see
that on the median day, a sandbox using F ORE C AST could observe
60% of features after having analyzed only about one third of the
daily samples in 7.2 hours. A sandbox using the random selection
strategy, on the other hand, would need 15 hours to provide the
same number of potential C&C servers, while with the diversitybased sample selection strategies, about 10 hours would be needed.
A secondary beneﬁt of F ORE C AST is therefore the faster response
to new C&C servers.

Table 4: Simulation results at 15% sandbox capacity.

Random
Static
peHash
F ORE C AST, L = 50
F ORE C AST, L = 100
F ORE C AST, L = 200
F ORE C AST, L = 400
F ORE C AST, L = 800
F ORE C AST, L = 1600
Optimum

Number of
features
1645
2242
2504
3900
3857
3899
3821
3825
3732
5271

Percentage
of features
17%
23%
26%
41%
40%
41%
40%
40%
39%
55%

Impr. over
random
0%
36%
52%
137%
134%
137%
132%
133%
127%
220%

4.4

Performance

Table 5: F ORE C AST run-time on 2010 dataset, L = 100
Feature Extraction
Cluster Prediction
Cluster Scoring
Clustering
Total

We can see that F ORE C AST clearly outperforms the random selection strategy. To provide concrete numbers, we have picked 15%
of the simulated sandbox capacity to compare the approaches, because the more limited the resources are, the more important it is
which samples are selected for analysis. The results are shown

Total (hours)
48
13
0.34
17
78.34

Per Sample (s)
0.39
0.11
<0.01
0.13
0.64

Since the aim of a sample selection strategy is to more efﬁciently
use the computing resources available for dynamic analysis, it cannot itself require excessive resources. Clearly, deciding if a sample



should be analyzed must be much faster than actually running dynamic analysis on it.
Table 5 shows F ORE C AST’s run-time for the simulation described
in the previous section on the 2010 dataset, running on a single
server. As we can see, the total time per sample is under one second. This is negligible compared to the four minutes our sandbox
spends executing each sample. Note that the cost of running AV
engines on the samples is not included in this ﬁgure, because we
obtain AV results from the VirusTotal service [7]. Performing AVscanning with all engines supported by VirusTotal would require
an additional ﬁve seconds per sample using a single machine [16].

4.5

Evasion

Our experiments have shown that F ORE C AST is effective in selecting for dynamic analysis samples that will provide useful information. However, malware authors could attempt to avoid analysis by tricking our system into not selecting their binaries. For
this, they could attack our cluster prediction component, which ultimately relies on the static features discussed in Section 3.2. A
ﬁrst approach would be to mutate malware samples so that our system cannot statically recognize variants as similar. For this, malware authors could develop techniques for polymorphic mutation
designed to evade peHash [41] as well as static clustering [23].
Furthermore, they could try to confuse the AV companies’ (proprietary) techniques for assigning names to malware variants. If such
mutation techniques were successful and widespread, F ORE C AST
would become at best useless. However, an individual malware
author has little incentive to deploy such a technique, because it
would not succeed in evading analysis for his samples. The reason
is that our cluster prediction component would most likely assign
such novel-looking samples to the other cluster O. As we can see
from Table 3, because of its diversity, the other cluster is ranked
quite high by our cluster scoring algorithm.
Alternatively, a malware author could attempt to perform a mimicry
attack, tricking F ORE C AST into assigning his malware to a cluster
that has very little interesting behavior (such as the Allaple cluster
shown in Table 3). Indeed it is relatively straightforward to develop
a sample that resembles a variant of the Allaple worm. However,
such a sample would hardly be successful, as it would be immediately detected by most AV engines. Evading detection by AV engines while performing mimicry against F ORE C AST’s cluster prediction (which includes AV labels among its features) would seem
to be challenging.

5.

RELATED WORK

There exists a large body of related work on malware detection
and analysis. Currently, the most popular approach for malware
analysis relies on sandboxes [13, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A sandbox is an instrumented execution environment that runs an unknown program,
recording its interactions with the operating system (via system
calls) or other hosts (via the network). Often, this execution environment is realized as a system emulator or a virtual machine.
For each malware program that is analyzed, a sandbox will produce a report that details the host-based actions of the sample and
the network trafﬁc that it produces.
Based on the reports that capture the dynamic activity of malware programs, it is possible to ﬁnd clusters of samples that perform similar actions [11, 14], or to perform supervised malware
classiﬁcation to detect samples from known malware families [36].
In addition to approaches that perform malware clustering and
classiﬁcation on the output of sandboxes, there are a number of
static techniques that share the same goal but operate directly on the
malware executable [26, 35, 25, 40]. Unfortunately, these tools all

assume that the malicious code is ﬁrst unpacked and disassembled.
However, existing generic unpackers rely on the dynamic instrumentation of executables [37, 28, 24]. That is, these systems need
to execute the sample. This is a problem in our context, because
we aim to avoid the overhead associated with dynamic analysis and
need to pick a sample without executing the malware ﬁrst.
A few tools can process packed malware samples but do not require a previous, dynamic unpacking step. Some of these tools [33]
do not attempt to classify (or cluster) malware programs directly.
Instead, they use static analysis only to distinguish between packed
and unpacked executables. Packed executables are then forwarded
to a dynamic unpacker. We are only aware of two systems that can
detect duplicate malware samples using a fully static approach [41,
23]. Our system uses both of these tools to produce input that we
then leverage for the cluster prediction step. As our experiments
demonstrate, F ORE C AST signiﬁcantly outperforms these systems.
Finally, [12] takes a dynamic approach to duplicate sample detection: All samples are executed in the sandbox, but after a short
time-out (1 minute) the behavior so far is compared with the behavior of previously analyzed samples. If the sample is detected as
a duplicate, execution is immediately terminated, otherwise analysis continues until a longer analysis time-out. The authors do not
evaluate their approach with respect to an objective function. In
any case, their system requires at least one minute to discard “uninteresting” samples, while F ORE C AST spends only 0.64 seconds
on each sample, as shown in Table 5.

6.

CONCLUSION

Given the ﬂood of tens of thousands of malware samples that
are discovered every day, time is a valuable resource for a dynamic
malware analysis system. Of course, the available time should be
spent on analyzing samples that are most relevant, where relevance
depends on the goals of the analyst and the application domain.
For example, for botnet C&C analysis, one would prefer to pick
samples that produce network trafﬁc and reveal the locations of
C&C servers.
In this paper, we presented F ORE C AST, a system that can select
the malware sample that is most likely to yield relevant information, given a domain-speciﬁc scoring function. The key requirement is that this selection process has to be performed efﬁciently,
on a possibly large pool of candidates, and without actually running
a sample. To realize our approach, we use a large number of input features that are statically extracted from malware executables.
These features are then fed into a predictor, which estimates the expected information gain when executing a sample. This predictor
uses machine learning techniques and leverages a knowledge base
built from previously-analyzed samples. Our experiments demonstrate that F ORE C AST is effective in selecting interesting samples.
On a test set of more than 600 thousand malware samples, our system showed a high accuracy and signiﬁcantly outperformed a selection strategy that simply avoids picking similar (or duplicate)
samples.
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ABSTRACT

that contain an exploit) but also because they need to remain one
step ahead of anti-SPAM efforts.
The Command and Control (C&C) infrastructure that botmasters use to control and update their bots is thus a critical component
of their operations. At the same time, C&C is an attractive target for those who wish to mitigate the damage caused by malware.
Disabling a botnet’s C&C infrastructure can effectively take down
the botnet. If botmasters lose control of their bots, they are prevented from using them to cause further mischief, even though the
malware infections of the individual bots may not themselves have
been remediated.
In recent years, botnet operators have therefore deployed a variety of client-server or peer-to-peer (P2P) C&C architectures, designed to be robust against take-down attempts. Recent clientserver botnets include Pushdo/Cutwail [2], Torpig [3], Rustock [4]
and Zeus (strictly speaking, Zeus is a toolkit for building botnets [5]).
Examples of P2P botnets include Storm [6, 7], Nugache [8] and
Waledac [9]. A few botnets, such as later versions of Conﬁcker,
combine both C&C approaches [10]. Modern client-server botnets do not naively rely on a single C&C server. Instead, they try
to achieve robustness using domain ﬂux [3], frequent updates of
the C&C endpoints, and a high level of redundancy. For instance,
the Koobface botnet uses about one hundred C&C servers running
on compromised hosts [11]. In many cases, the botnets are also
partitioned such that a single bot installation does not contain the
coordinates of the entire C&C infrastructure.
Nonetheless, both client-server and P2P botnets have been the
target of more or less successful node enumeration [12], inﬁltration [7, 3, 13, 11, 14] or take-down [15, 16, 17, 18] operations.
Most recently Rustock, one of the largest SPAM botnets, was successfully taken down as a result of legal action led by Microsoft [19].
From a technical point of view, this involved identifying all of the
C&C servers employed by the botnet, and taking them down simultaneously. Furthermore, the botmasters had to be prevented from
registering speciﬁc domains in China that they could have used to
recover control of their bots. In some cases it may not be feasible
to take down identiﬁed C&C servers in a timely manner. However,
even in such cases a blacklist of C&C servers, such as the ones
provided by FIRE [20] or Zeus Tracker1 , can be extremely useful.
By deploying such a blacklist, network administrators are able to
detect infected machines in their network and to prevent them from
receiving further commands from the botmasters.
A common way of building a C&C blacklist is to run malware
samples in an analysis sandbox such as Anubis [21] or CWSandbox [22] and detect the C&C trafﬁc they generate [20, 23, 24, 25,
26]. This approach, however, suffers from the familiar limitations
of dynamic analysis: incomplete coverage. That is, a single execution of a malware sample is unlikely to reveal several, let alone all,
of the redundant C&C servers that the bot is able to contact. Furthermore, so long as the botnet’s main C&C servers are available,

The ability to remote-control infected PCs is a fundamental component of modern malware campaigns. At the same time, the command and control (C&C) infrastructure that provides this capability
is an attractive target for mitigation. In recent years, more or less
successful takedown operations have been conducted against botnets employing both client-server and peer-to-peer C&C architectures. To improve their robustness against such disruptions of their
illegal business, botnet operators routinely deploy redundant C&C
infrastructure and implement failover C&C strategies.
In this paper, we propose techniques based on multi-path exploration [1] to discover how malware behaves when faced with
the simulated take-down of some of the network endpoints it communicates with. We implement these techniques in a tool called
S QUEEZE, and show that it allows us to detect backup C&C servers,
increasing the coverage of an automatically generated C&C blacklist by 19.7%, and can trigger domain generation algorithms that
malware implements for disaster-recovery.

1

Introduction

Malicious code, also known as malware, is an essential component of criminal activity on the internet. Miscreants use a variety
of strategies to infect computers with malware and organize them
into networks of remote-controlled bots. These botnets can then
be used for a variety of harmful activities. These include identity
theft (such as stealing a user’s credit card number or online banking credentials), sending out unwanted email (SPAM), performing
distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS), tricking the user into
purchasing fake anti-virus products, or generating advertisement
revenue by producing fake “clicks” on advertisement links. In fact,
internet criminals are always looking for new ways to proﬁt from
the computers they control at the expense of their legitimate users
or of the internet at large.
To be successful and maximize their proﬁts, botnet operators
need to be able to dynamically control and update their malware
installations. This allows them to adapt a botnet’s behavior to the
dynamic, adversarial environment in which they operate. For instance, a successful SPAM operation has to frequently modify the
structure and content of the messages being sent, not only because
the goals of the campaign may change rapidly over time (from
advertising online pharmacy web-sites, to distributing attachments
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trolled environment and observe their C&C communication. Our
approach is targeted against client-server C&C architectures. The
basic idea is to simulate the takedown of a malware’s primary C&C
servers to trick it into revealing the servers and algorithms it is provided with for failover. For this, the obvious approach would be to
simply block all trafﬁc originating from the sandbox environment.
There are, however, several reasons why this does not work in practice. First of all, a bot binary may be delivered by a dropper, as is
the case in pay-per-install afﬁliate programs. In such cases, a naive
approach would not allow the interesting bot binary to be downloaded in the ﬁrst place. Furthermore, malware authors frequently
contact a popular server to check their internet connectivity. If it is
not available, the sample quits or idles until the network becomes
available. Simply dropping all trafﬁc would cause exactly this undesired behavior. Finally, unless we allow trafﬁc to potential C&C
endpoints, we are unable to verify if the trafﬁc is indeed related to
C&C activity.
These considerations provide us with a starting point for the design of a system for triggering malware’s failover C&C. First of
all, we need to treat C&C trafﬁc differently than other network
trafﬁc. Trafﬁc that is not related to C&C communication should
be allowed through, to the extent that this is possible without allowing the malware to cause harm. On the other hand, C&C trafﬁc
should be blocked to trigger backup behavior. For this, we require
some knowledge about C&C communication, such as signatures
for C&C trafﬁc, that can be used to detect new C&C endpoints.
Finally, to trick the malware into communicating with several of
its redundant C&C servers, we need to be able to block C&C trafﬁc after having allowed through enough of it for our models of
C&C communication to detect it. For this, we need to “rewind”
the malware execution to the moment before the C&C connection
was successfully established. This can be achieved by reverting to
a previously taken snapshot in a virtual machine.
Our approach is essentially a specialized form of multi-path exploration [1]. For this, it relies on a knowledge base on malware
C&C communication, and on snapshotting functionality that allows it to explore multiple execution paths within a single analysis run. Whenever an analyzed sample attempts to contact a new
endpoint, we take a snapshot before deciding whether to allow this
trafﬁc. Later in the analysis, we are able to revert to this snapshot
to explore the alternative branch. The C&C knowledgebase provides some domain knowledge to help us decide which execution
branches to explore. This knowledge could come in the form of
network-based signatures for C&C trafﬁc [24, 25] or of networkbased [23] or host-based [26] behavioral models.

the bot will not reveal any fallback strategies it may be provided
with to recover from C&C takedown. For instance, after all of its
C&C servers were taken down in 2008, the Srzbi botnet was able
to get back online because it implemented a domain generation algorithm (DGA) as a recovery mechanism [16].
The goal of this work is to improve the amount of C&C behavior
that can be observed during malware execution. Speciﬁcally, our
aim is to increase the number of C&C servers that are contacted
during an analysis run and can therefore be detected, and to trick
malware into revealing backup C&C strategies such as DGA algorithms. For this, we use a specialized, targeted form of multi-path
exploration [1]. The basic idea is that, if a bot is blocked from contacting a speciﬁc C&C server, it may try to contact alternative C&C
endpoints.
When a bot attempts to contact an endpoint, an analysis system can either allow the communication to proceed, or block it.
By making such a decision for each endpoint, we are essentially
exploring a binary tree of execution paths. This tree grows in size
exponentially with the number of endpoints that a sample may contact. During its execution, a malware sample frequently contacts a
signiﬁcant number of endpoints, most of which are not related to
C&C, and are, therefore, uninteresting for our purposes. Therefore, it is not feasible in practice to explore the entire execution
tree. Furthermore, before C&C behavior can be observed, we may
need to allow the bot to contact speciﬁc endpoints, that it uses to
test the state of its internet connection or to download additional
code. Therefore, intelligent strategies are needed to explore the
execution tree and discover the largest amount of C&C endpoints
within a reasonable time frame. In Section 3, we introduce two
such strategies. Furthermore, fast exploration of the execution tree
requires the ability to revert the state of the analysis environment to
the moment before a connection was blocked or allowed, to immediately explore the alternative branch.
In this work, we introduce a system called S QUEEZE, that is able
to increase the amount of C&C endpoints and strategies that are
revealed during dynamic analysis. We evaluate our tool on over
8000 malware samples. Results show that, even with a relatively
short run-time, S QUEEZE can reveal hundreds of domains and IPs
of C&C servers that were never observed in a normal run of our
Anubis sandbox. As a result, we are able to increase the number
of entries in an automatically-generated C&C blacklist by 19.7%.
Furthermore, we show that our tool can reveal malware’s ability to
use failover strategies such as DGA algorithms.
In summary, our contributions are the following:
• We introduce two effective strategies for exploring the tree of
executions generated by a malware sample when faced with the
availability or absence of contacted network endpoints.

3

To describe possible strategies for exploring a malware sample’s
network behavior on different execution paths, we will use a running example. Figure 1 shows the different components of a malware, the endpoints it connects to and the effect that connectivity
to these endpoints has on its network behavior. In this example a
dropper is used to distribute the malware. As a ﬁrst step, the dropper will connect to a remote server (File-Server A) and download the actual bot component. If the server is not accessible, the
dropper employs a simple failover strategy and will try to contact
backup server File-Server B. If either download is successful,
the downloaded payload is executed, launching the actual bot. In
this case, the dropper does not actually save the payload to disk before running it. Instead, it injects the downloaded code into another
process and starts a remote thread [2]. Before executing any malicious behavior, the bot performs a connectivity check by attempting
to access a popular web site, in this case the Yahoo home page. If
the connectivity check fails, no further action is taken. Otherwise,

• We design and implement a system that is able to efﬁciently execute multiple paths within this tree. For this, we employ techniques for reverting the execution state of the analysis sandbox
and dynamically re-conﬁguring its network environment.
• We evaluate the proposed techniques on a diverse and representative collection of real-world malware samples, and show that
they lead to the detection of hundreds of additional C&C endpoints. This allows us to increase the size of an automaticallygenerated C&C blacklist by 19.7%. Furthermore, we show that
S QUEEZE can reveal alternative C&C strategies that are used by
malware to recover from the takedown of its primary C&C infrastructure.

2

Exploration Strategies

Approach

To discover backup C&C servers and fallback strategies, we use
a dynamic approach. That is, we run malware samples in a con-



many branches of a sample’s initial network behavior, but would
not lead us very deep within the execution tree. Since C&C endpoints, tried one after the other by the malware, typically form a
deep branch in the tree, depth is more important to us than breadth.
A depth-ﬁrst search would therefore seem better suited to our needs,
but in fact it also has its pitfalls. With a depth-ﬁrst search, exploration can easily get “stuck” in a branch where a lot of uninteresting
network activity is occurring (such as port scanning or click fraud).
A solution to this problem is to enrich the search strategy with
additional knowledge on C&C communication. Such knowledge
can contribute to the decision whether a branch is of interest and its
nodes should be expanded or not. Ideally, we would exactly know
which nodes of the tree correspond to C&C endpoints. In practice,
however, we may not be able to automatically identify all C&C
communication. Nonetheless, since our goal is to automatically
build a blacklist of C&C endpoints, it is necessary to have some
means of identifying C&C trafﬁc. For S QUEEZE, we use domain
knowledge in the form of a set of network-based C&C signatures
that were provided to us by a security company. These signatures
have been vetted by human experts, so we have high conﬁdence that
they can identify C&C communication without generating false
positives (though they may not cover all forms of C&C communication, leading to false negatives). Furthermore, by matching these
signatures against the trafﬁc observed during malware execution in
our Anubis sandbox in the past, we can identify a set of known
C&C endpoints. The C&C signatures and the set of known C&C
endpoints constitute our initial knowledgebase on malware Command and Control.
There is a signiﬁcant difference between these two types of information: A known C&C endpoint can be blocked before a connection is actually established, while a C&C signature can only
be matched after trafﬁc has already been transmitted. Hence, the
former can be used with a block-ﬁrst strategy while the latter requires an allow-ﬁrst strategy. Another aspect to take into account
is that each component of the malware – bot, spam engine, etc. –
is typically executed in a separate process. Using our C&C knowledgebase, we are able to identify the process or processes that are
carrying out C&C communication. We will call these processes the
bot component. With this information, we can focus our efforts on
exploring the parts of the execution tree that represent endpoints
contacted by the bot component.
For S QUEEZE, we developed two alternative strategies for exploring the execution tree. Both can be seen as depth-ﬁrst search
algorithms, but they differ in the type of C&C knowledge that they
leverage. Figure 2 provides an example for both approaches.

the bot registers itself at the primary C&C server and receives further instructions. These commands will cause the bot to launch a
spam engine or a port scan, connecting to even more endpoints.
The endpoints that are of primary interest to us, however, are those
associated with C&C communication. If the primary C&C server
is unreachable, our example tries to connect to a different hardcoded endpoint. Only if this backup is also unavailable, the bot
falls back to a Domain Generation Algorithm. The DGA generates
large numbers of domains based on the current date (obtained by
parsing the Yahoo home page, rather than from the system clock).
In case the two main C&C servers were taken ofﬂine, the botmasters would register a few of these domains each day, and use them
to provide their bots with an updated list of C&C servers.

Figure 1: Running example: network endpoints contacted by a malware
sample. A line between two endpoints indicates that the malware attempts
to contact the endpoints one after the other. Lines with an arrow represent
behavior following a successful connection, while crossed lines originate
from unreachable endpoints. A crossed circle indicates no further network
activity.

Every time S QUEEZE encounters an endpoint a decision has to
be taken on whether to block this endpoint or allow the communication to succeed, inﬂuencing the behavior of the malware and
the further endpoints it will or will not contact as a result. By representing the endpoints as nodes, the decision whether or not to
block a connection as node expansion and the result as edges, the
process of analyzing a malware’s network behavior can be modeled as the exploration of a binary tree. The observant reader will
notice that Figure 1 is in fact a directed acyclic graph, rather than
a tree, since the node www.yahoo.com can be reached from two
different paths. However, malware may exhibit different behavior
depending on the sequence of endpoints it was able to contact. For
instance, the two ﬁle servers in Figure 1 may in fact deliver different payloads. Strictly speaking, each node in the execution tree is
therefore identiﬁed by the sequence of endpoints that the malware
has attempted to contact so far, rather than by the latest endpoint
only. Note that an endpoint may be identiﬁed by its domain name
or by its IP address. We use the IP address only in cases where
the IP was not previously obtained by the analyzed sample through
DNS resolution.
Since we can analyze each malware sample for a limited amount
of time, it is unlikely that we can explore all possible branches of
the execution tree during an analysis run. In fact, some malicious
behavior (most obviously, scanning) involves attempting to contact
a practically unlimited number of endpoints. Therefore we need to
develop a strategy for exploring the execution tree that will reveal
the largest amount of C&C activities, given the time constraints.
Standard approaches for traversing a tree include depth-ﬁrst and
breadth-ﬁrst search algorithms. As we will see, neither approach is
directly suitable to the problem at hand. Instead, we will need to
develop exploration strategies that make use of domain knowledge
on C&C communication.
In a breadth-ﬁrst search, each node is completely expanded before proceeding to the next node. This would allow us to explore

(a) Strategy A

(b) Strategy B

Figure 2: The two exploration strategies. A node represents an endpoint. A
solid line represents an allowed connection, a crossed line a blocked connection and dotted lines backtracking before another endpoint is discovered.

Strategy A takes advantage of the set of known C&C endpoints.
When using this strategy, S QUEEZE initially allows all connections. Once the analyzed malware attempts to contact a known



cursor and a ﬁrewall. Finally, a delay analysis module within the
sandbox tries to avoid delays between the malware’s network connections by manipulating time (as observed from within the sandbox), to “fast-forward” malware execution.

C&C endpoint, S QUEEZE blocks the connection, and switches to
a block-ﬁrst, depth-ﬁrst search. After each decision to block or
allow an endpoint, a timeout is restarted. If no further endpoints
are contacted within the timeout, the search backtracks. Furthermore, whenever the tool detects a connection to a known C&C
endpoint, it identiﬁes the responsible process, and adds it to the bot
component. The exploration strategy only takes into account endpoints contacted by the bot component, and always allows trafﬁc to
other endpoints. The idea behind this strategy is to allow the malware to perform connectivity checks or other network behavior that
needs to be successfully completed before C&C communication is
triggered. Once the malware attempts a ﬁrst C&C connection, it
is blocked, leading the bot to attempt to contact its backup C&C
servers, one after the other. Note that this strategy will fail if no
known C&C endpoints are observed.
Figure 2(a) shows an example of Strategy A in action: After
allowing the connection to E1, the system recognizes the known
C&C endpoint E2. Blocking E2 causes the malware to perform
an intermediate connection check on endpoint E3. The connection
is initially blocked, and the sample performs no further network
behavior. After a timeout, we track back and unblock E3. Following the now successful connection check, the malware contacts its
backup C&C server at endpoint E4.

Figure 3: S QUEEZE Architecture

Strategy B takes advantage of the set of C&C signatures. When using this strategy, S QUEEZE performs a depth-ﬁrst, allow-ﬁrst search.
However, the C&C signatures are matched against all observed network trafﬁc. As soon as a signature matches the trafﬁc going to a
speciﬁc endpoint, S QUEEZE backtracks, blocking communication
with this C&C endpoint. This strategy is aimed at efﬁciently discovering endpoints that can be detected with the available C&C
signatures.
Figure 2(b) shows an example of Strategy B: When a signature
match is detected in trafﬁc to E1, the system tracks back and blocks
this endpoint. Since the following connection check on endpoint
E2 is successful, the malware immediately proceeds to the backup
C&C server E3. Trafﬁc from E3 also matches a C&C signature.
Blocking this endpoint reveals E4.
The two strategies have different advantages and disadvantages.
By using a block-ﬁrst approach, strategy A tends to reveal more
endpoints overall. However, unless the exploration backtracks far
enough to allow the malware to connect to an initially blocked endpoint, we do not observe trafﬁc to it and are therefore unable to
conﬁrm if it is in fact a C&C server. Strategy B has the advantage
that it will trigger on a C&C connection even if the contacted C&C
endpoint is not known. Finally, an advantage of strategy A is that it
is more ﬂexible, and can leverage knowledge of C&C endpoints regardless of how they were detected. Strategy B, on the other hand,
relies on the ability to detect C&C communication on the ﬂy. It
cannot be as easily combined with C&C detection approaches that
rely on observing the behavior of a bot after it receives a command,
such as those from Wurzinger et al. [23].

4

4.1

Sandbox

To build our analysis sandbox we leveraged our Anubis dynamic
malware analysis system [21, 27]. Anubis is a dynamic malware
analysis service that has been operating since early 2007, and has
since analyzed over ten million malware samples. At its core is an
instrumented full system emulator for the Windows XP operating
system [21] and is built upon Qemu [28].
Snapshotting. To be able to backtrack in our exploration of the
execution tree, we need to be able to revert the state not only of
the malware being analyzed, but also of the operating system and
analysis environment that it runs in. While it would in principle be
possible to simply restart a sample’s analysis with a different network conﬁguration every time we need to backtrack, this would be
extremely inefﬁcient. Furthermore, in the new execution the malware might exhibit completely different behavior, confusing our
exploration algorithms.
Since Anubis is a full system emulator, it is possible to take a
snapshot of the state of the entire system (disk, memory and processor state), and to restore such a snapshot to revert the execution
to the previous state. In fact, Qemu provides such a snapshotting
mechanism. However, the Anubis instrumentation also keeps some
execution state. For instance, it tracks which processes are under
analysis and what resources operating system handles correspond
to. To use Qemu snapshotting in Anubis, we therefore extend it to
also save and restore the state of the Anubis instrumentation.
To reduce the time spent saving and restoring snapshots, we keep
all generated snapshots in main memory, rather than save them to
disk. Since we only have a limited amount of memory available,
this imposes an upper bound on the number of snapshots that can be
stored simultaneously. Since we use depth-ﬁrst exploration strategies, this essentially corresponds to a limit to the depth of the execution tree that we can explore. With a suitable amount of memory
this limit is seldom reached during S QUEEZE analysis.
Delay skipping. A general problem of dynamic analysis is that,
for practical reasons, we are only able to execute each binary for a
limited amount of time. For instance, in its default conﬁguration,
Anubis executes each sample for four minutes. As a consequence,
malware could evade dynamic analysis by simply waiting a certain
amount of time before performing any interesting behavior. For

System Description

Figure 3 shows an overview of S QUEEZE’s architecture. S QUEEZE
takes as input a malware sample and a knowledgebase on C&C
communication. Depending on the exploration strategy used, this
knowledgebase can contain C&C network signatures or C&C server
endpoints. While the sample is executing in the sandbox, its network activity is constantly monitored and compared with the C&C
information. Whenever a new endpoint is encountered, we take a
snapshot of the current state of the system. The exploration strategy
then determines when to backtrack in the execution tree by reverting to a previous snapshot. Furthermore, the sandbox’s network
environment is dynamically modiﬁed by re-conﬁguring a DNS re-



S QUEEZE, this problem is exacerbated by the fact that malware
frequently waits for some time before trying to contact a backup
C&C server or resorting to a failover C&C strategy.
While this problem is hard to solve in general, in practice most
malware samples can be tricked into skipping such delays. For this,
we modify the behavior of system calls that can be used to delay
a process’ execution. As a ﬁrst countermeasure, we intercept the
undocumented NtDelayExecution native Windows API function, which returns after a speciﬁed time interval, and limit the delay to a maximum of half a second. Furthermore, we tamper with
instructions and system calls, such as GetTickCount, that can
serve as local sources of timing information, and could be used to
busy-wait until a certain time has elapsed. Speciﬁcally, we send
time forward by an interval that grows exponentially with the number of invocations of GetTickCount, up to a maximum value
(currently set to ﬁve hours).

local honeypot. These measures cannot completely guarantee that
the malware will not cause any harm (0-day attacks in particular are
hard to block). However, experience from the Anubis deployment
shows that they are in practice sufﬁcient for the safe operation of
a malware analysis sandbox. Over four years running Anubis, we
have received only a single abuse complaint, which was promptly
addressed.

5

Trafﬁc Interception. To be able to trigger the generation of snapshots and the dynamic re-conﬁguration of the network environment
required by our exploration strategy, S QUEEZE needs to match the
network trafﬁc generated by the malware against C&C endpoints
and signatures on the ﬂy. For this, we hook into the appropriate operating system interfaces and inspect their parameters before the actual functions are executed. Note that in Anubis, hooking happens
from “outside the box” by instrumenting the emulator, rather than
by modifying the operating system “inside the box”. Speciﬁcally,
we hook the NtDeviceIoControlFile function which is used
to send data to device drivers. The driver used to transmit data over
sockets is afd.sys, which is the Ancillary Function Driver for
WinSock. Of the various I/O control codes used to handle connections, two are important for us: AFD_CONNECT which is used to
establish a connection to a port at an IP address and AFD_SEND
which sends input data out over an established link. To keep track
of and be able to react to DNS queries, we additionally intercept the
Windows DNS client’s DnsQuery function that is implemented in
dnsapi.dll.
4.2

Evaluation

To evaluate S QUEEZE, we tested it on several thousand malware
samples that had generated C&C trafﬁc in Anubis. As we will
show, analyzing these samples with S QUEEZE revealed a signiﬁcant number of C&C servers that were not observed in Anubis.
To detect C&C trafﬁc, we use a set of 192 network signatures
provided to us by a security company. These signatures are similar
in expressiveness to Snort rules [29], and include regular expressions that are to be matched against network ﬂows. These signatures have been manually vetted for accuracy, and do not in our
experience lead to false positives when matched against Anubis
trafﬁc. However, they may not cover the full spectrum of current
malware C&C communication.
5.1

Network Environment

S QUEEZE needs to dynamically adapt the network environment to
block or allow connections to speciﬁc endpoints in accordance with
the selected exploration strategy. For endpoints identiﬁed by a hostname, we want to block the hostname at the DNS level rather than
the IP addresses associated with it. To this end we redirect all DNS
queries to a local recursor. We use the popular PowerDNS recursor2 , because it allows ﬁne-grained dynamic conﬁguration using
LUA scripts. This enables us to create an NXDOMAIN reply for
DNS queries for hostnames we wish to block. To block IP addresses that are directly contacted by the malware (without a DNS
lookup), we leverage the netﬁlter ﬁrewall3 and conﬁgure it to reject the connection attempt and reply to a TCP SYN packet with
a TCP reset, and to a UDP packet with an ICMP destination unreachable packet. This is more efﬁcient than simply dropping the
packet, because it avoids unnecessary delays caused by waiting for
connection time-outs on the client side.
In addition to the dynamic network blocking required for S QUEEZE,
we also need to prevent the analyzed samples from causing harm to
the internet at large. For this, we deploy the same countermeasures
employed by Anubis. These include preventing SPAM by redirecting SMTP connections to a local mail server (that does not actually
send the mail), limiting a malware sample’s contribution to denial
of service attacks by throttling network throughput and number of
connections, and blocking frequent attack vectors by redirecting
trafﬁc on a number of ports (such as TCP ports 139 and 445) to a
2

http://www.powerdns.com
3
http://www.netﬁlter.org



Dataset

By matching the C&C signatures against trafﬁc dumps generated
by Anubis analysis runs, we identify a set of samples that generated
C&C trafﬁc, together with the C&C endpoints they connected to.
For our evaluation, we then selected a subset of these samples based
on two criteria: First of all, we required recent samples, since older
samples are often no longer functional because they do not contain
up-to-date information for contacting C&C infrastructure. Second,
we would like to test our tool on a dataset involving the largest
possible set of C&C endpoints. Thus, we tried to contact each C&C
endpoint and discarded those that were no longer reachable. This
includes domains that failed to resolve to an IP address and servers
that were no longer reachable on the port used for C&C. For each
of the remaining endpoints, we selected the most recent samples
that communicated with it.
In total, we selected 8,346 malware samples. To assess the diversity of this dataset, we scanned the samples with the Kaspersky
anti-virus engine. Kaspersky provided a total of 2,225 different
AV labels for these samples. Kaspersky virus labels have a loosely
structured format, such as “Trojan-Spy.Win32.Zbot.aebi”.
By discarding the last part of these labels (indicating a speciﬁc variant), we can obtain a more coarse-grained classiﬁcation of malware
binaries into families. Our dataset contained 213 malware families
according to this classiﬁcation, with the most represented ten families accounting for only 21% of the dataset. Comparing these labels with a recent list of the most prevalent malware families [30]
shows that fourteen of the twenty top malware families are represented in our dataset.4 This conﬁrms that we are testing our tool on
a diverse and representative malware dataset. Notable exceptions
(top 20 malware families not seen in our dataset) are Conﬁcker and
Storm 2.0, which are P2P botnets and are therefore not covered by
our signatures for client-server C&C activity.
Setup. To run S QUEEZE we used four virtual machine instances on
a host with 32GB memory and an Intel XEON E5420 CPU. 4GB
of memory was assigned to each machine of which 3GB were dedicated to storing snapshots. Since snapshots are on average 130MB
in size, this allows for approximately 21 snapshots to be taken. We
run each malware sample for up to 6 minutes. Our setup can therefore analyze about one thousand samples a day. We ran our eval4
A ﬁfteenth family, the Bredolab botnet, is absent from our dataset
because it was successfully taken down shortly after the report was
published [31].

also including other endpoints that the bot component connected
to. Recall that the bot component is deﬁned as the set of processes
that have performed C&C activity that matches our signatures or
known endpoints. This provides an upper bound of 19% and 13%
of samples respectively.
Furthermore, the results show that allowing connectivity checks
to go through is important for S QUEEZE’s effectiveness. Over ten
percent of the samples in our dataset performed connectivity checks
by contacting a variety of popular sites such as google.com, microsoft.com, or weather.yahoo.com. Some samples perform such
checks only at startup, while others test their connectivity again
whenever they fail to contact a C&C server.
Finally, our delay skipping techniques also play a signiﬁcant
role in S QUEEZE’s effectiveness. For around one third of samples,
S QUEEZE fast-forwards time in the sandbox by at least one minute.
In Section 5.4 we will discuss an example of a malware family that
reveals a signiﬁcant number of C&C endpoints, but only after skipping a delay of over half an hour.

uation for 10 days in March 2011. Since our setup did not allow
us to deploy the two strategies in parallel, the system was conﬁgured to use exploration strategy A during the ﬁrst ﬁve days, and
strategy B during the last ﬁve days. Our evaluation dataset is therefore split into Dataset A, consisting of 4,013 samples analyzed with
S QUEEZE using strategy A, and Dataset B, consisting of 4,333 samples analyzed using strategy B. We used a new dataset for strategy
B, rather than repeat analysis on Dataset A, to ensure we were testing S QUEEZE against a “fresh” selection of malware samples.
5.2

Malware Behavior

Samples analyzed
Initial C&C knowledge
match
No further activity
Substantial delay skipping
New endpoints
New endpoints in bot component
New endpoints with signature match

Strategy A
4013
54%

Strategy B
4333
58%

44%
34%
25%
19%

43%
31%
23%
13%

9%

8%

5.3

Endpoints

Table 2 shows the total number of distinct endpoints contacted
when executing the samples in our datasets in an unmodiﬁed Anubis sandbox, as well as the additional endpoints contacted when
using S QUEEZE with the two alternative exploration strategies.
The most important results are the numbers of C&C endpoints
detected shown in the rows labeled “Endpoints with signature match”.
S QUEEZE is able to detect a signiﬁcant number of C&C endpoints
that were not contacted during the execution of any of the samples
in datasets A and B. S QUEEZE reveals 201 and 185 new C&C endpoints respectively using strategies A and B. This corresponds to
an increase in the number of C&C endpoints that can be extracted
from our two malware datasets of 12.6% and 19.7% respectively.
The number of IPs is signiﬁcantly lower than the number of domains: Recall that we take into consideration an IP address only
if it is accessed directly rather than obtained through DNS resolution. While some malware samples contain hard-coded C&C IP
addresses, most rely on the DNS infrastructure to resolve the domain names of their backup C&C servers.
As discussed in the previous section, the number of endpoints
with a signature match is only a lower bound for the amount of
C&C endpoints we may have observed. This is chieﬂy because
our C&C signatures may not match on all of a sample’s C&C connections, particularly if the format of messages to the primary C&C
server is not identical to the format used when communicating with
a backup server. As a rough upper bound for C&C endpoints we
can use all the endpoints contacted by the processes involved in
C&C communication (the bot component). S QUEEZE may therefore have revealed up to 714 and 506 new C&C endpoints respectively using strategies A and B. This corresponds to an increase of
29.4% and 32.8% compared to unmodiﬁed Anubis.
To further investigate how many of the endpoints revealed by
S QUEEZE are actually malicious, we used nine publicly available
blacklists. For this, we queried these blacklists repeatedly until two
months after running the malware samples. The results are shown
in the row “Endpoints in blacklists”. Table 3 shows a breakdown of
these results for new endpoints (that is, all endpoints that were not
contacted during the baseline Anubis analysis). Of the blacklists
considered, only AMaDa focuses speciﬁcally on malware C&C
endpoints. Several of the other blacklists include C&C endpoints as
well as other malicious servers, while Google Safe Browsing and
Norton Safe Web focus on malicious web sites. We nonetheless
include these blacklists because miscreants may use endpoints for
multiple malicious purposes. Note that all of these blacklists are
meant to be deployed to block trafﬁc to or from malicious hosts,
and therefore strive to have extremely low false positive rates. The

Table 1: Malware behavior in S QUEEZE

Table 1 shows an overview of the behavior of malware samples when analyzed with S QUEEZE using the two proposed exploration strategies. The ﬁrst thing we notice is that a signiﬁcant
fraction of the analyzed samples never trigger S QUEEZE’s blocking mechanisms. With strategy A, only 54% of analyzed samples
ever try to contact a known C&C endpoint. Likewise, with strategy B only 58% of analyzed samples generate trafﬁc that matches
our C&C signatures. This is despite the fact that all of the samples
in our dataset, when originally analyzed in Anubis, had performed
signature-matching trafﬁc that led us to detect an endpoint in the
ﬁrst place. We have found that in some cases the original binary
is actually a downloader: In the Anubis execution, it dropped a
remote-controlled bot, but in the S QUEEZE execution it dropped a
completely different payload. In other cases some of the endpoints
contacted by the sample were no longer available. One reason for
this is that, during this experiment, the delay between executing
a sample in Anubis and in S QUEEZE was too high (several days).
Results from our deployment (Section 5.5) show that this result can
be improved by reducing this delay.
A large share of the samples, 44% and 43% respectively for
strategies A and B, do not employ a backup strategy at all. That is,
after a C&C endpoint is blocked they show no further network activity. The difference between these ﬁrst two rows of Table 1 leaves
10% and 15% of samples, respectively, where S QUEEZE may have
been able to trigger additional C&C activity. As can be seen in the
last row, 9% and 8% of samples respectively reveal new C&C endpoints when ran in S QUEEZE compared to those they revealed in
Anubis. These endpoints are conﬁrmed by a match against a C&C
signature.
There may be several reasons why, for the remaining samples,
no C&C trafﬁc can be detected. First of all, with the block-ﬁrst
strategy of approach A, C&C trafﬁc can only occur if the endpoint
is unblocked before the end of the analysis. Then, backup C&C
endpoints may not have been active during analysis. Finally, communication with a backup C&C server might use a slightly different
format that cannot be detected by our C&C signatures. Therefore,
9% and 8% mark the lower bound of samples that revealed valuable
endpoint information. A reasonable upper bound can be given by



Dataset A
Endpoints
Endpoints in bot component
Endpoints in blacklists
Endpoints with signature match
Dataset B
Endpoints
Endpoints in bot component
Endpoints in blacklists
Endpoints with signature match

Baseline
Domains IPs
3562 767
2080 362
1970 111
1489 110
Baseline
Domains IPs
2627 364
1330 211
1336
81
885
53

Total
4329
2432
2081
1599
Total
2991
1541
1417
938

Strategy A
Domains IPs Total
661 942 1603
454 260
714
391
36
427
195
6
201
Strategy B
Domains IPs Total
534 325
859
293 213
506
353
15
368
184
1
185

Table 2: New endpoints revealed by S QUEEZE compared to baseline (execution in Anubis sandbox)

Blacklist
Google Safe Browsing (Malware)
Norton Safe Web
Spamhaus (SBL,XBL,DBL)
ClearCloud DNS
DNS-BH Malware Domain Blocklist
Malware Domain List (MDL)
malc0de DNS Blackhole
Emerging Threats fwip rules
abuse.ch Malware Database (AMaDa)
Total Blacklisted
Total Endpoints

Strategy A
Domains
IPs Total
95
11
106
47 N/A
47
2
20
22
281 N/A
281
101 N/A
101
11
5
16
80
3
83
N/A
6
6
32
2
34
391
36
427
661 942 1603

Strategy B
Domains
IPs Total
53
5
58
80 N/A
80
2
7
9
226 N/A
226
86 N/A
86
15
0
15
70
1
71
N/A
3
3
40
2
42
353
15
368
534 325
859

Table 3: New endpoints revealed by S QUEEZE listed in publicly available blacklists

fore attempting to contact each successive endpoint, however, these
samples idle for several minutes. This delayed execution behavior
is implemented with repeated calls to GetTickCount. Therefore,
S QUEEZE was able to skip these delays. For one sample, analysis
with strategy A revealed 20 additional endpoints compared to the
original Anubis run, but only after sending time forward by over
half an hour. As soon as Pakes is able to contact a C&C server, it
receives instructions to send spam.
Koobface is another interesting malware family, because it straddles the line between client-server and P2P botnet C&C. As reported by Thomas et al. [11], Koobface sets up HTTP-based C&C
servers on machines it has exploited. According to Thomas et al.,
close to one hundred such parasitic C&C servers are active on a
given day. During analysis, Koobface samples initially performed
a connection check by contacting the Google main page. Then they
tried to contact a number of hardcoded C&C servers. By blocking
them one after the other, S QUEEZE was able to trigger connections
to up to ﬁfty C&C endpoints before the six minute timeout. In this
case, simply increasing the timeout would presumably allow us to
detect further C&C endpoints.
The Piptea malware family (also known as Harnig) is a trojan
downloader. During normal execution, samples contact the primary
C&C server and query it via HTTP to retrieve encrypted download
instructions. If the primary C&C server is unreachable, a second
one serves as a fallback. However, the Piptea botnet was put ofﬂine, presumably by its operators, shortly after the Rustock takedown on March 17th, 2011 [32]. Since this was the ﬁrst day of
our evaluation period, we are able to observe this in our results. A
few Piptea samples analyzed on March 17th successfully contacted
their C&C servers. Those analyzed on a later date, however, could
reach neither their primary nor their backup C&C servers.
Another interesting sample was also a downloader, most likely
related to a pay-per-install afﬁliate program. This dropper queries

results are very different for domains and IP addresses: 62.5% of
domains are listed in at least one blacklist, while the same is the
case for only 4% of IPs. Overall, however, S QUEEZE has contacted
427 and 368 additional blacklisted endpoints using strategies A and
B. Compared to the blacklisted endpoints revealed by Anubis, this
is an increase of 20.5% and 26.0% respectively.
In conclusion, an estimate of the percentage of additional C&C
servers revealed by S QUEEZE ranges between a minimum of 12.6%
(conﬁrmed C&C endpoints for strategy A) and a maximum of 32.8%
(endpoints in bot component for strategy B). For automaticallygenerated C&C blacklists, such as the one provided by FIRE [20],
these results have practical implications. The reason is that they
demonstrate that, by complementing a malware analysis system
with S QUEEZE, we can generate blacklists that provide a signiﬁcantly improved coverage of malware C&C servers.
5.4

Qualitative Results

In this section, we will highlight some interesting aspects of the
behavior of samples analyzed with S QUEEZE, with particular emphasis on those belonging to the top twenty malware families from
the FireEye report [30].
Palevo/Butterﬂy is a botnet toolkit that, according to [30], is behind the currently most prevalent malware family. With S QUEEZE,
we were able to observe the backup C&C strategies employed by
Palevo samples. For this, strategy B was particularly effective.
These samples initially attempt to contact a static IP address. This
trafﬁc matches our C&C signatures. After this endpoint is blocked,
they attempt to contact another static IP (once again matching our
signatures). Finally, they fall back to a domain generation algorithm. One sample in particular tried to resolve 42 generated domains during the analysis run, none of which were actually active.
Samples of the Pakes malware family fall back to a number of
backup C&C endpoints when their primary C&C is blocked. Be-



a C&C server using a proprietary, plain-text protocol for which we
do not have a signature. The server then provides a list of URLs
from which to download additional executables. In our analysis,
the dropper downloaded and executed three additional binaries one
after the other. All three binaries are recognized by anti-virus engines as malicious, but interestingly do not seem to be related to
each other: The dropper is thus installing multiple malware strains
on the same machine. The third executable is a bot, and our signatures were able to detect its C&C trafﬁc and the corresponding
endpoint. When strategy B blocked this endpoint, the bot attempted
to contact a backup C&C domain that had not yet been registered.
While S QUEEZE was able to reveal the backup C&C strategies
employed by some malware families, there are also families that
displayed no such behavior: After a C&C server was blocked,
these samples simply idled or performed a default behavior such
as network- or ﬁle-based propagation. We further investigated two
such families, and concluded that indeed these malware samples do
not employ a backup C&C strategy.
The ﬁrst such family we investigated is Virut. Virut spreads by
ﬁle infection, and its bot component is rather basic: The samples in
our dataset use only a single IRC C&C server, which they contact
to get download information on further binaries. If this server is
unavailable, Virut’s activity is limited to spreading.
The second family is Zbot. Zbot samples stem from the Zeus
toolkit [5], which allows users to create their own, customized botnet. None of the samples we analyzed with S QUEEZE displayed a
backup strategy when their ﬁrst C&C server was blocked; In fact
they remained completely idle. This seems surprising, considering that Zeus is still widely successful despite efforts from projects
such as Zeustracker to identify and blacklist its C&C servers. The
recently published source code of the Zeus toolkit (Version 2.0.8.9),
however, allowed us to conﬁrm this observation: Although zBot
can use various C&C servers, it ﬁrst relies on a primary C&C server
to provide the bot conﬁguration. This server is compiled into the
binary and can thus only be changed by means of a binary update.
To increase reslience, operators of Zeus-based botnets presumably
rely on frequent updates to their bot binaries. If this is the case, a
malware analysis system could reveal more Zbot C&C servers if it
were to capture updated binaries downloaded during analysis, and
periodically re-analyze the latest version. We leave this for future
work.

in S QUEEZE is reduced to eleven hours.
As a consequence, the FIRE service5 , which makes use of Anubis as a source of C&C information, directly beneﬁts from S QUEEZE.
This improves the coverage of both the FIRE blacklist and of its
ranking of “malicious networks”.

5.5

Botnets have been the subject of a signiﬁcant amount of research. A
survey of this topic has been performed by Bailey et al.[41]. Several studies have been performed with the goal of measuring and
understanding the botnet phenomenon [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12]. In
other cases, researchers went a step further and actively inﬁltrated
a botnet with the goal of obtaining further insight, taking down or
even taking over the botnet [7, 3, 13, 14]. Another well-explored
topic is the network-level detection of botnets, based on the bots’
crowd-like behavior [42], on their reaction to C&C commands at
the network [23] or host level [26], or on signatures generated by
detecting recurrent patterns in botnet trafﬁc [24, 25]. These approaches can be used either to create detection models that can be
deployed to protect a network and detect which machines are already infected, or to detect and blacklist C&C servers. FIRE [20]
identiﬁes malware C&C servers and tracks their uptime, to identify networks that persistently host malicious activities. This has
already led some ISPs to take an interest in the issue and improve
their security practices [43]. S QUEEZE can be readily adapted to
take advantage of any of these techniques for detecting C&C communication.
Limited coverage is a general problem of dynamic program analysis. Techniques to overcome this limitation have been proposed in

6

Limitations and Future Work

In this section we brieﬂy discuss the main limitations of our approach. The ﬁrst challenge is posed by the communication method
used by botnets. First of all, our approach is of limited utility
against botnets that use a fully decentralized P2P architecture. While
S QUEEZE could still investigate the trafﬁc and even block connections, it would simply produce a list of infected peers. Thus, mitigating P2P botnets clearly requires alternative approaches. However, as was discussed in Section 5.1, the majority of today’s most
prevalent malware families make use of client-server C&C. Thus,
S QUEEZE can provide useful intelligence in the current threat landscape. Another issue is that botnets could use encrypted C&C protocols that are harder to detect at the network level. However, the
speciﬁc mechanism used to model and detect C&C communication
is largely orthogonal to our work. S QUEEZE could be combined
with C&C detection techniques that do not suffer from this limitation, such as those based on behavioral detection at the network
level [23], or on host-based analysis of information ﬂows [26].
Strategy A, in particular, can be trivially combined with arbitrary
C&C detection mechanisms.
A further limitation is that our tool can currently provide limited
information on DGAs it triggers. That is, S QUEEZE can observe
a number of requests going to generated domains, however it can
neither detect that these are C&C servers (since they are typically
ofﬂine) nor reveal how the DGA works. This limitation can be
overcome by applying slicing and gadget extraction techniques [34]
that can extract the DGA as a functional, self-contained piece of
code that can be used to generate new domains. Finally, like most
techniques based on the dynamic analysis of malware, S QUEEZE
may be thwarted by malware that detects it is running in an instrumented environment and refuses to run. In recent years, a number
of techniques have been proposed that attempt to mitigate this problem [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

7

Deployment

Based on the encouraging evaluation results we set up a stable deployment of S QUEEZE, integrated with the Anubis infrastructure.
This deployment uses strategy B, and is conﬁgured to re-analyze
all samples that matched a C&C signature in the original Anubis
run. From the beginning of June until the end of August 2011, over
32.000 samples were re-analyzed by S QUEEZE. During this period, plain Anubis found a total of 4355 distinct endpoints in the
bot component and 2338 distinct endpoints with a signature match.
Squeeze improved this by revealing an additional 1706 (39%) and
278 (12%) endpoints respectively.
We tested the statistical signiﬁcance of these results using a singletailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test [33]. The research hypothesis
states that an analysis with S QUEEZE reveals more endpoints than a
plain Anubis run. The null hypothesis is rejected with a probability
of error below 0.001% when applying the test to either endpoints
in the bot component or endpoints with a signature match.
The deployment also backed our assumption that decreasing the
delay until re-analysis would have a positive effect on the share
of samples that re-connect to a C&C endpoint. While in Table 1
only 58% of samples re-analyzed with S QUEEZE matched a C&C
signature, this number rises to over 90% in our live deployment,
where the average delay between analysis in Anubis and re-analysis

5
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a number of ﬁelds such as software testings [44] and vulnerability discovery [45]. In the context of malware, Limbo [46] aims to
recognize malicious device drivers (rootkits) by forcing execution
to traverse the driver’s control ﬂow graph. Limbo however cannot
ensure that the program state (that is, the values of registers and
memory) is consistent with the program paths it is forcing. Other
approaches [1, 47] overcome this limitation. Multi-path exploration [1] is the approach most closely related to our work, since it
explores possible execution paths by modifying the execution environment before reverting to a snapshot. Multi-path exploration uses
a constraint solver to ﬁnd out how to modify the environment to
lead execution down an alternative branch. MineSweeper [47] similarly aims to uncover trigger-based malware behavior using a combination of concrete and symbolic execution. While useful, these
techniques suffer from the path explosion problem: The overall
number of program paths that need to be explored grows exponentially. The reason is that, at each interesting branch in the program,
the analysis has to follow two successor paths. Furthermore, code
obfuscation can make the constraint solving step required by such
tools provably hard [48]. S QUEEZE does not attempt to discover
triggers for hidden behavior: Instead, it assumes that the behavior
of interest (backup C&C communication) is triggered by the unavailability of network resources. This reduces the execution space
that has to be explored to the (much smaller) endpoints tree, such
as the one shown in Figure 2.
A different approach for increasing coverage is used by Reanimator [49]. By automatically identifying and modeling the code
responsible for an observed behavior, Reanimator is able to recognize the same capability in other programs even if it is not observed
at run-time. A limitation is that a behavior has to be triggered in at
least one malware execution before it can be modeled.

8

Conclusion

Modern botnets are complex distributed systems designed to be
resilient in the face of takedown attempts. To avoid losing control over their infected computers, botmasters use redundant C&C
servers and failover C&C strategies such as domain generation algorithms. While it is possible to detect malware C&C servers by
monitoring the execution of bots in a controlled environment, this
approach suffers from limited coverage and will not reveal all C&C
servers. Connections to backup C&C servers will not be triggered
until the primary servers are taken down. In this paper we have introduced S QUEEZE, a system that uses a specialized form of multipath exploration to trick bot binaries into revealing additional C&C
endpoints and failover strategies. We introduced two alternative
strategies for making use of domain knowledge on C&C communication to efﬁciently explore the execution paths that are revealed
when communication with a contacted endpoint is allowed or blocked.
By testing S QUEEZE on a diverse and representative malware dataset
and comparing it against an ordinary analysis sandbox, we showed
that it can reveal hundreds of additional active C&C servers and
trigger DGA algorithms that bots use as a failover strategy.
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$06-% #& "/"-:;&% */ 580 %*3&$5*0/4 /& *4 '30. 5)& "55"$,&3>4 */*
5*"- -0$"5*0/ 50 5)& /"- (0"- 45"5& 8)*$) 8& $"-- '038"3% %&%6$5*0/
)*4 )"4 #&&/ 64&% ! 50 &/$0%& 5)& &''&$5 0' $)"/(*/( $0/(6
3"5*0/4 0/ "55"$,"#*-*5: )& 4&$0/% *4 #"$,8"3% */%6$5*0/ 8)*$)
*4 '30. 5)& "55"$, (0"- 45"5& 50 5)& */*5*"- "55"$,&3 -0$"5*0/ )*4
)"4 "-40 #&&/ 64&% */ 53"/4'03.*/( "/ "55"$, (3"1) */50 %*4+6/$5*7&
/03."- '03. 
! 5)"5 $"1563&4 5)& &9"$5 $0/(63"5*0/ $0/
%*5*0/4 '03 " 13*7*-&(&4 50 #& 0#5"*/"#-& / 063 803, 8& 1&3'03.
" /07&- #"$,8"3% */%6$5*0/ 8)*$) 130%6$&4 " $0/+6/$5*7& /03."'03.  5)"5 &/$0%&4 5)& 3&26*3&.&/5 3&-"5*0/4 #&58&&/ "55"$,
45&14 '5&3 #*/%*/( $045 .&53*$4 50 -*5&3"-4 */ 5)&  '03.6-"
" $045 4&/4*5*7&  40-7&3 $06-% #& -&7&3"(&% 50 3"/, 5)& "55"$,
1"5)4 50 3&"$) " (0"-
/ *(63&  " 50: &9".1-& 0' %&1&/%&/$: "55"$, (3"1) *4 3&/
%&3&% 50 )&-1 3&7*&8 5)& -0(*$"- 4536$563& 0' 5)& (3"1) "/% 130
7*%& &9".1-&4 '03 5)& 53"/4'03."5*0/ 130$&44 /  /0%& 5)&
%*".0/%4)"1&% /0%& 3&13&4&/54 5)& 13*7*-&(& "/ "55"$,&3 $"/ ("*/
"'5&3 &91-0*5*/( 0/& 0' *54 13&%&$&4403  /0%&  p1 $"/ #&
"$)*&7&% 5)306() 0/& 0' e1  e2  e4 "/% e5  $033&410/%*/( 50 5)&
 -0(*$ /  /0%& 5)& 306/%4)"1&% /0%& *4 64&% 50 4*.6
-"5& 5)& 130$&44 0' &91-0*5*/( " 76-/&3"#*-*5: 0/ " )045 "'5&3 "-- *54
13&%&$&44034 "3& 0#5"*/&%  41&$*"- 5:1& 0'  /0%& *4 $"--&% "
 #  8)*$) )"4 /0  /0%& "4 *54 13&%&$&4403 "/% 461
1035&% #: "--  /0%&4   /0%& e2   /0%&4

&) + * +0' & /'#& +* + #&  &%*+) %+ % +* ++ % &))
+& *+ e1 +&  2),3 +* ')**&) ') - # p2 *&,#  *+
2),3 * .##
* &% + * +)%*&)$+ &%   %& %  %& . ##
 )')*%+ 0 &% &) $&)  *!,%+ - #,** 0 &%!& % %
## +* &%*+) %+* . &+ %   &)$,# φ ++ %&* +
.&# ".) #& # '%%0 & + ++" )' &) + *
+&0 /$'# . &,# , # φ # " + *
φ ::= Cons(p1 ) ∧ Cons(e1 ) ∧ Cons(p2 ) ∧ Cons(e5 )
∧Cons(p3 ) ∧ Cons(e8 ) ∧ Cons(p5 ) ∧ Cons(e7 )
∧Cons(p4 ) ∧ Cons(e6 ) ∧ Cons(p6 ) ∧ Cons(e4 )

     

&+ ++ + groundingnodes & %&+ *&. ,' % + &)$,#
* % +0 ) ## ), +&   * +)%*&)$+ &% ')&** *
# %) % + * 1 & + ++" )' ,* + ')&** %* +&
+)-)*  ) % + )' /+#0 &% +& , # + &)$,#
)&, *&#- % +   ')&#$ %&) % φ .  *) *
".) #& # '%%0 & + ,## ++" )' #&# ++"
*+'* ) &%%+ %+& $,#+ *+' ++" '+* .  % + + )&$
++") *+)+ % #&+ &% % % + &% & + ++" &# *++*

      

)')*%+ + &%,)+ &% &) -,#%) # +0 + &,+ + ,))%+
%+.&)" .  * "%&.% +&   % + %+.&)" e2 * #& 
##0 *,''&)+ 0 ## + )&,% % +* ++ % +* e2 &,#
 +) ) % + ##0 . +&,+ %0 '))(, * + ') - # &.-)
&) e1  &% ') - # p2 *&,#  )(, ) %  + &% +& )&,% %
+* c1 % c2   * $%* + ++") *&,# - #)0  %
+ ') - # p2 % &)) +& ))0 &,+ + /'#& + e1   % ## +

%&* % + ++" )' ) ,* +& )')*%+ / *+ %
+* &,+ + %+.&)" +0 ) &%* ) 2),3 % +,* )
%&+ +,##0 %& % &,)  &)$,# &) /$'# +.& ++"
'+* &) ) % + %# &# ') - # p1 +)&, /'#& +* e1 
e2 % e3 &,#  *, %+#0 +) % /')** #&.

  

e3 → p 2 → e1 → p 1 ; e2 → p 1
&) +  %&  p1 % + ,) &,) )+ &%#  % + *
".) +)%*&)$+ &% * ++ &) + &# ') - # p1 +&  &
+ % .  ++" *+' %  +"% 0 + ++") +& &%(,)
p1   ')&)$ + * ".) %,+ &% +)+ -#0 &% ## + 
%  %&* % + )' +& # %" ## + '&** # ++" *+'* . 
&,# #& ##0 &%+) ,+ +& /'#& + %   -% ') - # % *+&)
+ ".) ,*# +0 )#+ &%* %+&   &)$,# &) ,)+) ,
+&$+  %#0* * &,) ')**&)* & p1  e1  e2  e4 % e5  )
## + &'+ &%* ++ &,#  &%* ) ,) % ".) %,+ &%
% &)) +& (, ) ') - # p1  + #*+ &% & + /'#& +* )&$
+ *+ & p1 4* ')**&) %&* *&,#  ))  &,+ *,**,##0
0 + ++")  % + *0$&#  +& % + + * 
#&  &%*+) %+ %& * &% + &)  %# ++" )' &) p1 
. -
Cons(p1 ) ::=

::=

¬p1 ∨ e1 ∨ e2 ∨ e4 ∨ e5

% &)  %&)$#  %& # " e1

::=

reconf Cons(e9 , e8 , e5 ) ::=

e1 ⇒ p2 ∧ c1 ∧ c2

(p1 ∨ p2 )

(¬e9 ∧ ¬e8 ∧ ¬e5 )

*&,#  %*)+ +& + φ % + * * &+ + ++" '+

) (, -#%+#0
Cons(e1 )



+& + φ + $%* + #*+ &% & + &# %&* p1 &) p2 *&,#
 T rue % + %# *&#,+ &% + + * / # % + # 1+ &% &)
goalCons +  &,# %  *'  ')&#$ .  &%#0 &%
+ %*  *+ & &# %&* ++ * * &%)% &,+ % #+)
0 +)+ -#0 ## % +   *&#-)  ) + # ++" )' *,)
)#+ +& ++ &%$% *+ & &# %&* &,#  )%)
&) + %+.&)" )&%,)+ &% *' + &% +  &,#  *
# )+ % ++" *+'* 0 *++ % %+ &%* &) -) #* )#+
+& -,#%) # + * &) %+.&)" ) # +0 % &)) +& * $,#+ -,#
%) # + * '+ % &) %+.&)" )&%,)+ &%  *0$&# 1 +
)&%,)+ &% &%*+) %+* * reconf Cons(andN odes) &) +
+&0 ++" )' /$'#  +  * % + %+.&)" )
 # +0 $&# % e9 +&  #&" % #*& + -,#%) # + * )
#+ +& + /'#& + e5 % e8 +&  '+  )&%,)+ &% &%
*+) %+

p 1 ⇒ e1 ∨ e2 ∨ e4 ∨ e5

Cons(e1 ) ::=

     

goalCons(p1 , p2 )

) (, -#%+#0
Cons(p1 )



*,##0 + &%)% )&$ + *0*+$ $ % *+)+&)   * )
#+ +& + ) + # **+* $&# * &# %&* % ++" )'*
++ *&,#  ')&++ % + %+.&)" &)  $0  &%)%
++ *&$ )% % &) ) *" $%$%+ *+)+0 &,# $'+ +
.&# %+.&)"  '+ % )+ % -,#%) # + * &) #&" %
)+ % %+.&)" &%%+ &%* $0  *),'+ *)- * % + 
.%+* +& ,'+ + ++" *%) & *)  % ++" )' &)
-) &,* %#0* * %+)*+* % *,) +0 &%)%*  * % &#
%&)#+ &%*+) %+* % )&%,)+ &% &%*+) %+* +& #' 
,'+ +* *'  &%)%* * &% + % + # &&#% &)$,#
&) $,#+ &# *%) & . ,*  &%*+) %+ +& $" + ) + #
**+* + &# *++* *+% &,+  * $'#0 *0$&# 1 + &#
%& &%*+) %+* * goalCons(goalN odes) &) + /$'# +
+" )'  . .%+ +& &%,) &+ p1 % p2 +&  + &#
%& . &%#0 - +& %*)+  &# &%*+) %+ # "

::=

e9 → p 5 → e8 → p 3 → e5 → p 1

(¬e1 ∨ p2 ) ∧ (¬e1 ∨ c1 ) ∧ (¬e1 ∨ c2 )

e11 → p5 → e8 → p3 → e5 → p1

* 
%&* c1 % c2 ) #.0* %# %  % *+
 + +)%*&)$ &%*+) %+* &) e1 &,#  ), *
Cons(e1 )

::=

* %+ )&$ + *&#,+ &% *' * % ##  &% +)&,
% %+)+ - ,*) %+) &) + ++" )'

(¬e1 ∨ p2 ) ∧  ∧ 
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+*/:2
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5+)/'1/?+* '))+88 )43*/9/438 +=/89
!.+ '))+88 )43*/9/438 '7+ 842+<.'9 85+
)/'1/?+*
5+)/'1/?+* '))+88 )43*/9/438 47 +=9+3:'9
/3- )/7):289'3)+8 *4 349 +=/89

  


4, 9.+  2+97/) '3* 9.+ 2'55+* 574('(/1/9/+8   )41:23 3
9./8 <470 <+ 9:73 9.+ 574('(/1/9> /394 ' )489 :8+* /3 9.+ /3489
! 841;+7 !.+ ,472:1' ,47 )43;+79/3- 9.+ 574('(/1/9> 94 9.+ )489
;'1:+ /8 '8 ,4114<8

   "




exploitingCost = 10 ∗ (1.00 − sqrt( ))
$.+3 9.+ 8:))+88 1/0+1/.44* /8 1 9.+ )489 /8  $.+3 9.+ 1/0+1/.44*
/8 0 9.+ )489 /8 2'=/2:2   $+ 9'0+ '3 86:'7+ 7449 4, 9.+ 574('
(/1/9> 94 /3*/)'9+ 9.+ ,')9 9.'9 <.+3 9.+ 8:))+88 1/0+1/.44* /3)7+'8+8
9.+ )489 *+)7+'8+8 :3+;+31> @ 6:/)0+7 '9 9.+ (+-/33/3- '3* 814<+7
'9 9.+ +3* 47 +'). 85+)/) +39+757/8+ 3+9<470 9.+  )4:1* '184
'88/-3 8>89+27+1'9+* )489 ;+)9478 ('8+* 43 ./8947/)'1 *'9' 4<
94 '88/-3 8:). )489 ;'1:+8 /8 '3 /25479'39 7+8+'7). 6:+89/43 9.'9 /8
(+>43* 9.+ 8)45+ 4, 9./8 5'5+7
;+3 '88:2/3- 842+ ;'7/'9/438 2/-.9 4)):7 <./1+ */,,+7+39/
'9/3- <'>8 4, '88/-3/3- 9.+ )489 ;+)947 4:7 +=5+7/2+398 /3 +)
9/43  8.4< 9.'9 9.+ <.41+ */89/11+* )7/9/)'1 '99')0 -7'5. 8:7,')+
</11 349 ;'7> 944 2:). '3* '184 9.+ 7/80 2+97/)8 )425:9+* ,742
9.+ )7/9/)'1 '99')0 -7'5. 8:7,')+ </11 )43;+7-+ 94 3+'71> 9.+ 8'2+
89'9:8 ',9+7 7+')./3- '74:3*  9.+ 8/?+ 4, 9.+ ,:11 '99')0 -7'5.



   

    !

/3)+ <+ <'39 94 57/47/9/?+ '99')0 5'9.8 ('8+* 43 9.+/7 8+;+7/9>
/3489 ! /8 :8+* 84 9.'9 ' 841:9/43 7+1'9+* 94 '3 '99')0 5'9.
'1<'>8 .'8 9.+ 2/3/2:2 )489 !.+ )489 ,:3)9/43 ,47 441+'3 ;'7/
'(1+8 )'3 (+ 8+9 :5 84 9.'9 14<+7 )489 )477+8543*8 94 ./-.+7 8+;+7
/9> !.+ 459/2/?'9/43 /8 ,742 '3 '99')0+7A8 5+785+)9/;+ <+ <'39 94
3* ' 5'9. 9.'9 2/3/2/?+8 9.+ )489 ,47 '3 '99')0+7 94 4(9'/3 )+79'/3
57/;/1+-+8 /3 ' 3+9<470 ('8+* 43 9.+  ,472:1' 9.'9 +3,47)+8
57/;/1+-++=514/9 *+5+3*+3)/+8 /3489 ! .'8 (++3 9.474:-.1>
89:*/+* (> 9.+ ! 841;/3- )422:3/9> %    & ;+3 /, /9 /8
'3 .'7* 574(1+2 24*+73 )4898+38/9/;+ ! 841;+78 .';+ (++3
)438/*+7'(1> 8:))+88,:1 /3 *+'1/3- </9. 441+'3 ,472:1'8 '7/8/3,742 57')9/)'1 574(1+28 9 .'8 (++3 7+5479+* 9.'9 ,472:1'8 </9.
2/11/438 4, ;'7/'(1+8 '3* )1':8+8 )'3 (+ 841;+* /3 8+)43*8 %&
 )4898+38/9/;+ 841;+7 9.+ /3489.',, 841;+7 /8 ).48+3 /3
4:7 2+9.4* %& <./). /8 *+;+145+* ('8+* 43 9.+ ?.',, !
841;+7 % & (> 7/3)+943 "3/;+78/9> /;+3 ' 441+'3 ,472:1' φ
</9. n 1/9+7'18 a1 , a2 , a3 . . . , an  )489 ;+)947 {ci |ci ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤
n} 9.+ 841;+7 </11 574;/*+ ' 8+9 4, '88/-32+398 94 9.+ 8+9 4, 1/9+7'18
Xi ∈ {0, 1}n 9.'9 2/3/2/?+8 9.+ ,:3)9/43
C=

n


     
 !
!.+ )47+ /*+' (+./3* 4:7 /9+7'9/;+ '99')0 -7'5. 8:7,')+ -+3+7
'9/43 /8 /385/7+* (> 4:39+7='251+:/*+* (897')9/43 '3* +
3+2+39  % & 3  ' 841:9/43 7+9:73+* ,742 '
841;+7 /3*/)'9+8 ' 549+39/'1 '< /3 9.+ 8>89+2 (+/3- '3'1>?+* 9
+/9.+7 7+57+8+398 ' 7+'1 '< 47 /8 '      (+)':8+ 9.+
'3'1>8/8 24*+1  9.+ )43)7+9+ 8>89+28 (> 8/251/,>/3- '8
8:259/438 9.'9 2'> 349 '1<'>8 .41* /3 9.+ )43)7+9+ 8>89+2 !.:8
9.+ 841:9/43 3++*8 94 (+ ).+)0+* '-'/389 9.+ )43)7+9+ 8>89+2 94 *+
9+72/3+ <.+9.+7 /9 /8 ' 7+'1/89/) 841:9/43 47 ' 85:7/4:8 43+ , /9
/8 ' 85:7/4:8 841:9/43 9.+ 841;+7 3++*8 94 (+ /3,472+* <.> 9./8 /8
9.+ )'8+ 84 /9 </11 349 4:95:9 8:). 841:9/438 /3 9.+ ,:9:7+ 742
9.+ )4:39+7+='251+        43+ )'3 +=97')9 '
 9.'9 +=51'/38 <.> 9.+ 841:9/43 /8 349 ;'1/* /3 9.+ )43)7+9+
8>89+2 /3 9.+ ,472 4, ' 14-/)'1 ,472:1' !.+ 1+22' /8 9.+3 ,+*
(')0 94 9.+ 841;+7 94 (+)42+ 5'79 4, 9.+ )43897'/398 /3 9.+ 47/-/3'1
,472:1' !.+ 841;+7 /8 )'11+* '-'/3 '3* 9.+ <.41+ 574)+88 7+5+'98
-7'*:'11>  9.+ ,472:1' :39/1 9.+ 841:9/43 7+9:73+* ,742 9.+
841;+7 )4389/9:9+8 ' 7+'1 '< 47 34 841:9/43 )'3 (+ ,4:3* /3 <./).
)'8+ 34 '< +=/898 /3 9.+ 8>89+2
!.+ /*+' 4,  /8 :8+,:1 /3 '99')0 -7'5. '3'1>8/8 (+)':8+
9.+ /35:9 94 9.+ '99')0 -7'5. /8 3+)+88'7/1> '3 /257+)/8+ ;/+< 4, 9.+
8>89+2 42+ 7+1+;'39 /3,472'9/43 1/0+ 9.+ 3+-7'/3+* )43*/9/438
:3*+7 <./). '3 +=514/9 /8 5488/(1+ 2'> 349 '1<'>8 (+ 574;/*+* /3
9.+ /35:9 *:+ 94 9.+ ,+'8/(/1/9> 4, 4(9'/3/3- '11 8:). /3,472'9/43 :5
,7439 47 9./8 7+'843 9.+ '99')0 -7'5. '3* 9.+ (441+'3 ,472:1'
*+7/;+* ,742 /9 )'3 (+ )438/*+7+* '3 '(897')9/43 4, 9.+ 8>89+2 '3*
349 '11 5'9.8 /3 /9 841:9/438 94 9.+ ,472:1' 7+57+8+39 7+'1/89/) '9
9')08 !.+ *+8/7'(1+ ,+'9:7+ 4,  /8 9.'9 43+ *4+8 349 3++* 94
4(9'/3 '11 9.+ 3+-7'/3+* *+9'/18 '(4:9 '99')0 )43*/9/438 :5 ,7439
(:9 431> 3++*8 94 /3)1:*+ /3,472'9/43 ! 94 9.+ 8>89+2 :3*+7
'3'1>8/8 9.74:-. 7+,:9/3- )4:39+7 +='251+8 '3* -+3+7'1/?/3- 1+2
2'8

ci Xi

i=1

!.+ 1/9+7'18 '88/-3+* ;'1:+ 1 /8 )438/*+7+*   8 143- '8 2+'3
/3-,:1 3:2+7/)'1 )489 ;'1:+8 )'3 (+ '88/-3+* 94 +'). '99')089+5
441+'3 ;'7/'(1+ 9.+ /3489.',, 841;+7 574;/*+8 ' 841:9/43 </9.
9.+ 2/3/2:2 )489 4, ,:3)9/43 C /3*/)'9/3- 9.+ '99')0 5'9. </9.
9.+ 2/3/2:2 )489 ,47 9.+ '99')0+7 47+4;+7 '1<'>8 7+9:73/39.+ 2/3/2:2)489 841:9/43 .+158 +1/2/3'9+ 1498 4, 7+*:3*'39 '99')0
89+58 ' )489/38+38/9/;+ 841;+7 9+3*8 94 /3)1:*+ 8/3)+ +=97' '99')0
89+58 </11 /3)7+'8+ 9.+ )489



 ! 

3 /25479'39 )43)+73 /3 '3> 6:'39/9'9/;+ '3'1>8/8 /8 <.+7+ 94
4(9'/3 9.+ 3:2+7/) 5'7'2+9+7 /35:9 3 4:7 57/47 <470 <+ 2'5 9.+
# ))+88 4251+=/9> +97/) 94 ' 574('(/1/9> /3*/)'9/3- 9.+
1/0+1/.44* 4, 8:))+88 /3 +=514/9/3- 9.+ ;:13+7'(/1/9> <./). /8 9.+3
:8+* /3 5+7,472/3- 6:'39/9'9/;+ 7/80 '88+882+39 % & !.+ 42
243 #:13+7'(/1/9> )47/3- >89+2 #  %  & 574;/*+8 '3
45+3 ,7'2+<470 ,47 )422:3/)'9/3- 9.+ ).'7')9+7/89/)8 '3* /25')98
4, ! ;:13+7'(/1/9/+8 # )438/898 4, 9.7++ 2+97/) -74:58 '8+
!+2547'1 '3* 3;/7432+39'1 '). 4, 9./8 -74:5 574*:)+8 ' ;+)947
4, )4257+88+* 9+=9:'1 7+57+8+39'9/43 9.'9 7++)98 ;'7/4:8 5745+7
9/+8 4, 9.+ ;:13+7'(/1/9>  !  ,472:1' 9'0+8 9.+ ;+)947
'3* 574*:)+8 ' 3:2+7/) 8)47+ /3 9.+ 7'3-+ 4,  94  /3*/)'9/3- 9.+
8+;+7/9> 4, 9.+ ;:13+7'(/1/9> 3 /25479'39 )4397/(:9/43 4, # /8
9.+ 2+97/) ;+)947 /9 574;/*+8 ' </*+ 7'3-+ 4, ;:13+7'(/1/9> 5745+7
9/+8 9.'9 '7+ 9.+ ('8/8 ,47 *+7/;/3- 9.+ 3:2+7/)'1 8)47+8
$+ .';+ :8+* 9.+ ))+88 4251+=/9>  ,742 9.+ # 2+9
7/) ;+)947 94 *+7/;+ 574('(/1/9> 4, '99')0 8:))+88 <.+3 )'1):1'9/36:'39/9'9/;+ 7/80 2+97/)8 % & !'(1+ /11:897'9+8 9.+ 5488/(1+ ;'1:+8



      !

!.+ /25+7,+)93+88 4, 9.+ 841:9/438 7+9:73+* (> 9.+ ! 841;+7
'7/8+8 ,742 9<4 2'/3 7+'8438  +=/89+3)+ 4, ?+74)489 34*+8 
+=/89+3)+ 4, :37+'1/89/) 5'9. 8+-2+398 !.:8 9.+ 841:9/438 7+6:/7+
,:79.+7 7+3+2+39 '3* ;+7/)'9/43 3 9.+ 789 )'8+ 9.+ 841;+7 2'>
'7(/97'7/1> '88/-3 ' ,+< ?+74)489 1/9+7'18 94 (+   <./). </11 349
)4397/(:9+ 94 '3> 7+'1 5'9. $+ )'3 7+3+ 9.+ 841:9/43 (> +1/2/



 $) /# .*'0/$*) /* +-*0  ' (( 3/-/$)" (*- " )
-'$5  ' ((. ) # '+ !0-/# - 0/ *2) /# .*'0/$*) .+  0/
2 .#*0'  2- /#/ -$/$' ) 0. -*) -)  . 0-$/4 +-*
' ( .#*0' )*/  '$($)/  ) 3(+' $. '**+4 . "( )/. $) 
.*'0/$*) # ) /# - - 4' . $) /# //& "-+#  ./$.!4$)" .*
'0/$*) /* *0- /-).!*-(  !*-(0' (4 ) 0+ #$)$)" .*( //&
./ +. $)/*  4'  *- $)./)   .*'0/$*) 2#$# *)/$). /# +/#
p3 → e10 → p6 → e6 → p4 → e7 → p3 → e5 → p1 $) $"0- 
2$''   1'$ .*'0/$*) /* /# **' ) !*-(0' 0/  .+0-$*0. *)
. ) //& +/# ) /#$. .  2 2$''  / / ) 3/-/ /# '**+4
+/# . "( )/

)/$)" /# . $-- ' 1)/ )* . /#-*0"#  .*'0/$*)"0$   +/#-./
/-1 -.'   *! /# !0'' //& "-+# # )0( - *! /-1 -.'
./ +. $. '$) - /* /# )0( - *! '$/ -'.  $)" . /  # 4 /# .*'1 -
) $/$*)'  ) / *!   $. /* *- - /#  # '$/ -'. $)/*
) //& +/# .$) /# .*'1 - * . )*/ - /0-) /# .*'0/$*). $) /#
+/# *- - 1 ) !/ - /#$. .*'0/$*) - ) ( )/ +-* .. /# .*'0/$*)
$. )*/ "0-)/  /*   - '$./$ //& +/# 0 /* /# +*..$$'$/4
*! 4' .   ) /# -$/ -$ /* 1 -$!4  .*'0/$*) .  - '$./$
//& +/# /# .*'0/$*) $)$/$/ . !-*( ) //& - $)$/$' '*/$*)
) ). / *) *! /# "*' )* . - +- . )/$)" *) *! /# +-  
)  -$/$' .. /. *-$)" /* /# -$/ -$ ) *- -   +/#
-./ /-1 -.'   $. + -!*-(  /* 1 -$!4 /# .*'0/$*) "$)./
/# -$/ -$ .  *)   )   $/# -  - '$./$ -$/$'
//& +/# *0'  - *-  *- ) $)1'$ +/# 2$''  */$) 
!*- !0-/# - *"0. +/# . "( )/. ) "/$*)



p3 → e10 → p6 → e6 → p4 → e7 → p3
.  (*- " ) -'$5  +// -) !-*( /# .*'0/$*) ) ) "/ /# 4'
/* +-*0  *0)/ - 3(+' *)./-$)/
#" ! 
::= ¬(e10 ∧ p6 ∧ e6 ∧ p4 ∧ e7 ∧ p3 )
::= ¬e10 ∨ ¬p6 ∨ ¬e6 ∨ ¬p4 ∨ ¬e7 ∨ ¬p3

" "$  %" "

* - ) - /# -$/$' //& "-+# .0-!  /# +-*' (  ) 
4 φ .#*0'  4)($''4 0"( )/  /* - + /$/$1 '4 "0$ /#
  /* ).2 - /# ,0 ./$*) 6#/ $. /# ) 3/ -$/$' //& +/#7
# - !*-  )* (// - 2# /# - /# .*'0/$*) $. 1 -$  . - '$./$ *)*/ 2 2$'' 3/-/  (*- " ) -' +*-/$*) !-*( /# - )  .*'0
/$*) # *)%0)/$*) *! /# **' ) '$/ -'. *! /# *-- .+*)$)"
+*-/$*) $. ) "/  /* - /  *0)/ - 3(+' *)./-$)/ 2#$# $.
*)%*$)  2$/# /# !*-(0' φ ) /#$. 24 /# 0+/  !*-(0' 2$''
)*/ *0/+0/ 6.$($'-7 //& +/#. . /# 0-- )/ .*'0/$*) #$. */#
)' . - !0/$)" $)1'$ //& +/#. ) ).0-$)" /# /*+  -$/$'
//& +/#. )  " ) -/  $/ -/$1 '4 *2 /* 3/-/ /# .*'0
/$*) +- $. '4 /* (3$($5 /# '$($)/$*) *! /# 0) .$-  +*-/$*)
$) /# .*'0/$*) .+  *( . -$/$' !*- /# !$ )4 *! *0- +
+-*# # - !*-  3/-/$*) -0' . .#*0'  ' /* # '+ "0$
/# .*'1 - + -!*-( $/ -/$1 - ' -$/$' //& +/# " ) -/$*) 
0-/ '4 ) !$ )/'4 #$. $. /# $(+*-/)/ -$/ -$ !*- 3/-/$*)
-0' .  )$/$*)
  .$")  .+ $' /4+ *! *)./-$)/. )( '4 *0)/ - 3(+'
*)./-$)/.  )*/  . counterCons() $) *- - /* "0$ /# $)
*./  .*'1 - /* $/ -/$1 '4 ) !$ )/'4 . -# !*- /# -$/$'
.*'0/$*). # +-( / - *! counterCons() $. 6/# ($)$(0( 0)
./$.' +/# . "( )/.7 $).+$-  4 /# $)$(0( )./$.'
0. /  *) +/ 0.  $) /#
  ( /#*   $.
*).$ -  ) !$ )/ ( /#* /* .+  0+ /# - ) ( )/ +-* ..
$)   ( /#* 4 '$($)/$)" 0. ' .. $/ -/$*). *) .$($'- .+0
-$*0. 1$*'/$*).

#$. ' (( 2$'' +- 1 )/ */# - .$($'- .+0-$*0. .*'0/$*). !*-(  
$)" *0/+0/ *- $)./) 
p4 → e7 → p3 → e10 → p6 → e6 → p4 → e4 → p1
2$'' ) 1 -  *0/+0/ 4 /# .*'1 - *) /# *1 ' (( #.  )
  # - !*-  +-*+ -'4  )   *0' ).0- /# *0)
/ - 3(+' $. " ) -' )*0"# .* /#/ )* (*- .$($'- 6*"0.7
+/#. 2$''  *).$ -  . .*'0/$*). # ./-*)" - ) ( )/ . 
*) /# " ) -'$5  6' ((7 ) '$($)/ (*- *) /# . -# .+
) 1*$ ()4 0))  ..-4 $/ -/$*).
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# +/# . "( )/. *).$ -  . /# ($)$(0( 0)./$.' +*-
/$*) *0'  3/-/  !-*( /# - /0-)  .*'0/$*) .  *)  *(
$)/$*) *! 0. -. ' /  3/-/$*) -0' . $) *- - /* +-*1$  ./-*)" - ) ( )/ /* .1 (*- $/ -/$*). !*- 1'$ .*'0/$*) ) /* 0$'
1-$*0.  3$' -$/$' //& "-+# .0-! 
.  *) $!! - )/ ./-/ "$ . /* 3/-/ ) " ) -'$5 /# +/#
. ,0 ) . /* !*-(  ) ) "/ /# 3/-/  +/# . "( )/ $)
*- - /* ' -)  6' ((7 /*  $)/* φ $/ -/$1 '4 1-$*0. - ) 
( )/ ( /#*. - 1$''  ) *- - /* $(+-*1 /# !$ )4 )
0-4 *! *0- ++-*# . 1 -' ./-/ "$ . *) #*2 /* " ) -'$5
/# (%*- 6' ((7 #1  ) / ./  # ) 2  ) /2* .$ 3
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# ) 1 -  .*'0/$*) $. # &  . ) 0)- '$./$ //& +/#
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-./ . -# *) /# !0'' //& "-+# !*- /# +/# . "( )/ ) 3
/-/ )*/#$)" (*- /#) /# ($)$(0( 0)./$.' +/# . "( )/



# ) 1 -  .*'0/$*) $. # &  .  - '$./$ //& +/# 2
*).$ - /# 2#*' //& +/# .   4 ) "/$)" /# 2#*'
//& +/# /* +-*0 /# 6' ((7 /# $) *./  .*'1 - 2$''
. -# !*- /# ) 3/ ($)$(0(*./ .*'0/$*) .  *) /# 0+/ 
!*-(0' ) *- - /* (/# /#  8. $)/ - ./. *) *0/+0//$)" $ )/$'
-$/$' //& +/# . "( )/. (*- !$ )/'4 4 3'0$)" .$($'*- /# .( -$/$' +/# . "( )/. 2  ) 6 3'0 *) 7 3
/-/$*) -0' . ) *+/$*)' -0' !*- -0'  2#$# 3'0 . /# 1 -4
'./ )*  )( '4 /# //& -8. $)$/$' '*/$*) .// !-*( /# - 
'$./$ //& +/# ) ) "/ /# - ./ *! /# +/# #$. ( ). )4
'*)" - +/#. 2#$# *)/$) /# $ )/$' -$/$' +/# . "( )/ 0/
'0)#  !-*( */# - $)$/$' .// . *- /#-*0"# */# - )*)$)$/$' '*
/$*). 2$''  '$($)/  *- $)./)  2# ) /# .#*-/ - - '$./$
//& +/# e12 → p6 → e6 → p4 → e4 → p1 #.  ) - /0-) 
2 2$'' 3/-/ /# 2#*' +/# 0/ 3'0 /# "-*0)$)" )* e12 
2#$# ( ). */# - '*)" - +/#. .  *) /# -$/$' +/# . "( )/
!-*( p6 /* p1   +/# e11 → p5 → e8 → p3 → e10 →
p6 → e6 → p4 → e4 → p1  2$'' )*/ ++ - # ..0(+/$*)
# - !*- /#$. *+/$*)' -0' $. . '*)" . /# - $. '- 4  '*2 - *./
- '$./$ //& +/# ' $)" /* /# "*' )*  $)" *0/+0/ */# 6/ $*0.7 '*)" - +/#. 2$/# ) 3/- 6/$'7 +/# . "( )/ //# 
/* /# -$/$' .#*-/ - +/# . "( )/ - )*/ *).$ -  2*-/#4 *!
!0-/# - )'4.$.
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*- $)/ -/$1 3/-/$*) -0' . *0'  . ' /  4 /# 0. -
*-$)" /* /# $- .+ $ *) -) *! /# . 0-$/4 +-*' ( 0. (4 /#$)&  -/$) *($)/$*). *! *(+'$/ ) '*2+*..$$'$/4
3+'*$/. - 0)- '$./$ $)  "$1 ) . )-$* 2# ) *).$ -$)" /#
.+ $ ' 1 ' *! 1 -.-4 .&$''. *- $)./)  2#$' )'45$)"
5 -*4 10') -$'$/$ .8 $(+/ *) /# ) /2*-& /# 0. - (4  
'$ 1 /#/ '(*./ )* 1 -.-$ . !*- /#$. .4./ ( - +' *! ' 1 -
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>=46.:*+242<2.; 26 <1. <1:.. *8842,*<276; <1. 8*<1 ?244 67< +. ,76
;2-.:.- #=,1 * 4.55* ,*6 +. .*;24A .@8:.;;.- *; * +774.*6 ,76
;<:*26< <7 =;. 26 7=: ;A;<.5 <1.: .@<:*,<276 :=4.; +*;.- 76 >*:27=;
,:2<.:2* ,7=4- *4;7 +. 2584.5.6<.- 26 ;2524*: 5*66.:; 8:7>2-260
.@2+242<A 26 *6*4A;2;



     

"%' )# % )') + ))! '& (*'
  () "") %$

"%' )#  !;.=-7,7-. /7: 2<.:*<2>. ,:2<2,*4 *<<*,3 0:*81 -2;<244*
<276
68=< Gf C=44 *<<*,3 0:*81D
kC=5+.: 7/ ,:2<2,*4 *<<*,3 8*<1; -.;2:.-D
=<8=< Gs C:2<2,*4 *<<*,3 0:*81 ;=:/*,.D
ψC* ,744.,<276 7/ 7:-.:.- *<<*,3 8*<1;D
62<2*<. =;.: ;8.,2.- -2;<244*<276 :.9=2:.5.6<; 26,4=-260 .@<:*
.@<:*,<276 :=4.; optionRules

*' 

$ -#&" $)'&' ( $),%'!

'. ,76-=,<.- ;.>.:*4 0:7=8; 7/ .@8.:25.6<; <7 <.;< 2587:<*6< *;
8.,<; 7/ 7=: 5.<17- 26,4=-260 ./,2.6,A ;,*4*+242<A *6- *,,=:*,A
7;< 7/ <1. .@8.:25.6<; ?.:. 8.:/7:5.- 76 *6 .6<.:8:2;. 6.<?7:3
;,.6*:27 *-*8<.- /:75 * :.*4 6.<?7:3 .@,.8< /7: * :*60. 7/ ;25
=4*<.- 6.<?7:3 ;,.6*:27; =;.- 26 ;,*4*+242<A <.;< 20=:. ;17?;
<1. *-*8<.- .6<.:8:2;. 6.<?7:3 =;.- 26 7=: .@8.:25.6<; $1. 6.<
?7:3 26,4=-.; >. ;=+6.<; * ( .5242<*:2B.- (76. <1*< 17;<;
* 6=5+.: 7/ 8=+42,4A *,,.;;2+4. ;.:>.:; <?7 26<.:6*4 ;=+6.<; =;./7: =;.: ?7:3;<*<276; * 12018.:/7:5*6,. ,758=<260 ;.:>.:; ;=+
6.< *6- * -*<*+*;. ;.:>.:; ;=+6.< $1. <7<*4 6=5+.: 7/ 17;<; 2;
*:7=6- >. 1=6-:.- *6- /7: 17;<; ?2<1 2-.6<2,*4 ,760=:*<276 *
0:7=8260 5.<17- 2; 8.:/7:5.- <7 ,:.*<. * ;=55*:2B.- 268=< 4. /7:
<1. *<<*,3 0:*81 0.6.:*<7: $1. 0.6.:*4 :.?*44 ,760=:*<276 *4
47?; <1. 6<.:6.< <7 >2;2< <1. ;.:>.:; 26 ( <1:7=01 <1. :.;8.,<2>.
87:<; ;75. 7/ <1. 17;<; 26 <1. <?7 ?7:3#<*<276 ;=+6.<; ,*6 :.*,1
<1. -*<*+*;. ;.:>.:; *6- <1. ! ;.:>.:; :2<2,*4 *;;.<; *:. -.
6.- +A <1. ;A;<.5 *-5262;<:*<7: # $1. # 5=;< .6;=:. <1*<
<1. ! ;.:>.:; *6- '.+ #.:>.:; *:. /=6,<276260 ?.44 *6- *4;7
<1. -*<* 76 <1. *<*+*;. ;.:>.:; *:. ?.44 8:7<.,<.- .;2-.; <1.;.
,:2<2,*4 ,75876.6<; 26 <1. .6<.:8:2;. 6.<?7:3 ?. *4;7 ,76;2-.: <1.
&! ;.:>.: *; 76. 7/ <1. *<<*,3 07*4 ;26,. <12; ;.:>.: *,<; *; *
<=66.4 /7: ;.<<260 =8 8:2>*<. ,766.,<276; /:75 6<.:6.< / ,75
8:752;.- 5*42,27=; ,766.,<276; ,7=4- +. 4*=6,1.- /:75 6<.:6.<
<7 7<1.: ,:2<2,*4 *;;.<; 26 <1. 6.<?7:3 *;2,*44A 26 <12; *-*8<.6.<?7:3 ?. -.6. <1. *<<*,3.: 07*4; *; <1. &! ;.:>.: <1. !
;.:>.:; <1. '.+ ;.:>.:; *6- <1. *<*+*;. ;.:>.:;

φ ←/7:5=4*$:*6;/7:5.:(Gf )
φ ← (φ ∧ goalCons() ∧ reconf Cons(); costV ector)
   ← k
, " pathN um   %
 267;<#$#74>.:(φ) :.<=:6; #$ ;74=<276 χ )$
χ ←;74=<276".6.:(χ)
   ←;74=<276&.:2.:(χ)
     )$
   ←    
;<7:. χ ;<7:. 26 ψ *; ,:2<2,*4 *<<*,3 8*<1
;<7:. δ ← ,:2<2,*4:,;7-.;744.,<7:(χ)
Cδ *:,;  67-.; <7 0.6.:*<. ,:2<2,*4  ;=:/*,.D
p ← %!#)@<:*<7:(χ, Rule2, optionRules)
Cp 2625*4 %6;*<2*+4. !*<1 #.05.6<;D
"(
p ← %!#)@<:*<7:(χ, Rule1, optionRules)
$ 
counterCons(p) ← ,7=6<.:.@*584..6.:*<7:(p)
CcounterCons(p) :.;<7:.- 4.55*D
φ ← φ ∧ counterCons(p)
"(
:.*3
C%#$ :.<=:6.- /:75 267;<#$ ;74>.: 67 57:.
*<<*,3 8*<1 /7: <1. =8-*<.- #$ 8:7+4.5D
$ 
$ , "
Gs ← );=:/*,.).6.:*<7:(δ)



 $. $ (" " ). $".( (

$*+4. :.,7:-; <1. 6=5+.:; 7/ 42<.:*4; *6- ,4*=;.; 26 <1. <:*6;
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*:. 0.6.:*<.- +*;.- 76 <?7 ;25=4*<.- 4*:0. 6.<?7:3; ?2<1 <17=
;*6-; 7/ 17;<; -2;<:2+=<.- 26 <.6; 7/ ;=+6.<; <7 *6*4AB. <1. ;,*4*+24

407:2<15 -.;,:2+.; <1. ?174. 2<.:*<2>. 8:7,.;; /7: 7=: -2;<24
4*<276 5.<17- ?12,1 :..,<; <1. +*;2, :.9=2:.5.6<; /:75 <1. =;.:
=. <7 ;8*,. ,76;<:*26< ?. 764A -.;,:2+. <1. 12014.>.4 8:7,.-=:.
/7: 7=: *88:7*,1 76 2<.:*<2>. *<<*,3 0:*81 ;=:/*,. -2;<244*<276 7<.
<1*< <1. *407:2<15 *4?*A; <.:526*<.; ;26,. 26 .*,1 :7=6- 76. 8*<1
;.05.6< 2; /7=6- *6- 6.0*<.- <7 =8-*<. φ #26,. <1.:. *:. 764A *
62<. 6=5+.: 7/ *<<*,3 8*<1; 26 <1. 268=< 0:*81 .2<1.: ?. ?244 6k >*42- *<<*,3 8*<1; 7: ?. ?244 .@1*=;< *44 8*<1 ;.05.6<; 26 <1.
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0;@ 6- 6<9 4,;/6+ (5+ (3:6 ;/, ,--,*;: 6- 6<9 )(:0* ,?;9(*;065 9<3,:
 ,*;065  
#, *65:0+,9 ;/, 5<4),9 6- 30;,9(3: (5+ *3(<:,: <:,+ ;6 050;0(3
0A, ;/,  -694<3( ( .66+ 4,;90* ;6 9,,*; ;/, *6473,?0;@ 6- ;/,
*699,:765+05. 5,;>692 :*,5(906:D (;;(*2()030;@ :05*, 30;,9(3: 9,7
9,:,5;05. ,?7360;: 69 790=03,.,: (5+ *3(<:,: *65;(0505. ;/, 36.0*
9,3(;065 ),;>,,5 ,?7360;: (5+ 790=03,.,: ,5*6+, ;/, 4(05 36.0*
:;9<*;<9, 6- ( -<33 (;;(*2 .9(7/ 6;, ;/(; ;/, *3(<:,: /,9, 653@
05*3<+, ;/, *65:;9(05;: 302, Cons() (5+ 56; 6;/,9 0;,9(;0=,3@ (<.
4,5;,+ *65:;9(05;: :<*/ (: counterCons() !/, -<33 (;;(*2 .9(7/
0: .,5,9(;,+ (-;,9 :64, .96<705. 65 /6:; 0: (39,(+@ +65, : ( 9,
:<3; /6:;: >0;/ :0403(9 *65.<9(;065: >033 56; 796+<*, 9,+<5+(5;
(;;(*2 56+,: >/0*/ 0: ;/, 9,(:65 >/@ ;/, -694<3( 653@ *65;(05:
/<5+9,+: 6- 30;,9(3: (5+ *3(<:,:

    
0A, ,3(;,+ ,;90*:
 65 5<4),9 6- ;;(*2 (;/:
 65 5<4),9 6- 9*:
 65 5<4),9 6- ",9;0*,:
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(;;(*2 .9(7/ :<9-(*, 4(@ 56; ), ( =,9@ 79,*0:, 65, !/,9,-69, >,
*633,*;,+ +(;( 05 !()3,  ;6 (5(3@A, ;/, 9,3(;065:/07 (465. :0A,
9,3(;,+ 4,;90*: 6- (33 ;/, *9,(;,+ (;;(*2 .9(7/ :<9-(*,: #, 70*2
;>6 0A, ,=,3: >0;/ ;/, +0:;033,+ (;;(*2 .9(7/ :<9-(*,:  (5+
 6- ;/, -<33 (;;(*2 .9(7/: 05 ;,94: 6- 5<4),9 6- (;;(*2 7(;/:
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9,79,:,5; ;/, (*;<(33@ :0A, 6- ;/, (;;(*2 .9(7/ 05 )6;/ 0A, ,=,3
*(:,: (9, :4(33,9 ;/(5 ;/, 7,9*,5;(., 05 ;,94: 6- ;/, *90;0*(3 (;;(*2
7(;/:
,5,9(33@ :7,(205. -69 ;/, :*(3()030;@ ;,:; *(:,:  (5+  >0;/
(96<5+  (5+  *3(<:,: 6<9 4,;/6+ ;(2,: 56 469, ;/(5
 (5+  :,*65+: 9,:7,*;0=,3@ ;6 +0:;033 *90;0*(3 (;;(*2 .9(7/
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known worms (e.g. CodeRed [29] and SQLSlammer [28]) as
well as in countless attacks against popular software. Due to
the severity and popularity of this attack, researchers have
produced a signiﬁcant amount of papers describing techniques which can, among others, detect, defend, stop and
heal buﬀer-overﬂows at all possible stages of a program’s
lifetime. A small number of these suggested techniques have
reached production level, by being included in popular programming frameworks and operating systems.
Despite the amount of research conducted in the area of
buﬀer overﬂows in speciﬁc, and code injection techniques in
general, modern software is still plagued by buﬀer-overﬂows
which are discovered, almost weekly, in one of the many
popular software products. At the time of this writing, the
US-CERT [47] reports that over 200 buﬀer-overﬂow vulnerabilities have been found in 2011, many of which are in products of Microsoft, Adobe and Google. This shows that the
problem of buﬀer overﬂows is far from resolved and that researchers in both academia and industry should focus their
eﬀorts in creating countermeasures that can eventually be
part of real running systems.
While there are standard ways to measure the performance overhead of a buﬀer overﬂow countermeasure, such
as the SPEC CPU [44] and Olden benchmarks, there is no
standard way of testing and comparing the defense coverage
of any given countermeasure.
In 2003, Wilander and Kamkar [53] published a comparative evaluation on runtime buﬀer overﬂow prevention using a testbed of 20 attack forms and demonstrated that the
best prevention tool missed 50% of the attack forms. That
testbed has been used to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
subsequent tools and techniques [11, 14, 15, 35, 37, 46] and
the outcome of the 2003 evaluation was used to motivate
further preventive research [16, 27, 36, 40].
We believe that many of the attack techniques tested by
that testbed are now outdated and thus a perfect “score” of a
protection countermeasure against them is of limited value.
In this paper we introduce RIPE—Runtime Intrusion Prevention Evaluator —which comprises of 850 buﬀer overﬂow
attack forms. The main purpose of RIPE is to quantify
the protection coverage of any given countermeasure by performing a wide range of buﬀer-overﬂow attacks and recording their success or failure. The tool is released as free
software (see Section 10 for availability) in an attempt to
standardize the comparison between countermeasures and
to further support research on code-injection countermeasures. In order to test the applicability and usability of the

Despite the plethora of research done in code injection countermeasures, buﬀer overﬂows still plague modern software.
In 2003, Wilander and Kamkar published a comparative
evaluation on runtime buﬀer overﬂow prevention technologies using a testbed of 20 attack forms and demonstrated
that the best prevention tool missed 50% of the attack forms.
Since then, many new prevention tools have been presented
using that testbed to show that they performed better, not
missing any of the attack forms. At the same time though,
there have been major developments in the ways of buﬀer
overﬂow exploitation.
In this paper we present RIPE, an extension of Wilander’s and Kamkar’s testbed which covers 850 attack forms.
The main purpose of RIPE is to provide a standard way of
testing the coverage of a defense mechanism against buﬀer
overﬂows. In order to test RIPE we use it to empirically
evaluate some of the newer prevention techniques. Our results show that the most popular, publicly available countermeasures cannot prevent all of RIPE’s buﬀer overﬂow
attack forms. ProPolice misses 60%, LibsafePlus+TIED
misses 23%, CRED misses 21%, and Ubuntu 9.10 with nonexecutable memory and stack protection misses 11%.
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Buﬀer overﬂows are probably the single most well-known
exploitation technique in the history of computer security.
The ability to take control of the execution ﬂow of a process by overwriting adjacent data, ﬁrst received world-wide
attention through the Morris worm [43] and since then has
been used as the exploitation mechanism in most of the well-
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RIPE testbed, we tested it against buﬀer overﬂow countermeasures that the authors have made publicly available or
that were kindly provided to us.
This paper and the release of the RIPE testbed provides
the following research contributions:

  

1. Implementation of the combinatorial set of buﬀer overﬂow attack forms built on 4 locations of buﬀers in
memory, 16 target code pointers, 2 overﬂow techniques,
5 variants of attack code being executed, and 10 functions being abused. In total, 850 working attack forms.
2. Empirical evaluation of publicly available buﬀer overﬂow countermeasures using canaries, boundary checking, copying and checking target data, library wrapping, and non-executable memory.
3. Open source, fully documented testbed code and driver
engine for evaluation and reporting.







(a) Dimensions of NDSS’03
testbed





   



     

./ripe_attack_generator -f strcpy -t direct -l stack
-c ret -i nonop

of

RIPE

Figure 1: The diﬀerence of dimensions supported by
the NDSS’03 testbed and RIPE
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The second testbed dimension is the target code pointer,
i.e. the code pointer to redirect towards the attack code.
RIPE supports the following target code pointers:
• Return address: The address stored by a function in
order to return to the appropriate oﬀset of the caller
• Old base pointer : The previous contents of the EBP
register, which is used to reference function arguments
and local variables
• Function pointers: Generic function pointers allowing
programmers to dynamically call diﬀerent functions
from the same code
• Longjmp buﬀers: Setjmp/longjmp is a technique which
allows programmers to easily jump back to a predeﬁned point in their code (see Sec. 3.2).
• Vulnerable Structs: Structs which group a buﬀer and
a function pointer and can be abused by attackers to
overﬂow from one to the other (see Sec. 3.3).

... will perform the standard stack smashing attack abusing the strcpy() function to overﬂow a buﬀer on the stack
all the way to the return pointer, redirecting it to injected
attack code without a NOP sled. As another example:
./ripe_attack_generator -f sscanf -t indirect -l heap
-c funcptrstackparam -i returnintolibc

... will abuse the sscanf() function to perform an overﬂow
of a buﬀer located on the heap, overwrite a general pointer
and make it point to a function pointer parameter (indirect
attack), and redirect that function pointer to return-intolibc attack code. In the next sections, we will present RIPE’s
dimensions, which are essentially all the user-conﬁgurable
parameters of an attack. Then we’ll enumerate all the parameters that build up the combined 850 attack forms.

With the exception of the Return Address and the Old
base pointer targets that are Stack-speciﬁc, all other targets
are allocated on all available data segments of a process,
i.e. on the Stack (both as local variables and function arguments), on the Heap and on the Data/BSS segment.
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Wilander and Kamkar’s testbed (hereafter referred to as
the “NDSS’03 testbed”) had three dimensions all of which
are included in the new RIPE testbed too; location of buﬀer
in memory, target code pointer, and overﬂow technique Fig 1(a).
The new RIPE testbed has ﬁve dimensions including extended versions of the original three. The additions are attack code and function abused - Fig 1(b).






(b) Dimensions
testbed

The RIPE (Runtime Intrusion Prevention Evaluator) testbed
has a backend built in C and a frontend built in Python. The
backend or “attack generator” of RIPE lets the user dynamically specify which type of buﬀer overﬂow she wants to test.
For instance:









  













The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The RIPE
testbed is described in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 gives
an overview of buﬀer overﬂow prevention techniques. Our
evaluation setup is explained in Section 5 and the results
are presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains related work.
Finally, Section 8 describes future work and we conclude in
Section 9.
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The third testbed dimension is overﬂow technique. Both
the NDSS’03 testbed and RIPE support Direct and Indirect overﬂowing techniques. In direct techniques, the target is adjacent to the overﬂowed buﬀer or can be reached
by sequentially overﬂowing from the buﬀer. On the other
hand, indirect overﬂowing makes use of generic pointers in
a two-step approach. First the generic pointer is overﬂowed
with the address of the target and then at a later dereference, the target is overwritten with attacker-controlled

 $!  !%!

The ﬁrst testbed dimension is the memory location of the
buﬀer to be overﬂowed. Both the NDSS’03 testbed and
RIPE support four buﬀer locations; Stack, Heap, BSS, and
Data segment.



data. This technique was originally introduced by Bulba
and Kil3r [10] as a way to bypass the StackGuard countermeasure. A pointer before the StackGuard canary was
used to overwrite the return-address while maintaining the
integrity of the canary.
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(a) Direct Attack

The fourth testbed dimension is new for RIPE – attack
code. A user running the testbed can choose between attack
code that spawns a shell on the vulnerable machine or attack
code that creates a ﬁle in a speciﬁc directory. The former can
be used when trying out individual attacks and the latter is
used by the front-end part of RIPE which exhaustively tries
all available attack combinations and then reports the full
results. The variations of these two shellcodes are presented
in the following list:
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• Shellcode without NOP sled : This option can be useful
in testing the accuracy of attacks as well as challenge
countermeasures that rely on the detection of speciﬁc
code patterns (such as the presence of a set of 0x90
bytes (NOP)) in the process’ address space.

(b) Indirect Attack
Figure 2: A direct and an indirect overﬂow payload
with injected attack code

• Shellcode with NOP sled : This is the most-used form
of shellcode that prepends the attacker’s functionality with a set of NO-Operation instructions to improve the attacker’s chances of correctly redirecting the
execution-ﬂow of the program into his injected code.



• Shellcode with polymorphic NOP sled : In this case, the
NOP sled is not the standard set of 0x90 bytes but a
set of instructions that can be executed without aﬀecting the correctness of the actual attack code. As with
the ﬁrst variation, countermeasures that over-rely in
the presence of standardized NOP-sleds will have diﬃculty countering such attacks. Akritidis et al. [1] conducted a study where, among others, they showed how
obfuscation and encryption can be used by attackers to
evade Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS).
• Return-into-libc: Return-into-libc are attacks where
the attacker does not inject new code in the process’
address space but rather uses existing functions to perform his attack, for instance using the system libcfunction to execute an interactive shell. This attack
was essentially a natural evolution for attackers, when
countermeasures that disallowed execution from writable
memory pages, e.g. Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
and W ⊕X, became popular in modern operating systems. RIPE uses system() for the spawning of an
interactive shell and creat() for creating new ﬁles.
• Return-Oriented Programming (ROP): Return-oriented
programming [38] is the most recent way of carryingout exploitation, once an attacker has achieved control of the execution ﬂow. ROP is a generalization of
Return-into-libc where now an attacker can use chunks
of functionality from existing code (gadgets) and combine them to create new functionality. While we have
implemented a ROP attack in our testbed, we haven’t
yet implemented stack-pivoting techniques and thus
we can only trigger such an attack when we control
the contents of the existing stack, as is the case in a
stack-smashing attack.
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The ﬁfth and ﬁnal testbed dimension is also new for RIPE
– function abused. A user can choose to perform the buﬀer
overﬂow with memcpy(), strcpy(), strncpy(), sprintf(),
snprintf(), strcat(), strncat(), sscanf(), fscanf(), and
also with “homebrew”, a loop-based equivalent of memcpy.
The n-containing functions are designed to take the target
buﬀer size into account which should prevent buﬀer overﬂows. The size however, is provided by the developer (static
or calculated) and thus a miscalculation can cancel-out the
protection oﬀered by these functions. Known caveats include the fact that parameter n means total buﬀer size for
strncpy() but remaining buﬀer space for strncat() [25],
and if n is undeﬁned for instance because of a NULL value in
the length calculation strncpy() will allow for buﬀer overﬂow as shown in CVE-2009-4035 [22]:
line1 = getNext(line); // May return NULL
if ((n = line1 - line) > 255) {
n = 255;
}
strncpy(buf, line, n); // n undef or < 0



   



RIPE’s attack generator dynamically builds the speciﬁed
payload and performs the attack on itself, i.e., the code contains all the required vulnerable buﬀers and pointers as well
as the logic for oﬀsets, attack code and overﬂows.
Figure 2(a) shows the payload of a direct overﬂow with
injected code, and Figure 2(b) shows an indirect overﬂow
using an intermediate pointer to target the code pointer.
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The old base pointer is pushed on the stack immediately
above the return address and is a possible target code pointer.
The overﬂow redirects the base pointer towards an injected
fake stack frame with a fake return pointer pointing to the
attack code - Fig. 3(a).








 
 



 



    
   

 
  







 

   


(a) Fake Stack Frame






 
 




  






  



 
  
 

Figure 3: An attack where a fake stack frame (with
an attacker-controlled return address) is created and
an overﬂow of a function pointer from within the
same struct
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Longjmp in C allows the programmer to explicitly jump
back to functions, not going through the chain of return addresses. Consider a program where function A ﬁrst calls
setjmp(), then calls function B which in turn calls function C. If C now calls longjmp() the control is directly
transferred back to function A, popping both C’s and B’s
stack frames of the stack. Longjmp buﬀers contain the environment data required to resume execution from the point
setjmp() was called. This environment data includes a base
pointer and a program counter. If the program counter is
redirected to attack code the attack will be executed when
longjmp() is called.



A struct containing a buﬀer and a function pointer can
allow for an internal buﬀer overﬂow attack within the struct
since there is no reordering of variables to make the code
pointer unreachable from the buﬀer, nor are there any canary values between the buﬀer and the target code pointer
- Fig 3(b). Such structs have been previously discussed by
Zhivich et al.[54].
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StackShield [50] and Libverify [5] were the ﬁrst buﬀer
overﬂow prevention tools that used the technique of storing copies of return addresses on a separate stack. When
a function returned, its stored return address is checked
against the copy on the separate stack. If the addresses
diﬀered either the correct address was copied back or execution was halted. StackShield is a compiler patch whereas
Libverify patched the code during load. Both StackShield
and Libverify are covered in our empirical evaluation and
are presented in section 5.2 and 5.3.
Chiueh and Hsu [13] presented a compiler patch called
RAD in 2001. It used a separate stack to keep copies of
return addresses similar to StackShield. Smirnov and Chiueh have continued the work and implemented a more complex GCC patch called DIRA [42]. Apart from the separate
stack with copies of return addresses, DIRA keeps copies
of function pointer values in a special buﬀer.Nebenzahl and
Wool [30] have developed a technique for instrumenting Windows binaries at install-time with a separate stack for copies
of return addresses.

 *(+*  * +%* &% & %*(
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Standard C and C++ do not have runtime bounds checking unlike newer languages such as Java and C#. This is
one of the fundamental design decisions that make buﬀer
overﬂow attacks possible. Researchers have implemented
variants of C compilers that include boundary checking in
binaries.
In 1997 Jones and Kelly presented a GCC compiler patch
in which they implemented runtime bounds checking of variables [26]. Sadly their solution suﬀered from performance
penalties of more than 400%, as well as incompatibility with
real-world programs [17]. Ruwase and Lam continued Jones’
and Kelly’s work and have implemented a GCC patch called
“CRED” [37]. CRED is covered in our empirical evaluation
and is presented in section 5.5.

(b) Overﬂowed struct
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This technique was invented by Cowan et al [18] and prevents buﬀer overﬂows by adding a canary value to sensitive
memory regions. The canary’s integrity is checked before the
sensitive memory is used. If the canary has been changed
the sensitive memory may have been corrupted and the program is typically terminated. Other tools have adopted the
canary, for instance detection of heap-based overﬂows targeting malloc linked lists by Robertson et al [36], Microsoft’s
/GC compiler ﬂag [9], and stack protection with ProPolice by
Etoh et al [21]. ProPolice is covered in our empirical evaluation and is presented in more detail in Sec. 5.1.
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Buﬀer overﬂow prevention through library wrappers was
originally done by Baratloo, Singh, and Tsai, and their tool
was called Libsafe [4]. It patches library functions in C that
constitute potential buﬀer overﬂow vulnerabilities. In the
patched functions a range check is made before the actual
function call. As a boundary value Libsafe uses the old base
pointer pushed onto the stack after the return address.
Avijit, Gupta and Gupta continued the work by Baratloo
et al by implementing LibsafePlus and TIED [3, 2]. Their
system collects and stores information about the sizes of
both stack and heap buﬀers. This information is then used

The research in countering buﬀer overﬂow attacks at runtime has gone in several directions. We have identiﬁed six
general categories or techniques, namely canary-based, boundary checking, copying and checking target data, encrypted
instruction addresses, library wrappers, and non-executable
and randomized memory. Our evaluation covers all but
encrypted instruction addresses since we were not able to
locate a publicly-available countermeasure performing such
operations.



ProPolice rearranges the local stack variables so that char
buﬀers always are allocated at the bottom, next to the canary, where they cannot harm any other local variables if
overﬂowed. Non-char buﬀer variables can only be attacked
if they are part of a struct that also contains a buﬀer.

at runtime to ensure that no character buﬀers are written
past their limit. Libsafe, LibsafePlus, and TIED are all covered in our empirical evaluation and are presented in more
detail in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
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The Linux kernel patch from the Openwall Project was
the ﬁrst to implement a non-executable stack [19]. Not
allowing execution of code stored on the stack eﬀectively
stops execution of attack code injected on the stack and on
the heap. In some cases, researchers have been able to circumvent this countermeasure by abusing certain traits of a
program, e.g. convincing the Just-in-time compiler of ActionScript in Macromedia Flash to place attacker-code in
their writable and executable memory pages [8].
Two more recent kernel patches that deny execution both
on the stack and on the heap are PaX [23] and ExecShield
[49]. They also randomize address oﬀsets from the base of
memory locations, called Address Space Layout Randomization, to further countermeasure buﬀer overﬂow attacks.
DieHard [6] and its continuation DieHarder [31] are memory allocators which randomize the location of heap objects
on the heap and require larger-than-needed address spaces
to ensure probabilistic safety. Even though DieHard is publicly available we could not include it in our evaluation since
RIPE is a process that attacks itself calculating the needed
oﬀsets from within its source code (see Sec. 8). This means,
that RIPE would “unfairly” de-randomize DieHard and successfully perform all of the attacks.



  

StackShield is a compiler patch for GCC made by Vendicator [50]. In the current version 0.7 it implements three
types of protection, two against overwriting of the return address (both can be used at the same time) and one against
overwriting of function pointers.



    

The Global Ret Stack protection of the return address is
the default choice for StackShield. It is a separate stack for
storing the return addresses of functions called during execution. The stack is a global array of 32-bit entries. Whenever
a function call is made, the return address being pushed
onto the normal stack is at the same time copied into the
Global Ret Stack array. When the function returns, the return address on the normal stack is replaced by the copy on
the Global Ret Stack. If an attacker had overwritten the
return address in one way or another the attack would be
stopped without terminating the process execution. Note
that no comparison is made between the return address on
the stack and the copy on the Global Ret Stack allowing the
countermeasure to prevent but not to detect buﬀer overﬂows
(and possible corruption of data due to them). The Global
Ret Stack has by default 256 entries which limits the nesting
depth to 256 protected function calls. Further function calls
will be unprotected but execute normally.

    

We have used RIPE to evaluate a number of preventive
tools and techniques designed to counter buﬀer overﬂow attacks, namely ProPolice (canary-based), CRED (boundary
checking), StackShield and Libverify (copying and checking
target data), Libsafe, LibsafePlus, LibsafePlus+TIED (library wrappers), and PAE and XD (non-executable memory).
The theoretical number of attack forms produced by multiplying all the choices is 3,840 (4 locations * 16 target code
pointers * 2 techniques * 3 variants of attack code without
NOP sled variations * 10 functions being abused). However, that number incorporates 2,990 practically impossible
attack forms. For instance it is not possible to perform a direct buﬀer overﬂow all the way from the BSS segment to the
stack due to the unmapped heap pages and the guard page
separating the stack and heap. Thus, the number of working attack forms is 850. In the empirical evaluation we have
left out the three NOP versions and only executed with one
(the simple NOP sled). Since none of the protection tools
or techniques evaluated tries to detect NOP sleds per se including them would not change the results of the current
analysis. Nevertheless RIPE supports three diﬀerent NOP
sled settings for attack code.
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A somewhat simpler but faster version of StackShield’s
protection of return addresses is the Ret Range Check. It
uses a global variable to store the return address of the current function. Before returning, the return address on the
stack is compared with the stored copy in the global variable. If there is a diﬀerence the execution is halted. Note
that the Ret Range Check can detect an attack as opposed
to the Global Ret Stack described above.



   

StackShield also aims to protect function pointers from being overwritten. The idea is that function pointers normally
should point into the text segment of the process’ memory where the programmer is likely to have implemented
the functions to point at. If the process can ensure that
no function pointer is allowed to point into other parts of
memory than the text segment, it will be impossible for an
attacker to make it point at code injected into the process,
since injection of data only can be done into the stack, the
heap, the BSS, or the data segment.
StackShield adds checking code before all function calls
that make use of function pointers. A global variable is
then declared in the data segment and its address is used as
a boundary value. The checking function ensures that any
function pointer about to be dereferenced points to memory below the address of the global boundary variable. If it
points above the boundary the process is terminated. This
protection will give false positives if the program uses dynamically allocated function pointers.

!  

Hiroaki Etoh and Kunikazu Yoda from IBM Research
in Tokyo have implemented a compiler protection called
ProPolice [21]. It borrows the main idea from StackGuard—
canary, or guard values to detect attacks on the stack. The
guard is placed between the buﬀers and the old base pointer
meaning it protects both the return pointer and the old
base-pointer from direct overﬂows. In addition to the guard,
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brary functions (as pointed out by Istvan Simon [41]). With
Libsafe vulnerabilities could still occur where the programmer has implemented his/her own memory handling.

Another defense against buﬀer overﬂows presented by Arash
Baratloo et al [4] is Libsafe. This tool actually provides
a combination of static and dynamic intrusion prevention.
Statically it patches library functions in C that constitute
potential buﬀer overﬂow vulnerabilities. A range check is
made before the actual function call which ensures that the
return address and the base pointer cannot be overwritten.
Further protection has been provided [5] with Libverify using a similar dynamic approach to StackGuard.





  

The key idea behind Libsafe is to estimate a safe boundary
for buﬀers on the stack at run-time and then check this
boundary before any vulnerable function is allowed to write
to the buﬀer.
As a boundary value Libsafe uses the old base pointer
pushed onto the stack after the return address. No local variable should be allowed to expand further down the
stack than the beginning of the old base pointer. In this
way a stack-based buﬀer overﬂow cannot overwrite the return address. This boundary is enforced by overloading
strcpy(), strcat(), getwd(), gets(), [vf]scanf(), realpath(),
and [v]sprintf() with wrapping functions. These wrappers
ﬁrst compute the length of the input as well as the allowed
buﬀer size (i.e. from the buﬀer’s starting point to the old
base pointer) and then performs a boundary check. If the
input is within the boundary the original functionality is
carried out. If not the wrapper writes an alert to the system’s log ﬁle and then halts the program. Observe that
overﬂows within the local variables on the stack, such as
function pointers, are not stopped.
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Avijit, Gupta and Gupta continued the work by Baratloo et al by implementing LibsafePlus and TIED [3, 2].
TIED collects static information and LibsafePlus collects dynamic information about the sizes of stack and heap buﬀers.
This information is used runtime to ensure that no character
buﬀers are written past their limit.
Static buﬀer sizes are collected compile-time by exploiting
debugging information produced by a speciﬁc compiler option. Dynamic buﬀer size information is collected runtime
by interception of calls to malloc() and free(). Finally,
the original technique with wrappers for dynamically linked
libraries handling strings is used to check the bounds. Their
main contributions are a more precise boundary check of
stack buﬀers than the previous solution, and a boundary
check of heap buﬀers.





Ruwase and Lam continued Jones’ and Kelly’s boundary
checking work and have implemented a GCC patch called
“CRED”, C Range Error Detector [37]. Their goals were
for the runtime checks to impose less overhead and provide
better compatibility. To enhance performance they only perform boundary checks on string buﬀers since they consider
such buﬀers the most likely ones vulnerable to security attacks. With such a restriction most of the programs they
tested suﬀered less than 26 % overhead. Worst case was a
string-intensive email program which suﬀered 130 % overhead.
Compatibility was solved by storing out-of-bounds pointer
values in so called out-of-bounds objects. If pointer arithmetics using the out-of-bounds pointer results in an in-bounds
address the pointer is sanitized. All variables with a memory
range such as arrays and structs get an associated referent
object that keeps of pointer arithmetic and bounds. Pointer
operations that reference memory outside the referent object are illegal. CRED allows out-of-bounds references to be
part of arithmetic as long as the resulting access is within
bounds.

  

Libverify is an enhancement of Libsafe, implementing return address veriﬁcation similar to StackShield. However,
since this is a library it does not require recompilation of
the software. As with Libsafe the library is pre-loaded and
linked to any program running on the system. The key idea
behind Libverify is to alter all functions in a process so that
the ﬁrst thing done in every function is to copy the return
address onto a canary stack located on the heap, and the last
thing done before returning is to verify the return address
by comparing it with the address saved on the canary stack.
If the return address is still correct the process is allowed
to continue executing. However, if the return address does
not match the saved copy, execution is halted and a security alert is raised. Libverify does not protect the integrity
of the canary stack. They propose protecting it with mprotect() like Return Address Defender, RAD [13]. However,
as in the RAD case this will most probably impose a serious
performance penalty.
To be able to do this, Libverify has to transform the code
of a given program. First each function is copied whole to
the heap (requires executable heap) where it can be altered.
Then the saving and verifying of the return address is injected into each function by overwriting the ﬁrst instruction
with a call to wrapper_entry and all return instructions with
a call to wrapper_exit. The need for copying the code to
the heap is due to the Intel CPU architecture. On other
platforms this could be solved without copying the code [5].
Libverify is needed to give a more complete protection of the
return address since Libsafe only addresses standard C li-
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We have evaluated the buﬀer overﬂow prevention techniques used in Ubuntu 9.10 “Karmic” [33] which has several
security features [34] relevant to buﬀer overﬂow prevention.



 

Ubuntu 9.10 has ﬁve ASLR (Address Space Layout Randomization) features, four enabled by default—Stack ASLR,
Libs/mmap ASLR, Exec ASLR, brk ASLR, and VDSO ASLR
[34].
The fundamentals of defeating ASLR have been studied
by Schacham et al [39]. Attackers may reduce the entropy
present in a randomized address space by leaking information via format string attacks [20], buﬀer over-reads [45] or
covering multiple bits of entropy per attack by using heap
spraying, introduced by Hassell and Permeh [24]. RIPE does
not use brute force, information leakage, or heap spraying
to circumvent ASLR. While such attack methods are inter-



spread across almost all other variables—direct and indirect, stack/BSS/data segment, injected code and returninto-libc and targeting return pointer, longjmp buﬀers, function pointers, old base pointer and structs.

esting, RIPE currently focusses on evaluating countermeasures performing attack detection or active prevention, not
on countermeasures making attacks harder. RIPE calculates
its oﬀsets and target addresses at runtime and thus has information available after randomization. The eﬀects of this
decision are discussed in detail in Section 8.

 

 $"!
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Most modern CPUs protect against executing non-executable
memory regions (heap, stack, etc), known either as NoneXecute (NX) or eXecute-Disable (XD) [52]. This protection reduces the areas an attacker can use to perform arbitrary code execution. It requires that the kernel uses PAE,
Physical Address Extension. Ubuntu 9.10, partially emulates this protection for processors lacking NX when running
on a 32bit kernel. Our evaluation runs where performed on
a machine with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor with XD support enabled.
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In this section, we present the summary of our empirical
evaluation of the protection tools and techniques presented
in section 5. We then continue with detailed evaluation results for the top four. Full log ﬁles and test results will be
published online when the study is presented. The summary
of the empirical evaluation is presented in table 1. Our basecase is Ubuntu 6.06, a Linux distribution released in 2006
with no countermeasures against code-injection attacks.
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ProPolice is totally focused on protecting the stack and is
successful in doing so for direct, stack-based buﬀer overﬂows
except for structs with a buﬀer and function pointer. Also
indirect, stack-based attacks are prevented because of the
re-arranging of character buﬀers.
On the heap, BSS, and data segment ProPolice does not
add any protective countermeasures so direct or indirect,
heap/BSS/data-based attacks targeting any of the code pointers and abusing any of the functions will be successful. Indirect, heap/BSS/data-based attacks against longjmp buﬀers
as stack variables or function parameters were not fully stable and thus categorized as partly successful.
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Ubuntu 9.10 with non-executable memory and stack protection scored the best in our evaluation. All attack forms
that involved the injection of new code in a process’ address
space failed, due to the policy that a memory page can be
either writable, or executable but not both. Also, any attack against the return address of a function was blocked
due to the presence of a canary and the re-ordering of variables done by ProPolice. Strackx et. al [45] have shown
cases where an attack against the stack is possible even in
the presence of canary-based countermeasures, however we
decided not to include such an attack in the current version.
All struct attack forms were successful meaning all locations and all abused functions worked, verifying the limitations of ProPolice. Additionally all direct attacks against
function pointers on the heap and the data segment were
successful. Indirect attacks against the old base pointer
works in general on the heap, BSS, and data segment for
memcpy(), strcpy(), strncpy(), sprintf(), snprintf(),
strcat(), strncat(), sscanf(), fscanf(), and homebrew
memcpy equivalent. But there were some instability for 10
of those combinations.

Ubuntu 9.10 ships with a patched gcc using -fstackprotector by default. This protection is ProPolice, presented in section 5.1. RIPE was compiled with this gcc for
the Ubuntu 9.10 evaluation.
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CRED fails to prevent direct and indirect, stack/BSS/databased overﬂows toward function pointers, longjmp buﬀers,
and structs for the library functions sprintf(), snprintf(),
sscanf(), and fscanf(). The attacks against structs are
also successful for memcpy() and homebrew memcpy equivalent and are the only attacks successful from buﬀers on the
heap. The exception to the above is indirect attacks from
the BSS and data segments targeting a longjmp buﬀer as
stack variable. There was some instability in those attacks
and therefore they were categorized as partly successful.
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The testbed execution for StackShield strangely claims
only 1810 impossible attack forms whereas all the others
say 2990. We ﬁgure this is because of StackShield’s transformations and have manually removed the missing 1180 impossible attack forms from StackShield’s failed attacks since
successful and partly successful attacks are obviously possible. If in fact StackShield’s transformation makes 1180
extra attack forms possible, that means an increased attack
surface and not enhanced protection.
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Libsafe’s basic protection scheme is wrapping library functions (see list in section 5.3.1. This means that the only stable, successful attack forms were the ones abusing memcpy()
and RIPE’s “homebrew” memcpy equivalent since they are
not wrapped.
Direct and indirect, stack/heap/BSS/data-based attacks
targeting all code pointers are successful as long as they
abuse memcpy() or RIPE’s “homebrew” memcpy equivalent.
snprintf(), sscanf(), strncpy(), strncat(), sscanf(),
strcpy(), strcat(), fscanf(), and sprintf() all were successfully abused a few times and therefore categorized as
partly successful. Those partly successful attacks forms were
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RIPE is a synthesized testbed, deliberately vulnerable,
and a program with the sole purpose of conducting attacks
against itself and recording their success or failure. Compared to real-world code testbeds, RIPE oﬀers no evaluation
of scalability, complexity, or performance. We see merits in
both approaches—the main one for synthesized testbeds being the possibility to enumerate and combine attack forms
to provide good coverage.



Setup
Ubuntu 6.06 (no protection)
Libsafe (lib wrapper)
LibsafePlus (lib wrapper)
StackShield (copy & check)
ProPolice (canary-based)
LibsafePlus+TIED (lib wrapper)
CRED (boundary checking)
Non-exec + stack prot (Ubuntu 9.10)

Overall effectiveness
0%
7%
19%
36%
40%
77%
79%
89%

Successful
attacks
838 (99%)
777 (91%)
669 (79%)
533 (63%)
501 (59%)
170 (20%)
172 (20%)
80 (9%)

Partly
successful attacks
12 (1%)
16 (2%)
16 (2%)
7 (1%)
9 (1%)
23 (3%)
4 (0.5%)
10 (1%)

Failed
attacks
0 (0%)
57 (7%)
165 (19%)
310 (36%)
340 (40%)
657 (77%)
674 (79%)
760 (89%)

Table 1: Summary of empirical evaluation results using RIPE’s 850 buﬀer overﬂow attack forms. Overall
eﬀectiveness is the percentage of attack forms prevented. Successful attacks give repeatable arbitrary code
execution. Partly successful attacks are sometimes successful, sometimes not and in general less stable. Failed
attacks are repeatably prevented.



             

and data segment. They have buﬀers in struct, array, union,
and array of structs. Lib functions they abuse are (f)gets,
(fs)scanf, fread, fwrite, sprintf, str(n)cpy, str(n)cat,
and memcpy. An attack is judged as prevented if it’s detected
or if a segmentation fault occurs. The top performing tools
in their study are Insure++, CCured and CRED. They also
evaluate the tools against approximately 100 line models
of fourteen historic vulnerabilities in bind, sendmail, and
wu-ftpd. CCured, CRED, and TinyCC came out on top,
detecting about 90% of the overﬂows. Unfortunately their
testbed is not available which means their study cannot be
repeated and their test cases cannot be used for future evaluations. Also they do not try all possible attack combinations
nor publish exactly which buﬀer overﬂows worked and which
didn’t. In contrast, RIPE is meant to be a publicly available
evaluator which researchers can use to report and compare
the coverage of their security mechanisms against a large
but well-deﬁned set of real-world attacks.

The kind of evaluation RIPE provides is susceptible to
both false negatives and manipulation. An evaluated tool
can prevent RIPE’s implementation of a given attack form
but still allow for exploitations of such attack forms in general. RIPE only provides one vulnerability and matching
payload for each of the 850 attack forms, whereas in theory
there are inﬁnite variations of both. Such a case could be
interpreted as a false negative. Therefore, evaluation results
should be interpreted as an upper bound on the preventive
eﬀectiveness for the RIPE attack forms—there might be further successful attack forms among the 850.
Further more, researchers could inspect or observe the
speciﬁcs of how RIPE implements certain attack forms and
adjust their countermeasures to prevent exactly those attacks. While this could be based on bad intentions and effectively be result manipulation, it doesn’t have to be. Such
RIPE-speciﬁc prevention might evolve over time when ﬁne
tuning to give good evaluation results. Therefore, care has
to be taken when comparing RIPE evaluation outcomes between countermeasures. We believe that it is in every researcher’s own interest to use RIPE to evaluate fairly and
since RIPE is free software any necessary testbed augments
can be implemented and published.



 

As mentioned in previous sections, RIPE is a process that
attacks itself and then checks the success or failure of the
launched attacks. Due to the fact that the attack code is
part of the vulnerable process, any countermeasures relying
on the secrecy of memory locations are defeated since RIPE
has access to the addresses of both the overﬂowing buﬀer and
the target. RIPE could be extended with a save/load oﬀsets feature allowing oﬀsets from one execution to be used
in a subsequent run. This would allow the evaluation of
countermeasures that rely on memory randomization such
as ASLR or DieHard [6] and DieHarder [31]. Heap spraying and information leakage attacks could also be added to
“assist” an attacker in de-randomizing certain countermeasures. We are also currently considering the addition of noncontrol data attacks [12] which would allow for evaluation
of countermeasures such as data space randomization[7] and
ValueGuard [48].

   
Pincus and Baker present an overview of recent advances
in exploitation of buﬀer overﬂows [32]. Their main conclusion is that often heard assumptions about buﬀer overﬂows
are not true—buﬀer overﬂows do not all inject code, do not
all target the return address, and do not all abuse buﬀers
on the stack. The article brieﬂy discusses (1) injection of
attack parameters instead of attack code, (2) attacks targeting function pointers, data pointers, exception handlers,
and pointers to virtual function tables in C++, and (3) heapbased overﬂows.
Michael Zhivich et al published “Dynamic Buﬀer Overﬂow
Detection” in 2005 [54]. They use a collection of 55 small,
synthesized C programs that contain buﬀer overﬂows to evaluate. They have several “dimensions” in their testbed. They
diﬀerentiate between discrete overﬂows of up to 8 bytes of
memory, and continuous overﬂows resulting from multiple
consecutive writes. They have several buﬀer types—char,
int, float, func *, and char * and they are spread in the
same four memory locations as we have; stack, heap, BSS,



    

Even though hundreds of papers have been published on
the problem of buﬀer overﬂows and code injection attacks,
modern software still is plagued by improper checking of user
input attesting to the fact that this is still an open research
problem. In this paper we presented RIPE, a Runtime Intrusion Prevention Evaluator which executes a total of 850
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The main purpose of RIPE is to provide a freely available
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ABSTRACT

Security education can be performed at diﬀerent levels to
reach diﬀerent segments, from everyday Internet users, to
high school students, to undergraduate and graduate students. Recently, competition-based educational tools have
become popular in graduate and undergraduate education,
as competition among students fosters creativity, innovation,
and the desire to excel.
Previous work has described traditional “capture the ﬂag
competitions” [19, 20], and, more recently, new designs for
this type of competition [2]. The development of new designs improved the competition and forced the participants
to analyze and understand unfamiliar, complex sets of interdependent components, similar to those that are part of reallife networks and malware infrastructures.
Our novel insight is that these competitions, can, in addition to their educational value, provide interesting datasets
that can be used in research. To validate this idea we designed and developed a novel security competition based on
the concept of Cyber Situational Awareness (described in
Section 2). The competition is called the iCTF (international Capture the Flag) and was carried out on December
3rd, 2010, involving 72 teams and 900 students, making it
the largest live educational security exercise ever performed.
This paper presents the design of the competition, the
data that was collected, and the lessons learned. The data
is the ﬁrst publicly available dataset that explicitly supports
research in Cyber Situational Awareness.
In summary, this paper adds the following contributions:

Live security exercises are a powerful educational tool to
motivate students to excel and foster research and development of novel security solutions. Our insight is to design
a live security exercise to provide interesting datasets in a
speciﬁc area of security research. In this paper we validated
this insight, and we present the design of a novel kind of live
security competition centered on the concept of Cyber Situational Awareness. The competition was carried out in December 2010, and involved 72 teams (900 students) spread
across 16 countries, making it the largest educational live
security exercise ever performed. We present both the innovative design of this competition and the novel dataset we
collected. In addition, we deﬁne Cyber Situational Awareness metrics to characterize the toxicity and eﬀectiveness of
the attacks performed by the participants with respect to
the missions carried out by the targets of the attack.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, security attacks have become increasingly
wide-spread and sophisticated. These attacks are made possible by vulnerable software, poorly conﬁgured systems, and
a lack of security awareness and education of end users.
While a large portion of the security research eﬀorts are
focused on developing novel mechanisms and policies to detect, block, and/or prevent security attacks, there is also
the need for the development of novel approaches to educate those who create the computer infrastructure, as well
as those who use it everyday.
This is an often-overlooked aspect of computer security,
but a critical one. Almost all sophisticated, widely deployed,
security mechanisms can be made useless by luring an unsuspecting user (or a developer) into performing actions that,
eventually, will compromise the security of their environment. A clear example of the popularity of these attacks
is the proliferation of fake anti-virus scams, in which users
who are not technically savvy are conned into installing a
Trojan application [17].

• We describe the design and implementation of a novel
computer security competition, whose goal is to not
just foster computer security education, but to create
a Cyber Situational Awareness dataset.
• We analyze the collected dataset and discuss its use
in Cyber Situational Awareness research, introducing
a novel metric that characterizes the eﬀectiveness of
attacks with respect to a speciﬁc mission.
• We discuss the lessons learned from the competition,
and we provide suggestions to other educators that
might implement similar competitions.
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2.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

In this section, we provide background on two of the most
important aspects of this paper: the design and execution of
live security competitions, and the concepts associated with
Cyber Situational Awareness.



2.1

Live Security Competitions

and score them according to their ability to react to attacks.
This evaluation method is subjective and requires a human
judge for each team thus rendering it impractical in a largescale on-line security competition.
The 2010 iCTF diﬀered from the 2009 iCTF [2] in the
following way: we realized that a live security exercise could
be structured to create a dataset to enable security research.
We utilized this idea in the 2010 iCTF by creating a Cyber
Situational Awareness security competition that would generate a useful Cyber Situational Awareness dataset.

Security challenges have been a way to attract the interest of security researchers, practitioners, and students.
Live security challenges add a real-time factor that supports
deeper involvement and introduces the “crisis factor” associated with many real-life security problems: “something bad
is happening right now and has to be taken care of.”
There have been a number of live security challenges,
but the best-known competition is DefCon’s Capture The
Flag (CTF). This competition started with a simple design,
where a host with vulnerable services was made available to
the participants, who would attack the target concurrently.
Whoever was able to break a service and steal the ﬂag ﬁrst,
obtained the points associated with that service. The original design was changed in 2002. In this edition of DefCon’s
CTF, the participating teams received an identical copy of
a virtualized system containing a number of vulnerable services. Each team ran their virtual machine on a virtual
private network (VPN), with the goal of maintaining the
service’s availability and integrity whilst concurrently compromising the other teams’ services. Since each team had
exactly the same copy of the services, the participants had
to analyze the services, ﬁnd the vulnerabilities, patch their
own copies, and break into the other teams’ services and
steal the associated ﬂags. Every other DefCon CTF following 2002 used more or less the same design [4].
Even though DefCon’s CTF was designed to test the skills
of hackers and security professionals, it was clear that the
same type of competition could be used as an educational
tool. One of the major diﬀerences between the iCTF and
DefCon’s CTF is that the iCTF involves educational institutions spread out across the world, where the DefCon CTF
allows only locally-connected teams. Therefore, DefCon requires the physical co-location of the contestants thus constraining participation to a limited number of teams. By
providing remote access, the iCTF allows dozens of remotely
located teams to compete.
The iCTF editions from 2003 to 2007 were similar to
the DefCon CTF: the participants had to protect and attack a virtualized system containing vulnerable services [20].
In 2008 and 2009, two new designs were introduced: in
2008, the competition was designed as a “treasure hunt,”
where the participants had to sequentially break into a series of hosts; in 2009, the competition focused on drive-bydownload attacks, and the targets were a large pool of vulnerable browsers [2]. The iCTF inspired other educational
hacking competitions, e.g., CIPHER [12] and RuCTF [18].
Recently, a diﬀerent type of competition has received a
signiﬁcant amount of attention. In the Pwn2Own hacking
challenge [13] participants try to compromise the security
of various up-to-date computer devices such as laptops and
smart phones. Whoever successfully compromises a device,
wins the device itself as a prize. This competition is solely
focused on attack, does not have an educational focus, and
does not allow any real interaction amongst the participants
who attack a single target in parallel.
Another interesting competition is the Cyber Defense Exercise (CDX) [1,10,14], in which a number of military schools
compete in protecting their networks from external attackers. This competition diﬀers from the UCSB iCTF in a
number of ways. First, the competition’s sole focus is on
defense. Second, the competition is scored in person by human evaluators who observe the activity of the participants,

2.2

Cyber Situational Awareness

Cyber Situational Awareness (CSA) is an extension of
traditional Situational Awareness (SA) to computer networks. The idea behind SA is that by analyzing the surrounding environment and putting perceived events into the
context of the current mission, it is possible to improve
decision-making. In the cyber-world, the concept of Situational Awareness includes the concept of mission awareness,
which is the analysis of network events with respect to the
mission being carried out by a particular organization.
One of the most important ideas behind CSA is that not
all attacks have the same impact. The relevance of an attack
is determined by the importance of the target with respect
to a speciﬁc mission and a speciﬁc moment in time. For
example, an attack against an FTP server could be harmless
if the server is not a necessary component for the currently
executing mission(s) in the next, say, eight hours, because
within that time frame the server could be ﬁxed/cleaned
and it could be available when needed. Instead, consider
an attack against a VoIP router when a strategic meeting
must use that particular piece of infrastructure. The attack
will directly impact the mission being carried out, and might
impose delays or cause the mission to fail.
There are several challenges in CSA. First of all, it is difﬁcult to correctly model missions. In many cases, organizations and companies are not even aware of their cybermissions. Usually, identifying cyber-missions is easier in environments where repetitive tasks are performed cyclically.
For example, banks have well-deﬁned missions with tasks
that must be carried out in speciﬁc sequences (e.g., closing
balances, reconcile balance sheets) and must be performed
within a certain time limit (e.g., midnight of the current
day). Another example is military systems, where cycles
of observation/analysis/operation phases are carefully followed, with precise time frames and clear dependencies.
In all these cases, one must choose a particular format
to precisely describe a mission. A simple solution is to use
Gantt charts [3], which clearly represent the duration and
dependency of diﬀerent tasks. For the cyber-missions described in this paper, we used Missionary, a Petri net [11]
based formalism we created which extends the basic Petri
net model with timing and code fragments associated with
transitions and states. In this formalism, the tasks are represented by the states of the Petri net. A token in a state
characterizes an active instance of the task. A task terminates when a token is removed from the corresponding state
as a side-eﬀect of the ﬁring of a transition. Analogously, a
task starts when a token is created in a state as the sideeﬀect of the ﬁring of a transition. Peterson [11] has a detailed
description of Petri nets and their extensions.
Another challenge in CSA is to represent the dependency
between cyber-missions and both the human actors and as-



sets involved in the missions [5]. For the sake of simplicity
we do not address the former. For the latter, we used Missionary’s service composition formalism, which allows the
association of diﬀerent types of service compositions to a
task in a mission. In a nutshell, the formalism allowed us
to specify services that were associated with a state in the
Petri net, thus creating an association between a mission
task and the services necessary to carry out the task.

3.

ﬁrst by bribing Litya’s administrators, then by keeping their
VMware image connected to a “mothership.” If the teams
generated an intrusion detection system alert, they were
blocked from the network for a ﬁxed amount of time.

3.3.1

2010 iCTF

The iCTF competition was held on December 3rd, 2010,
and lasted from 09:00 until 17:00, PST.

3.1

Pre-competition setup

Registration for the iCTF competition began a month before the start date. Attempting to alleviate the VPN connection problems that can occur on the day of the competition,
we distributed a VMware [21] image along with VPN connection instructions to each team 11 days before the competition. The VMware image was meant as an example of the
type of VMware image that would be used for the competition. We took particular care in making sure that the teams
solved their connectivity problems well in advance, so that
they could focus on the competition.

3.2

3.3.2

Firewall and IDS

A substantial innovation introduced in the iCTF was creating an intrusion prevention system (IPS) by connecting the
Snort [16] intrusion detection system to the ﬁrewall. If Snort
detected an intrusion attempt (alert) from a team on trafﬁc directed towards Litya’s services, the oﬀending team was
shut oﬀ from the network for ten minutes. The team would
either have to wait until connectivity was allowed again or
spend money bribing Litya’s network administrators to gain
access to the network for a certain amount of time. The
teams had full knowledge of the Snort version and conﬁguration, thus, they could predict if their traﬃc would generate
an alert. Connecting Snort to the ﬁrewall forced the teams
to come up with novel ways to circumvent an IDS.

Story

The theme of the iCTF competition was “Mission awareness in state-sponsored cyberwar.” The following text was
given to the teams the day before the competition:

3.3.3

The country of Litya has become a major center
for illegal activities of all kinds. The country is
ruled by the ruthless dictator Lisvoy Bironulesk,
who has pioneered the use of large malware infrastructures in order to support Litya’s economy. Recently, he has claimed that Litya has “a
botnet in every country.”

Botnet

Bribing Litya’s network administrators for access opened
up the network for a limited amount of time (proportional to
the amount of money used to bribe). To remain connected
to the network, the teams needed to run a bot, which we
provided 2 hours before the competition. This bot would
connect to a mothership every 30 seconds and while the bot
was connected to the mothership it would drain money from
the team at a rate of 6 money per minute. As long as the bot
remained connected to the mothership, the team had money,
and the team didn’t generate any Snort alerts, they could
access the services. The two means of connecting to the
network (bot connection or bribing) forced teams to make
strategic decisions about when to connect, when to attack,
how to attack, and when to bribe (spend money). These
strategic decisions added another dimension to the iCTF
competition: Teams had to decide the proper allocation of
money (bot connection or bribing) to maximize their access
to the network and thus maximize points.
Like a real-world bot, these machines were “compromised”
and had 3vilSh3ll [15], a backdoor bind connect, running on
port 8000. This allowed anyone to connect on port 8000,
supply the password: hacked, and obtain a root shell. The
idea was to encourage teams to be careful about their ﬁrewall, and force them to defensively select what traﬃc they
allowed into their network.

His complete disregard for international laws,
his support of banking fraud and phishing scams,
together with his well-known taste for underage
girls has ﬁnally brought the attention of the international community into his shady dealings.
Enough is enough. Now, the aﬀected nations
have decided to strike back. Spies who inﬁltrated
Litya’s corrupt administration have leaked plans
of the most critical missions carried out in the
country. These plans appear to describe the various activities of each mission, their ordering and
timing, and their dependency on particular services.
In this scenario, each team represented a country with the
common goal of dismantling Litya’s infrastructure, thus ending Bironulesk’s reign. In addition to this text, the teams
were given a number of images that described the various
“missions” carried out by Litya. One of the missions is shown
in Figure 1.

3.3

Scoring

There were two types of scores: money and points. The
team with the highest points won the competition, thus
points were more important than money. Points were acquired by exploiting services at the correct time. However,
if a team did not have any money, they would be shut oﬀ
from the network and not be able to score any points. In
addition to starting the competition with 1000 in money and
zero points, each team earned money by solving challenges.

3.3.4

Competition Description

Challenges

To gain money to bribe the Litya network administrators,
as well as allow the mothership to steal money and remain
connected to the network, teams needed to solve challenges.
We created 33 challenges to provide multiple ways to earn
money, but also to oﬀer opportunities to test and improve

At a high level, the competition was designed to force the
teams to exploit services at speciﬁc times, when they are
most needed by Litya, thus emulating a Cyber Situational
Awareness scenario. The teams had to access the services,



Service
LityaBook
LityaHot
icbmd
StormLog
StolenCC
SecureJava
IdreamOfJeannie
WeirdTCP
MostWanted
OvertCovert

Vulnerability
Cross-Site Scripting
Session Fixation
Foam Rocket Firing
Oﬀ-By-One Overﬂow
Perl’s open abuse
Broken Crypto
Java JNI Oﬀ-By-One Error
TCP IP Spooﬁng
SQL-Injection
Format String

Table 1: Brief description of vulnerable services.
the network became stuck (no eligible transitions) then the
network was reset.
For example, running the CARGODSTR mission, Figure 1 and Figure 2a, would involve ﬁrst placing a token in
its “Start” position. As T1 is the only eligible transition to
ﬁre, it is chosen, and this information is leaked to the teams.
The token moves from “Start” to “Ship.” Because services
S8 and S3 are associated with the “Ship” state, and it has a
token, they are active. After a pause of one to two minutes,
the next time-step occurs. Once again, there is only one
eligible transition, T2. It is chosen, and the token on “Ship”
moves to “Validate Cargo.” Now, services S8 and S3 are no
longer active, but service S1 becomes active. After another
pause, the process repeats, but with two eligible transitions,
T4 and T5. One of these is randomly chosen, say T5, and the
token moves. This process repeats until the end of the competition. A visualization of the execution of all four missions
throughout the iCTF competition is available1 .
From this example of the execution of the CARGODSTR
mission, the teams received the sequence: T1 T2 T5. With
only this information, they had to reverse engineer the state
of the mission to ﬁnd out which services were active. The
teams would then attack only the active services. In the
CARGODSTR mission, this is simple because the transitions are unique, however this is not the case for all the
missions, as shown in the SEDAFER mission (Figure 2d).

Figure 1: CARGODSTR mission that was distributed to the
teams.
diﬀerent skills, from cryptanalysis to forensics, program and
network analysis.

3.3.5

Scoreboard

In a capture the ﬂag competition, a scoreboard showcasing the current status and ranking of each team is vital.
For the iCTF competition, we also needed to show the connection status of each team; if they were connected to the
network, and why they were disconnected: Either from an
IDS alert, lack of a bot connection, or lack of money. The
scoreboard also showed the history of each team’s money
and points. The scoreboard is a very important piece of
the infrastructure, because it provides immediate feedback
to the teams about the success (or failure) of their attacks.
Unfortunately, we had some glitches in our scoreboard that
we will discuss in Section 5.

3.3.6

Missions

3.3.7

The day before the competition each team received an
email containing a link to four pictures. Each picture contained a description of a Cyber Situational Awareness mission, in the form of a hand-drawn Petri net. Figure 1 shows
one of these missions, the CARGODSTR mission. In the
Petri net, all of the transitions were named (although not
unique across the missions and even within some missions),
as were most of the states. Some of the states were associated with one or more of the 10 services (S0-S9). For
example, the “Receive” state in the lower right of Figure 1 is
associated with services S7 and S9. The four Petri net missions given to the teams are graphically shown in Figure 2.
A service that we ran executed the Petri nets by inserting
a token in each of the “Start” states, and running each Petri
net separately. At each time-step, for each of the missions,
one of the eligible transitions (a transition where all inputs
had tokens) was randomly chosen to ﬁre. Then, the token
was consumed on all the inputs to the chosen transitions,
and a token was placed on all the outputs. The four chosen
transitions (one from each mission) were leaked to the teams
after each time-step. Then, after each mission was executed,
the service suspended for a random amount of time between
one and two minutes, and the process repeated until the
end of the competition. If a token was in an “End” state, or

Flags

A ﬂag was a sequence of hexadecimal values preﬁxed with
FLG and was speciﬁc to a service. Flags were not directly
accessible: a service must be compromised to access the associated ﬂag. Therefore, ﬂags are used by the participants
as proof that, at a certain time, they were able to compromise a speciﬁc service. On each step of the service that
executed the Petri nets, a new ﬂag speciﬁc to each service
was distributed to the corresponding service. Each ﬂag contained (cryptographically) the service that it belonged to,
the state of the service (active or not), and a timestamp signifying when the ﬂag was created. Thus, when a ﬂag was
submitted by a team, the ﬂag submission service had all the
necessary information to determine the ﬂag’s validity (ﬂags
were valid for 5 minutes).

3.3.8

Vulnerable Services

There were 10 services in the iCTF, each service could be
exploited only once per Petri net execution round; exploiting
a service when it was not active resulted in an equal amount
of negative points. Thus, to win the competition it was
essential to understand and follow the missions. Table 1
1
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the missions given to the teams. The teams were actually given formats similar to
Figure 1. Not shown here are the associations of the services to states in the Perti nets.



brieﬂy summarizes the services. We direct the interested
reader to Appendix A for an extended description of the
services.

4.

DATA ANALYSIS

In addition to being an excellent learning exercise for the
teams involved, a security competition, if properly designed,
can be a great source of data that is diﬃcult to obtain in
other contexts. In the iCTF competition, we created a game
scenario to generate a Cyber Situational Awareness dataset.
Traﬃc collected during a security competition can be easier to analyze than real-world traﬃc, because there is more
information about the network and participants in the competition. For example, all teams are identiﬁed, the vulnerable services are known, and there is no “noise traﬃc.”
Of course, a dataset collected in such controlled conditions
also suﬀers from a lack of realism and is limited in scope.
Nonetheless, the data collected during this competition is
the ﬁrst publicly available dataset that allows researchers to
correlate attacks with the missions being carried out.
The iCTF competition generated 37 gigabytes of network
traﬃc and complete information about services broken, challenges solved, ﬂags submitted, bribes paid, IDS alerts, and
bot connections. This data is made freely available2 .
As this is the ﬁrst Cyber Situational Awareness dataset,
many possibilities exist for its use in Situational Awareness
research. One example would be using the dataset to train
a host-based CSA intrusion detection system that could use
more restrictive rules for a rule-based system (or tighter
thresholds in an anomaly-based system) when a service is
critical to a mission. One can also think of extending a
host-based IDS to a network CSA intrusion detection system that understands not only the criticality of the services,
but also their dependencies and relationships. Another example is the visualization of a network’s activity with CSA
in mind that helps a system administrator know which services are currently critical and which will become critical
soon, helping them defend their network.
The ﬁrewall, bribing, bot, and money/points system can
be viewed in a game theory light. The teams had to decide
on the best way to allocate a scarce resource (money) to access the network and potentially win the game. The teams
could perform any combination of bot connection and/or
bribing to access the network. Further research could investigate how the choice of resource allocation aﬀected each
team’s ﬁnal result.

4.1

Total

Active

Inact.

% Inact.

Teams

MostWanted
OvertCovert
IdreamOf.
WeirdTCP
LityaBook
icbmd
StolenCC

680
97
49
24
16
5
1

562
82
37
23
12
3
0

118
15
12
1
4
2
1

17
15
24
4
25
40
100

38
6
6
2
3
1
1

Flags/Team

17.895
16.167
8.167
12
5.333
5
1

Table 2: Flags submitted per service.
service. Many of the 39 teams submitted multiple ﬂags, indicating that they understood the Petri net mission model.
At 17:00, “Plaid Parliament of Pwning” (PPP) of Carnegie
Mellon University, took ﬁrst place with 24,000 points. PPP
submitted a total of 93 ﬂags, with only 3 inactive ﬂags
(thus generating negative points), by compromising IdreamOfJeannie, MostWanted, and OvertCovert. Because PPP
was able to compromise three services as well as understand
the Petri net model (as evidenced by the submission of only
three negative ﬂags), they won ﬁrst place.
Overall the teams exploited 7 of the 10 services: icbmd,
IdreamOfJeannie, LityaBook, MostWanted, OvertCovert,
StolenCC, and WeirdTCP. We believe this is because we
underestimated the diﬃculty of the other 3 services. SecureJava and StormLog required a complex, multi-step process
that proved too diﬃcult for the teams to exploit. The teams
also had trouble understanding the steps involved to exploit
the session ﬁxation vulnerability in LityaHot.
Table 2 describes the number of ﬂags submitted for each
service. The “Total” column is the total number of ﬂags submitted for the service, “Active” and “Inact.” are the number
of ﬂags that were submitted when a service was active or
inactive. “% Inact.” is the percent of ﬂag submissions when
the service was inactive. “Teams” shows the number of teams
that submitted ﬂags for the service and “Flags/Team” shows
the average number of ﬂags submitted per team.
MostWanted was the most exploited service, with 680 total ﬂags submitted, followed by OvertCovert, with 97 ﬂags
submitted. It is clear that we did not estimate the diﬃculty
of the services correctly, and, as evidenced by the number of
teams that broke it, MostWanted was the easiest. Because
the teams did not know the diﬃculty of the services, some
luck is involved when teams decide which service to analyze
ﬁrst.
When we decided to create a complex competition, we
knew that not every team would have the skills, experience,
and luck to exploit a service and understand the Petri net
mission model. However, we included 33 challenges in the
competition of varying levels of diﬃculty and needing various skills to solve. We knew from past experience that even if
a team couldn’t exploit a service or understand the Petri net
model of the missions, they would at least learn from (and
enjoy) solving challenges. In fact, 69 out of 72 teams solved
at least one challenge. Thus, even if a team was unable to
exploit a service, they solved a challenge and hopefully had
fun or learned something while competing in the iCTF.

Description of Results

One problem with designing and implementing a novel
competition is that teams may not understand the rules.
This was a concern during the design of the iCTF competition. We worried that the novel aspects of the competition,
especially the Petri net mission model, would be too complex for the teams to understand. However, when the ﬁrst
ﬂags were submitted at 13:29, and subsequently when teams
started submitting ﬂags only for active services, it became
apparent that many teams understood the competition.
Of the 72 teams, 39 submitted a ﬂag, with 872 ﬂags submitted in total. 48% may seem like a low number, however
this means that almost half the teams broke at least one
2

Service

4.2

Network Analysis

A beneﬁt of designing a security competition is the ability
to create an environment that allows for the testing of models and theories. By focusing the iCTF on Cyber Situational
Awareness, we were able to create and evaluate Situational
Awareness metrics. These metrics are applicable to many as-

http://ictf.cs.ucsb.edu/data/ictf2010/



pects of CSA. We introduce toxicity and eﬀectiveness, which
are explained in the rest of this section.
First, we deﬁne three functions: C(s, t), A(a, s, t), and
D(s, t), each with a range of [0, 1]. Every function is speciﬁc
to a service, s, and A(a, s, t) represents an attacker, a.
C(s, t) represents how critical a service, s, is with respect
to time for a speciﬁc mission or set of missions. A value of
1 means that the service is very critical, while 0 means that
the service is not critical.
A(a, s, t) represents an attacker’s, a, activity with respect
to a service, s, throughout time. The value of the function is
the perceived risk to the mission associated with the service.
In most cases, the function has a value of 1 when an attack
occurs and a value of 0 when there is no malicious activity.
However, other, more complex models could be used (e.g.,
the type of attack could be taken into account).
D(s, t) represents the damage to any attacker for attempting an attack on a service, s, at a given time, t. This function models the fact that every time an attack is carried
out, there is a risk to the attacker, e.g., an intrusion detection system might discover the attack, the person using the
targeted machine/service might notice unusual activity, etc.
We wish to deﬁne a metric, called toxicity, that captures
how much damage an attacker has caused to a service over
a time frame. Intuitively, it is the total amount of havoc the
attacker has caused to the mission (or missions) associated
with a service. Toxicity is calculated by ﬁrst subtracting the
damage to an attacker, D(s, t), from the criticality of the
service, C(s, t). The resulting function, with a range of [-1,
1], describes at each point in time how much any attacker
can proﬁt by attacking at that moment. A negative value
indicates that the attacker should not attack at that time.
The previously calculated function is general and has no
bearing on a particular attacker. To calculate the damage
caused by a speciﬁc attacker over time, we take the previously calculated function, C(s, t) − D(s, t), and multiply
it by A(a, s, t). The resulting function, with a range of [1, 1], shows how much damage a speciﬁc attacker caused
to a given service. To calculate toxicity from this function,
for a given time interval, t1 to t2 , we take the integral of
A(a, s, t) ∗ (C(s, t) − D(s, t)) with respect to time. Equation (1) shows the calculation of the toxicity metric.
Toxicity is a measure for how much damage an attacker
has caused to a given service, and can compare two attackers
against the same service to see who did the most damage,
however, it is speciﬁc to one service, and thus is useless as
a comparison between a single attacker attacking multiple
services or two attackers attacking diﬀerent services. We
propose eﬀectiveness as a measure of how close an attacker
is to causing the maximum toxicity possible. Intuitively, it is
the ratio of the toxicity caused by an attacker to the toxicity
an optimal attacker would cause. We deﬁne an optimal attacker as an attacker who attacks whenever C(s, t) - D(s, t)
is positive, and this is shown in Equation (2). By substituting the optimal attacker in Equation (1) for A(a, s, t),
we obtain the formula for maximum toxicity, given in Equation (3). Taking the ratio of toxicity to maximum toxicity
gives eﬀectiveness, shown in Equation (4).
Toxicity, eﬀectiveness, and C(s, t), A(a, s, t), and D(s, t)
can be used in future Cyber Situational Awareness research.
By using the ideas presented here, an IDS could predict the
behavior of an optimal attacker. Other tools could enable
a network defender to perform “what-if” scenarios, seeing

what would happen by increasing the damage to an attacker
(e.g., by getting a new IDS), versus decreasing the criticality
of the service (e.g., by getting a new server to perform the
same function).
Toxicity(a, s, t1 , t2 ) =
 t2
A(a, s, t) ∗ (C(s, t) − D(s, t)) dt

(1)

t1

OptimalAttacker (s, t) =

1
if C(s, t) − D(s, t) > 0
0
otherwise

(2)

MaxToxicity(s, t1 , t2 ) =
 t2
OptimalAttacker (s, t) ∗ (C(s, t) − D(s, t)) dt (3)
t1

Eﬀectiveness(a, s, t1 , t2 ) =
Toxicity(a, s, t1 , t2 )
MaxToxicity(s, t1 , t2 )

(4)

The deﬁnitions of toxicity and eﬀectiveness are general
and apply to any arbitrary functions C(s, t), A(a, s, t), and
D(s, t). However, we constructed the iCTF competition so
that we could measure and observe these functions and ensure they are valid metrics. We expected the higher ranked
teams to show high toxicity and eﬀectiveness for the services
they broke.
The criticality, C(s, t), of each service was deﬁned in the
following way: the function takes the value 1 when the service is active, and 0 when the service is inactive. Figure 3
shows the criticality graph for the most exploited service:
MostWanted. When the function has a value of 1, one of
the missions is in a state associated with the MostWanted
service, otherwise the function has a value of 0. Note that
for these and all the rest of the graphs of the competition,
the X-axis is time, and starts at 13:30 PST, when the ﬁrst
ﬂag was submitted, and ends at 17:00 PST, which was the
end of the competition.
In our analysis, we deﬁne the damage to the attacker,
D(s, t), as the complement of the criticality graph, because
if an attacker attacked a service when it was not active, they
would get an equal amount of negative points. The damage
graph alternates between 0 and 1, becoming 1 when the criticality is 0 and 0 when the criticality is 1. In our analysis, the
criticality and damage functions are related as a byproduct
of our design; however our deﬁnitions of toxicity and eﬀectiveness do not depend on this; criticality and damage can
be arbitrary and independent functions.
In order to calculate the toxicity of Plaid Parliament of
Pwning against the various services, we must ﬁrst calculate
A(a, s, t) ∗ (C(s, t) − D(s, t)) (note that this function has a
range of [-1, 1]. Negative values in this context denote ﬂags
submitted when a service was inactive). This is shown in
Figure 4 for the service MostWanted, and Figure 5 for the
service OvertCovert. As can be seen in Figure 4, PPP did
not attack at the incorrect time for the MostWanted service, but submitted several incorrect ﬂags for OvertCovert,
as evidenced by the negative values in Figure 5.
Toxicity is calculated by taking the integral of this function between 13:30 and 17:00 PST. However, since the time
in-between each ﬂag change is a random value between 60
and 120 seconds, and a team is able to exploit the service
only once per ﬂag change, we simpliﬁed the time between
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Figure 4: A(a, s, t) ∗ (C(s, t) − D(s, t)) of team PPP against the service MostWanted.
ﬂags as 1, which returned a round number for the toxicity
metric. In the general case, however, the amount of time
a service is critical is very important for calculating toxicity and should not be oversimpliﬁed. Because the criticality
of our services changed at discrete intervals, we are able to
make this simpliﬁcation without adversely aﬀecting our results.
Table 3 shows the toxicity and eﬀectiveness of the top
5 teams for each of the services that were successfully exploited. The results are as we expected; many of the most
eﬀective teams placed high in the ﬁnal rankings. The ﬁrst
place team, PPP, team #113, was not only the most effective for three diﬀerent services: IdreamOfJeannie, MostWanted, and OvertCovert, but, also, with 65% eﬀectiveness on MostWanted, had the highest eﬀectiveness of any
team. PPP’s dominance is apparent because they did not
just break three services, but they were also highly eﬀective.
The second place team, 0ld Eur0pe (team #129), was the
second most eﬀective at IdreamOfJeannie and third most
eﬀective at MostWanted.

5.

In the past, having a complex competition frustrated many
teams and caused them to spend a substantial amount of
time trying to ﬁgure out the competition instead of actually
competing. To combat this, we released details about the
structure of the game, the Petri net models of the missions,
and the Snort conﬁguration in advance. We hoped that this
would give teams the opportunity to come to the competition well-prepared. Another advantage in giving advance
notice is that it rewards teams who put in extra time outside
of the eight hours of the competition. This is important, as
the larger part of the education process is actually associated
with the preparation phase, when students need to become
familiar with diﬀerent technologies and brainstorm possible
attack/defense scenarios.
Another positive feedback we received through informal
communication was that the theme of the competition was
clear and consistent. The iCTF competition has always had
a well-deﬁned background story, which supports understanding and provides hints on how to solve speciﬁc challenges.
People explicitly appreciated the eﬀort put into creating a
consistent competition environment and complained about
competitions that are simply a bundle of vulnerable services
to exploit.
From the comments of the players, it was clear that a
substantial amount of eﬀort was put into preparing and developing the right tools for the competition. This is one of
the most positive side-eﬀects of the participation in this kind
of live exercises. Having to deal with unknown, unforeseen
threats forces the teams to come up with general, conﬁgurable security tools that can be easily repurposed once the
focus of the competition is disclosed. The continuous change
in the iCTF design prevents the “overﬁtting” of such tools
to speciﬁc competition schemes.
In general, through the past three years we found that
radical changes in the competition’s design helped leveling
the playing ﬁeld. Although the winning teams in the 2008,

LESSONS LEARNED

For this edition of the iCTF competition, we tried to capitalize on our previous experience by learning from mistakes
of years past. However, we may hope to the contrary, we
are still human: we made some mistakes and learned new
lessons. We present them here so that future similar competitions can take advantage of what worked and avoid repeating the same mistakes.

5.1

What Worked

The pre-competition setup worked extremely well. Having
the teams connect to the VPN and host their own VMware
bot image was helpful in reducing the support burden on the
day of the competition, where the time is extremely limited.
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Service
icbmd
icbmd
IdreamOfJeannie
IdreamOfJeannie
IdreamOfJeannie
IdreamOfJeannie
IdreamOfJeannie
LityaBook
LityaBook
LityaBook
LityaBook
StolenCC
StolenCC
StolenCC

Team
126
124
113
129
123
111
128
149
166
150
137
123
105
152

Toxicity
3
1
14
12
10
2
-6
8
5
-1
-2
1
1
0

Eﬀectiveness
0.03896
0.01298
0.23728
0.20338
0.16949
0.03389
-0.10169
0.11428
0.07142
-0.01428
-0.02857
0.02040
0.02040
0.0

Service
MostWanted
MostWanted
MostWanted
MostWanted
MostWanted
OvertCovert
OvertCovert
OvertCovert
OvertCovert
OvertCovert
WeirdTCP
WeirdTCP

Team
113
114
129
105
152
113
131
123
117
127
156
105

Toxicity
42
40
36
34
30
36
16
10
9
2
13
6

Eﬀectiveness
0.65625
0.625
0.5625
0.53125
0.46875
0.48648
0.21621
0.13513
0.12162
0.02702
0.23214
0.10714

Table 3: Top 5 most eﬀective teams per service.
2009, and 2010 editions were still experienced groups, teams
of ﬁrst-time competitors placed quite high in the ranking.
This was possible because we intentionally did not disclose
in advance to the teams the nature of these new competitions. Many “veteran” teams expected a standard CTF and
were surprised to learn that this was not the case. Of course,
it is hard to keep surprising teams, as designing new competitions requires a substantial amount of work. However, it
is arguable that this type of competition is inherently easier
for novice teams to participate in.
Finally, the competition generated a unique, useful dataset
that can be used to evaluate cyber situation awareness approaches. This aspect of security competitions cannot be
overemphasized, as a well-designed data-capturing framework can provide a wealth of useful data to security researchers.

5.2

Once the change was made, at 13:30 PST, teams started
submitting ﬂags, and the rest of the competition went fairly
smoothly.
As the scoreboard is the only way for teams to understand the current state of the game, making the scoreboard
accurately reﬂect the status of the competition was essential. However, each piece of the competition’s infrastructure
was developed and tested independently. Knowing that getting the ﬁrewall, mothership, and Snort systems working
properly was very important, those parts of the functionality were heavily tested in isolation. However, the interaction
of these systems with the scoreboard was not tested before
the competition. Thus, during the competition we discovered that the reasons given to teams for being blocked on
the scoreboard were not correct, and in some instances the
connection status of some teams were incorrect. Due to one
of the developers being ill, it took us most of the competition
to completely resolve this issue. While we were ﬁxing the
issue, we communicated to teams that to test their network
connectivity, they could simply try connecting to one of the
services. In the future, we will be testing our infrastructure
as a whole, including important pieces like the scoreboard.
One issue with creating a complex and novel competition
is that some teams might not “get” the competition. This
can be on a number of levels, perhaps the team has never
heard of Petri nets or could not exploit any of the services.
This puts them at an extreme disadvantage in the rankings,
as they cannot score any points. This was the case for 33
teams. However, for the 39 teams that submitted ﬂags, a
novel competition challenged them to create new solutions
and tools, learning in the process. Ultimately, it is up to the
competition administrators to balance novelty, complexity,
and fairness.

What Did Not Work

LityaLeaks, the part of the infrastructure used to distribute the ﬁred transitions of the Petri nets, as well as
various hints and clues about services and challenges, was
an integral part of our design (and the name ﬁt in nicely
with the theme). However, using a base MediaWiki [9] installation on a virtual machine with 256 MB of RAM was
a mistake. As soon as the competition started, LityaLeaks
was brought to a crawl due to the amount of traﬃc created
by the teams.
Having LityaLeaks down was very problematic, because if
teams couldn’t see which transitions were ﬁring then they
couldn’t submit ﬂags. Eventually, a static mirror of LityaLeaks was brought up. Because of this, we had to change the
Petri net software on the ﬂy to update a publicly accessible
ﬁle with the transition ﬁrings instead of using LityaLeaks.
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Putting a backdoor into the bot VM that we distributed
to the teams was something that we implemented ﬁve hours
before the distribution of the VM. Something that we saw
as funny turned out to have serious implications. One team
came to us and said that they had an exploit to reduce every team’s money to zero, eﬀectively removing everyone else
from the competition. Using the backdoor, they could bribe
the Litya administrators as the team’s bot, thus draining all
of the team’s money. We asked them not to do this, as it was
unsporting to completely shut oﬀ most team’s access to the
services, and ﬁxed this avenue of attack. We also alerted the
teams to the existence of a backdoor on their VMs. Later in
the competition, a team came to us complaining that their
points kept decreasing. Looking into it, a team was exploiting a service, and submitting all the inactive ﬂags (worth
negative points) through another team’s compromised bot.
The team that this happened to came in last place (with
-3300 points).
The backdoor provided some interesting (and funny) situations, however it came at a price. The last place team
felt that this was an unsporting thing to do and were rightly
upset over their last-place standing. We ruled that, since
we had given notice about the backdoor, and given the extremely easy ﬁx (ﬁlter the traﬃc from other teams), the outcome was acceptable. However, this situation did highlight
an issue that these kind of “easter eggs” can produce: while
it may be exciting and interesting for the teams who discover
them, the more inexperienced teams who are not looking for
them and/or can’t ﬁnd them are put at a disadvantage. This
just increases the gap between the experienced and inexperienced.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Live cyber-security exercises are a powerful educational
tool. The main drawback of these exercises is that they
require substantial resources to be designed, implemented,
and executed. It is therefore desirable that these exercises
provide long-lasting byproducts for others to use for security research. In this paper, we presented a unique, novel
design for a live educational cyber-security exercise. This
design was implemented and a competition involving almost
a thousand world-wide students was carried out in December
2010. We discussed the lessons learned, and we presented
the dataset we collected, which we believe is the ﬁrst public
dataset focused on Cyber Situational Awareness. We hope
that this dataset will be useful to other researchers in this
increasingly popular ﬁeld and that future security exercises
will yield interesting datasets.
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APPENDIX
A.

WeirdTCP was a C service that acted as a ﬁle server with
a trust relationship with a speciﬁc IP address. A blind
TCP spooﬁng attack against the service pretending to be
the trusted IP address was required to ﬁnd the key. However, due to the VPN technology we were using, packets
could not be spoofed. A custom IP protocol RFC was given
to the teams, which introduced an IP option that could be
used to overwrite the source address of an IP packet. Thus
an attacker had to use the IP option to spoof the trusted
IP address, and, in addition, perform a sequence number
guessing attack, in order to provide the correct acknowledgment number during the TCP handshake. Once the TCP
connection was established, the attacker received the ﬂag.
MostWanted was a Python service with a SQLite [6] backend. The service hosted mugshots of various wanted “criminals,” and allowed a user to create or view mugshots. MostWanted had a stored SQL-injection vulnerability, which an
attacker had to exploit to access the ﬂag.
OvertCovert was a C-based service that allowed a user
to store and access encrypted data. An attacker had to
ﬁrst exploit a printf vulnerability (which disallowed %n) to
extract the encryption key. Then, an oﬀ-by-one error was
used to access the encrypted ﬂag. Using the key previously
obtained, the attacker could decrypt the ﬂag and exploit the
service.

VULNERABLE SERVICES

A brief description of the 10 services in the iCTF and the
vulnerabilities associated with it follows.
LityaBook was a social networking website, similar to Facebook. By creating an underage girl proﬁle, the attacker
would cause President Bironulesk to visit their proﬁle. They
could then use a Cross-Site Scripting attack to steal President Bironulesk’s browser’s cookie, which contained the ﬂag.
LityaBook also had a session ﬁxation vulnerability. The
authentication cookie contained the MD5 of the session ID.
Therefore, an attacker could lure a victim to log in with
a speciﬁc session ID, allowing an attacker to impersonate
the victim. This vulnerability could have been exploited by
using another website, LityaHot.
LityaHot was a website where young models posted links
to their pictures, waiting for casting agents to contact them.
Periodically, a member of President Bironulesk’s staﬀ, Femily Edeo, visited this site, clicking on links people had posted.
If the link was a LityaBook page, he logged in to check the
pictures. Thus an attacker could post a link on LityaHot,
leveraging the session ﬁxation vulnerability to log into LityaBook as Edeo and obtain the ﬂag.
icbmd was the ﬁrst iCTF service with perceptible eﬀects on
the real world. A USB foam rocket launcher was connected
to a control program, pointing in the direction of a physical target. A time-sharing mechanism was used to share
the missile launcher amongst the teams. Each team had a
visual clue of where the launcher was aiming, via a webcam mounted on the missile launcher with a live streamed
video to the Justin.tv on-line video streaming service [7].
The team currently controlling the missile launcher could
exclusively connect to the control and move the launcher’s
turret. An encoded version of the launch code was leaked to
the teams. After deciphering the code, the teams were able
to launch a missile. Once a team successfully hit the target,
the ﬂag was sent to them.
StormLog was a web application that displayed log ﬁles
generated by a fake botnet called “Storm.” This service had
a directory traversal vulnerability which allowed an attacker
to download a copy of the cgi-bin program. An attacker had
to exploit an oﬀ-by-one overﬂow in the cgi-bin program to
execute arbitrary code and obtain the ﬂag.
StolenCC was a web service that displayed text ﬁles containing credit card numbers. The cgi-bin program was written in Perl and contained a directory traversal vulnerability.
By inserting a null character into the filename parameter,
an attacker could bypass the program’s sanity checking and
open any ﬁle. Then, an attacker could use additional functionality of Perl’s open to execute any command, ﬁnding and
displaying the ﬂag.
SecureJava was a web service that used a Java applet to
perform authentication. An attacker needed to get past the
authentication to ﬁnd the ﬂag. This involved reverse engineering the encryption algorithm. Once understood, the
attacker leveraged a ﬂaw in the encryption algorithm to steal
the ﬂag.
IdreamOfJeannie was a Java service that collected credit
card information. Even though the bulk of the service was
written in Java, JNI [8] was used to include a function written in C, which contained an oﬀ-by-one error. The attacker
could utilize the oﬀ-by-one error to obtain the ﬂag.
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ABSTRACT

this time across a design space that includes tradeoffs in privacy
guarantees, performance and threat model and has resulted in two
general anonymous communication architectures – relay-based and
superposed. The best known of the former is Tor [17], which is
the intellectual descendent of Chaum’s mix architecture [10]. Tor
delivers iteratively encrypted messages through a series of proxies and achieves high levels of privacy in the presence of a large
amount of cross trafﬁc. This approach also provides high performance, making it ideal for applications such as web surﬁng. Superposed communications architectures provide cryptographicallystrong guarantees of privacy without the multi-hop and cross trafﬁc
assumptions of systems such as Tor, but do so at great expense to
performance. Accordingly, such systems are generally more appropriate for very low bandwidth applications such as ballot casting.
An architecture somewhere between these two classes, in which
the strong guarantees of superposed systems and the performance
of relay-based systems without the need for multiple intermediaries could help facilitate anonymous communications for different
classes of applications (e.g., private messages between members
of a corporate board, deniable chatting between an executive and
a recruiter in a coffee shop, etc). This architecture addresses that
void.
In this paper, we develop a protocol and supporting infrastructure capable of providing strong guarantees of sender and receiver
anonymity for applications with moderate performance constraints
(e.g., chat). Mix-in-Place Anonymous Networks (MIPNets) attempt
to retain the intuitive security properties of traditional mix networks
while reducing the attack surface introduced by requiring the use
of multiple intermediary proxies. Using Secure Function Evaluation (SFE), clients are able to send and are restricted to receive a
subset of the messages stored in an Oblivious Proxy (OP). These
exchanges also blindly but reversibly modify the appearance (but
not the contents) of all other messages stored in the OP, making it
appear to an adversary that the contents of all messages are overwritten during each exchange. Accordingly, an adversary is unable
to determine which messages are actually modiﬁed, yet alone their
source and destination. Whereas traditional mix networks rely on
a cascade of nodes, this approach achieves unlinkability by mixing communications in place through a cascade of functions, constantly and indeﬁnitely perturbing the appearance of messages in
the system.
Intuitively, MIPNets work as follows. Clients use SFE to read
and write to a central mailbox (the OP) in a round-robin fashion.
Because each exchange changes the appearance of all messages in
the mailbox, individual interactions can not be determined by the
OP or any other party. However, realizing this seemingly simple
system presents a number of signiﬁcant challenges. First, our proposed approach must function like a superposed architecture and

Anonymous communications systems generally trade off performance for strong cryptographic guarantees of privacy. However,
a number of applications with moderate performance requirements
(e.g., chat) may require both properties. In this paper, we develop
a new architecture that provides provably unlinkable and efﬁcient
communications using a single intermediary node. Nodes participating in these Mix-In-Place Networks (MIPNets) exchange messages through a mailbox in an Oblivious Proxy (OP). Clients leverage Secure Function Evaluation (SFE) to send and receive their
messages from the OP while blindly but reversibly modifying the
appearance of all other messages (i.e., mixing in place) in the mailbox. While an Oblivious Proxy will know that a client participated
in exchanges, it can not be certain which, if any, messages that
client transmitted or received. We implement and measure our proposed design using a modiﬁed version of Fairplay and note reductions in execution times of greater than 98% over the naïve application of garbled circuits. We then develop a chat application on top
of the MIPNet architecture and demonstrate its practical use for as
many as 100 concurrent users. Our results demonstrate the potential to use SFE-enabled “mixing” in a single proxy as a means of
providing provable deniability for applications with near real-time
performance requirements.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The lack of privacy on the Internet is well documented. Whether
by neighbors [55], ISPs [60], advertisers [65] or governments [54],
most online communications are easily observable by parties other
than the source and intended destination. Unfortunately, the use of
encryption is often not enough to guarantee privacy or anonymity.
Simply knowing that two endpoints exchange messages may provide sufﬁcient context to reveal sensitive information. Speciﬁcally,
trafﬁc analysis has repeatedly been demonstrated as an effective
means of uncovering not only individual relationships, but also
larger structures in corporate [44], social [35] and other [13] organizations.
Private communication over open networks has been studied for
more than 30 years. A range of systems have been created during
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In this scheme, clients select a series of mix nodes, called a cascade, through which their messages should pass. Each message is
then encrypted with the public key of each mix in the reverse order of the path to its destination. As such messages traverse the
cascade, each mix node decrypts the message and exposes the next
layer of the encrypted packet and forwarding instructions. While
originally suggested for store and forward protocols, the mix architecture was eventually realized for all trafﬁc via Onion Routing [59, 68]. This approach also motivated the creation of a number of other related efforts [51, 30, 14, 25, 6, 24, 15, 47, 20], with
Tor [17] being the most widely used and studied of all such systems. Extensions to these schemes include the use of universal reencryption [27, 29], steganography [31] and mix rings for performance [9]. Crowds [61] and Hordes [39] similarly forward packets
among a series of nodes.
While providing anonymity against a number of adversaries [69,
21], mix networks have become the target of an increasing number
of attacks. These attacks introduced a number of techniques allowing adversaries with limited knowledge and control of a network to
link sender and receiver. Through attacks on timing [79, 76, 38, 49,
74, 48, 64, 57, 75, 67] and other vectors [43, 3], such identiﬁcation
may be practically possible.
Chaum also suggested a second class of anonymous communications mechanisms with the Dining Cryptographers Problem [11].
This technique allows a sender to anonymously transmit a single
bit as follows: Alice and Bob (who wants to transmit a single bit
to Charles) ﬂip a coin in secret. Alice reports the result of the ﬂip
to Charles. As the message Charles receives will be the XOR of
all of the bits reported by the participants, Bob’s report of the coin
ﬂip depends on the bit that he wishes to send. For instance, if Alice reports 0 (heads) and Bob wishes to transmit a 1 (tails), Bob
claims the ﬂip resulted in a 1. From Charles’ perspective, each
party is equally likely to have lied about the result, thereby protecting the sender’s identity. A number of systems have attempted to
implement such DC-net protocols through a variety of communications mechanisms [52, 18, 63] and with resistance to collisions and
maliciousness [72, 7, 71, 70, 28]. Herbivore [66] addresses many
of these issues by broadcasting all messages to all hosts across a
star topology and scales through the use of cliques. Such networks
are susceptible to denial of service and statistical analysis attacks,
wherein nodes in different cliques communicating frequently can
be correlated with higher accuracy. The Pynchon Gate [62] and
pMixes [45] use Private Information Retrieval (PIR) protocols to
achieve receiver anonymity. Senders place messages into mailboxes in a common node where receivers use PIR to retrieve them
without a passive adversary being able to determine the content delivered to the destination. However, this approach is limited in a
number of ways, including that sender anonymity is not guaranteed
and the potential for timing correlation attacks.

prevent the kinds of side-channel attacks that have made identiﬁcation possible in current mix networks. We achieve this by building
our architecture based on a ring topology, thereby excluding the
majority of timing, temporal perturbation and frequency-based attacks. We also take a number of steps to make this architecture
robust against actively malicious participants, who may attempt to
pollute the contents of messages or deny service to other clients
within the MIPNet. Finally, we signiﬁcantly improve the performance of the underlying cryptographic operations and implement
a number of optimizations in the hopes of making this architecture usable by classes of applications requiring strong guarantees
of anonymity in environments where sufﬁcient cross trafﬁc is not a
given and better performance than superposed systems.
We address these challenges through the following contributions:
• Develop an architecture that provably guarantees the unlinkability of communications between participants: We
present a new architecture for anonymous communication
based on Secure Function Evaluation. While a number of
provably anonymous communications systems have been proposed previously, this is the ﬁrst use of SFE in this domain.
Nodes send and receive messages through an Oblivious Proxy,
which is unaware of their contents, destination or veracity.
Moreover, the appearance of all messages is blindly altered
after each exchange, further obfuscating the attacker’s view
of communications.
• Improve and tune performance of SFE primitives: We
build and characterize our architecture using a modiﬁed version of Fairplay [42]. We not only implement a more efﬁcient
oblivious transfer primitive for Fairplay, but also explore numerous compilation and run-time options to reduce execution time over the naïve use of SFE in our architecture by as
much as 98.5%, allowing these heavyweight cryptographic
operations to form the basis of practical, performance conscious, privacy-preserving applications. The use of these
cryptographic primitives as the basis of near real-time applications has not previously been considered possible.
• Implement and measure core architecture and build an
anonymous instant messaging application: We perform an
extensive performance analysis of our proposed architecture.
We then construct a sample instant messaging client running
on top of our system and demonstrate the ability to process
keypresses as fast as they are entered for groups of as many
as 100 users.
We note that MIPNets are not intended to be a replacement for
traditional mix networks such as Tor [17]; rather, they target a different portion of the application space. MIPNets are designed to
provide higher assurance of anonymity for classes of applications
that require it (e.g., chat in hostile networks with low cross trafﬁc)
and are willing to make tradeoffs to achieve these guarantees.

2.

3.

RELATED WORK

3.1

Anonymity in computer networks has been studied since the inception of such networks. Outside of systems with a trusted and
centralized authority [2], two classes of solutions have arisen. Note
that these solutions differ signiﬁcantly from trusted anonymous proxies [8, 56, 78], which operate as a single-hop ﬁltering point and can
therefore potentially be coerced into revealing the link between a
source and destination, and from anonymous publication and storage systems such as Freenet [12], Free Haven [16] and Publius [73].
Applying cryptographic modiﬁcations to trafﬁc through a proxy
or mix in an untrusted network was ﬁrst proposed by Chaum [10].

SECURE FUNCTION EVALUATION
Background

Before presenting the details of the MIPNet architecture, we provide an overview of the cryptographic primitives used to communicate between clients and the OP.
Secure Function Evaluation [42, 37, 1, 26, 22, 23, 40, 53, 41, 33]
allows two or more parties to execute a joint computation traditionally requiring the oversight of a trusted third party without any external intervention. More formally, participants Alice and Bob have
input vectors a = a0 · · · an−1 and b = b0 · · · bm−1 and wish to
learn f (a, b) without revealing any information about their inputs



that can not be inherently inferred from the output of f (a, b). As an
example, SFE creates “circuits” that solve the Millionaires’ problem [77], wherein two millionaires want to know who has more
money without revealing their actual wealth. Assuming that each
millionaire enters their net worth honestly to a function asking the
high level question “Do I have greater worth than the other participant?”, SFE can return the correct Boolean values to each party
without disclosing either input.
While these cryptographic mechanisms have been understood
for decades, their uptake and use in real systems has been slow.
In particular, the use of such protocols has long required in-depth
knowledge of the underlying cryptographic constructions and compelled interested parties to implement their own libraries. The Fairplay compiler [42, 5] greatly simpliﬁes such efforts. Fairplay allows programmers to specify their protocol in a high-level language
and then creates a garbled/encrypted Boolean circuit encoding a
SFE-version of the desired function. In an exchange between Alice
and Bob, Bob uses Fairplay to encode circuits for himself and then
transmits a set to Alice. Both parties input their data, exchange
their results and then uses them to compute the answer.
The security of these operations is guaranteed through the use of
Oblivious Transfers (OT) [58, 77, 50]. A 1-out-of-n OT protocol
allows Bob to learn one of the n pieces of data possessed by Alice
without Alice learning the identity of the speciﬁc object. OT protocols also allow for Alice to prevent Bob from learning the contents
of the remaining n − 1 pieces of data. Fairplay implements an optimized 1-out-of-2 OT protocol proposed by Naor and Pinkas [50],
which is based on the Difﬁe-Hellman problem. This protocol is secure in the random oracle model, which is implemented using the
SHA-1 hash function.
Two parties engaging in an SFE exchange using Fairplay perform a single OT for each input into the circuit. After these exchanges, Alice is able to evaluate the garbled circuit without further interacting with Bob. Malicious behavior by Alice is defended
against by both the security of the OT protocol and the use of SHA1 to encode the secret used to encrypt the circuit. The same constructions also prevent Bob from malicious behavior, assuming that
the circuits encoded by Bob are correct.
The authors of Fairplay recommend the use of a cut-and-choose
protocol in the event that Bob’s creation of the circuits can not be
trusted. In particular, Bob can be required to create m garbled circuits for the function f and send them to Alice. Alice then randomly selects the circuit she wishes to use for her exchange and requests the secrets corresponding to the m − 1 other circuits. Alice
can then independently evaluate the correctness of the ungarbled
1
circuits and can execute the remaining circuit with probability m
of maliciousness.

3.2

message, resulting in Y = Bs (X), which he then sends to Alice.
Alice decrypts Y , creating C = A−1
s (Y ) and again sends this value
to Bob. Bob then decrypts C such that m = Bs−1
 (C), thereby
recovering the message m initially encrypted by Alice.
The above method can be used to perform k-out-of-n OT as follows. Alice encrypts n messages such that X0 = As (m0 ), · · · ,
Xn−1 = As (mn−1 ). Bob selects a subset k of the n messages and
encrypts them as Y0 = Bs (Xk0 ), · · · , Yk−1 = Bs (Xkk−1 ). Alice then receives the k quantities of Y , which she can not identify
because Bob has encrypted them, and decrypts them resulting in
−1
C0 = A−1
s (Y0 ), · · · , Ck−1 = As (Yk−1 ). Finally, Bob decrypts
C0 , · · · , Ck−1 and reveals the k selected messages.
Two-Lock cryptosystems can be implemented based on either
the RSA or Discrete Log problems. While both approaches provide sufﬁcient protection of the encrypted data, systems based on
the RSA problem can be made to run more efﬁciently through the
use of small values of e. Because the 0s and 1s are encoded as
long strings of bits of length greater than |N | in Fairplay, this optimization is not susceptible to small exponent attacks. From the
RSA-based scheme proposed by Huang et al. [32], Alice sends Bob
X0 = me0 , · · · , Xn−1 = men−1 . Bob selects k random numbers,
one for each message he wishes to ultimately receive, and sends Ale
. Alice responds by
ice Y0 = Xk0 · k0e , · · · , Yk−1 = Xkk−1 · kk−1
d
d
sending Bob C0 = Y0 , · · · , Ck−1 = Yk−1 , from which Bob re−1
·Ck−1 .
covers the messages mk 0 = k0−1 ·C0 , · · · , mk k−1 = kk−1
The 1-out-of-2 OT scheme implemented with Fairplay requires a
total of three modular exponentiations by the sender and two modular exponentiations by the receiver. Moreover, this approach requires two random number generations and a total of four message
transfers. The RSA-based scheme also requires three modular exponentiations by the sender, but these operations are faster given
our use of small values of e. The receiver side need only perform
a single modular multiplication and one modular division. This approach also requires only a single random number generation and
also requires the exchange of four messages. Accordingly, we expect to see a slight but measurable difference in the per-OT efﬁciency of our approach. We present our experimental results in
Section 5.

4.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the details of the MIPNet architecture. We begin by discussing the intuition behind our design and
formalize the desired system guarantees. We then present a simple
version of our architecture that protects against a globally passive
adversary and assumes that all participants in the network are benign. Our second model provides additional protections against
active attackers. We then discuss methods for graceful scaling and
characterize the probability of collisions in the second system and
prove that the previously deﬁned guarantees hold in MIPNets.
Note that we focus on the design of the MIPNet architecture and,
for the time being, assume that all clients participate in the network
for long periods of time. Due to space limitations, we discuss membership management issues in greater detail in our technical report.

Extensions to Fairplay

Fairplay not only provides an OT primitive on top of which SFE
can be built, but also makes it straightforward to implement supplemental OT schemes should improvements become available. We
implemented an additional k-out-of-n scheme based on a Two-Lock
cryptosystem. Such schemes are often more efﬁcient than related
OT mechanisms.
A Two-Lock cryptosystem is deﬁned as follows: Assume that
there are two encryption algorithms A and B. Alice encrypts a
message m with secret s using scheme A and Bob encrypts the
same message with key s using scheme B. If As (Bs (m)) =
Bs (As (m)), then Alice and Bob can be ensured that the contents
of the messages they exchange remain conﬁdential without actually
sharing a key. Using this scheme, Alice encrypts a message m and
sends the quantity X = As (m) to Bob. Bob encrypts the received

4.1

Design Intuition

Mix networks are an attractive model for anonymous communications for a number of reasons. The use of multiple layers of
encryption offers an intuitive mechanism for obscuring the relationship between source and destination. However, it is often what
happens between proxies in such systems that allows an adversary
to link two endpoints. For instance, by injecting additional trafﬁc into a proxy suspected to be in the path of a speciﬁc ﬂow, an
adversary can observe increased latency between source and des-




















vides receiver anonymity iff a passive adversary can determine that
c ∈ SA and receiver(mj ) ∈ SA , but not that c = receiver(mj )
with probability greater than |S1A | + .




Deﬁnition 3. Unlinkability: A system provides unlinkability if
it provides both sender and receiver anonymity as no two messages
can be attributed to any client.
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Figure 1: A conceptual comparison of traditional mix networks and MIPNets. Note that at every “Send”, an adversary has an opportunity to perturb
trafﬁc. Mixing in place allows for such attack vectors to be largely removed.

tination [19]. Moreover, ﬂows can be watermarked by perturbing
packet interarrival times, allowing the adversary to identify the participants of a ﬂow with a high degree of accuracy without injecting
additional trafﬁc. While the use of multiple intermediaries reduces
the probability of a single proxy being able to determine the sender
and receiver, it also increases the attack surface of the entire system.
The MIPNet architecture attempts to reconcile these issues by
eliminating the need to use multiple proxies. The use of only a
single proxy would appear ﬂawed as no number of layers of encryption would prevent a proxy in possession of all of the necessary keys from linking source and destination. However, this issue
can be overcome through the use of SFE between clients and the
proxy. Instead of giving the OP messages that it can decrypt, interpret and forward, we simply require it to hold messages in a mailbox. Clients use SFE exchanges not only to send and retrieve the
message stored within a subset of the slots in the mailbox, but also
to decrypt and reencrypt the entire mailbox. Because of the properties of SFE, this ﬁnal operation can take place without clients
revealing the key to the OP or the OP revealing the entirety of the
mailbox to each client. It is this cascade of functions that provides
for anonymous communications in MIPNets. This “middle-path"
allows us to enjoy much of the simplicity of relay-based anonymous communication while not having to rely on multiple proxies.
Figure 1 highlights this difference.
The work on anonymous buses [4] and ﬂash mixes [34] are the
most similar related efforts to ours; however, our approach is novel
in a number of ways. Unlike the former, the use of SFE makes
it so that no client is ever able to see the entire contents of the
mailbox. Second, while buses are secure in the honest-but-curious
model, our solution is secure in the presence of a malicious adversary. Unlike both schemes, our approach also prevents the mixing
node from knowing the relationship between messages before and
after mixing. Finally, the performance evaluation and parameter
characterization of our system is in much greater depth than previous works.

4.2

Basic Architecture

The simple version of the MIPNet architecture, presented for
ease of understanding, works as follows: an Oblivious Proxy OP
engages a client Ci in an SFE exchange. As its input, OP provides
a mailbox M , which contains all communications currently being
exchanged between members of the MIPNet. The mailbox itself
contains a number of slots, each consisting of a two bit vector, for
each of the n participants. The ﬁrst bit of the slot, Mi,0 (the “read
bit”), signiﬁes whether or not the vector represents real communication. The second bit of the slot, Mi,1 (the “data bit”), represents a
bit of data being sent to a client. Note that if Mi,0 = 0, the value of
Mi,1 is of no consequence to the receiver. This allows participating
clients to inject cover trafﬁc when they are not attempting to communicate with another participating node. Ci inputs its identiﬁer i,
at least one vector Ri and the intended destination j of Ri .
Instead of simply using OTs to prevent OP from learning the
slot read by a client, we use SFE to gain anonymity of reads and to
make the message and slot written by the client indistinguishable
from the other messages in the mailbox. We achieve this additional
guarantee as follows. All nodes participating in the MIPNet share
a keystream k, and enter the current and “next” value of k as an
input to the exchange. The keystream is used to blindly decrypt
and reencrypt (via XOR within the SFE exchange itself, which is
natively supported by Fairplay) all of the slots in the mailbox. Because of the properties of SFE, we can perform these operations
without exposing the contents of the remaining n − 1 slots not read
by Ci .
As output, Ci receives the decrypted string of bits stored in Mi
and OP receives a new set of pseudorandom bits M  . While Ci
has blindly changed the appearance of all of the slots within the
mailbox M , it has only changed the content of a single slot (as
guaranteed by the circuit). Because all slots appear to have been
overwritten from the perspective of OP , Ci is equally as likely to
have written to any one of the slots. Accordingly, a passive adversary able to see both M and M  can not guess which message was
written by Ci with probability greater than n1 + .
OP then engages Ci+1 and continues to service all remaining
clients in order based on the ring topology of the MIPNet. This
service model removes the ability to infer communications between
two clients based on the frequency and temporal relationship of
reads and writes.
It is important to note that the assumption of a shared key is not
necessarily unrealistic. Even with such an assumption, the inability
to read the entire contents of M limits the amount of data a single malicious client can leak per round. However, we remove this
assumption in the next subsection to make MIPNets more robust.

Desired System Properties

More formally, our system strives to provide the following guarantees: Let C be the universe of all possible clients and SA ∈ C be
the set of clients currently connected to the OP.

4.4

Deﬁnition 1. Sender Anonymity: Let client c ∈ SA be the sender
of message mi , denoted c = sender(mi ). A system provides
sender anonymity iff a passive adversary can determine that c ∈ SA
and sender(mi ) ∈ SA , but not that c = sender(mi ) with probability greater than |S1A | + , where  is a negligible value.

Improved Architecture

The basic MIPNet architecture works well given a number of assumptions. Most importantly, it requires that all clients are well behaved and that they do not attempt to deny service by always transmitting messages to all or a subset of the other clients in each round.
Additionally, it assumes that all clients will protect the keystream
used to encrypt all communications between members. Such expectations are not necessarily realistic given that the anonymity of

Deﬁnition 2. Receiver Anonymity: Let client c ∈ SA be the receiver of message mj , denoted c = receiver(mj ). A system pro-
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Figure 2: Improved architecture for MIPNets: C0 and OP exchange messages (encryption removed for example). M  is shown to the side to show the
output as seen by OP - note the only change from M occurs in slot 0. When the contents of the mailbox are reencrypted via the SFE exchange, it is not
possible for OP to determine which slot has been updated by C0 .
“next” values from the keystream kCi ,Ci+1 . As output, Ci receives
n − 1 slots and OP receives M  . Note that even if a participating
adversary were to attempt to deny service by overwriting mailboxes
intended for other legitimate nodes, it would be unable to determine
the intended destination of the communication because of the randomization of slots within M .
Figure 2 provides an overview of this architecture without the
use of encryption to ease understanding. C0 sends the bit 1 to C1 ,
signiﬁed by the both the Read and Data bits of R0 being set to this
value. C0 also speciﬁes M0 as the destination as this was the slot
calculated using the previously mentioned technique. OP inserts
the entire mailbox M as its input. Through the use of our SFE
circuit, C0 receives M2 and M6 , which contain a read bit of 0 from
C1 and a read bit 1 and a data bit 0 from C2 , respectively. OP
receives M  , which differs from M only in one slot (M0 ). Note
that when encryption is being used, all of the contents of M  will
appear to have been changed from the perspective of OP .
We note that the above protocol description does not provide any
guarantees of collision detection and retransmission within the architecture itself. Accordingly, we require that such functionality is
speciﬁed by the application and demonstrate the use of such mechanisms in our extended technical report.

communications in currently deployed systems can be breached using a number of more active techniques [79, 76, 38, 49, 74, 48, 64,
57, 75, 67, 43, 3]. Accordingly, we must make such a system more
robust against the real adversaries it is likely to face. We specifically seek to make collusion to link or leak communications and
denial of service attacks more difﬁcult for adversaries.

4.4.1

Improved Mechanisms

A compromised client and malicious OP could collaborate to determine the pairs of communicating legitimate clients in the simple
MIPNet architecture. The malicious client CM could give OP access to the keystream k shared between all participating nodes. The
OP could then simply decrypt M after each exchange and determine the destination, content and intent (i.e., whether or not the
read-bit was set) of the message sent by that client. We address
this concern through the use of shared keys between adjacent client
nodes. Instead of encrypting M using a k shared between all participants, each client Ci will encrypt the contents of M using the
pairwise keystream kCi ,Ci+1 it shares with the next recipient. This
approach makes the leakage of communications far more difﬁcult
with an arbitrary compromised client as only Ci+1 can successfully extract messages from M . We discuss additional mechanisms
to reduce the threat of multiple colluding clients in our extended
technical report.
A number of techniques to address the denial of service issue
have been proposed in superposed anonymous communications systems. Through channel reservation, k-anonymous protocols and a
variety of additional techniques [72, 7, 71, 18, 70, 28], such attacks can be reduced. We instead propose to mitigate such attacks
through the use of additional storage and a modiﬁcation to the previous protocol. Speciﬁcally, we expand the size of the mailbox
M to contain a total of O(mn) bits for a system supporting n
users, where m is a coefﬁcient decided upon by the system. Instead
of writing to a constant destination, clients select the destination
slot based on a secret shared between them. For instance, a client
Ci communicates with another client Cj in round S by placing a
message in slot MR = M AC(S, kCi ,Cj ) mod (m × n). Dur
=
ing the next exchange, these two clients communicate via MR
M AC(S+1, kCi ,Cj ) mod (m×n). We discuss how m is selected
and characterize the probability of collisions in the next subsection.
Like the basic protocol, OP selects M as its input to the exchange. Ci inputs the vector Ri it wishes to send and selects the
slot to which the message should be written. Because multiple
clients can now legitimately communicate with Ci concurrently,
Ci calculates the n − 1 mailboxes from which it should read using
the hashing method described above. Ci also inserts the current and

4.4.2

Communication Characteristics

Our “spread-spectrum” inspired mailbox selection approach prevents malicious clients or a compromised OP from regularly overwriting the messages destined for a single node. However, legitimate collisions remain possible. We characterize the probability
of such events by further understanding the relationship between
the number of clients n, the mailbox multiplication coefﬁcient m
and the number of messages s a client sends per exchange with the
OP . Because more than one client can send to a single participant
in this system without necessarily colliding with other messages,
we assume that each client reads n − 1 messages per exchange
with the OP . Additionally, while clients can send s messages per
exchange, only one can be sent to a speciﬁc participant.
We focus on the probability of collisions during the steady-state
operation of the protocol. When a client Ci wants to send messages
to s other clients, at most s(n − 1) slots will be occupied by unread
messages. Each client will therefore have at least mn − s(n − 1)
open positions to ﬁll with its new messages. Before sending any
messages, Ci reads all of the messages sent to it. We can be certain
that all s messages sent by Ci+1 during the previous round have
been read. Similarly, we can say that at least s − 1 messages by
Ci+2 have also been read, and so on. Accordingly, of the s(n − 1)
slots that have been previously ﬁlled, at least s + (s − 1) + (s −



2) + · · · + 1 messages have already been read. These slots can be
treated as empty, making the total number of available positions:



s(s + 1)
2
The number of messages that Ci can submit per round must be
less than or equal to the number of available slots. Accordingly:
s(s + 1)
s ≤ mn − s(n − 1) +
2
s(s + 1)
ns −
≤ mn
2
s+1
) ≤ m
s(1 −
2n
Given that clients can submit between 1 and n − 1 messages
per exchange, a system based on this protocol must set a lower
to provide the minimum
bound for m to between 1 − n1 and n−1
2
conditions for all s messages to be sent without collision.
We calculate the probability of having no collisions during a
round. We assume that there have been no prior collisions in the
previous n − 1 exchanges as this gives us a worst case analysis
(i.e., fewer available slots). We let x be equal to the number of
slots that are ﬁlled when Ci begins its exchange. Speciﬁcally:
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Figure 3: Supporting large numbers of users by separating nodes into
groups. Each group of nodes write to their group mailbox (write view).
However, nodes in each group are able to read from the other groups’ mailboxes (read view). This approach allows operation within the groups to
occur in parallel, thereby reducing the end-to-end latency of messages from
ng to n, where n is the number of users in each MIPNet and g is the number
of MIPNets.
the other groups associated with the MIPNet. Figure 3 provides
an overview of this approach. Note that groups are only able to
write to their own mailbox; however, they can communicate across
groups by reading from all mailboxes. Additionally, in order for a
node in one group to be able to read an entry in another group, all
nodes in the same position in each group must have access to the
same keystream.
Assuming that we form g MIPNets, each of which contains n
nodes for a total of ng users, this approach reduces the time between rounds from ng to n. Messages can accordingly be delivered
to their intended destination in much less time.
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4.6

Security Guarantees

We now prove that MIPNets provide unlinkability.

This derivation provides an important insight. Ensuring a low
x
and x+k−1
to be as
probability of collision requires the values ms
mn
close to 0 as possible. Such conditions are only possible if the value
of s is reasonably small (i.e., closer to 1) when compared to n or if
the value of m is very large as compared to s.
The probability that an individual client experiences a collision
during the course of a round is:
s n−1
)
P ≤ (1 −
nm
Note that the probability of collision for a single node is dependent on the distance (i.e., the number of exchanges between other
clients and OP ) between the source and destination of a message.
We study the performance tradeoffs associated with varying these
parameters in the next section.

4.5






s(s + 1)
2
s+1
))
= s((n − 1) −
2
The probability that no collisions occur during a round is therefore:
x



L EMMA 1. MIPNets provide sender anonymity.
P ROOF. The MIPNet architecture is secure against malicious
adversaries/attacks based on ﬁve assumptions. Like Fairplay, we
model SHA-1 as a random oracle and require that a client does not
terminate the protocol before sending the output it generates for the
OP back to it. Also as in Fairplay, to obtain security against malicious (rather than honest-but curious) adversaries, we rely on a
cut-and-choose protocol for distributing garbled circuits to clients.
Unlike Fairplay, we implement our OT protocol using a two-lock
cryptosystem by Huang et al. [32] based on RSA. Accordingly,
each OT operation is secure based on the hardness of the RSA problem. Finally, clients use AES in counter mode to generate a shared
keystream, which is pseudorandom assuming that AES is a secure
block cipher.
As described in Section 4.4, client Ci inputs the vector Ri , j, i, k, k
into the SFE exchange with OP and receives the slot i ⊕ k. OP
inputs the mailbox M and receives M  , which is M ⊕ k ⊕ k . Because M  and M both appear to be indistinguishable from random
bits, it is not possible for OP to guess the slot j written by Ci with
1
1
+ . As mn
≤ n1 , MIPNets satisfy
probability greater than mn
Deﬁnition 1.

Scaling

The “improved” architecture works well for relatively small groups
of nodes. However, given the high “end-to-end” delay associated
with an increasing number of users and a strict round-robin scheduling algorithm, provisions must be made to aid graceful scaling.
Our architecture can be scaled to support large numbers of users
by partitioning nodes into groups - similar approaches have been
applied to address security scaling issues in other networks [46].
Each group is treated as if it is its own MIPNet - a mailbox is
“passed” between this subset of participants, each of whom read
and write messages through the previously described mechanisms.
In addition, nodes are able to read from the mailboxes of all of

L EMMA 2. MIPNets provide receiver anonymity.
P ROOF. Receiver anonymity is the dual of sender anonymity as
shown in Lemma 1. Accordingly, we rely upon the same cryp-



tographic assumptions. As described in Section 4.4, client Ci receives slot i, but OP is unable to determine the identity of i due to
1
1
+ . As mn
≤ n1 ,
the use of OT with probability greater than mn
MIPNets satisfy Deﬁnition 2.
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T HEOREM 1. MIPNets provide unlinkability.
P ROOF. By Lemmas 1 and 2 and Deﬁnition 3, MIPNets provide
unlinkability.

5.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS


 


In this section, we explore a range of optimizations and tradeoffs
in the hopes of providing the most efﬁcient MIPNet architecture.

5.1

 

Experimental Setup



We analyzed the performance of both the new OT primitive we
have implemented and the “improved” MIPNet architecture. Our
experiments were run on two servers, each with 8 2-GHz QuadCore AMD Opteron processors, 16 GB of memory, 1 Gbit Ethernet
card and running 2.6.24 Linux Kernel (Ubuntu 8.04.2). The client
and OP code were implemented in SFDL and compiled into Java
objects using Fairplay.

5.2
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation for the “Millionaire’s Problem” comparing the oblivious transfer scheme included with Fairplay (NP-OT) and
the RSA-based Two-Lock Cryptosystem (RSA-OT). RSA-OT is more
than 50% more efﬁcient than the NP-OT mechanism.

Performance Evaluation

Data
Bits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

OT Performance

We ﬁrst compare the performance of the two OT primitives. As
a simple comparison, we evaluate the performance of each mechanism in the Millionaire’s Problem over a range of input sizes. The
results are shown in Figure 4 for 100 iterations of the protocol, with
95% conﬁdence intervals included.
As an interesting aside, our ﬁrst set of results for these experiments exhibited a saw-toothed behavior for a small number of input
bits. After much debugging, we realized that the observed irregularities in our timing data were a result of Nagle’s Algorithm acting
upon TCP. In particular, transfers were being delayed until either
buffers were entirely ﬁlled or a timeout occurred. We were able
to eliminate such behavior by setting the TCP_NODELAY socket
option, and use this setting throughout the remainder of our experiments.
The results of this experiment clearly show that for the same circuit, the RSA-OT primitive is signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than the
NP-OT primitive provided with Fairplay. For all of the tested input
values, the RSA-OT scheme completed its execution in less than
50% of the time as was required by the NP-OT scheme. Moreover,
the use of additional JIT optimization further improved the performance of the RSA-OT scheme by approximately 20%. While the
performance difference between the current and new mechanisms
on a per-OT scale is small, the use of a relatively large number of
OT exchanges makes the aggregate improvement signiﬁcant. Accordingly, we use the RSA-OT primitive with JIT optimizations as
the basis for the remainder of our experiments.

5.2.2


 
 

 

n=3
396
483
570
657
744
831
918

Fairplay
n=5
n=7
3264
6272
3793
7253
4322
8234
4851
9215
5380 10196
5909 11177
6438 12158

n=3
292
380
468
556
644
732
820

OBDD
n=5
2328
2856
3384
3912
4440
4968
5496

n=7
4590
5562
6534
7506
8478
9450
10422

Table 1: Circuit size for Fairplay and OBDD compiler circuits.

compiler created by Kruger et al. [37]. The results of these tests are
provided in Table 1. For a ﬁxed number of users in the MIPNet
(n = 3, n = 5 and n = 7) and a ﬁxed m = n − 1, we varied the
number of data bits carried in each input vector (R) entered by the
client per exchange. The functions produced by the OBDD compiler were smaller in all cases, with improvements ranging from
11% to 27% for n = 3, 15% to 29% for n = 5 and 14% to 27%
for n = 7.
Accordingly, we use the OBDD compiler to generate the functions used in the remainder of the paper.

5.3

Instant Messaging Application

With an understanding of the performance proﬁle of our system,
we now explore the potential for applications to run on top of a
MIPNet. We implement a simple Instant Messaging (IM) client,
which we call MIPChat. As an example, we envision MIPChat being used in a low cross-trafﬁc scenario to provide a deniable communications medium between a reporter and his or her source as
they sit on opposite sides of a public space such as a coffee shop or
train station. MIPChat resembles an IRC chat client, with received
communications multiplexed into a single window. Outgoing messages are run in a second screen, and prepended with the identiﬁer
of the intended destination (e.g., “@alice” is mapped to Client 2).
Figure 5 provides an overview of a MIPChat client. Clients without messages to send generate random messages via OpenSSL’s
RAND_bytes() call, which generates cryptographically strong
pseudo-random byte streams, and pass these messages to a buffer
serviced by the underlying MIPNet client. These messages are sent
to an arbitrary client with the read bit in the slot set to zero so as

Circuit Size

The size of the garbled circuits created by Fairplay is directly
proportional to their performance. However, equivalent but more
efﬁcient encodings of these functions are possible. Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) provide a graph-based representation
of SFE circuits and have been demonstrated to signiﬁcantly reduce
the bandwidth used by such exchanges. However, in some rare
cases, OBDDs can experience an exponential blowup in size and
become far less efﬁcient than the circuits produced by Fairplay.
In order to improve the performance of our protocol, we compare
the sizes of the functions generated by both Fairplay and the OBDD
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Figure 5: The MIPChat application and its relationship to the MIP-
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Net architecture.

Figure 7: The performance proﬁle of MIPChat running on top of our archi-

tecture. Note that we can support large user populations (e.g., ng = 100)
with this approach and still process keystrokes as or nearly as fast as users
enter them.

ever spoke to more than three individuals on their contact list at the
same time. The execution time of an SFE exchange with an OP can
therefore be dramatically reduced by limiting the number of slots
actually read by a client in a single interaction. Users can check
the slots in which they expect a message during each round and
also intermittently monitor other slots in the mailbox for attempts
to initiate communications. We leave the speciﬁc synchronization
scheme between clients (e.g., explicit “start” messages, synchronized sleep periods, etc) to each implementation of this system as
these mechanisms have been thoroughly studied.
Figure 7 shows the performance of the MIPChat client supporting ng = 50, 100 clients, m = 2, s = 1, 5 nodes assigned to
each group and a varying number of the total slots read. As before, this experiment shows the mean of 100 iterations of the experiment for each point and provides 95% conﬁdence intervals two
orders of magnitude smaller than the mean. This approach provides
signiﬁcant savings over the standard MIPNet architecture. Specifically, if a client only reads ﬁve messages during each round (e.g.,
three conversations and polls for two additional conversation requests), each round takes an average of 484.43 and 546.32 ms for
ng = 50, 100, respectively. Because users are not constantly typing, the slightly slower processing to input speed here is unlikely
to signiﬁcantly impact perception of throughput for this application. Note the longest delay to deliver a message (i.e., from client i
to client i − 1) has also been greatly reduced in this conﬁguration
to approximately three seconds. Given that the average user types
between 19 and 33 words per minute [36], or one character every
333.3 to 526.3ms, our infrastructure is capable of processing characters faster than the majority of users enter them for all but one of
the above cases.
These values indicate that the MIPNet architecture is capable of
supporting applications with some tolerance to delay (e.g., chat).
We will show the practicality of additional applications including
email in our future work.

Figure 6: A screenshot of the MIPChat client. Clients inject pseudorandom garbage until they have real messages to send. Messages
are buffered and displayed by the client when they are received in
totality.

to indicate the lack of content in the message. The receiving client
simply discards the messages and awaits the next exchange. When
the user presses return, the real message is parsed for destination
and sent to the same buffer, where it is sent to the requested host.
On the receiving side, the client collects incoming legitimate messages in a buffer and, upon receiving an EOL character, pushes the
contents of the buffer to the client where they are displayed for the
user. Figure 6 provides a screen shot of this application, in which
“Bob” and “Trent” have both sent messages to “Alice”, and Alice
has responded to “Bob”. Recall that the source of the messages is
clear to the receiver in the absence of collisions as only a speciﬁc
sequence of slots in the mailbox could be correctly ﬁlled by the
sender based on the shared key hashing mechanism discussed in
Section 4.4.
Two small changes to the underlying MIPNet can allow for the
efﬁcient support of a much larger user population. First, we break
users into groups as was proposed in Section 4.5 to reduce the “endto-end” latency caused by adding users. Second, we take advantage
of how users are likely to actually use the MIPChat client. Speciﬁcally, users are unlikely to attempt to talk to every participant in the
network concurrently. While a user may exchange messages with a
small number of participants at the same time, few users will ever
talk to every member on their contact list in parallel. From an informal analysis of chat logs in our own lab, we saw that no user

5.4

Performance Comparison

We conduct one ﬁnal set of experiments to measure the total performance improvement over the naïve use of the underlying cryptographic primitives. Speciﬁcally, we recreate the MIPChat client
without any of the optimizations discussed in this work (e.g., RSAOT, groups, etc) and simply compile our circuits using an unmodiﬁed version of the Fairplay compiler and execute them in the “ba-



sic” architecture.
Unfortunately, this most basic comparison was not possible because the Fairplay compiler exceeded the 1GB memory maximum
set by the Java virtual machine. Accordingly, we compiled our circuits using only the OBDD compiler but without any additional
optimizations. For n = 100, we recorded 50 iterations of the protocol and observed an average time of 35.626 seconds, with a 95%
conﬁdence interval of ±0.161 seconds. The performance proﬁle
of our optimized MIPChat client provides a reduction in execution
time of 98.5%. This dramatic improvement over the naïve application of SFE primitives demonstrates that our optimizations and
careful parameterization can allow these constructions to form the
basis of a system with near real-time performance requirements.

6.

CONCLUSION

We present Mix-In-Place Networks (MIPNets), an architecture
built on Secure Function Evaluation that replaces multiple intermediary nodes with a cascade of functions in a single proxy. Through
the use of SFE, this proxy remains oblivious to the source, destination and content of all messages exchanged within the system.
We demonstrate that our proposed architecture provides provable
deniability and then, through extensive performance analysis using
a number of optimizations that dramatically reduce the execution
time (greater than 98%), demonstrate the practicality of this approach for applications with near real-time requirements, including
instant messaging for as many as 100 clients. Finally, we discuss
a number of enhancements to potentially further improve the performance, scalability and robustness of our architecture. In so doing, we have not only demonstrated the practicality of using a single node to mix trafﬁc with provable properties, but also shown
that SFE can address a void in the anonymous communications
space for applications with moderate performance constraints and
no guarantees of adequate cross trafﬁc.
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ABSTRACT

has escalated to a problem of paramount importance as computers are now used to store, modify, and safeguard all kinds
of sensitive and private information. Hard drive thefts in the
past have put information such as medical data [5], Social
Security and passport numbers [19], and the access codes for
a ﬁnancial service corporation’s private Intranet [3]1 at risk.
Because of the signiﬁcant potential for harm such breaches
represent, disk encryption, in which an entire ﬁlesystem is
stored on nonvolatile storage in encrypted form, has become a standard and often mandatory security technique
in many environments [9]. Most major commercial operating systems now oﬀer some form of kernel-based disk encryption [33] [30] [12], and third-party tools supporting disk
encryption, such as TrueCrypt [2], are freely available for
many architectures and operating systems. This software
has proven eﬀective against determined adversaries wishing
to defeat its protection [14].
However, recent work [23] by Halderman et al. has uncovered a ﬂaw common to all commercially available disk
encryption packages. These researchers observed that, as
long as an encrypted volume is mounted, a disk encryption
package will store the encryption key in RAM. They further
discovered that, contrary to popular belief, DRAM does not
lose its contents for several minutes after a loss of power.
Thus, Halderman et al. put forth the following attack on
all disk encryption: cut power to the target machine, pull
out the RAM, put the RAM in a new machine2 , and boot
this machine with an attack program of their creation which
overwrites a minimal amount of RAM with its own code and
dumps the original contents of RAM to nonvolatile storage.
At this point, an attacker can search the contents of RAM
for the encryption key or simply try every key-length string
of bits present in the RAM of the original machine as a potential key. This attack, called the “cold-boot attack” by
Halderman et al., is simple to perform, routinely eﬀective,
and broadly applicable against the existing universe of disk
encryption software packages.
It is diﬃcult to overstate the signiﬁcance of the cold-boot
attack. The protection aﬀorded by disk encryption against
any adversary with access to the running target machine is
now eﬀectively skewered. Many users for whom disk encryption previously oﬀered protection are now at risk of having
their data stolen when their machines are stolen or lost. One

Disk encryption has become an important security measure
for a multitude of clients, including governments, corporations, activists, security-conscious professionals, and privacyconscious individuals. Unfortunately, recent research has
discovered an eﬀective side channel attack against any disk
mounted by a running machine [23]. This attack, known
as the cold boot attack, is eﬀective against any mounted
volume using state-of-the-art disk encryption, is relatively
simple to perform for an attacker with even rudimentary
technical knowledge and training, and is applicable to exactly the scenario against which disk encryption is primarily
supposed to defend: an adversary with physical access.
While there has been some previous work in defending
against this attack [27], the only currently available solution
suﬀers from the twin problems of disabling access to the SSE
registers and supporting only a single encrypted volume,
hindering its usefulness for such common encryption scenarios as data and swap partitions encrypted with diﬀerent
keys (the swap key being a randomly generated throw-away
key). We present Loop-Amnesia, a kernel-based disk encryption mechanism implementing a novel technique to eliminate
vulnerability to the cold boot attack. We contribute a novel
technique for shielding multiple encryption keys from RAM
and a mechanism for storing encryption keys inside the CPU
that does not interfere with the use of SSE. We oﬀer theoretical justiﬁcation of Loop-Amnesia’s invulnerability to the
attack, verify that our implementation is not vulnerable in
practice, and present measurements showing our impact on
I/O accesses to the encrypted disk is limited to a slowdown
of approximately 2x. Loop-Amnesia is written for x86-64,
but our technique is applicable to other register-based architectures. We base our work on loop-AES, a state-of-the-art
open source disk encryption package for Linux.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The theft of sensitive data from computers owned by governments, corporations, and legal and medical professionals
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permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0672-0/11/12 ...$10.00.

1
In this case, the hard drive appears to have been sold and
purchased legitimately but was not adequately wiped prior
to the sale.
2
Variants of the attack eliminate the need for a separate
machine.



may argue that these users should physically secure their
machines, but, as disk encryption is speciﬁcally intended to
protect against an attacker who has physical access to the
disk, that argument rings hollow.
In this paper, we describe the novel implementation approach we used in Loop-Amnesia, one of the ﬁrst disk encryption software packages not vulnerable to the cold-boot
attack. Relative to independently developed concurrent work
[27], we contribute a method of permanently storing an encryption key inside CPU registers rather than in RAM without interfering with the use of SSE and an approach of capitalizing on the ability to store a single encryption key to
allow the masking of arbitrarily many encryption keys from
disclosure under a cold-boot attack. We also contribute a
prototype implementation of our approach and providing
performance measurements validating our technique’s usability in practice.
Section 2 describes the attack model used by our paper.
Section 3 provides an overview of AES and the loop-AES
software package we enhanced to thwart the cold-boot attack. Section 4 describes the design of Loop-Amnesia. Section 5 describes our implementation. Section 6 describes
our justiﬁcation that Loop-Amnesia is in fact immune to
the cold-boot attack and describes our correctness testing.
Section 7 details our performance benchmarking of LoopAmnesia. Section 8 details the limitations of our approach
to this problem. Section 9 describes related work. Section
10 describes future work. Section 11 concludes the paper.

2.

This process is repeated a number of times: in the case of
128-bit AES, our algorithm of concern, the number of rounds
is 10.

3.1.2

In order to increase the algorithm’s resistance to cryptanalysis, AES and other block ciphers employ a concept
called a key schedule, in which a diﬀerent key is used for
each round of encryption. In AES, the original key is used
for the ﬁrst round, and subsequent rounds use keys obtained
by permuting the contents of the previous round key. This
permutation is reversible. In most AES implementations, all
10 keys of the key schedule are precomputed and stored to
RAM for performance purposes.3 Since there are diﬀerent
but related key schedules for encryption and decryption, a
total of 20 128-bit quantities from which the original key
can be derived are stored to RAM when using unmodiﬁed
loop-AES or a similar disk encryption package.

3.2

ATTACK MODEL

4.

BACKGROUND

3.1

THE DESIGN OF LOOP-AMNESIA

The basic insight of Loop-Amnesia’s design is that, because of the ubiquity of model-speciﬁc registers, or MSRs,
in CPU architectures today, it is possible to store data inside the CPU, rather than in RAM, thus making that data
unreadable to a perpetrator of the cold-boot attack. The
challenging aspect of this approach is ﬁnding model-speciﬁc
registers that can practicably be used for this task: if an
MSR is repurposed as storage space for an encryption key,
it is unavailable for its intended use. Model-speciﬁc registers
are used for a diverse variety of system tasks; some, like the
control for the CPU fan, must not be tampered with lightly
lest the safe operation of the hardware be threatened.

Aspects of AES Relevant to Loop-Amnesia

AES, or the Advanced Encryption Standard, is an eﬃcient
block cipher algorithm. Originally published as Rijndael
[15], the algorithm became the AES standard in 2001. It
has proven quite resistant to cryptanalysis [8] [20] since its
standardization.

3.1.1

Organization of loop-AES

Loop-AES [31] is a kernel plugin for Linux providing an
encrypted loopback device to the user. An encrypted loopback device binds to a normal block device, such as a disk
partition or ﬁle, and provides a view of its data after having
been decrypted with a key. If data is written to the loopback
device, it is encrypted before being stored on the device to
which the loopback device is bound.
The internal structure of loop-AES is both clean and modular. All encryption, decryption, and key-setting work is
performed by the three methods aes_encrypt, aes_decrypt,
and aes_set_key. Key data is stored inside the aes_context
structure, which is treated as opaque by all of loop-AES outside of the three routines mentioned above. IV computation,
CBC chaining, and other functions necessary to a full disk
encryption system are handled independently of the implementation of these functions and, indeed, independently of
the cryptographic algorithm used. Loop-Amnesia’s changes
to loop-AES are conﬁned to these three subroutines.
Of particular concern to us is how loop-AES stores cryptographic keys. Keys are stored only inside the aforementioned
opaque aes_context structures; loop-AES conscientiously
deletes them from other locations in memory after initializing the aes_context structures with aes_set_key. Because
the keys are stored in memory by aes_set_key, however,
loop-AES, like other prior disk encryption software, is fully
vulnerable to the cold-boot attack.

We assume our attacker has full physical access to the
target machine. The attacker is assumed to possess any
commonly available equipment necessary or useful for performing the cold-boot attack, such as his own computer or
other device capable of reading RAM after he has removed
it from the target machine.
In the event our attacker has access to an account on the
target machine, such as with stolen login credentials or due
to the fact that the machine was stolen with a user logged in,
we seek to prevent the attacker from gaining unauthorized
access to the disk volume key or to parts of the encrypted
disk to which the account he is using does not have access.
We assume an attacker will not be able to gain access to
the encryption keys through vulnerabilities in the operating
system; other work (SVA [13], SECVisor [36], and HyperSafe
[39]) can protect the kernel from exploitation.

3.

Key Schedule

Rounds

AES encryption proceeds in multiple rounds. In a roundbased encryption process, plaintext is ﬁrst encoded to ciphertext by applying the main body of the encryption algorithm. The resulting ciphertext is then encrypted again
using the same algorithm in a second round of encryption.

3
For reasons discussed in later sections, this performance
optimization is foreclosed to Loop-Amnesia.



On our target platform, x86-64, we disabled performance
counting and therefore were able to use the performance
counter registers to hold a single 128-bit AES key.4 To evaluate the generality of our approach, we examined the CPU
system programming manual for a PowerPC chip [35]. We
were also able to ﬁnd performance counter MSRs on PowerPC that would appear to be repurposable for key storage
on that architecture.5 Of course, on any platform, disabling
and repurposing the hardware performance counter infrastructure in this manner has the side eﬀect of foreclosing the
use of any hardware-assisted performance proﬁlers. Since we
expect protection against cold-boot attacks to be most important for production machines, which do not typically use
hardware-assisted performance proﬁlers, we do not consider
this a serious deﬁciency of our approach.
Since storing the disk volume key in the MSRs directly
would prevent the mounting of more than one encrypted
volume simultaneously6 , we instead store a randomly generated number in the MSRs, then use this master key to
encrypt the disk volume key for each mounted volume. Because we assume an attacker may later have access to all
RAM, we require a random number generator (RNG) which
guarantees that previously output random numbers cannot
be calculated from its subsequent internal state.7

5.
5.1
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Figure 1: Pseudocode Description of Loop-Amnesia
Second, though most AES implementations, in order to
improve performance, precompute the AES key schedule and
cache it to RAM, our repurposed MSR space is far too limited to store even one full AES key schedule. We instead
compute the key schedule on-the-ﬂy during encryption and
decryption as discussed in §5.2.
Finally, as MSRs are per-CPU (or per-core), the need to
copy our master key to all CPUs that may run the LoopAmnesia subroutines presents a logistical problem. Our prototype implementation currently handles this problem by
compiling the Linux kernel in single-CPU mode, forcing all
software to execute on only one CPU or CPU core. While
the prototype implementation of loop-AES therefore currently limits a machine to a single core, there is nothing
in the design of Loop-Amnesia requiring this limitation. In
a production implementation of Loop-Amnesia, we would
suggest storing the master key to RAM after its generation,
forcing all CPUs to read it and store it to their MSRs, and
subsequently scrubbing the key from RAM.

IMPLEMENTATION
Constraints

To validate our design, we built a cold-boot immune 128bit AES implementation as a drop-in replacement for the
128-bit AES implementation already present in the loopAES disk encryption package. In order to satisfy our primary design criterion of cold-boot immunity, we must take
care in our implementations of aes_encrypt and aes_decrypt
that no key data is ever stored to RAM. This places a number of constraints on our implementation.
First, in order to ensure no register containing key data
could ever be spilled to RAM, we needed a degree of control
over the register allocation process not available to the programmer in any high-level language, including C. For this
reason, our implementation of Loop-Amnesia uses x86-64
assembly language exclusively.

The TPM Alternative
Many of these design constraints could be lifted if hardware
support were available. However, the Trusted Protection
Modules [38] present on so many computers today do not
provide useful hardware support for our goal. While it might
at ﬁrst appear that we could secure the key inside of such a
cryptographic coprocessor and use it to perform all encryption and decryption of the disk, the current TPM standard
only supports the public-key RSA algorithm, which is inappropriate for disk encryption.
However, even though TPMs are not useful for performing the actual disk encryption, they could be used as an
alternative method of encrypting the disk volume keys: instead of using an AES key hidden in an MSR on the main
processor for the master key, we could use a public RSA
key generated by the TPM. When we wanted to perform
disk encryption or decryption, we could ask the TPM to use
the corresponding private RSA key to decrypt the values
we stored in RAM, reading the decrypted disk volume key
directly from the TPM to registers over the serial bus.
Unfortunately, this is an inferior alternative to our approach from both security and performance standpoints.

4

On Intel [11] processors, we use MSRs 0xC1, 0xC2, 0x309,
and 0x30A. On AMD [16] CPUs, we use MSRs 0xC0010004,
0xC0010005, 0xC0010006, and 0xC0010007.
5
However, the manual also states that the performance
counters are readable from user mode, and it does not appear that the instruction to read them can be disabled by
the operating system. Thus, our approach may not provide
security against an attacker with the ability to execute arbitrary user-level code on PowerPC unless we found other
repurposable MSRs. On x86-64, the ability of unprivileged
code to read performance counters is conﬁgurable by the
operating system, and we disable this ability.
6
Another motivation for supporting multiple simultaneous
encryption keys is to support a mode of loop-AES which uses
64 diﬀerent encryption keys to protect against watermark
attacks [31]
7
In our implementation, we use the Linux kernel random
number generator, which is speciﬁcally designed to provide
this guarantee. There has been some cryptanalysis of the
Linux RNG with respect to its ability to provide this guarantee [22], but the implementation is still considered safe in
practice [18].
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of encryption or decryption uses R8, R13, RDI, and RSI as
temporary registers. The round key is stored in R9 and R12
while each round is performed. See Figure 2 for an illustration of Loop-Amnesia’s register usage.
Thus, every general-purpose integer register available in
the x86-64 instruction set is in use during the encryption and
decryption subroutines. Since the 32-bit x86 architecture
has only 8 integer registers available, adapting this technique
to 32-bit x86 would likely require the use of the MMX or SSE
registers. Adopting the technique to a RISC architecture
with an abundance of general-purpose registers, however,
would be straightforward.
aes_set_key is the routine to initialize an AES context
structure with a given key. Our implementation generates
the master key, if necessary, and initializes the AES context
structure in RAM with the ﬁrst and last round keys, ﬁrst
encrypting each with the master key.
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6.

Figure 2: Register Usage of Loop-Amnesia (2 rounds
of 10 shown)

VERIFICATION OF COLD-BOOT IMMUNITY

6.1

Justiﬁcation

From a security standpoint, the disk volume keys would
frequently be transferred unencrypted over a bus from the
TPM to the system CPU. An adversary able to tap this
bus would be able to obtain the disk volume keys. From a
performance standpoint, the master key would be decrypted
by a relatively slower algorithm on a relatively slower processor, and we would in addition incur the latency of two
transmissions over the TPM-CPU bus for every volume key
decryption.8 For these reasons, we chose not to utilize a
TPM for our implementation.

A system will be immune to a cold-boot attack if, when
the system is running normally (i.e., not including directly
after the input of a key to the system), no key data is ever
stored to RAM. From the perspective of the x86-64 assembler programmer, key data could only be stored to RAM
due to one of the following occurrences:

5.2

A review of the code in aes_encrypt and aes_decrypt
easily shows that no register containing part of any master
key, volume key, or round key is ever stored to RAM. Moreover, interrupts are disabled before the master key is read
out of the MSRs and only enabled after registers containing
key data have all been zeroed, so it is theoretically impossible for Loop-Amnesia to be vulnerable to the cold-boot
attack given its structure.9
While perhaps not strictly necessary for immunity to the
cold-boot attack, it is also not desirable that partially encrypted ciphertext (such as after one round of encryption)
be stored to RAM as an attacker may be able to use cryptanalysis against such a degenerate version of AES to recover
the volume key. Loop-Amnesia only stores fully encrypted
ciphertext or fully decrypted plaintext to RAM, thwarting
such an attack.

1. An explicit store, including a stack push instruction.
2. A taken interrupt causing registers with key data to
be stored to the interrupt stack.

Implementation Outline

The aes_encrypt and aes_decrypt functions take an AES
context structure, a buﬀer containing the plaintext or ciphertext, and a buﬀer to which the encrypted ciphertext or
decrypted plaintext must be stored. Each of these functions
must use the master key to decrypt the volume key stored in
the AES context structure, use this decrypted key to encrypt
the plaintext buﬀer or decrypt the ciphertext buﬀer, and
must ﬁnally write the fully encrypted ciphertext or fully decrypted plaintext to the output buﬀer. Programming these
cryptographic routines in assembly language, on an architecture with 16 registers, and under the constraint that RAM
not be used for working storage proved, predictably, to be a
signiﬁcant engineering challenge.
aes_encrypt and aes_decrypt work similarly as the encryption and decryption operations are nearly symmetric.
There are 16 registers available for use on x86-64. Of these,
RSP is the stack pointer and must always point to the stack,
so it is not available for our use. We use RBP to point to
the encryption or decryption function, depending on which
operation we wish to perform. The 16 bytes of partially
encrypted plaintext or partially decrypted ciphertext are
moved from EAX, ECX, R10D, and R11D to EBX, EDX, R14D, and
R15D during the performance of a single round of encryption or decryption. The routine performing a single round

6.2

Correctness Testing

We performed correctness testing on an AMD Athlon64
X2 Dual Core Processor 3800+10 . For convenience, we used
the Linux /dev/mem device to inspect the physical RAM of
this machine, rather than actually replicating the cold-boot
attack ourselves. Using this methodology, we were able to
extract the secret key from loop-AES. When using LoopAmnesia, we found neither the master key nor volume key
9
Non-maskable interrupts, or NMIs, cannot be disabled by
software, and it is therefore theoretically possible for key
data to leak to RAM if NMIs must be considered. We further
discuss the problem of non-maskable interrupts in §8.3.
10
using only one core, for the reasons mentioned in §5

8

Performance problems due to bus latency and TPM processor speed would plague even a hypothetical TPM implementation supporting AES or another symmetric encryption
algorithm.
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Figure 3: Loop-Amnesia Performance





present in RAM. We did, however, ﬁnd data equivalent to
the volume key encrypted with the master key present in
RAM, as we expected.

7.

PERFORMANCE

7.1

Benchmarking



 



Figure 4: Amnesia, Xornesia, and AES CPU time

We compare Loop-Amnesia against three other disk encryption methods. Our results are shown in Figure 3. “Xornesia” refers to a modiﬁed version of Loop-Amnesia which
encrypts the disk volume keys in RAM by XORing them
with the master key instead of performing full AES. Xornesia continues to use full AES when using the disk volume
keys to do encryption and decryption of user data. We use
Xornesia to isolate the overhead caused by repeated calculation of the key schedule, which is still present in Xornesia,
from the overhead caused by the need to repeatedly decrypt
the disk volume keys, which is not. “AES” refers to the
loop-AES 128-bit AES implementation, with which we are
fully compatible. We use this to measure the overhead of
our Loop-Amnesia implementation relative to state-of-theart disk encryption software using an optimized implementation of the same algorithm. “Naked” refers to a simple
loopback mount with no encryption whatsoever. We use
this as our baseline in order to eliminate from consideration
the overhead of a loopback device.
The benchmarks are small, disk-intensive shell operations.
dd writes a 900MB ﬁle consisting entirely of zeroes to disk.
xz untars the Linux kernel from an xz-format archive. The
“ﬁnd” benchmark searches the Linux kernel source tree for
instances of a particular word. “noatime” is the same as
“ﬁnd” but done on a ﬁlesystem mounted with an option
to disable the recording of the time of last access. “Cold”
benchmarks are done with the disk cache cleared; “warm”
benchmarks are done after the disk cache has been primed
by performing the same benchmark immediately before the
test. We do not report numbers for warm xz as the CPU
component of decompression made this test a poor measure
of disk performance. We formatted the encrypted loopback
device with the ext2 ﬁlesystem for all tests and used a singlecore laptop with an Intel Celeron 540 at 1.8GHz with 1GB

of RAM for benchmarking. The disk, a Hitachi HTS54258
(5400 RPM), experimentally performs reads at 725MB/s
from the disk cache (on CPU) and at 44MB/s from the disk
buﬀer (on disk microcontroller). Our results show that, on
average, Loop-Amnesia introduces a slowdown of approximately 2.04x relative to Loop-AES and 2.23x relative to an
unencrypted disk.
We also ran a simple unit test pitting Loop-Amnesia, Xornesia, and Loop-AES against each other, graphed in Figure
4. Since this is a CPU test, not a test of performance in practice, this provides a measure of the theoretical worst potential overhead Loop-Amnesia could cause, which would occur
if disk accesses were free and performance of an encrypted
ﬁlesystem was therefore bound entirely by CPU speed. The
times given are for 10 million encryption and decryption
operations. The theoretical worst-case slowdown of LoopAmnesia relative to Loop-AES was found to be 3.77x.

7.2

Analysis

While we would have preferred Loop-Amnesia to have less
of a performance impact, we believe that this overhead is
acceptable given the unique beneﬁt we provide. It is also
worth noting that, while we designed these benchmarks to
stress the disk subsystem, disk access speed does not play
a major role in overall performance for many computing
applications. The author has been using Loop-Amnesia for
several months on both the laptop used for conducting the
benchmarks and on another machine and has not noticed
an appreciable decline in performance on either machine for
interactive desktop use.11
11

The machines did not previously use any form of disk encryption.



Our overhead comes from two sources. First, we must
perform two cryptographic operations for each single cryptographic operation we are called on to perform by the loopAES framework. Speciﬁcally, we must decrypt the device
key with the master key, then use this decrypted key to perform the cryptographic operation originally requested (either encryption or decryption of a 16-byte block of data).
Xornesia stores device keys XORed with the secret key rather
than performing AES to encrypt the device keys, therefore
cutting out the overhead of two cryptographic operations
for every single act of encryption or decryption. Our second source of overhead is the necessity of generating round
keys on-the-ﬂy; loop-AES pregenerates these and keeps them
within the AES context structure.
Though Xornesia has signiﬁcantly lower overhead, we do
not recommend the use of Xornesia instead of our original
algorithm as doing so would weaken our security guarantee.
An adversary able to choose the device key for an encrypted
loopback device on the system would be able to derive the
master key by performing the cold-boot attack and examining the encrypted device key.12 From this, the attacker could
discover the keys for encrypted loopback devices he did not
conﬁgure. We felt that our method of defeating the cold
boot attack should thwart even an attacker with user-level
access to the machine.
Finally, we would like to note that, though our prototype
does not make use of AES-NI, there is no technical barrier
which would prevent AES-NI support from being added to
Loop-Amnesia in a very straightforward manner. The only
reason we did not make use of AES-NI is due to lack of
access to a machine with AES-NI support for testing. Since
AES-NI support has been shown to provide a more than
a 10x speedup in other work [27], the performance cost of
Loop-Amnesia after the addition of AES-NI support would
be negligible.

8.

for countering cold-boot attacks if there is even moderate
institutional demand.

8.2

8.3

Potential Effectiveness Issues

Espionage.
An attacker able to install a keystroke logger or otherwise
tamper with the victim computer may be able to deduce the
key through espionage. While we do not protect against a
keystroke logger, the use of two-factor authentication, supported by loop-AES and Loop-Amnesia, could reduce its
eﬀectiveness, and a trusted path [38] execution framework
could be used to prevent an attacker from tampering with
unencrypted binaries used to mount the encrypted disk.

Key Information in Userspace.
According to the developer of loop-AES, the userspace
portions of the cryptographic system of which Loop-Amnesia
is a part will overwrite userspace key material with zeroes
after transmitting it to the kernel [32]. However, since key
material is transmitted through a UNIX pipe, it may still
be available in the buﬀer unless the pipe is zeroed by the
kernel after use; this is currently not done.

Cached Data.

LIMITATIONS

Large amounts of decrypted data may be cached to RAM
by the operating system, and our approach does not protect
this data against a cold boot attack. However, it is possible
for a user to manually clear the Linux disk cache by writing
to a special ﬁle [4]. Periodically writing to this ﬁle from
userspace, therefore, could mitigate the eﬀectiveness of this
attack at the expense of performance if the Linux kernel
clears pages when they are freed (instead of when they are
allocated). We have not checked whether the Linux kernel
does in fact clear freed pages, but it would be simple to
modify the operating system to do so.

In this section, we discuss some limitations and potential vulnerabilities of both our approach and of the current
implementation of Loop-Amnesia.

8.1

Functionality Limitations

As the CPU registers, including the MSRs, are cleared
when a computer is suspended to RAM, we cannot support
suspension to RAM. It would be possible for an implementation of our technique to copy the master key to RAM
before allowing the computer to suspend, but this would
be ill-advised: in such an implementation, the contents of
the master key would be at risk of discovery by a cold-boot
attack if the attacker gained access to the suspended computer.

Architecture Dependence

Our approach is inherently architecture-dependent and
limited to encryption systems with a kernel-mode implementation. An assembly-language implementation must be
completed for every combination of CPU architecture and
encryption algorithm needing support.
However, we nevertheless feel our approach is applicable
to a wide variety of use cases. Encryption algorithms are
small, self-contained pieces of code which only need be written once. Our implementation already supports a secure and
widely used algorithm for the most common desktop and
server CPU architecture. We expect that vendors will have
the resources to adapt their existing encryption algorithm
implementations – which, as in the case of loop-AES, may
have already been implemented in assembly langauge for
performance purposes – to use the Loop-Amnesia method

JTAG.
Many processors implement a standardized debugging infrastructure called the Joint Test Action Group, or JTAG.
By sending signals to a CPU over JTAG, a hardware developer is able to test the CPU’s functioning. JTAG is commonly used in verifying that a particular CPU is not defective before releasing it for purchase. Because it is possible
to use JTAG to dump the internal registers of a CPU, an
attacker able to access the JTAG debug port may be able to
read the Loop-Amnesia master key from the CPU’s MSRs.
Fortunately, it is rare for the JTAG debug port to be wired
out for x86 processors [7]. In the rare case that a JTAG port
is available on an x86 machine, we would recommend that a
user concerned about this remove or destroy the JTAG port
and/or blow the JTAG security fuse. Either of these actions

12

It may also be possible to ﬁnd the secret key by performing
cryptanalysis on the ﬁrst and last round keys in RAM, but
we could negate this vulnerability by storing only the last
round key in RAM and computing the ﬁrst round key from
the last whenever encryption is required. This would still
be faster than performing full AES.



would disable an attacker’s ability to access JTAG [24].

key forecloses the use of multiple keys as a protection against
watermarking attacks, such as is done in loop-AES [31].
Another limitation of TRESOR relative to Loop-Amnesia
is TRESOR’s need to disable SSE for use as key storage.
The authors note that many applications which use SSE
when available do not correctly check for its availability and
crash when run on a TRESOR-modiﬁed kernel. Moreover,
SSE is necessary for many common applications, including
multimedia applications and, as TRESOR’s authors point
out, current versions of OpenGL. Finally, many applications
that do not require SSE can nevertheless make use of it if
it is available; the loss of its availability will cause these
applications to suﬀer a performance degradation. The compatibility and performance problems with TRESOR due to
its use of the SSE registers for key storage are serious issues
and are remedied by Loop-Amnesia’s use of MSRs.

Non-Maskable Interrupts.
We take care to disable interrupts before reading the master key into general-purpose registers and to reenable them
only after the key has once again been erased from all generalpurpose registers. However, some interrupts, called nonmaskable interrupts (NMIs), cannot be disabled. These interrupts are usually caused only by hardware faults. Since
the general-purpose registers are stored to RAM when an
interrupt is taken, an attacker able to introduce a hardware
fault during the brief time periods when key material is in
the general-purpose registers would be able to read the master key. We consider such an attack unlikely to prove practical, primarily due to its complexity and dependence on
extreme luck in timing. However, if this attack does prove
to be a concern, modifying the operating system’s interrupt
handler to scrub the general-purpose registers from RAM
after receiving a non-maskable interrupt would be suﬃcient
to protect against it. This would have no deleterious side
eﬀects as the hardware will have faulted, so the CPU will
never resume normal execution.13

9.
9.1

9.3

RELATED WORK
Lest We Remember: Cold-Boot Attacks
on Encryption Keys

Halderman et al. discussed some forms of mitigation in
[23], including deleting keys from memory when an encrypted
drive is unmounted14 , obfuscation techniques, and hardware
modiﬁcations such as intrusion-detection sensors and epoxyencased RAM. Halderman et al. admit that they do not
present a full solution applicable to general-purpose hardware.
While special-purpose hardware modiﬁcations may be effective, such hardware adds cost and may not be available
to many users of disk encryption; a solution for commodity
hardware is required. As the cold-boot attacker is given a
copy of all RAM, including the program text used to perform encryption and decryption, we doubt that obfuscation
would prove eﬀective.

9.2

Braving the Cold Black Hat Talk

A talk [25] at Black Hat in 2008 discussed various methods of mitigating the eﬀects of the cold boot attack. Most
of these mitigation strategies are discussed elsewhere; however, one contribution of this talk is a suggestion that motherboard temperature sensors be used to detect attempts to
cool RAM and take protective measures, such as scrubbing
the keys.
This talk also proposed a potential solution to the cold
boot attack. The researchers suggested that the key could
be stored in RAM only as the product of the hash of a large
block of bits. The hope is that at least one of these bits will
ﬂip during the performance of the cold boot attack, preventing its success. This strategy, if implemented, would
likely suﬀer from severe performance problems as a large
hash would need to be calculated every time an encryption
key needed to be accessed. The talk also discussed “caching”
the encryption key inside the MMX registers, but it was unclear from the talk how such a caching system would operate.

9.4

Frozen Cache

Jürgen Pabel has posted a website [29], dormant since
early 2009, detailing his plans to provide a software-based
solution to the cold-boot attack. His approach is to memorymap the L1 cache of the CPU and use this space to store the
AES key schedule. Because this approach would prevent the
CPU cache from serving its normal role, every memory access on the machine would result in a cache miss. Disabling
the CPU cache in this manner results in a slowdown of perhaps 200x [1] felt by all software, not just software accessing
ﬁles on the encrypted disk. Because our solution avoids the
negative system performance side eﬀects of Pabel’s design,
we believe it to be more practical.

TRESOR and AESSE

A paper at Eurosec 2010 [26] discussed a potential solution
to the cold boot attack, in which a single encryption key was
stored in the SSE registers of the CPU and SSE register access was disabled for user-level code. In a USENIX Security
2011 paper [27], the same authors extended their prototype,
called TRESOR, with the ability to make use of AES-NI
when available.15 A fundamental limitation of TRESOR
relative to Loop-Amnesia is its inability to support multiple
disk encryption keys, since only one encryption key schedule may be stored inside the SSE registers. In addition to
common use cases such as encrypted data and swap partitions, the limitation of a single protected disk encryption

9.5

Linux-Crypto Mailing List Brainstorming

Shortly after Halderman et al. published their attack, a
mailing list discussion on Linux-Crypto discussed possible
mitigation strategies. The general approach of keeping key
information in CPU registers was brought up [40], but the
ideas given were too vague to suggest how this might specifically be accomplished and do not appear to have been pursued further.

13

Our prototype implementation does not modify the OS interrupt handlers.
14
this is already done in loop-AES according to [32]
15
As previously noted, there is no technical barrier which
would prevent Loop-Amnesia from making use of AES-NI,
Via PadLock, or a similar instruction set extension as well,
though the prototype does not currently support these ISA
extensions.

9.6

Leakage-Resistant Algorithms

There has been considerable work [6] [17] [28] [37] in designing cryptosystems resilient to partial key leakage due to



side channel attacks. Most of this work has focused on the
design of new ciphers with properties mitigating the impact
of partial key leakage.
Unfortunately, we do not believe that protecting against
partial key leakage is a suﬃcient defense against the cold
boot attack. According to Halderman et al., it is possible
to perform the cold-boot attack in such a way that over
99.9% of memory remains uncorrupted an entire minute after power is cut. Any countermeasure to the cold-boot attack must account for its potential to fully leak any encryption keys stored to RAM.

9.7

TCG Platform Reset Attack Mitigation Speciﬁcation

The Trusted Computing Group has published a standard
[21] which purports to mitigate the vulnerability of compliant systems to the cold-boot attack. This speciﬁcation states
that a compliant BIOS must zero out all RAM before giving control to the operating system. While this prevents the
attack from being performed using only the victim’s computer16 , the attacker can still easily perform the attack by
moving the RAM from the victim’s machine to a machine
under his own control, then booting using a BIOS not following the TCG speciﬁcation. Thus, the TCG speciﬁcation
cannot be considered a suﬃcient countermeasure.

9.8

11.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present one of the ﬁrst practical solutions to the cold-boot attack applicable to general-purpose
hardware. For a performance cost likely to be very moderate under most workloads, our solution provides protection
for general-purpose hardware against a signiﬁcant practical
attack aﬀecting all previous state-of-the-art disk encryption
systems. We present a design strategy applicable to all operating system-based disk encryption systems and a usable
open-source implementation which validates our design. After the publication of this paper, we intend to work with
the Linux kernel community to integrate our approach, and
possibly code, into the standard Linux kernel distribution.

Forenscope: A Framework for Live Forensics

The RAM of a computer may contain sensitive material
other than the encryption keys to the hard disk. The Forenscope rootkit [10] takes advantage of the cold-boot attack
to gain access to active network sessions as well; the session
keys’ presence in memory could allow an attacker to masquerade as the victim to any website, SSH server, or other
remote system to which the user was connected at the time
of the attack.
Loop-Amnesia will protect against a Forenscope-using attacker’s gaining access to the encrypted disk: the attack
tool uses the exact same strategy as Halderman et al. to
attempt recovery of the key. Unfortunately, SSH and SSL
session keys will likely remain in RAM, so an attacker with
Forenscope could still conceivably keep the victim’s network
connections alive, sniﬀ the session keys, and masquerade as
the victim to connected machines. See §10 for a discussion
on how Loop-Amnesia may be extended to assist in preventing Forenscope attacks.

10.

For instance, an operating system attempting to harden itself against Forenscope could use Loop-Amnesia to encrypt
various pieces of data inside the kernel TCP stack. As the
master key will have been erased by the reboot preceding
Forenscope’s installation, Forenscope will have no way of
recovering the network connections. By the time the attacker has had time to download and analyze the SSH/SSL
session keys from RAM, any active TCP sessions will likely
have expired.
Finally, our work exposes a limitation in current system
programming languages: the inability to insist to a compiler that particular values never be spilled to RAM. While
we recognize that our needs are uncommon and do not by
themselves merit the redesign of system programming languages, we speculate that programming language designers
may one day wish to allow users more control over the register allocation process for performance reasons. We would
encourage the designers of such languages or language extensions to include functionality allowing the user to express
the needs we faced when implementing Loop-Amnesia. User
control over the register allocation process may provide useful beneﬁts for both security and performance.
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ABSTRACT

ﬁers, related content, etc.) or may differ in number of participants,
trust assumptions, anonymity requirements, revocation of search
capability and other areas. All of these factors affect performance.
Choosing a different deﬁnition of “sufﬁcient” privacy can greatly
affect inherent cost. Making the right choice, in accordance with
the actual, rather than theoretical, threat model can lead to a very
functional system, rather than one that is theoretically perfect but
unusably costly in practice.
In this paper we step back from absolute privacy guarantees in favor of efﬁciency and real-world requirements. These requirements
include not just what may leak, but to whom; depending on the
particular practical setting there may be parties who are at least
partially trusted. Our goal is to describe and build systems that
meet the privacy guarantees matching the actual goals for a given
scenario, so that we may improve efﬁciency. Towards this end,
we present a set of generic extensions, applicable to any keywordbased private search system. We discuss the importance of each of
these, the challenges for their secure implementation and analyze
their privacy implications in terms of leakage. To evaluate their efﬁciency, we developed them on top of SADS [30], an efﬁcient private search system that uses Bloom ﬁlters. In addition, we describe
and implement a number of new features in SADS that improve its
performance, privacy guarantees and functionality. Finally, we describe and analyze the performance of the extended SADS system
in a real-world scenario, using health records.
Our implementation and the obtained empirical results are an
important contribution of this paper from the point of view of evaluating the real usability of the proposed system for practical purposes. Although theoretical analysis asserts that a Bloom ﬁlterbased search should be efﬁcient, it is unwise to rely solely on theory. If nothing else, complexity analysis says nothing about constant factors, and says nothing about unexpected bottlenecks. It
matters little if an algorithm has n3 exponentiations if n is reasonably small and the entire system is in fact I/O-bound rather
than CPU-bound [24]. Similarly, Kernighan and Pike noted that
“measurement is a crucial component of performance improvement
since reasoning and intuition are fallible guides and must be supplemented with tools” [23]. Our work shows that — asymptotic
behavior aside — our scheme is practical across a wide range of
input sizes. Equally important, it shows the cost of different kinds
of privacy. Neither conclusion is amenable to a purely theoretical

Encrypted search — performing queries on protected data — has
been explored in the past; however, its inherent inefﬁciency has
raised questions of practicality. Here, we focus on improving
the performance and extending its functionality enough to make
it practical. We do this by optimizing the system, and by stepping
back from the goal of achieving maximal privacy guarantees in an
encrypted search scenario and consider efﬁciency and functionality
as priorities.
We design and analyze the privacy implications of two practical extensions applicable to any keyword-based private search
system. We evaluate their efﬁciency by building them on top
of a private search system, called SADS. Additionally, we improve SADS’ performance, privacy guaranties and functionality.
The extended SADS system offers improved efﬁciency parameters
that meet practical usability requirements in a relaxed adversarial
model. We present the experimental results and evaluate the performance of the system. We also demonstrate analytically that our
scheme can meet the basic needs of a major hospital complex’s admissions records. Overall, we achieve performance comparable to
a simply conﬁgured MySQL database system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Encrypted search — querying of protected data — has come into
the foreground with growing concerns about security and privacy.
There are many variants of the problem that protect different things:
the searchable data, queries, participant identities, etc. Existing
schemes also differ in their expected operational environment. The
majority of encrypted search mechanisms concern data outsourcing [4–6,8,13,33,34] and to a lesser degree data sharing [9,17,30].
Data outsourcing concerns the case where one party wants to store
its encrypted data on an untrusted server and be able to search it
later. Data sharing involves one party who provides limited search
access to its database to another. These two settings require different privacy guarantees of an encrypted search system; data outsourcing is not concerned with protecting the data from the querier,
since he is the owner. Furthermore, speciﬁc implementations may
return different things (e.g., number of matches, document identi-
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analysis.
The contributions of this work are:




 

• We improve an existing private search system (SADS) to provide better privacy, support data updates and become more
robust.


  

   
  

 

 
  


   
 

• We implement all of the above and provide extensive evaluation results and a case study. Code, datasets and data inputs
are available online at http://nsl.cs.columbia.
edu/projects/sads/ for similar systems to compare
with.

2.1

 

 


• We present two practical extensions, namely Document Retrieval and Range Queries, that can be used on top of any
keyword-based private search system.
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Figure 1: SADS overview.
the deﬁnition captures is that a protocol is secure if the views of
the participants in the real execution (namely their inputs, random
inputs, outputs, and messages they receive) are indistinguishable
from their views in an ideal execution where all parties send their
inputs to a trusted party who computes the results and sends them
back to the receivers.
Satisfying this level of privacy inevitably comes at efﬁciency
cost. In many scenarios, weaker privacy guarantees may be sufﬁcient. In particular, to achieve better performance, it is often acceptable to leak some controlled amount of information. The next definition gives the general security notion for encrypted search with
certain privacy leakage.

BACKGROUND
Secure Anonymous Database Search

The secure anonymous database search (SADS) scheme [30]
provides the following search capability: it allows a search client
(C) with a keyword to identify the documents of a database
owner/server (S) containing the keyword without learning anything
more or revealing his query. For this purpose the architecture of
the system involves two semi-trusted parties: index server (IS) and
query router (QR), which facilitate the search. In summary the
scheme works as follows: the database owner computes search
structures for his database — a Bloom ﬁlter (BF) per document
built from the encryptions of all words of the document. Each
authorized client receives keys that he uses to submit queries and
decrypt the results; the QR receives corresponding transformation
keys for the queries of that client. To submit a query, C computes an encryption of his query and sends it to QR. QR veriﬁes
that the client is authorized, re-encrypts the query with the corresponding transformation key, computes and sends the BF indices
obtained from the encryption to IS. IS performs search across the
BFs it stores, encrypts the identiﬁers of the matching documents
and sends them to the QR; QR transforms the encryptions and delivers them to the client, who decrypts them to obtain his search
results (see Figure 1).
The original implementation of SADS also includes a couple of
optimizations/features enabled by the use of BFs. First, storing the
BFs in transposed order – called slicing optimization – minimizes
the number of bits that need to be read during search. That is because only bit slices corresponding to speciﬁc indices are read during a query and not all the BFs. This approach has two main beneﬁts. First, it has better cache behavior because it fetches each slice
once and uses it for all the result vectors; second, in some cases
it avoids reading several slice portions if the corresponding bits of
all the result vectors have been zeroed out. In addition, SADS also
supports boolean queries. One naive way to do this is to search for
each term separately and union or intersect the results. However,
BFs can more efﬁciently handle ANDs by combining indices into
a superset, and ORs are handled in parallel by the slicing optimization.

D EFINITION 1. A protocol π is a secure encrypted search protocol with privacy leakage L , if for every real world adversary,
there exists a simulator such that the view of the adversary in the
real world execution, where he interacts with the honest parties, is
indistinguishable from his view in an ideal world execution where
he interacts with a simulator that takes as input L (and simulates
the honest parties).
SADS has the following privacy leakage L with respect to the
parties that perform the search (i.e., the IS and the QR if they collude):
• False Positive Database Leak: a fraction of records that do not
match the search criterion
• Search Pattern: the equality pattern of the submitted queries
• Results’ Pattern: the equality pattern among the results
• Similarity Database Leak: search structures leaking information
about similarity of data records.
In Section 5.1 we present a modiﬁcation to the scheme that removes the last type of leakage that comes just from the search structures on their own.
The above security guarantees apply to the search functionality
for exact match queries. The SADS search scheme further supports Boolean queries, which provide privacy guarantees for the
non-matching part of the database, i.e., the querier does not learn
anything about the non-matching records. With respect to the query
privacy from the search party the Boolean queries reveal the matching pattern over the different terms in the search query in addition
to the results’ pattern. In Section 4 we introduce a scheme that realizes range query functionality that is based on OR queries and
inherits the query leakage from the Boolean queries. The leakage
from the OR queries in the context of the range queries means that
given a range query the index server will be able to obtain identiﬁers for each logarithmic-sized sub-range that two records have
terms co-occuring in, starting from the unique value and ranging up
to the sub-range equal to half the size of the full range. It does not,
however, learn what ranges these are, or, their size. The identiﬁers

2.2 Security Deﬁnitions and Relaxed Privacy
Settings
The strongest security deﬁnition for a generic encrypted search
scheme in the setting of data sharing guarantees that the querier receives only the matching results, while none of the other parties in
the protocol learns anything. If we formalize this intuition by applying the standard simulation security notion of Canetti [7], what



   

PIR schemes that address this [16], but at additional cost. Thus, our
problem could be addressed by simply running an appropriate PIR
scheme once for each document result. However, PIR is already
quite expensive for a single document, and running them multiply
would only aggravate this.
We address this by constructing a document retrieval scheme that
can be used on top of any other scheme that returns document IDs.
Our scheme maintains efﬁciency by introducing an intermediary
party who stores the encrypted ﬁles of the database and provides
the matching ones to the querying party. This party is given limited
trust to perform the search, but he should not be able to decrypt the
stored ﬁles. In this case we need to provide the querier with the
decryption keys for the result documents; these are known to the
data owner, who must be able to provide the correct keys obliviously without learning the search results. In Figure 3 we present a
protocol that realizes the document retrieval functionality between
a data owner (S) and a client (C) with the help of an intermediary
party (P). For the purposed of this protocol we assume that there is
a search functionality EncSearch that returns the IDs of the documents matching a query from the client. For a query Q we denote
EncSearch(Q) the returned set of document IDs. The database
of the server that is used for the protocol consists of documents
D1 , . . . , Dn . Our protocol also uses 1-out-of-n oblivious transfer
(OT) functionality that allows two parties, one of which has input
an array and the other has input an index in the array, to execute
a protocol such that the latter party learns the array element at the
position of his index and the former learns nothing. There are many
existing instantiations of OT protocols, we use the protocol of [15],
which allows best efﬁciency. The last tool for our constructions is
an encryption scheme with the following property (deﬁned in more
detail in [30], which also gives an instantiation for such a scheme):

 
  
   
 

 


 


 

  
 



 

 

   




  
 

 



 
 

 

   

Figure 2: SADS with Document Retrieval.
can only be useful to determine patterns across multiple queries.

3.

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

There exist many systems for searching databases to privately
identify items of interest. An extension of obvious use is a system
to then retrieve those items privately. One way to do this is with
private information retrieval techniques, however these are very expensive, and can be even more expensive when fetching large numbers of records, or records of individually great size. We present a
system that is much more efﬁcient, at the cost of requiring a trusted
third party, and can be modularly implemented to extend any private search system that returns handles representing matches.
Systems both with and without document retrieval have practical
use. For example, a user may simply wish to establish that a server
does have documents of interest to him, or may wish to determine
how many are of interest, or learn about certain qualities concerning the data held there (subject to the search permissions granted by
the server). Furthermore, even in systems that include document retrieval, separating this functionality from query is worthwhile. For
example, the server may be running a paid service, and allow the
user to operate in an initial stage wherein he determines what he
wants, and a bargaining stage wherein they negotiate pricing, before purchasing the actual content.
Document retrieval poses its own challenge, especially when the
data is not owned by the party retrieving it. In this scenario, returning additional data is a privacy leak for the data owner; at the
same time, revealing the matching documents to the owner is a privacy leak for the retriever. Thus, the strongest security we would
want to aim for would require us to touch the contents of the entire
database [9]. This is a prohibitively expensive cost for applications
that aim to work in “real time” over a large data set. One way to
avoid this cost is to relax our security deﬁnition and allow leakage of the retrieval pattern (i.e. whether separate retrieval attempts
touched the same documents). In the case of data outsourcing, this
amount of privacy leakage easily sufﬁces, since the untrusted server
just searches for and returns the encrypted ﬁles that he stores to the
owner who has the corresponding decryption keys [4, 8, 13]. This
approach, however, is not applicable to the case of data sharing,
where leaking the matching documents to the owner reveals more
than the result pattern: he also knows the content of the documents,
from which he can infer information about the query.
This problem is similar to that addressed by private information
retrieval protocols (PIR) [10, 16, 29], wherein a server holds a set
of items from which a user wishes to retrieve one without revealing
which item he is requesting. It differs slightly in that we wish to
retrieve multiple items (corresponding to the search results). It also
differs in that we require that the selected set be certiﬁed and that
the user does not learn content of documents outside of it. There are

D EFINITION 2 (E NCRYPTION G ROUP P ROPERTY ).
Let Π = (GEN, ENC, DEC) be a private key encryption scheme.
We say that Π has a group property if
ENCk1 (ENCk2 (m)) = ENCk1·k2 (m) holds for any keys
k1 , k2 and any message m.
Intuitively, the security of this protocol is based on the secrecy
of the permutation π, known only to P . Because it is not known
to S, S cannot correlate the keys kπ i that are requested by C with
the original indices of the matching documents. He learns only the
search pattern of the querying party. We can take two approaches to
mitigate this leakage. The querying party may aggregate requests
for decryption keys to the server for the search results of several
queries. Another solution is to extend the scheme to include additional keys pertaining to no real documents, which P can add to the
sets of requested keys so that S cannot tell how many of the keys he
returns correspond to query results. Step 2 of the re-encryption can
be implemented using protocols for oblivious transfer [1, 11, 27].

4.

RANGE QUERIES

We now present an extension that enables multi-dimensional
range queries using any underlying private search system that,
preferably, supports boolean queries in conjunctive normal form
over exact string matches. We ﬁrst describe our system as a general construction then discuss how some of the costs interact with
the efﬁciency tradeoffs inherent in the SADS system due to the use
of BFs.

4.1

General construction

This generic extension introduces the following additional costs
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Figure 4: Terms used for inserting the value “11” (top).
Boolean query for range “7-14” (bottom).
of the value, and for each strata, divide the range into binary pieces
according to the order of the digit, and assign each piece of each
strata of each dimension a globally unique identiﬁer. To insert a
term to the search index, we insert the identiﬁer of every piece that
contains it (thus one term is inserted per dimension per strata, with a
number of strata logarithmic in the size of the ranges). An example
of inserting the value “11” using 4-bit numbers is hown in Figure 4
(top).
To issue a query, we create a boolean OR query. For each dimension, we start at the strata with the largest and least numerous
pieces, and add to the query the largest piece that ﬁts entirely within
the query range. We iterate to lower strata, adding pieces that ﬁt entirely into the range without covering values that are already covered by existing pieces in the query, and continue, if necessary, to
the lowest strata which contains every individual value in the full
range. We then create an AND query across all of the dimensions,
resulting in a query in conjunctive normal form. An example query
on one dimension is shown in Figure 4 (bottom).
Since every single piece of every strata that contains the representative value has been added to the index, this query will return
true if and only if the range query contains it. The worst case query,
is for the query range to straddle the midway point of the full range.
This results in taking 2 lg( 2q ) query terms per dimension.
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Inputs:
S : keys k1 , . . . kn ;
P : permutation π of len n, EN C k (Di ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
π(i)
C : query Q;
S, P, C : search scheme EncSearch that returns IDs of matched
documents to P, C.
Outputs:
S : cardinality of the output set EncSearch(Q);
P : IDs of docs matching query Q from EncSearch;
C : the content of the docs matching Q from EncSearch.
Protocol:
1. S, P, C run EncSearch for query Q. Let i1 , . . . , iL be the IDs
of the matching documents.
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3. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n P computes EN C ki (ci ) =
EN C k−1 ·k (EN C ki (Di )) = EN C k (Di ).
π(i)





2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n S and P execute 1-out-of-n OT protocol

that allows P to obtain ki = ki−1 · kπ(i)
.
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Inputs:
S : D1 , . . . , Dn , keys k1 , . . . , kn and k1 , . . . , kn ;
P : permutation π of length n ;
S, P : (GEN , EN C, DEC) satisfying Deﬁnition 2
Outputs:
S : ⊥; P : EN C k (Di ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
π(i)
Protocol:
1. S sends to P ci = EN C ki (Di ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

and

returns

T HEOREM 1. A contiguous range query on a single dimension
cannot require more than 2 lg( 2q ) disjunctive terms.

5. C decrypts EN C k
(Di1 ), . . . , EN C k
(DiL ) to
π(i1 )
π(iL )
obtain the result documents.

P ROOF. We begin with an initial lemma: a contiguous query
cannot require more than two terms in a single strata, one in its
lower half and one in its upper half. Let us assume to the contrary
that it did require two terms within a single bisection of its range.
Then, starting from the uppermost term, the range contains a subrange equal to at least four times the size of the elements of the
strata (two in each bisection). Since the strata above uses elements
of twice the size, and there is at least one term within the range that
is not one of the endpoints, that term is a subset of a range from the
upper strata that is contained entirely within this subrange. Thus,
the term representing that range could have been chosen instead to
replace two or more terms representing smaller ranges, a contradiction.
Given that each strata uses ranges twice the size of the strata
beneath it, it is trivial to show via summing that a query cannot
require terms from more than lg(q) − 1 strata. In conjunction with
our lemma, we thus show that a contiguous range query cannot
require more than 2(lg(q) − 1) = 2 lg( 2q ) terms.

Figure 3: Protocol for Document Retrieval

over its underlying search system:
• For each inserted point, we will need to insert into the underlying
search system d lg r terms, where d is the number of dimensions we
are supporting and r is the size of the range of values supported per
dimension.
• For each query, we will need to issue a boolean query using up
to 2d lg( 2q ) query terms to the underlying search system, where q
is the size of the range being queried.
• The system presents repeatable unique identiﬁers for logarithmically cut sub-regions across all documents in a single query, and
across multiple queries. If the underlying private search system
does not guarantee full privacy of its queries, this can increase the
information leakage over what would normally be incurred.
Our basic approach is to represent each ranged dimension as a
binary value. Then, for each one, we create a strata for each digit

4.2

Bloom ﬁlter construction

If the underlying system is based on Bloom ﬁlters, like SADS,
we can describe the tradeoffs listed in the general construction in



terms of increased Bloom ﬁlter size. The standard Bloom ﬁlter
equation demands that in order to store n items with a false positive
rate of p, our ﬁlter needs to have size m, show in formula (1). There
are two factors that increase the necessary size of Bloom ﬁlters we
must choose in order to maintain the same false positive rate. First,
for every value inserted, there are now d lg r terms added, giving an
increase in “effective” number of values for purposes of calculating
proper sizes. Second, for every query, there are 2d lg( 2q ) queries in
CNF, any of which could be a false positive. If we assume in the
worst case that a single false positive from a sub-query will cause
a complete false positive, then we can give an upper bound on the
multiplicative increase of false positive rate as 2d lg( 2q ). Thus, the
total size of the Bloom ﬁlter to ensure that the false positive rate
does not exceed p is given by formula (2).
m=

−n ln p
(ln 2)2

−n ln

(1)

m = d lg r

p
q
2d lg( )
2

(ln 2)2

responding documents.
• The false positive rate of a single Bloom ﬁlter — the probability
that a search query is matched incorrectly by it — with n bits, k
hash functions, and m entries is F Psingle = (1 − (1 − n1 )mk )k .
If the false positive probabilities across different Bloom ﬁlters are
independent, then the expected number of false positive results in a
database with N documents is F Psingle · N . However, in the given
situation, the false positive rates are not independent if documents
share keywords. Let D1 and D2 be two documents where p fraction
of the words in D2 are also in D1 and the query w is a false positive
for the Bloom ﬁlter for D1 . The probability of a bit in BFD2 to
be set to 1 is p + (1 − p)(1 − (1 − n1 )mk )) and therefore the
probability D2 has a false positive (all k search bits of w are set to
1) is (p + (1 − p)(1 − (1 − n1 )mk )))k , which tends to 1 as p tends
to 1.
We can avoid these issues by using different hash functions for
the Bloom ﬁlters of each document. The BF indices for an entry
would not be derived from its PH-DSAEP+ encryption but instead
from keyed hashes of said encryption.
We implemented the multiple hash functions feature by generating a group of hash functions using a family of 2-universal
hash functions [26]. In our implementation, we used HMAC over
MD5 and SHA1 (using the document’s ID as key) to generate
BF hash functions, where the i-th hash function was Hi (w) =
H1 (w) + (i − 1)H2 (w) mod P , where P is a prime, H1 (w) is
HMAC(SHA1, ID, w), H2 (w) is HMAC(MD5, ID, w) and w is
the encrypted keyword.

(2)

For practical purposes, this is a very reasonable increase in
size, considering that most range query applications deal with orders of magnitude fewer values per record than exact string match
queries, which may be used to index every single word in a tensof-thousands-of-words long document.
An issue of greater concern is the magniﬁcation of existing privacy concerns, especially if we are using a system like SADS,
which does not guarantee full protection of the result patterns. Because our construction will query the same sub-regions across multiple records in a query, and across multiple queries, if the result
privacy is not protected against the server, he may be able to learn
about the values stored within over time. For example, if a server
sees that during a range query, two records had the same positive result for the same sub-region, it knows that they at the very
least share a value in the same half-region (the largest possible subregion). If over the course of multiple queries it sees those two
documents match for a second sub-region, it then knows that they
at the very least share a value in the same quarter-region. Over time,
and seeing a sufﬁciently varied number of queries, it may learn exactly which documents share speciﬁc values. To prevent this, the
ranged values could be re-indexed regularly based on the frequency
of range queries being issued.
This is partially mitigated in the multi-dimensional case, since
sub-regions of different dimensions cannot be differentiated, lending some additional obscurity. These are further obscured in systems like SADS where the ranged queries are interspersed with
other types of queries including straight string matches and boolean
queries. There is nothing to indicate to the holder of these identiﬁers what ranges they correspond to, or even if they are ranges at
all. The quantitative evaluation of this reduction of information
would depend on the nature of the records and their searchable attributes as well as the distribution of the queries that will be submitted. Therefore, the assessment of the signiﬁcance of this leakage
has to be done with respect to the speciﬁc data that will be used in
the search scheme as well as the expected types of queries.

5.
5.1

5.2

Database Updates

So far we have assumed that the server’s database does not
change. It is preprocessed once in the beginning and from that
point on the same data is used to answer all queries from the
clients. However, in many practical situations the data of the server
changes dynamically, which should be reﬂected correspondingly
in the query results returned. The naive solution to run the preprocessing preparation of the database each time it changes, brings
prohibitive efﬁciency cost. We would like to avoid processing each
record in the database for updates that affect a small fraction of it.
From a different point of view, though, the updates of the database
can be considered private information of the server and thus the information about what records have been changed is a privacy leakage to any other party (in our case to the IS who holds the Bloom
ﬁlter search structures ). This type of leakage comes inherent with
the efﬁciency requirement we posed above — if the update processing does not touch a record, clearly it has not been modiﬁed.
Therefore, we accept the update pattern leakage as a necessary privacy trade-off for usable cost of the updates.
Now we look at the speciﬁc information that changes at the IS in
the SADS scheme, and consider whether it has leakage beyond the
update pattern of the documents:
• Bloom ﬁlters: As we discussed before, if we use the same hash
function for the Bloom ﬁlters of all documents, then the search
structures reveal the similarities between documents. In the case of
an update this would be indicative to what fraction of the content
of the document has been changed. If, however, each BF has a
different set if hash functions, the update of a document would also
include a selection of a new set of hash functions for its BF as well.
The only information that the IS could derive from the update will
be the change of the length of the document based on the number of
1’s in the BF. However, this information can be obtained also from
the length of the encrypted document that the IS is storing. In both

SADS SPECIFIC
Multiple Hash Functions

The BFs of different documents in the SADS scheme [30] share
the same hash functions, and thus, the same BF indices for identical
keywords. This is exploited by using a bit-slicing storage structure
to improve query time. However, this has clear consequences for
privacy:
• Due to commonality of indices for shared keywords, the search
structures leak information to the IS about the similarity of the cor-



cases, we can eliminate this leakage by padding the documents.

emails with an average size of 900 bytes after stemming . During
the preprocessing phase of SADS, a distinct Bloom ﬁlter for each
email was created. Then, each of the email ﬁles was tokenized and
the tokens where stored in the corresponding Bloom ﬁlter, after
they were properly encrypted. The format of the second dataset is
more close to a database than a collection of documents. Its schema
consists of a single table with 51 attributes of three types: strings
(ﬁrst name, last name, etc.), numbers (height, SSN, etc.) and ﬁle
links (ﬁngerprint, private key, security image, etc.) and it is stored
in a ﬂat CSV (Comma Separated Value) ﬁle. The total size of that
dataset, along with the ﬁles pointed in the records, is 51GB and the
average size for a record is 512KB. During the preprocessing phase
we created a distinct Bloom ﬁlter for each record and each of the attribute values where inserted after it was preﬁxed with the attribute
name (“name_value”) and properly encrypted. In both cases, we
conﬁgured the BF parameters so as the false positive rate would be
less than 10−6 .
The experimental evaluation setup was comprised by two servers
and a client laptop. The servers had two four-quad Intel Xeon
2.5GHz CPUs, 16 GB of RAM, two 500 GB hard disk drives, and
a 1 Gbit ethernet interface. The laptop was equipped with an Intel Core2 Duo 2.20GHz CPU, 4 GB of RAM, a 220 GB hard disk
drive, and a 100 Mbit ethernet interface. All of them were connected through a Gigabit switch; they all ran a 64-bit ﬂavor of the
Ubuntu operating system. QR and IS were running on each of the
servers, the queries were performed from the laptop. When Document Retrieval was enabled, the File Server was running on the
same host with the IS.

• Encrypted documents — Each encrypted document stored at
the IS index is re-encrypted with a key that the IS obtains in an
oblivious transfer execution with the data owner. If an existing
document is modiﬁed, and the server encrypts it with the same key,
then the IS can also use the same re-encryption key. If the server is
adding a new document to his database, though, he should generate
a new key of type k” (i.e., the encryption keys that the documents
are encrypted with after the re-encryption of the IS). The guarantee that we want to provide is that the server does not know the
permutation image of the key k  that is used in the re-encryption
of the document. We also want to avoid executing oblivious transfer for each document, which results in a complexity greater than
the database size. Each permutation over n + 1 elements can be
presented as the product of a permutation over the ﬁrst n of the
elements and a transposition of one of the n elements and the last
unused element. Thus, it is sufﬁcient to execute a protocol where
the IS obtains re-encryption keys for the new document and for a
random document from the rest. Intuitively this guarantees that the
new re-encryption key could be assigned to any of the old documents or the new one, and if it was used for a previously existing
document, then the new one receives the re-encryption key that was
released from that document.

5.3

Optimizations

During the preprocessing stage, for each database document a
Bloom ﬁlter containing its keywords is generated. In the SADS
scheme, adding a keyword to the BF of a document involves encrypting the keyword under the server’s key. Thus, preprocessing
documents containing the same keyword incurs repeated effort. In
order to avoid this unnecessary preprocessing cost, we can cache
the BF indices for keywords. This avoids some recomputation, but
requires additional storage space. Whether to do this, and how
much to cache, depends on the nature of the documents and repeat frequency. This is also applicable in the case when multiple
hash functions are used where the preprocessing of a keyword is
not identical but shares a common and expensive intermediary result that can be reused. The caching capability we implement uses
LRU removal policy.
In addition, SADS preprocesses each item of the dataset independently (i.e., computes the BF search structure for it), and furthermore, it handles the elements of each item separately (each
word/value is inserted into the Bloom ﬁler after a cryptographic
transformation). This computational independence makes for simple and robust parallelization. The search phase, especially when
using multiple hash functions, also permits parallelization of the
computation of the search indices for a query. We used the open
source Threading Building Blocks library [21] to implement the
parallelization optimization. It is easy to use and well-integrated
with C++. After analyzing the source code we found out that there
is just one integer counter that we need to synchronize among the
different threads: the Bloom ﬁlters counter. It took roughly 10 lines
of code to parallelize the entire preprocessing phase – similar for
the search phase too.

6.

6.1

Memory Consumption

Along with the timing measurements, we also monitored the
memory consumption of the extended SADS system to determine
scaling limits. We found out that the only signiﬁcant factor was
the type of Bloom ﬁlter storage. Bloom ﬁlters are stored either
sequentially in a ﬂat ﬁle or transposed using the slicing optimization. In the sequential storage case memory usage was constant; it
grew consistently with the dataset size in the slicing case, because
the structures are kept in memory and written to ﬁles at the end.
During the search phase, both the client and the QR used a small,
constant amount of memory (∼2MB). On the other hand, the IS’s
memory usage grew with the dataset size. In the sequential storage case, the ﬁle was mmap’ed; the amount of memory used was
the Bloom ﬁlter size in bytes times the number of BFs (e.g. 1KB
* 50K = 50MB). When the slicing optimization was enabled, we
saw higher memory usage, ∼109MB for the same dataset. That
was most likely due to the extensive use of C++ vectors, which we
can further optimize in the case of much larger databases where the
available RAM may become an issue.

6.2

Implementation Optimizations

We performed experiments using variable-sized subsets of both
datasets while changing the size of the cache. As for the Enron
dataset, we show that a good cache size is 5K keywords. This gives
us a ∼90% hit ratio, while reducing the preprocessing time for 50K
emails from 2h to 10m. Performing the same experiments for the
synthetic dataset yielded slightly worse results, as some attribute
values are unique. However, using a 10K keywords cache the hit
ratio was 50% on the full dataset, which still is a signiﬁcant gain.
We measured the speedup of the preprocessing phase on the full
datasets, while increasing the number of threads. As we expected,
the speedup grew linearly until the number of threads reached the
number of cores in our servers – that is eight. When the number
of threads was more than the CPU cores, the speedup slightly de-

EVALUATION

To evaluate the practicality of our proposed extensions we implemented them in SADS (roughly 4 Klocs of C++ code in total) and
we performed a number of measurements using realistic datasets:
(i) the email dataset that was made public after the Enron scandal [31] and (ii) a synthetic dataset with personal information for
100K persons. The Enron dataset consists of about half a million
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Table 1: Range queries timing on integer attributes of the synthetic dataset (100K records – 51GB).
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dataset size. That is because for each document we have to recalculate the hash functions and recompute the Bloom ﬁlter indices.
Finally, we see that taking advantage of the commonly used multicore architectures does increase the performance of the search in
the multiple hashing scheme. More precisely, the speedup when
we used 8 threads on our 8-core servers was from 1.3 to almost
4 for the dataset sizes shown in the Figure 5. Thus, although the
multiple hash functions feature increases the computation factor,
we can amortize a great part of it by executing it in parallel. It
is also worth noting that the multiple hash functions plus parallel
searching conﬁguration provides better performance that the original conﬁguration, while on the same time it improves the privacy
guarantees.
Next, we evaluate the performance overhead of the multiple hash
functions in boolean queries, and more precisely OR queries. To
optimize the normal case – i.e., when the slicing optimization is
not enabled – we skip BFs that already contain one of the search
terms. That way we avoid searching over and over on Bloom Filters
that already match the OR query thus reducing the overall searching time, especially when the search terms are frequent. Figure 6
shows the search time for OR queries under different SADS conﬁgurations. Each cluster of bars is for a different dataset size; each
bar is for a different term count in the boolean OR query. The ﬁrst
bar is for two terms, the second for three, and the last two for four
and ﬁve, respectively. The fact that the search time in each cluster
grows sub-linearly to the number of terms clearly shows the performance gain.

Figure 5: Average query time under different SADS conﬁgurations using the Enron dataset.
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Figure 6: Average OR-query time under different SADS conﬁgurations using the Enron dataset. Each cluster is for a different
dataset size and each bar is for a different term count (from 2
to 5).

clined, most probably due to thread scheduling overhead. Performance results for the parallelized search phase are presented in the
next section.

6.3

6.4

Search Performance

Range Queries

The implementation of the range queries extension on top of
SADS translates a range to a variable-sized OR query. In the average case, the number of the terms in the OR query depends on
the size of the numbers in the range and the size of the range itself. To evaluate the practicality of that approach, we measured the
time for performing range queries over the numeric attributes of
the synthetic dataset. These are age, height, weight and SSN. The
range of the values of these attributes relative small, except for the
SSN which spans from one million to a few billions (ﬁrst column
of Table 1). For each of the attributes, we calculated ten ranges
that each match about 1/10 of the dataset. SADS was conﬁgured
to use multiple hash functions and the parallel search optimization
was enabled. Table 1 shows the average query time over the ten
queries for each attribute, along with the average number of binary ranges that each query was translated to. In most of the cases,
where the ranges are translated to a few binary ranges, the average
range query time is low enough to be considered practical. On the
other hand, the SSN attribute demonstrates the disadvantage of our
range queries extension when dealing with big values. Still, the
performance is not prohibitive, but, clearly, our range query extension yields better results for values that range from a few tens to a
few thousands.

The introduction of the multiple hash functions feature in SADS
poses a trade-off between efﬁciency and privacy. Not only because
of the higher computation overhead it adds but also because it is incompatible with the slicing optimization. In this section we explore
in detail the effects of the multiple hash function scheme and also
how parallel search could help amortize some of the performance
penalty.
Figure 5 shows the comparison for four different conﬁgurations
of SADS: (i) original, (ii) original with the slicing optimization enabled, (iii) using multiple hash functions and (iv) using multiple
hash functions and parallel searching together. The search time reported in this ﬁgure is the total time elapsed from the point when
the client issues the query to the QR until it receives the set of
matching document IDs if any — no document retrieval. As expected, the average query time grows linearly using the original
SADS conﬁguration, as the actual search is done linearly over all
the Bloom ﬁlters. Next, we can see that the slicing optimization
greatly reduces search time to a point that it seems almost constant
across different dataset sizes. Using the multiple hash functions
feature we do get better privacy guarantees, but at the cost of increased search time by another factor that is proportional to the
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Figure 7: Average time for retrieving documents anonymously,
compared to retrieving them non-anonymously using ssh ﬁle
transfer. Average size of ﬁles being transferred was 27.8 Mb
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performance results is hard — they present timings only for the
computation time without communication, which grows linearly
with the size of their database. The maximum size of their database
is 900 records with 2000 ms computation per record retrieval, while
for our scheme the entire record retrieval time (computation plus
communication) for a database with 25000 records is about 40ms
(Figure 8, described in the next section).

Document Retrieval

We implemented document retrieval using PH-SAEP and standard RSA signatures to sign query results. Using PH-SAEP puts a
(likely over-restrictive) limit on the length of plaintext values. To
handle this, we encrypt larger ﬁles using AES private key encryption, and store the key encrypted with PH-SAEP as a header in the
encrypted ﬁle. The ﬁles can thus be read by decrypting the header
with the appropriate PH-SAEP key and using the result to decrypt
the content of the ﬁle. We preprocess the ﬁles in a way that provides
an intermediate party with AES encrypted ﬁles under different AES
keys and encryptions of these AES keys under some permutation of
the keys k1 ”, . . . kn ”. The client will receive as results from the intermediary party the encrypted ﬁles, the encrypted AES keys, and
the indices of the keys k” used for their encryptions. When he receives the decryption keys k” from the server, the client will ﬁrst
decrypt the AES keys and then use them to decrypt the remainder
of the ﬁles.
Figure 7 shows the average time to retrieve documents using our
scheme versus the number of documents being retrieved. This is
shown in comparison to a non-privacy-preserving SSH-based ﬁle
transfer. As we can see, our scheme adds very little overhead compared to the minimum baseline for encrypted transfer. The time
also shows linear growth, suggesting that it is dominated by ﬁle encryption and transfer, rather than for the encryption and veriﬁcation
of the results vector itself.
As a point of comparison, Olumoﬁn and Goldberg [29] present
some of the best implementation performance results currently
published for multi-selection single-server PIR. In their performance results, we see response times per retrieval ranging from 100
to 1000 seconds for retrievals of 5-10 documents on database sizes
ranging from 1 to 28 GB. Our scheme scales strictly with number
and size of documents retrieved, and not with the total database
size. They do not state the sizes of the blocks retrieved in their
scenario, but if we were to give a very high estimate of 1 MB per
block, and assume they fetched 10 blocks every time, one could
expect in our system that each query would take .7 seconds, still
orders of magnitude short of the 100s fastest time they report for a
1GB database, and it would not scale up with increasing database
size as theirs does, thus signiﬁcantly beating the 1000s time they
report for a 28GB database. Note that their system is not designed
to protect privacy of the database, only of the request. The work
of [14] presents a protocol for privacy-preserving policy-based information transfer, which achieves privacy guarantees weaker than
SPIR and similar to ours. Direct comparison between our and their

6.6

Overall Performance

Finally, we compare the performance of the extended SADS system with a real world DBMS, MySQL. In order to do that, we
implemented a SQL front-end for SADS that could parse simple
conjunctive and disjunctive queries. Then, we loaded the synthetic
dataset to both systems and we executed a number of queries of
variable result set size. SADS was conﬁgured to use multiple hash
functions and document retrieval was enabled. Parallel searching
was also disabled, which means that we compared using the less
efﬁcient version of the extended SADS. Figure 8 shows the total
duration of both the query and the retrieval of the data for our system and MySQL. Our scheme performs just 30% slower on average
than MySQL, which is the price for the privacy guarantees it provides.

6.7

Case Study: Sharing of Health Records

We next examine, from a very high level, the suitability of our
scheme for a hospital’s admissions records database. (A database
for full medical record storage is vastly more complex and is not
addressed here.) A patient’s health record is very sensitive information, usually kept by the patient’s medical institution. There are
cases, though, where such information needs to be shared among
different institutions. For example, a patient may need to visit a different institution due to an emergency, or to get a second opinion.
This sharing may need to be done privately for several reasons. In
an emergency, a doctor may need to query all the institutions that
share records with his without revealing the patient’s identity, especially to the institutes that do not have information about him.
If the querying is not private in that case, some institutions would
learn information about a patient that has never visited them. Or,
a patient may not want his institution to know which institution he
visits for specialized needs, such as drug rehabilitation, so again
the query for his record has to be performed privately.
A database of health records is similar to the synthetic dataset we
used in our evaluation. It contains some searchable ﬁelds like name,
date of birth, height, etc.; each record may be linked with several
medical exam results like x-rays, electrocardiographs, magnetic to-



mographies, etc. In 1988, there were about ten routine tests during
the hospital’s admission process alone [20]; today, about thirty individual tests are done.1 Taking into account that some of the results can be a few tens of Mbs — for example, a head CAT scan is
about 32 MB — each health record could be a couple of hundred
megabytes. One major hospital complex admits about 117K inpatients per year2 ; to a ﬁrst approximation, their database would thus
have several hundred thousands rows and 30–40 columns.
We have already seen, though, that the extended SADS scheme
we propose can successfully handle a database of this size. Our
evaluation demonstrated that document retrieval adds only a small
overhead compared to simple transfer, thus easily scaling with the
size of the document retrieved. Also, searching over 100K records
with 51 searchable attributes each takes less than half a second,
thus meeting real-world requirements. Finally, the support for updates in health records is a requirement covered by our extended
SADS scheme. We conclude that our scheme is able to handle the
requirements of this hospital, while preserving patient privacy.

7.

19] and predicate encryption [22]. These approaches have a similar ﬂavor to some of the searchable encryption schemes in the
sense that they allow decryption only if the encrypted message satisﬁed a certain condition, which can be expressed, for example,
as a dot product, Boolean formula or polynomial evaluation. But
this also brings the related efﬁciency overhead that requires linearity in the size of all searchable tokens. Range queries are another
type of queries with important practical applications. The work of
[6] √
presents a protocol for range queries that comes with overhead
O( n) where n is the size of the domain of the searchable values.
Shi et al. [32] incur O((log n)D ) computation overhead for D dimensional queries. Both of these schemes require that the token for
the searchable interval is issued by the owner of the secret encryption key, which sufﬁces for data outsourcing solutions but does not
address the case of the data sharing.
If we consider the document retrieval functionality when the
querier is the data owner, the search party can return the encrypted
matching documents for which the querier has decryption keys.
However, this approach is not applicable when the data owner and
the querier are different parties and we want to hide from the data
owner which documents were returned as results to the query. If the
querier already knows the IDs of the documents of interest for his
query the functionality of a symmetric private information retrieval
(SPIR) scheme [16] when instantiated with the whole content of
the database would theoretically allow the querier to retrieve the
desired documents without the owner ﬁnding out what documents
were retrieved. However, the efﬁciency cost is quite high. The PIR
schemes that guarantee privacy for the query but do not provide
privacy for the database already incur substantial efﬁciency overhead. Implementations of PIR were presented in [18, 29], and the
work of [28] uses PIR techniques to provide partial privacy for SQL
queries.

RELATED WORK

Most of the existing constructions providing encrypted search
capabilities aim to solve the case of database outsourcing [4–6, 8,
13,33]. In this setting a party outsources the storage of his database
to an untrusted server and wants to enable the server to execute
searches on his behalf without learning information about either the
data or the query. Unlike the data sharing scenario that we consider,
this setting does not impose privacy requirements for the data with
respect to the querier. A common technique in encrypted search
schemes [4, 33] is to use trapdoors derived from query terms that
enable the server to determine if a ciphertext matches the speciﬁc
term. This implies the search complexity will be at best linear in
the number of searchable tokens. A different approach in the setting of database outsourcing is to use inverted indices, where the
search structures directly map all possible search terms to matches
[8, 13]. Search then consists of ﬁnding the appropriate entry in
the search structure for a given query’s trapdoor. Such solutions
leak the search pattern across a sequence of queries and are not
easily extendable to allow more complicated queries beyond exact
match when we need to preserve the privacy of the database from
the querier.
Protecting the search pattern imposes efﬁciency costs. Bellare et
al. [25] showed that in order to achieve sublinearity of the search
complexity over encrypted ciphertexts, deterministic encryption
is required, which leaks the search pattern. The works of [30]
and [17] combine the idea of using deterministic encryption with
Bloom ﬁlters [3] as search structures. However, the Bloom ﬁlter search structures constructed in these works leak the similarity of the underlying documents to the party who uses them for
search. The work of [12] offers a scheme that exchanges search
pattern leakage for efﬁciency improvement. While the suggested
approach achieves sublinearity of the search complexity in terms
of the number of searchable records, using preprocessing that transforms searchable tokens occurring in multiple records with unique
tokens per record, it still requires time linear in the number of all
searchable tokens contained in the matching records. Thus this solution is appropriate for scenarios with small numbers of searchable
tokens per record, its efﬁciency improvements do not sufﬁce in the
case of long documents that contain many searchable keywords.
Search capability beyond simple exact matches has been
achieved through constructions for attribute-based encryption [2,
1
2

8.

CONCLUSIONS

When we consider the question of secure search in practical settings, the privacy guarantees of a scheme are no longer the only relevant issue: a perfectly secure scheme that no one can use provides
no actual privacy. The efﬁciency of an approach becomes a major
factor in determining its usability given the available resources.
We adopted the relaxed security model of the SADS scheme; we
extended its functionality by constructing a document retrieval protocol that runs in time proportional to the size of the returned set
of documents and by providing range queries over integer data at
a cost comparable to simple keyword queries in the average case.
Both extensions take no advantage of any speciﬁc feature of SADS,
making them applicable to any keyword-based private search system. Additionally, we improved SADS by: (i) providing a protocol
that facilitates database updates without requiring processing of the
whole database, (ii) using different hash functions for different BFs
which provides better privacy guarantees and (iii) developing two
implementation level optimizations, parallelization and caching.
The experimental results for the extended SADS system demonstrate its practicality: we achieve search and document retrieval
time which is on the order of the time of ssh transfer and much
better than the results from the most recent PIR implementation
presented in [29] (note that the PIR protocol actually has weaker
privacy guarantees than what we need since it does not provide
database privacy), while we provide better privacy guarantees than
the original SADS. In other words, we have provided strongenough security and privacy, and at an acceptable cost.

Private communication with a physician.
http://nyp.org/about/facts-statistics.html
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campaign team who raised about half a billion dollars online,
introducing a new digital era in presidential fundraising [40].
Moreover, it has been argued that OSNs, as democracyenforcing communication platforms, were one of the key enablers of the recent Arab Spring in the Middle East [35, 38].
Such a global integration of social media into everyday life is
rapidly becoming the norm, and arguably is here to stay [8].
But what if some of the content in social media—OSNs in
particular—is not written by human beings?
A new breed of computer programs called socialbots are
now online, and they can be used to inﬂuence OSN users [24].
A socialbot is an automation software that controls an account on a particular OSN, and has the ability to perform
basic activities such as posting a message and sending a
connection request. What makes a socialbot diﬀerent from
self-declared bots (e.g., Twitter bots that post up-to-date
weather forecasts) and spambots is that it is designed to be
stealthy, that is, it is able to pass itself oﬀ as a human being.
This allows the socialbot to compromise the social graph of a
targeted OSN by inﬁltrating (i.e., connecting to) its users so
as to reach an inﬂuential position. This position can be then
exploited to spread misinformation and propaganda in order
to bias the public opinion [26]. For example, Ratkiewicz et
al. [33] describe the use of Twitter bots to run astroturf and
smear campaigns during the 2010 U.S. midterm elections.
As socialbots inﬁltrate a targeted OSN, they can further
harvest private users’ data such as email addresses, phone
numbers, and other personal data that have monetary value.
To an adversary, such data are valuable and can be used
for online proﬁling and large-scale email spam and phishing
campaigns [30]. It is thus not surprising that diﬀerent kinds
of socialbots are being oﬀered for sale in the Internet blackmarket for as much as $29 per bot [4].
Recently, many techniques have been proposed that aim
to automatically identify spambots in OSNs based on their
abnormal behavior [31, 16, 37]. For example, Stein et al. [36]
present the Facebook Immune System (FIS): an adversarial
learning system that performs real-time checks and classiﬁcation on every read and write action on Facebook’s database,
all for the purpose of protecting its users and the social graph
from malicious activities. It is, however, not well-understood
how such defenses stand against socialbots that mimic real
users, and what the expected users’ behavior might be in
response to a large-scale inﬁltration by such bots.
In this paper, we aim to ﬁll this knowledge gap. We treat
large-scale inﬁltration in OSNs as an organized campaign
that is run by an army of socialbots to connect to either
random or targeted OSN users on a large scale. Therefore,

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become an integral
part of today’s Web. Politicians, celebrities, revolutionists,
and others use OSNs as a podium to deliver their message
to millions of active web users. Unfortunately, in the wrong
hands, OSNs can be used to run astroturf campaigns to
spread misinformation and propaganda. Such campaigns
usually start oﬀ by inﬁltrating a targeted OSN on a large
scale. In this paper, we evaluate how vulnerable OSNs are
to a large-scale inﬁltration by socialbots: computer programs
that control OSN accounts and mimic real users. We adopt
a traditional web-based botnet design and built a Socialbot
Network (SbN): a group of adaptive socialbots that are orchestrated in a command-and-control fashion. We operated
such an SbN on Facebook—a 750 million user OSN—for
about 8 weeks. We collected data related to users’ behavior in response to a large-scale inﬁltration where socialbots
were used to connect to a large number of Facebook users.
Our results show that (1) OSNs, such as Facebook, can be
inﬁltrated with a success rate of up to 80%, (2) depending
on users’ privacy settings, a successful inﬁltration can result
in privacy breaches where even more users’ data are exposed
when compared to a purely public access, and (3) in practice, OSN security defenses, such as the Facebook Immune
System, are not eﬀective enough in detecting or stopping a
large-scale inﬁltration as it occurs.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as Facebook1 and
Twitter2 have far exceeded the traditional networking service of connecting people together. With millions of users
actively using their platforms, OSNs have attracted third
parties who exploit them as an eﬀective media to reach and
potentially inﬂuence a large and diverse population of web
users [21, 23]. For example, during the 2008 U.S. presidential election, social media was heavily employed by Obama’s
1
2
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2.

we decided to adopt a traditional web-based botnet design
and deﬁne what we call a Socialbot Network (SbN): a group
of re-programmable socialbots that are orchestrated by an
adversary (called a botherder) using a software controller
(called a botmaster). The botmaster is designed to exploit
the known properties of social networks, such as the triadic
closure principle [32], and use them as heuristics to deﬁne
commands, which increase the magnitude of the potential
inﬁltration in the targeted OSN.
We built a simple, yet eﬀective, SbN consisting of 102 socialbots and a single botmaster. We then operated this SbN
on Facebook for 8 weeks. During that time, the socialbots
were able to send a total of 8,570 connection requests. We
recorded all data related to the anticipated inﬁltration and
the corresponding users’ behavior, along with all accessible
users’ proﬁle information. Overall, we summarize our main
ﬁndings as follows:

PRELIMINARIES

In what follows, we present background information and
deﬁne the notations we use in the upcoming discussion.

2.1

Online Social Networks

Online Social Networks (OSNs) provide centralized web
platforms that facilitate users’ social activities. A user in
such a platform owns an account and is represented by a proﬁle that describes her social attributes such as name, gender, interests and contact information. We use the terms
“account”, “proﬁle”, and “user” interchangeably. A social
connection between two users can be either undirected like
friendships in Facebook, or directed like follower-followee relationships in Twitter.
An OSN can be modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V
represents a set of users and E represents a set of social connections among these users. For every user u ∈ V , the set
Γ(u) is called the neighborhood of u, and it contains all users
in V with whom u has social connections. We denote
the av−1 
erage neighborhood size in G by N
u∈V |Γ(u)|.
avg = |V |
Finally, we call the set Δ(u) = v∈Γ(u) Γ(v) the extended
neighborhood of u.

(1) OSNs, such as Facebook, are highly vulnerable
to a large-scale inﬁltration. From the OSN side, we show
that it is not diﬃcult to fully automate the overall operation
of an SbN, including accounts creation. From the users’ side,
we show that most OSN users are not careful enough when
accepting connection requests sent by strangers, especially
when they have mutual connections. This behavior can be
exploited to achieve a large-scale inﬁltration with a success
rate of up to 80%.

2.2

Social Engineering and Socialbots

Traditionally, social engineering is deﬁned as the art of
gaining access to secure objects by exploiting human psychology, rather than using hacking techniques. Social engineering, however, has become more technical and complex; social engineering attacks are being computerized and
fully automated, and are becoming adaptive and contextaware [9, 5]. In fact, some of these attacks are sophisticated
and use learned or hard-coded heuristics and observations
about users’ behaviour in the targeted system so as to increase the magnitude of their potential damage [5, 6, 20].
The next generation of social engineering attacks is even
more deceptive; they employ an automation software called
a socialbot that controls a proﬁle in an OSN, and has the
ability to execute basic online social activities. For example,
Realboy [10] is an experimental project that aims to design
believable Twitter bots that imitate real Twitter users.

(2) Depending on users’ privacy settings, operating
an SbN can result in many privacy breaches. We show
that greater number of users’ data can be harvested after a
large-scale inﬁltration. This data include email addresses,
phone numbers, and other proﬁle information, all of which
have monetary value. Unfortunately, this also includes the
private data of users who have not been inﬁltrated, but are
connected to inﬁltrated users. Moreover, we show that a
botherder can operate an SbN conservatively, at a slow pace,
and still collect an average of 175 new chunks of publiclyunaccessible users’ data per socialbot per day.
(3) In practice, OSN security defenses such as the
FIS are not eﬀective enough in detecting a largescale inﬁltration. Our results show that a successful inﬁltration of an OSN user is expected to be observed within
the ﬁrst 3 days after the request has been sent by a socialbot. This means that the social graph will rapidly change
in a relatively short time, and the socialbots will get gradually integrated into the targeted online community. We
found that the FIS was able to block only 20% of the accounts used by the socialbots. This, however, was a result
of feedback from users who ﬂagged these accounts as spam.
In fact, we did not observe any evidence that the FIS detected what was really going on: an organized large-scale
inﬁltration campaign.

2.3

OSN Vulnerabilities

We discuss four vulnerabilities found in today’s OSN which
allow an adversary to carry out a large-scale inﬁltration campaign. We treat each vulnerability separately and provide
evidence to support it.

2.3.1

Ineffective CAPTCHAs

OSNs employ CAPTCHAs [42] to prevent automated bots
from abusing their platforms. An adversary, however, can
often circumvent this countermeasure by using diﬀerent techniques such as automated analysis using optical character
recognition [6], exploiting botnets to trick infected victims
into manually solving CAPTCHAs [5, 12], reusing session
IDs of known CAPTCHAs [18], cracking MD5 hashes of
CAPTCHAs that are validated at the client side [44], and
hiring cheap human labor [27].
Let us consider the use of cheap human labor to break
CAPTCHAs; a phenomenon that is known as CAPTCHAbreaking business. Motoyama et al. [27] show that companies involved in such a business are surprisingly eﬃcient;
they have high service quality with a success rate of up to
98%, charge $1 per 1,000 successfully-broken CAPTCHAs,

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We ﬁrst
provide background information and deﬁne our notations in
Section 2. After that, we present the concept of a Socialbot Network, along with its design goals and construction
details, in Section 3. Next, we demonstrate our experiments
with an SbN on Facebook in Section 4, and then we discuss
our results in Section 5. This is followed by an outline of
related works in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section 7.



2.3.3

and provide software APIs to automate the whole process.
Thus, even the most sophisticated CAPTCHA technology
that only humans could solve can be eﬀectively circumvented
with a small investment from an adversary. In such a situation, the adversary acts as an economist; he would invest
in such businesses if the return on investment is considerably high. This allows researchers to look at online attacks
from an economic context, and deﬁne cost metrics that measure when it is economically feasible for an adversary to
mount a large-scale attack that involves, for instance, breaking CAPTCHAs through employing cheap human labor [17].

2.3.2

Crawlable Social Graphs

The social graph of an OSN is usually hidden from public
access in order to protect its users’ privacy. An adversary,
however, can reconstruct parts of the social graph by ﬁrst
logging in to the OSN platform using an account, and then
traversing through linked user proﬁles starting from a “seed”
proﬁle. In the second task, web crawling techniques can be
used to download proﬁle pages and then scrape their content.
This allows the adversary to parse the connections lists of
user proﬁles, such as the “friends list” in Facebook, along
with their proﬁle information. After that, the adversary can
gradually construct the corresponding social graph with all
accessible social attributes using a breadth-ﬁrst search [25].
The adversary can build either a customized web crawler
for this task or resort to cheap commercial crawling services
that support social-content crawling such as 80legs.com.

Fake User Accounts and Proﬁles

Creating a user account on an OSN involves three tasks:
providing an active email address, creating a user proﬁle,
and sometimes solving a CAPTCHA. Each user account
maps to one proﬁle, but many user accounts can be owned
by the same person or organization using diﬀerent email addresses. In what follows, we argue that an adversary can
fully automate the account creation process. This, however,
is not new, as similar tools are used for online marketing [2].

2.3.4

Exploitable Platforms and APIs

Most OSNs provide software APIs that enable the integration of their platforms into third-party software systems.
For example, Facebook Graph API [1] enables third parties
to read from and write data into Facebook, and provides
a simple and consistent view of Facebook’s social graph by
uniformly representing objects (e.g., proﬁles, photos) and
the connections between them (e.g., friendships, likes, tags).
An adversary, however, can use such APIs to automate the
execution of online social activities. If an activity is not
supported by the API, then the adversary can scrape the
content of the platform’s web pages, and record the exact
HTTP requests which are used to carry out such an activity (i.e., HTTP-request templates). In particular, sending
connection requests is often not supported, and is protected
against automated usage by CAPTCHAs. This is also the
case if a user sends too many requests in a short time period.
An adversary, however, can always choose to reduce the frequency at which he sends the requests to avoid CAPTCHAs.
Another technique is to inject artiﬁcial connection requests
into normal OSN traﬃc at the HTTP level, so that it would
appear as if the users added the adversary as a friend [19].

Fake user accounts: When creating a new user account
in an OSN, an email address is required to ﬁrst validate
and then activate the account. The OSN validates the account by associating it to the owner of the email address.
After account validation, its owner activates the account by
following an activation link that is emailed by the OSN. Accordingly, an adversary has to overcome two hurdles when
creating a new account: providing an active email address
that he owns, and account activation. To tackle the ﬁrst hurdle, the adversary can maintain many emails by either using “temp” email addresses that are obtained from providers
that do not require registration such as 10minutemail.com,
or by creating email addresses using email providers that do
not limit the number of created emails per browsing session
or IP address such as mail.ru. As for the second hurdle,
an adversary can write a simple script that downloads the
activation email, and then sends an HTTP request to the
activation URL that is included in the downloaded email.

3.

Fake user proﬁles: Creating a user proﬁle is a straightforward task for real users; they just have to provide the
information that represents their social attributes. For an
adversary, however, the situation is a bit diﬀerent. The objective of the adversary is to create proﬁles that are “socially attractive”. We consider a purely adversarial standpoint concerning social attractiveness; the adversary aims
to exploit certain social attributes that have shown to be
eﬀective in getting users’ attention. Such attributes can be
inferred from recent social engineering attacks. Speciﬁcally,
using a proﬁle picture of a good looking woman or man has
had the greatest impact [6, 14]. Thus, an adversary can use
publicly available personal pictures for the newly created
proﬁles, with the corresponding gender and age-range. In
fact, the adversary can use already-rated personal pictures
from websites like hotornot.com, where users publicly post
their personal pictures for others to rate their “hotness”.3
It is thus possible for an adversary to automate the collection of the required proﬁle information through crawling (or
scavenging in this case) the Web.

THE SOCIALBOT NETWORK

We ﬁrst start with a conceptual overview of a Socialbot
Network (SbN), and brieﬂy outline the adversarial objectives
behind maintaining such a network. This is followed by a
discussion on the SbN design goals, after which we outline
its construction details.

3.1

Overview

We deﬁne a Socialbot Network (SbN) as a set of socialbots
that are owned and maintained by a human controller called
the botherder (i.e., the adversary). An SbN consists of three
components: socialbots, a botmaster, and a Command &
Control (C&C) channel. Each socialbot controls a proﬁle
in a targeted OSN, and is capable of executing commands
that result in operations related to social interactions (e.g.,
posting a message) or the social structure (e.g., sending a
connection request). These commands are either sent by the
botmaster or predeﬁned locally on each socialbot. All data
collected by the socialbots are called the botcargo and are
always sent back to the botmaster. A botmaster is an OSNindependent software controller that the botherder interacts
with in order to deﬁne and then send commands through
the C&C channel. The C&C channel is a communication

3
Such sites also provide categorization of the rated personal
pictures based on gender and age-range.



Table 1: The generic operations supported by a socialbot in any given OSN.
Operation
Type
Description
read(o, p)
Social-interaction Reads an object o from proﬁle p and returns its value v as botcargo
write(v, o, p)
Social-interaction Writes value v to object o on proﬁle p
connect(b, p)
Social-structure
Sends or accepts a connection request sent from proﬁle b to proﬁle p
disconnect(b, p) Social-structure
Breaks the social connection between proﬁles b and p
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Figure 1: A Socialbot Network. Each node in the
OSN represents a proﬁle. The socialbots are marked
in black. Inﬁltrated proﬁles are marked in gray.
Edges between nodes represent social connections.
The dashed arrow represent a connection request.
The small arrows represent social interactions.
channel that facilitates the transfer of both the botcargo and
the commands between the socialbots and the botmaster,
including any heartbeat signals. Figure 1 shows a conceptual
model of an SbN.

3.2

Objectives

The botherder is a person or an organization that builds
and operates an SbN for two main objectives: (1) to carry
out a large-scale inﬁltration campaign in the targeted OSN,
and (2) to harvest private users’ data. The ﬁrst objective
involves connecting to a large number of either random or
targeted OSN users for the purpose of establishing an inﬂuential position or fame. The second objective, on the other
hand, aims to generate proﬁt by collecting personal users’
data that have monetary value. Notice that this data can
be then used to craft personalized messages for subsequent
spam, phishing, or astroturf campaigns.

3.3

3.4.2

The Botmaster

A botmaster is a botherder-controlled automation software that orchestrates the overall operation of an SbN. The
botmaster consists of three main components: a botworker,
a botupdater, and a C&C engine. The botworker builds and
maintains socialbots. Building a new socialbot involves ﬁrst
creating a new socially attractive proﬁle in the targeted OSN
as discussed in Section 2.3.2. After that, the proﬁle’s credentials (i.e., the user name and password) are delegated to the
socialbot software so as to get a full control over this proﬁle.
The botupdater pushes new software updates, such as a new
list of native commands, to the socialbots through the C&C
channel. Finally, the C&C engine maintains a repository of
master commands and runs a master controller: a manystate FSM that is the core control component of the SbN.
The botherder interacts with the C&C engine to deﬁne a set
of master commands, which are dispatched when needed by
the master controller and then sent to the socialbots. An
interesting question now follows: what kinds of master commands are required to achieve a large-scale inﬁltration in the
targeted OSN?
First, notice that at the beginning each socialbot is isolated from the rest of the OSN, that is, |Γ(bi )| = 0 for each

Design Goals

Ideally, an SbN has to be fully automated and scalable
enough to control hundreds of socialbots. This is achieved by
adopting a traditional web-based botnet design. In order to
be eﬀective, however, an SbN has to meet three challenging
goals: (1) each socialbot has to be designed in such a way
that hides its true face; a robot, (2) the botmaster has to
implement heuristics that enable large-scale inﬁltration in
the targeted OSN, and (3) the traﬃc in the C&C channel
has to look benign in order to avoid detecting the botmaster.
In this paper, we decided to use a simplistic design in order
to meet each one of these goals. We used techniques that
have shown to be both feasible and eﬀective. We discuss the
details of these techniques in the following section.

3.4

The Socialbots

A socialbot consists of two main components: a proﬁle on
a targeted OSN (the face), and the socialbot software (the
brain). We enumerate the socialbots with the proﬁles they
control, that is, for a set B = {b1 , . . . , bn } of n socialbots,
we use bi ∈ B to refer to both the i-th socialbot and the
proﬁle it controls. But how should the socialbot software be
programmed in order to mimic real users?
First, we require the socialbot to support two types of
generic operations in any given OSN: social-interaction operations that are used to read and write social content, and
social-structure operations that are used to alter the social
graph. A description of these operations is shown in Table 1.
Second, we deﬁne a set of commands that each includes
a sequence of generic operations. Each command is used
to mimic a real user action that relates to social content
generation (e.g., a status update) or social networking (e.g.,
joining a community of users). Commands can be either
deﬁned locally on each socialbots (called native commands),
or sent by the botmaster through the C&C channel (called
master commands). For example, we deﬁne a native command called status_update as follows: at arbitrary times,
a socialbot bi ∈ B generates a message m (e.g., a random
blurb crawled from the Web), and executes the operation
write(m, o, bi ) where o is the object that maintains messages on proﬁle bi (e.g., the proﬁle’s “wall” in Facebook).
Finally, each socialbot employs a native controller: a simple two-state Finite-State Machine (FSM) that enables the
socialbot to either socialize by executing commands, or stay
dormant.

Construction

We now discuss how a botherder can construct an SbN
that performs well in practice while meeting the design goals
outlined in the previous section.



Table 2: Master commands. The socialbot bi ∈ B is the socialbot executing the command, |B| = n.
Command
Description
cluster
Connects bi to at most Navg other socialbots in B
rand_connect(k)
Connects bi to k non-boherder-owned proﬁles that are picked at random from the OSN
decluster
Disconnects bi from every socialbot bj ∈ S where S = {bj | bj ∈ Γ(bi ) ∩ B and |Γ(bj )| > n}
crawl_extneighborhood Returns Δ(bi ), the extended neighborhood of bi , as botcargo
mutual_connect
Connects bi to every proﬁle pj ∈ Δ(bi ) − B.
harvest_data
Reads all accessible information of every proﬁle pj ∈ Γ(bi ), and returns it as botcargo
bi ∈ B, which is not a favorable structure to start a largescale inﬁltration. Tong et al. [39] show that the social attractiveness of a proﬁle in an OSN is highly correlated to its
neighborhood size, where the highest attractiveness is observed when the neighborhood size is close to the network’s
average. Usually, Navg is known or can be estimated (e.g.,
Navg = 130 on Facebook [3]). Thus, in order to increase the
social attractiveness of a socialbot, the adversary deﬁnes a
master command cluster, which orders each socialbot to
connect to at most Navg other socialbots.
Second, it has been widely observed that if two users have
a mutual connection in common, then there is an increased
likelihood that they become connected themselves in the future [22]. This property is known as the triadic closure principle, which originates from real-life social networks [32].
Nagle et al. [29] show that the likelihood of accepting a
connection request in an OSN is about three times higher
given the existence of some number of mutual connections.
Therefore, in order to improve the potential inﬁltration in
the targeted OSN, the adversary deﬁnes a master command
mutual_connect, which orders each socialbot to connect to
user proﬁles with whom it has mutual connections.
Finally, we design the master controller to switch between
three master states or phases: setup, bootstrapping, and
propagation. In the setup phase, the botmaster builds n socialbots, updates their software, and then issues the cluster
command. After that, in the bootstrapping phase, the botmaster issues the command rand_connect(k), which orders
each socialbot to connect to k proﬁles that are picked at
random from the targeted OSN. When every socialbot is
connected to k non-botherder-owned proﬁles, the botmaster
issues the command decluster, which orders the socialbots
to break the social connections between them, and hence,
destroying any n-clique structure that could have been created in the earlier step. In the propagation phase, the botmaster issues the command crawl_extneighborhood, which
orders the socialbots to crawl their extended neighborhoods,
after which the botmaster uses this information and issues
the command mutual_connect. Whenever a socialbot inﬁltrates a user proﬁle, the botmaster issues the command
harvest_data, which orders the socialbot to collect all accessible users’ proﬁle information in its neighborhood. A
description of all master commands is shown in Table 2.
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Figure 2: The Facebook Socialbot Network.
cult to identify a socialbot solely based on the traﬃc in the
socialbot-OSN channel.
As for the C&C channel, how should it be built so that it
is particularly hard to identify the botmaster? To start with,
we argue that detecting the botmaster from the C&C traﬃc
is as hard as it is in a traditional botnet; the botherder
can rely on the existing botnet infrastructure and deploy
the SbN as part of the botnet. Alternatively, the botherder
can employ advanced techniques that, for example, establish
a probabilistically unobservable communication channel by
building a covert OSN botnet [28].

4.

EVALUATION

In order to evaluate how vulnerable OSNs are to a largescale inﬁltration by an SbN, we decided to build one according to the discussion in Section 3.4. We chose Facebook as
a targeted OSN because we believe it is particularly diﬃcult
to operate an SbN in Facebook for the following reasons:
(1) unlike other OSNs, Facebook is mostly used to connect
to oﬄine friends and family but not to strangers [13], and
(2) Facebook employs the Facebook Immune System (FIS):
an adversarial learning system which represents a potential
nemesis of any SbN [36].

4.1

Ethics Consideration

Given the nature of an SbN, a legitimate question follows:
is it ethically acceptable and justiﬁable to conduct such a
research experiment? We believe that minimal-risk realistic
experiments are the only way to reliably estimate the feasibility of an attack in real-world. These experiments allow
us, and the wider research community, to get a genuine insight into the ecosystem of online attacks, which are useful
in understanding how similar attacks may behave and how
to defend against them. This seems to be the opinion of
other researchers who share our belief [6, 20].

The C&C Channel

The communication model of an SbN consists of two channels: the C&C channel and the socialbot-OSN channel. The
socialbot-OSN channel carries only OSN-speciﬁc API calls
and normal HTTP traﬃc, which are the end product of executing a command by a socialbot. From the OSN side, this
traﬃc originates from either an HTTP proxy in case of high
activity, or from a normal user. It is therefore quite diﬃ-














    

Figure 3: Degree distribution
of the generated random sample of Facebook user proﬁles.





 

    



































 

   

Figure 4: Cumulative distribution of number of days and accepted friendship requests.

We carefully designed our experiment in order to reduce
any potential risk at the user side by following known practices [7], and got the approval of our university’s behavioral
research ethics board. We strongly encrypted and properly
anonymized all collected data, which we have completely
deleted after we ﬁnished our planned data analysis.

4.2



Figure 5: Overall inﬁltration as
a function of number of mutual
friends.

three-phase, many-state master controller. We acknowledge,
however, that more sophisticated controllers could be used
that, for instance, employ some machine learning algorithms
in order to improve the potential inﬁltration.

4.3

Operating the Facebook SbN

We operated the Facebook SbN for 8 weeks. The socialbots were able to send a total of 8,570 friendship requests,
out of which 3,055 requests were accepted by the inﬁltrated
users. We divide the following discussion according to the
three phases of the master controller.

The Facebook SbN

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the SbN we developed.
Each socialbot ran the same software and was equipped with
only one native command; status_update. We implemented
the generic operations described in Table 1 using two techniques: API calls and HTTP-request templates, which we
now brieﬂy describe. First, we exploited Facebook’s Graph
API [1] to carry out the social-interaction operations. The
API, however, requires the user (i.e., the socialbot in this
case) to be logged in to Facebook at the time of any API
call. To avoid this, we developed a Facebook application
that fetches permanent OAuth 2.0 access tokens that allow each socialbot to send API calls without the need to
login. Second, for the social-structure operations, we used
pre-recorded HTTP-request templates that allow each socialbot to send friendship requests as if they were sent from
a browser. We used an API provided by iheartquotes.com
to pull random quotes and blurbs which we used as messages for the status updates. As for the botmaster software,
we implemented the botworker to interface with three useful
websites: decaptcher.com; a CAPTCHA-breaking business,
hotornot.com; a photo-sharing website, and mail.ru; an
email provider. We also implemented the botupdater with
an enhanced functionality to update the HTTP-request templates, along with any new native commands. Finally, we
implemented all master commands described in Table 2.
The master command rand_connect requires some extra
attention. On Facebook, each proﬁle has a unique ID that
is represented by a 64-bit integer and is assigned at the time
the proﬁle is created. In order to get a uniform sample
of Facebook proﬁles, we decided to use a simple random
sampling technique called rejection sampling [34], which we
now descirbe. First, we generated 64-bit integers at random,
but with a range that is reduced to the known ID ranges used
by Facebook [15]. Next, we tested whether each generated
ID mapped to a real proﬁle by probing the proﬁle page using
this ID. Finally, if the proﬁle existed, we included the proﬁle
ID in the random sample only if this proﬁle was not isolated.
We deﬁne an isolated user proﬁle as a proﬁle that does not
display its “friends list” or has no friends of Facebook.
We deployed the simple two-state native controller and the

4.3.1

Setup

We created 102 socialbots and a single botmaster, all of
which are physically hosted on one machine for simplicity.
A botherder, however, could resort to a more sophisticated
deployment such as a P2P overlay network. Even though
we could have built the socialbots automatically using the
botworker, we decided to create them manually as we had no
intention to support any CAPTCHA-breaking business. In
total, we created 49 socialbots that had male user proﬁles
(referred to as m-socialbots), and 53 socialbots that had
female user proﬁles (referred to as f -socialbots).

4.3.2

Bootstrapping

The socialbots generated a random sample of 5, 053 valid
proﬁle IDs. These IDs passed the inclusion criteria we discussed in Section 4.2. Figure 3 shows the degree distribution
of this sample.4
Based on a pilot study, we decided to send 25 friendship
requests per socialbot per day in order to avoid CAPTCHAs.
The socialbots took 2 days to send friendship requests to all
of the 5, 053 proﬁles. In total, exactly 2, 391 requests were
sent from m-socialbots and 2, 662 from f -socialbots. We
kept monitoring the status of the requests for 6 days. Overall, 976 requests were accepted with an average acceptance
rate of 19.3%. In particular, 381 of the accepted requests
were sent from m-socialbots (15.9% acceptance rate), and
595 were sent from f -socialbots (22.3% acceptance rate).
About 86% of the inﬁltrated proﬁles accepted the requests
within the ﬁrst three days of the requests being sent, as
shown in Figure 4. Overall, the SbN spent two weeks in the
bootstrapping phase. For most of that time, however, the
SbN was setting idle.
4
The degree of a node is the size of its neighborhood, and
the degree distribution is the probability distribution of these
degrees over the whole network (or a sample of it).
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Figure 8: The distribution of
number of inﬁltrated proﬁles
among the socialbots.

Table 3: Data revelation as % of neighborhoods size.
Neighborhoods
Direct(%)
Extended(%)
Proﬁle Info
Before After Before After
Gender
69.1
69.2
84.2
84.2
Birth Date
03.5
72.4
04.5
53.8
Married To
02.9
06.4
03.9
04.9
Worked At
02.8
04.0
02.8
03.2
School Name
10.8
19.7
12.0
20.4
Current City
25.4
42.9
27.8
41.6
Home City
26.5
46.2
29.2
45.2
Mail Address
00.9
19.0
00.7
01.3
Email Address
02.4
71.8
02.6
04.1
Phone Number
00.9
21.1
01.0
01.5
IM Account ID
00.6
10.9
00.5
00.8
Average
13.3
34.9
15.4
23.7

5.1

Harvested Data

Users’ Behavior

Given the results presented in Section 4, someone might
ask: are the inﬁltrated proﬁles real after all, or are they
just other socailbots? To begin with, notice that during the
bootstrapping phase, the socialbots targeted proﬁles that
were picked at random out of millions of user proﬁles, and
thus, it is highly unlikely to have picked mostly socialbots.
We also support this argument by the following analysis of
the observed users’ behavior. First of all, consider Figure 5.
The big jump in the acceptance rate from users who were
picked at random to those with whom the socialbots had
some mutual friends is expected. It directly exhibits the
eﬀect of the triadic closure principle, which predicts that
having mutual friends will improve the liklihood of accepting
a friendship request as discussed in Section 3.4.2. The triadic
closure, interestingly, also operated from the users side; the
socialbots received a total of 331 friendship requests from
their extended neighborhoods.
Second, the behavior depicted in Figure 4 matches the
oﬃcial statistics about real users on Facebook: 50% of the
750 million active Facebook users log on in any given day [3],
and thus, it is expected that approximately half of the accepted friendship requests are observed within one day of
the requests being sent.
Third and last, the users who were inﬁltrated during the
bootstrapping phase, that is, those who were selected at
random, showed another expected behavior [39]: the more
friends they had, the higher the chance was that they accepted a friendship request from a socialbot (i.e., a stranger),
as shown in Figure 7.

As the socialbots inﬁltrated Facebook, they harvested a
large set of users’ data. We were able to collect news feeds,
users’ proﬁle information, and “wall” messages. We decided,
however, to only focus on users’ data that have monetary
value such as Personally Identiﬁable Information (PII).
After excluding all remaining friendships between the socialbot, the total size of all direct neighborhoods of the socialbots was 3,055 proﬁles. The total size of all extended
neighborhoods, on the other hand, was as large as 1,085,785
proﬁles. In Table 3, we compare users’ data revelation of
some PII before and after operating the SbN, as a percentage of the neighborhoods size.
To emphasize its signiﬁcance, we visualize the data revelation diﬀerence of selected proﬁle information in Figure 6.
We include all user proﬁles from both the direct and the extended neighborhoods of the socialbots, which added up to
1,088,840 proﬁles. Each bar in the ﬁgure is annotated with
two numbers in x/y format, where x and y represent the
number of proﬁles with accessible proﬁle information before
and after a large-scale inﬁltration, respectively.
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Figure 7: Inﬁltration as a function of number of friends a user
proﬁle has.

We kept the SbN running for another 6 weeks. During this
time, the socialbots added 3, 517 more user proﬁles from
their extended neighborhoods, out of which 2, 079 proﬁles
were successfully inﬁltrated. This resulted in an average acceptance rate of 59.1%, which, interestingly, depends on how
many mutual friends the socialbots had with the inﬁltrated
users, and can increase up to 80% as shown in Figure 5.
By the end of the eighth week, we decided to take the
SbN down as it resulted in a heavy traﬃc with Facebook.
In total, the SbN generated approximately 250GB inbound
and 3GB outbound traﬃc. We consider the operation time a
conservative estimate of the real performance of the SbN as
we paused it several times for debugging and data analysis,
especially during the bootstrapping phase. We believe that
operating the SbN for a longer time is expected to increase
the average acceptance rate as the propagation phase will
have a higher contribution.
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Figure 6: Data revelation of selected proﬁle info before and after a large-scale inﬁltration.










DISCUSSION

In what follows, we discuss the results presented in the
previous section and focus on four main points: the observed
users’ behavior, the eﬀectiveness of the Facebook Immune
System, the inﬁltration performance of the socialbots, and
the expected implications on other software systems.



inﬁltrated, as shown in Figure 8. Accordingly, we group the
socialbots into two leagues representing the two humps in
the ﬁgure. The ﬁrst one constitutes 86% of the socialbots
and 70% of the overall inﬁltration, where each socialbot has
inﬁltrated 0–50 user proﬁles. The second league, on the
other hand, constitutes 10% of the socialbots and 23% of
the overall inﬁltration, where each socailbot has inﬁltrated
60–80 user proﬁles. The rest of the socialbots, which we
consider as outliers, constitute only 4% of the socialbots
with 7% of the overall inﬁltration.
As most of the resulted inﬁltration was the outcome of the
socialbots’ group work, we decided to calculate how much
new data a botherder can collect per socialbot, as opposed
to a completely public access. This is particularly useful
when trying to estimate how many socialbots (or connection
requests) are needed in order to collect a targeted amount
of speciﬁc users’ data, such as email addresses and birth
dates. Using a conservative SbN operation of 25 friendship
requests per socialbot per day, and a relaxed operation time
of 8 weeks, we found that a botherder is expected to collect
an average of 175 new chunks of users’ data in Facebook per
socialbot per day, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: SbN new data collection performance.
# Proﬁles Per Request
Bot
Bot, Day
Gender
0.00
0.05
0.00
Birth Date
62.06 5,214.11
93.11
Married To
1.33
111.58
1.99
Worked At
0.42
35.54
0.63
School Name
10.66
896.05
16.00
Current City
17.61 1,479.87
26.43
Home City
20.29 1,704.99
30.45
Mail Address
0.78
65.33
1.17
Email Address
2.10
176.74
3.16
Phone Number
0.68
56.76
1.01
IM Account ID
0.44
36.55
0.65
Total
116.37 9,777.57
174.60

5.2

SbN vs. Facebook Immune System

The Facebook Immune System (FIS) is a coherent, scalable, and extensible real-time adversarial learning system
that is deployed by Facebook to protect its users and the
social graph from malicious activities [36]. It performs realtime checks and classiﬁcation on every read and write action
on Facebook database. An interesting question now follows:
how did the FIS perform against the SbN we have operated?
After operating the SbN for 8 weeks, only 20 proﬁles used
by the socialbots were blocked by the FIS, and interestingly,
all of them were controlled by f -socialbots. After further
investigation, we found that these proﬁles were blocked because some Facebook users ﬂagged them as spam.5 In fact,
we did not observe any evidence that the FIS detected what
was really going on other than relying on users’ feedback,
which seems to be an essential but potentially dangerous
component of the FIS.
In reaction, we asked ourselves: what assumptions are
made by the FIS that might be problematic? The answer
came directly from the authors of the FIS: they state that
“fake accounts have limited virality because they are not central nodes in the graph and lack trusted connections. They
also have no unique data or history” [36]. Hence, we conjecture that the FIS does not consider fake accounts as a
real threat. Fake accounts, however, are one of the main
OSN vulnerabilities that allow a botherder to run a largescale inﬁltration campaign. Detecting and blocking such
accounts—as early as possible—is the main challenge that
OSN security defenses like the FIS have to overcome in oder
to win the battle against an SbN.
Finally, we noticed that employing the commands cluster
and status_update, which we describe in Table 2, had a
desirable eﬀect. It appears that the socialbots seemed more
human-like as only 20% of the 102 proﬁles they controlled
got blocked, as apposed to 93% of the 15 proﬁles we used in
our pilot study where we decided not to use these commands.
This, in a sense, reﬂects one of the drawbacks of relying on
users’ feedback.

5.3

5.4

Implications on other Systems

Operating the SbN for an extended period of time is expected to result in a signiﬁcantly larger inﬁltration, as the
socialbots will spend most of that time in the propagation
phase. Accordingly, the neighborhood size of each socialbot
is expected to keep increasing. This, however, has alarming
implications on software systems that use the social graph
of an OSN to provide services such as limiting Sybil nodes
in distributed systems [45] and modeling trust in sociallyinformed recommender systems [43].
To explain why this is particularly important, let us consider OSN-based Sybil defenses used in P2P overlay networks.6 In general, such a defense mechanism uses two types
of networks that share the same nodes: the P2P network
which we try to protect, and an external social network representing a trust network such as Facebook [45]. Now, in
order to detect Sybil nodes in the P2P network, the following assumption is often made [41]: a Sybil node cannot
have many connections with non-Sybil nodes in the social
network. Thus, ﬁnding a well-connected node in the P2P
network, which is loosely connected in the social network, is
a good indication that this node is a Sybil. This assumption, however, is not safe. We showed that the socialbots
can have arbitrarily many social connections with arbitrary
OSN users. Therefore, we believe that using a social network
such as Facebook to detect Sybil nodes in P2P networks is,
in fact, ineﬀective. This conclusion extends to all systems
that make this assumption about OSNs.

6.

RELATED WORK

The closest threat to large-scale inﬁltration in OSNs is a
botnet called Koobface [5]. At ﬁrst, Koobface compromises
user accounts on OSNs, and then uses these accounts to
promote a provocative message with a hyperlink. The link
points to a phishing website that asks the user to install

Inﬁltration Performance

One way to judge whether the resulting inﬁltration was
the making of a small number of “outstanding” socialbots is
to compare them in terms of the number of proﬁles they have

6
A Sybil node (or a Sybil for short) is an adversary-owned
online identity, account, proﬁle, or endpoint in a particular
network. Sybil nodes represent a serious threat and can be
used to subvert services such routing in P2P networks [11].

5
Based on the content of a pop-up message that Facebook
showed when we manually logged in.



a Flash plugin which is, in fact, the Koobface executable.
Unlike Koobface, an SbN does not rely on hijacked proﬁles as
doing so requires infecting a large number of initial “zombie”
machines through OSN-independent distribution channels.
Bilge et al. [6] show that most users in OSNs are not
cautious when accepting connection requests that are sent
to them. The authors did an experiment to test how willing users are to accept connection requests from forged user
proﬁles of people who were already in their friendship list
as conﬁrmed contacts. They also compared that with users’
response to connection requests from people that they do
not know (i.e., fake proﬁles representing strangers). In their
experiment, they show that the acceptance rate for forged
proﬁles was always over 60%, and about 20% for the fake
proﬁles. Unlike their targeted attack, we do not expect the
adversary to forge proﬁles as this limits the scalability of the
attack and makes it more susceptible to detection.
Other than the wide botnet literature, the majority of the
work we found relates to Twitter bots and diﬀerent techniques to detect them. Ratkiewicz et al. [33] describe the
use of Twitter bots to spread misinformation in the run-up
to the U.S. political elections. Stringhini et al. [37] analyze
to what extent spam has entered OSNs, and how spammers who target these OSNs operate. The authors develop
techniques to detect spammers, and show that it is possible to automatically identify the accounts they use. Grier
et al. [16] show that 8% of the unique URLs that are sent
in Twitter are later blacklisted. The authors also described
a test on Tweets’ timestamps to identify automated Twitter accounts, or spambots, by regularities in the times when
they tweet, which they have found to have a high accuracy
in identifying Twitter spammers.
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and Communications Security, CCS ’10, pages 27–37,
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world of scale. In The 9th Workshop on the Economics
of Information Security (WEIS 2010), 2010.
[18] C. Hernandez-Castro and A. Ribagorda. Remotely

CONCLUSION

We have evaluated how vulnerable OSNs are to a largescale inﬁltration by a Socialbot Network (SbN). We used
Facebook as a representative OSN, and found that using
bots that mimic real OSN users is eﬀective in inﬁltrating
Facebook on a large scale, especially when the users and
the bots share mutual connections. Moreover, such socialbots make it diﬃcult for OSN security defenses, such as the
Facebook Immune System, to detect or stop an SbN as it operates. Unfortunately, this has resulted in alarming privacy
breaches and serious implications on other socially-informed
software systems. We believe that large-scale inﬁltration in
OSNs is only one of many future cyber threats, and defending against such threats is the ﬁrst step towards maintaining
a safer social Web for millions of active web users.
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ABSTRACT
We have seen tremendous growth in online social networks (OSNs)
in recent years. These OSNs not only offer attractive means for
virtual social interactions and information sharing, but also raise
a number of security and privacy issues. Although OSNs allow a
single user to govern access to her/his data, they currently do not
provide any mechanism to enforce privacy concerns over data associated with multiple users, remaining privacy violations largely unresolved and leading to the potential disclosure of information that
at least one user intended to keep private. In this paper, we propose
an approach to enable collaborative privacy management of shared
data in OSNs. In particular, we provide a systematic mechanism
to identify and resolve privacy conﬂicts for collaborative data sharing. Our conﬂict resolution indicates a tradeoff between privacy
protection and data sharing by quantifying privacy risk and sharing
loss. We also discuss a proof-of-concept prototype implementation
of our approach as part of an application in Facebook and provide
system evaluation and usability study of our methodology.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access controls; H.2.7 [Information
Systems]: Security, integrity, and protection

General Terms
Security, Management

Keywords
Social Networks, Collaborative, Data Sharing, Privacy Conﬂict,
Access Control

1. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Google+, have become a de facto portal for hundreds of millions
of Internet users. For example, Facebook, one of representative social network provider, claims that it has more than 800 million active users [3]. With the help of these OSNs, people share personal
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and public information and make social connections with friends,
coworkers, colleagues, family and even with strangers. As a result,
OSNs store a huge amount of possibly sensitive and private information on users and their interactions. To protect that information,
privacy control has been treated as a central feature of OSNs [2, 4].
OSNs provide built-in mechanisms enabling users to communicate and share information with other members. A typical OSN
offers each user with a virtual space containing proﬁle information,
a list of the user’s friends, and web pages, such as wall in Facebook,
where the user and friends can post content and leave messages. A
user proﬁle usually includes information with respect to the user’s
birthday, gender, interests, education and work history, and contact
information. In addition, users can not only upload a content into
their own or others’ spaces but also tag other users who appear in
the content. Each tag is an explicit reference that links to a user’s
space. For the protection of user data, current OSNs indirectly require users to be system and policy administrators for regulating
their data, where users can restrict data sharing to a speciﬁc set of
trusted users. OSNs often use user relationship and group membership to distinguish between trusted and untrusted users. For example, in Facebook, users can allow friends, friends of friends, speciﬁc
groups or everyone to access their data, relying on their personal
privacy requirements.
Despite the fact that OSNs currently provide privacy control mechanisms allowing users to regulate access to information contained
in their own spaces, users, unfortunately, have no control over data
residing outside their spaces [7, 15, 21, 22, 24]. For instance, if a
user posts a comment in a friend’s space, s/he cannot specify which
users can view the comment. In another case, when a user uploads a
photo and tags friends who appear in the photo, the tagged friends
cannot restrict who can see this photo. Since multiple associated
users may have different privacy concerns over the shared data,
privacy conﬂicts occur and the lack of collaborative privacy control increases the potential risk in leaking sensitive information by
friends to the public.
In this paper, we seek an effective and ﬂexible mechanism to support privacy control of shared data in OSNs. We begin by giving
an analysis of data sharing associated with multiple users in OSNs,
and articulate several typical scenarios of privacy conﬂicts for understanding the risks posed by those conﬂicts. To mitigate such
risks caused by privacy conﬂicts, we develop a collaborative data
sharing mechanism to support the speciﬁcation and enforcement of
multiparty privacy concerns, which have not been accommodated
by existing access control approaches for OSNs (e.g., [10, 12, 13]).
In the meanwhile, a systematic conﬂict detection and resolution
mechanism is addressed to cope with privacy conﬂicts occurring in
collaborative management of data sharing in OSNs. Our conﬂict
resolution approach balances the need for privacy protection and

the users’ desire for information sharing by quantitative analysis
of privacy risk and sharing loss. Besides, we implement a proofof-concept prototype of our approach in the context of Facebook.
Our experimental results based on comprehensive system evaluation and usability study demonstrate the feasibility and practicality
of our solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
analyze several conﬂict scenarios for privacy control in OSNs. In
Section 3, we address our proposed mechanism for detecting and
resolving privacy conﬂicts in collaborative data sharing. The details on our prototype implementation and experimental results are
described in Section 4. Section 5 gives a brief overview of related
work. Section 6 concludes this paper and discusses our future directions.

the content, and then a disseminator views and shares the content.
All privacy conﬂicts among the disseminator and the original controllers (the owner, the contributor and the stakeholders) should be
taken into account for regulating access to content in disseminator’s
space.
In addition to privacy conﬂicts in content sharing, conﬂicts may
also occur in two other situations, proﬁle sharing and friendship
sharing, where multiple parties may have different privacy requirements in sharing their proﬁles and friendship lists with others or
social applications in OSNs.

3.

OUR APPROACH

Current online social networks, such as Facebook, only allow the
data owner to fully control the shared data, but lack a mechanism
to specify and enforce the privacy concerns from other associated
users, leading to privacy conﬂicts being largely unresolved and sensitive information being potentially disclosed to the public. In this
section, we address a collaborative privacy management mechanism for the protection of shared data with respect to multiple controllers in OSNs. A privacy policy scheme is ﬁrst introduced for
the speciﬁcation and enforcement of multiparty privacy concerns.
Then, we articulate our systematic method for identifying and resolving privacy conﬂicts derived from multiple privacy concerns
for collaborative data sharing in OSNs.

2. PRIVACY CONFLICTS IN ONLINE
SOCIAL NETWORKS
Users in OSNs can post statuses and notes, upload photos and
videos in their own spaces, tag others to their content, and share
the content with their friends. On the other hand, users can also
post content in their friends’ spaces. The shared content may be
connected with multiple users. Consider an example where a photograph contains three users, Alice, Bob and Carol. If Alice uploads
it to her own space and tags both Bob and Carol in the photo, we
called Alice the owner of the photo, and Bob and Carol stakeholders of the photo. All of them may be desired to specify privacy
policies to control over who can see this photo. In another case,
when Alice posts a note stating “I will attend a party on Friday
night with @Carol” to Bob’s space, we call Alice the contributor
of the note and she may want to make the control over her notes.
In addition, since Carol is explicitly identiﬁed by @-mention (atmention) in this note, she is considered as a stakeholder of the note
and may also want to control the exposure of this note. Since each
associated user may have different privacy concerns over the shared
content, privacy conﬂicts can occur among the multiple users.

3.1
3.1.1

Collaborative Control for Data Sharing in
OSNs
OSN Representation

An OSN can be represented by a friendship network, a set of user
groups and a collection of user data. The friendship network of an
OSN is a graph, where each node denotes a user and each edge represents a friendship link between two users. Besides, OSNs include
an important feature that allows users to be organized in groups [25,
26], where each group has a unique name. This feature enables
users of an OSN to easily ﬁnd other users with whom they might
share speciﬁc interests (e.g., same hobbies), demographic groups
(e.g., studying at the same schools), political orientation, and so
on. Users can join in groups without any approval from other group
members. Furthermore, OSNs provide each member a web space
where users can store and manage their personal data including proﬁle information, friend list and content. We now provide an abstract
representation of an OSN with the core components upon which to
build our solution:
• U is a set of users of the OSN, {u1 , . . . , un }. Each user has
a unique identiﬁer;
• G is a set of groups to which the users can belong, {g1 , . . . , gm }.
Each group also has a unique identiﬁer;
• U U ⊆ U × U is a binary user-to-user friendship relation;
• U G ⊆ U ×G is a binary user-to-group membership relation;

Figure 1: Privacy Conﬂicts in OSNs.

• P is a collection of user proﬁle sets, {p1 , . . . , po }, where
pi = {pi1 , . . . , pip } is the proﬁle of a user i ∈ U . Each
proﬁle entry is a <attribute: proﬁle-value> pair, pij =<
attrj : pvaluej >, where attrj is an attribute identiﬁer and
pvaluej is the attribute value;

OSNs also enable users to share others’ content. For example,
when Alice views a photo in Bob’s space and decides to share this
photo with her friends, the photo will be in turn posted to her space
and she can authorize her friends to see this photo. In this case, Alice is a disseminator of the photo. Since Alice may adopt a weaker
control saying the photo is visible to everyone, the initial privacy
concerns of this photo may be violated, resulting in the leakage
of sensitive information during the procedure of data dissemination. Figure 1 shows a comprehensive conﬂict scenario in content
sharing where the sharing starts with a contributor who uploads

• F is a collection of user friend sets, {f1 , . . . , fq }, where
fi = {u1 , . . . , ur } is the friend list of a user i ∈ U ;
• C is a collection of user content sets, {c1 , . . . , cs }, where
ci = {ci1 , . . . , cit } is a set of content of a user i ∈ U , where
cij is a content identiﬁer; and



• D is a collection of data sets, {d1 , . . . , du } , where di =
pi ∪ fi ∪ ci is a set of data of a user i ∈ U .

D EFINITION 6. (Accessor Speciﬁcation). Let ac be a user u ∈
U , the friendship,1 or a group g ∈ G, that is, ac ∈ U ∪{f riendOf }∪
G . Let tl be a trust level, which is a rational number in the range
[0,1], assigned to ac. And let at ∈ {U N, F S, GN } be the type of
the accessor (user name, friendship, and group name, respectively).
The accessor speciﬁcation is deﬁned as a set, {a1 , . . . , an }, where
each element is a 3-tuple < ac, tl, at >.

3.1.2 Privacy Policy Speciﬁcation
To enable a collaborative management of data sharing in OSNs,
it is essential for privacy policies to be in place to regulate access
over shared data, representing privacy requirements from multiple
associated users. Recently, several access control schemes (e.g., [9,
12]) have been proposed to support ﬁne-grained privacy speciﬁcations for OSNs. Unfortunately, these schemes can only allow
a single user to specify her/his privacy concern. Indeed, a ﬂexible privacy control mechanism in a multi-user environment like
OSNs should allow multiple controllers, who are associated with
the shared data, to specify privacy policies.

Data Speciﬁcation: In the context of OSNs, user data is composed
of three types of information. User proﬁle describes who a user is
in the OSN, including identity and personal information, such as
name, birthday, interests and contact information. User friendship
shows who a user knows in the OSN, including a list of friends to
represent connections with family, coworkers, colleagues, and so
on. User content indicates what a user has in the OSN, including
photos, videos, statues, and all other data objects created through
various activities in the OSN.
Again, to facilitate effective resolution of privacy conﬂicts for
collaborative privacy control, we introduce sensitivity levels for
data speciﬁcation, which are assigned by the controllers to the shared
data. The users’ judgment of the sensitivity levels of the data is not
binary (private/public), but multi-dimensional with varying degrees
of sensitivity. Formally, the data speciﬁcation is deﬁned as follows:

Controller Speciﬁcation: As we discussed previously in the privacy conﬂict scenarios (Section 2), in addition to the owner of data,
other controllers, including the contributor, stakeholder and disseminator of data, also need to regulate the access of the shared
data. We deﬁne these controllers as follows:
D EFINITION 1. (Owner). Let e ∈ du be a data item in the
space of a user u ∈ U in the social network. The user u is called
the owner of e, denoted as OWeu .
D EFINITION 2. (Contributor). Let e ∈ du be a data item pub
lished by a user u ∈ U in the space of another user u ∈ U in the
social network. The user u is called the contributor of e, denoted
as CBeu .

D EFINITION 7. (Data Speciﬁcation). Let d ∈ D be a data
item, and sl be a sensitivity level, which is a rational number in
the range [0,1], assigned to d. The data speciﬁcation is deﬁned as
a tuple < d, sl >.

D EFINITION 3. (Stakeholder). Let e ∈ du be a data item in

the space of a user u ∈ U in the social network. Let G be the
set of tagged users associated with e. A user u ∈ U is called a
stakeholder of e, denoted as STeu , if u ∈ G.

Privacy Policy: To summarize the aforementioned features and elements, we introduce a formal deﬁnition of privacy policies for collaborative data sharing as follows:

D EFINITION 4. (Disseminator). Let e ∈ du be a data item

shared by a user u ∈ U from the space of another user u ∈ U to
her/his space in the social network. The user u is called a disseminator of e, denoted as DSeu .

D EFINITION 8. (Privacy Policy). A privacy policy is a 4-tuple
P =< controller, accessor, data, ef f ect >, where
• controller is a controller speciﬁcation deﬁned in Deﬁnition 5;

Then, we can formally deﬁne the controller speciﬁcation as follows:

• accessor is an access speciﬁcation deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6;
• data is a data speciﬁcation deﬁned in Deﬁnition 7; and

D EFINITION 5. (Controller Speciﬁcation). Let cn ∈ U be a
user who can regulate the access of data. And let ct ∈ CT be
the type of the cn, where CT = {OW, CB, ST, DS} is a set of
controller types, indicating Owner, Contributor, Stakeholder and
Disseminator, respectively. The controller speciﬁcation is deﬁned
as a tuple < cn, ct >.

• ef f ect ∈ {permit, deny} is the authorization effect of the
policy.
Suppose the trust levels that a controller can allocate to a user
or a user set are {0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00}, indicating none
trust, weak trust, medium trust, strong trust, and strongest trust,
respectively. Similarly, a controller can leverage ﬁve sensitivity
levels: 0.00 (none), 0.25 (low), 0.50 (medium), 0.75 (high), and
1.00 (highest) for the shared data. The following is an example of
privacy policy in terms of our policy speciﬁcation scheme.

Accessor Speciﬁcation: Accessors are a set of users to whom the
authorization is granted. Accessors can be represented with a set
of user names, the friendship or a set of group names in OSNs. To
facilitate collaborative privacy management, we further introduce
trust levels, which are assigned to accessors when deﬁning the privacy policies. Golbeck [14] discussed how trust could be used in
OSNs, focusing on OSNs for collaborative rating. We believe that
such considerations can also apply to our privacy management scenario. As addressed in Section 3.2.2, trust is one of the factors in
our approach for resolving privacy conﬂicts. Clearly, in our scenario, trust has a different meaning from the one used in [14]. The
notation of trust in our work mainly convey information about how
much conﬁdence a controller put on her/his friends who would not
disclose the sensitive information to untrusted users. Also, trust
levels can be changed in different situations. The notion of accessor speciﬁcation is formally deﬁned as follows:

E XAMPLE 1. Alice authorizes users who are her friends or
users in hiking group to access a photo (identiﬁed by a particular
photoId) she is tagged in, where Alice considers her friends with a
medium trust level, the hiking group with a weak trust level, and
the photo with a high sensitivity level:
p = (< Alice, ST >, {< f riendOf, 0.5, F S >, < hiking,
0.25, GN >}, < photoId, 0.75 >, permit).
1
We limit our consideration to f riendOf relation. The support of
more relations such as colleagueOf and classmateOf does not
signiﬁcantly complicate our approach proposed in this paper.



Figure 2: Example of Privacy Conﬂict Identiﬁcation Based on Accessor Space Segmentation.

3.2 Identifying and Resolving Privacy Conﬂicts
When two users disagree on whom the shared data item should
be exposed to, we say a privacy conﬂict occurs. The essential reason leading to the privacy conﬂicts is that multiple associated users
of the shared data item often have different privacy concerns over
the data item. For example, assume that Alice and Bob are two
controllers of a photo. Each of them deﬁnes a privacy policy stating only her/his friends can view this photo. Since it is almost
impossible that Alice and Bob have the same set of friends, privacy
conﬂicts may always exist considering collaborative control over
the shared data item.
A naive solution for resolving multiparty privacy conﬂicts is to
only allow the common users of accessor sets deﬁned by the multiple controllers to access the data [24]. Unfortunately, this solution
is too restrictive in many cases and may not produce desirable results for resolving multiparty privacy conﬂicts. Let’s consider an
example that four users, Alice, Bob, Carol and Dave, are the controllers of a photo, and each of them allows her/his friends to see
the photo. Suppose that Alice, Bob and Carol are close friends and
have many common friends, but Dave has no common friends with
them and has a pretty weak privacy concern on the photo. In this
case, adopting the naive solution for conﬂict resolution may turn
out that no one can access this photo. Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to give the view permission to the common friends of Alice, Bob
and Carol. A strong conﬂict resolution strategy may provide a better privacy protection. Meanwhile, it may reduce the social value
of data sharing in OSNs. Therefore, it is important to consider the
tradeoff between privacy protection and data sharing when resolving privacy conﬂicts. To address this issue, we introduce a mechanism for identifying multiparty privacy conﬂicts, as well as a systematic solution for resolving multiparty privacy conﬂicts.

Algorithm 1: Identiﬁcation of Conﬂicting Accessor Space

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: A set of accessor space, A.
Output: A set of disjoined conﬂicting accessor spaces, CS.
/* Partition the entire accessor space */
S ←− P artition(A);
/* Identify the conﬂicting segments */
CS.N ew();
foreach s ∈ S do
/* Get all controllers associated with a segment s */
C ←− GetControllers(s);
if |C| < |A| then
CS.Append(s);

10 Partition(A)
11 foreach a ∈ A do
12
sa ←− F riendSet(a);
13
foreach s ∈ S do
14
/* sa is a subset of s*/
15
if sa ⊂ s then
16
S.Append(s \ sa );
17
s ←− sa ;
18
Break;
19
20
21

/* sa is a superset of s*/
else if sa ⊃ s then
sa ←− sa \ s;

22
23
24
25
26

/* sa partially matches s*/
else if sa ∩ s = ∅ then
S.Append(s \ sa );
s ←− sa ∩ s;
sa ←− sa \ s;

27

S.Append(sa );

28 return S;

ments. As shown in lines 10-28 in Algorithm 1, a function called
Partition() accomplishes this procedure. This function works
by adding an accessor space sa derived from policies of an controller a to an accessor space set S. A pair of accessor spaces must
satisfy one of the following relations: subset (line 14), superset
(line 19), partial match (line 22), or disjoint (line 27). Therefore,
one can utilize set operations to separate the overlapped spaces into
disjoint spaces.
Conﬂicting segments are identiﬁed as shown in lines 5-9 in Algorithm 1. A set of conﬂicting segments CS : {cs1 , cs2 , . . . , csn }
from the policies of conﬂicting controllers has the following three
properties:

3.2.1 Privacy Conﬂict Identiﬁcation
Through specifying the privacy policies to reﬂect the privacy
concern, each controller of the shared data item deﬁnes a set of
trusted users who can access the data item. The set of trusted users
represents an accessor space for the controller. In this section, we
ﬁrst introduce a space segmentation approach [16] to partition accessor spaces of all controllers of a shared data item into disjoint
segments. Then, conﬂicting accessor space segments (called conﬂicting segments in the rest of this paper), which contain accessors that some controllers of the shared data item do not trust, are
identiﬁed. Each conﬂicting segment contains at least one privacy
conﬂict.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of generating conﬂicting accessor space segments for all controllers of a shared data item. An
entire accessor space derived from the policies of all controllers
of shared data item is ﬁrst partitioned into a set of disjoint seg-

1. All conﬂicting segments are pairwise disjoint: csi ∩ csj =
∅, 1 ≤ i = j ≤ n;


2. Any two different accessors a and a within a single conﬂicting segment (csi ) are deﬁned by the exact same set of con
trollers: GetController(a) = GetController(a ), where







• General privacy concern of an untrusting controller: The
general privacy concern of an untrusting controller j is denoted as pcj . The general privacy concern of a controller can
be derived from her/his default privacy setting for data sharing. Different controllers may have different general privacy
concern with respect to the same kinds of data. For example, public ﬁgures may have higher privacy concern on their
shared photos than ordinary people;
• Sensitivity of the data item: Data sensitivity in a way deﬁnes controllers’ perceptions of the conﬁdentiality of the data
being transmitted. The sensitivity level of the shared data
item explicitly chosen by an untrusting controller j is denoted as slj . The factor depends on the untrusting controllers
themself. Some untrusting controllers may consider the shared
data item with the higher sensitivity;
• Visibility of the data item: The visibility of the data item
with respect to a conﬂicting segment captures how many accessors are contained in the segment. The more the accessors
in the segment, the higher the visibility; and
• Trust of an accessor: The trust level of an accessor k is
denoted as tlk , which is an average value of the trust levels
deﬁned by the trusting controllers of the conﬂicting segment
for the accessor.

a ∈ csi , a ∈ csi , a = a ; 2 and
3. The accessors in any conﬂicting segments are untrusted by at
least one controller of the shared data item.
Figure 2 gives an example of identifying privacy conﬂicts based
on accessor space segmentation. We use circles to represent accessor spaces of three controllers, c1 , c2 and c3 , of a shared data
item. We can notice that three of accessor spaces overlap with each
other, indicating that some accessors within the overlapping spaces
are trusted by multiple controllers. After performing the space segmentation, seven disjoint accessor space segments are generated as
shown in Figure 2 (a). To represent privacy conﬂicts in an intuitive
way, we additionally introduce a grid representation of privacy conﬂicts, in which space segments are displayed along the horizontal
axis of a matrix, controllers are shown along the vertical axis of
the matrix, and the intersection of a segment and a controller is a
grid that displays the accessor subspace covered by the segment.
We classify the accessor space segments as two categories: nonconﬂicting segment and conﬂicting segment. Non-conﬂicting segment covers all controllers’ access spaces, which means any accessor within the segment is trusted by all controllers of the shared data
item, indicating no privacy conﬂict occurs. A conﬂicting segment
does not contain all controllers’ access spaces that means accessors
in the segment are untrusted by some controllers. Each untrusting
controller points out a privacy conﬂict. Figure 2 (b) shows a grid
representation of privacy conﬂicts for the example. We can easily
identify that the segment ps is a non-conﬂicting segment, and cs1
through cs6 are conﬂicting segments, where cs1 , cs2 and cs3 indicate one privacy conﬂict, respectively, and cs4 , cs5 and cs6 are
associated with two privacy conﬂicts, respectively.

The privacy risk of a conﬂict segment i due to an untrusting controller j, denoted as P R(i, j), is deﬁned as

(1 − tlk )
(1)
P R(i, j) = pcj ⊗ slj ⊗
k∈accessors(i)

where, function accessors(i) returns all accessors in a segment
i, and operator ⊗ is used to represent any arbitrary combination
functions. For simplicity, we utilize the product operator.
In order to measure the overall privacy risk of a conﬂicting segment i, denoted as PR(i), we can use following equation to aggregate the privacy risks of i due to different untrusting controllers.
Note that we can also use any combination function to combine the
per-controller privacy risk. For simplicity, we employ the summation operator here.

(P R(i, j))
P R(i) =

3.2.2 Privacy Conﬂict Resolution
The process of privacy conﬂict resolution makes a decision to allow or deny the accessors within the conﬂicting segments to access
the shared data item. In general, allowing the assessors contained
in conﬂicting segments to access the data item may cause privacy
risk, but denying a set of accessors in conﬂicting segments to access the data item may result in sharing loss. Our privacy conﬂict
resolution approach attempts to ﬁnd an optimal tradeoff between
privacy protection and data sharing.

j∈controllersut (i)

Measuring Privacy Risk: The privacy risk of a conﬂicting segment
is an indicator of potential threat to the privacy of controllers in
terms of the shared data item: the higher the privacy risk of a conﬂicting segment, the higher the threat to controllers’ privacy. Our
basic premises for the measurement of privacy risk for a conﬂicting
segment are the following: (a) the lower the number of controllers
who trust the accessors within the conﬂicting segment, the higher
the privacy risk; (b) the stronger the general privacy concerns of
controllers, the higher the privacy risk; (c) the more sensitive the
shared data item, the higher the privacy risk; (d) the wider the data
item spreads, the higher the privacy risk; and (e) the lower the trust
levels of accessors in the conﬂicting segment, the higher the privacy risk. Therefore, the privacy risk of a conﬂicting segment is
calculated by a monotonically increasing function with the following parameters:

=



(pcj × slj ×

j∈controllersut (i)



(1 − tlk ))

k∈accessors(i)

(2)

• Number of privacy conﬂicts: The number of privacy conﬂicts in a conﬂicting segment is indicated by the number of
the untrusting controllers. The untrusting controllers of a
conﬂict segment i are returned by a function controllersut (i);
2
GetController() is a function that returns all controllers whose
accessor spaces contain a speciﬁc accessor.

Measuring Sharing Loss: When the decision of privacy conﬂict
resolution for a conﬂicting segment is “deny”, it may cause losses
in potential data sharing, since there are controllers expecting to
allow the accessors in the conﬂicting segment to access the data
item. Similar to the measurement of the privacy risk, ﬁve factors
are adopted to measure the sharing loss for a conﬂicting segment.
Compared with the factors used for quantifying the privacy risk, the
only difference is that we will utilize a factor, number of trusting
controllers, to replace the factor, number of privacy conﬂicts (untrusting controllers), for evaluating the sharing loss of a conﬂicting
segment. The overall sharing loss SL(i) of a conﬂicting segment i
is computed as follows:


((1−pcj ×slj )×
tlk ) (3)
SL(i) =
j∈controllerst (i)

k∈accessors(i)

where, function controllerst (i) returns all trusting controllers of
a segment i.



(b) Operational Components in Retinue Application

(a) Collaborative Control Overview

Figure 3: System Architecture of Retinue.
Privacy Conﬂict Resolution on the Tradeoff between Privacy Protection and Data Sharing: The tradeoff between privacy and utility in data publishing has been recently studied [8, 19]. Inspired by
those work, we introduce a mechanism to balance privacy protection and data sharing for an effective privacy conﬂict resolution in
OSNs.
An optimal solution for privacy conﬂict resolution should cause
a little more privacy risk when allowing the accessors in some conﬂicting segments to access the data item, and gets lesser loss in
data sharing when denying the accessors to access the shared data
item. Thus, for each conﬂict resolution solution s, a resolving score
RS(s) can be calculated using the following equation:
RS(s) =

α


s
i1 ∈CSp

1

P R(i1 ) + β i2 ∈CS s SL(i2 )

AL = (



Accessors(i)) ∪ Accessors(ps)

(7)

i∈CSp

Using the example shown in Figure 2, we assume that cs1 and
cs3 become permitted conﬂicting segments after resolving the privacy conﬂicts. Therefore, the aggregated accessor list can be derived as AL = Accessors(cs1 )∪Accessors(cs3 )∪Accessors(ps).
Finally, the aggregated accessor list is used to construct a conﬂictresolved privacy policy for the shared data item. The generated
policy will be leveraged to evaluate all access requests toward the
data item.

4.
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where, CSps and CSds denote permitted conﬂicting segments and
denied conﬂicting segments respectively in the conﬂict resolution
solution s. And α and β are preference weights for the privacy risk
and the sharing loss, 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 and α + β = 1.
Then, the optimal conﬂict resolution CRopt on the tradeoff between privacy risk and sharing loss can be identiﬁed by ﬁnding the
maximum resolving score:
CRopt = max RS(s)
s

Prototype Implementation

We implemented a proof-of-concept Facebook application for
the collaborative management of shared data called Retinue
(http://apps.facebook.com/retinue_tool). Our prototype application
enables multiple associated users to specify their privacy concerns
to co-control a shared data item. Retinue is designed as a thirdparty Facebook application which is hosted in an Apache Tomcat
application server supporting PHP and MySQL databases, with a
user interface built using jQuery and jQuery UI and built on an
AJAX-based interaction model. Retinue application is based on
the iFrame external application approach. Using the Javascript and
PHP SDK, it accesses users’ Facebook data through the Graph API
and Facebook Query Language. It is worth noting that our current
implementation was restricted to handle photo sharing in OSNs.
Obversely, our approach can be generalized to deal with other kinds
of data sharing (e.g. videos and comments) in OSNs as long as the
stakeholder of shared data are identiﬁed with effective methods like
tagging or searching.
Figure 3 shows the system architecture of Retinue. The overview
of collaborative control process is depicted in Figure 3(a), where
the owner can regulate the access of the shared data. In addition,
other controllers, such as the contributor, stakeholders and disseminators, can specify their privacy concerns over the shared data as
well. To effectively resolve privacy conﬂicts caused by different
privacy concerns of multiple controllers, the data owner can also
adjust the preference weights for the privacy risk and the sharing

(5)

To ﬁnd the maximum resolving score, we can ﬁrst calculate the
privacy risk (P R(i)) and the sharing loss (SL(i)) for each conﬂict segment (i), individually. Finally, following equation can be
utilized to make the decisions (permitting or denying conﬂicting
segments) for privacy conﬂict resolution, guaranteeing to always
ﬁnd an optimal solution.

Permit
if αSL(i) ≥ βP R(i)
Decision =
(6)
Deny
if αSL(i) < βP R(i)

3.2.3 Generating Conﬂict-Resolved Policy
Once the privacy conﬂicts are resolved, we can aggregate accessors in permitted conﬂicting segments CSp and accessors in the
non-conﬂicting segment ps (in which accessors should be always
allowed to access the shared data item) together to generate a new
accessor list (AL) as follows:



(a) Main Interface.

(b) Controllers’ Interfaces.
Figure 4: Retinue Interfaces.

loss to make an appropriate privacy-sharing tradeoff. Figure 3(b)
shows the core components in Retinue application and their interactions. The Retinue application is hosted on an external website,
but is accessed on a Facebook application frame via an iFrame. The
Facebook server handles login and authentication for the application, and other user data is imported on the user’s ﬁrst login. At
this point, users are asked to specify their initial privacy settings
and concerns for each type of photo. All photos are then imported
and saved using these initial privacy settings. Users’ networks and
friend lists are imported from Facebook server as well. Once information is imported, a user accesses Retinue through the application page on Facebook, where s/he can query access information,
complete privacy setting for photos in which s/he is a controller,
and view photos s/he is allowed to access. The component for privacy conﬂict management in Retinue application is responsible for
the privacy conﬂict detection and resolution, and the generation of
conﬂict-resolved privacy policy, which is then used to evaluate access requests for the shared data.
A snapshot of the main interface of Retinue is shown in Figure 4 (a). All photos are loaded into a gallery-style interface. To
access photos, a user clicks the “Access” tab and then s/he can view
her/his friends’ photos that s/he was authorized. To control photo
sharing, a user clicks the “Owned”, “Tagged”, “Contributed”, or
“Disseminated” tabs, then selects any photo in the gallery to deﬁne her/his privacy preferences for that photo. The controllers’
interfaces are depicted in Figure 4 (b). A controller can select the
trusted groups of accessors and assign corresponding trust levels,
as well as choose the sensitivity level for the photo. Also, the privacy risk and sharing loss for the controller with respect with the
photo are displayed in the interface. In addition, the controller can
immediately see how many friends can or cannot access the photo
in the interface. If the controller clicks the buttons, which show
the numbers of accessible or unaccessible friends, a window appears showing the details of all friends who can or cannot view

the photo. The purpose of such feedback information is not only to
give a controller the information of how many friends can or cannot
access the photo, but as a way to react to results. If the controller is
not satisﬁed with the current situation of privacy control, s/he may
adjust her/his privacy settings, contact the owner of the photo to ask
her/him to change the weights for the privacy risk and the sharing
loss, or even report a privacy violation to request OSN administrators to delete the photo. If the user is the owner of the photo, s/he
can also view the overall privacy risk and sharing loss for the shared
photo, and has the ability to adjust the weights to balance privacy
protection and data sharing of the shared photo.

4.2
4.2.1

Evaluation and Experiments
Evaluation of Privacy Conﬂict Resolution

We evaluate our approach for privacy conﬂict resolution by comparing our solution with the naive solution and the privacy control
solution used by existing OSNs, such as Facebook (simply called
Facebook solution in the rest of this paper) with respect to two metrics, privacy risk and sharing loss. Consider the example demonstrated in Figure 2, where three controllers desire to regulate access
of a shared data item. The naive solution is that only the accessors
in the non-conﬂicting segment are allowed to access the data item
as shown in Figure 5(a). Thus, the privacy risk is always equal
to 0 for this solution. However, the sharing loss is the absolute
maximum, as all conﬂicting segments, which may be allowed by
at least one controller, are always denied. The Facebook solution
is that the owner’s decision has the highest priority. All accessors
within the segments covered by the owner’s space are allowed to
access the data item, but all other accessors are denied as illustrated in Figure 5(b). This is, obviously, ideal for the owner, since
her/his privacy risk and sharing loss are both equal to 0. However,
the privacy risk and the sharing loss are large for every non-owner
controller.



(a) Naive Solution.

(b) Facebook Solution.

(c) Our Solution.

Figure 5: Example of Resolving Privacy Conﬂicts.

(a) Privacy Risk.

(b) Sharing Loss.

(c) Resolving Score.

Figure 6: Conﬂict Resolution Evaluation.
For our solution, each conﬂicting segment is evaluated individually. Using the same example given in Figure 2, suppose cs1 and
cs3 become permitted conﬂicting segments after resolving the privacy conﬂicts. Figure 5(c) demonstrates the result of our privacy
conﬂict resolution. Our solution make a tradeoff between privacy
protection and data sharing by maximizing the resolving score,
which is a combination of privacy risk and sharing loss. The worst
case of our solution is the same as the naive solution–only mutually
permitted accessors are allowed to access the data item. However,
this case only occurs when strong privacy concerns are indicated
by each controller. On the other hand, if all accessors have pretty
weak privacy concerns, all accessors in conﬂicting segments may
be allowed to access the data, which is not possible with either of
other two solutions. Such a case leads to a sharing loss of 0, but
does not have an signiﬁcantly increased privacy risk against other
two solutions.
To quantitatively evaluate our solution, our experiment used cases
where there are three controllers of shared data items and assume
that each controller has indicated to allow her/his friends to view
the data item. We also utilized the average number of user friends,
130, which is claimed by Facebook statistics [3]. Additionally, we
assume all controllers share 30 friends with each other, 10 of which
are shared among everyone (common users). All settings including
privacy concerns, sensitivity levels, and trust levels were randomized for each case, and the privacy risk, sharing loss, and resolving
score for each case were calculated. To represent the data sensibly,
we sorted the samples from lowest resolving score to highest under our evaluation. Figure 6 shows our experimental results with
respect to randomly generated 30 user cases.
In Figure 6(a), we can observe that the privacy risks for the naive
solution are always equal to 0, since no untrusted accessors are allowed to view the data item. The privacy risks for Facebook solution and our solution wavered. Obviously, this depends greatly

on the settings of the non-owner controllers. If these controllers
are apathetic toward the shared data item, Facebook solution will
be preferable. However, it should be noted that Facebook solution
had very high extrema. This is avoided in our solution where high
privacy risks will usually result in denying access.
Unsurprisingly, the sharing loss for the naive solution was always the highest, and often higher than both other two solutions as
shown in Figure 6(b). Our solution usually had the lowest sharing
loss, and sometimes is equivalent to the naive or Facebook solution, but rarely greater than. One may notice that the sharing loss
is very low compared to the privacy risks in our experience. This
is an inherent effect of our solution itself–if sharing loss is very
high, users will be granted access to the data item, changing this
segment’s sharing loss to zero.
As we can notice from Figure 6(c), the resolving score for our
solution is always as good as or better than the naive or Facebook
solution. In our sample data, it was usually signiﬁcantly better, and
rarely was the same as either of other two solutions. It further indicates that our solution can always achieve a good tradeoff between
privacy protection and data sharing for privacy conﬂict resolution.

4.2.2

Evaluation of System Usability

Participants and Procedure: Retinue is a functional proof-of-concept
implementation of collaborative privacy management. To measure
the practicality and usability of our mechanism, we conducted a
survey study (n=30) to explore the factors surrounding users’ desires for privacy controls such as those implemented in Retinue.
Particularly, we were interested in users’ perspectives on the current Facebook privacy system and their desires for more control
over photos they do not own. We recruited participants through university mailing lists and through Facebook itself using Facebook’s
built-in sharing API. Users were given the opportunity to share our
application and play with their friends. While this is not a ran-



Table 1: Usability Evaluation for Facebook and Retinue Privacy Controls.
Facebook
Retinue
Metric
Upper bound on 95%
Lower bound on 95%
Average
Average
conﬁdence interval
conﬁdence interval
Likability
0.39
0.44
0.74
0.72
Understanding
0.33
0.36
0.69
0.65
Sharing with Trusted Users
0.36
0.40
0.69
0.66
Control
Protecting from Untrusted Users 0.30
0.35
0.71
0.70
dom sampling, recruiting using the natural dissemination features
of Facebook arguably gives an accurate proﬁle of the ecosystem.
In our user study (http://bit.ly/retinue_study), participants were
asked to ﬁrst answer some questions about their usage and perception of Facebook’s privacy controls. Users were then instructed to
install the application using their Facebook proﬁles and complete
the following actions: set privacy settings for a photo they do not
own, set privacy settings for a photo they own, and answer questions about their understanding. As users completed these actions,
they were asked questions on the usability of the controls in Retinue.
User Study of Retinue: The criteria for usability evaluation were
split into three areas: likeability, understanding, and control. Likeability is simply a measure of a user’s basic opinion of a particular
feature or control. While this does not provide speciﬁc feedback
for improvement, it can help identify what aspects of sharing and
control are important to a user. Understanding is a measure of how
intuitive the concepts and controls are. This is tremendously useful
for improving the usability of controls. Control is a measure of the
user’s perceived control of their personal data. Control, in addition,
can be narrowed down into the areas of sharing with trusted users
and protecting from untrusted users. While this is not a deﬁnitive
measure of privacy, making a user feel safe is almost as important as protecting a user. Questions were measured on a three- or
four-point scale (scaled from 0 to 1 for numerical analysis). For
measurement analysis, a higher number is used to indicate a positive opinion or perception, while a lower number is used to indicate
a negative one. We were interested in the average user perception
of the system, so we analyzed a 95% conﬁdence interval for the
users’ answers. This assumes the population to be mostly normal.
Before using Retinue, users were asked a few questions about
their usage of Facebook to determine the user’s perceived usability
of the current Facebook’s privacy controls. This included questions
on likeability (e.g. “indicate how much you like privacy features
for photos you are tagged in”), understanding (e.g. “indicate how
much you understand how to prevent certain people from seeing
photos I am tagged in”), and control (e.g. “indicate how in control
you feel when sharing photos I own with people I want to”). For our
conﬁdence interval, we were interested in determining the average
user’s maximum positive opinion of Facebook’s privacy controls,
so we looked at the upper bound of the conﬁdence interval.
An average user asserts at most 44% positively about the likability, 40% positively about sharing control, 35% positively about
protection control and 36% on their understanding of Facebook’s
privacy mechanisms as shown in Table 1. This demonstrates an average negative opinion of the Facebook’s privacy controls that users
currently must use.
After Using Retinue, users were then asked to perform a few
tasks in Retinue and were asked a few questions to determine the
users perceived usability of Retinue. This also included questions
on likeability (e.g. “indicate how much you like the trust level
feature”), understanding (e.g. “indicate your understanding of the
meaning of sharing loss”), and control (e.g. “please indicate how
in control you feel when sharing photos I own with the people I

want to”). For our conﬁdence interval, we were interested in determining the average user’s minimum positive opinion of Retinue’s
privacy controls, so we looked at the lower bound of the conﬁdence
interval.
An average user asserts at least 72% positively on likeability,
65% positively on understanding, 66% on sharing control and 70%
on protection control as shown in Table 1. This demonstrates an
average positive opinion of the controls and ideas presented to users
in Retinue.

5.

RELATED WORK

Several proposals of an access control scheme for OSNs have
been introduced (e.g., [9, 10, 12, 13, 17]). Carminati et al. [9]
introduced a trust-based access control mechanism, which allows
the speciﬁcation of access rules for online resources where authorized users are denoted in terms of the relationship type, depth,
and trust level between users in OSNs. They further presented a
semi-decentralized discretionary access control system and a related enforcement mechanism for controlled sharing of information
in OSNs [10]. Fong et al. [13] proposed an access control model
that formalizes and generalizes the access control mechanism implemented in Facebook. Gates [11] described relationship-based
access control as one of the new security paradigms that addresses
the requirements of the Web 2.0. Then, Fong [12] recently formulated this paradigm called a Relationship-Based Access Control (ReBAC) that bases authorization decisions on the relationships between the resource owner and the resource accessor in an
OSN. However, none of these work could accommodate privacy
control requirements with respect to the collaborative data sharing
in OSNs.
Several recent work [7, 15, 18, 22, 24] recognized the need of
joint management for data sharing, especially photo sharing, in
OSNs. In particular, Squicciarini et al. [22] proposed a solution for
collective privacy management for photo sharing in OSNs. This
work considered the privacy control of a content that is co-owned
by multiple users in an OSN, such that each co-owner may separately specify her/his own privacy preference for the shared content. The Clarke-Tax mechanism was adopted to enable the collective enforcement for shared content. Game theory was applied to
evaluate the scheme. However, a general drawback of this solution
is the usability issue, as it could be very hard for ordinary OSN
users to comprehend the Clarke-Tax mechanism and specify appropriate bid values for auctions. In addition, the auction process
adopted in their approach indicates only the winning bids could
determine who was able to access the data, instead of accommodating all stakeholders’ privacy preferences. In contrast, our work
proposes a simple but ﬂexible mechanism for collaborative management of shared data in OSNs. In particular, we introduce an
effective conﬂict resolution solution, which makes a tradeoff between privacy protection and data sharing considering the privacy
concerns from multiple associated users.
Measuring privacy risk in OSNs has been addressed recently by
several work [6, 20, 23]. Becker et al. [6] presented PrivAware, a
tool to detect and report unintended information loss through quan-



tifying privacy risk associated with friend relationship in OSNs.
In [23], Talukder et al. discussed a privacy protection tool, called
Privometer, which can measure the risk of potential privacy leakage cased by malicious applications installed in the user’s friend
proﬁles and suggest self-sanitization actions to lessen this leakage
accordingly. Liu et al. [20] proposed a framework to compute the
privacy score of a user, indicating the user’s potential risk caused
by her/his participation in OSNs. Their solution also focused on the
privacy settings of users with respect to their proﬁle items. Compared with those existing work, our approach measures the privacy
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel solution for privacy
conﬂict detection and resolution for collaborative data sharing in
OSNs. Our conﬂict resolution mechanism considers privacy-sharing
tradeoff by quantifying privacy risk and sharing loss. Also, we have
described a proof-of-concept implementation of our solution called
Retinue, along with the extensive evaluation of our approach. As
part of future work, we will formulate a comprehensive access control model to capture the essence of collaborative authorization requirements for data sharing in OSNs. Also, we would extend our
work to address security and privacy challenges for emerging information sharing services such as location sharing [1] and other
social network platforms such as Google+ [5].
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ABSTRACT

issues that are associated with OSNs. In particular, a number of empirical studies on online social networks [1, 15, 18,
17, 29] highlight challenges to the security and privacy of
social network users and their data.
We found that these, and similar studies, heavily depend
on datasets that are collected from the social networking
websites themselves, often involving data that is harvested
from user proﬁles. Furthermore, as social networks continue
to replace traditional means of digital storage, sharing, and
communication, collecting this type of data is also fundamental to the area of digital forensics. For example, data
from OSNs have been used successfully by criminal investigators to ﬁnd criminals and even conﬁrm alibis in criminal
cases [7, 27].
While traditional digital forensics is based on the analysis
of ﬁle systems, captured network traﬃc or log ﬁles, new approaches for extracting data from social networks or cloud
services are needed. Interestingly and contrary to our intuition, we found little academic research that aims at developing and enhancing techniques for collecting this type
of data eﬃciently. Despite the growing importance of data
from OSNs for research, current state of the art methods
for data extraction seem to be mainly based on custom web
crawlers. However, we found this naı̈ve approach to have a
number of shortcomings:

Recently, academia and law enforcement alike have shown
a strong demand for data that is collected from online social networks. In this work, we present a novel method for
harvesting such data from social networking websites. Our
approach uses a hybrid system that is based on a custom
add-on for social networks in combination with a web crawling component. The datasets that our tool collects contain proﬁle information (user data, private messages, photos,
etc.) and associated meta-data (internal timestamps and
unique identiﬁers). These social snapshots are signiﬁcant
for security research and in the ﬁeld of digital forensics. We
implemented a prototype for Facebook and evaluated our
system on a number of human volunteers. We show the feasibility and eﬃciency of our approach and its advantages in
contrast to traditional techniques that rely on applicationspeciﬁc web crawling and parsing. Furthermore, we investigate diﬀerent use-cases of our tool that include consensual
application and the use of sniﬀed authentication cookies.
Finally, we contribute to the research community by publishing our implementation as an open-source project.
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online social networks, forensics, security
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• High network traﬃc: The extraction of proﬁle data
via traditional web crawling can be regarded as costly
with regard to the required network resources, as it
typically incurs a large amount of HTTP traﬃc and
causes a high number of individual network connections. Apart from inherent disadvantages, social networking websites may also choose to block network
access for clients that cause high levels of traﬃc, thus
preventing them from harvesting additional data.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, Online Social Networks (OSNs) have
become the largest and fastest growing websites on the Internet. OSNs, such as Facebook or LinkedIn, contain sensitive
and personal data of hundreds of millions of people, and
are integrated into millions of other websites [11]. Research
has acknowledged the importance of these websites and recently, a number of publications have focused on security

• Additional or hidden data: Per deﬁnition, web crawlers
can only collect data that is accessible on the target
website. However, we found that social networks often
publish interesting meta-information (e.g. content creation timestamps or numeric identiﬁers) in other data
sources, for example via developer APIs.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for proﬁt or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciﬁc
permission and/or a fee.
ACSAC ’11 Dec. 5-9, 2011, Orlando, Florida USA
Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0672-0/11/12 ...$10.00.

• Maintainability: The structure and layout of websites
tend to change unpredictably over time. Additionally,



the increasing use of dynamic or interpreted content
(for example, JavaScript) leads to high maintenance
requirements for custom web crawlers.

forensics are insuﬃcient from an organizational as well as a
technical point of view [2, 26]: the physical location of server
systems is only known to the company, making seizure of
hardware for examination in a forensic lab infeasible.
Often, the social network operator in question cooperates
with law enforcement but in an equal number of cases they
do not. Delicts that might happen solely within social networks such as cyber- stalking, mobbing or grooming, in combination with cross-border jurisdictions make it very hard to
gather evidence in a forensically sound manner. A sample of
social network related crimes can be found in [28]. With the
increasing number of users we expect the number of social
network related investigations to increase heavily in the near
future. The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) compiled
a report [9] on U.S. law-enforcement agencies’ access to social networking data. Most social networking providers have
dedicated services to cater for law-enforcement requests. For
example, Facebook oﬀers two types of data: basic subscriber
information (“Neoselect“) and extended subscriber information (”Neoprint“). Our social snapshot application resembles
a Neoprint whereas the entire subscriber content is fetched.
Our social snapshot application thus oﬀers an alternative for
evidence collection, especially for non U.S. law-enforcement
agencies.

In this work, we introduce a novel method for data collection from social networks that aims to overcome these
problems. Our approach is based on a hybrid system that
uses an automated web browser in combination with an OSN
third-party application. We show that our system can be
used eﬃciently to gather “social snapshots”, datasets which
include user data and related information from the social
network.
The main contributions of our work include:
• We introduce novel techniques to eﬃciently gather data
from online social networks that may be used as criminal evidence. Our tool gathers more data than possible with today’s approaches and it makes it feasible to
link “online evidence” to traditional forensic artifacts
found on computers using state-of-the-art tools (e.g.
Encase).
• We implemented a prototype application that is aimed
at Facebook, and released it under an open-source license.

3.

• We performed an experimental evaluation involving a
real-world test with volunteers and show results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces digital forensics followed by Section 3 which describes the design of our social snapshot framework. We
evaluate the feasibility of social snapshots in Section 4. Section 5 discusses our results, Section 6 surveys related work
and Section 7 concludes.

2.

DESIGN

Our digital forensics application enables an investigator
to snapshot a given online social network account including
meta-information, a method we termed “social snapshot”.
Meta-information such as exact timestamps are not available to the user via the user interface of the web application. A social snapshot represents the online social networking activity of a speciﬁc user such as circle of friends,
exchanged messages, posted pictures etc. Due to the diversity of information available via OSNs we propose a twofold
approach: an automated web-browser in combination with a
custom third-party application. The social snapshot application is initialized with a user’s credentials or authentication cookie. In the following, a custom third-party application is temporarily added to the target account. This application fetches the user’s data, pictures, friend list, communication, and more. Information that is unavailable through
the third-party application is ﬁnally gathered using traditional web-crawling techniques. By automating a standard
web-browser and avoiding aggressive web-crawling we simulate the behavior of a human OSN user, thus minimizing the
risk of being blocked by the social networking site. In this
section, we describe the design of our approach as well as the
individual components of our digital forensic framework.

BACKGROUND

Digital forensics has received increasing attention in recent years as more and more crimes are commited exclusively
or with the involvement of computers. Digital traces help
courts and law enforcement agencies to capture valuable evidence for investigations. Existing research as well as applications in the area of digital forensics focus on ﬁlesystems [5],
volatile memory [6, 16], databases [13], network traﬃc [8]
and of course logﬁles. The emergence of new online services replaces the traditional means of digital storage, sharing, and communication [4]. While traditional forensic approaches rely on the seizure of the suspect’s hardware (computer, smartphone, storage media) for analysis, the emergence of online services, social networks and novel online
communication methods can render this approach useless: A
techno-savvy adversary might use a computer without hard
disk, communicating securely with the use of encryption and
storing ﬁles distributed all over the world. This would leave
no traces locally for the forensic examiners to work with as
soon as the computer is shut down. Another problem is the
worldwide distribution of the Internet with its multitude of
jurisdictions: while a court might order a company that is
located within the same country to reveal information about
a suspect, across borders this request may not stand.
With hundreds of millions of people sharing and communicating on social networks, they become more and more
important for crime scene investigations. Traditional approaches to forensics on cloud computing and social network

3.1

Social Snapshot Framework

Figure 1 shows the core framework of our social snapshot
application. (1) The social snapshot client is initialized by
providing the target user’s credentials or cookie. Our tool
then starts the automated browser with the given authentication mechanism. (2) The automated browser adds our
social snapshot application to the target user’s proﬁle and
sends the shared API secret to our application server. (3)
The social snapshot application responds with the target’s
contact list. (4) The automated web browser requests speciﬁc web pages of the user’s proﬁle and her contact list. (5)
The received crawler data is parsed and stored. (6) While
the automated browser requests speciﬁc web pages our so-



Figure 1: Collection of digital evidence through our social snapshot application.
cial snapshot application gathers personal information via
the OSN API. (7) Finally the social data collected via the
third-party application is stored on the social snapshot application server.

3.2

Authentication

In order to get access to the complete content of a target’s
social network account, social snapshots depend on gathering the initial authentication token. In the following, we
outline three digital forensic scenarios that explain how this
initial gathering of the authentication token works and that
are representative for real-world use cases.
Consent. This naı̈ve approach requires consent from the
person whose social networking proﬁles are analyzed. A person would provide the forensic investigator temporary access
to her social networking account in order to create a snapshot. This would also be the preferred method for academic
studies to conduct this research in an ethically correct way
and to comply with data privacy laws. We used this method
for the evaluation of our proposed application as further described in Section 4.
Hijack social networking sessions. Our social snapshot application provides a module to hijack established social networking sessions. An investigator would monitor the
target’s network connection for valid authentication tokens,
for example unencrypted WiFi connections or LANs. Once
the hijack module ﬁnds a valid authentication token, the social snapshot application spawns a separate session to snapshot the target user’s account.
Extraction from forensic image. Finally, physical access to the target’s personal computer could be used to extract valid authentication cookies from web-browsers. Stored
authentication cookies can be automatically found searching
a gathered hard drive image or live analysis techniques such
as Forenscope [6].

3.3

Figure 2: Example for elements fetched with social
snapshot of depth=2

elements become available for crawling such as the user’s
friends, uploaded photos and joined groups. With these elements, again, a number of subsequent elements can be accessed. For example, the single-view page of a photo can
contain comments and likes of other users, who do not necessarily have to be direct friends of the owner of the photo.
Additionally, users can be tagged in photos. These are all
starting points for further crawling. The same applies for
groups; A group gives access to the proﬁles of all group
members, photos with users tagged, who are potentially not
members of the group, and so forth. Consequently, a social snapshot of a single user does not only obtain the user’s
data and data of her friends, but its depth can reach a high
value. Thus, the depth of the social snapshot is an essential
conﬁguration option which controls the social snapshot’s extent. Figure 2 shows an example of a social snapshot with
depth = 2. For a given user all of her friends are ﬁrst fetched,
followed by the friend’s photos. The single path for photos of
the friend’s user illustrates the magnitude of available paths
and thus data. Deﬁning a speciﬁc social snapshot depth enables us to limit the amount of fetched data. The amount
of data grows exponentially with social snapshot depth.

Depth of Information Collection

Starting from a target proﬁle, a number of subsequent



It is important to note that the relevance of data is not
the same for diﬀerent elements. For example, tagged users
in a photo are most likely in a closer relationship to the
owner of the photo than two users that joined the same
group, just because of similar interests. Therefore, the social
snapshot tool prioritizes element types that suggest higher
data relevance and uses them as a starting point of each
iteration. The prioritization is performed on the basis of
predeﬁned priority ﬂags in the third-party application.

3.4

pristine image of a compressed picture extracted through
our social snapshot application. All images are initially clustered according to their color histograms, rescaled and compressed to the target picture size, and ﬁnally matched with
pattern recognition techniques. As social networks typically
remove meta (EXIF) information of uploaded images this
module is helpful in ﬁnding the source of collected pictures
from OSNs and thus restore information such as the original
image creation time, camera model etc.
Analysis. The analysis module is a parser for the results
gathered with the data collection modules of our application. It parses the crawled data as well as the information
collected through the OSN’s API. Furthermore, the analysis
module fetches additional content such as photos that are
openly available by knowing the URI from online social networks. Finally, it generates a report on the social snapshot
data. The analysis module can be used to generate exact
timelines of communication, metadata summaries, e.g. of
pictures, a weighted graph from the network of friends, or
their online communication.

Modules

Our social snapshot application consists of a number of
modules, which we describe in the following. The core modules are the automated web browser and our custom thirdparty application as outlined in Figure 1.
Social snapshot client. The social snapshot client module initializes the data gathering process with a given user’s
credentials or cookies. Once started, the client ﬁrst authenticates itself against the target online social network. In the
following, the client automatically adds our custom thirdparty application with the highest possible permissions to
the target’s account. Information that cannot be retrieved
through our third-party application is crawled and parsed
by the client. Once all information has been retrieved, the
client removes the third-party application and logs out of
the given social networking account. The interaction with
the social network as well as web-crawling is performed by
the Selenium framework [22], which we describe in the following. We implemented the social snapshot client in Java
and the module oﬀers a command line interface.
Automated web browser. The browser module is responsible for the basic interaction with the target online social network. We used the Selenium testing framework [22]
to automate the Mozilla Firefox browser. Selenium comes
with a command line server that receives Selenium commands. Therefore, we can use the framework to script the
behavior of an average user using her Firefox web-browser
to surf a social networking website. We had to overcome one
initial obstacle though: cookie authentication with Selenium
which was not supported out-of-the-box. We ﬁnally patched
the original Java source code of the command line server to
be able to correctly set HTTP cookies for the cookie authentication mode.
Third-party social snapshot application. Our OSN
social snapshot application is a third-party application, which
sole purpose consists of gathering all possible account data
through the target OSN’s API. The main design goal of our
third-party OSN application is performance, thus multiple
program threads are used to gather information as quickly
as possible. The third-party application can be conﬁgured
to prioritize speciﬁc account data and to download only a
predeﬁned set of account artifacts (social snapshot depth).
Hijack. The hijack module is a network sniﬀer module
that collects valid OSN HTTP authentication cookies from
sources such as LAN or WiFi connections. We built our
hijack module on the basis of Mike Perry’s modiﬁed libpkt
library[23], which works out of the box with LAN, unencrypted WiFi, and WEP encrypted WiFi connections. The
hijack module oﬀers a command line interface and is implemented in Python.
Digital image forensics. The digital image forensics
module matches image ﬁles gathered from online social networks with their original source. The goal is to ﬁnd the

4.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the evaluation of our social
snapshot application. Our generic social snapshot approach
is applicable to the majority of today’s social networking
services. The sole requirement for target social networks is
the availability of a developer API or the adaption of our
automated browser.
For a forensic tool there are some special requirements:
• Ability to reproduce results,
• Create a complete snapshot of the account.
To make digital evidence suﬃciently reliable for court it is
helpful if the process of gathering the evidence can be reproduced with identical results. In dynamic Web-based applications this is not possible because data is continuously added
(eg. posts by friends) or removed (eg. friends-of-friends deciding to unshare data by modifying their privacy settings).
It is, however, possible to have two or more independent investigators make snapshots at a similar time. While not all
artifacts will be identical one can easily compare the sets of
artifacts retrieved by our tool.
It is important that all artifacts used in the case are contained in both sets and that the sets do not contain too many
unique artifacts because this would suggest that the snapshots are not reliable. Similar to information retrieval research we can thus adapt the metrics of precision and recall.
n independent investigators
gather each aset of artifacts
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Social Snapshots on Facebook

At the time of writing Facebook is the most popular online social network with a claimed user base of over 600 millions of users. Furthermore, Facebook supports third-party
applications and user proﬁles contain a plethora of information. We thus decided to evaluate our social snapshot



tool on Facebook. Third-party applications on Facebook
have access to account data via the Graph API[10]. Almost
the entire account data of Facebook users and their contacts are made available through their API. Facebook solely
makes sensitive contact information such as phone numbers
and e-mail addresses inaccessible to third-party applications.
Hence our social snapshot client crawls the contact information of Facebook proﬁles, while all remaining social data is
fetched through a custom third-party application. In October 2010, Facebook introduced a download option[12] that
enables users to export their account data. Table 1 outElement

Download

Contact details
News feed
Checkins
Photo Tags
Video Tags
Friends
Likes
Movies
Music
Books
Groups
Proﬁle feed (Wall)
Photo Albums
Video Uploads
Messages

−
−
−
−
−
name onlya
name onlya
name onlya
name onlya
name onlya
name onlya
limitedb
limitedb
limitedb
limitedb

a
b

a given account and stores them as separate JSON ﬁles.
The separate JSON ﬁles correspond to speciﬁc requests,
whereas the ﬁles are named as follows. The ﬁrst part of
the JSON ﬁle name is the ID of an API object while the
second part speciﬁes the requested connection detail. For
instance, “123456789∼friends.request” contains all friends of
the object with ID 123456789 formatted as a JSON object.
In order to improve the performance of our application, we
conﬁgured it not to download any videos or photos through
the Graph API directly. As the third-party application collects direct links to photos, the digital image forensics module was conﬁgured to download photos during the analysis
phase. Once the third-party application is ﬁnished fetching account data, it creates a tarball containing the social
snapshot data.
The social snapshot client was adapted to fetch contact
details of given user proﬁles and automatically add our thirdparty application to a target account. One particular challenge we had to overcome was to reliably obtain the list of
friends of a given target account. Obstacles we had to cope
with were the changing layout of the friend lists as well as
Facebook only displaying a random subset of friends at a
given time. We overcame the obstacles of creating the list of
friends to be crawled, by fetching it through our third-party
application and sending the proﬁle links back to the client.
Our client generates requests for every friend of the target
user and sends them to the Selenium server that automates
a Mozilla Firefox browser. The responses from the automated web browser module are parsed by the client and the
contact information is extracted with a set of XPath queries.
The client ﬁnally creates a CSV-ﬁle containing the contact
information of all users. We deployed our client application
in a virtual machine with a standard Ubuntu Desktop that
runs our patched Selenium server. Our social snapshot analysis module implements both a parser for the fetched JSON
Graph API requests as well as for fetched CSV contact details. The analysis module merges the results from the social
snapshot client and the third-party application into a single
database. We implemented the analysis module in Java.
We furthermore extended our digital image forensics module to automatically search a social snapshot for photo links,
which it automatically downloads from the Facebook content distribution network. The hijack module did not require any Facebook speciﬁc modiﬁcations as it simply strips
cookies of a given domain from a monitored network connection.

social snapshot
Crawler
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API
Graph API

No additional information available.
Missing meta-information such as UIDs.

Table 1: Account information available through social snapshots compared with Facebook’s download
functionality.
lines the diﬀerent proﬁle content elements gathered through
our social snapshot application as compared with Facebook’s
download functionality. As shown in Table 1, the download functionality only oﬀers a very limited representation
of a user’s online activity. For example, for a given user’s
friends, only their ambiguous names are made available and
no information on the activity of a given user’s friends is
included.

4.2

Hardware and Software Setup

4.3

To test the functionality of our social snapshot application, we developed a third-party application for Facebook
based on their PHP Graph SDK. One of the main modiﬁcations we performed on their original library was the support for multi-threaded API requests. Our third-party social snapshot application for Facebook is thus able to handle
a number of predeﬁned API requests simultaneously. The
single requests are hereby pushed on a request queue with
a speciﬁc priority. Hence our third-party application can
be conﬁgured to, for example, fetch private messages before
user comments of a Facebook group. The extent/depth of
social snapshots can be further conﬁgured as a parameter
for our third-party application. We deployed it on a Linux
server in our university network.
Our third-party application fetches Facebook elements of

Test Subjects and Setting

We recruited human volunteers via e-mail, describing our
experiment setting. The e-mail contained the experiment instructions and a brieﬁng on how their personal information
is going to be stored and analyzed. Furthermore, we briefed
volunteers on the ethics of our experiment: no Facebook account data is modiﬁed, the social snapshots are stored in an
encrypted ﬁlecontainer, no personal information is given to
third-parties nor published. The invitation to support this
ﬁrst social snapshot evaluation was sent to researchers and
students in computer science. Finally 25 people gave their
consent to temporarily provide us access to their Facebook
accounts. Volunteers temporarily reset their Facebook account credentials, which we used to create a social snapshot
of their accounts. Once a social snapshot had been created,
we informed our test group to reset their account password.



We conﬁgured our third-party social snapshot application
for fetching an extensive account snapshot. We found that
350 simultaneous API requests lead to the best performance
results in a series of indicative experiments we conducted
beforehand. Our third-party application was conﬁgured to
fetch the following elements recursively:
• Highest priority (priority = 3)
inbox, outbox, friends, home, feed, photos, albums,
statuses
• Medium priority (priority = 2)
tagged, notes, posts, links, groups, videos, events
• Lowest priority (priority = 1)
activities, interests, music, books, movies, television,
likes
Our priority settings ensure that important information is
fetched ﬁrst. Account elements with highest and medium
priority are fetched with depth = 2 while elements with
the lowest priority are gathered with depth = 1. Thus a
social snapshot of a given user includes for example, her
friend’s groups, tagged pictures, links etc. but no pictures,
comments, etc. are downloaded from her favorite television
series. These social snapshot settings imply that not only
the target’s account is completely fetched but also social
data on the targets’ friends is collected.

4.4

Figure 4: Time required for crawling contact details with social snapshot client and automated web
browser.

4.5

Results on Social Snapshot Completeness

As illustrated in Figure 5, our third-party application found
and fetched on average 9, 802 Facebook account elements
per test subject. The storage size of the fetched JSON
ﬁles accounted to 72.29M B on average. Listing 1 shows
an anonymized example from the fetched Facebook account
elements. The example represents the basic information
fetched of the user “John Doe” formatted as a JSON object. This example request also highlights that account data
fetched through the Graph API provides a richer information set for further investigations. The standard web interface does not provide information if a user’s account is
veriﬁed nor an update time that is accurate to the nearest
second with information on the used time zone.

Results on Social Snapshot Performance

Figure 3 illustrates the time required by our third-party
social snapshot application to snapshot the test accounts
through the Graph API. Our third-party application required on average 12.79 minutes. Account elements of our
test accounts were on average fetched with 93.1kB per second.

Listing 1: Example of collected JSON element

{ ” i d ” : ”12345678 ” , ”name ” : ”John Doe ” ,
” f i r s t n a m e ” : ”John ” , ” l a s t n a m e ” : ”Doe ” ,
” l i n k ” : ” h t t p : \/\/www. f a c e b o o k . com\/ j o h n d o e ” ,
”username ” : ”j o h n d o e ” , ” b i r t h d a y ” : ”04\/01\/1975 ” ,
”hometown ” : { ” i d ” : ” ” , ”name ” : n u l l } ,
” q u o t e s ” : ” s o c i a l s n a p s h o t your a c c o u n t ! . \ n ” ,
”g e n d e r ” : ”male ” , ” e m a i l ” : ”johndoe@example . com ” ,
”t i m e z o n e ” : 2 , ” l o c a l e ” : ”en US ” , ” v e r i f i e d ” : t r u e ,
”u p d a t e d t i m e ” : ”2011−05−15 T 1 3 : 0 5 : 1 9 +0000 ”}

Compared to data collected via the standard web interface, our social snapshot contains a number of additional
information tokens. Most notably for forensic investigation
is the availability of exact creation timestamps through the
Graph API. We used our image forensic module to download all unique photos in the highest available resolution
from the gathered social snapshots. The downloaded photos corresponded to 3, 250 ﬁles or 225.28M B on average per
test account.
Figure 6 shows the additional contact details crawled with
our social snapshot client. On average, our social snapshot
client had to crawl 238 proﬁle sites per test account. For
all crawled proﬁle pages our crawler found 22 phone numbers, 65 instant messaging accounts, as well as 162 e-mail
addresses on average. We noticed that after a number of subsequent requests to user proﬁles of a given account, Facebook

Figure 3: Required time and transfer rate of our
social snapshot third-party application.
The time required for crawling contact details with our automated web browser is outlined in Figure 4. Test accounts
have been crawled within 14 minutes on average. The average elapsed time per account corresponds to 3.4 seconds per
user proﬁle page.



Figure 5: Account elements fetched through social
snapshot third-party application.

Figure 6: Contact details crawled with social snapshot client and automated web browser.

replaces textual e-mail addresses with images. This behavior
was noticeable with our social snapshot client, whereas on
average we fetched 85 e-mail addresses in image form (OCR
in Figure 6). Due to the fact that Facebook uses e-mail addresses in image form as a web crawler protection method,
we could not directly parse the fetched images.
Finally we used our analysis module to verify the integrity
of the collected snapshots. We successfully veriﬁed that every entry in our fetched contact details CSV ﬁles had correspondent entries within the retrieve JSON ﬁles, as well
as that no invalid responses where received through the
Graph API. We furthermore implemented a mechanism for
the analysis module to overcome the obstacle of parsing image e-mail addresses. By providing Facebook’s e-mail image
creation script the maximum possible font size of 35 instead
the default of 8.7, we fetched higher resolution versions of
the e-mail address pictures. We could thus rely on GNU
Ocrad[14] to resolve these high resolution images into their
textual representation. The idea of replacing the default
font size with a larger one was ﬁrst described in [25] and
we could successfully verify that the described method still
applies.

4.6

Since the entire content of a users’ social networking account with exact timestamps is collected, timelines can be
easily generated. Moreover, social snapshots oﬀer a valuable source for further investigations. The collected e-mail
addresses could for example be used to identify users on
other online platforms such as photo and ﬁle storage services, while collected media data could be matched with evidence collected through traditional forensic images. Figure
7 shows an example of a generated timeline for a ﬁctitious
forensic investigation on the “Dalton Gang”. The Dalton
gang is suspected of having committed an aggravated bank
robbery between 8:00am and 8:30am on the 13th of January
2011. All four gang members have an alibi for the speciﬁc
time and said they were all on a joint getaway together with
their families. Bob Dalton, the head of the gang, presents
a group photo he posted on Facebook that very day. In
order to validate the posting, ﬁve close friends of Bob give
their consent to social snapshot their social networking accounts. While the posted group photo correctly shows up
with the speciﬁed date in all ﬁve social snapshots, an interesting posting from Bob Dalton’s wife is collected in two of
the social snapshots. The posting dated one week before the
robbery, timestamped with 01/06/2011 07:32:12 AM reads
“Oﬀ to the beach, for our family group picture. Hehe”. The
investigators at this point start to suspect that the alibi
picture had been taken a week beforehand to fabricate an
alibi. Unaware to Bob’s brother Grat Dalton, investigators
social snapshot his account using the hijack module during
his daily Internet browsing, exploiting a coﬀeeshop’s insecure WiFi connection. Analyzing Grat’s social snapshot the
investigator noticed that Grat exchanged private messages
with his brother Bob on the day of the robbery. The ﬁrst
messages with ID 00000000 sent at 3:20:32 PM reads “Grat,
That was almost too easy today ... we should start thinking
on how to spend all the Benjamins:-). greetings Bob”. In the
second message Grat replied to Bob at 6:27:12 PM: “Yeah
almost too easy:-) Great idea with the group picture at the
beach btw, that will cause them some serious teeth gnashing.” With this further evidence on a possible false alibi, the
investigators perform a house search on Bob Dalton’s home.
While the search does not reveal any of the stolen money,

Indicative Cookie Authentication Experiments

We performed a number of indicative experiments to verify our cookie authentication method on Facebook. Both
non-persistent as well as persistent cookie authentication is
available. Persistent cookies are valid for 30 days in the case
of Facebook. We successfully tested our social snapshot tool
with the hijack module on a number of non-persistent users
over an unencrypted test WiFi network. Furthermore, we
successfully validated our social snapshot application with
persistent cookies extracted from web browser proﬁle ﬁles.
In the case of one particular test setting, namely our university campus WiFi, we could observe as many as 50 valid
social networking sessions within one hour.

4.7

Forensic Analysis of Social Snapshots

Collected social snapshots enable the forensic analysis of
social network activity of speciﬁc users and their online peers.



Figure 7: Example timeline created from collected social snapshot.
the personal computer of Bob Dalton is seized during the
house search. Amongst digital documents and images the
investigators ﬁnd a valid Facebook authentication cookie on
Bob’s forensic image. The investigator creates a social snapshot of Bob’s social networking account using the extracted
authentication cookie. Comparing Bob’s and Grat’s social
networking activity on the day of the robbery they ﬁnd that
the social snapshots accurately correlate with a F1-score of
0.84, and both accounts hold the treasonous private messages. The timeline generated from the social snapshot and
outlined in Figure 7 shows Bob’s online activity on the day
of the bank robbery. Curious as to whether the pristine
digital image of Bob’s posting can be recovered the investigator runs the digital image forensic module to match digital images from the forensic image with the image collected
through the seven independent social snapshots. The digital image forensic module reports a positive match on a
digital image named “CIMG2216.JPG”. The original EXIF
information of image “CIMG2216.JPG” reveals that their alibi group picture had indeed been taken a week before the
robbery.

4.8

approach retrieved the great majority of social networking
account data without the requirement of additional parsing
and with exact timestamps. During the implementation of
our social snapshot techniques, Facebook’s web-site layout
changed a number of times. Since only contact details were
crawled, we could promptly adapt the parser of our client,
while our third-party application did not require any changes
at all. As Facebook has no review process for third-party
applications we could also make our third-party application
available straightforward. Third-party applications on Facebook do not even have to appear in their application directory in order to be usable.
Apart from digital forensics, social snapshots could also
be used to raise user awareness. Users would run our social
snapshot tool and get a report on their account data. Thus,
social networking users could sight the magnitude of information that is stored with their social networking providers.
We hope that this would help the average social networking
user to make better informed decisions on which information
they post.
Unencrypted social networking sessions enable the gathering of social snapshots for digital forensics but also pose
a serious security threat. Since HTTPS is not enabled by
default on today’s social networking services, user sessions
can easily be hijacked. Two proof-of-concept tools have been
released that make session hijacking of social networking sessions available to the average user. Firesheep [3] has been
released in October 2010 as a browser extension and at the
time of writing is not functioning anymore. Faceniﬀ [24]
oﬀers a point-to-click interface and supports a number of
wireless network protocols. It is an Android application for
hijacking social networking sessions released in June 2011.
Both hijacking applications were released in order to create
awareness for the problem of insecure social networking sessions. It is trivial however to couple such simple hijacking
applications with our social snapshot tool. Thus, attackers
could harvest complete account snapshots in an automated
fashion. It has been shown [17] that the large amount of
sensitive data stored in social networks could be used for
large-scale spam attacks via session hijacking.

Social Snapshot Open-Source Release

We release the social snapshot core framework for Facebook under a GPL v3 open source license1 . The source code
contains the social snapshot client, our third-party application, as well as the patched Selenium server. Not included in
the open source release are the analysis and photo forensics
modules. We furthermore decided not to release the hijack
module, which could be potentially misused for malicious
attacks.

5.

DISCUSSION

Our evaluation required on average 9,802 API and 238
HTTP requests to successfully snapshot an entire social networking account in less than 15 minutes. In order to collect
forensic evidence with traditional web-crawling more than
10,000 HTTP requests are necessary to snapshot a single
test account. The generated network traﬃc of traditional
web-crawling would have been likely detected and blocked
by social networking providers. Moreover, our evaluated
1

6.

https://github.com/mleithner/SocialSnapshot

RELATED WORK

Numerous forensic frameworks have been proposed in re-



cent years. However, none of them were designed speciﬁcally
to extract information from social networks. To the best of
our knowledge, no other publication has examined the impact of a hybrid API and crawler based approach to digital
forensics in social networks.
Even though social networks are not per-se part of the
cloud computing paradigm, the area of cloud forensics poses
some related challenges as these service operators rely on
private clouds for their infrastructure. Speciﬁcally the unknown location of data centers [26] and the diﬃculty to obtain access to forensic data sources without trusting a third
party [2] as well as data provenance [20]. Pyﬂag [8], on the
other hand, is a modular network forensic framework built
to analyze network dumps. Among other features it is able
to rebuild HTML pages from packets, allowing the examiner to view the webpages the suspect has seen even if it
used AJAX or other dynamic techniques for representation.
Xplico [30] is an Internet traﬃc decoder which can retrieve
Facebook chat conversations from network dumps.
In relation to our digital image forensics module a recent
approach is PhotoDNA [21], which is a program to detect
known and explicitly illegal pictures based on calculated
signatures. It is only available to law enforcement agencies. Similar to signature-based antivirus software, a trusted
party calculates the signatures for illicit pictures such as
child pornography which in turn is then compared with the
signatures of pictures in webpages, data archives or pictures
from forensic hard drive examinations. In [19] characteristics of embedded thumbnails are used to authenticate the
source of a picture. While both approaches work similar to
our module, they have not been designed or employed to
compare digital images from social networks with pictures
from a suspect’s hard drive.

7.

to especially thank the human volunteers who supported our
experiments by providing their Facebook data. The authors
would also like to thank Barbara Weber and Robert Sablatnig for their advice and feedback in the creation of this
paper.

8.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Social snapshots explore novel techniques for automated
collection of digital evidence from social networking services.
Compared with state-of-the-art web crawling techniques our
approach signiﬁcantly reduces network traﬃc, is easier to
maintain, and has access to additional and hidden information. Extensive evaluation of our techniques have shown
that they are practical and eﬀective to collect the complete
information of a given social networking account reasonably
fast and without detection from social networking providers.
We believe that our techniques can be used in cases where
no legal cooperation with social networking providers exists.
In order to provide a digital evidence collection tool for modern forensic investigations of social networking activities, we
release our core social snapshot framework as open source
software. We will continue to extend the analysis capabilities of our forensic software and cooperate with partners on
the evaluation of real-world cases.
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ABSTRACT

reviewing a submission for publication or a proposal from
someone, where review is to be anonymous and I need to
check something at the submitter’s web site, I would like
to do so without revealing my identity to the web server.
What I mean by ‘identity’ we will revisit more thoroughly
below. But if I am originating the connection at my oﬃce
workstation, it might include my IP address as well as anything else that could indicate who the reviewer is or possibly
broader aspects, such as that the reviewer is from the Navy.
This could be indicated by either things I type or things
that applications send through the connection, for example,
cookies. But again, the goal is to separate the choice to identify or not from the routing necessary for communication to
take place.

Onion routing was invented more than ﬁfteen years ago to
separate identiﬁcation from routing in network communication. Since that time there has been much design, analysis,
and deployment of onion routing systems. This has been accompanied by much confusion about what these systems do,
what security they provide, how they work, who built them,
and even what they are called. Here I give an overview of
onion routing from its earliest conception to some of the latest research, including the design and use of Tor, a global
onion routing network with about a half million users on any
given day.

1.

WHY ONION ROUTING

We (David Goldschlag, Michael Reed, and I) began work
on onion routing in late 1995 with the goal to separate identiﬁcation from routing. Onion routing has often been said (by
ourselves and others) to provide anonymous communication,
but ‘anonymity’ can be taken in many ways, and misunderstanding about that has led to signiﬁcant missteps in system
design and analysis. To quote from our paper at ACSAC
‘96, “Our motivation here is not to provide anonymous communication, but to separate identiﬁcation from routing. Authenticating information must be carried in the data stream.
Applications can (and usually should) identify themselves to
each other. But, the use of a public network should not automatically reveal the identities of communicating parties.
The goal here is anonymous routing, not anonymity.” [43].
If I need to log into the workstation in my oﬃce at the
Naval Research Laboratory from a remote location, I want
to be sure that I am connecting to the right system before
I start entering my username and password. Similarly, I
want the system to be sure it’s me before granting access.
Nonetheless, I may not want, e.g., the wireless access point
at my remote location or anyone in range of it to know
that someone is connecting to NRL from there. Nor might
I want this to be known by all the other elements on the
communication path from me to my workstation.
In other cases, however, I may want to hide my identity from the system at the far end. For example, if I am

2.

WHO ONION ROUTING

Onion routing systems have a wide variety of users with a
variety of purposes. Tor is the most well known and widely
used onion routing system. As of the time of writing it serves
over half a million concurrent users over a network infrastructure comprised of about three thousand onion routers of
one type or another [53].
I have already described two ways users might want to
protect themselves using onion routing. There are many
types of users and many uses for onion routing. Law enforcement and intelligence agencies need to operate on the
Internet without revealing their activities or intentions to
those they are investigating or anyone else observing. And
the “road warrior” mentioned above is protected both from
proﬁling of his online activities and aﬃliation, and from potential physical harm by an adversary who can easily and
discretely associate these with the hotel he is staying in [19].
Road warriors typically use Virtual Private Networks to help
protect their communications. But VPNs provide limited
protection against this threat if it is easy to associate users or
aﬃliations with a VPN, and the adversary can observe connections to the VPN. Also, while onion routing distributes
trust as we shall see, externally provided VPNs typically
constitute a single point of trust and thus a single point of
failure for protecting routing information.
Penetration testing engineers have found that if they have
a limited IP space from which to launch attacks, defenders
have been able to use this to spot attacks. Onion routing
can help in this regard, although without additional safeguards this would make onion routing networks appear to
be a vector for abuse [18].
Victims of various types of diseases, as well as of crimes
and abuse have used onion routing to do research and to chat
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with fellow victims without risk of exposure [15]. Besides the
more obvious information security protections these aﬀord,
the ability to speak freely and anonymously has long been
recognized as an important therapeutic beneﬁt.
Many ordinary citizens simply want to limit the amount of
information about themselves that is being gathered every
time they go online. How this information will be exploited
by businesses or criminals is often not yet understood at
the time it is gathered, so prudence counsels prevention. Or
they may want to protect their children from being geolocated by those observing or engaging the children in online
activity—geolocation that can take place simply from the
act of connecting even before the child has entered anything
into the application.
This is just a small sampling of the types of onion routing
users. Central to the protection that onion routing provides
is that all of these diﬀerent types are sharing the network.
Otherwise the problem noted above for VPNs would apply
to onion routing as well. Anything coming out of, for example, a Navy-only onion routing network would be known to
be coming from the Navy and anything entering it would be
known to be headed to the Navy: this would not adequately
separate identiﬁcation from routing. But the diverse users
needed to provide this protection also have diverse trust values. Thus the entire network infrastructure cannot be provided by or under the control of a single entity. And since
those running the network will similarly have diverse trust,
they must be able to examine for themselves the code that
they run, or at least be sure that independents whom they
trust can do so. These points were part of our vision for
onion routing from the very beginning, and we obtained our
ﬁrst publication release for onion routing code in 1996, before ’open source’ was a generally adopted concept.
Besides needing to adequately trust the system, both users
and providers must want to use and/or provide the system.
This was addressed in the papers cited above. But even
before then, it was the central topic of “On the economics
of anonymity” [1]. From the perspective of users, a basic
dilemma arises from the diﬃculty of trying to be anonymous
by yourself. Unlike other security properties, those who need
strong protection will not be early adopters because the system will then be known to be protecting the relatively small
set of most sensitive users. So merely connecting or sending
to it will be revealing of something they will probably want
to hide. Similarly any destination of traﬃc from the system
is revealed as something of interest to one of those most sensitive users. Contrastingly, the less sensitive user will have
inadequate incentive to pay for the system. This means that
a certain degree of free riding must be built into the system.
On the one hand, this means that less sensitive users will be
getting protection virtually for free. On the other hand, by
their use of the system they eﬀectively provide better protection for the more sensitive users. So it is not free riding
from the security perspective.
But even just looking at user cost, it is not really entirely for free. The security onion routing provides comes
with some inevitable usability and performance overhead.
We will get more into how it works below, but for now it
is enough to note this and to note its impact on security.
Back et al. have stated that “In anonymity systems usabil-

ity, eﬃciency, reliability and cost become security objectives
because they aﬀect the size of user base which in turn affects the degree of anonymity it is possible to achieve.” [4].
In fact perceived usability by others is also a factor because
it aﬀects expectations about how likely others are to use the
system and provide us with cover. In a sense, a system that
is not as secure by some analytic criterion may be more secure in fact if opinion drives more users to that system [15].
We will revisit such seemingly paradoxical issues below when
we discuss security deﬁnitions and metrics.

3.

HOW ONION ROUTING

Before getting into deﬁning ‘security’, we should spend
a little time deﬁning ‘onion routing’ and describing how it
works because there has been a surprising degree of confusion about what onion routing is and is not.
Symmetric-key cryptography is generally much cheaper
computationally than public-key cryptography is. But symmetric-key cryptography only works if both communicating
parties share a key. An advantage of public keys is that Alice can send an encrypted message to Bob without having to
share a key with him ﬁrst. A primary application of publickey cryptography is thus in protocols to establish a shared
(symmetric) key for Alice and Bob to use in a communication session. If a large amount of data is sent in the session
encrypted with this shared key, the computational overhead
is much less than if public keys were used throughout the
session. There are many other beneﬁts to establishing a
shared session key, but we focus on this feature for now.
Onion routing is in one sense just a generalization of this
basic idea. It can use the more computationally expensive
public-key cryptography to lay a cryptographic circuit of
shared symmetric keys along an unpredictable route. The
circuit can be bidirectional, and each session key is shared
between the initiating client and one onion router in the
path. Data that is sent by the client is wrapped in layers,
except that the layers are created using the shared symmetric keys rather than public keys. Using the symmetric key
it learned when the circuit was laid, each onion router removes a layer of encryption as the data passes. In this way
the data emerges at the end of the circuit as plaintext (from
the perspective of the onion routers. It could be ciphertext
if that is what is being sent over the circuit by the application.) Data passing back from the responder, for example
from a web server, has a layer of symmetric crypto added to
it as it passes through each onion router node in the path.
It thus arrives at the circuit initiator as a layered data structure. The circuit initiator set up the circuit and so is able to
remove the layers using the symmetric keys for that circuit.
Onion routing was invented to facilitate anonymous lowlatency bidirectional communication, such as occurs in web
browsing, remote login, chat, and other interactive applications. By only using public-key cryptography to establish
session keys it allows for throughput and latency that would
not be feasible if public-key operations were needed for each
message (or packet) passing through the system. By following a multihop free-route path selection through a network
of independently managed onion routers, it makes it hard
for an adversary to observe traﬃc entering and leaving the
system.



3.1

An onion by any other name would smell
as sweet

output messages. Other than for purposes of contrast, we
will not discuss mixes, which have many variations and an
extensive literature in their own right [11, 21].
Mix networks get their security from the mixing done by
their component mixes, and may or may not use route unpredictability to enhance security. Onion routing networks primarily get their security from choosing unpredictable routes
through a network, and onion routers typically employ no
mixing at all. This gets at the essence of the two even if it
is a bit too quick on both sides. Other typical and highly
salient distinctions include that all existing onion routing
network designs are for carrying bidirectional low-latency
traﬃc over cryptographic circuits while public mixnets are
designed for carrying unidirectional high-latency traﬃc in
connectionless messages2 . Mixes are also usually intended
to resist an adversary that can observe all traﬃc everywhere
and, in some threat models, to actively change traﬃc. Onion
routing networks are generally completely broken against an
adversary who observes both ends of a communication path.
Thus, onion routing networks are designed to resist a local
adversary, one that can only see a subset of the network and
the traﬃc on it.
Given the fundamental diﬀerences in the mechanisms they
employ, the adversaries they are intended to resist, and their
basic designs (not to mention typical applications), how
could anyone who works in this area ever confuse the two?
All deployed onion routing networks do use some form of
layered encryption on traﬃc they carry, encryption that is
gradually removed as it passes through the network. And
this is also true of decryption mixnets (re-encryption mixes
work diﬀerently). Thus there is a clear similarity between
the two in at least this respect. Still, given the diﬀerences,
how could this be enough to confuse an expert? The standard conception of security found in the literature—which in
turn motivates system designs—assumes the goal of all systems that hide who is talking to whom is to make a given set
of users (or user communications) less distinguishable. If one
motivates design by starting with such a set and seeing how
well the system obscures identiﬁcation of its elements, the security contributions of an onion routing approach are harder
to see. Any distinction between onion routing networks and
mixnets, if recognized at all, is then likely to be couched only
in terms of diﬀerences in intended application or engineering
tradeoﬀs of security versus performance. Even we designers
of onion routing systems have been occasionally guilty of
falling into this idiom. We discuss adversaries and security
deﬁnitions further in [48] and below in section 5. Our goal
here was simply to make clear the diﬀerence between mix
networks and onion routing networks.
Another confusion is that we have historically used ‘onion
routing’ both to refer to the general approach described
above and to refer to speciﬁc system designs that emerged
from projects at NRL. To distinguish between these below,
we will use ’onion routing’ to refer to all onion routing systems and will use ’NRL onion routing’ to refer to the speciﬁc
designed and deployed versions of onion routing that have
come out of the NRL onion routing projects, unless this
is clear from context. References to one generation or another of onion routing will also be an indication that it is
speciﬁcally one of the NRL-originated designs that is being
discussed.

In onion routing, application data is passed inside a layered data structure as just described. In the ﬁrst two generations of onion-routing design [27, 44, 50] that emerged
from NRL, the circuit was also laid by means of a layered
data structure, with two primary diﬀerences. (1) Each layer
also provided the material to generate the symmetric keys
used for passing the data back and forth. (2) The ﬁnal layer
contained neither a destination address nor meaningful content to be transmitted. Thus, abstractly the onion for a
three-hop route through R1 , R2 , R3 looked like this:
E(PKR1 , [K1 , R2 , E(PKR2 , [K2 , R3 , E(PKR3 , [K3 , Pad] )] )] )
where ‘PKRi ’ is a public key for Ri , and ‘Ki ’ is sessionkey material to be shared between the route originator and
Ri . We are ignoring some details here to focus on these two
features of the structure. In particular, note that what is
encrypted for the last layer is just the symmetric-key material to be used for passing data back and forth and then just
empty padding. Thus, there is no message at the innermost
core of the onion: the onion is the layers themselves, much
like the root vegetable from which it gets its name. Indeed,
this structure is the basis for the choice of the name “onion
routing”: the network routes onions—not just layered data
structures, but data structures that are comprised of layers
and nothing else. Using “onion” to describe a layered data
structure is not unique to onion routing or to structures
speciﬁcally comprised of nothing but layers. Independently
and contemporaneously with the ﬁrst descriptions of onion
routing, “onion” was used by Gülcü and Tsudik to describe
a structure somewhat like the ones above for a mix-based1
remailer network [28], and there may be even earlier uses.
We are not averse ourselves to referring to the packets being
sent over the cryptographic circuit as “data onions”.
Furthermore, though the circuit-building onions gave onion
routing its name, they are not what makes it onion routing.
The essential feature is that public keys are used to lay a
cryptographic circuit of symmetric keys, which is then used
to pass data. Other onion routing designs that we will discuss later do this by eﬀectively only sending one onion layer
at a time through the partial circuit already created.
‘Onion routing’ has also at least occasionally been used
in published research to refer to networks that do not lay a
circuit at all. Though we will countenance somewhat varied
use of ‘onion’ to cover “data onions” or “message onions”, we
will stick to using ‘onion routing’ for designs that lay cryptographic circuits—which was what those of us who coined
the phrase had in mind.
It is instructive to explore the origins of this mistake in usage, but it requires that we examine the diﬀerences between
mixes and onion routers. Mixes were invented by David
Chaum in 1981 [9]. Brieﬂy, a mix takes in a batch of packets
or messages, reorders them, cryptographically changes their
appearance, possibly adds new messages or previously delayed messages from an earlier batch, and possibly removes
some received messages from the batch. It then forwards the
resulting batch to other mixes or to ultimate destinations.
The mix’s operations make it diﬃcult for anyone observing
the mix to correlate observed input messages with observed
1

2
An exception is Web MIXes [6], which creates bidirectional
circuits through mix cascades to carry public web traﬃc.

We will say more about mixes presently.



Though onion routers are not mixes, it is possible to have
a combination, producing a subclass of onion routers (and
of mixes). Speciﬁcally, in the second-generation design from
NRL, some low-latency timed mixing was added [44]. Prior
anonymizing networks had been based on mixing, and realtime mixing per se did not add much overhead. It was hoped
that by introducing realtime mixing, it would be possible to
explore its possible beneﬁts and simplify security analysis
at least with respect to an external passive attacker. It
was also hoped that this would make onion routing more
palatable to the community by making it more familiar. If
mixing was to be anywhere near realtime, however, then it
would be necessary to do some padding and/or rate limiting
to avoid trivial timing correlations. Though a full-length
padding scheme was immediately dismissed as too costly,
padding and bandwidth limiting based on a sliding-window
weighted average of prior traﬃc was considered potentially
viable [51]. Just like the ﬁrst and the third, this secondgeneration design of onion routing made use of TCP and
stream ciphers on the links between onion routers as well
as end to end. The mixing onion routers had to be lowlatency, mixing only packets that had arrived during a very
short prior interval. But, the use of TCP and stream ciphers also meant that mixing could only be of packets on
diﬀerent circuits going through an onion router: traﬃc on a
given circuit was not mixed with itself so as to preserve order. (TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is one of the two
main ways that traﬃc is passed over the Internet. It provides guaranteed and in-order packet delivery at the expense
of some timeliness. The other main protocol is UDP (User
Datagram Protocol), which provides no such guarantee and
is better for applications with tighter realtime constraints
that can tolerate some lossiness, for example VOIP.) Though
padding or other approaches might prevent most short-term
passive eavesdropping, nothing practical that has been proposed to date is expected to be eﬀective against an active
attacker. Various schemes have been proposed to cope with
active timing correlation attacks. The earliest was PipeNet,
which was originally proposed in a cypherpunks mailing list
post in 1995 [10], although it was never formally published.
PipeNet essentially required that all sending be at a persistent constant rate. To fully avoid any correlation no sender
or recipient can join or leave the network once it is formed,
and the entire network must be shut down as a single originator of communication stops sending. Though not all subsequent proposals are as draconian, and even ignoring the
padding overhead, those that aren’t are generally ineﬀective:
they impose too much delay, require that the responder be
an active participant in the scheme, or some combination of
these.
By the time the third-generation onion routing design
was begun, nobody had proposed a practical traﬃc-shaping
scheme that wasn’t fundamentally weak in some way. Indeed
that remains true to this day. An unknown research breakthrough remains possible; however, all thought of making
onion routers function as mixes was abandoned when the
third-generation design was begun until such time as this
could be shown to have any value against realistic adversaries [17].

4.

classic onion routing paper prompted the invitation. Within
a half year of publishing the ﬁrst onion routing design at the
Information Hiding Workshop in May of 1996 [27], we published another paper at ACSAC that ﬁrst described separating a client proxy that constructs the circuit from the onion
routers that can carry circuits from many clients [43], and
the following May we presented another paper that introduced many of the second-generation features most closely
associated with onion routing [52].
I have alluded above to three generations of onion routing.
I mean by this the three generations of onion routing design
done by U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) researchers
and various people contracted to work with them—most notably for the third-generation (Tor), Roger Dingledine and
Nick Mathewson of what is now the Tor Project. There
are many diﬀerences between the generations and diﬀerence
from other ﬂavors of onion routing besides those that came
from NRL. Most of these we will ignore for now, but some
of the primary distinctions between the three generations I
mentioned are the following.

First-generation onion routing:
• ﬁxed-length, ﬁve-node circuits: Onion routing was
intended to allow anonymous connections to Internet
servers, such as web servers, that were not part of the
onion routing network. But, a conﬁguration that was
also intended for protection was communication between two enclave ﬁrewalls, on both of which were
onion routers. If routes were three hops, a hostile
middle node would immediately learn both source and
destination enclaves. If routes were four hops, someone
compromising the node adjacent to the source or destination enclave would immediately know which other
node to attack to learn an entire circuit and thus who
was talking to whom. By having ﬁve hops in a circuit
this adversary would not have this information unless
it attacked another node ﬁrst.
• integrated conﬁguration: A client, as described
above, and an onion router are fully combined. Client
applications could proxy through onion routing without participating in the network or running any software. But, all elements of onion routing communication are essentially between peers, and building of
routes is entirely determined by and under the control
of the ﬁrst onion router in the circuit.
• static topology: There were no provisions for topology change or network discovery in the ﬁrst-generation
design. It was assumed that there would be a modest
size network of nodes (perhaps twenty to one hundred)
run by stable organizations that were not all mutually
trusting of each other and that information about network conﬁguration, signing keys, etc. would be handled oﬄine. This was thus seen as at most a detail to
be addressed later.
• loose-source routing: In case a node was unable
to connect to the subsequent node in a circuit, e.g.,
because of underlying network problems, it could build
its own onion through which it would pass the onion
it was given. Thus, it would attempt to complete the
circuit by adding more indirection to the route.

WHICH ONION ROUTING

This paper was invited to accompany an ACSAC classic
paper talk. But, I must confess that I am not sure which



• numerous application-speciﬁc proxies: In the mid
nineteen nineties applications were increasingly written to be proxy-aware as ﬁrewalls became more common; however, most applications did not yet use the
SOCKS protocol that standardizes such interaction.
For this reason, the ﬁrst-generation of onion routing
contained speciﬁc proxies for web traﬃc, for remote
login, for email, and for other applications.

policies [50]. This has signiﬁcant economic impact on
network participation and scalability, although the impact of separating clients from onion routers may be
even greater [1, 15].
• dynamic network state: As in the ﬁrst-generation,
network topology is assumed to be predeﬁned with
each node knowing its neighbors. Networks were expected to either be cliques of at most several dozen
nodes or, if needed, composed of such cliques with
multiple bridges between them. Thus, basic network
membership and acceptance of long-term keys were
still assumed to be based on outside communication.
Nonetheless, link state and other network information were maintained by ﬂooding signed information to
the “database engines” (DBE) attached to each onion
router. The DBEs were also used to propagate exit
policies so that originators would only build circuits
to exit the onion routing network at nodes where the
intended traﬃc would be permitted to exit.

• rendezvous servers and reply onions: A rendezvous server allowed two anonymous circuits to mate.
This permitted two parties that were anonymous from
both the server and each other to communicate, e.g., in
IRC chat. Reply onions built a circuit to connect back
to a source that wished to remain anonymous. This
could be used for replies to anonymous email or for
providing access to a hidden web server. In this way
someone who wished to provide a server that could
be contacted while remaining anonymous could do so
without the risks that aﬀected Penet [29].
Second-generation onion routing:
• running a client separated from running an onion
router: Perhaps the most important distinction from
the ﬁrst generation. This permitted an increased ﬂexibility in how clients could manage trust and resources.
Previously users would be forced to either provide a
computer to participate in the onion routing infrastructure themselves or to trust some remote onion router.
Now clients could learn about the network and could
build their own routes without being required to route
traﬃc for others themselves or trusting a remote computer with control over their routing and knowledge of
it.
• variable length circuits: The second generation had
variable length circuits (up to eleven hops within a single onion, although tunneling to even greater lengths
was also possible). In addition to other advantages,
this allowed access under diﬀerent conﬁgurations to
route within the network in essentially the same way.
For example, whether onions were built on a client
desktop or at an enclave ﬁrewall the rest of the path
could be the same.

• mixing of cells from diﬀerent circuits: Realtime
mixing of cells from diﬀerent anonymous circuits was
added. This permitted the exploration of timing, padding, and the like. It was, however, ultimately abandoned in the third-generation until there is at least
some theoretical justiﬁcation for hoping it will provide
any beneﬁt against an active adversary.
• padding and bandwidth limiting: Traﬃc is shaped
according to a sliding-window weighted average of prior
traﬃc to support protection against a passive eavesdropper doing traﬃc analysis. Also abandoned in the
third-generation.
Third-generation onion routing (Tor):
• Onion skins not onions: Diﬃe-Hellman based
circuit building: Perhaps the most important distinction from the ﬁrst and second generations. As
noted above, in the ﬁrst two generations, circuits were
built using an onion structure to distribute session
keys. This meant that processed onions had to be
kept track of at onion routers until they expired to
prevent someone from replaying an onion many times,
which might support various kinds of attacks. It also
meant that, because session keys were distributed in
the onion, anyone who captured an onion and all the
(encrypted) traﬃc on a corresponding circuit could
recover all the plaintext if the public keys that encrypted the onion were later broken or otherwise obtained. The onion-based key-distribution protocol was
said to lack forward secrecy. By extending the circuit one hop at a time, eﬀectively sending a single skin
of an onion, session keys could be obtained using a
Diﬃe-Hellman key establishment protocol. This protocol allows the communicants to exchange ephemeral
public keys that can be combined with a private key
of the other to establish a session key. The session key
is never sent, even in encrypted form. This provides
forward secrecy, meaning that, even if longterm keys
are compromised at some point in the future, session
keys will not be. Also, since diﬀerent ephemeral keys
are used at each hop of extending the circuit, there is
no threat of replay so there is no need to keep track of

• application independent proxies: A more generic
SOCKS proxy was added for those applications that
could use it. There was also a redirector that would
force all TCP traﬃc over the onion routing network.
This required a kernel shim to be installed, ran only
on Windows NT, and (unlike all other onion routing
code of all generations) was not built for open source
distribution.
• entry policies and exit policies: It was recognized
that diﬀerent individuals and organizations running
onion routers might have diﬀerent policy needs. They
might want to only permit access to the onion routing network from within an enclave on whose ﬁrewall
the onion router resided, or only permit exits to that
enclave. Alternatively, they might permit email traﬃc
(SMTP) to exit only to some locations and web traﬃc
(HTTP) to exit to arbitrary locations. Thus individual onion routers could set their own entrance and exit



onions that have already passed. Interestingly, we considered but abandoned in the spring of 1996 [40] the
option of using public Diﬃe-Hellman values to achieve
eﬃciency gains in computation. Our intended design
was to include the public DH-values from the originator inside the layers of circuit building onions, which
were used in the ﬁrst few generations of onion routing
designs, and then to combine these with public DH
keys (that we assume are DH-values used for generating keys). This is very similar to one of the protocols
we introduced much later [42]. Our focus was not on
forward secrecy but simply to be more computationally eﬃcient. We were certainly aware of forward secrecy and intentionally chose a protocol for securing
links between onion routers that provided it, but we
only pursued it with respect to outside attackers rather
than against compromised network nodes as well. The
idea of using Diﬃe-Hellman for basic circuit building
was simply another dropped design idea until work began on the Tor design, when it was picked up for the
forward secrecy it provided and for freedom from the
need to store onions against replay. The ﬁrst description [27, 43] and implementation of onion routing uses
RSA public keys for distributing circuit session keys
and DH-established link encryption between the server
nodes. The current version of onion routing, Tor, uses
both a Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange and an RSA encryption/decryption for each step on the anonymizing
tunnel setup. The computational advantages of using
Diﬃe-Hellman that we contemplated in 1996 lay dormant until 2007, when we picked it up again, as did
others [42, 34, 33].

reply onions. Tor did away with onions per se and
thus introduced a design for hidden services based on
rendezvous circuits. On the one hand, this meant that
one did not need to worry if the onion routers in a
reply onion would be functional at the time the reply
onion was actually used. On the other hand, one had
to maintain open circuits to introduction locations at
which the hidden server could be contacted. (Actual
data is passed over a separate circuit to a rendezvous
point in order to minimize the traﬃc load and the responsibility of the introduction points.)
• Directory servers: First-generation onion routing
simply assumed network information was static or distributed oﬄine. Second-generation onion routing assumed basic network membership information to be
established oﬄine but used a ﬂooding mechanism to
distribute authenticated network link state, keying information, and policy information necessary to build
circuits. Third-generation onion routing introduced directory servers to distribute network status, but also
network membership information. This is less complex, more ﬂexible, and more scalable than ﬂooding
for maintaining a consistent picture of the network.
On the other hand, this change requires a handful
of trusted directory servers. Caching at other onion
routers reduces the risk of a performance bottleneck,
but this remains a trust bottleneck. Since the original design, Tor has evolved through several versions
of directory structure to reduce the trust placed in individual directory servers, to increase resilience of the
network to faulty or malicious directory servers, and
to reduce overhead.

• Fixed-length three-hop circuits: In Tor, primary
emphasis is placed on what was dubbed in the secondgeneration, the “customer-ISP conﬁguration” [44, 50]
or more generally, “remote-COR conﬁguration” [51],
meaning that circuits are built by a local client and
enter the onion routing network at some remote onion
router after passing over some publicly visible network.
This, coupled with an abandonment of any pursuit of
mixing, reduces motivation for more than three hops to
a circuit. And three hops is minimal to protect against
two concerns. The ﬁrst concern is that either the entry or exit node for the onion routing network might
be sensitive, e.g., if it is on an enclave ﬁrewall. In this
case two-hop routes have a single point of failure to
link a sensitive source to a destination or vice versa.
The second concern is that, in general, with two-hop
circuits a compromised entry or exit would immediately know for each connection through it the single
other point to attack to reveal the entire route. If the
adversary has resources that can be readily mobilized
for attacking at some of the nodes in the network when
needed, two-hop circuits would make his job much easier than three-hop circuits, for which he would need to
simply be lucky in knowing where to strike and when,
or would need to keep his resources persistently mobilized everywhere.

• most application proxies eliminated as unnecessary: SOCKS is a protocol originally designed to
permit applications to communicate across ﬁrewalls in
a ﬂexible and controlled manner. A SOCKS proxy was
added to second-generation onion routing, but other
proxies were still needed because adoption of SOCKS
was still limited. By the third generation, SOCKS had
become common enough that applications could be assumed to use it and speciﬁc application proxies were
no longer needed. Nonetheless, some issues remained.
For example the most advanced version of SOCKS did
not proxy DNS requests, only an intermediate version
did. In addition, much network identiﬁcation information was often passed by applications regardless of
anonymization of the connection. For this reason, the
ﬁrst two generations of onion routing included sanitizing proxies to reduce this. By the time of third generation, sanitizing proxies were being developed and
made freely available by others. Thus onion routing
could focus on its primary job of anonymizing the circuits and use what others provided if application sanitization were needed. Note that sanitization should
be kept a separate function. (If one were logging into
work via SSH or a VPN over onion routing from a
remote location, for example, then such sanitization
is unnecessary and might hamper some authentication
or functionality.) As in the directory system, Tor itself
has evolved since 2004. In addition to SOCKS support
as above, it now allows the use of transparent proxies
(similar in function to the second-generation redirec-

• Rendezvous circuits and hidden servers: Firstgeneration onion routing introduced rendezvous servers,
for example to permit people to onion route to a chat
server. And, hidden services were to be accessed via



tor for Windows NT), and it can process DNS queries
as if a DNS server itself.

realizing that it would make describing the various systems
more complicated in the future. Thus, though structurally
Tor is clearly a third generation of basic design, the title of
this paper would lead one to think otherwise.
The title is also confusing because it refers to a secondgeneration onion router, that is an onion-routing network
component through which circuits are built and that forwards traﬃc along those circuits. But the paper is also
about the onion-routing clients, the hidden service design,
the directory system, etc., in other words an entire onion
routing system design. Though onion routers are a central part of onion routing, describing them is a small part
of the paper. In addition, by phrasing the title “Tor: The
Second-Generation Onion Router”, we gave an at least implicit impression that ‘Tor’ stood for ‘the onion router’. This
further exacerbated the confusion about the paper’s scope
and focus, but it is also simply incorrect.
When Roger Dingledine began work on onion routing as
part of an NRL project, there were many other onion routing
systems that had been or were being designed, published,
and/or deployed, for example, Freedom [26], Cebolla [8],
and Tarzan [24]. Thus, when he told people he was working
on onion routing, they would ask him which one. He would
respond that it was the onion routing, the original program
of projects from NRL. It was Rachel Greenstadt who noted
to him that this was a nice acronym and gave Tor its name.
Roger then observed that it also works well as a recursive
acronym, ‘Tor’s onion routing’. It was also his decision that
it should be written ‘Tor’ not ‘TOR’. Making it more of an
ordinary word in this way also emphasizes the overlap of
meaning with the German word ‘Tor’, which is gate (as in
a city gate).
To sum up, “Tor: The Second-Generation Onion Router”
is about the design of onion-routing systems, not just onion
routers themselves. Tor is the third generation of onion routing, not the second. And the ‘r’ in ‘Tor’ represents ‘routing’
not ‘router’. In hindsight we probably should have spent a
bit more time on the paper title.

The very ﬁrst onion routing design was peer-to-peer in
the literal sense that all system elements interacted as peers.
But it was not a P2P design in the sense that all end-user
computers were expected to contribute to the infrastructure.
P2P onion routing designs in that sense have also received
a lot of attention. I simply cite a sampling of these designs
without analysis [45, 24, 39, 36, 35]. So far, every P2P
onion routing system has been shown within a year or so of
publication to have one or another signiﬁcant break. Having
a completely decentralized design for node discovery and/or
route propagation, whether or not the lookup is structured,
is complex. I expect research in this area to remain both
interesting and volatile for a while, but we shall see.
Both second and third generation onion routing have a
client-server architecture, but where the server nodes are
entirely locally managed and network membership and status is itself distributed. The second generation design for
this was via a ﬂat propagation of network information (that
was never fully implemented and deployed). The current
public Tor network has on the order of ten directory authorities that are independently managed and exist in multiple
locations and jurisdictions. We have already mentioned this
above, but here we note that having such an architecture can
allow for signiﬁcant scaling that is often cited as a goal of
P2P design. Allowing clients to participate without having
to provide servers means that many more can participate.
Allowing this while still having a large diverse network provides performance and protection that has yet to be achieved
by P2P designs [13].
We have not covered all of the features and diﬀerences
of the three generations on onion routing designed at NRL,
but we have hopefully covered the most salient basic distinctions. Distinguishing the names of the diﬀerent designs also
requires some explanation. The title of the Tor design paper as originally published is “Tor: The Second-Generation
Onion Router”[17]. This was a misleading title in at least
three respects, which we will now set out. We will also explain the origins of the name ‘Tor’. To some extent, getting
all this straight will help readers have a clearer understanding of onion routing and its history.
When the second-generation design above was begun, it
was called “Onion Routing, The Next Generation” out of
homage to a certain television series that was popular at
the time, particularly with some of the onioneers. It was
thus not only a second generation of onion routing, but one
that was deliberately considered another generation by its
designers. By contrast, when work on the Tor design began second-generation prototypes had been languishing for
a few years without much attention. Tor began in a project
originally intended to simply clean up and update the implementation of the second-generation software and tweak the
design where needed for better performance and fault tolerance. However, it was soon recognized that a more radical
redesign and re-implementation would more quickly lead to
a better system overall. One of Tor’s designers tended to
use “ﬁrst-generation” for all work on onion routing prior to
when he started. Thus to him, Tor was second-generation.
One of the designer’s should have known better because he
was there for all the history of all the generations. However,
at the time he was inclined to not care about titles and go
along with whatever his co-authors suggested for a title, not

4.1

Freedom’s just another word for no peel
left to loose

As noted, within a short time after onion routing was
invented, there were several onion routing designs developed elsewhere than at NRL. A signiﬁcant contribution that
fed back into NRL onion routing design evolution was Zach
Brown’s Cebolla [8]. As also noted above, perhaps the most
signiﬁcant discriminator of the third generation NRL onion
routing design from second generation was the introduction
of incremental circuit building via a Diﬃe-Hellman exchange
between each node in the route and the client over the existing partially built circuit. The idea for this came from
Cebolla.
The most notable onion routing network prior to Tor in
terms of the scale of its development and deployment was
the Freedom Network from Zero-Knowledge Systems, Inc.
It was publicly announced in late 1998, and a deployed network ran from late 1999 till late 2001. This was a commercial system in which users paid for service. That itself
is not without security implications, which we have already
touched on brieﬂy. (This is not the only commercial onion
routing network that has existed. For example, IronKey has
sold protected ﬂash drives since about 2006, including one
that supports private web browsing through IronKey’s own



onion routing network.) We focus here on Freedom’s network design and protocols. Like the ﬁrst two generations
of onion routing, the ﬁrst version of Freedom built a route
using an onion that passed the session keys to each of the
onion routers—called Anonymous Internet Proxies (AIP) in
the Freedom Network [26]. The resulting encryption-layered
route was dubbed a “telescope” by the Freedom designers,
after the nested tube structure of spyglass telescopes.
But Freedom had several important diﬀerences from the
NRL designs for onion routing. It transported traﬃc using
UDP rather than TCP. It used block ciphers since, unlike
NRL onion routing, packets could not be guaranteed to be
in-order. However, since many of the applications it carried
required TCP guarantees, the Freedom client managed its
own TCP stack (similarly for network exit nodes). This required a kernel modiﬁcation and thus root access on the computer on which the program ran. A resulting tradeoﬀ was
that this gave Freedom tighter control over making sure that
applications did not bypass the anonymity network than any
of the NRL versions of onion routing except perhaps the redirector mentioned above. Freedom also provided a deployed
pseudonymous mail infrastructure, including standard features such as spam control but also nymservers that would
allow one to look up a pseudonym and obtain a reply block
(essentially like the reply onions described above) and send
reply traﬃc through the Freedom Network to the appropriate pseudonymous recipient. While the ﬁrst two generations
of NRL onion routing supported SMTP for sending mail and
some sort of integration with reply onions was envisioned,
none was ever fully designed much less deployed.
Probably the most important diﬀerence between NRLdesign onion routing and Freedom was the pseudonym system. This was not simply to enable replies to email from
Freedom clients, it pervaded the Freedom architecture. The
underlying communications architecture was still an onion
routing system that separated identiﬁcation from routing
and was thus an anonymity system in that respect, but the
pseudonym system that ran on top of it was central to the
users’ interactions with the whole system. As the designers noted, you should “think of Freedom as a pseudonymity
product, rather than as an anonymity product” [25]. Users
were “encouraged to create pseudonyms (‘nyms’) for each
area of activity in which they want to preserve their privacy” [7]. Nyms were purchased in a process that prevented
linking of nyms to a given client. Freedom circuits connecting clients to Internet destinations were authenticated at the
exit node via a pseudonymous signature from the client. Any
exit node would be able to link two connections made by a
client using the same nym no matter when those connections
were made. Thus, though the network and routing structure
of Freedom onion routing and NRL-design onion routing are
very similar, the goals are somewhat diﬀerent. NRL-design
onion routing does not have pseudonyms, but all traﬃc that
passes over a single circuit can be linked together as coming
from the same unknown client. First generation NRL onion
routing built a new circuit for each HTTP request, which
was in keeping with the way HTTP 1.0 worked. The circuitbuilding overhead of that approach is, however, quite high.
Second and third generation onion routing would thus multiplex several application connections over a single circuit.
By default Tor reuses a circuit for ten minutes, although a
GUI button allows users to rotate to a new circuit at any
time. Still an exit node or collaborating exit nodes in the

Freedom Network seeing the same pseudonym at any time,
would be able to link these together. Freedom was designed
to prevent system components from linking a pseudonym to
its client, not against pseudonymous proﬁling by the exit
node or other properties. To the external destination, however, Freedom did not reveal nyms and thus provided client
anonymity. But, it did not hide HTTP referer ﬁelds and
thus permitted that degree of linking even across nyms. If
this was a concern, it was recommended that in the course of
your browsing session you return in between to a homepage
that was a popular web page [25] or simply blank [3].
In the Freedom 2.0 architecture [7] mail reply blocks were
replaced with a diﬀerent design that was intended to improve capacity, performance, and security. It was, in too
tight a nutshell, a bulletin board system that allowed people outside the Freedom system to post messages to a nym
at a POP server. These could then be retrieved by Freedom
clients via anonymous circuits through the network. Another important change to Freedom in the 2.0 architecture
was to change to two hops for circuits to the Internet [2].
In Freedom 2.1, this was further reduced to one hop as a
default, with a user setable option for two or three hops
depending on the desired security/performance tradeoﬀ [3].
This has two security implications. First, anonymity is reduced to a single point of failure, albeit a less predictable
one in a distributed network like Freedom’s. Also, in the
case of Freedom, it is not just the dissociation of the source
and destination(s) of that particular circuit that is lost; the
association of a nym with a client IP address is also revealed
to a compromised onion router. Second, letting users select
which connections should have more hops automatically partitions the usage anonymity set, and it indicates to the exit
node whether the connection is considered sensitive by the
user, hence deserving of closer scrutiny. The designers were
aware of various security implications of these choices but
also recognized the potential for performance improvements
if the number of circuit hops was reduced. These issues were
discussed in the above-cited papers.

5.

WHAT ONION ROUTING

Onion routing separates identiﬁcation from routing. But
can we describe what protection that provides or tell how
strong that protection is? When the ﬁrst onion routing paper was submitted, it was taken by at least some reviewers
as an anonymous communications protocol akin to Chaum
mixes and providing the same sort of security. Anonymity
(security of anonymous communication) has since at least
that time been measured by the size and sometimes distribution on an anonymity set. For protecting a communications initiator, this would thus reﬂect the uncertainty
within a given set of who initiated that communication. The
other primary ingredient in deﬁning and measuring security
besides the property being protected is the adversary attempting to undermine that security. For much of the history of anonymous communication, this has been the global
passive adversary (GPA), one that can observe all messages
everywhere, but cannot alter or delete messages or insert its
own messages. Onion routing is completely broken against
a GPA. It has long been documented that an adversary observing both ends of a circuit can trivially associate those
ends by means of timing correlation or volume [46, 41]. In
fact, the circuit does not even need to carry any traﬃc; circuit setup is enough [5]. To date, no padding or similar



scheme has been devised that will counter any sort of realistic adversary (not GPA, but we’ll return to that momentarily) while preserving anything like the latency properties
expected for most applications on onion routing networks.
Work on this remains interesting and worth pursuing [23],
but I am dubious that any practical solution exists.
Mixes, on the other hand, break up communication patterns for messages by introducing delays and reordering.
They are not trivially broken against a GPA. For this reason, it is common to characterize onion routing as less secure
than mixing, if more practical and thus a good engineering
tradeoﬀ. But this is too simple. There are realistic adversaries and realistic settings in which an onion routing network is more secure than the comparable mix network that
is essentially the same except for swapping mixes for onion
routers at the network nodes [49]. Another problem with a
GPA that we have described since the early days of onion
routing is that a GPA is both too strong and too weak. It is
too strong because it is unlikely that an adversary can observe all activity at all places of a large global network. The
adversary may be able to observe a large fraction, but not all
traﬃc, everywhere, at all times. This could be viewed as a
conservative adversary, as strong or stronger than anything
one will face in practice. But it is also too weak because
it cannot even delay packets anywhere for a nanosecond or
interact with the system by acting as an ordinary user. We
can strengthen the adversary by making it less passive, able
to use the system as an ordinary user and to own some network nodes at which it can do anything computationally
feasible with traﬃc at that node. This is done in some work
on both mix networks [12] and onion routing networks [51].
More importantly, however, this whole approach to security misconstrues both adversary model and deﬁnition of
security in a way that leads both design and analysis in
the wrong direction. The entropist approach [48] assumes
that an adversary has a known set of entities (for example,
senders if we wish to protect the identity of senders) and
that its goal is to reduce its uncertainty about the sender on
that set.
A good measure of security is the amount of work an adversary must do to break it. If reducing the size of the
anonymity set or improving the chance of guessing the right
sender within it is indicative of the work the adversary must
do, then this is a good measure. And this is indeed true for
systems such as those for voting anonymity, where the goal
is to prevent adversaries from associating individuals from a
known set of registered voters with the votes cast. But that
is not the case for large public onion routing networks. For
example, if I am using Tor and both ends of my circuit go
through adversary controlled or observed onion routers, it
will not matter if there are ﬁve other users of the Tor network then or ﬁve hundred thousand. And it will not matter
how many of those other users have circuits running through
the same terminal onion routers or not. An adversary might
make use of such numbers. For example, if he could determine that the network only has a small enough number of
users that it is practical to just identify and attack them
directly to observe their future behavior, then this would be
useful. But directly determining a set and reducing uncertainty within it would be a waste of eﬀort. (I am speaking
generally. There are always exceptional circumstances.) As
noted, a realistic typical attacker will not actually know or
care about this when breaking anonymity on an onion rout-

ing system. Perhaps we are looking at a set of the wrong
things. An adversary wins if he owns the onion routers at
each end. So perhaps he should care about the number of
onion routers and reducing uncertainty on that set.
First, there are attacks that identify terminal onion routers
themselves for some network sizes and conﬁgurations [37].
But, outside of P2P designs, that does not connect the
source client to the destination. It could help determine
where to direct further attacks, but reducing uncertainty on
that set is not itself a good measure of anonymity of system
users.
Where to direct further attack does matter. This is especially true in the Tor network since 2006, since the deployment of guard nodes. Since that time, instead of building
a circuit through three randomly chosen onion routers, the
ﬁrst hop is chosen from a small set (default size three) of
guard nodes that are used by a client as long as they are
available. Why are there guard nodes? We showed in 2005
that an attacker owning a single onion router could ﬁnd a
hidden server in a matter of minutes by repeatedly making
connections to it until the hidden server’s rendezvous circuit
connected through the attacker’s onion router [41]. (Hidden
servers are brieﬂy described above in section 4.) Because
we wanted to show what could be accomplished owning a
single node in the network, the attack only worked on hidden services. We noted that if the adversary owned two or
more onion routers, similar attacks could be carried out on
ordinary Tor connections to public servers. This was later
empirically demonstrated [5]. These attacks were already
known, and guard nodes are a version of the earlier introduced concept of “helper nodes” which were meant to help
resist such attacks for a variety of anonymous communications protocols, not just onion routing. Though they had
been shown possible, our 2005 analysis of hidden services
was surprising in showing how cheap and eﬃcient they were:
a single adversary node could ﬁnd a hidden server in just a
few minutes. Thus guards were deployed as a countermeasure.
Guard nodes resist attacks that watch for or cause repeated circuit formation until an adversary node is chosen
for the ﬁrst onion router adjacent to the client. Introducing
them also meant that an adversary that identiﬁes a guard
node, e.g., of someone repeatedly visiting a particular website, knows that if he attacks it he will be able to see one end
of a large fraction of the target client’s connections. He still
needs to be able to watch the other end to take advantage
of that. If he owns a destination website and wants to know
who visits it, that part will already be accomplished.
This brings us back to deﬁning and measuring security
for onion routing. The measure of security is the amount of
work an adversary must do to break it. If all nodes in the
network are equally vulnerable to compromise by an adversary, then the number of nodes serves as a good indicator
of the work an adversary must do to attack onion routing
as we have been describing. And this brings us to another
mistake of entropism and the designs it engenders. The
number of nodes in the network is only a good indicator of
the work an adversary must do if they are generally comparable in their vulnerability to compromise. But both designs
and their analyses treat all parts of the network the same.
Tor is a volunteer network. This has much to do with its
growth and viability to the largest by far network for privacy
and traﬃc analysis resistance [1, 15] and continues a trend



begun in the ﬁrst generation design with open source of
code and plans for a network controlled by multiple not necessarily mutually-trusting but mutually-collaborating node
providers, and then continued in second generation’s introduction of allowing node operators to choose their own individual exit policies, etc. But along with this comes an
obvious diversity of how likely an adversary is to desire or
be able to own or observe network nodes. That sort of diversity is there for any viable large open network; it should
just be very obvious with Tor. And if the adversary has
a botnet, he could easily, gradually, and stealthily add his
own nodes to the network in wide portions of the geographic
and IP space until he owns a signiﬁcant fraction of the network and can observe much of the traﬃc. This means that
the number of nodes tells us little about how resistant onion
routing is to an adversary with more than trivial resources
and skill level.
To deal with botnets or more generally this diversity of
trust in various nodes in the network, we could just stick
to those nodes that we trust, for example, that we run ourselves. This returns us to the original reason that onion
routing was not deployed as a Navy-only or similarly restricted system. Nodes that are trusted by us may either
be known by external indicators and/or identiﬁed through
behavior. This would undermine the protection that onion
routing is meant to provide. So we need a more subtle way
to reason about trust. In our current work, we identify trust
in a node with the complement of the probability that the
node is compromised. We have shown some optimality results for choosing ﬁrst and last nodes in an onion routing circuit against an adversary trying to own both of them [30].
We also have devised and analyzed algorithms for routing
securely even when an adversary might own large portions
of the network and when we might be somewhat inaccurate
in assigning trust to nodes in the network [31]. We intend to
continue to develop this area in various ways, for example,
by incorporating link threats into the model [22, 38, 20].

5.1

do this if, e.g., a large fraction of my traﬃc appears most
likely headed to .mil or .gov parts of IP space. He may not
know any speciﬁc IP addresses, and that may not matter
to him or be of secondary importance. It is true that an
adversary who can disambiguate individual users or source
addresses, and who has the appropriate ancillary information, might use this to help him achieve his primary goal.
But it is not itself always his primary goal. Sometimes it is,
but not always. The entropist view tries to ﬁt all anonymous
communication into this procrustean metric.
If protecting identity is sometimes about hiding association with a property that is possibly shared with many
others, what about when a property to be protected is itself
that you are trying to obtain such protection? Onion routing can hide your ultimate destination from a local observer,
but as described so far it does not hide that you are using
an onion routing network. The relays in the Tor network
are publicly listed in directories. This allows Tor clients
to gather the information needed to build circuits. It also
means that someone who runs a website and does not want
to allow access to it from the Tor network has an easy means
to do so. There is even a script made publicly available by
the Tor Project to facilitate this. Blocking typically does
not have the intended eﬀect; it usually only prevents access
by the honest because the dishonest have many less salient
ways of access available to them. For this reason blocking
is discouraged; however, if someone wants to block access to
his server from Tor, he can do so. But this also means that
one can block access to the Tor network.
Many people use Tor to access search engines, such as
Google, so that they can see the results that one would get in
a diﬀerent location. (Search results are in part determined
by the IP address of a request. Tor user’s are sometimes
surprised the ﬁrst time a search engine homepage loads for
them in a diﬀerent language.) And some search engines, media outlets, or other destinations are blocked or ﬁltered by
national or other jurisdictional ﬁrewalls. If people use Tor
to obtain unfettered access to the Internet, the adversary
may block access to the public Tor network itself. Separating identiﬁcation from routing may then need to be applied
to itself. How can we separate identiﬁcation as onion routing communication from routing to and through an onion
routing network?
The Tor network uses bridges. These are onion routers
that provide access to the rest of the Tor network but are not
themselves publicly listed. A major goal is to help unknown
individuals behind such ﬁrewalls and ﬁlters to access the
public Tor network in this way—which creates a new problem. How do you tell these people about the bridges without
also telling those who want to block them and thus letting
the bridges get blocked too? There are various strategies
that we only have space to touch on here, such as trickling
out the bridge addresses through a limited resource (such as
to email requests from accounts with an email provider that
does not make it trivial to sign up for numerous accounts),
or rapidly rotating bridge addresses through a portion of IP
space that an adversary does not want to permanently leave
blocked [16, 14]. It also becomes important that traﬃc to
and from the Tor network, even via bridges, is not trivially
separable by some aspect of the connection protocol or of the
communication patterns. An example of very recent work
on blocking resistance via Tor bridges is BridgeSPA [47].

Trafﬁc Security and Identity

We must overcome one more vestige of the entropist view
of anonymity: the notion that the paramount thing to protect is the identiﬁcation of a speciﬁc individual. We have already noted that the standard (entropist) characterization of
anonymous communications security starts with a given set
of distinct users, messages, source IP addresses, etc. The
goal of a security system is then presented as preventing
identiﬁcation of the unique one that matches a given communication elsewhere. This communication elsewhere might
be a given message on the other side of a mix or a query or
post at a website. More generally we might wish to merely
resist reduction of uncertainty about which one is the target
individual or about the overall matching of multiple communications with multiple targets. Often, however, this is
simply not what matters. If I am a patent examiner wishing
to hide that I am searching for prior art on someone’s website, I am not trying to prevent him from knowing which
patent examiner or source computer is visiting his site. I
want to protect that a patent examiner is visiting his site.
Similarly if I am using the Internet while traveling and wish
to protect my U.S. Government aﬃliation from local network observers, I am primarily concerned with that. I may
not care if he learns speciﬁc IP addresses I contact. What I
do not want him to do is recognize my aﬃliation. He could



6.

CONCLUSION

Why, you old soothsayer-humbug!
no Kaiser are you; you are nought but an onion.
I’m going to peel you now, my good Peer!
You won’t escape either by begging or howling.
...
What an enormous number of swathings!
Isn’t the kernel soon coming to light?
...
I’m blest if it is! To the innermost centre,
it’s nothing but swathings-each smaller and smaller.
Nature is witty!
...
A queer enough business, the whole concern!
Life, as they say, plays with cards up its sleeve;
but when one snatches at them, they’ve disappeared,
and one grips something else, or else nothing at all.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

—Henrik Ibsen, Peer Gynt, Act. V, Scene 5

[11]

In this paper, we have discussed some of the why, who,
how, which, and what of onion routing (also some of the
when, although that was scattered throughout). Onion routing has grown as both a research area and an applied solution
to many real problems over the last decade and a half. We
have barely scratched the outermost layer of many of its aspects in this paper and not touched others at all. If you now
have the motivation to explore more deeply, I hope that unlike Peer Gynt in his introspection, you will ﬁnd something
of substance in the process.

7.

[12]

[13]
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ABSTRACT

1.

Many widely deployed phishing defense schemes, such as
SiteKey, use client-side secrets to help users conﬁrm that
they are visiting the correct website before entering their
passwords. Unfortunately, studies have demonstrated
that up to 92% of users can be convinced to ignore
missing client-side secrets and enter their passwords into
phishing pages. However, since client-side secrets have
already achieved industry acceptance, they are an attractive building block for creating better phishing defenses. We present PhorceField, a phishing resistant
password ceremony that combines client-side secrets and
graphical passwords in a novel way that provides phishing resistance that neither achieves on its own. PhorceField enables users to login easily, but forces phishers
to present victims with a fundamentally unfamiliar and
onerous user interface. Victims that try to use the
phisher’s interface to enter their password ﬁnd the task
so diﬃcult that they give up without revealing their
password. We have evaluated PhorceField’s phishing
resistance in a user study in which 21 participants used
PhorceField for a week and were then subjected to a
simulated phishing attack. On average, participants
were only able to reveal 20% of the entropy in their
password, and none of them revealed their entire password. This is a substantial improvement over previous
research that demonstrated that 92% of users would reveal their entire password to a phisher, even if important
security indicators were missing[27].
PhorceField is easy to deploy in sites that already use
client-side secrets for phishing defense – it requires no
client-side software and can be implemented entirely in
javascript. Banks and other high value websites could
therefore deploy it as a drop-in replacement for existing
defenses, or deploy it on an “opt-in” basis, as Google has
done with its phone-based “2-step veriﬁcation” system.

High-value web services, such as online banking, have
deployed client-side secrets, like those used in SiteKey,
as part of their phishing defense systems. These schemes
are intended to help users identify a site as valid so
they may be conﬁdent they are entering their credentials into the proper prompt. Client-side secrets have
achieved tremendous industry adoption. For example,
Bank of America has deployed its SiteKey system to
over 15 million online banking customers.
Phishing is a major form of online fraud. Phishing attacks require little technical skill and are easy to launch.
Furthermore, since users often re-use passwords on multiple sites, passwords gained in a phishing attack against
one website are often re-usable on other sites. Over 3.6
million people in the U.S. lost money to phishing attacks
in 2007, losing over 3 billion USD[15]. Since then, phishing attacks have grown much more sophisticated. For
example, Google recently claimed that it uncovered a
coordinated set of spear-phishing attacks against highproﬁle and high-value targets[25]. These attacks use
emails that appear to come from their victims’ friends
and co-workers and contain plausible details to trick victim’s into lowering their guard. It is unreasonable to
expect users to be able to detect such attacks.
Despite the widespread deployment of client side secrets, there is strong evidence that they provide poor
phishing protection: 92% of participants in one study ignored missing security indicators, including their clientside secret. Current client-side secret systems depend
on the user to verify the presence of the secret. A
phisher can therefore circumvent the defense mechanism
by tricking users into ignoring the missing secret. To
solve this problem, we need to force users to verify the
presence of the client-side secret before entering their
password.
In this paper, we present PhorceField: a novel integration of client-side secrets and graphical passwords
that better utilizes existing client-side secrets while alleviating the users of the responsibility for creating, maintaining and supplying passwords. With PhorceField, a
legitimate password prompt has access to a secret set
of images that enables it to create an easy-to-use password prompt. Phishers do not have access to the secret
images and hence must present victims with a fundamentally diﬀerent and more diﬃcult interface. Users
cannot ignore the diﬀerences, as with previous schemes
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INTRODUCTION

Metric
Percent users revealing their entire password
Average amount of password revealed

SiteKey
92%
92%

PhorceField
0%
20%

Table 1: Success rate of phishing attacks on PhorceField and SiteKey. The SiteKey statistics are derived from
Schechter, et al. [27], so may not be directly comparable to our results. Since SiteKey users reveal all-or-nothing
of their password, the average amount of password entropy revealed is the same as the percentage of subjects who
revealed their password. In our PhorceField study, all users were assigned passwords with 70 bits of entropy, and
they revealed an average of 13.8 bits of information about their password.
such as SiteKey, and hence cannot slip into dangerous
click-whirr behaviors[18]. Even if users do attempt to
interact with the phisher’s page, though, the phishing
page requires so much eﬀort that the victims give up
before they can reveal their password.
PhorceField exploits well-known strengths and weaknesses of human memory[3, 9]. During a normal PhorceField login, users must perform an image recognition
task, which is relatively easy for humans. During a
phishing attack, though, victims must perform an image recall task, which is substantially harder. Furthermore, PhorceField is designed so that victims will experience memory interference during a phishing attack,
causing additional frustration and error. To our knowledge, PhorceField is the ﬁrst password ceremony to take
advantage of these properties of human memory.
PhorceField is easy to use. The PhorceField user experience is identical to a cognometric graphical password[10], which have been shown to be usable and to
have memorable passwords. Thus, this paper focuses
only on PhorceField’s security against phishing attacks.
We have conducted a user study to evaluate PhorceField’s ability to resist phishing attacks. Participants
used PhorceField for one week and were then presented
with a simulated phishing attack on their PhorceField
password. We made special eﬀort to ensure the ecological validity of our study and to avoid participant
bias. For example, participants worked on their own
computers in their normal environments, and we told
participants that the study was focused on “usability”
instead of security.
As the user study results summarized in Table 1 show,
PhorceField users presented with a phishing attack give
up before they are able to reveal their entire password.
Participants in our study revealed, on average, only 13.8
bits of information (out of 70 bits of entropy) about
their password, and no participant revealed his entire
password. This is a substantial improvement over recent
results on SiteKey, the current industry standard for
preventing password phishing, that show that 92% of
SiteKey users will reveal their password to a phisher[27].
PhorceField combines two existing techniques – clientside secrets (e.g. secure HTTP cookies) and graphical
passwords – in a novel way to achieve a level of phishingresistance that neither technology achieves on its own.
Our results demonstrate that previous schemes based
on client-side secrets, such as SiteKey[4] and Dynamic
Security Skins[11], are not extracting the full beneﬁt
of the client-side secret. PhorceField could serve as a
drop-in replacement for the login ceremony of either of
these schemes, substantially improving their phishing-

resistance.
In summary, PhorceField demonstrates three novel
techniques for creating phishing-resistant password ceremonies:
• It forces phishers to present a fundamentally different interface to their victims. This gives users a
better chance to detect the attack. With previous
schemes, phishers can create interfaces that diﬀer
only superﬁcially from legitimate ones.
• It forces phishing victims to complete a much more
diﬃcult task. Even if a victim is fooled by the
phisher’s attack, she is unlikely to succeed in communicating her password to the phisher.
• It exploits strengths and weaknesses of the human memory system to make phishing attacks difﬁcult for their victims. Victims of a phishing attack experience memory interference while looking
through hundreds of similar images, causing frustration and error.
We make the following additional contributions:
• We present results from a user study demonstrating that PhorceField successfully protected all participants against a simulated phishing attack.
• We show how PhorceField can easily integrate into
existing anti-phishing solutions, such as SiteKey
and DSS, without introducing any new hardware
or software requirements.

2.

BACKGROUND

Phishers steal user credentials by tricking victims into
revealing private information, such as passwords. In
this section, we review (1) why phishing is not solved
by existing technologies, such as SSL or malware defenses, (2) that some proposed phishing solutions oﬀer
some protection but do not address the core problem
of password disclosure, and (3) that previous solutions
targeted speciﬁcally at preventing password disclosure
are not eﬀective.

Non-solutions.. Phishing is a separate problem from
malware (such as key-loggers), click-jacking, and other
techniques that attackers may use to steal user secrets.
Even if a user’s computer is free of malware and has
eﬀective defenses against click-jacking, a phisher may
still trick the user into divulging his password. Phishing cannot be solved solely with cryptography. SSL and
PAKE protocols[5] cannot protect the user’s password if
she types it into a phisher’s website. Password managers



User
s, p

and one-time passwords do not prevent phishing, either.
A phisher can defeat a password manager by convincing
victims to disable it and type in their master password.
Given the gullibility of users[27] and the usability problems with password managers[6], the ruse is likely to
succeed. One-time password generators, whether implemented as a special-purpose token, software on a cellphone, or delivered to the user’s phone via SMS, all
require users to manually copy the one-time password
from the device to their computer. Phishers can trick
users into entering the password into their page instead
of the user’s intended website, as was done in a real
phishing attack against Citibank[19].
Therefore, we need separate defenses to help users
avoid entering passwords into malicious prompts.
Anti-phishing toolbars[23, 13], spam ﬁlters[26], phishing site blacklists and white-lists[31], and other reactionary mechanisms for ﬁghting phishing oﬀer some protection[7, 35, 1, 2], but phishers have developed many
techniques for evading these defenses[22], so millions of
users fall victim to phishing each year[15].
Two-factor authentication can mitigate the damage of
a stolen password, but it does not protect the password
itself. PhorceField can complement a second authentication factor, but it can also protect a user’s password
even when the password is the sole authentication factor, as in our prototype.
The solutions above fail to prevent phishing because
they do not address the core weakness exploited by
phishers: Users cannot determine whether a password
prompt is legitimate or malicious.

Client
Cookie(Server, s)

s
Verify s

Server
Authenticator(p)
login.html

(SSL)

p
Authenticate using p

Figure 1: A generalized variant of the SiteKey and Dynamic Security Skins login ceremonies. The user’s secret image, s is stored on her machine and is accessible
only to legitimate password prompts, i.e. prompts from
“Server” in the case of SiteKey, or prompts presented by
the DSS plug-in in the case of Dynamic Security Skins.
Users are supposed to verify that s is displayed in the
prompt before entering their password. Once the user
has entered her password, any password-based authentication protocol can be used to authenticate the user
to the remote server.

phishers must use either a client-side secret or some
client-side peripheral that is not available to the phisher,
since otherwise phishers would be able to emulate the
password prompt with suﬃcient ﬁdelity to fool many
users. Thus, the only question is: how can we extract
the most beneﬁt from this client-side secret? PhorceField achieves a far greater level of phishing resistance
than previous schemes, such as SiteKey and DSS, without imposing any additional setup or portability costs.

3.

Prior secure password prompt proposals.. Security

PhorceField

Our goal is to create a password ceremony such that
attackers cannot present a usable password prompt to
their victims. Therefore, legitimate prompts must have
access to some secret that is not known to attackers.
Furthermore, passwords cannot consist of letters, numbers, etc., since phishers can present easy interfaces for
inputting those symbols. PhorceField satisﬁes the above
two requirements by using a cognometric graphical password scheme and by storing the graphical password images securely on the user’s device. Figure 2(a) shows
the PhorceField login ceremony and Figure 2(b) shows
an instance of a PhorceField password prompt.
Cognometric graphical passwords present users with
a set, σ, of images and users log in by clicking on the
images in a certain sequence or by clicking on a certain subset of images. Prior work by Moncur, et al.
has shown that cognometric passwords are usable and
memorable[21]. We refer to the user’s password as ρ.
In PhorceField, the set σ must be drawn from a much
larger set, Σ. Thus, the user’s password is a word in the
language Σ∗ but, since the prompt already has access to
σ, the user only needs to communicate ρ|σ, which may
only constitute 10-20 bits of information. A phisher that
does not know σ, though, must trick the user into revealing ρ, which may require the user to communicate
hundreds of bits of information, making the task much
harder.
For security, Σ should be as large as possible and, for
usability, σ should be small. For our prototype imple-

researchers have made several attempts to create password schemes that will help users distinguish legitimate
prompts from malicious ones.
Secure attention keys allow users to summon a trusted
password prompt by pressing a special sequence of keys
– typically Ctrl-Alt-Del. Secure attention keys do not
prevent phishing since phishers can easily trick users to
skip the special key sequence.
Dynamic Security Skins (DSS)[11] and SiteKey[4] are
conceptually similar schemes that use a client-side secret
to help users recognize legitimate password prompts. In
these schemes, a secret image known to the user is stored
on the user’s device. This image is presented to the user
as part of the standard password prompt. The user is
supposed to verify the image is present before entering
her password. Figure 1 shows the protocol for logging
in using these schemes. SiteKey and DSS diﬀer in the
location of the image: SiteKey displays it above the
password entry ﬁeld, DSS displays it behind the ﬁeld.
Unfortunately, 92% of SiteKey users will ignore a
missing image and enter their password anyway[27]. We
could ﬁnd no published user study evaluating phishing
attacks against Dynamic Security Skins, but it also depends on user vigilance for security and so is likely to
oﬀer little protection against phishing.
Like SiteKey and DSS, PhorceField leverages a clientside secret to prevent password phishing. Any system
that prevents users from communicating passwords to
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ρ

Client
Cookie(Server, σ)

Server
Authenticator(ρ)
login.html

σ

(SSL)
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Authenticate using ρ
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Figure 2: (a) The PhorceField ceremony. The user’s secret image set, σ, is stored on her device and inaccessible to
phishers. (b) An example PhorceField password prompt using Creative Commons licensed images from the Flickr
photo-sharing site.
mentation, we chose |σ| = 12, since this makes it easy to
enter passwords on cell phones and other mobile devices
with the standard phone keys 0-9, “*”, and “#”, and Σ
consisted of 188218 creative-commons licensed images
collected from the Flickr photo service[34]. There are
over 100 million such images on Flickr, so our prototype could be easily scaled up for real-world deployment[30]. We collected images by searching for 193 different concrete nouns, such as “cow”, “ﬂowers”, “sky”,
and “tree”. We constructed each participant’s σ by selecting 12 concrete nouns and then selecting an image
from each noun’s image set. Passwords in our implementation consist of a sequence of 4 distinct images
(order matters). Our system randomly generated passwords for participants. This yields an entropy of 181
bits for σ, 70.0 bits for ρ, and 13.5 bits for ρ|σ. Our
scraper also downloaded the description, tags and titles for each image, which we use later to develop the
phishing attack interface in our user study.
Each user’s σ must be stored on her device. Our
implementation installed σ on participants’ computers
when they enrolled in our user study. We did not provide any mechanism for initializing σ on a second computer, so participants could only log in from the computer they used to register in the study. A full implementation could use a conditioned-safe ceremony[18] to
initialize other computers with σ.

4.

may refuse to interact with a prompt unless it contains
exactly the images in her σ but, for this analysis, we
pessimistically assume that the user will select all the
images in her ρ, even for a badly malformed prompt.
By performing this attack repeatedly with diﬀerent images each time, the attacker may eventually recover all
of ρ. The attacker can reduce the number of repetitions required to complete the attack by placing more
images into each prompt. However, if the number of
pictures in the invalid prompt is too large, then users
will give up in frustration, and the attacker will learn
nothing. If we assume that users will give up if asked to
examine more than m pictures in one prompt, then the
probability that a phisher
can
|Σ|recover σ after repeating

/
. For example, our user
the attack r times is mr
|σ|
|σ|
study described in the next Section used |σ| = 12 and
|Σ| ≈ 2 ∗ 105 . From the results of our study, we can
estimate that m ≤ 3500 and r ≤ 10. With these parameters, the probability a phisher can recover σ with this
attack is less than 2−30 .
Search attacks. Since brute force attacks will not
work, a phisher must trick a user into communicating
the images in her ρ to the phisher. This is a search
problem: the phisher can iteratively make adaptive oracle queries to the victim in order to narrow down the
search space for ρ. Note that these queries may be made
during a single session or across multiple sessions with
the user. PhorceField resists search attacks in several
ways.
With PhorceField, attackers must present victims an
interface that is substantially diﬀerent from a legitimate
PhorceField password prompt. Victims of phishing attacks therefore cannot slip into a “click-whirr” response
mode[18]; they must actively evaluate the situation, giving them a much better chance of detecting the attack.
PhorceField trains users to distinguish their password
images from a small set of distractor images – they do
not need to remember every detail of their password
images. A phisher, however, must coax enough infor-

PHISHING ATTACKS ON PHORCEFIELD

We argue in this section that phisher’s only have two
possible strategies for extracting ρ from their victims:
brute force attacks and search attacks.
Brute force attacks. A phisher that does not know
σ may attempt to learn ρ by presenting the user with
an invalid password prompt. If the invalid prompt contains some images from the user’s set, σ, then the user
may click on them. Note that in many cases, the user



mation out of his victims in order to identify their images within a set of thousands or millions of candidate
images. In many cases, users will be unable to provide more than the most prominent features of their
password images, leaving the phisher with potentially
thousands of possible matches. He can try to get the
victim to sift through the matches, but our user study
shows that victims will often give up before ﬁnding their
password images.
We constructed the database of images used in our
PhorceField prototype so that logging in is easy but
cooperating with a phisher is diﬃcult. Recall that Σ
contains 188218 images representing 193 diﬀerent concrete nouns, or about 975 images per noun. Constructing the database in this way causes users to suﬀer from
memory interference while looking through candidate
matches for their password images[9, 3]. As the phisher
presents the user with more and more candidate images
that are similar to the victim’s target image, the victim
loses her ability to precisely identify her target image because it becomes blurred together with the candidates.
This leads to errors, as victims may accidentally select a
wrong image, and frustration within the victims, causing them to quit cooperating with the phisher before
they succeed in ﬁnding their password images.
The preceding arguments show that brute force attacks are impractical and that search attacks, no matter how clever, will require signiﬁcantly more time and
mental eﬀort from victims than is required to log in.
However, we cannot analytically determine how users
will react when presented with a search attack on their
password; for that, we need a user study.

5.

Figure 3: Our phishing attack website. Users could
search for images using the search box at the top of the
page and could click on tags in the tag cloud on the
right-hand side.

lost their password and requesting them to visit the
study website to help us recover it. We then measured
how much information they were able to divulge about
their σ and ρ. Participants were then presented with a
debrieﬁng questionnaire.
We were careful to avoid priming the participants
about security or phishing in particular. Subjects were
told that the study was about usability, not security.
All study materials used the name “ForceField” instead
of “PhorceField”. The attack email clearly came from
us and directed the users to the same website that they
visited to sign up for the study. Thus our attack was
missing all the cues of a real phishing attack. Although
subjects knew that the study was about passwords and
therefore may have had some security priming, prior
work has found that priming does not cause participants
to behave more cautiously[27]. Based on all these facts,
we believe that our results are an upper bound on the
success rate a real attacker would experience with this
attack.
Figure 3 shows a screen-shot of the password recovery
page. Participants could use the search box to enter
queries and could click on words in the tag cloud on the
right-hand side of the page. As is demonstrated in the
screen-shot, the search results were quite good because
the Flickr photos were so well tagged. The interface
was modeled after the Google image search interface at
the time of the study and, like Google, never indicated
the number of images that participants had to search
through, since we felt that would only discourage them.
We conducted a pilot study to determine the number
of participants needed to estimate the mean number of
σ images revealed by a user. During our pilot study,
thirteen subjects used our graphical password prompt
for seven days and received the phishing attack page
under the guise that the experimenters lost their password. The subjects revealed on average 0.35 images in
their σ (SD = 0.60). Therefore, we require 20.7 subjects

USER STUDY

The purpose of our user study is to measure the success of phishing attacks against PhorceField passwords.
This study does not attempt to measure the usability of
the PhorceField prompt or the memorability of graphical passwords – those topics have been explored elsewhere[10]. Our study includes numerous conservative
design decisions, so we believe the results of this study
represent an upper bound on the success probability a
phisher can achieve with this attack.
Participants in our study were told that we were conducting an experiment to evaluate the usability of graphical passwords. After consenting to the study, participants were shown their set σ and password ρ and required to practice entering their password ﬁve times.
They then downloaded a Firefox plug-in that randomly
prompted them to enter their PhorceField password up
to four times per day. By prompting participants randomly four times per day, we ensured that participants
were familiar with their passwords at the time of our
simulated phishing attack.
Participants were told that the study would last two
weeks and that they would receive $20 if they entered
their password at least 14 times over the entire study
period, $10 if they entered their password between 7
and 13 times, and no compensation if they entered their
password fewer than 7 times. After about one week,
they received an email from us indicating that we had



to determine the average number of σ images revealed in
a phishing attack with a 99% conﬁdence interval ±0.34
images[12].

6.

RESULTS

We conducted our user-study over the course of three
weeks. We recruited 45 participants from a Craigslist
posting. To ensure that subjects had suﬃcient exposure
to their password, we only considered subjects that successfully logged in at least 4 times and at least once in
the two days prior to receiving the attack email. 23 subjects met this criteria. This retention rate is comparable
to other graphical password user studies[21]. We also
eliminated from the analysis two subjects who thought
our attack email was a real phishing attack. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 39 years and were varied
in race (including Asian, African-American, Caucasian
and Hispanic) and profession (including students, actors, IT professionals and HR representatives).
We evaluate both the explicit and implicit password
information revealed by participants. Participants explicitly revealed part of their password if they found a
password image and clicked on it. They revealed information implicitly by searching for images on the phishing site, even if their search was unsuccessful. For example, if a user spends a long time looking through pictures
of dogs on the phishing site, then the phisher can infer
that one of the user’s password images is of a dog.
Explicitly-revealed information about σ. Figure 4a shows the number of σ images our participants
were able to ﬁnd and click on. On average, participants
clicked on 0.3 images of their σ. No participant clicked
on an image that was in their σ but not in their ρ. Furthermore, as Figure 4a shows, 76% participants did not
click on any of their σ images, and the others were only
able to ﬁnd at most three of their σ images, implying
that PhorceField oﬀers strong protection for almost everyone. During the attack, several participants clicked
on random images out of frustration, but doing so provides no useful information to a phisher.
Implicitly-revealed information about σ. Even
if users fail to ﬁnd an image in their σ, they may still reveal information about that image through their search
activities. For example, if a victim searches for the term
“ﬂowers” during a phishing attack, then the phisher can
reduce the search space for one image from 188218 to
3117 images. Furthermore, if that user looks at 10 pages
of results without clicking on any of them, then the
phisher can conclude that the user’s image was not on
those pages. If the user performs a second search on the
term “plant”, the phisher can intersect the two results
sets to further narrow the candidate set.
Users may also click on images that are not in their σ
but are visually or semantically similar to images that
are in their σ. We used the tags on the images users
clicked in order to approximate this information, since
the tags assigned by Flickr users cover both visual and
semantic aspects of the images. Therefore, we took the
tags on each clicked image and added them as search
queries during the analysis described below. However,
we discovered that many of the tags conveyed contex-

(a) The distribution of the number of images in σ that
participants clicked on. No user clicked on an image in
σ \ ρ.

(b) The cumulative distribution function of σ entropy
loss for participants in our study.
Figure 4: Explicit and implicit information revealed
about σ.

tual information, such as the type of camera used to
create the photograph, that would not be apparent to
a phishing victim and therefore would not contribute
useful information to a phisher. A real phisher could
clean the image tags to avoid this problem, but we took
a shortcut: For each image a participant clicked on, we
computed the set of tags on that image that also occur
on an image in the participant’s σ and treat those tags
as additional search queries performed by that participant. In reality, a phisher would not know which tags
occur in the user’s σ, so this simpliﬁcation grossly overestimates the information gained by a phisher.
Given the set of search queries performed by a participant, we upper bound the information gained by the
phisher as follows. For each search query, q, let Sq be
the set of images in the search result set, and let Uq ⊆ Sq
be the set of images in Sq that the user never looked at.
For search queries derived from tags on clicked images,
Uq = Sq . For each image ι ∈ σ, let
⎧
{ι}
⎪
⎪
⎨ Σ

Cι =
⎪
Uq ∩
⎪
⎩
q:ι∈Uq




q:ι∈Sq \Uq

Sq

if user clicked on ι
if ∀q.ι ∈ Sq
otherwise

(a) The cumulative distribution function of entropy loss
for ρ from participants in our study.

(b) The distribution of the number of password images
implicitly revealed by participants in our study.
Figure 5: The implicitly-revealed information about ρ.
In (b), we assume the attacker steals σ after interacting
with the victim. Even in that case, he is not able to
learn the victim’s entire password.

vatively assumes the phisher can infer which candidate
sets, Cι correspond to images in ρ, and the position of
each image in ρ. Figure 5a shows the CDF of bits lost
on ρ. On average, participants revealed only 13.8 bits
of information about their password. No participant
revealed more than 52.6 bits of information (out of 70
bits) about her password, and 85% of our participants
revealed less than 30 bits of information. PhorceField
provided strong protection for all our participants’ passwords.
Implicitly-revealed information about ρ|σ. Finally, to demonstrate the resiliency of PhorceField, we
assume the attacker gains access to σ after conducting
the phishing attack. Although a real attacker could attempt to conduct a second phishing attack in this case,
the analysis below is intended to show that phishing attacks without σ reveal very little information about user
passwords. In this case, we consider an image ι ∈ ρ to be
completely revealed if the attacker gains any information about it during the phishing attack, i.e. if Cι = Σ.
Note this assumes the attacker can tell which images are
in ρ versus σ \ ρ. Figure 5b shows the distribution of
the number of password images revealed in this scenario.
Over 75% of the participants revealed fewer than 2 of
their password images, and no one revealed all 4 of their
password images. If we assume the phisher knows the
location of each revealed image within the user’s password, then our participants revealed, on average, 3.52
bits of information about ρ|σ.
Other observations. As mentioned above, we asked
participants at the end of the study whether they suspected our email was part of a phishing attack, and we
removed two subjects who refused to visit our password
recovery page due to phishing suspicion. We also tested
users to conﬁrm that they still remembered their passwords – only one subject failed this test.

7.

DISCUSSION

The results of our user study imply that PhorceField
will prevent most password phishing attacks from succeeding. 76% of our participants failed to ﬁnd even a
single image in their password, and no participant found
his entire password. Even assuming the phisher later
gained access to σ, no participant entirely compromised
his password. This compares quite favorably to passive
phishing defenses such as SiteKey[4]. Previous studies
have shown that 92% of users will reveal their entire text
password to a phisher, even if their SiteKey is missing.
In our study, 0% of participants revealed their entire
password.
Our results suggest reasonable security parameters
for a real-world PhorceField deployment. Our choice of
|Σ| ≈ 2×105 was suﬃciently large to make searching for
images diﬃcult. Likewise, selecting about a thousand
images for each concrete noun made examining search
results a tedious task, improving phishing-resistance.
Future deployments can increase security without harming usability by choosing a larger Σ. For example, there
are over 100 million Creative Commons licensed photos on Flickr[30], so it would be straightforward to construct a Σ with over 100 million images representing

In other words, for each image, we take all the search
results that contained that image and intersect them.
We also remove any images the user looked at in that
search set, unless the user overlooked ι, in which case we
take the whole result set. We then used the Cι values
to bound the entropy loss for each user’s σ (details of
this computation will be in a companion tech report).
Note this estimate is conservative because it assumes
the phisher knows which search queries contained each
image and whether the user overlooked an image in each
results set.
Figure 4b shows the cumulative distribution function
of entropy loss experienced by participants in our study.
No participant revealed more than 62 bits of information
about their σ, giving them a residual security of at least
119 bits. Furthermore, more than 80% of participants
lost less than 25 bits of σ security.
Implicitly-revealed information about ρ. To estimate the amount of information a phisher can gain
about a user’s password, we compute Cι as above for
each ι ∈ ρ, and compute an upper bound on the entropy loss as above. Note that this analysis is conservative for the same reasons as before, plus it conser-



over 10000 concrete nouns. Given that some participants revealed 3 of their password images, |ρ| should be
at least 6 and possibly higher. Passwords should not
allow repeated images, since this forces users to ﬁnd the
maximum possible number of images during a phishing
attack.
Most users gave up after trying to ﬁnd 1 or 2 images,
so their search queries only revealed information about
1.33 images in their σ on average. Phishers could design
attacks to avoid this bottleneck, but the success rate
may or may not improve. For example, a phisher could
present victims with 12 text boxes and ask the victim
to describe each of the images in their σ. By forcing
victims to describe their entire σ instead of allowing
them to focus on one image at a time, the attacker may
gain information about more images in σ. However, the
information gained about each image would probably be
less speciﬁc, e.g. the victim might simply enter “bird”
instead of performing several searches such as “bird”,
“ﬂying”, and “ﬂock”, which together reveal much more
information about the given image. We could render
this attack ineﬀective by using images, such as random
art images, that admit no easy description.

8.

In this paper, we presented PhorceField, a password
ceremony designed to depend on human laziness rather
than vigilance. PhorceField uses a client-side secret and
graphical password scheme to make it eﬀectively impossible for a user to provide her password to a phisher. As
long as the phisher does not know the client-side secret,
he can only present the user with a non-standard and
diﬃcult-to-use password interface. We also designed
PhorceField to exploit weaknesses of human memory
to make phishing attacks even less likely to succeed.
We conducted a user study to verify that users will be
unable to comply with a phisher’s requests. No participant in our study successfully entered his entire password into our phishing web page, and the vast majority
of participants revealed less than half of their password.

10.

RELATED WORK

We discussed related anti-phishing technologies in Section 2, so we focus only on related graphical password
research here.
Suo, et al., provide an extensive review of graphical password systems and group them into three categories[29]. Cognometric graphical password systems
are the most prevalent. The Déjà Vu system[10] asks
users to select a subset of images from a collection of
random art images. Weinshall, et al., have an interface that shows users 100-200 sets of image where the
user password consists of selecting a predetermined image from each of the sets[32]. Systems like Passfaces
take advantage of users’ innate ability to recall faces to
improve recall[8]. Some systems use thumbnails generated from a single image rather than utilizing image
sets[16]. Shoulder resistant schemes for graphical password systems have been developed as well. One such
interface asks users to click within a convex hull formed
by the objects consisting of their passwords[28]. Another shoulder-surﬁng resistant strategy includes using
an eye tracker to determine the sequence of images the
user looked upon[20]. Drawmetric graphical password
systems require users to reproduce a shared secret to
authenticate. One such technique has the user draw a
secret on a 2-D grid and reproduce it for authentication.
Other similar techniques include presenting a signature
provided by either a stylus[14] or mouse[17]. Locimetric graphical passwords have users repeat a sequence of
actions. These systems have users click on a series of
interesting and meaningful points in an image in a predetermined sequence[24, 33]. Builders of these systems
argue that a large password space can be constructed
from a single image since images can contain hundreds
of memorable points.

9.
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fail-stop failures, where a system stops when it encounters
an error, Byzantine errors include the more arbitrary class
of faults where a system can violate protocol. For example, software errors in DNS implementations lead to bogus
queries [27] and vulnerabilities, which can be exploited by
attackers to gain access to and control DNS servers. These
problems are particularly serious for DNS – while the root
of the DNS hierarchy is highly physically redundant to avoid
hardware failures, it is not software redundant, and hence
multiple servers can be taken down with the same attack.
For example, while there are 13 geographically distributed
DNS root clusters, each comprised of hundreds of servers,
they only run two distinct DNS software implementations:
BIND and NSD (see [8] and references therein). While coordinated attacks to DoS these servers are hard, the fact
these servers may share vulnerabilities makes these attacks
simpler. Not as much work has been done in dealing with
such problems in the context of DNS.
In this paper, we revisit the classic idea of using diverse
replication to improve system availability. These techniques
have been used to build a wide variety of robust software,
especially in the context of operating systems and runtime
environments [10, 12, 13, 18, 19, 28]. Several recent systems
have also been proposed to decrease costs of replication, by
skipping redundant computations [30], and by eliminating
storage of redundant states [16]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, such techniques have not been widely investigated in improving resilience of DNS. Applying these
techniques in DNS presents new challenges. For example,
the DNS relies on distributed operations and hence some
way to coordinate responses across the wide area is required.
Moreover, the DNS relies on caching and hence a faulty response may remain resident in the system for long periods
of time.
In this paper we present DR-DNS, a design and early
prototype DNS service that leverages diverse replication to
mask Byzantine errors. In particular, we design and implement a DNS hypervisor, which allows multiple diverse
replicas of DNS software to simultaneously execute, with
the idea being that if one replica crashes or generates a
faulty output, the other replicas will remain available to
drive execution. To reduce the need to implement new code,
our prototype leverages the several already-existing diverse
open-source DNS implementations. Our hypervisor maintains isolation across running instances, so software errors do
not aﬀect other instances. It uses a simple voting procedure
to select the majority result across instances, and includes a
cache to oﬀset the use of redundant queries. Voting is per-

The ability to forward packets on the Internet is highly intertwined with the availability and robustness of the Domain Name System (DNS) infrastructure. Unfortunately,
the DNS suﬀers from a wide variety of problems arising
from implementation errors, including vulnerabilities, bogus
queries, and proneness to attack. In this work, we present a
preliminary design and early prototype implementation of a
system that leverages diversiﬁed replication to increase tolerance of DNS to implementation errors. Our design leverages
software diversity by running multiple redundant copies of
software in parallel, and leverages data diversity by sending redundant requests to multiple servers. Using traces of
DNS queries, we demonstrate our design can keep up with
the loads of a large university’s DNS traﬃc, while improving
resilience of DNS.

 

   

The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical system for mapping hostnames (e.g., www.illinois.edu) to IP
addresses (e.g., 128.174.4.87). The DNS is a ubiquitous and
highly crucial part of the Internet’s infrastructure. Availability of the Internet’s most popular services, such as the
World Wide Web and email rely almost completely on DNS
in order to provide their functionality. Unfortunately, the
DNS suﬀers from a wide variety of problems, including performance issues [9, 17], high loads [11, 27], proneness to failure [25], and vulnerabilities [7]. Due to the propensity of
applications and services that share fate with DNS, these
problems can bring signiﬁcant harm to the Internet’s availability.
Much DNS research focuses on dealing with fail-stop errors in DNS. Techniques to more eﬃciently cache results [17],
to cooperatively perform lookups [23, 24], to localize and
troubleshoot DNS outages [22], have made great strides towards improving DNS availability. However, as fail-stop errors are reduced by these techniques, Byzantine errors become a larger bottleneck in achieving availability. Unlike
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DNS implementations, we performed static code analysis of
nine popular DNS implementations (listed in the column
headings of Figure 1b). First, to evaluate code diversity, we
used MOSS, a tool used by a number of universities to detect
student plagiarism of programming assignments. We used
MOSS to gauge the degree to which code is shared across
DNS implementations and versions. Second, to evaluate
fault diversity, we used Coverity Prevent, an analyzer that
detects programming errors in source code. We used Coverity to measure how long bugs lasted across diﬀerent versions
of the same software. We did this by manually investigating
each bug reported by Coverity Prevent, and checking to see
if the bug existed in other versions of the same software. Our
results are shown in Figure 1. We found that most DNS implementations are diverse, with no code bases sharing more
than one bug, and only one pair of code bases achieving a
MOSS score of greater than 2% (Figure 1b). Operators of
our system may wish to avoid running instances that achieve
a high MOSS score, as bugs/vulnerabilities may overlap
more often in implementations that share code. Also, we
found that while implementation errors can persist for long
periods across diﬀerent versions of code, code after a major
rewrite (e.g., BIND versions 8.4.7 and 9.0.0 in Figure 1a)
tended to have diﬀerent bugs. Hence, operators of our system may wish to run multiple versions of the same software
in parallel to recover from bugs, but only versions that diﬀer
substantially (e.g., major versions).

formed in the inbound direction, to protect end-hosts from
errors in local implementations or faulty responses returned
by servers higher up in the DNS hierarchy. As our voting
mechanism selects the majority result, it is able to protect
end-hosts from t faulty replicas if we run 2t + 1 diverse DNS
software replicas side-by-side.
Roadmap: To motivate our approach, we start by surveying common problems in DNS, existing work to address
them, as well as performing our own characterization study
of errors in open-source DNS software (Section 2). We next
present a design that leverages diverse replication to mitigate software errors in DNS (Section 3). We then describe
our prototype implementation (Section 4), and characterize
its performance by replaying DNS query traces (Section 5).
We then consider an extension of our design that leverages
existing diversity in the current DNS hierarchy to improve
resilience, and measure the ability of this approach in the
wide-area Internet (Section 6). Next, we consider Content
Distribution Networks and their eﬀects on DR-DNS (Section 6.3). We ﬁnally conclude with a brief discussion of
related work (Section 7) and future research directions (Section 8).



 

In this section, we make several observations that motivate
our design. First, we survey the literature to enumerate
several kinds of Byzantine faults that have been observed in
the DNS infrastructure. Next, we study several alternatives
towards achieving diversity across replicas. Finally, we study
the costs involved in running diverse replicas.



Errors in DNS software:
The highly-redundant and
overprovisioned nature of the DNS makes it very resilient to
physical failures. However, the DNS suﬀers from a variety of
software errors that introduce correctness issues. For example, Wessels et al. [27] found large numbers of bogus queries
reaching DNS root servers. In addition, some DNS implementation bugs are vulnerabilities, which can be exploited
by attackers to compromise the DNS server [7] and corrupt
DNS operations. While possibly more rare than physical
failures, incorrect behavior is potentially much more serious, as faulty responses can be cached for long periods of
time, and since a single faulty DNS server may send incorrect results to many clients (e.g., a single DNS root name
server services on average 152 million queries per hour, to
382 thousand unique hosts [27]). With increasing deployments of physical redundancy and fast-failover technologies,
software errors and vulnerabilities stand to make up an increasingly large source of DNS problems in the future.

 

Figure 2: Design of DNS hypervisor.
In this section we describe the details of the design of
our DNS service, which uses diverse replication to improve
resilience to Byzantine failures. Our overall architecture is
shown in Figure 2. Our design runs multiple replicas of
DNS software atop a DNS hypervisor. The DNS hypervisor
is responsible for mediating inputs and outputs of the DNS
replicas, to make them collectively operate like a single DNS
server. Our design interacts with other DNS servers using
the standard DNS protocol to simplify deployment. The
hypervisor is also responsible for masking bugs by using a
simple voting procedure: if one replica produces an incorrect
result due to a bug, or due to the fact that it is compromised
by an attacker, or if it crashes, and if the instances are sufﬁciently diverse, then it is likely that another replica will
remain available to drive execution. There are a few design
choices related to DNS replicas that may aﬀect the DR-DNS
operations.

Approaches to achieving diversity:
Our approach
leverages diverse replicas to recover from bugs. There are
a wide variety of ways diversity could be achieved, and our
architecture is amenable to several alternatives: the execution environment could be made diﬀerent for each instance
(e.g., randomizing layout in memory [10]), the data/inputs
to each instance could be manipulated (e.g., by ordering
queries diﬀerently for each server), and the software itself
could be diverse (e.g., running diﬀerent DNS implementations). For simplicity, in this paper we focus on software
diversity. Software diversity has been widely used in other
areas of computing, as diverse instances of software typically
fail on diﬀerent inputs [10, 12–14, 18, 28].
To estimate the level of diversity achieved across diﬀerent

1. How many replicas to run (r)? To improve resilience
to faults, the hypervisor can spawn additional replicas. Increasing the number of replicas can improve resilience, but



Figure 1: Number of overlapping bugs across code bases, with MOSS scores given in parenthesis, for (a)
diﬀerent versions of BIND (b) latest versions of diﬀerent code bases. We ﬁnd a high correlation between
MOSS score and bug overlap.

or may respond immediately (if they are authoritative, or
have the response for the query cached). Furthermore, different cache sizes can aﬀect the response times of replicas.
For instance, a query can be cached in a replica, whereas another replica with a smaller cache may have to do a lookup
for the same query.

incurs additional run time overheads (CPU, memory usage).
In addition, there may be diminishing returns after a point.
For example, we were only able to locate nine diverse copies
of DNS software, and hence running more than that number of copies would not attain beneﬁts from increased software diversity (though data diversity techniques may be applied, by manipulating inputs and execution environment of
multiple replicas of the same software code base [10, 13]).
Similarly, the hypervisor can kill or restart a misbehaving
replica. A replica is misbehaving if it regularly produces
diﬀerent output than the majority result or if it crashes. In
this case, the hypervisor ﬁrst restarts the replica and if the
problem persists, then the replica is killed and a new replica
is spawned. This new replica may have diﬀerent software or
conﬁguration.

4. How to select upstream DNS servers for replicas? Upstream DNS servers should be selected such that the possibility of propagating an incorrect result to the client is minimized. For instance, if all replicas use the same upstream
DNS server to resolve the queries and if this upstream DNS
server produces an incorrect result, then this incorrect result
will be propagated to the end-host. However, one can easily conﬁgure replicas to select diverse upstream DNS servers
that in result protects the end-users from misbehaving upstream DNS servers. External replication and path diversity
techniques are further discussed in Section 6.
The hypervisor has a more complex design than replicas and it includes multiple modules: Multicast, Voter and
Cache. Upon receiving an incoming query from the endhost, the hypervisor follows multiple steps. First, the Multicast module replicates the incoming query from the end-host
and forwards the replicated queries to DNS replicas. Next,
the Voter module waits for a set of answers received from the
DNS replicas and then it generates the best answer depending on the voting scheme. For instance, a simple majority
voting scheme selects the most common answer and returns
it to the end-host. Finally, the answer is stored in the cache.
The Cache module is responsible for storing the answers to
common queries to reduce the response time. If the cache
already has the answer to the incoming query of the endhost, then DR-DNS directly replies the answer without any
further processing.

2. How to select software that run in replicas?
In order to increase the fault tolerance, DR-DNS administrators
should choose diverse DNS implementations to run in replicas. For instance, using the same software with minor version changes (e.g., BIND 9.5.0 and BIND 9.6.0) in replicas
should be avoided since those two versions will be likely to
have common bugs. Instead, diﬀerent software implementations (e.g., BIND and PowerDNS) or the same software implementation with major version changes (e.g., BIND 8.4.7
and BIND 9.6.0) are more suitable to run in replicas.
3. How to conﬁgure the replicas? Each DNS replica is independently responsible for returning a result for the query,
though due to implementation and conﬁguration diﬀerences,
each replica may use a diﬀerent procedure to achieve the
result. For example, some replicas may perform iterative
queries, while others perform recursive queries. To determine the result to send to the client, the DNS replicas may
either recursively forward the request towards the DNS root,



lative weights of IP addresses.

To mediate between the outputs of replicas, we use a simple voting scheme, which selects the majority result to send
to downstream DNS/end-host clients. We propose a single
voting procedure with several tunable parameters:



How long to wait (t, k)? Each replica in the system may
take diﬀerent amounts of time to respond to a request. For
example, a replica may require additional processing time:
it may be due to a less-eﬃcient implementation, because it
does not have the response cached and must perform a remote lookup, or because the replica is frozen/locked-up and
not responding. To avoid waiting for an arbitrary amount
of time, the voter only waits for a maximum amount of time
t before continuing, and is allowed to return the majority
early when k replicas return their responses.
Even though DR-DNS uses the simple majority voting
scheme as default, a diﬀerent voting scheme can be selected
by the administrator. There are three main voting schemes
DR-DNS currently supports: Simple Majority Voting, Weighted
Majority Voting, and Rank Preference Majority Voting. Note
that a DNS answer may include multiple ordered IP addresses. The end-host usually tries to communicate with
the ﬁrst IP address in the answer. The second IP address is
used only if the ﬁrst one fails to reply. Similarly the third
address is used if the ﬁrst two fails, and so on.
Simple Majority Voting: In this voting scheme, the ranking
of IP addresses in a given DNS answer is ignored. IP addresses seen in majority of the replica answers win regardless
of the ordering in replica answers. The ﬁnal answer, however, orders the majority IP addresses according to their
ﬁnal counts. This voting scheme is a simpliﬁed version of
the weighted majority voting scheme with all weights being
equal to one.
Weighted Majority Voting: This voting scheme is based
on the simple majority voting. The main diﬀerence of this
voting scheme is that replicas have weights aﬀecting the ﬁnal result proportional to their weights. Replicas with more
weights contribute more to the ﬁnal result. Weights can be
determined dynamically, or they can be assigned by the administrator statically in the conﬁguration ﬁle. A dynamic
weight of a replica is increased if the replica answer and the
ﬁnal answer has at least one common IP address. Otherwise,
the replica is likely to have an incorrect result and its weight
is decreased. In the static approach, the administrator may
prefer to assign static weights to replicas. For instance, one
may want to assign a larger weight to the replica using latest
version of the same software compared to replicas using older
versions. Similarly, an administrator may trust replicas using well-known software such as BIND more than replicas
using other DNS software. The dynamic approach can adjust to transient buggy states much better than the static
approach, but it includes an additional performance cost.
Finally, a hybrid approach is also possible where each replica
has two weights: a static and a dynamic weight. As a result,
static weight is assigned by the administrator, whereas the
dynamic weight is adjusted as DR-DNS processes queries.
Rank Preference Majority Voting: This voting scheme is
also based on the simple majority voting. In the simplest
rank preference voting, the IP addresses are weighted based
on their ordering in the DNS answer. For instance, the ﬁrst
IP address in a replica answer is weighted more than the
second IP address in the same answer. The ﬁnal answer is
generated by applying simple majority voting on the cumu-

    

To better understand the practical challenges of our design, we built a prototype implementation in Java, which we
refer to as “Diverse Replica DNS” (DR-DNS). We had several
goals for the prototype. First, we would like to ensure that
the multiple diverse replicas are isolated, so that incorrect
behavior/crashes of one replica do not aﬀect performance of
the other replicas. To achieve this, the DNS hypervisor runs
each instance within its own process, and uses socket communication to interact with them. Second, we wanted to
eliminate the need to modify the code of existing DNS software implementations running within our prototype. To do
this, our hypervisor’s voter acts like a DNS proxy, by maintaining a separate communication with each running replica
and mediating across their outputs. In addition, we wanted
our design to be as simple as possible, to avoid introducing
potential for additional bugs and vulnerabilities that may
lead to compromising the hypervisor. To deal with this, we
focused on only implementing a small set of basic functionality in the hypervisor, relying on the replicas to perform
DNS-speciﬁc logic. Our implementation consisted of 2,391
lines of code, with 1,700 spent on DNS packet processing,
378 lines on hypervisor logic including caching and voting,
and the remaining 313 lines on socket communication. (by
comparison, BIND has 409,045 lines of code, and the other
code bases had 28,977-114,583 lines of code). Finally, our
design should avoid introducing excessive additional traﬃc
into the DNS system, and respond quickly to requests. To
achieve this, our design incorporates a simple cache, which
is checked before sending requests to the replicas. Our cache
implementation uses the Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction policy.
On startup, our implementation reads a short conﬁguration ﬁle describing the location of DNS software packages on
disk, spawns a separate process corresponding to each, and
starts up a software instance (replica) within each process.
Each of these software packages must be conﬁgured to start
up and serve requests on a diﬀerent port1 . The hypervisor
then binds to port 53 and begins listening for incoming DNS
queries. Upon receipt of a query, the hypervisor checks to
see if the query’s result is present in its cache. If present,
the hypervisor responds immediately with the result. Otherwise, it forwards a copy of the query to each of the replicas.
The hypervisor then waits for the responses, and selects the
majority result to send to the client. To avoid waiting arbitrarily long for frozen/deadlocked/slow replicas to respond,
the hypervisor waits no longer than a timeout (t) for a response. Note each replica’s approach to processing the query
may be diﬀerent as well, increasing potential for diversity.
For example, one replica may decide to iteratively process
the query, while others may perform recursive lookups. In
addition, diﬀerent implementations may perform diﬀerent
caching strategies or have diﬀerent cache sizes, and hence
one copy may be able to satisfy the request from its cache
while another copy may require a remote lookup. Regardless, the responses are processed by the hypervisor’s voter
to agree on a common answer before returning the result to
the client.
1
As part of future work, we are investigating use of virtual
machine technologies to eliminate this requirement.



Our implementation has three main features to achieve
high scalability, fast response and correctness. First, DRDNS is implemented using threads with a thread pool. Upon
start up, DR-DNS generates a thread pool including the
threads that are ready to handle incoming queries. Whenever a query is received, it is assigned to a worker thread
and run in parallel to other queries. The worker is responsible for keeping all the state information about the query
including the replica answers. After the answer to the query
is replied, the worker thread returns to the pool and waits
for a new query. High scalability in our implementation
can be reached by increasing the size of the thread pool as
the load on the server increases. Second, DR-DNS is implemented in an event-driven architecture. The main advantage
of the event-driven architecture is that it provides ﬂexibility
to process an event without any delay. In our implementation, almost all events related to replicas are time critical and
need to be processed quickly to achieve fast response time.
Finally, our hypervisor implementation consistently checks
replicas for possible misbehavior. The replica answers are
regularly checked against the majority result to notice any
misbehavior to achieve high correctness.
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Figure 3:

Eﬀect of μ on fault rate, with t ﬁxed at

4000ms.

quantify the beneﬁts (Section 5.1) and costs (Section 5.2) of
our design.
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Setup: To study performance under heavy loads, we replayed traces of DNS requests collected at a large university
(the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC),
which has roughly 40,000 students) against our implementation (DR-DNS) running on a single-core 2.5 GHz Pentium 4. The trace contains two days of traﬃc, corresponding to 1.7 million requests. Since some of the DNS software implementations we use make use of caches, we replay 5 minutes worth of trace before collecting results, as
we found this amount of time eliminated any measurable
cold start eﬀects. We conﬁgure DR-DNS to run four diverse DNS implementations, namely: BIND version 9.5.0,
PowerDNS version 3.17, Unbound version 1.02, and djbdns
version 1.05. We run each replica with a default cache size
of 32MB. Some implementations resolve requests iteratively,
while others resolve recursively, and we do not modify this
default behavior. Since modeling bug behavior is in itself
an extremely hard research topic, for simplicity we consider
a simple two-state model where a DNS server can be either in a faulty or non-faulty state. When faulty, all its responses to requests are incorrect, and the interarrival times
between faulty states is sampled from a Poisson distribution
with mean rate λnf = 100000 milliseconds. The duration
of faulty states is also sampled from a Poisson distribution
with mean rate λf = μ ∗ λnf . While for traditional failures
μ is on the order of 0.0005 [20], to stress test our system
under more frequent bugs (where our system is expected to
perform more poorly), we consider of μ = 0.01, μ = 0.003,
and μ = 0.001.
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Figure 4: Eﬀect of timeout on fault rate, with μ ﬁxed
at 0.001.

The primary beneﬁt of our design is in improving resilience
to Byzantine behavior. However, the precise amount of beneﬁt achieved is a function of several factors, including how
often Byzantine behavior occurs, how long it tends to last,
the level of diversity achieved across replicas, etc. Here, we
evaluate the amount of beneﬁt gained from diverse replication under several diﬀerent workloads.
First, using λf and λnf we measured the fraction of buggy
responses returned to clients (i.e., the fault rate). In particular, we vary μ = λf /λnf . For simplicity, since performance
of DR-DNS is a function primarily of the ratio of these two
values, we can measure performance as a function of this ratio. We found that DR-DNS reduces fault rate by multiple
orders of magnitude when run with μ = 0.0005. To evaluate
performance under more stressful conditions, we plot in Figure 3 performance for higher ratios. We ﬁnd that even under
these more stressful conditions, DR-DNS reduces fault rate
by an order of magnitude. We ﬁnd a similar result when we
vary the timeout value t, as shown in Figure 4.
Our system also can leverage spare computational capacity to improve resilience further. It does this by running
additional replicas. We evaluate the eﬀect of the number
of replicas on fault rate in Figures 3 and 4. As expected,
we ﬁnd that increasing the number of replicas reduces fault
rate. For example, when μ = 0.001 and t = 1000, running
one additional replica (increasing r = 3 to r = 4) reduces

Metrics: There are several beneﬁts associated with our
approach. For example, running multiple copies can improve
resilience to Byzantine faults. To evaluate this, we measure
the fault rate as the fraction of time when a DNS server is
generating an incorrect output. At the same time, there are
also several costs. For example, it may slow response time,
as we must wait for multiple replicas to ﬁnish computing
their results. To evaluate this, we measure the processing
delay of a request through our system. In this section, we
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Figure 5:

Figure 7: Eﬀect of timeout on reducing delay.

Amount of memory required to achieve desired hit rate.
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Figure 8:

Microbenchmarks showing most of delay is
spent waiting for replicas to reach consensus.

Figure 6: Amount of delay required to process requests.
fault rate by a factor of eight.

An alternate way to reduce delay is to vary t (to bound the
maximum amount of time the voter will wait for a replica to
respond) or k (to allow the voter to proceed when the ﬁrst
k replicas ﬁnish processing). As one might expect, we found
that increasing k or increasing t both produce a similar effect: increasing them reduces fault rate, but increases delay.
However, we found that manipulating t provided a way to
bound worst-case delay (e.g., to make sure a request would
be serviced within a certain time bound), while manipulating k provided a worst-case resilience against bugs (e.g., to
make sure a response would be voted upon by at least k
replicas). Also, as shown in Figure 7, we found that making t too small increased the number of dropped requests.
This happens because, if no responses from replicas are received before the timeout, DR-DNS drops the request (we
also considered a scheme where we wait for at least one copy
to respond, and achieved a reduced drop rate at the expense
of increased delay).
To investigate the source of delays in DR-DNS, we performed microbenchmarking. Here, we instrument DR-DNS
with timing code to measure how much time is spent handling/parsing DNS packets, performing voting, checking the
local cache, and waiting for responses from remote DNS
servers. Figure 8 shows that the vast majority of request
processing time is spent on waiting for the replicas to ﬁnish
communicating with remote servers and to achieve consensus. This motivates our use of k and t: since these parameters control the amount of time required to achieve consensus, they provide knobs that allow us to eﬀectively control
delay (or to trade it oﬀ against fault rate).
Under heavy loads, we found that DR-DNS dropped a
slightly larger number of requests than a standalone DNS

 
First, DNS implementations are often conﬁgured with large
caches to reduce request traﬃc. Our system increases request traﬃc even further, as it runs multiple replicas, which
do not share their cache contents. To evaluate this, we measured the amount of memory required to achieve a certain
desired hit rate in Figure 5. Interestingly, we found that reducing cache size to a third of its original size (which would
be necessary to run three replicas) did not substantially reduce hit rate. To oﬀset this further, we implemented a shared
cache in DR-DNS’s DNS hypervisor. To improve resilience
to faulty results returned by replicas, DR-DNS’s cache periodically evicts cached entries. While this increases hypervisor complexity slightly (adds an additional 52 lines of code),
it maintains the same hit rate as a standalone DNS server.
Second, our design imposes additional delay on servicing
requests, as it must wait for the multiple replicas to arrive at their result before proceeding. To evaluate this, we
measured the amount of time it took for a request to be
satisﬁed (the round trip time from a client machine back to
that originating client). Figure 6 plots the amount of time
to service a request. We compare a standalone DNS server
running BIND with DR-DNS running r = 3 copies (BIND,
PowerDNS, and djbdns). We ﬁnd that BIND runs more
quickly than PowerDNS, and DR-DNS runs slightly more
slowly than PowerDNS. This is because in its default conﬁguration, DR-DNS runs at the speed of the slowest copy,
as it waits for all copies to respond before proceeding. To
mitigate this, we found that increasing the cache size can
oﬀset any additional delays incurred by processing.



and PowerDNS) or the same software implementation with
major version changes (e.g., BIND 8.4.7 and BIND 9.6.0).
One can also select upstream DNS servers running diﬀerent
operating systems (e.g., Windows or Linux).
To measure diversity of the existing DNS infrastructure,
we used two open-source ﬁngerprinting tools: (1) fpdns, a
DNS software ﬁngerprinting tool [5], and (2) nmap, an OS
ﬁngerprinting tool [6]. fpdns is based on borderline DNS
protocol behavior. It beneﬁts from the fact that some DNS
implementations do not oﬀer the full set of features of DNS
protocol. Furthermore, some implementations oﬀer extra
features outside the protocol set, and even some implementations do not conform to standards. Given these diﬀerences
among implementations, fpdns sends a series of borderline
queries and compares the responses against its database to
identify the vendor, product and version of the DNS software on the remote server. The nmap tool, on the other
hand, contains a massive database of heuristics for identifying diﬀerent operating systems based on how they respond
to a selection of TCP/IP probes. It sends TCP packets to
the hosts with diﬀerent packet sequences or packet contents
that produce known distinct behaviors associated with speciﬁc OS TCP/IP implementations.
First, we collected a list of 3,000 DNS servers from the
DNS root traces [4] on December 2008 and probed these
DNS servers to check their availability from a client within
the UIUC campus network. Then, we eliminated the nonresponding servers. Second, we identiﬁed the DNS software
and OS version of each available server with fpdns and nmap
tools. This gives us a list of available DNS servers with corresponding DNS software and OS versions. One can easily
select diverse upstream DNS servers from this list. However,
careless selection comes with major cost: increased delay
due to forwarding queries to distant upstream DNS servers
compared to closest local upstream DNS server. Hence, one
needs to select diverse upstream DNS servers that are close
to the given host to minimize the additional delay. Here, we
propose a simple selection heuristic: for a given host, we ﬁrst
ﬁnd the top k diverse DNS servers which have the longest
preﬁx matches with the host IP address. This results in k
available DNS servers topologically very close to the host.
Then, we use the King delay estimation methodology [15]
to order these DNS servers according to their computed distance from the host. For practical purposes, we have used
k = 5 in our experiments. Finally, to evaluate the additional
delay, we ﬁrst collected a list of 1000 hosts from [3]. Then,
for each host in this list we measured the amount of extra
time needed to use multiple diverse upstream DNS servers.
Figures 9a (DNS software diversity) and 9b (OS diversity)
plot the amount of total time to service the queries as additional diverse upstream DNS servers are accessed.
The results show that BIND is the most common DNS
software among DNS servers we analyzed (69.8% BIND v9.x,
10% BIND v8.x). We also found that OS distribution among
DNS servers is more balanced: 54% Linux and 46% Windows. Even though the software diversity among public DNS
servers should be improved, the results indicate that current
degree of diversity is suﬃcient for our reliability purposes.
However, there is a delay cost in using multiple upstream
DNS servers since we have to wait for all answers of the upstream DNS servers. This extra delay is shown in Figures
9a and 9b. We found that with an average of 26ms delay
increase, we can use additional upstream DNS servers with

server (0.31% vs. 0.1%). Under moderate and light loads,
we found DR-DNS dropped fewer requests than a standalone
DNS server (0.004% vs. 0.036%). This happens because
there is some small amount of loss between DR-DNS and
the remote root servers, and since like other schemes that
replicate queries [23], our design sends multiple copies of a
request, it can recover from some of these losses at the added
expense of additional packet overhead.

  

   



Our work so far has focused on internal replication – running multiple DNS replicas within a single host. However,
the distributed nature of the DNS hierarchy means that
there are often multiple remote DNS servers that can respond to a request. This provides the opportunity for DRDNS to leverage external replication as well. Hence, in order
to increase the reliability of the whole DNS query resolution
process, we use the existing DNS hierarchy and redundancy
as another form of diversity. In particular, we extend the
DR-DNS design to allow its internal DNS replicas to send
queries to multiple diverse upstream DNS servers and apply voting for the ﬁnal answer. Path diversity, the selection
of the diverse upstream DNS servers, can be considered as
leveraging diversity across upstream DNS servers. While
this approach presents some practical challenges, we present
results to indicate the beneﬁts of maintaining and increasing
diversity in the existing DNS hierarchy. The rest of the section is organized as follows. Section 6.1 provides the design
extensions of DR-DNS to support path diversity. Section 6.2
presents the beneﬁts and costs of path diversity. Finally,
Section 6.3 discusses the path diversity in the existence of
CDNs and DNS load balancing.



    



We extend the DR-DNS design to leverage path diversity
in the DNS hierarchy. In the extended DR-DNS design each
internal DNS replica (1) sends replicated queries to multiple diverse upstream DNS servers and (2) applies voting on
the received answers. Hence, we extended each internal DNS
replica with a replica hypervisor, i.e. a DNS hypervisor without a cache. The DNS hypervisor already has a Multicast
module (MCast) to replicate the queries and Voter module
to apply majority voting on the received answers. In this
case, we disabled the caches of replica hypervisors since DNS
replicas include their own caches. Whenever a DNS replica
wants to send a query to upstream DNS servers, it simply
sends the query to its replica hypervisor. Then, the multicast module in the replica hypervisor replicates the query
and forwards copies to selected upstream DNS servers. Upon
receiving answers, the voter module simply applies majority
voting on the answers and replies to its DNS replica with
the ﬁnal answer.



  

The primary beneﬁt of our design extension is in improving resilience to errors that can occur in any DNS servers
involved in the query resolution. However, the amount of exact beneﬁt gained depends on the level of diversity achieved
across upstream DNS servers. To increase the reliability of
DNS query resolution process, one needs to avoid sending
queries to upstream DNS servers that share software vulnerabilities. Hence, we select the upstream DNS servers
with either diﬀerent software implementations (e.g., BIND
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Figure 9: (a) Achieving diversity may require sending requests to more distant (higher-latency) DNS servers.
Eﬀect of DNS software diversity on latency inﬂation. (b) Eﬀect of OS software diversity on latency inﬂation.
(c) Number of failures that can be masked with N , the number of upstream DNS servers.
it fails to ﬁnd the majority set. Note that this approach
still works correctly since any of the returned IP addresses
will direct the client to a valid CDN server, and DR-DNS
ensures that one of those IP addresses is always returned.
However, DR-DNS heavily relies on the results of majority
voting to improve the reliability. To evaluate how CDNs
aﬀect the reliability of DR-DNS, we measured the variation
in DNS answers from Akamai, a well known CDN.

diverse DNS software to increase the reliability. Similarly,
upstream DNS servers with diverse OS software can be used
with an average of 19ms extra delay. We found that we can
use OS diversity with a smaller overhead since OS distribution among DNS servers is more balanced. We conclude
that DR-DNS extensions to use path diversity improves the
reliability and protects the end users from software bugs and
failures of upstream DNS servers. Moreover, the average delay cost is small and can be tolerated by the end users. Finally, our design increases the traﬃc load on upstream DNS
servers, and this component of DR-DNS may be disabled
if needed. However, we believe that the increasing severity of DNS vulnerabilities and software errors, coupled with
the reduced costs of multicore technologies making computational and processing capabilities cheaper, will make this
a worthwhile tradeoﬀ.







  

    

CDNs use DNS redirection technique to redirect the endhosts to the best available replicas. In DNS redirection, the
end-host’s query is handled by the DNS server authoritative
for the requested domain, which is controlled by the CDN to
return IP addresses of CDN replicas from which the content
can be delivered most eﬃciently. CDN replicas for content
delivery is chosen dynamically depending on the location of
the end-host. For instance, an end-host located in New York
may be more likely to be redirected to a replica in New Jersey rather than a replica in Seattle. Hence, in the existence
of CDNs, DNS answers heavily depend on the location of
the upstream DNS server. Two geographically distant upstream DNS servers will be likely to return diﬀerent IP sets
in the DNS answers to the same query. However, DR-DNS
relies on the majority voting that elevates the common IP
addresses in the returned DNS answers to improve reliability. To understand how often DR-DNS cannot do majority
voting in the existence of CDNs, we carried out the following experiment. First, we selected the top 1000 most
popular worldwide domains from [2] to use as queries since
many content providers are in this list. Even though using
top domains as queries results in biased measurements, it
helps us to get an upper bound for the worst case. Next,
for each query we randomly selected N = 3, 5, 7 upstream
DNS servers from (1) the same state (Louisiana), (2) same
country (USA) and (3) diﬀerent countries. For the third experiment, we selected the countries from distinct continents
(USA, Brazil, UK, Turkey, Japan, Australia, South Africa)
to again evaluate the worst case. Table 1 shows the ratio of
top domain queries where DR-DNS cannot ﬁnd the majority
set.
We found that CDNs aﬀect the majority voting more if
the selected upstream DNS servers are geographically distributed around the world. The results also show that CDN
eﬀects can be minimized in DR-DNS by selecting upstream
DNS servers from a smaller region. For instance, selecting upstream DNS servers from the same state guarantees

          

Content distribution networks (CDNs) deliver content to
end-hosts from geographically distributed servers using the
following procedure. First, a content provider provide the
content to a CDN. Next, the CDN replicates the content
in replicas, multiple geographically distributed servers. Finally, an end-host requesting the content is redirected to
one of the replicas instead of the original content provider.
There are numerous advantages of CDNs: scalability, load
balancing, high performance, etc. Some CDNs use DNS redirection technique to redirect the end-hosts to the best available CDN server for content delivery. Therefore, the CDN
replica providing the content to the end-host may change
dynamically depending on a few parameters including the
geographic location of the end-host, network conditions, the
time of the day and the load on the CDN replicas [1, 26].
As a result, a speciﬁc end-host may receive diﬀerent DNS
answers to the same query in subsequent requests. Hence,
one might ask the question: How does the existence of CDNs
aﬀect DR-DNS?
DR-DNS applies majority voting to multiple DNS answers
where each DNS answer includes a set of ordered IP addresses. In the existence of CDNs, DNS answers include IP
addresses of CDN replicas which can deliver the content eﬃciently. Therefore, two DNS answers to the same query may
not have any common IP addresses. This results in no winning IP set after the majority voting in DR-DNS. However,
in this case DR-DNS cannot make any ﬁnal decision and
simply returns all IP addresses to the end-host. As a rule,
DR-DNS returns all IP addresses from the DNS answers if



State (Louisiana)
Country (USA)
World

N =3
0.3%
1.0%
1.6%

N =5
0.7%
2.0%
2.4%

N =7
0.8%
1.7%
2.0%

as we increase the number of upstream DNS servers.
Overall, we found that for most queries, DR-DNS enabled
with our external replication techniques could perform majority voting to mask the bug, thereby increasing reliability.
DR-DNS was unable to do majority voting for only 0.3% of
the top domain queries if three upstream DNS servers are
selected from the same state. While for these small number
of queries it does not mask the fault, it is important to note
that it performs no worse than a normal (uninstrumented)
baseline DNS system even in these cases. Finally, the reliability of the majority answer can be increased by sending
queries to more upstream DNS servers.

Table 1: The ratio of top domain queries where majority voting fails. N is the number of upstream
DNS servers.
that DR-DNS improves the reliability of more than 99% of
the queries. The main conclusion is that one should choose
upstream DNS servers close to end-hosts for better reliability. Moreover, the heuristic that we developed in the previous section for path diversity chooses diverse upstream DNS
servers close to the end-host, so DR-DNS already minimizes
CDN eﬀects.
USA - Top Domains
USA - UIUC Trace

N =3
1.0%
0.6%

N =5
2.0%
0.9%



N =7
1.7%
0.7%

Table 2: The ratio of top domain queries that majority voting fails, for USA-located hosts. The UIUC
trace contains less queries to CDN clients. N is the
number of upstream DNS servers.
Next, to obtain more realistic results, we repeated the
same experiment with 1000 queries randomly selected from
the UIUC primary DNS server trace. Table 2 shows that
DR-DNS is less aﬀected from CDNs in the UIUC trace.





 

 

DNS suﬀers from a wide variety of problems. Reliability
of DNS can be harmed through a number of ways. Physical
outages such as server failures or dropped lookup packets
may prevent request processing. The DNS also suﬀers from
performance issues, which can delay responses or increase
loads on servers [27]. DNS servers may be misconﬁgured,
which may lead to cyclic dependencies between zones, or
cause servers to respond incorrectly to requests [22]. Also,
implementation errors in DNS code can make servers prone
to attack, and can lead to faulty responses [7, 25].
Dealing with failures in DNS is certainly not a new problem. For example, DNS root zones are comprised of hundreds of geographically distributed servers, and anycast addressing is used to direct requests to servers, reducing proneness to physical failures. Redundant lookups and cooperative caching can substantially reduce lookup latencies and
resilience to fail-stop failures [23, 24]. Troubleshooting tools
that actively probe via monitoring points can detect large
classes of misconﬁgurations [22]. Our work does not aim
to address fail-stop failures, and instead we leverage these
previous techniques, which work well for such problems.
However, these techniques do not aim to improve resilience
to problems arising from implementation errors in DNS code.
A vulnerability in a single DNS root server aﬀects hundreds
of thousands of unique hosts per hour of compromise [11,27],
and a single DNS name depends on 46 servers on average,
whose compromise can lead to domain hijacks [25]. The
DNS has experienced several recent high-proﬁle implementation errors and vulnerabilities. As techniques dealing with
fail-stop failures become more widely deployed, we expect
that implementation errors may make up a larger source of
DNS outages. While there has been work on securing DNS
(e.g., DNSSEC), these techniques focus on authenticating
the source of DNS information and checking its integrity,
rather than masking incorrect lookup results. In this work,
we aim to address this problem at its root, by increasing the
software diversity of the DNS infrastructure.
Software diversity techniques have been used to prevent
attacks on large scale networks in multiple studies. It has
been shown that reliability of single-machine servers to software bugs or attacks can be increased with diverse replication [13]. In another work, diverse replication is used to
protect large scale distributed systems from Internet catastrophes [18]. Similarly, to limit malicious nodes to compromise its neighbors in the Internet, software diversity is used
to assign nodes diverse software packages [21]. In another
work, to increase the defense capabilities of a network, the
authors suggest increasing the diversity of nodes to make
the network more heterogeneous [29]. To the best of our

          

Next, we studied how the control overhead and the resilience in DR-DNS changes as we increase the number of
upstream DNS servers. We found that control overhead increased linearly with the number of simultaneous requests,
as expected. To evaluate the resilience, we performed the following experiment: we repeatedly send a random DNS query
to multiple servers, and look at their answers. In some cases,
the IP addresses in DNS answers may diﬀer due to CDNs.
If the majority voting fails, then DR-DNS doesn’t improve
the reliability. To evaluate performance, we then count these
cases. Majority voting ﬁnds a winning IP set if more than
half of the upstream DNS servers agree on at least one IP
address. Let N be the number of upstream DNS servers DRDNS queries simultaneously. Then, the minimum number of
upstream servers that need to agree for the majority result
is Nmin =  N2  + 1. For a given query, let C be the number
of upstream DNS servers that agrees on the winning IP set
(majority voting succeeds). Since there is a winning IP set,
C >= Nmin . Now, we deﬁne the threshold T = C − Nmin
to measure how many extra upstream DNS servers agreed
on the majority set. Note that if T = 0, then the majority result is agreed upon by Nmin number of upstream DNS
servers. In this case, if one server that contributes to the
majority result becomes buggy, then majority voting fails.
However, if T = N − Nmin is at maximum value (all upstream DNS servers agree on the winning IP set), then to
fail in majority voting, N − Nmin + 1 upstream DNS servers
need to become buggy simultaneously. Hence, to evaluate
resilience, we measure the threshold T for every query. The
reliability of the majority answer is directly proportional to
threshold value T . Figure 9c shows the increase in reliability



knowledge, our work is the ﬁrst to directly address the root
cause of implementation errors in DNS software, via the use
of diverse replication. However, our work is only an early
ﬁrst step in this direction, and we are currently investigating
a wider array of practical issues as part of future work.
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Today’s DNS infrastructure is subject to implementation
errors, leading to vulnerabilities and buggy behavior. In
this work, we take an early step towards addressing these
problems with diverse replication. Our results show that
available DNS software packages have suﬃcient diversity in
code resulting in a minimal number of shared bugs. However, DNS software with minor version changes share most
of the code base resulting in less diversity. We have also
found that the number of bugs is not reduced in later versions of the same software since usually new functionality is
added to software introducing new bugs. We also ﬁnd that
our system masks buggy behavior with diverse replication,
reducing the fault rate by an order of magnitude. Increasing
the number of replicas further decreases the fault rate. Our
results indicate that DR-DNS runs quickly enough to keep
up with the loads of a large university’s DNS queries. In
addition, DR-DNS can leverage redundancy in the current
DNS server hierarchy (replicated DNS servers, public DNS
servers, etc.). We can use this redundancy to select diverse
upstream DNS servers to protect the end-host from possible
errors existing in the upstream servers. Selecting a diﬀerent
upstream DNS server may increase response time, but our
results show that a slight increase in response time enables a
signiﬁcant improvement in reliability. CDNs and DNS-level
load balancing may result in DNS queries being resolved
to diﬀerent sets of IP addresses, which can limit ability of
DR-DNS to mask bugs across remote servers. However, our
results indicate that performance is reduced only minimally
in practice, and correctness of operation is not aﬀected.
While our results are promising, much more work remains
to be done. First, we plan to design a server-side voting
strategy, to protect the DNS root from bogus queries [27].
Also, we plan to investigate whether porting our Java-based
implementation to C++ will speed request processing further. We are also currently in the process of deploying our
system for use within the campus network of a large university, to investigate practical issues in a live operational
network. Finally, we plan to extend our study to include
many other protocols to investigate how diversity changes
among protocols. This helps us to generalize our method
for other protocols.
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ABSTRACT

(TPM), which provides secure storage and cryptographic operations.
In fact, there is typically a single TPM module per hardware platform. Therefore, its functionality has to be efﬁciently shared by the virtual machines (VM) running on
the same hardware. This is typically achieved by virtual
TPMs (vTPMs) that mimic the interface and functionality
of the hardware TPM. One important challenge is to realize vTPMs that comply with TPM speciﬁcations while not
impeding platform processes such as VM migration.
Although a number of realizations of vTPMs have been
proposed [4–7], several issues remain unresolved with respect to the application of these realizations to the migration of vTPMs and their corresponding VMs (VM-vTPM).
In this respect, current schemes for secure VM-vTPM migration protocols either increase the virtualized platform dependence on Privacy CA [4, 7, 8] or violate TPM usage restrictions [5]. Moreover, as far as we are aware, there is no
implementation of a secure VM-vTPM migration protocol.
In this work, we consider the problem of enabling secure
vTPM-based VM (VM-vTPM) migration in virtualized environments. We ﬁrst extend and detail the requirements
that a secure VM-vTPM migration protocol should satisfy in
private cloud environments. In these environments, a central
provider owns a number of virtualized servers and wishes to
transfer VMs along with their corresponding vTPMs across
these servers (e.g., for load balancing purposes). Given this,
we identify three security requirements related to the authenticity of the migration initiator, the preservation of the
trust chain among entities during migration and the conﬁdentiality of the migration process. We argue that these
requirements are suﬃcient to support secure VM-vTPM migration in private cloud environments.
Second, we discuss the implications of current vTPM key
hierarchy designs on the eﬃciency and performance of the
VM-vTPM migration process. More speciﬁcally, we show
that existent vTPM key structures are either decoupled from
their corresponding hardware TPM keys or are tightly bound
to the hardware TPM. The former approaches do not beneﬁt from the security guarantees of TPM, while the latter
make the vTPM keys non-migratable according to the TPM
speciﬁcation and therefore required costly key regeneration
at the destination after the VM-vTPM migration process.
Based on these observations, we derive a novel vTPM key
hierarchy that introduces an intermediate layer of keys between the TPM and vTPM and provides a logical separation
of the vTPM keys according to their usage in the VM. Our
proposed key hierarchy also enables vTPM key migration

The integration of Trusted Computing technologies into virtualized computing environments enables the hardware-based protection of private information and the detection of
malicious software. Their use in virtual platforms, however,
requires appropriate virtualization of their main component,
the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) by means of virtual
TPMs (vTPM). The challenge here is that the use of TPM
virtualization should not impede classical platform processes
such as virtual machine (VM) migration.
In this work, we consider the problem of enabling secure migration of vTPM-based virtual machines in private
clouds. We detail the requirements that a secure VM-vTPM
migration solution should satisfy in private virtualized environments and propose a vTPM key structure suitable for
VM-vTPM migration. We then leverage on this structure
to construct a secure VM-vTPM migration protocol. We
show that our protocol provides stronger security guarantees
when compared to existing solutions for VM-vTPM migration. We evaluate the feasibility of our scheme via an implementation on the Xen hypervisor and we show that it can
be directly integrated within existing hypervisors. Our Xenbased implementation can be downloaded as open-source
software. Finally, we discuss how our scheme can be extended to support live-migration of vTPM-based VMs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Trusted Computing [1] is a set of technologies that provide hardware and software support for secure storage and
software integrity protection. Its integration into virtualized
computing systems [2] enables the hardware-based protection of private (sensitive) information and the detection of
malicious software that aims to subvert the operation of virtualized environments. While these enhancements add an
additional layer of security to the underlying data and applications [3], the use of Trusted Computing in virtual platforms raises several challenges with respect to virtualization
of its hardware root of trust, the Trusted Platform Module
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according to the TPM usage restrictions and minimizes the
dependence of vTPM keys on Privacy CA.
In addition, we propose and analyze a secure VM-vTPM
migration protocol that leverages on our vTPM key hierarchy. Our proposed protocol provides stronger security
guarantees when compared to existing solutions for VMvTPM migration. Furthermore, we implement a preliminary Xen-based prototype of our protocol and we evaluate
its performance. Our implementation demonstrates that our
secure VM-vTPM migration solution can be directly integrated with the open-source hypervisor Xen [9]. We note
that our implementation is open source and is available for
download at [10]. Finally, we discuss how our scheme can be
extended to support live-migration of vTPM-based VMs.
We point out that while prior work has addressed diﬀerent
aspects of secure VM migration, including vTPM migration,
to the best of our knowledge, this work is the ﬁrst to explicitly deﬁne the requirements, propose a suitable vTPM key
hierarchy and design and implement a complete VM-vTPM
migration protocol.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we detail our system and attacker models and derive the corresponding security requirements. We then present a novel
vTPM key hierarchy and we describe a secure migration
protocol in Section 3. In Section 4, we present a feasibility
study and preliminary performance results extracted from
a preliminary prototype implementation using the Xen hypervisor. Finally, we overview the related work in Section 5
and conclude in Section 6.

2.
2.1

Figure 1: System model: a service provider P wishes
to migrate a virtual machine from a virtualized source
server S to a virtualized destination server D given some
security constraints. Here, both S and D are equipped
with hardware TPMs.

external entity should be able to modify/learn the contents
of the VM during the migration process and (iii) the migration can only be initiated by trusted parties (e.g., P or S in
our case). Furthermore, this entire process should not violate the trusted computing standards [1] and should be easy
to integrate with current vTPM platforms/architectures.
In what follows, we detail the attacker model and the security properties that a migration protocol should satisfy.

PROBLEM AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

2.2

Attacker Model

We assume the presence of an attacker A that can eavesdrop, modify, insert or delete messages in the network. We
assume that A is interested in abusing the migration protocol to increase her beneﬁt in the network (e.g., starting her
own VM, acquiring information about the transferred VM,
etc.). We further assume that A is capable of exploiting
software vulnerabilities of remote servers.
However, we point out that A does not have physical access to any server in the network managed by P. In addition, we assume that A is computationally bounded, in the
sense that she cannot forge signatures, break authentication
schemes, without possessing the correct credentials.
Thus, we can safely assume that the TPM embedded in
the various virtualized servers can be trusted. This trust assumption also extends to the software tool (e.g., IMA [12],
HyperSafe [13]) that measures the system state for attestation using a (dynamic) root of trust (e.g., Intel TXT [14],
Flicker [15]). Otherwise, little can be done to ensure that
the software hosted on a given server is “authentic” and can
be trusted. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we
assume here that A cannot compromise or modify the state
of software on the source and/or destination server during
the migration protocol. That is, A can only compromise the
software hosted by S and/or D, either before the start or
after the end of the migration process.

System Model

In this paper, we consider a setting where a cloud provider
P possesses several (> 2) virtualized servers that are equipped with physical TPMs and wishes to securely migrate
virtual machines (VM) among these servers (e.g., for loadbalancing purposes). Here, each virtual machine interfaces
with the physical TPM through a software-based virtual
TPM (vTPM) (refer to Section 3.1 for further details). We
assume that vTPMs do not contain hardware and hypervisor conﬁguration information; this information (stored in
the TPM) is obtained by querying the TPM. Similarly, the
hardware TPM does not include any VM speciﬁc information. This procedure decouples the vTPM from hardwarespeciﬁc characteristics and enables its migration.
We assume that P wishes to migrate a virtual machine
from a source server S to a destination server D. We assume that S and D are equipped with public/private key
pairs that are persistently stored on their respective TPMs1 .
During the migration process, we assume that the virtual
machine can be suspended on S before it is transferred to
D; once the transfer is completed, the virtual machine is
resumed on D.
Given this setting, we consider the problem of enabling secure migration of a VM along with its vTPM from S to D.
Here, several challenges need to be overcome to ensure the
liveliness and soundness of the migration process, namely:
(i) only trusted servers should execute correct VMs, (ii) no

2.3

1
Alternatively, the private keys could be sealed with TPMspeciﬁc keys and stored on disk.

Requirements for Secure VM-vTPM Migration Protocols

We now present the requirements that any secure VMvTPM migration protocol should satisfy. These require-



3.1

ments are suﬃcient for secure VM-vTPM migration and
concern the parties involved in the migration as well as the
communication channel over which the migration occurs. In
Section 3, we also describe a protocol that fulﬁlls them.

vTPM Key Hierarchy

The design of the vTPM key hierarchy should provide
the same functionality as the original TPM key hierarchy,
i.e., allow proof of authenticity, attestation and secure storage [16]. In addition, it should comply with the TPM key usage restrictions and introduce minimal overhead during VMvTPM migration (e.g., minimal key regeneration). In what
follows, we provide a brief background on TPM functionality and keys and discuss several issues with existent vTPM
key hierarchy proposals. We then introduce our vTPM hierarchy and discuss its implications on VM-vTPM migration.

Requirement 1. (VM-vTPM Conﬁdentiality and
Integrity)
An untrusted entity should not be able to learn any meaningful information about the VM-vTPM during the migration
process. This includes the suspension, transfer and resumption of the VM-vTPM from the source to the destination.
Furthermore, any modiﬁcation to the VM-vTPM during the
migration process should be detectable.

Background on TPM Keys: The hardware TPM enables
proofs of authenticity, attestation and secure storage based
on three main cryptographic keys, namely the Endorsement
Key (EK), the Storage Root Key (SRK) and the Attestation
Identity Key (AIK). The EK is a persistent non-migratable
encryption key that is used to establish the authenticity of
the TPM. The use of this key for transaction authentication in the network is not recommended as it would enable
TPM transaction linking. The SRK is a non-migratable
encryption key that is used to protect the storage of other
TPM keys outside the TPM. The AIK is an asymmetric
non-migratable signing key generated inside the TPM and
certiﬁed by a Certiﬁed Authority (Privacy CA). It is used
as a one time key to establish authenticity of the TPM during attestation [1]. The AIK certiﬁcate proves the the AIK
was created by a genuine TPM. Since it does not expose
the EK, it can be safely used in network transactions without privacy concerns. The Platform Conﬁguration Registers
(PCR) are additional components used for attestation and
secure storage; these components reside inside the TPM and
store platform conﬁguration measurements2 . The latter are
used either to attest the system integrity during remote attestation or seal data to particular system conﬁgurations [1].

In addition to the basic conﬁdentiality property, preserving the integrity of the vTPM during the migration process
emerges as an important requirement for any secure VMvTPM migration protocol. Otherwise, an adversary can
convince D to accept a diﬀerent VM image by modifying
the contents of its vTPM.
Requirement 2. (Initiation Authenticity)
An untrusted entity should not be able to migrate any VMvTPM. Only P should be allowed to initiate the VM-vTPM
migration process.
Restricting the initiation of the migration process solely to
those authorized entities prevents an adversary from continuously migrating VMs across servers, thus alleviating Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks against the entire system. Ensuring that only trusted parties can initiate the migration also
prevents collocation attacks, where the attacker places the
target VM on the same physical server together with another
VM that it controls; this would create a covert-channel that
might leak information about the target VM [11].
Although the initiation authenticity notion is important
to prevent abuse of the migration process, it is has not been
addressed, as far as we are aware, in prior work.

3. A SECURE VM-VTPM MIGRATION
PROTOCOL

Background on vTPM Keys: vTPM key hierarchies include keys analogous to their TPM key hierarchy counterparts. Each vTPM typically has its own virtual EK (vEK),
virtual SRK (vSRK) which is used to protect the storage
of other vTPM keys and virtual AIKs (vAIKs) used for
platform attestation purposes.
The relationship between vTPM and TPM key hierarchies
is an important design choice that needs to be taken into
account in secure VM-vTPM migration. Several vTPM key
hierarchy proposals completely decouple their keys from the
TPM keys [4, 7]. This is achieved by obtaining the vTPM
EK (vEK) and AIK (vAIK) credentials from a local authority. While this procedure avoids generating those keys
on the platform vTPM after migration, it is not clear how it
removes the need for vTPM credential regeneration. The inclusion of TPM PCRs in the certiﬁcate of a vEK to achieve
VM-vTPM binding would require its frequent regeneration
if TPM PCRs are periodically modiﬁed (extended) by means
of dynamic system measurements [4]. All vAIKs obtained
before the TPM PCRs changed would not be valid anymore.
In addition, using a permanent vEK to prove vTPM-TPM
binding during attestation [4] allows linking vTPM transactions. On the other hand, tight coupling of the vTPM
and TPM (as discussed in [4]) by signing vTPM credentials

In this section, we outline an eﬃcient solution that enables
secure VM-vTPM migration. We start by providing the
necessary background on TPM and vTPM keys.

2
These measurements often consist of hashing the state of
the software running on the platform.

Requirement 3. (Preserving the Trust Chain)
Only trusted servers can receive correct VMs. More specifically, (i) trusted servers should not hold incorrect VMsvTPMs and (ii) untrusted servers should not acquire correct
VMs-vTPMs.
By a correct VM, we refer to a VM which is found to be
correct according to a trusted integrity measurement module
(e.g., TPM-based attestation).
Ensuring the integrity of the software hosted on both S
and D prior to the migration process is of paramount importance. A correct VM running in a trusted environment
should not be transferred to a server that might be compromised (e.g., the VM might contain sensitive data). Similarly,
a trusted server should not accept to run an incorrect VM
that might have been compromised. For instance, if the hypervisor in S was compromised, then D cannot trust any
protocol it establishes with S. Note that this requirement
does not address the case where an untrusted server executes
incorrect VMs.
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Figure 2: vTPM key set and hierarchy. Our proposed hierarchy consists of an intermediate layer of a global SRK
(gSRK) and a set of signing keys (SKs) that connect the TPM SRK and AIKs to the vTPM vSRK and vAIK. We also
logically separate the vTPM keys into internal and external keys.

using the TPM AIK directly mandates that the corresponding keys be non-migratable and thus, requires extensive regeneration of vTPM keys on the destination platform after
VM migration. The same limitation arises for the vSRK
if it is encrypted directly using the TPM SRK. Refer to
Appendix A for more details regarding existent vTPM key
hierarchy designs.

ing and encrypting data exchanged between VMs over the
network. Corresponding vAIKs are therefore restricted to
one-time use in order to prevent vTPM transaction linking.
Hence, these vAIKs are not part of a migrating vTPM.
Below we provide a summary description of our vTPM
hierarchy keys and discuss the implications of this hierarchy
on VM-vTPM migration:

Our vTPM Key Hierarchy: In order to enable migration with minimized key regeneration after VM-vTPM migration, we propose a vTPM key hierarchy which introduces
an intermediate layer of keys between the TPM and vTPM.
This intermediate layer consists of one global SRK (gSRK)
and a set of signing keys (SK) that connect the TPM SRK
and AIKs to the vTPM vSRK and vAIK respectively (Figure 2). Even though this renders the signing keys gSRK and
SKs non-migratable3 , it allows the migration of the vSRK
and vAIKs and preserves the strong binding between the
TPM and vTPM. Furthermore, using a separate SK with
every vAIK used in external communications prevents linking diﬀerent vTPM transactions. We point out here that
the vSRK and vAIK credentials can only be generated on
a TPM containing the corresponding SRK and AIK. Generating the vAIKs on the platform itself removes the need
for vEK because the authenticity of the vTPM only depends
on the TPM AIK.
We further separate the vTPM keys into internal and external keys (see Figure 2). Internal vTPM keys are retained
across VM migration. These include the vSRK and the
encryption and signing keys used only within the VM. The
encryption keys are part of the vSRK hierarchy and the credentials of the signing keys are signed by a vAIK key linked
to a TPM AIK (the key chain is shown in dotted ovals in
Figure 2). Given that one such vAIK could be suﬃcient
for all internal signing, binding and legacy keys, VM-vTPM
migration would incur minimal regeneration at the destination4 . External vTPM keys are those keys used for sign-

• vSRK : Analogous to the TPM SRK, the vSRK protects the storage of other TPM keys. However, the
storage of the vSRK itself is protected using the global
SRK.
• Global SRK (gSRK): This is an non-migratable asymmetric encryption key that is a direct descendant of
the TPM SRK. It is used to protect the vSRK of individual TPMs (by sealing) which in turn protects the
other keys of their respective vTPMs (also by sealing).
Creating this intermediate gSRK makes the vSRKs
migratable which would have not been possible if they
were direct descendants of the TPM SRK.
• vAIK : Analogous to the TPM AIK, a vAIK can be
used to establish the authenticity of the vTPM and to
sign other keys. We use a special vAIK instance to
sign data and/or certiﬁcates used only within the VM.
This instance is transferred to the destination during
vTPM migration. If a vAIK signs data and/or certiﬁcates to be sent over the network, it is restricted to one
time use to prevent vTPM transaction linking. Such
AIKs are not part of a migrating vTPM. All vAIKs
are linked to the TPM AIK via their own signing keys
(SK).
• Signing Keys (SKs): These are an intermediate layer
of non-migratable TPM signing keys that associate
vAIKs with TPM AIKs. At least one SK is used for
the special vAIK instance (see above). Note that this
SK can be common to all vTPMs on the same platform. All the other SKs are used to bind vAIKs to
TPM AIKs intended to sign data and/or certiﬁcates

3
This is the case in order to preserve compliance with the
TPM key usage restrictions
4
We note, however, that several vAIK can be used if needed.



in Flicker [15]), which also provides a secure isolated run
time environment. The measurement module also extends
the public key certiﬁcate of D (or its hash) into the PCRs5 .
Given this, D then sends a signed copy of its PCRs (i.e.,
D sends SignAIK (P CR || Ns ) signed using an AIK key
obtained from a Privacy CA) containing details about the
execution of the measurement module, the system conﬁguration, its public key certiﬁcate along with a freshly generated random nonce Ns . We point out that these integrity
measurements do not include any information corresponding to the contents of the VM being transferred. Instead,
the integrity of the transferred VM is veriﬁed by S prior to
migration (if any) and by D before resumption. S then veriﬁes that the extracted PCRs correspond to those of D by
checking the public key certiﬁcate extension into the PCRs.
It then checks the validity of the AIK to verify the authenticity of D’s TPM and D’s PCRs to verify D’s integrity.
Similarly, D also veriﬁes the integrity of S. If these veriﬁcations pass, then the data transfer stage can start.
In this last stage, the actual transfer of the VM-vTPM
occurs. Here, D sends S a freshly generated random nonce
Nd indicating its readiness to receive the migrating VMvTPM. S then transfers the contents of the VM-vTPM along
with the received nonce on the established secure channel.
In our construction, we require that D also checks the integrity of the migrated VM (for the reasoning why, refer to
Section 3.3). Since it is assumed that the vTPM (or VM)
queries the underlying TPM to obtain hardware and hypervisor measurement information, no separate mechanisms are
required to update the vTPM with this information after migration. Finally, S deletes its local copy of the VM-vTPM
and both S and D resume their operation.

to be sent over the network. SKs are not migrated
during vTPM migration and therefore need to be generated on the destination platform. This entire key
hierarchy is depicted in Figure 2.
Similar to most software-based vTPM solutions, our vTPM
keys are stored outside the TPM and are prone to leakage
and unauthorized modiﬁcation. While the conﬁdentiality
of vTPM keys is protected by the vSRK, it is also possible to protect their integrity by the use of hash veriﬁcation.
This enables the detection of key modiﬁcation, but does not
prevent denial of service attacks by modifying the hashes
themselves (on the ﬁlesystem).
During migration, the vSRK of the vTPM is unsealed
from the TPM using the corresponding gSRK and is transferred along with other vTPM keys that are used only within
the VM including the special vAIK instance. At the destination, after migration, the vSRK is sealed to the destination’s TPM using its gSRK. Furthermore, the credentials
for the special vAIK instance are regenerated using the destination’s special AIK and SK instances.

3.2 Protocol Description
Given the above vTPM key hierarchy, we proceed to presenting a possible construction of a secure VM-vTPM migration protocol (Figure 3).
Our exemplary construction mainly consists of three stages:
the authentication stage, the attestation stage and the data
transfer stage. In the ﬁrst stage, the authentication stage, S
and D mutually authenticate each other using their public
key certiﬁcates and establish a secure channel for their subsequent communication. This can be achieved, for example,
by using a non-migratable binding key that is stored on the
TPM and that is bound to a secure conﬁguration of either
D or S. Although this approach has clear advantages, it becomes rather costly as the message size increases; that is, the
protocol will incur a prohibitively high overhead e.g., when
a VM RAM is transferred from S to D. In that case, a more
suitable approach would be to rely on the establishment of
Diﬃe-Hellman symmetric keys [17] between S and D. For
instance, this can be realized by using the TLS handshake
protocol [18]. Once a session key K is established, S and D
can use it to ensure the conﬁdentiality and integrity of their
communication. This can, for example, be done by concatenating each message with its hash (for integrity veriﬁcation)
and encrypting the result using key K (for conﬁdentiality).
Since we assume that an attacker cannot compromise the
machines of S and D during the migration process, the established session keys can be stored in the system memory
of both S and D.
Once the authentication stage is completed, the attestation stage starts. This stage mainly consists of the integrity
veriﬁcation of both S and D. In Section 3.3, we show that
this veriﬁcation prevents a considerable number of security
threats.
To verify the integrity of D, S proceeds as follows. It initiates the attestation process by sending D a freshly generated
random nonce Ns . This would trigger a measurement module in D to perform a system measurement. System measurements typically include load and/or run time properties
of the hypervisor [12,13]. These properties can be measured
using a number of techniques such as [19, 20].
The load time integrity of the measurement module itself
can be further protected using a dynamic root of trust (like

3.3

Security Analysis

In what follows, we brieﬂy analyze the security of our
protocol construction.
The establishment of a secure channel between S and
D ensures the conﬁdentiality and integrity of all their exchanged messages. Furthermore, the use of Diﬃe-Hellman
session keys ensures the forward security of the exchanged
messages. That is, an attacker A cannot acquire the session
key K once the migration protocol is terminated, even if it
gains full control of S and all the exchanged messages between S and D.6 To acquire the key, A has to compromise D.
As such, our protocol construction satisﬁes the VM-vTPM
conﬁdentiality and integrity requirement (Requirement 1).
Furthermore, since the public key certiﬁcate of D (and S,
respectively) is extended in the PCRs during its integrity
veriﬁcation, S can ensure that the measured PCRs correspond to the physical machine of D.7 This prevents A
from presenting measurements performed on another machine and claiming that they pertain to the machine of D
(or S, respectively); in this case, this misbehavior will be
5

A variant scheme for linking the public key to the PCRs
relies on the use of special TLS certiﬁcate extensions—which
might, however, increase the size of trusted computing base
(TCB) [21].
6
Recall in this case that S can securely delete K at the end
of the migration process.
7
Linking the PCR measurements to D cannot be achieved
solely by the use of the AIK of D. This is because the
AIK does not contain any information that could be used
for identifying the entity to which it was issued (in this case,
S or D) [1].
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Figure 3: Sketch of a secure VM-vTPM migration protocol. The session key K is derived using key exchange
protocols (e.g., TLS handshake) and used only for the current protocol instance. S and D verify each other’s integrity
by examining PCRs signed using an AIK key obtained from a Privacy CA. SignX (Y ) refers to the signature of Y using
key X, n is a security parameter.
directly detected by S. Since we assume that A cannot
modify software on S and/or D during the migration process, little can be done by A to convince S that its machine
is “honest”, while it hosts in reality malicious/compromised
software (Requirement 3). Given that the integrity of S is
also veriﬁed, the authenticity of the migration initiation can
also be ensured. This is the case since D veriﬁes that it is
interacting with an “honest” source and therefore can trust
that S will abide by the protocol speciﬁcation. This also includes trusting that S (i) will initiate the migration process
upon the request of P (Requirement 2) and (ii) will securely
delete the key K at the end of the migration process [22,23].
Note that this trust does not extend to the contents of the
migrated VM. Indeed, while S might be “honest”, the VM
itself might be compromised by A prior to the start of the
migration process. This use-case is countered by requiring
that D checks the integrity of the migrated VM after the
data transfer. As a result, D can ensure that only correct
VMs can be migrated to its environment, thus conforming
with Requirement 3 (Section 2).

4.

to its adoption and optimizing it requires understanding the
nature of the overhead that it imposes. For this purpose,
we present a prototype implementation and an initial study
of the overhead in terms of end-to-end migration time and
CPU usage.

4.1

Feasibility Study

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of our secure VMvTPM migration protocol, we implemented a prototype and
integrated it in the Xen hypervisor [9]. Our implementation
emulates suspended VM-vTPM migration where each VM
runs its own vTPM in the user space. We also show preliminary performance results on the overhead incurred by
securing VM-vTPM migration in terms of end-to-end migration time and CPU usage. Finally, we discuss additional
protocol characteristics and possible optimizations.

Implementation setup
In our implementation, we considered a private cloud virtual environment similar to the one described in Figure 1.
We used two Thinkpad W510 (1.73 GHz, 8 GB RAM) machines with identical hardware as migration source (S) and
destination (D). Both machines were conﬁgured to use the
64-bit Xen hypervisor (version 4.0.2-rc2-pre). The virtual
machines (VM) running on S and D had their conﬁguration ﬁles, disk and swap spaces on a separate NFS shared
server. Each VM instance had its own virtual TPM running in user space. S, D and the NFS server were on the
same 1 GB Ethernet local network (LAN). Therefore, the
migration protocol only transfers the VM-vTPM RAM im-

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

So far, we have discussed secure VM-vTPM migration in
the context of VM migration using the suspend- transferresume paradigm where the vTPM is a process inside the
VM itself. Here, we discuss several challenges in extending
it to alternative VM migration mechanisms (e.g., live migration) and vTPM architectures (e.g., each vTPM inside
a separate VM, all vTPMs in a separate privileged VM).
The performance of secure VM-vTPM migration is critical
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the diﬀerent components. We used the Google CPU proﬁler,
part of the Google-perf tools [29] to instrument and measure
the CPU usage during migration. Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
show the distribution of CPU time between I/O and cryptographic operations measured for diﬀerent VM RAM sizes
and encryption ciphers. We notice that most of the time
is spent in cryptographic (encryption, secure hashing) and
optimized SSL I/O operations during the secure transfer of
the VM RAM image. Note that this overhead is common to
all secure solutions. We should also note that the overhead
on Privacy CA and key regeneration in our design is independent of the number of migrated vTPM keys. In terms
of the overhead due to attestation, this overhead depends
on the type of properties being measured and the size of
the measurement target. We note that the time required to
measure hypervisor static properties is typically of the order
of tens of milliseconds [19, 20].
The incurred security overhead may be tolerable in applications without strict timing constraints (e.g., email). In
the case of time sensitive applications (e.g., video streaming), migration process optimizations would be required in
order to reduce the total security overhead. These would include hardware and software as well as cryptographic-related
optimizations.
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Figure 4: End-to-end VM-vTPM migration downtime
for diﬀerent encryption ciphers and VM RAM sizes. The
results are validated over ﬁve independent migration
protocol executions. We also show the corresponding
95% conﬁdence intervals.

4.2

Discussion

In order to reduce the total migration downtime of time
sensitive applications running on a VM, one direction is to
consider performing live VM-vTPM migration [24, 25, 28].
However, secure live migration of VMs with vTPMs requires
synchronizing VM-vTPM state during the transfer. Given
that each vTPM (in our implementation) runs as a process
within its own VM, existing memory synchronization techniques can be used to synchronize the VM-vTPM state on
the source and destination during migration. This allows the
resumption of the VM on the destination before the complete transfer of VM-vTPM state [24]. We note however
that live migration of the vTPM may require speciﬁc VM
memory partitioning in order to ensure that the vTPM state
is transferred at once to avoid state corruption. The feasibility of such a secure VM-vTPM live migration approach
needs more detailed investigation.
Other vTPM architecture designs could also help to improve performance. All vTPMs on a given hardware platform can run on separate, dedicated VM referred to as vTPM
manager [4]. Such a dedicated VM can be migrated using
secure VM migration as well. It is also easy to associate each
vTPM to its VM in such cases. However, when all vTPMs
run in a privileged VM, additional process migration techniques have to be devised to migrate the vTPMs. Further
work is required to devise such migration and compare its
properties and performance to the approach implemented in
this work.

age. We note that this conﬁguration is common in private
cloud environments [24, 25].
Our implementation leverages on the Python-based Xen
VM suspension and resumption. We used the TPM emulator [26] as a vTPM and executed it within the VM itself.
We integrated OpenSSL (version 0.9.8o) to establish an authentic and secure channel and used the Privacy CA [27] to
obtain AIKs for remote attestation. For simplicity, we only
used boot time integrity measurements during attestation.
We also implemented an insecure version of VM migration
which simply transfers the VM-vTPM using the standard
TCP socket interface. This implementation was used for
comparison. Our source code is open-source and available
for download at [10].

Preliminary results
One of the most common metrics used for evaluating the
performance of migration protocols is the total end-to-end
VM migration downtime [24, 25, 28]. It is deﬁned as the
time elapsed between the initiation of the migration protocol at the source and the completion of the VM migration at
the destination. It is indicative of the actual VM downtime
perceived by the end user. We measured the end-to-end
migration time for diﬀerent VM RAM sizes and encryption
ciphers. Figure 4 shows the results validated with ﬁve independent migration protocol executions. For VM RAM sizes
of 1 GB (typical in private cloud environments), the secure
protocol with 128-AES encryption completed within approximately 110 s, that is 20% slower than the insecure version
(88 s). We note that the absolute values can only signiﬁcantly improve if the industry-standard virtualized hardware
is used.
We further investigated the underlying overheads in the
migration process by considering the CPU usage. The CPU
time consumed by a process is indicative of the actual overhead imposed on the system as well as the contributions of

5.

RELATED WORK

Previous work on VM-vTPM migration includes several
protocol proposals in [4, 5, 7] and an implementation in the
Xen hypervisor [9]. All protocols meet the conﬁdentiality of
the VM-vTPM during migration. However, only [4] used an
integrity protection mechanism to ensure that migrated data
has not been tampered with. For the other protocols, this is
implicitly handled by the encryption mechanism in a sense
that any modiﬁcation of the encrypted VM image would re-



(a) Source CPU usage

(b) Destination CPU usage

Figure 5: CPU usage of prototype implementation for diﬀerent encryption ciphers and VM RAM sizes. The results
are validated over ﬁve independent migration protocol executions. We also show the corresponding 95% conﬁdence
intervals.
RAM only or the transfer of the VM RAM along with the
disk image [25].

sult with high likelihood in problems with VM resumption
at the destination. There are no means for the migration
process to understand the causes of failed resumption (e.g.,
due to intentionally corrupted VM image during transfer or
server execution problems). Measuring the system integrity
before migration was suggested in [5, 7]. While in [5], the
integrity of the destination is checked as part of the secure
channel establishment, in [7] the process is not completely
speciﬁed. None of these works checked the integrity of the
migration initiator (source). Furthermore, the initiator authenticity was also not considered as a requirement in the
above works. We believe that this is an important feature
for DoS and collocation attack prevention.
Previous work on vTPM architectures include proposals
for vTPM key hierarchies [4–8]. Creating vEK credentials
using the underlying TPM EK [5] does not comply with
the EK usage restrictions. Moreover, using the TPM AIK
to sign vEK or vAIK credentials makes these keys nonmigratable and hence, require fresh key generation at the
destination. Finally, obtaining vEK or vAIK credentials
from a trusted third party (Privacy CA) increases the external dependencies and is not easy to realize in practice.
Besides, one would have to inform the Privacy CA on every
migration because the only basis for issuing such a credential can be the underlying platform. In [6], it is unclear
how vTPMs can be migrated if the TPM EK and AIK are
shared between several vTPMs. In [8], generation of vTPM
keys and credentials has been only discussed from the perspective of the types of TPM keys that could be used in a
virtual TPM.
Virtual machines (VMs) can be migrated in three ways,
namely, stop-transfer-start paradigm, suspend-transfer-resume paradigm and using live migration in increasing order of eﬃciency [24]. The ﬁrst two techniques either stop
or suspend the VM before its transfer to the destination respectively. Live migration techniques are the most popular
because they minimize VM downtime [24, 25]. A summary
of live migration techniques can be found in [28]. Furthermore, VM migration may involve the transfer of the VM

6.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, we considered the problem of enabling secure VM-vTPM migration in private cloud virtualized environments. We analyzed the requirements for secure VMvTPM migration in internal virtualized environments. We
also proposed a vTPM key hierarchy that provides robust
functionality to construct secure VM-vTPM migration protocols. Our key hierarchy is compliant with the TPM key
usage recommendations, minimizes key regeneration after
vTPM migration and prevents vTPM transaction linking.
By leveraging on this hierarchy, we proposed and analyzed
a secure VM-vTPM protocol and we evaluated its performance by means of implementation using the Xen hypervisor. This implementation demonstrates that our proposed
secure VM-vTPM migration scheme can be directly integrated in open-source virtual systems. Preliminary results
on the performance of our scheme showed that—compared
to the cost of encrypting data—our migration scheme only
incurs negligible overhead in the regeneration of the vTPM
keys at the destination. The implementation is open-source
and available online [10]. Finally, we also discussed how our
scheme can be extended to support live migration of VMvTPMs.
In terms of future work, we intend to extend the implementation to support diﬀerent vTPM key hierarchies and
analyze the performance of VM-vTPM migration in realistic virtualized computing environments. We also plan to
extend our work to possibly secure live VM-vTPM migration.
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Figure 6: Existing vTPM key hierarchy designs. These designs range from tightly coupled TPM and vTPM keys to
fully independent conﬁgurations which only depend on an external authority.

APPENDIX
A. PREVIOUS DESIGNS OF VTPM
ARCHITECTURES
plies with the procedure of obtaining AIKs from a Privacy
CA. Sadeghi et al. [7] also adopt a similar design. In [5],
Stumpf et al. propose a vTPM key hierarchy which uses
the TPM EK to sign the vEK (see Figure 6(c)). Here, the
AIK is obtained from a Privacy CA as in the case of the
TPM.

In [4], Berger et al. discuss the trade-oﬀs between keeping
vTPM key hierarchy independent from the TPM key hierarchy (as in Figure 6(d)) and linking it to the TPM via the
AIK (as in Figures 6(a), 6(b)). The authors claim that the
design in Figure 6(d) (i) minimizes the key and credential
regeneration that are required after migration and (ii) com-
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initial sole focus on usability [1] to robustness [2, 3] and invisibility [6, 7]. The most recently proposed timing-based watermarks,
such as RAINBOW [6] and SWIRL [7], are invisible as they can
evade the existing detection schemes.
There are two general strategies for mitigating the trafﬁc watermarking threat. The ﬁrst strategy blindly removes the timing
information brought by trafﬁc watermarks through shaping and/or
padding every ﬂow no matter it is watermarked or not [8–10]. Although it is effective, this strategy introduces signiﬁcant overhead
such as high latency to all ﬂows and useless packets consuming
bandwidth, making them very difﬁcult to scale. Another strategy
is to ﬁrst detect watermarked ﬂows and then clean only the suspicious ﬂows. Compared to the ﬁrst strategy, the detection strategy
introduces much less overhead for identifying watermarked ﬂows
and has the advantages of handling only the suspicious ﬂows and
discovering the existence of watermark stamping devices.
Detecting timing-based watermarks is a very challenging problem, because they do not have a ﬁxed signature. So far, only a few
detection mechanisms have been proposed [11, 12]. However, they
suffer from two main drawbacks. First, they fail to detect advanced
trafﬁc watermarking schemes, such as RAINBOW and SWIRL, because these watermarking schemes may not cause anomalies in the
features used by those detections mechanisms. Second, they rely
on strong assumptions for the detection. For example, the detection system PNR (which is named by concatenating the ﬁrst letters of the three authors’ last names) [11] assumes that the trafﬁc
sender can inject a timestamp into each packet, but this is not feasible in many scenarios (e.g., a public Web server not controlled
by the detection system). PNR’s another assumption that one-way
packet delay follows the Gaussian distribution also does not always
hold [13]. In Multi-Flow Attack (MFA) [12], the assumptions of
watermarking multiple ﬂows with the same trafﬁc watermark and
modeling the ﬂows as a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) do not always hold either [14]. Kiyavash et al. [15] later showed
how MFA can be easily evaded by randomizing the locations of watermarks or using different watermarks for different network ﬂows.
In this paper, we demonstrate for the ﬁrst time that even the most
advanced timing-based trafﬁc watermarking scheme can be detected by a practical system. We show this by proposing BACKLIT,
a new system capable of detecting four advanced watermarking
schemes, including the “invisible” RAINBOW and SWIRL, the interval based watermarking (IBW) scheme, and the interval centroid
based watermarking (ICBW) scheme. We design BACKLIT based
on the observation that any practical watermark that artiﬁcially perturbs packet timing information will cause noticeable alterations in
the intrinsic timing features typical of TCP ﬂows. We ﬁrst select the
TCP features that can be used for detection purposes, then design
metrics to quantify these features, and ﬁnally employ the one-class

ABSTRACT
Trafﬁc watermarking is an important element in many network security and privacy applications, such as tracing botnet C&C communications and deanonymizing peer-to-peer VoIP calls. The stateof-the-art trafﬁc watermarking schemes are usually based on packet
timing information and they are notoriously difﬁcult to detect. In
this paper, we show for the ﬁrst time that even the most sophisticated timing-based watermarking schemes (e.g., RAINBOW and
SWIRL) are not invisible by proposing a new detection system
called BACKLIT. BACKLIT is designed according to the observation that any practical timing-based trafﬁc watermark will cause
noticeable alterations in the intrinsic timing features typical of TCP
ﬂows. We propose ﬁve metrics that are sufﬁcient for detecting
four state-of-the-art trafﬁc watermarks for bulk transfer and interactive trafﬁc. BACKLIT can be easily deployed in stepping stones
and anonymity networks (e.g., Tor), because it does not rely on
strong assumptions and can be realized in an active or passive mode. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate BACKLIT’s detection performance using the PlanetLab platform. The
results show that BACKLIT can detect watermarked network ﬂows
with high accuracy and few false positives.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A trafﬁc watermark is a piece of information embedded into a
network ﬂow. If the trafﬁc watermark is retained in the network
ﬂow, it can be used to correlate network trafﬁc observed at different
network locations. Therefore, trafﬁc watermarking has many important network security and privacy applications, including identifying stepping stones used by attackers to hide their true physical
locations [1,2], tracking users visiting sensitive (e.g., pro-terrorism)
Web sites [3], tracing communications among bot-compromised
machines [4], and tracking anonymous peer-to-peer VoIP calls [5].
The state-of-the-art trafﬁc watermarking schemes embed timingbased watermarks into a network ﬂow by artiﬁcially manipulating packet timing information, such as inﬂating and deﬂating interpacket delay [2, 3, 6, 7]. The timing-based watermarks have seen
continuous improvement over the last few years, evolving from an
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Figure 1: Typical scenarios of using trafﬁc watermarks and BACKLIT.
classiﬁer to detect watermarked ﬂows based on the set of metrics.
Moreover, unlike previous studies that use synthetic and replayed
trafﬁc for their evaluation [2,6,7,12], we evaluate BACKLIT using
live HTTP trafﬁc and SSH trafﬁc through twelve PlanetLab nodes
deployed around the world. The evaluation shows that BACKLIT
can detect the four timing-based watermarking schemes with high
accuracy, often achieving a 100% detection rate and low false positive rate.
Besides the high detection performance, BACKLIT can also be
readily deployed in real network environments. BACKLIT is much
more practically feasible than PNR and MFA, because it does not
rely on strong assumptions required for PNR and MFA. BACKLIT
is more ﬂexible than PNR and MFA, because BACKLIT can be
deployed as an active or passive system by either generating real
requests or relaying requests from other users to induce response
packets for detection. MFA is a passive-only system that makes
a decision from observed trafﬁc, and PNR is an active-only system that sends customized packets to detect the existence of trafﬁc
watermarks. Moreover, unlike PNR, BACKLIT does not need to
modify packets and install special software at the remote server.
In this paper, we focus on TCP ﬂows, because TCP carries about
90% of Internet trafﬁc [16], and popular anonymity networks (e.g.,
Tor [17]) currently only support TCP-based applications. However,
the same idea could be applied to other end-to-end protocols.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the threat model and Section 3 introduces the state-ofthe-art timing-based trafﬁc watermarks. The design and implementation of BACKLIT are detailed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. We present evaluation results in Section 6. After introducing
related work in Section 7, we conclude the paper with future work
in Section 8.

2.

and buffering strategies to remove trafﬁc watermarks without affecting all incoming ﬂows [8, 9]. BACKLIT either sends real requests (i.e., active mode) or employs relayed requests from other
users (i.e., passive mode) to induce packets from Bob’s server for
detection. Therefore, Pete cannot distinguish whether the host running BACKLIT is actually relaying requests on behalf of a real user
(e.g., Alice) or is attemping to discover Pete’s presence. Thus, Pete
cannot selectively avoid watermarking trafﬁc directed from Bob to
BACKLIT. We assume that Pete does not collude with Bob.
As shown in Figure 1, BACKLIT can be strategically deployed
at an exit node of the Tor network or a stepping stone connecting directly to Bob’s server to facilitate the detection. The deployment ﬂexibility provides the advantage that the trafﬁc observed by
BACKLIT is less affected by noise in comparison with the trafﬁc monitored by Ken, because the trafﬁc observed by Ken has to
pass through more hops within the anonymity network or stepping
stones. Such deployment ﬂexibility has also been used in PNR’s [11] and MFA’s [12] experiments where there is no relay node
between the trafﬁc watermark encoder and the detection system.

3. STATE-OF-THE-ART TIMING-BASED
TRAFFIC WATERMARKS
This paper considers four state-of-the-art trafﬁc watermarking
schemes listed in Table 1. The interval based watermarking (IBW) scheme [2] and the interval centroid based watermarking (ICBW) scheme [3] do not consider invisibility in their design, but the
more recently proposed RAINBOW and SWIRL do. In particular, RAINBOW and SWIRL introduce much shorter delay to the
packets than IBW and ICBW. Although MFA can detect IBW and
ICBW [12], they can evade the detection by stamping different watermarks to network ﬂows and randomizing the location of watermarks [15]. As shown in subsequent sections, BACKLIT can detect
all of these watermarking schemes. PNR [11] is not listed in Table
1 because there are no experiment results showing whether PNR
can detect these trafﬁc watermarks.

THREAT MODEL

Figure 1 illustrates typical scenarios of using trafﬁc watermarks.
Bob runs a server that hosts sensitive content (e.g., WikiLeaks) that
Alice and Amy visit through an anonymity network (e.g., Tor [17])
and a series of stepping stones [18], respectively. Pete, who has
access to Bob’s network trafﬁc, embeds a sequence of trafﬁc watermarks into the trafﬁc originating from Bob in an attempt to trace
back who is visiting Bob’s server. Ken, Pete’s associate, monitors
the trafﬁc directed towards Alice and Amy. If Ken can correctly decode the sequence of watermarks encoded by Pete, he can establish
that Alice and Amy are visiting Bob’s server.
The owner of the anonymity network or stepping stones can install BACKLIT to determine whether Bob’s trafﬁc is being watermarked. If that is the case, she can employ various packet padding

Table 1: The timing-based trafﬁc watermarking schemes considered in this paper.
Trafﬁc watermarking
scheme
IBW [2]
ICBW [3]
SWIRL [7]
RAINBOW [6]



Designed for
invisibility?

Inserted
delay

Evades
MFA?

Evades
BACKLIT?

No
No
Yes
Yes

Long
Long
Short
Short

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

Since all timing-based trafﬁc watermarking schemes delay packets, BACKLIT leverages three TCP features that will be noticeably
altered by trafﬁc watermarks for detection: (1) request-response
time (RRT), the time elapsed between sending the last packet of a
request message from BACKLIT and receiving the ﬁrst response
packet from the remote server, (2) inter-packet delay (IPD), the
time between two consecutive packets from the remote server, and
(3) burst size, the number of TCP packets sent back-to-back [19].
We calculate the burst size using the method in [19].
Figure 3(a) shows an example of normal IPD, RRT, and burst
size in the absence of trafﬁc watermarks. Upon receiving a request
packet, the server sends back a burst of four packets. If a trafﬁc watermarking scheme delays the fourth response packet, a disturbed
IPD (i.e., denoted by IPD’) will be observed, as shown in Figure
3(b). As a side effect of inﬂating the IPDs, the burst size will also
be changed. Particularly, if the delay induced by a watermark is
large enough, say not less than the round-trip time (RTT), we can
discern two bursts of packets: one has three packets and the other
has one. Similarly, if a trafﬁc watermarking scheme delays the ﬁrst
response packet (e.g., the second delay in Figure 3(b)), we could
observe an increased RRT (i.e., denoted by RRT’).
We roughly divide the network trafﬁc into two types: (1) bulk
transfer trafﬁc that contains much more response packets than request packets. For example, an HTTP request that initiates a large
ﬁle download will cause bulk transfer trafﬁc. (2) interactive trafﬁc
that has similar number of request packets and response packets. For instance, an SSH session where the client sends a number of
shell commands and receives relatively short responses (in terms of
content) from the server will result in interactive trafﬁc. Although,
to our best knowledge, the types of trafﬁc to which the existing
trafﬁc watermarking schemes can be applied are not explicitly documented, we assume that they can be employed to watermark both
bulk transfer trafﬁc and interactive trafﬁc.
We discuss the selected features in bulk transfer trafﬁc and interactive trafﬁc individually for the ease of explaining the anomalies caused by different trafﬁc watermarks. In bulk transfer trafﬁc,
we generally observe a large number of IPD samples and bursts of
packets. Hence, BACKLIT employs them to perform the detection.
In interactive trafﬁc, we generally obtain many RRT samples triggered by requests. If the response to a request does not have many
packets, the number of IPD samples may be limited and the burst
size will not be determined by the TCP congestion control mechanism. In this case, BACKLIT relies only on RRT samples to carry
out the detection. Since a network ﬂow can be either bulk transfer
trafﬁc or interactive trafﬁc or mixed trafﬁc, BACKLIT selects suitable features for detection. For example, if an HTTP client sends
many requests, each of which induces a short response, BACKLIT
can obtain many RRT samples and then use them to carry out the
detection. As another example, issuing a command like ls -R /,
which asks a server to respond with a list of all ﬁles and directories
on disk, will trigger many back-to-back packets from the server.
In this case, BACKLIT can exploit the IPD samples and the burst
sizes to perform the detection.
In the next three subsections, we use data from watermarked
HTTP ﬂows for bulk transfer trafﬁc and watermarked SSH ﬂows
for interactive trafﬁc to elaborate on the anomalies caused by different trafﬁc watermarks on selected features. We adopt the trafﬁc
watermarking parameters given in the ﬁrst row of Table 6 in Section 6. The experiments were conducted between two hosts with a
minimum RTT of 0.184 seconds if there is no other speciﬁcation.

3.1 IBW
IBW adjusts the number of packets in selected time intervals to
embed watermarks [2]. Starting from a random offset, the ﬂow to
be watermarked is divided into a series of intervals Ii of the same
length TIBW . Pairs of consecutive intervals are randomly chosen
to encode a bit. As shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), to embed a 0,
IBW forces the number of packets in interval Ik to be larger than
that in interval Ik+1 by delaying all packets within Ik−1 to Ik and
those within Ik+1 to Ik+2 . To embed an 1, IBW delays packets in
Ik to Ik+1 , so that Ik has fewer packets than Ik+1 .

3.2 ICBW
ICBW varies the centroid of the packets within selected time
intervals to encode watermarks [3]. Starting from a random offset, the target ﬂow is partitioned into a series of intervals of the
same length TICBW . As shown in Figure 2(c), to alter the centroid of the packets in a given interval, ICBW changes each pack
et’s relative time to the start of its interval from ΔT to ΔT =
(TICBW −αICBW )ΔT
αICBW +
, where αICBW determines the
TICBW
maximum delay applied to the packets. Before encoding a bit, ICBW randomly selects two sets of intervals, say IA and IB , from a
series of consecutive intervals. To encode a 0 (or 1), ICBW forces
the centroid of the packets in IB (or IA ) to be larger than that in IA
(or IB ) by delaying packets in IB (or IA ).

3.3 SWIRL
SWIRL changes the locations of packets within selected time
slots to encode watermarks [7]. Starting from a random offset,
SWIRL divides a ﬂow into a series of intervals of the same length
TSW IRL . It further deﬁnes two intervals: the mark interval and the
basic interval. As shown in Figure 2(d), SWIRL partitions a mark
interval TSW IRL into r subintervals of length TSW IRL /r and then
splits each subinterval into m slots. To embed trafﬁc watermarks,
SWIRL ﬁrst selects a slot i in each subinterval j according to a permutation π (j) (s) = i, where s is a variable determined by the basic
interval’s centroid, and then delays each packet from the original slot to the selected slot. If the original slot’s index is larger than that
of the selected slot, packets will be postponed to the selected slot in
the next subinterval. The delay added to each packet is in the range
SW IRL
] [7].
of [0, 2(m−1)T
mr

3.4 RAINBOW
RAINBOW inﬂates or deﬂates an inter-packet delay (IPD) by
i
(i = 1, . . .) denote the
TRB with equal probability [6]. Let TRB
i
adjustment made to the ith IPD. If TRB
> 0, the IPD will be increased; otherwise, it will be shortened. Since a packet cannot be
delayed for a negative amount of time, RAINBOW
sets the delay

i
of the jth (j = 1, . . .) packet to Tj = T0 + j−1
T
, where T0
RB
i=1
is a parameter large enough to ensure Tj ≥ 0. Figure 2(e) gives an
example of RAINBOW.

4.

BACKLIT

Table 2 summarizes the differences among PNR [11], MFA [12],
and BACKLIT. BACKLIT is more practically feasible, because unlike PNR and MFA, BACKLIT neither needs a timestamp in each
packet and the cooperation of the remote server, nor relies on trafﬁc
distribution assumptions. Instead, BACKLIT exploits TCP’s intrinsic features to expose various trafﬁc watermarks, which are elaborated in Section 4.1.

4.1.1 RRT

4.1 Feature selection

RAINBOW and SWIRL cause two types of anomalies in RRTs.



 

 






















(a) Example of IBW (Encoding 0).




























(b) Example of IBW (Encoding 1).











(c) Example of ICBW.







(d) Example of SWIRL.



(e) Example of RAINBOW.

Figure 2: Examples of IBW, ICBW, SWIRL and RAINBOW.
Table 2: Comparison of PNR, MFA, and BACKLIT.
Detection
method

Timestamp
required?

Assumes an
ideal distribution?

Features

Mode

Requires cooperation
from remote server ?

PNR [11]
MFA [13]
BACKLIT

Yes
No
No

Yes (Gaussian)
Yes (MMPP)
No

One-way packet delay
IPD
IPD, RRT, burst size

Active
Passive
Hybrid

Yes
No
No

4.1.2 IPD

First, since most response packets will be delayed for some periods, the mean and the variance of disturbed RRTs will be larger than those of normal RRTs. Second, the absolute difference of
consecutive RRTs, denoted as |ΔRRT|, is equal to one or multiple
TRB s in trafﬁc watermarked by RAINBOW and zero or multiple
TSW IRL
in trafﬁc watermarked by SWIRL if there is no noise. It is
mr
worth noting that the case of |ΔRRT| = 0 in trafﬁc watermarked by
SWIRL appears only when consecutive responses are delayed for
the same period. The probability of observing such case is extremely small because each response packet is delayed for a random period and the time when SWIRL observes a response is determined by
the sending time of a request and the processing time of the server,
both of which are random to SWIRL. BACKLIT leverages the second observation to detect RAINBOW and SWIRL because |ΔRRT|
could be used to estimate the parameters employed in RAINBOW
and SWIRL. Figure 4(a) illustrates the distribution of ΔRRT in
normal SSH trafﬁc and that in trafﬁc watermarked by RAINBOW
and SWIRL. The bin width is 0.005 seconds. These two distributions are quite different as most ΔRRT s in normal trafﬁc are in
the range of [−0.005, 0.005], whereas the majority of ΔRRT s in
watermarked trafﬁc fall in the range of [−0.05, 0.05].
IBW and ICBW will inﬂate RRTs. To clean packets in an interval, IBW delays them to the next interval. Depending on their
locations in an interval, response packets will be delayed for a period in (0, TIBW ]. Similarly, ICBW delays response packets in
selected intervals for a period in (0, αICBW ]. Figure 4(b) shows
the distributions of RRTs from normal SSH trafﬁc, trafﬁc watermarked by IBW, and trafﬁc watermarked by ICBW. It is clear that
IBW and ICBW cause a set of abnormal RRTs that are larger than
the normal RRTs.

All timing-based watermarking schemes change IPDs. Let ξRT T
be the minimum RTT between BACKLIT and a remote server.
BACKLIT employs IPDs larger than ξRT T to detect IBW and ICBW, because they introduce large delays to packets. In normal bulk
transfer trafﬁc, such large IPD samples are usually found from the
intervals between two bursts of packets and such observation has
been used to estimate a TCP ﬂow’s RTT [20]. When IBW and
ICBW delay a batch of packets, abnormal IPDs will be observed
between the ﬁrst packet in the current burst and the last packet in
the previous burst. Figure 4(c) illustrates IPDs that are larger than
ξRT T in normal HTTP trafﬁc and compares them with IPDs that
are larger than ξRT T in trafﬁc watermarked by ICBW and IBW. We
can see that in normal trafﬁc such IPDs are close to ξRT T , whereas
in trafﬁc watermarked by IBW and ICBW the IPDs are in the range
of (0.5, 0.7) seconds and (0.35, 0.54) seconds, respectively. Note
that the IPDs close to the lower bound (i.e., 0.5 and 0.35) are due to
the delaying of packets within a burst, and those close to the upper
bound (i.e., 0.7 and 0.54) originate from the delaying of the ﬁrst
packet in a burst.
BACKLIT uses IPDs lower than ξRT T to detect RAINBOW and
SWIRL, because they introduce smaller delays. In normal trafﬁc,
such IPD samples usually come from packets sent back-to-back. It
is worth noting that if two packets are sent back-to-back, then the
normal IPD is close to ξCAP , the time required by the bottleneck
on the network path to transmit a packet [21]. This observation
has been widely used to estimate bottleneck capacity [21]. ξCAP
is generally very small, for example, a 10Mbps link needs only 1.2
ms to transmit a 1500-byte packet. Since RAINBOW and SWIRL



(a) Normal IPD, RRT, and burst size.

(b) Disturbed IPD (IPD’), RRT (RRT’), and burst size.

Figure 3: Normal and disturbed inter-packet delay, request-response time, and burst size.
RAINBOW signiﬁcantly increases it by letting TRB ≈ ξRT T .

do not know the path from the encoder to the decoder in advance
(i.e., the path is what they want to trace), they cannot set TRB and
TSW IRL
according to ξCAP . Moreover, if two packets are not senmr
t back-to-back, say the interval between these two packets being
larger than ξCAP , then the IPD will be equal to the original interval if there is no cross trafﬁc [21]. Therefore, although RAINBOW
and SWIRL introduce a small delay to the packets, they disturb
the distribution of IPDs less than ξRT T . Figure 4(d) plots the distribution of such IPDs in normal HTTP trafﬁc along with that in
trafﬁc watermarked by RAINBOW and SWIRL. In normal trafﬁc
most IPDs approximate ξCAP , whereas in the trafﬁc watermarked
by RAINBOW or SWIRL the majority of IPDs scatter to 0.01-0.06
seconds.
Though RAINBOW may let TRB be larger than or equal to RTT, BACKLIT can still detect it, because in the former case it causes similar anomalies as IBW and ICBW do, and in the latter case
RAINBOW leads to abnormal burst size, as will be discussed next.

4.2 Detection metrics and algorithm
BACKLIT adopts the anomaly detection approach and it marks
a ﬂow as a watermarked one if anomalies are found in any metric
listed in Table 3. We elaborate on the metrics and the detection
algorithm in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, respectively.

4.2.1 Metrics
Of the ﬁve metrics in Table 3, BACKLIT uses R and T to detect
IBW and ICBW, and employs Q, D and Z to discover RAINBOW
and SWIRL. Let F represent a ﬂow under inspection. We ﬁrst
describe how to calculate R and T, because their computation procedures are similar, and then present how to compute Q and D for
the same reason, and subsequently explain the calculation of Z.
Let L denote a set of IPDs that are larger than ξRT T and ||L|| be
the number of such IPDs. We deﬁne a threshold T HIP D (k) =
2
μIP D + kσIP D , where μIP D and σIP
D are the mean and the
variance of L in normal ﬂows, respectively. Let MIP D (k) denote
the number of IPDs that are larger than T HIP D (k) in F. We deﬁne
R as the accumulative rate of IPDs larger than T HIP D :

4.1.3 Burst size
Although RAINBOW may decrease the number of disturbed IPDs
that are lower than ξRT T by setting TRB to ξRT T , doing so will
cause suspicious burst sizes. In bulk transfer trafﬁc, the size of a
burst is approximately equal to the TCP sender’s congestion window. Since RAINBOW divides the packets in each burst into several small groups, many one-packet bursts can be observed. If there
is enough data to send in bulk transfer trafﬁc, a TCP sender seldom
dispatches one packet in an RTT, except for the case in which the
sender is in the timeout state (i.e., retransmitting lost packets) or in
the fast retransmit state with a very small congestion window. We
propose methods to ﬁlter out biased samples due to packet losses
in Section 4.3.
To facilitate the explanation, we assume that there are only two
kinds of IPDs: one is equal to ξRT T , and the other is equal to
ξCAP . Since a one-packet burst occurs if two consecutive IPDs are
equal to ξRT T according to the algorithm for computing burst size
in [19], the probability of observing a one-packet burst is equal to
1 − Pw where Pw is the probability that no consecutive IPDs are
equal to ξRT T . Since RAINBOW will increase IPDs to ξRT T with
probability 0.5, according to the Lemma 1 in the Appendix, wecan
get the probability of observing one-packet bursts as 1 − L2 / L
L
2
from a sequence of L IPDs. This probability increases quickly with
the length of L. In other words, when RAINBOW uses TRB =
ξRT T to adjust the intervals between packets, we can observe many
abnormal bursts that have only one packet.
Figure 4(e) shows the rate of one-packet bursts in normal HTTP
ﬂows and that in ﬂows watermarked by RAINBOW with TRB ≈
ξRT T . The experiments were carried out between a host in Hong
Kong and three PlanetLab nodes in Japan. It is obvious that the
rate of one-packet bursts in normal ﬂows is very small, whereas

R=



MIP D (k)
,
||L||

(1)

k=3

where
is the minimum k that causes MIP D (k) = 0. More
precisely, when k increases, the threshold T HIP D becomes larger
and MIP D decreases. Since IPD is a limited value, there exists
a k that leads to MIP D (k) = 0, assuming that σIP D > 0. We
let k start from 3, because, according to the one-sided Chebyshev
inequality [22], the probability of having a sample larger than such
1
threshold is not greater than 1+k
2 = 0.1.
Similarly, let S represent a set of RRTs that are larger than ξRT T
and ||S|| be the number of such RRTs. We deﬁne a threshold
2
T HRRT (k) = μRRT + kσRRT , where μRRT and σRRT
are the
mean and the variance of S in normal ﬂows. Let MRRT (k) be the
number of RRTs that are larger than T HRRT (k) in F . We deﬁne
T as the accumulative rate of RRTs larger than T HRRT :
T=

ω

MRRT (k)
,
||S||

(2)

k=3

where ω is the minimum k that causes MRRT (k) = 0.
Q refers to the similarity between the distribution of IPDs that
are lower than ξRT T in F and that in normal ﬂows. D represents the similarity between the distribution of absolute ΔRRT (i.e.,
|ΔRRT|) in F and that in normal ﬂows. BACKLIT uses Q and D
to detect RAINBOW and SWIRL, because they cause signiﬁcant
changes in the distribution of IPDs that are smaller than ξRT T and
in the distribution of |ΔRRT|.
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Figure 4: Features in normal trafﬁc and watermarked trafﬁc.
Table 3: Metrics used by BACKLIT to detect timing-based trafﬁc watermarks.
Feature
Accumulative rate of IPDs larger than T HIP D
Accumulative rate of RRTs larger than T HRRT
Distribution similarity of IPDs smaller than ξRT T
Distribution similarity of |ΔRRT|s
Rate of one-packet bursts

IBW
√

Bulk transfer trafﬁc (e.g., HTTP)
ICBW
RAINBOW
SWIRL
√

√
√



√

√

if TRB ≈ ξRT T

√

Notation
R
T
Q
D
Z

watermarked ﬂows cause signiﬁcant changes to Q, R, T, and D,
indicating that these metrics can be used to effectively detect watermarked ﬂows.

4.2.2 Detection algorithm
BACKLIT employs the one-class classiﬁer [23] to capture anomalies in the ﬁve metrics, because it does not have watermarked ﬂows
when training the classiﬁer. The one-class (OC) classiﬁer learns
from a single class of samples, which is labeled as the target class.
The OC classiﬁer identiﬁes a boundary around the available data
from the target class such that it includes as much data from the
target class as possible, at the same time minimizing the chance of
accepting outliers [23]. In other words, each datum is classiﬁed as
a member of either the target class or the outlier class. The boundary is determined during the training with a given pre-reject ratio
(PR ) which is the fraction of rejected training data for the sake of
excluding possible noise in the training data [23]. If all the training
samples belong to the target class, PR can be regarded as a tolerable
false positive rate [24].
When using the one-class classiﬁer to detect trafﬁc watermarks,
the target (outlier) class corresponds to the class of non-watermarked
(watermarked) network ﬂows. We use the false positive rate and
the detection rate to evaluate BACKLIT. The former is ratio of the
number of non-watermarked ﬂows that are mistakenly regarded as
watermarked ﬂows to the total number of non-watermarked ﬂows.
The latter is the ratio of the number of watermarked ﬂows that are
detected by BACKLIT to the total number of watermarked ﬂows.

1. Construct a histogram, denoted as HΔRT T , for a sequence of
|ΔRRT|s. Let ΔRRTmax be the maximum value of |ΔRRT|.
Divide the range [0, ΔRRTmax ] into M disjoint subregions
of equal size, called histogram bins. Let HΔRT T (i) (i =
1, . . . , M ) be the percentage of |ΔRRT|s that fall into the
ith histogram bin.
Normal
2. Compute the similarity between HΔRT
T from normal ﬂows
F
and HΔRT
from
F
as
T
max{M N ormal ,M F }

Interactive trafﬁc (e.g., SSH)
ICBW
RAINBOW
SWIRL

√
√

For Q and D, we calculate the difference between histograms
to quantify the similarity between the distribution in normal trafﬁc
and that in a ﬂow to be inspected. D is used as an example to
illustrate the computation of this similarity. The method comprises
two steps:

D=

IBW

F
Normal
2
(HΔRT
T (i)−HΔRT T (i)) , (3)

i=1
Normal
and M F are the number of bins in HΔRT
where M
T
F
Normal
and HΔRT T , respectively. We set HΔRT T (j) = 0 (or
F
Normal
F
HΔRT T (j) = 0) if j > M
(or j > M ).
Normal

Z represents the ratio of the number of one-packet bursts to the
total number of bursts. It is applied to bulk transfer trafﬁc, because as explained in Section 4.1.3 RAINBOW will cause many
one-packet bursts in bulk transfer trafﬁc when TRB = ξRT T .
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d) show the distributions of R and
Q in normal HTTP ﬂows and those in HTTP ﬂows watermarked
by IBW, ICBW, RAINBOW and SWIRL using different parameter settings. Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d) show the CDFs of T
and D obtained from normal SSH ﬂows and those in watermarked
SSH ﬂows using different parameter settings. It can be seen that

4.3 Normal proﬁle creation
Before carrying out the detection, we collect data for constructing the normal proﬁles of RRT, IPD, and burst size before the de-
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SWIRL using different settings.
into iptables’s OUTPUT chains to hook outgoing TCP packets from the service under surveillance (e.g., HTTP, SSH). These
packets are queued in the kernel, and our program acquires them
by invoking libnetfilter_queue. By exploiting the headof-blocking feature of the system’s output queue, our program can
delay a batch of packets by holding the ﬁrst packet for a designated
time period.
For IBW, we implement the interval selection function that chooses every second and third intervals to embed information [2]. For an
ICBW interval, our algorithm randomly determines, with a probability of 0.5, whether packets within that interval will be delayed
or not, because ICBW randomly selects intervals and then delays
packets in selected intervals [3]. For SWIRL, we generate the permutation randomly, because Houmansadr et al. do not describe
how to construct π in [7]. For RAINBOW, we follow [6] to prepare the delay added to each packet in advance and set the upper
bound of T0 to 50ms. Since in practice RAINBOW cannot predict
when the next packet will arrive, we add pre-calculated delay to
each packet independently. It is worth noting that our implementation does not allow reordered packets (i.e., if the adjusted IPD
is less than zero, it will be set to zero), because frequent packet
reordering is suspicious. Moreover, reordered packets cannot carry watermarks through stepping stones and anonymity networks,
because the TCP/IP stack in a relay node will rearrange reordered
packets and send in-order packets to the next node.
BACKLIT comprises a set of Python scripts and Matlab scripts that carry out the entire detection procedure. It instructs hosts
to visit the target server through HTTP or SSH, extracts metrics
from the observed trafﬁc, and performs the detection. The detection module is based on the DD_tools Matlab toolbox 1.7.3 [29]
and the PRTools Matlab toolbox 4.1.4 [30]. We employ the OC
classiﬁer based on support vector data description (SVDD) and detailed information about OC classiﬁers can be found in [23].

ployment of trafﬁc watermarking schemes. RRT samples are obtained by sending requests to the server and then recording the
timestamp of a request’s last packet (if a request consists of more
than one packet) and the timestamp of the response’s ﬁrst packet.
The response packet’s acknowledgement number should be equal
to the summation of the request packet’s sequence number and its
payload length. We compute IPDs from the response packets triggered by each single request. We calculate burst size in a ﬂow using
the method outlined in [19].
Since packet loss may lead to biased RRT, IPD and burst size
samples, we exploit TCP’s basic mechanism to ﬁlter out potentially
biased samples that match one of the following criteria:
1. Samples containing out-of-order data packets. Nowadays
packet reordering due to network elements is not prevalent,
and most reordered packets are caused by packet retransmission [25].
2. Samples including data packets that follow three duplicate
ACK packets. These ACK packets suggest that a TCP sender
will use the fast retransmit/fast recovery mechanism to retransmit lost packets [26].
3. Samples comprising duplicate packets. This may happen
when ACK packets are lost and then the server consequently
retransmits the unacknowledged data packets.
4. IPDs that are close to or larger than the server’s retransmission timeout (RTO) value and are followed by retransmitted
packets. This rule is also applied to RRTs that are close to
or larger than the summation of RTO and ξRT T . Even if
there are not retransmitted packets, we can still infer whether
a packet is retransmitted through the identiﬁcation ﬁeld in
the IP header (IPID) or the estimated congestion window
(cwnd) [27]. These methods are also employed to determine
whether a one-packet burst is due to packet loss. The server’s features, such as RTO, IPID, and cwnd can be measured
using TBIT’s method [28].

5.

6. EVALUATION

IMPLEMENTATION

6.1 Experiment settings

We implement IBW, ICBW, RAINBOW and SWIRL on Ubuntu Linux (kernel 2.6.35-22) using iptables (version 1.4.4) and
libnetfilter_queue library (version 1.0.0). We add rules

As shown in Table 4, most of the previous research on trafﬁc
watermarking used replayed or synthetic trafﬁc for evaluation purposes [2, 6, 7, 12], with the exceptions of ICBW [3] and PNR [11]



which employed live trafﬁc. The use of replayed or synthetic trafﬁc
is inadequate because they cannot legitimately represent TCP’s behaviors, such as being responsive to network conditions and adapting its parameters to the changes. Moreover, replaying packets in
either one or two directions of interactive trafﬁc cannot mimic the
real environment, because the RTT and network conditions on the
path between two hosts in the trace may not be the same as those
on the path between the two hosts replaying the trafﬁc.
We used live HTTP and SSH ﬂows to evaluate BACKLIT. The
four watermarking schemes were deployed on a host in Hong Kong
to embed watermarks into HTTP and SSH connections between the
server and 12 PlanetLab nodes around the world, which are listed
in Table 5.
For experiments using HTTP trafﬁc, curl was run with the option -max-time on each PlanetLab node to download a large ﬁle
from the server for 90 seconds. For experiments using SSH trafﬁc,
we implemented an SSH client based on libssh2 [31] and ran
it on the PlanetLab nodes. Besides using the default settings suggested in [2, 3, 6, 7], we also adopted parameters in line with the
rules suggested by those trafﬁc watermarks. Table 6 summarizes
the parameter settings used in the experiments.

HTTP traces. To collect watermarked SSH traces, BACKLIT instructed each PlanetLab node to enter the SSH commands 20 times.
Setting PR = 0.03 to exclude potential outliers in the training data set, BACKLIT discovered all the watermarked HTTP ﬂows and
only missed two watermarked SSH ﬂows. One was an SSH ﬂow
watermarked by SWIRL using parameter setting 1 on the path from
a PlanetLab node in France and the other was an SSH ﬂow watermarked by IBW using parameter setting 1 on the path from a
PlanetLab node in Japan (i.e., JP3).
The detection rates for IBW and ICBW are high, because they
delay a set of packets for a long period (i.e., several hundred milliseconds) to facilitate the decoding of trafﬁc watermarks [2, 3]. By
exploiting TCP’s basic mechanism, we can ﬁlter out long IPDs resulting from packet loss. Such IPDs are similar to the delay introduced by IBW or ICBW and may cause false positives. Although
MFA also exploits the long delay caused by IBW and ICBW, it did
not mention whether such noises were removed and did not report
the false positive rate [12]. We attribute the high detection rates
for RAINBOW and SWIRL to the fact that they aggressively affect contiguous packets, although the introduced delay is small in
comparison with IBW and ICBW. In particular, RAINBOW affects
almost every packet, while SWIRL inﬂuences packets in consecutive short intervals.
After investigating the undetected watermarked ﬂows, we found
that both SSH connections were broken up after BACKLIT dispatched a few “a” commands. It may be caused by the instability
of the PlanetLab nodes or network congestions. In the ﬂow watermarked by IBW only part of the response packets were delayed and
the period was short. The reason is that IBW only delays packets
in selected intervals and if a packet is close to the end of a selected
interval it will be delayed for a short period. Similarly, SWIRL only postponed some response packets and the |ΔRRT|s affected by
SWIRL were not obvious. It may be due to network congestions or cross trafﬁc that could have delayed other response packets.
Since existing timing-based trafﬁc watermarking schemes usually
require several hundreds or thousands of packets to embed trafﬁc
watermarks that can be successfully decoded [2, 3, 6, 7], it is difﬁcult for them to trace short ﬂows. On the other hand, BACKLIT
can increase the sending rate of requests (i.e., in the active mode)
to gain more prolonged RRT samples.

6.2 Evaluating BACKLIT’s false positive rate
To evaluate BACKLIT using HTTP trafﬁc, each PlanetLab node ﬁrst downloaded a large ﬁle 60 times. Half of the traces were
used to estimate ξRT T and train the OC classiﬁer. The remaining traces were employed to evaluate BACKLIT’s false positive
rate. When evaluating BACKLIT using SSH, we executed a sequence of non-existent commands (i.e., input “a” and return). This
is a simple way to test the presence of trafﬁc watermarks. We observed that sending “a” and the return character triggers four packets from the server. The ﬁrst two packets echoed “a” and the return
character. The other two packets may contain the error message
(e.g., -bash: a: command not found). Before executing a new command, BACKLIT slept for 100ms. We executed the
commands for 60 times in each PlanetLab node. Half of the traces
were used to train the OC classiﬁer and the remaining traces were
employed to evaluate BACKLIT’s false positive rate.
We ﬁrst set PR to 0 and then 0.03. The former indicates that all
normal samples are used to build the detection metrics proﬁles, and
the latter means that all except one normal sample are employed,
because the training data set consists of 30 samples. Table 7 shows
the false positive rates for detection metrics R, Q, T, and D. We
did not observe any false positive in Z.
For PR = 0, none of the metrics produces false positives. For
PR = 0.03, the metrics may incorrectly identify at most one out of
30 normal samples as a watermarked one. One possible reason for
the false positive is that the sample excluded from the training data
due to PR = 0.03 is not an outlier and should be kept. Another
possible reason is that the boundary determined by the SVDD OC
classiﬁer is too conservative. This is supported by the fact that
some misclassiﬁed samples from the testing data set were close
to the boundary, whereas samples from watermarked ﬂows were
far away from the boundary. To remedy this problem, we added
artiﬁcially generated outlier data to the training data set, labeled
them as normal data and then re-trained the OC classiﬁer. This
approach helped remove the false positives. The DD_tools toolbox
provides functions, such as gendatout, to generate such outliers
based on existing data.

7. RELATED WORK
7.1 Timing-based trafﬁc watermarks
Tracing network communications is motivated by a well-known
security problem, namely detecting stepping-stone attacks. The pioneering work from Staniford-Chen and Heberlein used the thumbprint of a packets’ content to correlate ﬂows [32]. With the prevalence of encrypted payloads, content-based approaches have become less effective [32]. Zhang and Paxson exploited invariant
trafﬁc features, instead of the packet content [18], to detect steppingstone attacks. Their method belongs to a class of passive approaches that do not perturb the trafﬁc under surveillance. Besides the
ON/OFF patterns employed in [18], many other features have been
examined in recent papers [33,34], for example, packet count, interpacket delay and the increasing pattern of TCP sequence number,
to name a few. However, these approaches are vulnerable to normal
time perturbations and chaff packets, and usually require thousands
of packets to be effective [6].
Wang et al. proposed an original method that actively embeds
watermarks into a ﬂow by adjusting the timing of randomly selected packets [1]. Recently, more advanced ﬂow watermarks have
been proposed, which used sophisticated approaches to manipu-

6.3 Evaluating BACKLIT’s detection rate
To evaluate BACKLIT’s detection rate, we activated each trafﬁc
watermarking scheme one by one and then asked each PlanetLab
node to download the big ﬁle 20 times for acquiring watermarked



Table 4: Experiment trafﬁc used in this paper, IBW [2], ICBW [3], RAINBOW [6], SWIRL [7], PNR [11], and MFA [12].
Trafﬁc
Watermarking Schemes
Detection Mechanism
†

Synthetic SSH

Replayed SSH

Replayed HTTP

Live SSH

Live HTTP

IBW, ICBW

RAINBOW, SWIRL
MFA

MFA

PNR† , BACKLIT

ICBW
BACKLIT

PNR does not indicate the trafﬁc type, which might be live SSH trafﬁc as the experiment was conducted between stepping stones.

Table 5: The 12 PlanetLab nodes used in the experiments.
Country

IP

Country

IP

Country

IP

Country

IP

Country

IP

Country

IP

FR
JP 2

132.227.62.25
202.23.159.52

CH
JP 3

130.92.70.254
150.65.32.68

SG 1
NZ

137.132.80.106
132.181.10.57

SG 2
DE

203.30.39.238
141.20.103.211

FI
BR

193.166.167.5
200.17.202.195

JP 1
US

133.68.253.243
208.94.63.193

Table 6: Parameters used for each type of trafﬁc watermark.
IBW

ICBW
†

TIBW = 0.5s
TIBW = 0.7s
TIBW = 0.9s†

Setting 1
Setting 2
Setting 3

αICBW = 0.35s, TICBW = 0.5s
αICBW = 0.5s, TICBW = 0.65s
αICBW = 0.65s, TICBW = 0.8s
†

SWIRL

RAINBOW

TSW IRL = 2s, m = 5, r = 30
TSW IRL = 2s, m = 5, r = 20
TSW IRL = 2s, m = 5, r = 10

TRB = 0.005s
TRB = 0.01s
TRB = 0.015s

The experiment settings used for evaluating MFA [12].

Table 7: False positive rates obtained from the PlanetLab nodes for HTTP and SSH trafﬁc.
Country

FR

CH

SG 1

SG 2

FI

JP 1

JP 2

JP 3

NZ

DE

BR

US

PR

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

0

0.03

R (HTTP)
Q (HTTP)
T (SSH)
D (SSH)

0
0
0
0

0.03
0.03
0
0

0
0
0
0

0.03
0
0.03
0

0
0
0
0

0.03
0.03
0
0.03

0
0
0
0

0
0.03
0.03
0.03

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0.03

0
0
0
0

0.03
0
0.03
0

0
0
0
0

0.03
0.03
0
0.03

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0.03
0
0.03

0
0
0
0

0
0
0.03
0.03

0
0
0
0

0
0.03
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0.03
0
0

watermarks [36].

late packet timing information [2, 3, 6, 7] or the trafﬁc rate [35].
Houmansadr et al. [6] classiﬁed watermarking schemes into blind
and non-blind, depending on whether the decoder has a priori information about the ﬂow that is being watermarked. Most existing watermarking techniques belong to the blind scheme category [1–3, 5, 35], whereas RAINBOW [6] is a non-blind scheme.

8. CONCLUSION
Trafﬁc watermarking is important to many network security and
privacy applications, because it can correlate network ﬂows observed at different locations quickly and accurately. The state-ofthe-art timing-based trafﬁc watermarks can not only survive adversarial network conditions but also evade existing detection methods. However, we show in this paper for the ﬁrst time that all of them
will disturb the intrinsic timing features in TCP ﬂows and propose
a novel system, BACKLIT, to detect them. Our extensive empirical
evaluation has shown that BACKLIT can detect the state-of-the-art
trafﬁc watermarks with high detection rate and low false positive
rate. By exploiting these TCP features, BACKLIT can potentially
be extended to detect other timing-based trafﬁc watermarks. In future work, we will differentiate these trafﬁc watermarks based on
different anomalies and exploit the disturbed features to estimate
their parameters.

7.2 Countermeasures
Although various trafﬁc watermarks have been designed, only a
few approaches have been proposed to detect them. PNR [11], a
pioneering work from Peng et al., employs inﬂated one-way packet
delays to detect the trafﬁc watermarks proposed in [1] and estimates
its parameters. However, PNR adds a timestamp to each packet
and has to handle the synchronization issues. BACKLIT does not
insert information into the packets or involve the cooperation of a
remote server, although this can help detection. Instead, BACKLIT
exploits TCP’s timing features for the detection.
Kiyavash et al. proposed an interesting detection scheme, MFA [12], which exploits the observation that when the same watermarks are embedded to multiple ﬂows simultaneously, there will
be abnormally long idle periods in the aggregated trafﬁc. However,
MFA can be evaded if the encoder randomizes the location of the
watermarks or uses different watermarks on different ﬂows, as reported in their follow-on paper [15]. Moreover, MFA requires multiple ﬂows for successful detection and assumes that normal trafﬁc
follows the Markov-modulated Poisson process model. BLACKLIT can detect watermarks in a single ﬂow and does not make
any assumption about the distribution of normal trafﬁc. Moreover,
BLACKLIT is not affected by the random location of watermarks.
Yu et al. devised an invisible throughput-based trafﬁc watermarking scheme that uses the direct-sequence spread spectrum theory to hide the watermarks [35]. We proposed an approach exploiting the features of Pseudo-Noise (PN) codes to detect such
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APPENDIX
L EMMA 1. Given a sequence of L observations of IPDs, where
Lr IPDs are equal to ξRT T and the remaining IPDs are equal to
ξCAP , the probability that there will be no consecutive IP Ds =
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.
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as a sequence of length l ≥ 1 of consecutive IPDs that have a value
equal to ξRT T (or ξCAP ). If there are no consecutive IP Ds =
ξRT T , then there are Lr runs of IP Ds = ξRT T having length
l = 1, and the number of runs of IP Ds = ξCAP is equal to
Lr − 1, Lr + 1, or Lr , because the runs of IP Ds = ξRT T and the
runs of IP Ds = ξCAP must alternate.
If the value is equal to Lr − 1, then the ﬁrst observation is
IP D = ξRT T . If it is equal to Lr + 1, then the ﬁrst observation is
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ABSTRACT

ﬁrewalls, and provide unfettered access to information. In particular, Tor enables any application that communicates using TCP to
tunnel its connections through the anonymity network.1 This ﬂexibility permits a variety of applications – web browsers, instant messaging clients, ﬁle sharing applications, and more – to achieve some
degree of anonymity. Tor does not discriminate against any particular application, and moreover, its anonymity features aggravate
efforts to distinguish between applications.
A consequence of Tor’s versatility is that the anonymity network’s capacity is disproportionately consumed by a small subset
of users who run high-bandwidth applications. By analyzing the
trafﬁc that exited their exit relay in 2008, McCoy et al. found that
while nearly 97% of observed connections could be classiﬁed as interactive (e.g., web browsing), approximately 40% of anonymous
trafﬁc belonged to non-interactive applications [17] such as BitTorrent. By itself, this disproportionate bandwidth utilization is not
problematic: Tor is a general-purpose anonymity network, and ﬁle
sharing has many legitimate uses.
Unfortunately, relative to unprotected communication, Tor suffers from high-latency and low-bandwidth. The network’s poor
performance not only negatively impacts the applications that it services, it also likely discourages the network’s use as many wouldbe users may be unwilling to sacriﬁce so much performance for
increased privacy. In their performance analysis of Tor, Dingledine
and Murdoch identify BitTorrent as a major cause of Tor’s slowness [10].
A simplistic approach to improving Tor’s performance is to disallow BitTorrent on Tor. However, such a policy arguably runs
counter to Tor’s philosophy and mission as an anti-censorship technology. Additionally, it is unclear how client applications can be
reliably differentiated (though notably, previous work has shown
that applications can be probabilistically identiﬁed by examining
their trafﬁc patterns [13]).
An alternative approach to improving Tor’s performance is to increase the number of relays that forward anonymous trafﬁc [10, 14,
22]. A recent study of the Tor network estimates that the number
of clients outnumbers the number of available relays by a factor
of nearly 67 [15]. Increasing the number of relays diminishes this
imbalance and consequently decreases congestion in the network.
This paper adopts this latter technique and proposes an incentive
scheme to increase the number of relays on the Tor network and
improve the network’s overall performance and capacity. Our solution, which we call Tortoise, takes the counterintuitive and seem-

Tor is a volunteer-operated network of application-layer relays that
enables users to communicate privately and anonymously. Unfortunately, Tor often exhibits poor performance due to congestion
caused by the unbalanced ratio of clients to available relays, as well
as a disproportionately high consumption of network capacity by a
small fraction of ﬁlesharing users.
This paper argues the very counterintuitive notion that slowing
down trafﬁc on Tor will increase the bandwidth capacity of the network and consequently improve the experience of interactive web
users. We introduce Tortoise, a system for rate limiting Tor at its
ingress points. We demonstrate that Tortoise incurs little penalty for
interactive web users, while signiﬁcantly decreasing the throughput
for ﬁlesharers. Our techniques provide incentives to ﬁlesharers to
conﬁgure their Tor clients to also relay trafﬁc, which in turn improves the network’s overall performance. We present large-scale
emulation results that indicate that interactive users will achieve a
signiﬁcant speedup if even a small fraction of clients opt to run
relays.
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INTRODUCTION

Anonymity networks such as Tor [9] allow their users to privately
communicate without revealing their identities. These systems are
regularly used to enable private browsing, circumvent censorship
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1
Applying Tor without carefully considering the application’s
protocol and communication characteristics risks exposing the
sender’s identity [4, 7]. For example, certain BitTorrent clients annotate requests with their senders’ network addresses [4]; similarly,
improperly conﬁgured end-hosts may reveal receivers’ identities by
failing to anonymize DNS resolution requests.



ingly contradictory approach that slowing down Tor will help
achieve speedup. In particular, Tortoise imposes strict rate limits
on individual client connections at the network’s ingress points but
does not limit connections originating from Tor relays. By carefully tuning these limits, interactive clients such as web browsers
see little effect, while bandwidth-intensive users (for example, ﬁlesharers) experience a signiﬁcant decrease in throughput. We argue that this slowdown provides incentives for ﬁlesharers to operate their own relays through which they can bypass the network’s
rate limiting. We posit that some fraction of ﬁlesharers will become sufﬁciently frustrated to operate their own relays, which will
in turn serve additional trafﬁc and reduce congestion. Moreover,
the savings in bandwidth from rate limiting ﬁlesharers and other
high-throughput users who do not run relays can provide additional
network capacity.
Unlike recently proposed incentive and e-cash approaches that
require centralized mints [14] or banks [2, 5], our solution is fully
decentralized, is backwards-compatible with the existing Tor network, and may be deployed incrementally. We demonstrate the
feasibility of Tortoise and investigate its ability to improve the performance of interactive web clients through emulation using ExperimenTor [3], a large-scale network emulator that executes actual
Tor binaries on a virtual network. We show that the performance of
interactive web browsers will signiﬁcantly increase if just a small
number of clients opt to run their own relays.
Threat Model and Limitations. Importantly, Tortoise is not robust against determined adversaries who wish to circumvent its rate
limiting through Sybil-style attacks [11]. For example, an attacker
can achieve high throughput by connecting to many (rate limited)
relays and aggregating their bandwidths. Although existing Sybil
defenses may offer some protection, we note that Tortoise does not
worsen the performance of the network (relative to unmodiﬁed Tor)
in the presence of such determined attackers. Rather, Tortoise is designed to provide incentives for ordinary users – some of whom desire high throughputs – to also operate as relays. If a small fraction
of such honest users opt to relay Tor trafﬁc, then the network will
improve. More sophisticated high-bandwidth users may evade the
rate limits, but as we discuss below, doing so may be more costly
than behaving correctly and operating a relay.
Additionally, as with other solutions that motivate users to run relays, Tortoise inherently trades off performance for anonymity: operating a relay increases performance, but decreases sender
anonymity since the initiator of high-throughput trafﬁc is likely the
operator of a Tor relay. We discuss the security implications of
using Tortoise in more detail below.

lower likelihood of traversing only malicious relays. (If the guard
and exit relays are malicious and colluding, then the adversary
can identify the sender and receiver of intercepted communication [19, 32].) In addition, an increase in the number of Tor relays
improves the performance of the network by providing additional
capacity, which in turn decreases congestion.
Ideally, each person who uses Tor would also run a Tor relay,
contributing some bandwidth to the network’s overall capacity. Unfortunately, the current ratio of end-clients to relays is estimated
to be 67:1 [15], leading to signiﬁcant congestion and poor performance. This imbalance can be partially explained by the multiple
costs of running a Tor relay: Operating a relay taxes both the hosting computer as well as its network connection. In order to provide
a beneﬁt to the network, a router must be continuously online for
weeks before Tor clients will begin to use it. Additionally, when
Tor is conﬁgured to operate as an exit router, the operator’s computer may appear to law enforcement ofﬁcials to be accessing illegal content. Unlike the two other relays that comprise a Tor circuit,
the exit relay directly accesses the server requested by the sender;
if this service serves illegal content, it will appear to the outside
world that the request originated at the exit relay, putting the relay’s operator at substantial risk. There are currently few incentives
to operating a relay, and it is reasonable to assume that most current
Tor relay operators volunteer their computer and network resources
for altruistic reasons.
Rate limiting in Tor. Tor includes rate limiting features that
allow relay operators to conﬁgure how much collective bandwidth
they wish to delegate for serving Tor trafﬁc. The existing functionality does not currently support per-connection rate limits, although
such features are present in alpha releases. As described below,
Tortoise extends Tor’s rate limiting by throttling clients’ inbound
trafﬁc.

3.

A seemingly plausible and straightforward method of reducing
the strain on the Tor network is to ﬁlter ﬁlesharing trafﬁc at exit
relays using standard port blocking. In fact, the Tor Project recommends that users running exit routers block BitTorrent’s default
ports [23]. However, such ﬁltering does little to deter determined
ﬁlesharers since users of these services can trivially switch to nonstandard ports.
Alternatively, exit relays could apply more advanced techniques
and perform deep packet inspection (DPI) and/or trafﬁc ﬁngerprinting [13] on the trafﬁc that they forward. Recall that once a user’s
trafﬁc has reached the exit relay, it is no longer protected by any
layers of encryption that were applied by Tor (since the exit relay
must interface with the destination server as if it were the original client). Hence, exit relays could examine outgoing trafﬁc and
discard any detected BitTorrent packets.
However, applying DPI and trafﬁc ﬁngerprinting at exit relays
suffers from several shortcomings. First, and perhaps most importantly, such strategies are antithetical to the goals of the Tor project.
Tor is an anonymity network whose principal purpose is to provide its users with unfettered Internet access without the fear that
their trafﬁc is being monitored. In order to be effective, the trafﬁc blocking schemes described above would necessarily have to
violate Tor’s underlying philosophy by engineering eavesdropping
into the system’s design. Relatedly, another of Tor’s goals is to
allow its users to access content that would otherwise be unavailable to them; actively blocking content is incompatible with this
goal. Additionally, if Tor were to attempt to identify and limit cer-

We begin by reviewing the Tor network and describing its current
rate limiting features.

2.

DISMISSED: FILESHARER
IDENTIFICATION AND FILTERING

BACKGROUND

Tor is a volunteer-operated network of approximately 2,500 application-layer routers (also called relays or ORs). The network
provides anonymity by forwarding trafﬁc from clients (also called
proxies or OPs) along a bidirectional anonymous circuit consisting
of Tor routers. To conceal the identities of the communicants, Tor
encrypts messages such that each relay can discern only the identities of the previous and next hops along the anonymous circuit.
By default, Tor uses three-relay hops, consisting of a guard relay, a
middle relay, and an exit relay.
Increasing the number of relays provides greater anonymity
and performance. The number and conﬁguration of Tor relays determine the network’s performance and anonymity. A large number of (honest) relays provides strong anonymity since trafﬁc has a



 

   

 

  

   


   

  

  
  



  

   

Figure 1: Tortoise’s universal rate limiting. Dashed lines indicate connections that are subject to Tortoise’s universal rate limit. The
shaded circle encompasses relays that comprise the Tor network. Left: Client operates a OP and is subject to the universal rate limit.
Right: Client additionally operates an OR, increasing the size of the Tor network and becoming exempt from the universal rate limit.
tain types of trafﬁc, users generating that trafﬁc could always shape
their communication to resemble a type of trafﬁc not easily discriminated against by Tor (for example, communication that is shaped
like encrypted web trafﬁc). Finally, performing either DPI or ﬁngerprinting techniques imposes added complexity and increases the
relays’ computational costs.
At best, identifying ﬁlesharers is an arms race: detection approaches will likely be followed and countered by obfuscation techniques, ad nauseam. In the next section, we present Tortoise, a universal rate limiting approach that is applied to all communication,
thereby evading this adversarial arms race.

to the Tor network, bypassing Tortoise’s universal rate limit. We
posit that some bulk transfer users who ﬁnd their bandwidth on the
Tor network severely limited will be motivated to bypass the bandwidth limits by running their own OR.
An illustration of Tortoise’s universal rate limiting is presented
in Figure 1. Initially (Figure 1, Left), a ﬁlesharing client tunnels
his trafﬁc through Tor and is subject to Tortoise’s universal rate
limit (indicated in the Figure with dashed lines). To achieve better performance, the client then opts to also run a Tor relay (Figure 1, Right). The new relay increases the size of the Tor network, which consequently decreases congestion and improves the
network’s overall performance.

4.

4.1

TORTOISE
Tortoise modiﬁes Tor’s already-implemented (but not very uti-

Preventing Cheating

High-bandwidth users who wish to evade the universal rate limit
may do so by operating their own relay. However, Tortoise should
ensure that those relays are actually contributing to the performance
of the Tor network in toto. For example, a user could attempt to
game the system by running a relay only when it wants to download
content at high speed, or it may operate a very low-bandwidth relay
that has little effect on the network’s overall capacity.
Tortoise mitigates these “cheats” by relying on status ﬂags maintained by the Tor directory servers. To prevent a user from taking advantage of Tortoise by running a router only at times when
they want increased performance, Tortoise requires that a router be
listed as STABLE in directory servers; connections from all other
routers are subject to the universal rate limit. We note that applying rate limits to non-STABLE routers will not signiﬁcantly impact
the performance of the network, since Tor’s default relay selection
strategy biases selection in favor of STABLE relays. In order to appear as STABLE, a router must have a mean-time-between-failures
greater than that of the median of all other routers [30]. At the time
of this writing, the 50th percentile of Tor routers had an uptime of
approximately four days.
Additionally, to prevent rewarding a user who operates a STA BLE relay that offers very little bandwidth to the Tor network, only
relays that are marked as FAST in the directory servers are excluded
from the universal rate limit. FAST routers are deﬁned as those that
offer at least 20KBps or have bandwidths that are in the top 87.5%
of known relays [30]. Tor’s default relay selection strategy also
heavily biases selection towards FAST relays, and hence applying
the universal rate limit to non-FAST relays will not signiﬁcantly degrade the performance of the network.
In summary, relays that are marked as STABLE and FAST are
exempt from the universal rate limit. Currently, these are exactly
the relays that are selected by Tor’s relay selection algorithms, and
consequently, are the relays that forward Tor’s trafﬁc.

lized) token-bucket system to limit users’ bandwidths at the network’s ingress points. Our goal is to establish a universal rate limit
that imposes a heavy throughput penalty for users who use the network for bulk transfers while not signiﬁcantly degrading the experience of users who use the anonymity service for interactive web
browsing.
By itself, a universal rate limit will do little to improve Tor’s
performance. Imposing bandwidth limits on bulk transfer users is
unlikely to reduce their overall effect on the network, since their use
of the Tor network already indicates their willingness to tolerate
slow speeds. For instance, halving their speeds with a universal
rate limit is likely only to double the time the bulk users spend on
the network. In general, merely penalizing bulk transfer users is a
zero-sum game.
An intuitive strategy is to apply a low universal rate limit to provide incentives to all users (both low- and high-bandwidth clients)
to operate Tor relays. However, many users of the Tor network
connect from totalitarian regimes where Internet access is severely
limited and subject to strict censorship. Requiring these users to
operate relays not only does not add signiﬁcant capacity to the Tor
network, such a policy may also physically endanger the operators.
Instead, Tortoise is designed to place the burden on users who require large bandwidths. That is, anyone can access Tor and achieve
bandwidth that is suitable for web browsing. Users who require
greater bandwidths are incentivized to also offer their services as
Tor relays.
Tortoise aims to improve the overall performance of the Tor network not by trafﬁc shaping, but rather by increasing the capacity of the network by encouraging users to run routers. Tortoise
achieves this goal by enforcing the universal rate limit only on Tor
OPs (clients); the connections between Tor ORs (relays) are not impacted by Tortoise and are subject only to relay-speciﬁc bandwidth
limits. (As described below, Tortoise requires ORs to meet certain
conditions in order to be exempted from the universal rate limit.)
Hence, clients who also run routers can use their routers as bridges
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At ﬁrst blush, it may appear that Tortoise allows eavesdroppers
to distinguish between encrypted trafﬁc that belongs to a ﬁlesharer
and that which belongs to a web client by measuring the monitored
connection’s throughput. However, upon inspection, this tactic will
be less effective than anticipated. While ﬁlesharers have the most
to gain by running a router under Tortoise, the beneﬁts are not conﬁned to ﬁlesharers alone. The incentive to run a Tor relay applies
to all users who desire faster speeds through Tor, and hence highbandwidth trafﬁc may belong to any user who runs a relay.
Admittedly, since the goal in rate limit selection is to avoid adversely affecting web browsing clients (see Section 5.1), it is likely
that Tortoise will more adversely affect ﬁlesharers, placing greater
incentives on that population. However, because there are an order of magnitude more web users than ﬁle sharers using Tor [17],
distinguishing between web and ﬁlesharer trafﬁc remains difﬁcult.
For example, even if the participation rate (i.e., the rate of users
who decide to run routers as a result of Tortoise) is ten times higher
for ﬁlesharers than it is for web browsing clients, the number of
web browsing clients that decide to participate will still be three
times that of ﬁlesharers.
As with other incentive schemes that reward relay operators with
additional bandwidth [2, 5, 14], Tortoise reduces anonymity by forcing a smaller sender anonymity set – the set of potential senders for
a given anonymous connection. With both standard Tor and Tortoise, any Internet-connected device can use the anonymity system,
and hence the sender anonymity set is quite large. However, Tortoise’s “differentiated services” (that is, the use of rate limited as
well as non-rate limited trafﬁc classes) permit the attacker to reason
that intercepted high-bandwidth data originates from a node that is
also a router. As more users run relays, the size of the anonymity set
will similarly increase, as will the anonymity offered by Tortoise.
Of course, any reduction in anonymity can be entirely avoided since
a relay operator may always choose to not take advantage of his increased bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Average page sizes for the top 60 websites as reported
by Alexa.

asymmetric – download bandwidth is greater than upload bandwidth (as is the case, for example, with most broadband services).
Institutional connections are those where bandwidth is symmetric.
We assign residential connections to 90% of the clients. The capacity distribution for client connections was selected by cross referencing 2011 country of origin data for Tor clients (gathered by the
Tor Project) with average upload and download speeds for those
countries as measured by NetIndex [21]. For example, since
20% of Tor client connections originate in the United States, we
assign 20% of links the mean U.S. upload and download speeds for
2011. Both residential and institutional clients receive capacities
from this distribution, but clients designated as institutional are assigned symmetric connections using the download speed for both
upstream and downstream trafﬁc.
We instantiate two types of Tor users: web clients periodically
request web pages. To model a realistic workload, we determined
the sizes of the frontpages of the top 60 websites as reported by
Alexa [1] (see Figure 2). Sampling from this distribution, web
clients request pages of sizes 106KB, 150KB, 238KB, 496KB, and
992KB, each with equal probability. These values represent the
10th, 30th, 50th, 70th, and 90th percentile of web page sizes, respectively. Additionally, web clients are conﬁgured to pause an
average of 11 seconds, the median “think time” between requests
as measured in a study of web browsing behavior [12], and will
take between 9 and 11 minute breaks after 15 minute browsing
sessions. In contrast, bulk clients model high-bandwidth users
and continually download ﬁles whose sizes are chosen uniformly
at random from 1MB, 2MB, 3MB, 4MB, and 5MB. Keeping with
the percentages observed by McCoy et al. [17], we select 3% (30)
of our clients to be bulk; the remaining 870 are conﬁgured to be
web clients.
We took precautions to ensure that our physical emulation setup
did not introduce any processing or network effects. The edge and
the core machines are connected via a dedicated 1Gbps link; the
total aggregate network throughput did not exceed 1Gbps, and our
experiments are not bound by our ExperimenTor conﬁguration’s
bandwidth or CPU resources.

EVALUATION

We evaluate Tortoise using ExperimenTor [3], a large-scale network emulator that uses ModelNet [31] to model a network topology. Our ExperimenTor deployment consists of two machines: a
edge node that runs all Tor relays, directory servers, clients, and
web servers, and a core that emulates the actual network. The
edge node has a 12-core 2.8GHz Xeon processor and runs Linux
2.6.35 and Tor version 0.2.1.28. Our default conﬁguration consists
of ﬁve authoritative directory servers, 15 relays, 900 clients, and 40
web/ﬁle servers. Our setup does not utilize guard relays, all relays
are potential exit relays, and directory servers do not relay trafﬁc.
Tor was extended to include Tortoise’s universal rate limiting extensions.
The core machine has a 2.8GHz Pentium D processor and runs
FreeBSD 6.3. We assign bandwidth capacities to the Tor relays by
randomly sampling bandwidths that were advertised in the live Tor
network’s directory servers in May 2011. Since Tor’s default relay
selection strategy is biased in favor of relays that offer the most
bandwidth [9], we select from only the highest 300 bandwidths
listed by the Tor directory server in order to achieve speeds that
closely resemble those of the real Tor network. (We note that in
the live Tor network, the ﬁrst 300 relays advertise 86.5% of the
network’s total capacity.) The core node simulates a topology in
which latencies between all nodes are less than 10ms.
We assign client bandwidths using two classes of client connections: residential and institutional. Residential connections are



5.1

Rate Limit Selection

determine the effect of clients who also opt to become ORs, we
examine two scenarios: in the ﬁrst case, 10% (2) of bulk transfer clients and 2% (18) of web browsing clients opt to run routers,
adding an additional 20 routers to the network. In the second case,
these percentages double for an additional 40 routers on the network. In the ﬁrst conﬁguration, the mean bandwidth experienced
by clients increases by 27% to 52KBps. With 40 additional relays,
the mean bandwidth grows by 66% to 68KBps.
Though the results of having client Tor instances also run as relays are (unsurprisingly) positive, it is unlikely that, in practice,
so many clients will suddenly and unselﬁshly choose to become
routers. The challenge is to motivate clients to also act as relays,
despite the costs involved. Applying the universal rate limit supplies such motivation, as bulk clients witness their average bandwidths decrease by 31% and 30% with respective limits of 200KBps
and 100KBps. (In contrast, web clients incur only 15% and 17%
decreases with the two rate limits.) Given the option of achieving
greater speeds by running relays, we anticipate that at least a small
fraction of bulk (and potentially web) clients will also run ORs.
We investigate the advantages of behaving as both an OP and OR
below.
Beneﬁts to clients that become relays. Operating an OR exempts a client from Tortoise’s universal rate limit. As illustrated
in Figure 5, clients that choose to additionally run as an OR will
experience better bandwidth than those in the same network that
do not. Here, Tortoise utilizes a 100KBps universal rate limit; the
low and high adoption rates correspond to the scenarios described
above in which 10% (2%) and 20% (4%) of bulk (web) clients opt
to run ORs. Although all clients who run ORs experience increased
bandwidth, bulk relays gain the greatest beneﬁt from choosing to
run a relay since they are most affected by the universal rate limit.
Under a 100KBps limit, the mean bandwidth experienced by all Tor
clients who chose to run routers increased by 38% and 78% when
10% and 20% of bulk clients became routers, respectively. Most of
this improvement was realized by the bulk transfer clients.
Beneﬁts of adding more relays with rate limiting. Figure 7
examines the impact of running Tortoise on network performance.
The grey line denotes the average bandwidth seen on a network
running unmodiﬁed instances of Tor. The solid black line shows
the bandwidth of a network using Tortoise. If no clients opt to run
as a relay, adopting a 200KBps or 100KBps rate limit will lead to
decreased capacity seen by the network. However, given the motivation to run as a relay (see Figure 5), we argue that at least some
small fraction of clients will decide to additionally operate as ORs.
If only 10% of bulk and 2% of web clients (2.22% of all clients)
elect to run relays, the mean bandwidth increases slightly by 3.1%
and 0.7% with 100KBps and 200KBps limits, respectively. The
addition of another 20 client relays (4.44% of all clients) produces
more signiﬁcant gains, providing 36% and 31% greater mean bandwidths under the 100KBps and 200KBps rate limits respectively,
than the unmodiﬁed network. As more clients choose to become
relays (and hence gain better performance themselves), the network
achieves greater speedups.
Handling increasing capacity. Since the “freed” capacity that
is not being used due to rate limiting may be applied to serve other
clients, a network running Tortoise will be better able to handle
additional clients than a network which uses unmodiﬁed Tor. Figure 8 depicts the change in network capacity when the sizes of both
a Tortoise network and an unmodiﬁed Tor network are increased by
20%. (Here, we conservatively assume that no additional nodes run
ORs.) The average bandwidth across the network decreases from
45KBps to 30KBps (35%) for the unmodiﬁed network, and from
50KBps to 36KBps (28%) on a network running Tortoise with a

The universal rate limit should be sufﬁciently large to not signiﬁcantly impact the experience of web users. We can compute a
reasonable minimum rate limit by considering both the amount of
time that users are willing to wait for a web page to be retrieved, as
well as the distribution of web page sizes.

5.2

Effects of Rate Limiting

At the other extreme, the rate limit should not be so high as to
allow high-bandwidth users to consume an unfair share of the network’s resources. That is, the universal rate limit should be chosen
to degrade the performance of high bandwidth users, and consequently provide incentives for them to operate their own relays.
Figure 2 shows the cumulative distribution of the sizes of web
pages from the top 60 Alexa [1] web sites. Reported page sizes include embedded images and Javascript but exclude Flash and other
content that would not be included in a web page loaded through
Tor. The Figure plots both the front page web sizes as well as the
average of four additional randomly selected pages on each site.
We select our rate limits based on the expected load time of current web pages. Using the (somewhat dated) heuristic that users tolerate web page load times of eight seconds or less [33], we select
a 200KBps limit, which covers all pages from the Alexa dataset.
Additionally, we also evaluate Tortoise when using a more stringent 100KBps limit, which covers approximately 80% of the top
60 Alexa websites.
Figure 3 shows the effects of rate limiting at 100KBps (left) and
200KBps (right) on web and bulk clients, when no clients opt to
run relays. Web clients are largely unaffected by the rate limit:
even with the more severe 100KBps limit, the mean transfer speed
drops only 15%, from 40KBps to 34KBps. Bulk transfer clients,
on the other hand, are severely affected: even with the less severe
200KBps limit, the mean transfer speed seen by these clients drops
31%, from 70KBps to 49KBps. As we show below, if even a small
percentage of the effected clients is sufﬁciently motivated to operate relays, the overall performance and capacity of the network will
improve.
Computational overhead. Tortoise requires that each relay
maintain additional token buckets to perform the added rate limiting. Consequently, Tortoise incurs a computational cost relative
to unmodiﬁed Tor. However, as shown in Figure 4, Tortoise’s computational overhead is fairly modest. The Figure plots the CPU
utilization of the edge node that executes all 960 Tor instances.
Although the edge node’s CPU usage is a coarse-grained measure, comparing the processing cost when using unmodiﬁed Tor
and Tortoise provides a useful estimate of the latter’s overhead.
With unmodiﬁed Tor, the median CPU utilization on ExperimenTor is 24.7%; with Tortoise, the usage increases slightly to 26.4%.

5.3

Performance Improvements

Beneﬁts of adding more relays. We begin by examining the
effects of adding more relays to a Tor network. Figure 6 plots the
cumulative distribution of client bandwidths when no rate limiting
is applied and relays are added to the network. Here, we model
an idealized setting in which clients altruistically decide to become
relays. It is important to note that such clients generally contribute
less to the network than the original 15 ORs since (i) the former are
generally on slower (e.g., consumer broadband) connections than
the dedicated ORs and (ii) as clients, they also use their capacities
for their own purposes.
As expected, the more relays that are added, the greater the bandwith available to nodes on the network. In the base case with 15
ORs (1.7% of all nodes), the mean client bandwidth is 41KBps. To
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Figure 3: The effects of 100KBPs (left) and 200KBps (right) universal rate limits on web and bulk clients.
chose to run routers: with 20 client routers, this network had a mean
bandwidth of 44KBps, vs. 43KBps for the 100% Tortoise network;
with 40 routers, these numbers were 54KBps and 56KBps, respectively. The only case where a network with 50% Tortoise adoption
showed any signiﬁcant difference from a 100% Tortoise network
was when no clients chose to run routers, in which case the network with 50% adoption exhibited a mean bandwidth of 42KBps,
while the 100% Tortoise network averaged 35KBps. While the
above data might seem to imply that a network with less than 100%
adoption of Tortoise performs better than one with full adoption, it
is important to note that a network with less than 100% adoption
is less likely to lead to clients choosing to run routers. Figure 9
illustrates the fact that in a network with 50% adoption of Tortoise,
there is less motivation to become a router simply because there is
less difference between speeds achieved by clients running relays
and those not running relays.
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The above emulation results indicate that Tortoise has the potential to signiﬁcantly increase Tor’s performance. As highlighted
above, the challenge of our technique is selecting a universal rate
limit that properly motivates clients to operate as relays. If no additional clients serve as relays, then applying a rate limiting trivially
slows down the network. However, our emulation results suggest
that the addition of even a few relays improves the network’s overall performance and capacity, even if the vast majority of clients
are subjected to rate limits. Assuming that at least a small number
of clients are sufﬁciently motivated to operate as relays, Tortoise’s
performance gains can be felt even with partial use of Tortoise rate
limits. For instance, the mean client bandwidth increased by 6.5%
over standard Tor even in the conservative case when the universal
rate limit was 100KBps, only 50% of the relays applied the rate
limit, and just 2.2% of clients opted to run relays.

Figure 4: Aggregate CPU usage of the entire network. The
vertical dotted line represents the approximate time at which
all nodes have joined the network.

100KBps limit. Similarly, with a 200KBps limit, Tortoise’s average bandwidth is reduced from 57KBps to 40KBps (30%) when
extra clients are added. In other words, the Tortoise-based network
is better able to tolerate a sudden and large increase in (non-relay)
clients; when the number of clients increases by 20%, the percentage decreases in performance for Tortoise are 20% and 14% less
than that of regular Tor when 100KBps and 200KBps rate limits
are respectively applied.
Effect of partial participation. To evaluate Tortoise’s efﬁcacy
when not all relays apply the universal rate limit, we simulated a
Tor network in which only 50% of the relays rate limit the clients.
Figure 10 shows the cumulative distribution of bandwidths when 0,
20 (“low client adoption”), and 40 (“high client adoption”) clients
opt to also run relays.
This network’s performance was similar to a network with 100%
Tortoise adoption in cases where signiﬁcant numbers of clients

6.

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Tortoise’s relay exemption policy is currently incompatible
with bridges. Tortoise may cause problems for bridges – unlisted
Tor relays that allow users to connect to the Tor network in locations where the public relays are inaccessible. Although bridges
may forward trafﬁc from multiple clients, Tortoise will subject them
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Figure 5: Bandwidth improvements seen by clients that choose to run routers, in a network running Tortoise. The experiments
represented in the two graphs differ only in the number of clients who choose to run routers.
a circuit (via the bridge) using commonly chosen ports.2 Additionally, Tor would have to be slightly modiﬁed to allow bridges to
extend circuits to other bridges.
Alternatively, bridges could reveal their identities to
independently-chosen trusted relays. These relays would be aware
of the bridges’ status and will not subject them to the rate limit. The
challenge with this approach is that since clients select the anonymous path, bridges would additionally have to recommend a second
hop (the trusted relay) that is not subject to rate limiting. We leave
the study of these and other potential strategies for supporting Tor
bridges as a future research direction.
Tortoise relies on accurate directories. Only the relays that
are marked STABLE and FAST in the Tor directory are exempt from
Tortoise’s universal rate limit. A client may attempt to cheat the
system by advertising a relay that is neither FAST nor STABLE, but
is marked as such by the directory. Since the directories periodically poll the relays to measure their failure rates, a dishonest client
cannot easily fake a STABLE rating. It can, however, report a false
(high) bandwidth to cause a directory to rate it as FAST.
Several techniques have been recently proposed to avoid the reliance on relays’ self-reported capacities. For example, Snader and
Borisov introduce an opportunistic measurement system in which
relays report the observed bandwidth of their peers. Directory
servers then advertise the median of these measurements [28]. Perry
has suggested an alternative technique in which measurement authorities perform empirical measurements of relays’ bandwidths [24].
Additionally, a node that wishes to gain exemption from the universal rate limit may contribute only the minimum amount of bandwidth such that they receive the FAST ﬂag. The FAST tag is applied
to the fastest 87.5% of routers (as of this writing, this requires a
bandwidth of only 15KBps). To better ensure that clients who also
run relays are meaningfully contributing to the network, a potential reﬁnement to Tortoise’s approach is to additionally apply a rate
limit on relays. Here, relays’ bandwidths would be capped based on
the amount of bandwidth that they provide to the network. Hence,
the improvement in client bandwidth will be proportional to the
amount of bandwidth that the client’s OR serves the network.
Tortoise is susceptible to Sybil-style attacks. Tortoise is vul-
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Figure 6: Average bandwidth seen by all clients in an unmodiﬁed network, and unmodiﬁed networks with additional client
relays.

to the universal rate limit since the bridges are not listed in Tor directories.
We propose two methods for adapting Tortoise to better support bridges. For both solutions, we consider a relay that wishes
to determine whether an upstream connection is from a client or a
bridge: clients should be subject to rate limits, while bridges should
be exempt, but only if they are actually forwarding trafﬁc.
One potential approach is for the relay to use a separate bridge to
attempt to create a Tor circuit through the node in question. If the
circuit is successfully extended, then the node must be a bridge. If
the circuit cannot be extended, the node can safely be assumed to
be a client. Importantly, since a bridge (known only to the relay) is
used to extend the circuit, the node in question cannot behave as a
bridge only to the relay (i.e., to be falsely detected as a bridge in order to evade the rate limit). The difﬁculty with this approach is that
if the node is a bridge, its bridge listening port will not be immediately known to the relay. However, the relay can attempt to extend

2
Many bridges choose to run on port 443, since HTTPS trafﬁc is often allowed through ﬁrewalls, and like HTTPS, Tor uses SSL/TLS
to provide conﬁdentiality.
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Figure 8: Increased capacity with 100KBps (left) and 200KBps (right) universal rate limits.
Prioritizing techniques. Tang and Goldberg recently proposed
replacing Tor’s round-robin circuit scheduler with one that considers a circuit’s recent usage [29]. Using the exponential weighted
moving average (EWMA), their technique favors bursty circuits
over constantly busy circuits, and consequently lowers the latency
of more interactive applications. Their scheduler has been integrated into Tor.
Unlike their approach in which interactive trafﬁc is given precedence over busy clients by rearranging the schedule in favor of the
former, Tortoise’s trafﬁc shaping is done by active throttling. The
two techniques are orthogonal, and EWMA and Tortoise can be simultaneously applied to increase performance.
Improved multiplexing. Reardon and Goldberg note that Tor’s
TCP multiplexing techniques signiﬁcantly contribute to network latency. They suggest tunneling TCP connections of DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security) packets to alleviate the effects of
interference among multiplexed Tor circuits [25]. Similarly, Mathewson has investigated using SCTP (Stream Control Transmission
Protocol) for Tor multiplexing [16]. In contrast to these approaches,
Tortoise imposes strict rate limits on all non-contributing clients.
Applying Tortoise in conjunction with the above multiplexing strate-

nerable to Sybil-style [11] attacks in which a client achieves high
bandwidth by multiplexing connections over many Tor circuits. Although each circuit may be individually rate limited, the combined
bandwidth may allow the client to surpass the universal rate limit.
Existing Sybil countermeasures may be applied to mitigate such
attacks against Tortoise. In particular, guard relays may require
clients to complete periodic cryptopuzzles [18] in order to continuously forward their trafﬁc. Solving occasional cryptopuzzles
will add only a modest burden to standard clients, but could be
very computationally expensive for misbehaving clients that connect through many guard nodes. Here, the goal is not to disallow
a client from establishing a large number of connections to the Tor
network, but rather to shift the incentives to better motivate compliance with Tortoise’s envisioned model. That is, applying periodic
cryptopuzzles may make it more cost effective to operate an OR
rather than to evade the system’s universal rate limit.

7.

RELATED WORK

There are a number of existing approaches that aim to increase
Tor’s performance. We categorize and outline some of these techniques below.
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Figure 9: Bandwidth improvements seen by clients that choose to run routers, in a network with only 50% of routers running Tortoise.
likely to provide good performance on the current Tor network.
Tortoise is agnostic to clients’ relay selection algorithms, and may
complement the above approaches by alleviating congestion and
permitting higher performing and more ﬂexible anonymous routes.
Incentive schemes. Tortoise is most similar to techniques that
attempt to provide incentives to operate Tor relays. In PAR [2],
relays earn coins that they can spend on fast paths. However, the
need to frequently authenticate coins with a central bank limits the
approach’s scalability.
Jansen et al. introduce a number of mechanisms called BRAIDS
that encourage Tor users to run relays [14]. BRAIDS implements a
form of differentiated service by segregating trafﬁc into three service classes, each of which has particular performance properties
(e.g., high latency, high throughput, etc.). Similar to e-cash systems, BRAIDS uses a ticket model in which tickets may be exchanged for higher performing anonymous paths. By rewarding
relay operators with tickets (and consequently, better performing
paths), BRAIDS encourages users to run Tor relays.
Similar to BRAIDS, Tortoise offers a form of differentiated service by enforcing different rate limits for users depending on
whether they run a Tor router or not, providing an incentive for
users to operate relays. However, while BRAIDS requires a partially trusted ofﬂine bank to manage tickets, Tortoise is fully backwards compatible with the existing Tor network, can be incrementally deployed, and requires no centralized structures.
Ngan et al. proposed a system [22] in which cells from circuits
are marked with a “gold star” if they originate from a Tor instance
that is also a STABLE router. Tests on an experimental Tor network
showed that using the system, cooperating nodes (nodes running a
router, and thus receiving priority) gained a signiﬁcant advantage
over other nodes when the network was under heavy load. While
the gold star system considers a cell’s priority at each hop, Tortoise
checks only at network ingress points, and gives all trafﬁc equal
priority once it is past the ﬁrst hop. Additionally, the ability to
prioritize trafﬁc at each hop in the gold star scheme requires that
each hop be running the modiﬁed software; in Tortoise, only the
guard nodes’ are aware of the rate limiting.
Adaptive throttling of Tor clients by entry guards. A September 2010 Tor blog post [6] addressed the efﬁcacy of using perconnection rate limits to reduce the impact of bandwidth-intensive
connections on the network. The author conﬁrmed that one could
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when a 100KBps rate limit is applied.

gies should provide added beneﬁt, since the reduced trafﬁc load
will lighten congestion.
Relay selection. Tor uses a bandwidth-weighted relay selection
strategy in which the probability that a relay is chosen as a member
of an anonymous path is proportional to the bandwidth advertised
by that relay [8]. Snader and Borisov proposed a reﬁnement to Tor
that allows the sender to increase the performance of her paths at
the expense of anonymity [28]. Murdoch at Watson later showed
that Tor’s current bandwidth-weighted strategy provides both good
anonymity and performance [20]. Sherr et al. argue that path selection based on other non-bandwidth metrics (such as latency or
loss) offers performance and anonymity beneﬁts [26, 27].
However, as has been pointed out by Dingledine and
Murdoch [10], the primary cause of Tor’s slowness is likely due to
congestion caused by ﬁle sharing. While the above relay selection
techniques may provide better performance or stronger anonymity
on less congested networks, we believe such approaches are un-



set rate limits in a manner such that only large transfers would be
signiﬁcantly throttled. However, some commenters claimed such
measures would not help the network because a client could avoid
rate limiting by running a relay from the same IP as the client transferring large amounts of data. Our work takes the opposite viewpoint: a bulk client running a relay in order to achieve faster speeds
is not only acceptable, it is also desirable as it beneﬁts the network
as a whole.
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Tortoise, a backwards-compatible extension
to Tor that applies per-connection rate limits at Tor’s ingress points.
By carefully tuning these limits, our results indicate that Tortoise
imposes little performance penalty to most web clients while simultaneously providing incentives to high-bandwidth clients to operate
their own relays.
Tortoise’s beneﬁts hinge on the ability to attract additional relays.
By enforcing strict rate limits and giving exemptions only to relay
operators, we argue that clients who demand high bandwidths will
be sufﬁciently motivated to contribute a fraction of their bandwidth
to the Tor network. Emulation results demonstrate that even if a
small percentage of clients opt to run relays, the network not only
achieves signiﬁcant performance gains, but also an increased capacity to handle additional load. For instance, if 4% of the clients
are motivated to operate a relay, then the network experiences a
32% improvement in effective capacity and is signiﬁcantly better
able to tolerate a sudden inﬂux of additional clients than the current Tor network.
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3+'4:.'::.+9+2'99+99.5=;6+<+8?*'?*;8/4-:.+/4:+8<'2
9=+9++:.+2'8-+*'/2?,2;):;':/545,4583'28+2'?05/492+'<+9
       549/9:/4-5,254-2/<+*45*+9
4 5;8 9+2,)522+):+* *':'9+:9 =+ .'<+ 9++4    $ 
2'99+9 5));6/+* (? !58 45*+9 $/:.5;: 2599 5, -+4+8'2/:? =+





"#% "
$! " 

" "!  %!

 1/ )6,1/ ;07?<0-:-;=4<;7:-<0)6    
 8:-.1@-;?-:-)+<1>-)+:7;;<0-?074-A-):);;07?6161/ 
#0-6=5*-:7.8-:;1;<-6<8:-.1@-;<0-4-.<&)@1;161/ ,:78;
;47?4A ); ?- 16+:-);- <0- 16<-:>)4 4-6/<0 6- A-): 5)A *- <77
476/ <7 *- 2=;<1.1-, ); ) ;=8-: 67,- *-+)=;- 1< 5)A ;?1<+0 <7
)67<0-: "  7: :-84)+-, *A ) 6-? 67,- .7: >):17=; :-);76; %-
2=;<=;-1<);)6-@)584-<7;07?<0-*-0)>17:

);;=5- <0)< ) 67,- 2716 1; 16,-8-6,-6< <7 <0- +=::-6< 67,-
,1;<:1*=<176 7: ) 67,- 2716 <0- 8:7*)*141<A <0)< <0- 6-? 67,-
*-476/; <7 <0- -@1;<16/  8-:;1;<-6<  4);;-; 1; >-:A ;5)44
   ?0-:-1;<0-<7<)46=5*-:7.4);;-;76<0-
6<-:6-< )6,   #0- 5)16 :-);76*-016, <0- ;5)44 +0)6/- 7.
<0-6=5*-:7.4);;-;1;<0)<)6-@1;<16/67,-413-4A+0)6/-;1<;
  ),,:-;; 16 <0- ;)5-  4);; 7: <0- ;)5- 4);;4-;; 6<-:
,75)16!7=<16/!*47+3+7::-;876,16/<7) 8:-.1@
#01:,161/      <0-6=5*-:7.  
    <0- <78 +=:>- 1; 9=1<- ;577<0 .:75 <0- *-/16616/ <7
7> ;<?1<0;75-.4=+<=)<176;.7:<0-:-5)16,-:7.<0-8-:17,
#0- 6=5*-: 7.       <0- ;-+76, +=:>- .:75 <0- <78
*-0)>-; ;1514):4A 7?->-: <0- 6=5*-: 7. 8-:;1;<-6<  4);;-;
7>-:;->-:)4,)A;<0-;1@+=:>-;)<<0-*7<<751;:-4)<1>-4A;<-),A
)44<0-<15-.7:)44+);-;#01;.)+<16,1+)<-;<0)<<0-*);1+;<:=+<=:-
7.#7:6-<?7:31;5)164A;<)*4-?1<07=<,:)5)<1++0)6/-;16;81<-

7.<0-.4=+<=)<1767.,)14A:-4)A ),,:-;;-;*7=< 7.4);;-;

):- ;<144 )+<1>- ).<-: ;->-6 ,)A; >-:   4);;-; ):- )+<1>-
57:- <0)6+76;-+=<1>- ,)A; ,=:16/ <0-  ,)A ,)<) +744-+<176
8-:17, %- *-41->- <0)< <0-;- 67,-; ):- 413-4A <0- .7=6,)<176 7.
#7:;=887:<16/1<;*);1+)676A51<A)6,;-:>1+-9=)41<A#0-A):-
          
   : 6 1/ 
        <0- :-;=4<; ):- 9=1<- ,1..-:-6< ,=- <7
6-<?7:3+-6;7:;01816016)#0-6=5*-:7.   4);;-;
7>-:;->-:)4,)A;<0-*7<<75<0:--+=:>-;1;>-:A47?+758):-,
?1<0 <0)< 16 <0- $" #0- 6=5*-: 7. 8-:;1;<-6<  4);;-; ,:78;
>-:A.);<)6,7.<-6:-)+0-;B-:7).<-:;->-6,)A;<1;57;<413-4A
,=-<7)+<1>-.14<-:16/)6,*47+316/

#0-:-?-:- 

,1..-:-6< 8:-.1@-;16<0- <)*4-
' ( #0- 8-)3 6=5*-: 7.     8:-.1@-; 7. #7: :-4)A; 1;
    ;;=516/ #7: 67,-; 0)>- 67 ;7+1)4 :-4)<176; 16 <0-
:-)4?7:4,)6-?:-4)A ),,:-;;)88-):;16<0-,)<),=-<7<?7
+);-;)6-?67,-2716;7:)6-@1;<16/67,-+0)6/-;1<;),,:-;;
=::-;=4<;;07?<0)<)#7:67,-1;413-4A,1;<:1*=<-,16)=619=-
 8:-.1@),,:-;;;8)+-?014-)6-?67,-27161;764A),,16/
)6-?   8:-.1@16<7<0-,)<);-<#0-8:7*)*141<A<0)<<0-
6-?),,:-;;*-476/;<7 -@1;<16/ 8:-.1@-;1;16,-8-6,-6<<7
<0- +=::-6< 67,- ,1;<:1*=<176 ?01+0 -9=)4; <7    
%0-6)6-@1;<16/:-4)A+0)6/-;1<; ),,:-;;1<1;413-4A<7=6,-:
<0-;)5- 8:-.1@#0-:-;=4<;):-;1514):<7 <07;-;--616<0-
)*7>-4);;),,:-;;)6)4A;1;
#0-6=5*-:7.;=8-:67,-;?-;--,-8-6,;7607??-,-.16-<0-
+7::-4)<176 16<-:>)4 ; ;07?6 16 1/  1< >):1-; .:75 )*7=< 76-
<07=;)6,<7;->-:)40=6,:-,76<0-+=::-6<#7:*);-,76,1..-:-6<
>1-?;%-)4;7+)4+=4)<-<0-)>-:)/-67,-*)6,?1,<0<0-:1/0<&
)@1; 16 1/  );;7+1)<-, ?1<0 <0-;- 8-:;1;<-6<   8:-.1@-; 16
,1..-:-6< <15- 16<-:>)4; %- .1:;<4A +)4+=4)<- <0- )>-:)/-
*)6,?1,<07.67,-;*-476/16/<7<0-;)5-8:-.1@:-;8-+<1>-4A)6,
<0-6 7*<)16 <0- .16)4 )>-:)/- *)6,?1,<0 7. )44 8-:;1;<-6<  
8:-.1@-;16)616<-:>)4;;07?6161/ <0-)>-:)/-*)6,?1,<0
7. <0-;- 67,-; 16+:-);-; ?1<0 <0- 16<-:>)4 4-6/<0 #0- 6=5*-: 7.
8-:;1;<-6< 8:-.1@-; .1<; <0- :-+18:7+)4 .=6+<176      
?-44 ?0-:- )  :-8:-;-6<; <0- ),2=;<16/ 8):)5-<-: )6,
*  :-8:-;-6<; <0- )<<-6=)<176 .)+<7: #0- )>-:)/-
*)6,?1,<0 7. <0-;- 67,-; .1<; <0- -@876-6<1)4 .=6+<176   
 ?-44?0-:-A
  )6,: 

6 ;=55):A <0- ,)<) +744-+<-, 16 <0- $" :-.4-+<; +75576 +);-;
76 <0- 6<-:6-< #0- 6=5*-: 7. 8-:;1;<-6<  4);;-; <-44; =; <0)<
;=8-:67,-;):-9=1<-;<)*4-16;81<-7.)4):/-6=5*-:7.67:5)4
67,-;27164-)>-#0-6=5*-:7.4);;-;7>-:;->-67:57:-
,)A;0);)457;<67+0)6/-1-;=8-:67,-;):-476/41>-,

  %!
#7.=:<0-:>-:1.A<0--@1;<-6+-7.;=8-:67,-;?-)4;7)6)4AB-<0-
 8:-.1@-; );;7+1)<-, ?1<0 :-4)A; 16 <0- #7: 7..1+1)4 ,)<);-<
%- +07;- 76-A-): 7..1+1)4 +76;-6;=; ,)<) )6, +)4+=4)<-, <0-
,)14A:-4)A ),,:-;;-;16<0-;)5- 8:-.1@-;7>-:+76<16=7=;
<15-16<-:>)4;7.+76;-+=<1>-,)A;?0-:-   
 )6,  #0- <)*4-?);7*<)16-,.:75' (16)6



  "  "  

#0- #7: 8)<0 ;-4-+<176 )4/7:1<05 +4-):4A ;-8):)<-; ;=8-: 67,-;
.:75 67:5)4 67,-; *);-, 76 :-41)*141<A )6, *)6,?1,<0 7:
<0:7=/08=< +76<:1*=<176 75*1616/ <0-;- <?7 8):)5-<-:;
<7/-<0-: ?- +)6,-<-:516- <0- ;-< 7. ;=8-:67,-; :75 <0- #7:
7..1+1)4 5-<:1+; ,)<) ' ( <0- ),>-:<1;-, )>-:)/- ,)14A 67,-





#  $#" "
0*&60= 1  1  &2)  ;-*2 8-*6* .7 320= 32* *0*1*28 .2
8-* &232=1.8= 7*8 6 ;-*2 (*68&.2%   8-* &232=1.8= 3+ 8-*
7=78*1 .7 1.2.1&0   #-.0*%   8-* 7=78*1 &232=1.8=
6*&(-.871&<.191 

#   !
'&2);.)8-.2
.7  8-*6*&086&++.(6*&)&2);6.88*2'=
& 6*0&= 6*(36)*) +631 46.0 8-
 -&7 & )&.0= &:*6&,* 3+
 78-*0&8*78"364&8-7*0*(8.32&0,36.8-1(327.)*6723)*
6*0.&'.0.8=&2)'&2);.)8-&7(6.8.(&04&6&1*8*67.8.7(0*&68-&88-*
948.1* &2) 8-* '&2);.)8- 3+ 794*6 23)*7 &6* :*6= (327.78*28 .2
8-*)&8&"-*23)*7;.8-&032,0.+*(=(0**:*2(-&2,.2,8-*.6
&))6*77*7 70.,-80= 463:.)* 136* '&2);.)8- +36 &232=1397
(31192.(&8.327 *(&97* "36 8*2)7 83 7*0*(8 23)*7 ;.8- 136*
'&2);.)8- ;* )*+.2* 8-*             
     &7  ;-.(- .7 8-* &:*6&,* '&2);.)8- 3+ 794*6
23)*73:*68-*&:*6&,*'&2);.)8-3+2361&023)*78.7&'398 
'&7*)328-* )&=(366*0&8.32.28*6:&0&2)&'398 '&7*)328-*
32*=*&6 (366*0&8.32 .28*6:&0 8 '*(31*7 0&6,*6 &7 8-* .28*6:&0
0*2,8- .2(6*&7*7 0*&60= 794*6 23)*7 -&:* 7.,2.+.(&28 .2+09*2(*
32'38-7=78*178&'.0.8=&2)4*6+361&2(*

2 &2 .)*&0 "36 *:*6= 6*0&= .7 86*&8*) &7 8-* 7&1* .2 & .<2*8
7=78*1!94*623)*7&2)2361&023)*7&(8.28-*7&1*+&7-.32+36
+36;&6).2,4&(/*873;*:*6&7;*)*132786&8*).28-*46*:.397
7*(8.32'*(&97*794*623)*7(&2'*.)*28.+.*)'=(366*0&8.32;*
-&:*83(327.)*68-*1.2&).++*6*28(&8*,36=;-*2*:&09&8.2,8-*
7=78*1 &232=1.8= .* 8-* *<.78*2(* 3+ 794*6 23)*7 &++*(8 8-*
&232=1.8=78&'.0.8=&2)97&'.0.8=3+"36
28-*+3003;.2,;*6**<&1.2*7=78*1&232=1.8='=(327.)*6.2,
8-* *<.78*2(* 3+ 794*6 23)*7 #* ).:.)* 8-* 7&1* &232=1.8= 7*8
.283& 794*623)* 79'7*8) 0 5   ( 6&2) & 2361&06*0&=
79'7*8 ' 0 5(  & 6  #* -&:* 0   ) 0 )   ' 0
'  &2) 0 ) . '   .7 & ).7(6*8* 6&2)31 :&6.&'0* &2) .87
463'&'.0.8= )*27.8= .7 )*238*) &7 % 0 3 % 4  &2) (% % .
&%( % 0 &% % 0  "-97 8-* *28634= 3+  .7 )*238*) &7
34 0 / &% %   3% 4 0 /3(% %   3% 4 .
&%( %   3% 44 0 ) 34 . ' 34&7*)32+36190& 8-*
&232=1.8=3+8-*7=78*1;.8-794*623)*7.7)*238*)&7

27911&6=;*-&:*97*)8;3(366*0&8.321*8-3)783(32+.618-*
*<.78*2(* 3+ 794*6 23)*7 3:*6 & 7*0+(300*(8*) )&8& &2) 8-* "36
3++.(.&0 )&8& #* -&:* &073 .)*28.+.*) 8-&8 8-* 032,0.:*) 794*6
23)*7 979&00= 463:.)* -.,-*6 '&2);.)8- #* (327.)*6 8-*7*
6*79087 7.,2.+.(&28 .2 &++*(8.2, 8-* &232=1.8= .2 "36 '*(&97* .
)*28.+=.2, 794*6 23)*7 +631 (31132 6*0&= 23)*7 &++*(87 8-*
&232=1.8= 1*86.(7 .. 88&(/*67 (&2 *<403.8 8-* ).++*6*2(* 83
.1463:* *<.78.2, &88&(/7 &2) .2863)9(* 2*; &88&(/7 *<403.8.2,
794*6 23)*7 &2) 8-*.6 (-&6&(8*6.78.(7 7 & 6*7908 8-* )*+*27*
1*(-&2.713+ "361&=-&:*83 '*.1463:*)(366*7432).2,0=2
8-*2*<87*(8.32;*;.00*<&1.2*-3;&232=1.8=.7&++*(8*))9*
838-**<.78*2(*3+794*623)*7.2"36
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7791*;*-&:*&838&03+
23)*7.28-*2*8;36/7.1.0&683
8-* 291'*6 3+ )&.0= 23)*7 .2 8-* (966*28 "36 7791* 92)*6 8-*
.)*&0(32).8.3278-*7&1*8=4*3+23)*7-&78-*7&1*463'&'.0.8=
)*27.8=;*-&:*) 3;0*897(327.)*68-*463'&'.0.8=)*27.8=
3+ & 794*6 23)* .7  8.1*7 -.,-*6 8-&2 8-&8 3+ & 2361&0 23)*
;-*6*.7)*+.2*).2!*(  #*(-337*     
83(314&6*)&2)2 &77-3;2.2.,0*&60=;-*223)*7
&6* ).:.)*) .283 8;3 8=4*7 8-* &232=1.8= 3+ 8-* 7=78*1 .7
7.,2.+.(&280=6*)9(*).#-*28-*291'*63+794*623)*76*&(-*7
& (*68&.2 4*6(*28&,* .2 8-* 7=78*1 8-* &232=1.8= 6*&(-*7 8-*
1.2.1&0 :&09* 36 *<&140* ;-*2    &2) 8-* 4*6(*28&,* 3+
794*623)*7.7 8-*     
83  "-.7 1*&27 8-&8 8-* &88&(/*6 -&7 &01378 23 (-&2(*7
'*+36*&2)23;.8-&7&,33)(-&2(*.+.86*4*&878-*&88&(/*239,-
8.1*7 .. "-* 6&8.3  -*&:.0= &++*(87 8-* &232=1.8= #-*2 

#-*2 97.2, .2+361&8.32 8-*36= 83 )*+.2* &232=1.8=$ % &2
&232=1.8=7*8.7)*238*)&7 0 5   & 6&2) 0  0
5   
& 6 .7& ).7(6*8* 6&2)31 :&6.&'0* &2) .87 463'&'.0.8=
)*27.8= .7 )*238*) &7 % 0 3 % 4  &2) &% % 0   "-97 8-*
*28634= 3+  .7 )*+.2*) &734 0 / &% %   3% 4  7791*
! .78-*1&<.191*28634=&2)! 0   3 4"-*.2+361&8.32
8-&8 &2 &88&(/*6 (&2 &(59.6*.7 6*46*7*28*) &7! / 34 !38-*
&232=1.8=3+&(31192.(&8.327=78*1.7)*+.2*)&7


 0

&7*) 32 8-.7 2*; )*+.2.8.32 ;.8-398 8-* /23;0*),* 3+ 794*6
23)*7 8-* &232=1.8= 3+ "36 2*8;36/ .7 8-* 7&1* &7 '*+36*
3;*:*6 ;-*2 ).78.2,9.7-.2, 794*6 23)*7 +631 2361&0 23)*7
8-*7=78*1&232=1.8=.76*)9(*)

 %"%  #"





 





-.#$!$(-&"'.2$-%.1!4(+#(-& .1/ 3'(2'  +(! ( 6'$1$
(23'$! -#6(#3'".-31(!43$#.%-.#$.3'$(-%+4$-"$.%24/$1
-.#$2.- -.-8,(38(2  3(,$23' -3' 3.%-.1, +-.#$2'$
, 7(,4, 5 +4$ .% 3'(2 1 3(. (2  (- 3'$ # 3 2$3 6$ ".++$"3$#
6'("',$ -23'$(,/ "3.% 33 "*(-&.-$24/$1-.#$$04 +23.3' 3
.% 33 "*(-& %.41 -.1, + -.#$2 . , 7(,(9$ 33 "* (,/ "3
33 "*$126(++ (, 324/$1-.#$2-3'(2" 2$5 J 6'$-(2 

-.1, + -.#$ 6'$-  (2  -.1, + -.#$5 J 3'$ , 7(,4,
-.-8,(38 ,$ 241$ (2 .!3 (-$# 2639 J
),&; 7G
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0G M2N
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 '42 6'$- 24/$1 -.#$2 1$ 1$".&-(9$# 3'$ 2823$,

-.-8,(38(21$#4"$#



  

% - 33 "*$1 ".-31.+2 2.,$ -.#$2 (- 3'$ 2823$, (3 " - + 4-"'
#(%%$1$-3 *(-#2 .% ".,/+$7 33 "*2 (-"+4#(-& 3(,(-& ".11$+ 3(.-
33 "*2 #(2"+.241$ 33 "*2 /1$#$"$22.1 33 "*2 ".++42(.- 33 "*2
.18!(+ 33 "*2$-.6%."42.- 2(,/+$, +("(.42-.#$ 33 "*
(-6'("' - 33 "*$1".,/1.,(2$23'$%(123.13'$+ 231$+ 8-.#$
.1!.3'$-#2.% 3'1$$'./.-(.-1.43(-&/ 3'

  
(-"1$ 2$2 3'$ #(%%$1$-"$2 !$36$$-  24/$1 -.#$ -#  -.1, +
-.#$!$".,$+ 1&$13'$ 33 "*$16(++' 5$,4"''(&'$1"' -"$2
$&%1.,3. 6'$-  

'$/.2(3(.-.% , +("(.42-.#$.- / 3'(2"1(3(" +(-3'(2 33 "*
!$" 42$  -.#$.-+8 *-.62 (32 /1$#$"$22.1 -# 24""$22.1 .- 3'$
/ 3'(-.1'$- , +("(.42-.#$(2 33'$%(123'./.% / 3'
3'$2$-#$1(#$-3(38(3231 %%("/ 33$1-2$&/ "*$32(9$.13(,(-&
-#.3'$12$-#$1(-%.1, 3(.-(21$5$ +$#'$- , +("(.42-.#$
(2 3 3'$ + 23 './  "3(-& 2 - $7(3 -.#$ 3'$ 1$"$(5$1 -# 3'$
/+ (-3$73 31 %%(" (2 $7/.2$# '$-  , +("(.42 -.#$ (2 3 3'$
,(##+$ './ 3'$#$% 4+3 / 3' +$-&3' (2 .-+8 .3'$1 1$+ 8 -.#$2
1$ 1$5$ +$# -# (3 6(++ -.3 %%$"3 3'$ 2823$, 2$"41(38 4-+$22
".,!(-$#6(3'.3'$1 33 "*2'$- - 33 "*$1".-31.+2!.3'$-#2
.%  / 3' 3'$ 2$-#$1 3'$ 1$"$(5$1 -# 3'$(1 1$+ 3(.-2'(/ 1$ ++
$7/.2$#'$1$%.1$#(%%$1$-3/.2(3(.-2.- / 3'2'.4+#!$31$ 3$#
#(%%$1$-3+8 6'$- " +"4+ 3(-& 3'$ -.-8,(38 ,$ 241$ 4-#$1 3'(2
, +("(.42-.#$ 33 "*,.#$+

$ +2.".-2(#$13'$6.123" 2$(-6'("' 33 "*$12%."42.-24/$1
-.#$2.-+8-3'(2" 2$3'$/1.! !(+(38#$-2(38.% -.1, +1$+ 8
(25 J  6'$1$ -.#$  8  3'428 MN J  2 3'$ !.33.,
"415$2'.6-(-(& 3'$+.6$23 -.-8,(38$-31./81$ "'$2
   #1./  #1 , 3(" #$"+(-$ .% 2823$, -.-8,(38 +$ 1+8
3'$$7(23$-"$.%24/$1-.#$22(&-(%(" -3+8# , &$2 -.-8,(38-
3'$%.++.6(-&6$6(++%413'$1$7 ,(-$ -.-8,(384-#$1".-"1$3$
33 "*,.#$+2

  
'$- ".-2(#$1(-& 33 "*2 $7/+.(3(-& 3'$ *-.6+$#&$ .% 24/$1
-.#$26$$7 ,(-$2$5$1 +#(%%$1$-32(34 3(.-2 2%.++.62

      

224,$3'$2823$,' 2 -.#$2 -#  -.#$2.43.% -.#$2 1$
, +("(.42 -.#$2 '$ #$% 4+3 / 3' +$-&3'  (2 3'1$$ (- .1 '$
/1.! !(+(38 3' 3 33 "*$1 *-.62 3'$ 2$-#$1 (2 . J   '$
/1.! !(+(383' 3 33 "*$1.-+8*-.63'$1$"$(5$1(23'$2 ,$ 2 . 
23'$/1.! !(+(383' 3 ++3'1$$'./2 1$ ++-.-, +("(.42-.#$2
7 4 7 4  7 4 


 6$ *-.6 3'$ /1.! !(+(38 3' 3  / 3'
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 !143$%.1"$ 33 "* , 8 !+."* .1 #$-8 3'$ 2$15("$ .%  2$3 .%
-.#$2(-3'$2823$,3., *$.14- 5 (+ !+$, 8!$(-(3( 3$#!8 
/.6$1%4+ 33 "*$1 24"' 2 -  .1  &.5$1-,$-35$- 6(3'
-3("$-2.12'(/3$"'-.+.&8(-6'("' 42$1" -".--$"33..1!8
2$,('(##$- !1(#&$2 !+."*(-& .1 . 24/$1 -.#$2 (2 23(++ 
&1$ 3 "' ++$-&$ 3. 3'$ 42 !(+(38 -# 23 !(+(38 .% .1 '$-
%."42(-& .- 24/$1 -.#$2 (-23$ # .% )423 -8 1$+ 82 3'$2$ 33 "*2
" -!$,.1$$%%$"3(5$
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 $ #$%(-$ 3'$ ).(-3 /1.! !(+(38 3' 3 3'$ %(123 './ -# 3'$
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+ 23'./.% / 3' 1$!.3', +("(.42-.#$2 2 / .%(-#/36$
-$$# ".-2(#$1 36. " 2$2 .-+8 3'$ %(123 -# 3'$ + 23 './ 1$
, +("(.42 -.#$2 -# ++ 3'1$$ './2 1$ , +("(.42 -.#$2 $

$342%(123".-2(#$12823$,/$1%.1, -"$224,$6$' 5$24/$1
-.#$2(- 2823$,.%-.#$2224,$3'$! -#6(#3'".-31(!43(.-
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nymization of consumption traces is considered an eﬀective
defense against privacy attacks, as it allows for unlinking the
identity of the household and its consumption trace. The
consumer’s identity can be stored independently from consumption traces, only linked by the pseudonym. In such
a scenario, the privacy-invading methods developed in previous work can only be applied by the owner of both, the
identity database and the consumption traces.
An attacker faces two problems, if he has only access to
pseudonymized traces: First, deduction from pseudonymous
consumption traces is error-prone as no identity information
can be used as contextual data. Second and more important, all information inferred from consumption traces can
not be attributed to a speciﬁc household due to the unlinkability introduced by pseudonymization. This makes consumption traces and its contained information unattractive
for targeted abuse and apparently the consumers’ privacy is
protected.
In this paper, we develop two attack vectors targeting
the privacy of pseudonymized consumption traces. The ﬁrst
attack allows to create a link between a household’s identity and its consumption trace, and therefore enables an attacker to undo pseudonymization. If successful, this attack
allows all existing deduction attacks to be applied again.
The second method enables an attacker to track the origin
of a consumption trace across re-pseudonymization or across
different databases. For conducting these attacks in practice, we provide a data analysis framework that allows an
attacker to apply either method to consumption databases.
The paper’s main contributions are as follows:

Consumption traces collected by Smart Meters are highly
privacy sensitive data. For this reason, current best practice is to store and process such data in pseudonymized
form, separating identity information from the consumption traces. However, even the consumption traces alone
may provide many valuable clues to an attacker, if combined with limited external indicators. Based on this observation, we identify two attack vectors using anomaly detection and behavior pattern matching that allow eﬀective depseudonymization. Using a practical evaluation with reallife consumption traces of 53 households, we verify the feasibility of our techniques and show that the attacks are robust
against common countermeasures, such as resolution reduction or frequent re-pseudonymization.

1.

Konrad Rieck

Technische Universität Berlin
Franklinstrasse 28/29
Berlin, Germany

INTRODUCTION

The deployment of Smart Metering—the digital recording
and processing of electricity consumption—is ever increasing. A Smart Meter is an electrical meter that records a
ﬁne-grained consumption trace of a household and sends it
to the respective electricity supplier. These consumption
traces, in contrast to traditional single annual consumption
values, allow the realization of time-of-use tariﬀs and demand response schemes.
This ﬂexibility, however, comes at a price. Every activity
that takes place in the household and makes use of electrical appliances is reﬂected in the consumption trace. In
consequence, Smart Metering has repeatedly been called a
privacy invasion into households [7, 8] and a large body of
previous work [5, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20] has been concerned
with inferring private information from energy consumption
traces.
Based on the identiﬁed privacy implications, there is consensus that consumption data of Smart Metering needs to
be adequately protected. Such protection entails the protection during storage by the supplier and during the use of
the data by the supplier and 3rd party contractors. Pseudo-

1. An abstract deﬁnition of attack vectors on the unlinkability of pseudonymous Smart Metering consumption
traces.
2. A machine learning framework for the analysis of consumption traces and subsequent execution of aforementioned attack vectors.
3. Experimental ﬁndings about the anomaly detection in
consumption traces and the tracking of consumption
traces across pseudonyms.
4. An evaluation of diﬀerent mitigation techniques with
respect to their eﬀectiveness against those attacks.
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permission and/or a fee.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we provide an overview of the terminology used in this
paper. Section 3 describes the two attack vectors that we
identiﬁed for de-pseudonymization. In Section 4, we present



a data analysis framework for conducting these attacks in
practice. Section 5 shows our experimental results regarding the applicability of our attacks. Approaches for limiting
linkability like reduced resolution, frequent re-pseudonymization and cryptography solutions are discussed in Section
6. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss related work before we
conclude in Section 8.

2.

this case, the contained information would not have a privacy impact on its origin. Thus, linkability is a suﬃcient
condition for privacy loss in Smart Metering.

3.1

TERMINOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

This paper’s understanding of identity, pseudonymity and
other privacy related terms is based on terminology deﬁnitions provided by Pﬁtzmann and Hansen [19].
In the following we will use the term consumption trace for
a recording of electric consumption in discrete time slots of
equal length. The resolution of a consumption trace is the
number of time slots per day. The term consumer stands
for the household that makes use of the utility that is measured by a Smart Meter. The subject supplier stands exemplary for any subject (actual supplier or grid operator)
that participates in Smart Metering and has legitimate interest in consumption traces, e.g. for billing electricity consumption. The Smart Meter records the consumption constantly and communicates it to the supplier. The Smart
Meter, respectively the consumption trace, are attributed
with a pseudonym for the consumer. This pseudonym is
pre-arranged by the supplier and non-public.
The supplier stores consumption traces by pseudonym in
a consumption trace database. The supplier accesses this
database for billing or analysis in general. Contractors of
the supplier also have access to this database but not to
the identity database. Contractors provide analysis services
to suppliers based on pseudonymized consumption traces.
For the purpose of invoice creation the supplier owns another database, the identity database, that connects the consumer’s identity with the pseudonym.
Optionally, a supplier may re-pseudonymize a consumption trace repeatedly, creating a 1 to n relationship between
identities and pseudonyms. Consumers can switch suppliers
which leads to the following situation: They have an old consumption trace, identity information and linking pseudonym
in the old supplier’s databases and also a current consumption trace and new pseudonym together with their identity
information in their new supplier’s databases. Contractors
and suppliers may behave semi-honest, i.e, they stick to the
protocols and respective laws but try to learn as much about
consumers as possible. Our attacker model includes contractors, suppliers but also external malicious agents that might
illegally obtain consumption traces.

3.

Linking by Behaviour Anomaly

Linking by behavior anomaly (LA) can be used by the
attacker to link either an identity to a consumption trace
or two consumption traces with each other (see Figures 1
and 2). This is accomplished by identifying and correlating
anomalies in both data sources that occur at the same time.
We characterize an anomaly as a series of unusual events,
where an event is some consumer behavior that is reﬂected
in the energy consumption of the respective household. The
rarity of an anomaly is based on diﬀerent factors: Length of
the series, the resolution of the time stamp (day, hours or
minutes) and rarity of the singular events among the population of consumption traces under consideration. Length
and resolution make up for singular events that happen very
often among the population: Leaving home or coming home
at slightly diﬀerent times during the course of one week. On
the other hand, there are events that neither require a series
nor a high resolution: moving in/out, death/birth or holidays. A series of events for a low resolution can be observed
if household inhabitants leave every weekend or stay at home
always at speciﬁc work days. Here the rarity originates from
the length of the series.
With respect to linking a consumption trace to an identity,
LA can be used in both ways. Either identifying the household for a consumption trace or vice versa. It really depends
on the ﬁnal purpose of the identiﬁcation which approach is
taken, whether speciﬁc households should be targeted (like
both examples in Section 3.3) or speciﬁc consumption proﬁles are of interest. The main requirement for this attack is
to have two data sources that overlap for the time interval
where an anomaly has been identiﬁed.

ATTACK DESCRIPTION

The ﬁnal goal of our attacker model is to create a link between the identity of consumers and their energy consumption. To this end, we present two diﬀerent attacks that can
be applied to achieve this goal. We name the attacks: linking
by behavior anomaly and linking by behavior pattern.
Once a link between a consumption trace and a speciﬁc
household has been established all information contained in
the trace can be attributed to this household. If, on the
other hand, a consumption trace cannot be linked to one
household with a signiﬁcant higher probability than to another household, this means that the data and its contained
information cannot be attributed to a single household. In

Figure 1: Behavior and consumption anomaly



Figure 2: Anomalies in two consumption traces

3.2

Linking by Behavior Pattern

The goal of linking by behavior pattern (LP) is to link
diﬀerent pseudonyms of one consumer (see Figure 3). There
are two reasons for one consumer to have diﬀerent pseudonyms attached to his identity: Either one supplier re-pseudonymizes his consumption trace database or the consumer
has consumption traces in different databases with diﬀerent
pseudonyms respectively. The latter happens when a consumer changes his supplier. The old supplier still possess
the consumption trace with one pseudonym and the new
supplier starts to collect a consumption trace under a new
pseudonym. This is equivalent to tracking consumers across
diﬀerent databases.
The former case, re-pseudonymization, means that a consumer’s traces are stored under the pseudonym A in time
interval t and stored under pseudonym B in time interval
t + 1 in the same database. This method could be applied
by suppliers to prevent the de-pseudonymization of many
years of consumption proﬁles under the same pseudonym in
case one pseudonym is de-pseudonymized.
For this attack the attacker requires a database of pseudonymized consumption traces containing the pseudonym
A. He tries to ﬁnd a consumption trace with pseudonym
B that has been created by the same consumer. Then the
attacker can link the pseudonym A with pseudonym B.
In contrast to the LA attack, this attack can be applied
even if the data sources do not overlap in time. This is
because fundamental patterns in consumption are identiﬁed
and subsequently looked for in the other data source. This
means, that we can either consider consumption slices from
two diﬀerent consumption trace databases or two consumption traces from the same database but from diﬀerent time
intervals.
The feasibility of such an attack would also imply that
everyone possessing current consumption traces and links
to consumer identities can harvest all consumption traces
that have been published (even in anonymized form) in the
past or can be obtained for the past. On the other hand,
legitimate holders of old consumption trace databases and

Figure 3: Identifying consumption traces with the
same origin

the corresponding identities are able to ”de-anonymize” data
traces that are publicized in the future.

3.3

Exempliﬁed Attacks

There is a multitude of attack scenarios that involve linking Smart Meter data and contained information to their
origin household. We herein provide two examples:

Fake sick-day disclosure.
An employer could attempt to spy on his employees. In
particular, he would like to know whether employees really
spend their sick days at home. In order to do that, the employer obtains pseudonymized consumption traces for consumers in the geographic region of his employees’ households. Using a correlation of vacation/company travel data
with the consumption trace he links his employees’ identities
to the respective pseudonymized consumption traces. Then
the employer can try to derive employee behavior on sick
days from the employee’s consumption trace.

Absence pattern deduction.
Another motivation for linking a household to its consumption trace is preparing a burglary [17]. Once a burglar
has identiﬁed a worthwhile victim in the physical world, the
burglar would like execute his plans undisturbed by the inhabitants. The burglar therefore performs an observation
of the household in question and their weekend behavior.
He simply ﬁnds out whether they stay at home or leave for
the weekend over the course of several weeks. By correlating this information with a consumption trace database this
household’s trace can be identiﬁed in the database. Now, repeating long-term absence patterns of this household can be
found, e.g. for a regular family meeting or a time share, and



subsequently the burglary can be scheduled for such a date.
Traditionally, a burglar would need to observe a household
for years to get these information. The linking of household
identity and its consumption trace, however, allows him to
tap into a wealth of information about a long time-frame of
the household in question.

4.

consumption moves from one state to another. This discrete
behavior is illustrated in Figure 5, which shows the consumption of one user over the period of one week on a ﬁxed grid.
Dark entries in the grid indicate frequent occurrences of a
consumption value. It is notable that the consumption is
neither a continuous nor a smooth function and several discrete states can be observed. For example, between 10:00
o’clock and 11:00 o’clock the consumption matches one of
three possible states at roughly 300, 900 and 1500 W/h respectively.

DATA ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

So far we have studied the linking of consumption traces
and consumer identities in an abstract manner. For conducting the presented attacks in practice, we now introduce a
data analysis framework. This framework builds on concepts
of machine learning and allows us to analyze consumption
traces geometrically. To this end, the consumption trace of
a consumer is mapped to a high-dimensional feature space,
such that it can be analyzed by standard techniques of machine learning. In this geometric representation, the linking by behavior anomaly can be achieved using geometric
anomaly detection, where unusual events are identiﬁed by
a large distance from normal activity. Similarly, the linking
by behavior pattern can be carried out using geometric classiﬁcation, where the behavior of one consumer is separated
from all other users in the feature space. Figure 4 illustrates
this geometric interpretation of the two attacks.

w

μ

φ(z)

(a) Anomaly detection

Consumption (W/h)
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Figure 5: Grid representation of a consumption
trace. Dark color indicates frequent occurrences.

+

Inspired by this observation, we construct a feature space
that speciﬁcally reﬂects these states of consumption data. In
particular, we employ a grid of g bins that spans the range
of observable consumption values. Using this grid we deﬁne
an indicator function Ij,k

1 if mj falls into bin k
(1)
Ij,k (x) =
0 otherwise.

−
(b) Classiﬁcation

that returns 1, if the j-th measurement of a day x falls into
the k-th bin of our grid, and 0 otherwise.
If we compute the indicator function Ij,k for all d measurements of a day and all g bins of the grid, we obtain a
mapping

(2)
φ : X → Rd·g , φ(x) = Ij,k (x) 1≤j≤d

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of data analysis:
(a) distance to mean; (b) separating hyperplane.
Before presenting this data analysis framework, we introduce some basic notation. We refer to the known consumption trace of a consumer by X = {x1 , . . . , xn }, where X
covers n days and each xi corresponds to the measurements
of one day. Depending on the resolution d of Smart Metering, each xi is represented by a vector of d dimensions

xi = m1 , . . . , md ,

1≤k≤g

that maps the consumption of one day to a binary feature
space with d · g dimensions. For example, if we have one
measurement per hour, that is d = 24, and use a grid with
g = 100, we embed the data in a feature space of 2,400 binary features, each corresponding to a particular consumption value at a particular hour. In contrast to a naive representation with d dimensions, this feature space describes
states independently of absolute diﬀerences. That is, each
state change induced by the consumer is treated equally,
whether it involves switching on a small desk lamp or a powerful washing machine. For the experiments in Section 5, we
consider d = 24 and make use of a grid with 100 bins of consumption values.

where mj is the consumption measured at the j-th time slot
of the Smart Metering resolution. Moreover, if we consider
a grid of g bins associated with consumption values, we say
that mj falls into bin k, if mj has the smallest diﬀerence to
the consumption value associated with the k-th bin.

4.1

1500

A Binary Feature Space

Mapping consumption traces to a vector space may seem
trivial at a ﬁrst glance, as the measurements of a day are
already represented as a d-dimensional vector. However, for
discriminating diﬀerent patterns in this data, we require a
more advanced representation that emphasizes the characteristics of each consumer and provides an expressive basis
for application of machine learning.
Depending on the setup of electronic devices in a household, the consumption of a consumer changes between different states. Devices are switched on and oﬀ; thereby the

4.2

Anomaly Detection

By embedding the consumption traces into an expressive
feature space, we are able to phrase our attacks in terms of
geometric relationships between data points. For determining unusual activity in the data of a consumer we employ a
standard technique for detecting geometric outliers. Given
a consumption trace of n consecutive days, we ﬁrst learn a



proﬁle of normal activity by computing the mean μ of the
data in the feature space as follows
μ=

n
1
φ(xi ).
n i=1

Similarly to the anomaly detection, there exists several efﬁcient libraries for computing SVMs. In our experiments,
we make use of LibLinear [4]—a library capable of learning
with millions of dimensions and data points.

(3)

5.

The proﬁle μ captures the states shared by the majority of
the consumption traces. As each vectors φ(xi ) contains only
binary values, each dimensions of μ can be interpreted as the
probability for observing a particular grid value at particular
time of the day. Geometrically, the deviation of a day z
from this proﬁle can be determined by simply computing
the distance
d(z) = ||φ(z) − μ||.

(4)

Note that d(z) corresponds to the Euclidean distance in the
vector space and can be eﬃciently computed with standard
software libraries. This generic approach to anomaly detection is illustrated in Figure 4(a). If we notice a large
distance d(z) for a day z, some of the consumption states of
this day diﬀer from normal activity and z is likely to contain
an anomalous event.
This technique for computing proﬁles can also be applied
to compare diﬀerent sets of consumption traces. For example, if we have two reference sets X1 and X2 from the
same consumer, we can compute two mean values μ1 and μ2
and compare the distance to both. This setting allows us to
study diﬀerent classes of days during analysis, as shown in
Section 5 for weekdays and weekends.

5.1

Classiﬁcation

For linking by behavior pattern, we aim at inferring patterns from the consumption trace of a consumer. However,
we are not interested in modelling the complete behavior
of a consumer, but determining patterns that discriminate
his behavior from others. Thus, we employ the technique of
classiﬁcation and learn a discrimination between users. A
robust method for learning such a discrimination is a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2, 16]. An SVM basically determines a hyperplane in the feature space that separates
two classes with maximum margin. This geometric concept
is illustrated in Figure 4(b). The hyperplane is constructed
as a linear combination of the training data and separates
the consumption trace of one consumer c from all others.
Formally, this hyperplane is given by a direction vector
wc =

yi αi φ(xi )
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(a) Anomaly detected for consumer 21.
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and an oﬀset term bc , where yi ∈ {−1, +1} are training
labels indicating whether day xi corresponds to consumer c
and αi are the learned coeﬃcients.
To account for multiple consumers, we make use of the
one-against-all approach and learn a hyperplane for each
consumer separating him from the rest of users. The discrimination function for each consumer is then given by
hc (z) = φ(z), wc  + bc .
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n


Identiﬁcation of Anomalies

In our ﬁrst experiment, we apply the technique of anomaly
detection to each of the 53 consumers. We are interested in
identifying days that stand out of regular energy consumption and might provide a good basis for linking the consumption data with an external data source.

Consumption (W/h)

4.3

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To study the impact of our attacks in practice, we conduct
experiments using anonymized consumption traces for 53
households. The data stretches over 221 days and has a
resolution of one value per hour. The goal of the experiments
is to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of the two attacks described
in Section 3. However, due to privacy reasons we do not
have identity data for the consumption traces and therefore
cannot fully implement the LA attack. Yet, we can identify
signiﬁcant anomalies in the consumption trace that could
greatly help in linking identities to pseudonyms.
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(b) Anomaly detected for consumer 49.
Figure 6: Exemplary anomalies for two consumers.
The shaded area indicates the standard deviation.
Figure 6(a) shows exceptionally high energy consumption
throughout the day, probably in the course of Christmas
preparations. Depending on the amount of time this consumption trace spans this could mean diﬀerent things: If
the trace spans several years (which our speciﬁc data source
does not) this would indicate that this consumer has not has
had such extensive Christmas preparations because he/she
previously went away for Christmas or celebrates Christmas
for the ﬁrst time at home. As this particular trace only

(6)

The function hc (z) reﬂects the distance from day z to the hyperplane of consumer c. The more consumption states and
patterns are shared with c, the higher hc (z) gets. Hence,
if we want to link a day z to a consumer, we simply assign it to those consumer c with the largest value for hc (z).



It is notable that for the given resolution of Smart Metering accurate proﬁles can be learned for the consumption
data. While we have shown examples for comparing weekends and weekdays, several other scenarios exist that would
allow to further structure and analyze the electricity consumption of a household. Together with the anomaly detection, these analysis steps clearly allow to narrow down
the search for a particular identity and help to unlink its
pseudonym.

5.2

In this experiment we conduct the LP attack by using
the classiﬁcation technique from Section 4.3 to determine
whether consumption traces have the same origin household. We use one time interval of our consumption trace
database for training our machine learning framework and
subsequently provided it with test data from a diﬀerent, nonoverlapping time interval. The algorithm implemented by
the framework then tries to link consumption traces that
behave similarly. We measure its accuracy by the relative
frequency of correct linking decisions.
1
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(a) Proﬁles for consumer 12 and “day-oﬀ”.
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Linking by Behavior Pattern

Average accuracy

Consumption (W/h)

spans approximately 7 months, this deviation just indicates
that the 25th of December means something special to this
household, which could in turn indicate that it is Christian.
Depending on the context of this household this could mean
incriminating information.
Figure 6(b) displays how a consumer apparently starts
energy consumption shortly before 9 o’clock. This may indicate that the consumer has moved in and started the ﬁrst
electric devices in his new apartment. In the afternoon exceptionally high load can be observed, consistent with the
use of machines by craftsmen. If one could correlate this
data with data sources that hold information about moving
households in this region this could lead to the identiﬁcation
of the inhabitants.
While we have shown only two strong anomalies from our
data set, several others can be identiﬁed for the consumers.
Provided external reference data, it is trivial to correlate
these anomalies with unusual events and there is a realistic
chance of unlinking pseudonyms.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, anomalies can also be identiﬁed using diﬀerent proﬁles of consumption. In this second
experiment, the consumption on workdays and weekends are
analyzed to determine whether the household inhabitants
stay or leave home. In particular, we compare the proﬁle
of weekends and workdays to identify workdays that match
the consumption behavior of weekends.
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(b) Per-consumer accuracy for 14 days of test data.
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Figure 8: Classiﬁcation accuracy for varying sizes of
test data (a) and individual users (b).

(b) Proﬁles for consumer 40 and “day-oﬀ”.

Figure 8(a) displays linking accuracies for training data
of 60 days in dependency of test data size, where we assume ﬁxed pseudonyms during the given time spans. The
graph steadily climbs to over 90% accuracy for 30 days of
test data. Figure 8(b) represents a breakdown of the linking
accuracy for testing data of 14 days. For several pseudonyms
an almost perfect unlinking is possible and on average an accuracy of 83% is attained, corresponding to 5 correct identiﬁcations out of 6 consumers. Note that pseudonym 30 undergoes signiﬁcant perturbations over the course of our data

Figure 7: Exemplary weekday and weekend proﬁles.
The red line indicates a potential “day oﬀ ”.
Figure 7(a) displays how usual workday and weekend proﬁle look like for a consumer. For the 24th of May however,
we can identify a day that matches a weekend day judging
by its energy consumption but is a Monday (workday). Figure 7(b) shows the same for another consumer for the 7th
of December 2009 which is a Thursday.



which leads to repeated mis-classiﬁcation and subsequently
zero accuracy.
Figure 9 displays the accuracy of our approach depending
on the sizes of the training set and the test data in days.
One can see, that the size of the test data has a slightly
stronger impact on the accuracy then the size of the training
data. Overall, the accuracy reaches approximately 83% if
the training and test data is larger than 28 days. As a
result, our attack is even eﬀective if a re-pseudonymization
is conducted every month.

Average accuracy
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Figure 12: Classiﬁcation accuracy with diﬀerent resolution. The accuracy is given for resolutions of 8
( ), 6 ( ), 3 (◦) and 1 () value per day.
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anomalies that have a big impact on the total energy consumption. However, short bursts of energy consumption will
not be recognizable at low resolutions. Moreover, our results
show that the LP attack can be successfully mitigated. The
linking accuracy drops signiﬁcantly with every reduction of
the resolution.
Whether lower resolutions are a viable mitigation also depend on the supplier’s requirements: The resolution of realtime tariﬀs and time-of-use prices is limited by the chosen
Smart Metering resolutions.
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Figure 9: Impact of training and testing data size
on classiﬁcation accuracy.

6.2

MITIGATION TECHNIQUES

Frequent Re-pseudonymization

Re-pseudonymization could be considered another mitigation technique. The holder of the identity and consumption databases introduces new pseudonyms for identities every now and then. Subsequently arriving consumption trace
items of a household will be recorded under the new pseudonym.
This leads to the eﬀect that a holder of only the consumption trace database has only short intervals of data per
pseudonym. Which means, that the training set for the LP
attack is limited by the re-pseudonymization time frame.
If we assume that the attacker tries to track origins of consumption traces across re-pseudonymization he would try to
match two data sets of diﬀerent pseudonyms to determine
whether they belong to the same origin. If we assume that
the re-pseudonymization time frame is constant then the size
of the training set and test set are the same. The potential
eﬀect on the LP attack can be seen in Figure 9.
Even if the re-pseudonymization time frame has only 20
days we can link two pseudonyms of the same identity with
80% accuracy. Thus, for the method to be eﬀective one
would need to re-pseudonymize in very short intervals. There
are two major drawbacks of re-pseudonymization: First,
analysis over frequently re-pseudonymized consumption traces
can only span intervals of the re-pseudonymization time
frame. Analysis by contractors that requires long-term consumption data is not possible because they would need information about the pseudonymization for that. Second,
frequent re-pseudonymization incurs an overhead of storing
the linking between the diﬀerent pseudonyms and the identity.

We ﬁnally investigate in this section three mitigation alternatives and their ability to contain and mitigate the aforementioned attacks.

6.1

0.6

0

0.9

6.

0.8

Lower Resolution

A simple yet promising approach to mitigating our attacks
is to lower the resolution of Smart Metering. The idea behind is that consumption traces are blurred and therefore
anomalies and patterns are covered. In order to evaluate
this mitigation technique we scale the consumption traces
down in several steps and executed our experiments on the
down-scaled data.
Figure 10 represents our anomaly detection for resolutions
of 6, 3 or 1 value per day for the anomaly that was identiﬁed
in Figure 6(a). One can see that the anomaly remains visible, even if the Smart Meter only records one value per day.
The reason for this is that the anomaly spanned a larger part
of the day and hence had a high impact on the total energy
consumption of that day. Figure 11 shows an anomaly that
behaves diﬀerently. While for resolutions of 6 or 3 values per
day the anomaly still can be identiﬁed, it is not recognizable
in the 1 value per day.
Regarding the LP attack the reduction of Smart Metering
resolution has a bigger eﬀect. Figure 12 shows the linking
accuracy in dependency of the test data size for diﬀerent
resolutions. In contrast to Figure 9 the linking accuracy
drops signiﬁcantly with a reduction of the resolution. While
the accuracy still reaches almost 70% for 8 measurements
per day it drops to approx. 4% for one measurement a day.
These results show that a reduction of the Smart Metering resolution has mixed eﬀects on our attacks. For anomaly
detection (and subsequent anomaly linking) the attacker
will probably be still quite successful if he manages to ﬁnd

6.3

Privacy-preserving Techniques

Another mitigation technique is the prevention of transmitting and storing consumption traces in the ﬁrst place.
The approaches described in [9] or [21] reduce the amount
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Figure 10: Anomaly detection with diﬀerent resolution. The detected anomaly from Figure 10(a) is shown.
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Figure 11: Weekday and weekend proﬁles with diﬀerent resolution. The proﬁles from Figure 7(a)) are shown.

Mitigation by data prevention.

of data that is eﬀectively intelligible by the suppler to one
value per reporting interval. This value represents the price
for the energy consumption of this day. It allows application
of high-resolution time-of-use or real-time prices and can be
used to just report one value per year if desired. This way it
combines the advantages of a very low resolution (one value
per year) and the application of demand response tariﬀs.
It is noteworthy, that the single value per reporting interval does contain a weighting of the energy consumption by
the applicable tariﬀ. Therefore it contains more information
than a single consumption value of similar low-resolution
strategy. However, its applicability is constrained to billing
and cannot be used for forecasting since the tariﬀ skews the
actual consumption.

7.

The following approaches are good at ensuring consumer
privacy because no household speciﬁc consumption traces
are stored at the supplier’s and therefore the LA/LP attacks
are not feasible:
In [1] a model for measuring privacy in Smart Metering
is developed and subsequently two diﬀerent solutions to ensure privacy are presented: A Trusted Third Party-based
approach, where individual consumption proﬁles are aggregated at the third party and only sums are communicated
to the supplier. The other approach attempts to mask consumption proﬁles by adding randomness to the actual proﬁle
with an expectation of the random distribution of zero.
In [18] another twofold approach is presented: The ﬁrst
solution employs a sophisticated Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) in the Smart Meter to obtain signed tariﬀ data from
the supplier and calculate a trustworthy bill. The second
solution makes use of the electrical grid infrastructure as
a third party to anonymize up-to-date consumption values
sent out constantly by Smart Meters.
In [13] the authors ﬁrst perform an informal threat analysis of Smart Metering and provide a sketch for an attested
Smart Meter architecture. Using virtualization, mandatory
network access control and trusted computing techniques
this architecture enables multiple applications to use the
Smart Meter hardware and to work in a privacy-preserving
and integer manner. The article identiﬁes applications for
billing the consumer very closely to the data origin (in the
household) and applications that provide the consumer with
a consumer portal. They achieve privacy-preserving Smart
Metering billing by remote attestation of the billing software
in the TPM of the Smart Meter.
A cryptographic approach to Smart Meter privacy has
been presented in [9]. A privacy component homomorphically calculates the price locally in the household and only

RELATED WORK

Attacks on Smart Metering privacy.
The works [5, 6, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20] investigate in the broad
area of consumption trace analysis and behavior analysis
form energy consumption. The authors of [14], for instance,
investigate the eﬀectiveness of their developed behavior deduction using a NALM approach. Over the course of two
weeks they conducted an experiment that collected electrical data and video surveillance of the inhabitants. Their
developed system inferred behavior events and load events
from the electrical data and evaluated the performance of
behavior analysis with control data extracted from the video
surveillance. Finally, they construct a sample disclosure
metric that categorizes their behavior deductions into categories like presence, sleep schedule and others and rates
the disclosure in those categories according to the ability
of their behavior-extraction system. [11] on the other hand
focuses on detecting and characterizing diﬀerent appliances
according to load signatures.



reports the ﬁnal price and cryptographic proofs to the supplier. With the help of those proofs the correct calculation
with the correct tariﬀ can be veriﬁed. In contrast to [21]
this work focuses on how it can be built into existing Smart
Meter reporting protocols.
Another cryptographic approach very similar to [9] is described in [21]. It focuses on realizing a variety of diﬀerent
tariﬀ types with a cryptographic solution. Both approaches
have been jointly evaluated in Section 6.3 with respect to
their eﬀectiveness to the developed attacks.

ysis framework which allows us to conduct the attacks in
practice and which we apply to perform experiments on real
consumption traces.
Our experiments indicate that the task of ﬁnding relevant
anomalies in consumption traces for the linking by behavior anomaly is feasible and allows deduction of household
behavior. Regarding the linking by behavior pattern attack
our experiments suggest that tracking the consumption trace
across diﬀerent pseudonyms is also feasible and can be executed quite accurately. Finally, we analyzed diﬀerent mitigation techniques like lower resolution, frequent re-pseudonymization or data prevention with respect to their ability
to thwart our attacks: A lower Smart Metering resolution
has a mixed/good eﬀect on the LA/LP attacks respectively,
frequent re-pseudonymization requires very frequent (more
often than 20 days) changes of pseudonyms to have noticeable (less than 80% accuracy) eﬀects on linkability. Data
prevention, by privacy-preserving cryptographic approaches
that calculate the price in the household, has the best eﬀect
on both attacks and is also the most ﬂexible with respect to
high resolution time-of-use and real-time tariﬀs.
We have shown that alleged unlinkability introduced by
pseudonymity of consumption traces is not suﬃcient for consumer privacy. Using the right secondary data sources attackers can link pseudonymized consumption traces back to
consumers or track consumers across diﬀerent databases of
consumption traces. To prevent a failure of Smart Metering
due to consumer distrust solutions must be found, that allow legitimate calculations on consumption traces without
endangering consumer privacy.

Mitigation by anonymization.
In [3] the authors propose a system to separate the data
ﬂow from the Smart Meter into two ﬂows: One high- and
one low-frequency data ﬂow. The low frequency ﬂow is attributed with the household’s identity and can therefore be
used for billing. The high-frequency data ﬂow, that tells
more about the habits of household inhabitants, is transmitted anonymously by the Smart Meter. An escrow service, potentially provided by the manufacturer of the Smart
Meter, authenticates the anonymous high frequency ﬂow towards the utility so that trust can be placed in its authenticity. The escrow service can disclose the identity of the
high-frequency data ﬂow in case of abuse.
This approach anonymizes the high-frequency data ﬂow
but cannot mitigate our attack vectors. Our assumptions
are that attackers have access to anonymous (from their
point of view) consumption traces but still manage to create
linkability using correlation with secondary data sources.

Mitigation by hiding.

9.

In [10] the authors propose to use a ’Load Signature Moderator’ (LSM) and batteries to mask consumption events
that represent ’privacy threats’. The LSM either detects
or is notiﬁed by the appliances of approaching consumption events and could apply different algorithms like hiding, smoothing or obfuscation to hide those events from
the Smart Meter. The batteries serve as energy buﬀer and
enable the smoothing of actual loads. Then the authors
measure the achieved privacy protection using three metrics: relative entropy cluster classiﬁcation based similarity
and regression analysis with diﬀerent battery capacities and
their best-eﬀort moderation algorithm.
Our attack vectors would indeed be mitigated by the proposed approach. However, as the authors mention the proposed approach could conﬂict with cost-saving consumption
strategies. On another note, it is questionable whether consumer see that their privacy value oﬀsets the costs of such a
system. If combined with cost-saving strategies, this might
however be a desirable solution for consumers.

8.

FUTURE WORK

As we lack control data for our linking by behavior anomaly
attack we could not fully evaluate its practical impact. Future work in this area is thus the investigation of linkability
with adequate secondary data sources for willing consumers.
Another interesting question is whether persons can be
tracked across diﬀerent residencies. New apartments/houses
induce some change in consumption patterns but to some
extend personal habits and preferences might still be encoded in the consumption trace. A research question could
be whether there is a component in the energy consumption pattern that remains the same, i.e. that identiﬁes the
inhabitants even across residencies?

10.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented two attack vectors on the unlinkability
of pseudonymized Smart Metering consumption traces. The
ﬁrst attack linking by behavior anomaly attempts to link a
household identity to a pseudonymous consumption trace by
anomaly correlation. The second attack linking by behavior
pattern attempts to trace the origin of a consumption trace
across diﬀerent pseudonyms (due to re-pseudonymization or
due to storage in diﬀerent databases) by using patterns in
their electricity consumption. To demonstrate the impact
of the two attack vectors, we have presented a data anal-
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ABSTRACT

and more complicated. The increasing popularity and complexity make web applications a primary target for hackers
on the Internet. According to a recent survey [22], attacks
against web applications account for 63% of all Internet exploits. These attacks are commonly classiﬁed into two classes
[7]: 1) input validation attacks, which exploit the application’s insuﬃcient or erroneous sanitization of user inputs,
allowing malicious code to be injected into web applications,
and 2) state violation attacks, which exploit logic ﬂaws in
web applications, allowing restrictive functions and sensitive
information to be accessed at inappropriate states. For example, authentication bypass attack allows the attacker to
perform administrative operations over the web application.
This paper focuses on state violation attacks. While there
are a large body of literatures on input validation attacks
(e.g., [12, 25, 15, 11]), there have been very limited works
that address state violation attacks [4, 7, 10]. The major challenge for defending against state violation attacks
comes from the fact that application logic ﬂaws are speciﬁc
to the intended functionality of a particular web application.
Thus it is diﬃcult to develop a general approach that addresses state violation attacks towards diﬀerent applications.
Clearly, the key to approaching state violation attacks is to
derive the intended behavior model of a particular web application, i.e., the speciﬁcation of web application. The existing
works have presented both static and dynamic techniques to
infer the web application speciﬁcation. For example, MiMoSA [4] analyzes the application source code to derive an
intended workﬂow graph; Swaddler [7] establishes models of
session variables for each program block of the application
based on the execution traces; Waler [10] infers likely invariants of session variables at each program point during
execution. Such speciﬁcations can then be either leveraged
by model checking (e.g., MiMoSA, Waler) to identify vulnerabilities within the implementation or used at runtime
for detection of relevant attacks (e.g., Swaddler). However,
these existing works are limited in two aspects. First, they
all require the web application source code for instrumentation, which may not be available in practice. Second, they
all infer the application speciﬁcation at the program level,
which makes their approach closely coupled with the programming languages (e.g., PHP, JSP) and frameworks. The
correctness and accuracy of their derived speciﬁcations are
highly dependent on and thus limited by their capability of
dealing with language-level details. For example, MiMoSA
and Swaddler cannot handle object-oriented programs gracefully.
In this paper, we present BLOCK, a BLack-bOx approach
for detecting state violation attaCKs against web applica-

State violation attacks towards web applications exploit logic
ﬂaws and allow restrictive functions and sensitive information to be accessed at inappropriate states. Since application
logic ﬂaws are speciﬁc to the intended functionality of a particular web application, it is diﬃcult to develop a general
approach that addresses state violation attacks. To date,
existing approaches all require web application source code
for analysis or instrumentation in order to detect state violations.
In this paper, we present BLOCK, a BLack-bOx approach
for detecting state violation attaCKs. We regard the web
application as a stateless system and infer the intended web
application behavior model by observing the interactions between the clients and the web application. We extract a set
of invariants from the web request/response sequences and
their associated session variable values during its attack-free
execution. The set of invariants is then used for evaluating
web requests and responses at runtime. Any web request or
response that violates the associated invariants is identiﬁed
as a potential state violation attack. We develop a system
prototype based on the WebScarab proxy and evaluate our
detection system using a set of real-world web applications.
The experiment results demonstrate that our approach is
eﬀective at detecting state violation attacks and incurs acceptable performance overhead. Our approach is valuable
in that it is independent of the web application source code
and can easily scale up.
Keywords: black-box approach, state violation attack,
web application security, invariant

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, web applications have become
the most prevalent way for service delivery over the Internet. As they get deeply embedded in business activities and
required to support sophisticated functionalities, the design
and implementation of web applications are becoming more
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tions. Due to the stateless nature of HTTP protocol, session
variables are explicitly deﬁned in web applications to maintain the state of a web session. Session variables can be
maintained either at the client side (i.e., via cookies, URL
rewriting or hidden forms) or at the server side with a session
ID issued to the client for indexing. The key idea of BLOCK
is to infer the intended behavior model of the web application
(i.e., speciﬁcation) by observing the web request/response
sequences and their associated session variable values during attack-free executions. Then, the inferred model is used
for evaluating web requests and responses at runtime, combining with current session information. Any web request or
response that violates the model is identiﬁed as a potential
state violation attack and blocked. In particular, we leverage the stateless property of HTTP and regard the vector of
current values of session variables as part of the input along
with web request to the application, the web responses and
the updated session variables as the output. In this way, the
web application can be approximated as a stateless system.
Under this stateless system model, we characterize the application behavior from three aspects in the form of likely
invariants: 1) input invariants, which model the relationship
between the web requests and the session variable values, 2)
input/output invariants, which capture the relationship between the web request and response as well as the changes in
the session variables after the web request is processed, and
3) input/output sequence invariants, which leverage the historical web request/response pair sequences to capture the
application states that are not revealed by deﬁned session
variables.
To our knowledge, BLOCK is the ﬁrst black-box technique
that addresses state violation attacks towards web applications. Our approach is independent of the application source
code and able to handle a variety of programming frameworks. Thus, it can scale up to protect a large number of
web applications.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:

A web application manages the clients’ session states to
control the access over its restrictive functions and sensitive information, as well as enforce desired state transitions.
Although most current web application development frameworks provide session management mechanisms, it is still the
developer’s responsibility to deﬁne and check session variables at appropriate program points, which is usually done
in an ad-hoc manner. Three types of vulnerabilities are possibly introduced into the web application: (1) insuﬃcient
deﬁnition of session variables for diﬀerentiating all possible
states; (2) insuﬃcient checking of session variables at appropriate program points; (3) erroneous checking of session
variables that can be bypassed. They all make the web application vulnerable to state violation attacks (also referred
to as the workﬂow violation attack in Swaddler [7]). The
attacker can launch state violation attacks by sending web
requests to the web application, which violate the underlying requirements of expected web requests by the developers
at the current application state. We use a small PHP web
application, as shown in Fig.1, which contains several state
management vulnerabilities, as an example to illustrate state
violation attacks. This example is also used throughout the
paper to demonstrate how we address these attacks.
The ﬁrst example of state violation attack is authentication/authorization (simpliﬁed as auth hereafter) bypass.
The web application controls the access over its functions
by checking session variables indicating the user privilege
before its restrictive functions can be executed. If the application is not at the required state, the web application
will redirect the user to the login page, authorization page
or an error page. However, if there exists a path leading to the restrictive function with insuﬃcient or erroneous
checking of session variables, the attacker is able to bypass
the authentication/authorization. The example application
demonstrates three cases of auth bypass attacks. admin.php
and admin2.php contain restrictive functions, which should
only be accessed by admin users when the session variable
$ SESSION[‘privilege’] is set to the value of admin.

• We propose a black-box approach for detecting state
violation attacks. We regard the web application as
a stateless system and model the relations within web
requests, responses and session variables using a set of
invariants.

• In admin.php, there is no check on the session variable
$ SESSION[‘privilege’]. The attacker, being either a
guest or a regular user, can directly request the page
and access the admin functions.

• We implement a prototype of our detection system,
which is able to observe and analyze the interactions
between the clients and the web application, detect and
block state violation attacks.

• In admin2.php, even though there is an if condition
check on the session variable $privilege, the attacker
can append an additional parameter privilege to the
URL, for example http://example.com/admin2.php?
privilege=admin, and bypass the auth check. The reason is when the register global option of PHP interpreter is enabled, the parameter attached to the web
request will be automatically bound to a global variable, if such variable doesn’t exist in the current session
state. This vulnerability results from the inappropriate
or erroneous check on the session variable.

• We evaluate our detection system using a set of open
source web applications. The detection results show
that our approach is eﬀective at detecting state violation attacks and incurs acceptable performance overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II illustrates state violation attacks we target at. Our approach
is presented in detail in Section III. The following section
describes the implementation of our detection system prototype. Evaluation setup and results are given in Section V.
Section VI discusses related works and Section VII concludes
this paper.

2.

• In admin2.php, even when the auth check fails, the attacker is able to execute the restrictive functions after
the redirection (i.e., header function) by submitting a
POST request with the parameter title and change the
application’s title successfully. This is because there is
no exit function or an additional check after the redirection.

STATE VIOLATION ATTACK



<? php
include_once("header.php");
if (isset($_GET['logout'])){
session_start();
unset($_SESSION['username']);
unset($_SESSION['privilege']);
session_destroy();
print "You are logged out.<br>";
} else if (isset($_POST['email'])){
if (validateLogin($_POST['email'], $_POST['passwd'])){
$_SESSION['username'] = $_POST['email'];
if ($_POST['email'] == $admin_email){
$_SESSION['privilege'] = "admin";
} else {
$_SESSION['privilege'] = "user";
}
header("Location: index.php?username
=" . $_SESSION['username']);
exit();
} else {
die("Wrong username or password");
}
}
?>
<form action='login.php' method=post>
username: <input name="email" type="text"><br>
password: <input name="passwd" type="password"><br>
<input name="submit" type="submit"> </form>
< ?php include_once 'footer.html';?>

<? php
include_once 'header.php';
if (isset($_GET['username'])){
$userid = $_GET['username'];
showUserInfo($userid);
if ($_SESSION['privilege'] == "admin"){
print "<a href='admin.php'>Admin link</a><br >";
}
}
print "<a href='login.php?logout =1'>Logout</a><br>";
include_once 'footer.html';
?>
index.php

<? php
include_once 'header.php';
if ($privilege != "admin"){
header("Location: index.php?username
=".$_SESSION['username']);
}
if (isset($_POST['title'])){
modifyTitle($_POST['title']);
}
?>
<form action='admin2.php' method=post>
New title: <input name="title" type="text"><br>
<input name="submit" type="submit">
</form>
<a href='login.php?logout =1'>Logout</a>
<? php
include_once 'footer.html';?>

login.php

<? php include_once 'header.php';
logIdentity();
print "<a href='admin2.php'>Next step: change the
title</a>";
include 'footer.html'; ?>

admin2.php

admin.php

Figure 1: Example Application
The second example of state violation attack is parameter manipulation. In a lot of cases, the web application assumes implicit relations between the user’s input parameters
within web requests and the session state. Such a relationship may also be reﬂected from web responses returned by
the web application. If the application doesn’t check the
session state when accepting the web request, the attacker
is able to manipulate the input parameters and gain access
to unauthorized information. In the example application,
after the user logs in, he/she will be redirected to the index.php page, which displays his/her personal information.
The web application assumes the request parameter username is always equal to the value of session variable $ SESSION[‘username’]. If the equality relationship is not examined when the user’s personal information is retrieved, the
attacker is able to view any user’s information by modifying
the username parameter within the web request.
The third state violation attack is workﬂow bypass. A web
application usually has an intended workﬂow, which requires
the user to perform a predeﬁned sequence of operations to
complete a certain task. For example, an e-commerce website has a predeﬁned checkout procedure, which instructs the
customer to ﬁrst ﬁll in the shipping information and then the
credit card information before the order can be conﬁrmed
and submitted. Such a temporal relationship is enforced by
the restrictions over the session state transitions. However, if
the session variables are insuﬃciently deﬁned or checked for
guarding the desired state transitions, the attacker is able to
bypass certain required steps and violate the intended workﬂow. The example application requires the admin user ﬁrst
access admin.php, which logs his/her identify (by logIdentity function) before he/she can modify the application title
in admin2.php. The two steps indicate two diﬀerent session
states and the transition between them should be guarded
by the web application. However, there is no session variable

deﬁned for indicating whether the identity of the admin user
has been logged or not. The attacker can directly point to
admin2.php page without his/her identity being logged.

3. APPROACH
Our approach for detecting state violation attacks has two
key phases. In the training phase, the intended behavior
model of the web application (i.e., the speciﬁcation) is derived by observing the web request/response sequences and
the corresponding session variable values during its attackfree execution. In the detection phase, the inferred model
is used to evaluate each incoming web request and outgoing
web response and detect any violations.
Due to the stateless nature of HTTP protocol, session variables are explicitly deﬁned in web applications to maintain
the state of a web session. There are two ways for maintaining session states: 1) client side only, where session states
are directly carried in cookies, hidden forms, or URLs; 2)
collaboration of the client and the server, where the server
stores the session states and issues a session ID to the client
for indexing its session states. In either case, session states
can be retrieved at runtime for each web request independent of the web application implementation. For example,
when session states are carried in cookies, hidden forms, or
rewritten URLs, they can be directly retrieved from the web
requests. When session states are kept in the server side,
they can be found either in a ﬁle or a database table. In
the case of PHP, the session state is by default stored in
temporary ﬁles located at /var/lib/php5, which is indexed
by session ID within web requests, while in the case of JSP,
the session state is persisted in database tables.
One straightforward approach to modeling the application
behavior is to derive its states from the session variables and
their values directly. Yet, this approach has several issues:



1) at one application state, session variables may exhibit a
large range of values. For example, $ SESSION[‘username’]
can assume as many possible values as the number of registered users in the same application state. Thus, directly using session variable values to diﬀerentiate application states
may result in a large number of spurious states; 2) deﬁnition of session variables may be missing from the application
implementation. As a result, two application states in the
speciﬁcation can not be diﬀerentiated by the collection of
all session variables. For example, in the application shown
in Fig. 1, there is no session variable deﬁned for indicating
whether the admin user identity has been logged.
Our approach follows the stateless property of HTTP and
regards the session variables as part of the input to the web
application along with web requests. Similarly, the output of
the application consists of the web response and the session
variables. In this way, the web application can be regarded
as a stateless system, as shown in Fig. 2. Under this stateless system model, we characterize the application behavior
in the form of three types of likely invariants. 1) Type I input
invariants: recall that the web application input consists of
the web request and the values of the session variables when
the request is made. This type of invariants models the relationship between the web requests and the session variable
values. Essentially, it tries to capture the constraints on the
web requests at certain session states. By identifying the invariant component of session variables, this approach avoids
the introduction of spurious states by unnecessary session
variables. 2) Type II input/output invariants: this type of
invariants models the relationship between the web request
and response as well as the changes in the session variables
after the web request is processed. Essentially, it tries to
capture the constraints on the application state transition
and the input/output dependency at a certain state. Both
type I and II invariants rely on the session variables to infer the application states. When the session variables are
not suﬃciently deﬁned, we need a third type of invariant.
3) Type III input/output sequence invariants: this type of
invariants models the relationship between consecutive web
request/response pairs. Essentially, it tries to capture the
application states that are not revealed by deﬁned session
variables by leveraging the historical request/response information. In the following sections, we ﬁrst formalize our
system model and then illustrate how to extract three types
of invariants and apply them into runtime detection.

3.1

of possible web responses, we decompose a web page into a
web template, the number of which is ﬁnite, with a set of
dynamic contents, which become output parameters. If we
assign a unique ID to each static template, a web response
can be symbolized as a web template ID (i.e., web response
key v(mout )) and a set of output parameter name/value pair
Q(min ). In the next section, we illustrate how to symbolize a web page into a web template with a set of output
parameters.
POST http://example.com/login.php username=testuser&passwd=xx

r (request key)

P (input parameter)

min

$_SESSION[‘privilege’]=null&$_SESSION[‘username’]=null

S (session variable)
Template: t.index_user

/html/body: user info for testuser

v (response key)

Web
Application
F

Q (output parameter)

$_SESSION[‘privilege’]=“user”&$_SESSION[‘username’]=“testuser”

mout

S (session variable)

Figure 2: A stateless view of web application

3.2 Web Page Symbolization
To symbolize a web page, we ﬁrst extract the web templates (O) from all the observed web pages (D). Then, given
a web page d ∈ D, we classify it into a most possible template
(v) and extract the set of output parameters (Q) accordingly.
Techniques for extraction of templates from web pages have
been presented in existing literatures [19, 13]. In this paper,
we leverage the method from TEXT [13], which expresses
the DOM tree structure of a web page as a set of essential
paths. Our template extraction procedure contains the following four steps. Step 1 and 2 are similar to TEXT and
step 3 and 4 are designed to fulﬁll the purpose of template
extraction in our context.
(1) Transformation: the DOM tree structure of a web page
d is ﬁrst transformed into a set of paths Pd . Here, we focus on the paths that lead to the leaf text nodes, which
carry the information sent back to the clients within web
pages. An index page from our example application can be
expressed as three paths: “/html/body/Welcome to the application”, “/html/body/user information for: testuser.” and
“/html/body/a/logout”, as shown in Fig.3.

System Model

Web Page

As shown in Fig.2, a web application is regarded as a stateless system F , which accepts an input min and emits an output mout , expressed as F (min ) = mout . An input min consists of a web request and a set of session variable name/value
pair S(min ). To facilitate detection, we further decompose a
web request into two components: a web request key r(min ),
which includes the HTTP request method and the target ﬁle,
and a set of input parameter name/value pair P (min ). In
this paper, we only consider GET and POST methods and
focus on PHP pages. For example, the web request keys
include GET-login.php, POST-login.php, in the application
shown in Fig. 1. Similarly, an output consists of a web response and a set of session variable name/value pair S(mout ).
A web response is a synthesized web page, which is usually
generated by ﬁlling dynamic contents into static web page
structure (i.e., template). To deal with the inﬁnite number

/html/body/Welcome to the example application.
/html/body/user information for: testuser
All paths
/html/body/a/Logout

/html/body/Welcome to the example application.
/html/body/a/Logout
/html/body/user information for:  testuser
Template paths

(t.index_user)

Output parameter

Figure 3: An example of page symbolization
(2) Pruning: to extract templates from all the paths, those
paths that lead to dynamic contents should be pruned. To
do so, we deﬁne the support of a path as the number of pages
in D that contain the path. Since the occurrence of a path



An example invariant of this type is Sinv (GET-index.php) =
{$ SESSION[‘username’], $ SESSION[‘privilege’] }.
(2) A set of input parameters Pinv (r) that are always
present. An example invariant of this type is Pinv (POSTlogin.php) = {email, passwd}.
(3) For a speciﬁc session variable s ∈ Sinv (r), its value is
drawn from an enumeration set V (s, r). For example, invariants of this type include: V ($ SESSION[‘privilege’], GETadmin.php) = {admin}, V ($ SESSION[‘privilege’], GETindex.php) = {admin, user};
(4) For a speciﬁc input parameter p ∈ Pinv (r), its value is
drawn from an enumeration set V (p, r).
(5) The value of an input parameter p ∈ Pinv (r) is always
equal to the value of a session variable s ∈ Sinv (r). For
the request key GET-index.php, the session variable $ SESSION[‘username’] is always equal to the input parameter
username.

that belongs to a template is generally higher, paths with
low support are most likely dynamic contents and should be
pruned. For each page d, the minimum support threshold
td is deﬁned as the mode (i.e., the most frequent value) of
the occurrence of paths that are contained in the page. Note
that using one threshold for all the pages is inappropriate as
each template may generate diﬀerent number of pages. After
the paths with support lower than the threshold are pruned,
each page is expressed as a set of “essential” paths. We use
ep(d) to denote the number of essential paths contained in
the page d.
(3) Clustering: two web pages are probably generated
from the same web template if they have similar set of essential paths. The similarity (Dist) between two pages di dj
is deﬁned as follows:
Dist(di , dj ) = 

cp(di , dj )
ep(di ) × ep(dj )

(1)

3.3.2

Type II Invariant

where cp(di , dj ) is the number of common essential paths
The input/output pairs with the same key pair (r, v) are
contained in di and dj . We then perform hierarchical aggrouped together. We ﬁrst extract the same set of invariants
glomerative clustering over all pages based on the above
as type I for the key pair. For example, an invariant drawn
similarity metric. Each resulting cluster corresponds to a
for the key pair (GET-login.php, t.logout) is that V (logout,
web template. The essential path set of a new template is
(GET-login.php, t.logout) = {1} and the input parameter
the intersection of path sets from the two templates that are
logout is added into Pinv (GET-login.php, t.logout).
merged together.
We also extract two new invariants for each key pair (r, v):
(4) Parametrization: for each page in D, after eliminating
(1) The value of an output parameter is always equal to the
the essential paths contained in the template it belongs to,
value of an input parameter and/or a session variable. This
the remaining paths in its path set belong to output paraminvariant reﬂects the dataﬂow within the web application.
eters. The parameter is identiﬁed by the path leading to the
An invariant for the key pair (POST-login.php, t.index user )
text node and its value is the content of the text node. We
is that the output parameter /html/body/ of the template
extract those parameters that are observed in all the pages
t.index user is always equal to the session variable $ SESthat belong to the template as the set of output parameters
SION[‘username’] and the input parameter username.
of the template. For each parameter, we put the common
(2) The session state is unchanged. For example, the user’s
parts (i.e., tokens) from all the observed values into the pasession state always stays the same by observing the key pair
rameter name and only extract the variable part as its value.
(GET-login.php, t.login form), but evolves for the key pair
For the example application, we obtain seven templates.
(POST-login.php, t.index user ).
They are the login page (t.login form), logout page (t.logout),
wrong login page (t.wrong login), regular user information
page (t.index user ), admin user information page (t.index admin), 3.3.3 Type III Invariant
logging identity page (t.admin) and the title change page
For each request key r, we extract the following invariant:
(t.title form). As shown in Fig.3, the template t.index user
(1) A set of input/output key pairs that always precede
has a parameter “/html/body/user information for:”, which
the web request key in one session. An invariant of this
displays the user’s information and its value is the current
type is the key pair (GET-admin.php, t.admin) always preuser name.
cedes the request key GET-admin2.php and the key pair
Given a web page d, it is ﬁrst transformed into a set of
(GET-admin2.php, t.title form) always occurs before POSTpaths. Then, it is classiﬁed into the template v that has the
admin2.php.
highest similarity with its path set (i.e., v = argmax(Dist(d, vi )),
vi ∈ O). The corresponding output parameters for the tem3.4 Detection
plate are ﬁnally extracted.
Each web request key r is associated with a set of invariants, including both type I and type III invariants. Each
3.3 Invariant Extraction
input/output key pair (r, v) is also associated with a set of
We extract three types of invariants: (1) type I input intype II invariants. For detection, each invariant is transvariants, indexed by the web request key r; (2) type II informed into an evaluation function, which operates on an
put/output invariants, indexed by the key pair (r, v); (3)
input or an input/output pair. If the input or input/output
type III input/output sequence invariants, also indexed by
pair satisﬁes the invariant, the function returns true. Oththe request key r. We also show some example invariants
erwise, the function returns false. The runtime detection is
extracted from the application in Fig.1.
performed in two phases:
(1) validating the input min : the web request is accepted,
3.3.1 Type I Invariant
if and only if the request key has been observed and all the
The inputs with the same request key r are grouped toinvariants associated with it are satisﬁed. Otherwise, the
gether. We extract the following types of invariants for each
web request is dropped.
request key r.
(2) validating the input/output pair (min , mout ): the web
page is sent back to the user if and only if the corresponding
(1) A set of session variables Sinv (r) that are always present.



key pair has been observed and all the invariants associated
with it are satisﬁed. Otherwise, the web page is blocked.
All the attacks that exploit the example application can be
detected by our extracted invariants. (1) Each auth bypass
attack instance violates the invariants associated with three
request keys GET-admin.php, GET-admin2.php and POSTadmin2.php respectively and are detected at the ﬁrst phase.
For example, the ﬁrst attack instance violates the invariant
V ($ SESSION[‘privilege’], GET-admin.php) = {admin}. (2)
the parameter manipulation attack violates the invariant
associated with the request key GET-index.php where the
input parameter username is always equal to the session
variable $ SESSION[‘username’] and is detected in the ﬁrst
phase. It also violates the invariant of the key pair (GETindex.php, t.index user ) that the output parameter “/html/
body/user information for:” is equal to both the input parameter username and $ SESSION[‘username’]. (3) the
workﬂow bypass attack violates the invariant associated with
the request key GET-admin2.php that the key pair (GETadmin.php, t.admin) always precedes the request key and is
detected in the ﬁrst phase.

4.

Web Server

Web Applicaon
Database

Index by session id

Session
Info

Figure 4: Overview of BLOCK

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the prototype of our detection system BLOCK
as a proxy that sits between the web application and the
client, as shown in Fig. 4. BLOCK is capable of intercepting all the messages exchanged between the web application
and the client and taking snapshots of the user’s session information stored at the server side. To capture the web
requests and responses, we build BLOCK on top of WebScarab [18], an open source web application testing tool,
which is deployed at the web server and conﬁgured as a reverse proxy. PHP web applications, which are our focus in
this paper, by default store the users’ session information in
temporary ﬁles at the directory /var/lib/php5. BLOCK is
able to locate the correct session ﬁles, indexed by the session ID within the web request, and read the user’s session
information. BLOCK can be operated in two modes: training and detection. In the training mode, BLOCK collects
the observed web requests, responses and their associated
session information, analyzes those execution traces and extracts the set of relevant invariants. In the detection mode,
BLOCK monitors the interactions between the clients and
the web application, dynamically detects and blocks those
potential attacks that violate the extracted invariants. We
note that BLOCK can be easily extended to other platforms
other than PHP by just modifying the component that accesses the session information to handle a variety of programming frameworks. For example, in the case of Tomcat
servlet, the component should be able to access database
tables via JDBC drivers, which store persistent session information. Our implementation is independent of the web
application (i.e., doesn’t require the source code for analysis
or instrumentation). Thus, it can scale up to protect a large
number of web applications.

4.1

P
r
o
x
y

Client/
Simulator

Training Mode

The components of BLOCK in the training mode are shown
in Fig. 5. Whenever a web request or a web page is captured,
the message constructor takes a snapshot of the current session state and composes the corresponding messages, which
is sent to the trace collector. After suﬁcient traces have been
collected, BLOCK will perform oﬄine learning. The trace

processor ﬁrst extracts web templates from observed web
pages, then parses both the input and output messages into
the designated format: a request or response key associated
with a set of key/value pairs for both parameters and session variables. The parsed traces are fed into the invariant
extractor, where all three types of invariants are derived.
Especially, the value-related invariants (e.g., the equality relationship between variables, the enumeration value set of
variables) are inferred by leveraging Daikon engine [9], a
well-known tool for dynamic inference of program invariants. The traces are transformed into the format required by
Daikon engine and the output is a set of invariants extracted
for each declared entry. Presence-related invariants are extracted by self-developed programs. All extracted invariants
comprise the web application’s speciﬁcation.

User
Simulator

Message Constructor

Web Page

Web
Applicaon

Trace Collector
Templates

Template Extractor

Invariants

Invariant Extractor

Session
Info

Figure 5: Training Mode

4.2 Detection Mode
Once the invariants are extracted, BLOCK switches to
the detection mode, as shown in Fig. 6. The invariant interpreter loads and interprets the extracted invariants. At
runtime, the message constructor combines session information with the intercepted web request, composes an input
and sends it to the detector for evaluation. If the input is
accepted, the web request is forwarded to the web application and logged as the current input for the web application.
Otherwise, the web request is dropped. When the message
constructor receives a web response, if the response is a redirection, the subsequent web request will not be evaluated or
logged. If the response is a web page, the message constructor assigns the web page a response key based on its web
template, composes an output and sends it to the detector,
where the output is paired with the current input and evaluated. If the output is accepted, the web page is returned to
the client and the key pair is logged for the current user session. Otherwise, the web response is blocked and the current
input is invalidated. After the user’s session has terminated,
all of the logged key pairs are cleaned up.

5. EVALUATION
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Figure 6: Detection Mode

We evaluate our approach using a set of open source PHP
web applications, which are representative with diﬀerent types
of functionalities. (1) Scarf is a conference management system, which is used for managing sessions, papers, users and
comments. It is known with an auth bypass vulnerability
(CVE-2006-5909). The attacker can directly visit the administrative page generaloptions.php and modify the system
settings and user accounts, since the admin page doesn’t
check the privilege of current user. It echoes the ﬁrst case
of auth bypass in the example application. (2) Simplecms
is a simple content management system that allows the admin to publish and manage contents. It is also vulnerable
to an auth bypass attack in Auth.php page (BID 19386). It
uses the register globals mechanism insecurely. An attacker
can append a parameter loggedin to the web request and
bypass the authentication check. It echoes the second case
of auth bypass in the example application. (3) Bloggit is
a blog application that supports web blog management. It
also has an auth bypass vulnerability (CVE-2006-7014) in
admin.php page where the restrictive code continues being
executed after the auth check fails. It echoes the third case
of auth bypass in the example application. (4) Wackopicko
[24] is an online photo sharing website that allows users to
upload pictures, comment on and purchase other people’s
pictures, etc. It is initially written for testing web application vulnerability scanners. It is designed with a number
of vulnerabilities, such as cross-site scripting, SQL injection,
ﬁle inclusion, etc. Here, we focus on its parameter manipulation vulnerability. After a user logs in, he/she can view
the personal information in home.php page. However, an
attacker can manipulate the userid parameter to view any
other user’s information and owned pictures. (5) OsCommerce [17] is a widely-used open source e-commerce application. To evaluate our approach of handling workﬂow bypass
attacks, we instrument one vulnerability into the checkout
procedure, which allows the attacker to directly go to the
payment page without selecting the shipping method and
the total charge doesn’t include shipping fees. Table 1 shows
a summary of web applications we use for evaluation.
All the web applications and BLOCK (based on WebScarab) are deployed on a 2.13GHz Core 2 Linux server with
2GB RAM, running Ubuntu 10.10, Apache web server (version 2.2.16) and PHP (version 5.3.3). To collect training
traces, each web application is driven by a user simulator,
which emulates the interactions between a normal user and
the web application. For each web application, user roles
and atomic operations are ﬁrst identiﬁed manually. Then,
the user simulator is developed based on the Selenium webdriver [21] to emulate a normal user operating a web application. The simulator leverages a library of user information



Table 1: Summary of Evaluated Web Applications
Application PHP
Description
Vulnerability
ﬁles
Scarf
21
Conference
Auth
bypass
management (CVE-2006-5909)
system
Simplecms
23
Content
Auth
bypass
management (BID 19386)
system
BloggIt
24
Blog engine
Auth
bypass
(CVE-2006-7104)
Wackopicko 53
Photo shar- Parameter
maing website
nipulation
OsCommerce 533
Open source Workﬂow bypass
e-commerce
(instrumented)
solution

of all the undergraduate students from a network security
class and is able to automatically explore the web application, such as clicking the links, ﬁlling in and submitting
forms. Among the available atomic operations for the currently chosen user, it randomly selects one as the emulated
user’s next step. The user simulator is set up at a 2.83GHz
Core 2 desktop with 8GB RAM running Windows 7 and
Firefox 4. The client is connected to the web server using
Ethernet.

5.1 Detection Effectiveness
BLOCK ﬁrst runs in the training mode to collect the execution traces, generated by the user simulators. Table 2
shows the summary of our collected traces 1 . Then, it analyzes those traces, extracts web request keys, web page templates, as well as all three types of invariants. To observe
the impact of the training set size on the number of derived
invariants, we vary the training set size and calculate the
resulting invariants. Fig. 7 shows the experiment result we
obtain for the Scarf application. We can see that the numbers of type I and III invariants initially decrease and then
converge with the increase of training set size, indicating the
elimination of false invariants learnt from insuﬃcient training samples. The number of type II invariants ﬁrst increases,
due to the exploration of new state space that has not been
revealed by the small training set, then also slowly converges.
Based on this observation, we use the training set for each
application where the number of invariants converges.
800

Number of invariants

Web Server

BLOCK
Web Request

600

Type I Invariant
Type II Invariant
Type III Invariant

400
200
0
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1000

1500

2000

2500

3000
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Figure 7: Number of invariants vs. Training set size
(Scarf application)
1
Here, we note that our training only covers the part of most
used functions for customers in OsCommerce application.
Also, we don’t count redirection headers as web pages.

Application

Requests

Scarf
Simplecms
BloggIt
Wackopicko
OsCommerce

3225
2661
2657
2949
3879

Web
Pages
3200
2555
2645
2946
3444

Table 2: Summary of Training Set
Request
Web Tem- Key
Keys
plates
Pairs
21
26
69
17
12
34
16
13
47
20
12
30
25
36
123

Then BLOCK switches to the detection mode. The clean
test set is generated by both the user simulators and the undergraduate students who manually operate the web applications. Ten attack instances are manually generated under
diﬀerent circumstances against each web application. Table
3 shows the summary of the test set and all the detection results. All of the attacks are successfully detected by BLOCK
and the false positives for both web requests and responses
are fairly low. This fact demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of
our approach at detecting state violation attacks.
We further investigate those false positives and ﬁnd out
two major sources. One is the incomplete exploration of the
web application performed by the user simulator. The capability of the user simulator determines the state space that
our detection system can characterize for the web application. The more the simulator explores, the richer and more
accurate these invariants are. In our evaluation, some false
positives result from error pages that are not explored by the
simulator, thus not observed and proﬁled by the invariant
extractor. In practice, if real-world traces are available, our
detection system can be readily applied and work eﬀectively.
The other source of false positives is the inaccurate symbolization of web pages. Page symbolization aﬀects both the
training and detection phase. In the training phase, both
the number and the quality of the inferred invariants, especially for type II, are closely related with the number of
extracted web templates. We can see that the number of
type I and III invariants converges very fast, thus leading to
an extremely low number of false positives for web requests,
while type II invariants bring more false positives of web responses. In the detection phase, due to the content drift of
web pages, it is possible that a web page is classiﬁed into a
wrong template, which likely results in an unobserved pair
of input/output and thus a false positive. We use the same
clustering threshold for all applications to extract web templates, which also introduces certain level of inaccuracies.
Since web template extraction is not our focus in this paper,
we adapt the methods from TEXT [13] and it works well
with the web application we use for evaluation. To increase
the accuracy and robustness of web page symbolization, advanced algorithms or manual audit can be introduced for
guiding the process.
The detection results also show the types of invariants
violated by diﬀerent attacks. Auth bypass attacks on insuﬃcient checking of session variables result in violations
of type I invariants that are imposed on the session state,
when web requests are received. They would also violate
type III invariants due to the missing step of authentication/authorization. Parameter manipulation attacks can be
detected by type I invariants, if the input parameters are
related to the session variables. They may also be identiﬁed
by type II invariants, if the corresponding web pages contain

Type
Inv
90
56
65
36
374

I

Type II
Inv
640
190
377
155
4609

Type III
Inv
11
28
9
37
26

output parameters that are related with the session state.
Workﬂow bypass attacks will be blocked in the same manner as auth bypass attacks, if the session variables, which
are used for guarding the state transitions, are not checked.
If there are no such guarding session variables, e.g., in the
example application, type III invariants would help to identify workﬂow bypass attacks due to the constraints imposed
on the sequence of operations.

5.2 Performance Overhead
Since our detection system sits between the client and the
web application, it will aﬀect the response time of the web
application. First, the WebScarab proxy intercepts and forwards all the messages exchanged between the user and the
web application, which would increase the response time.
Second, the integrated detector evaluates the web requests
and web pages, which also introduces additional delay. To
measure the performance overhead brought by our detection system, we use the simulators to perform a designated
sequence of operations and log the response time for every web request. We compare the performance under three
conﬁgurations: 1) without WebScarab proxy, 2) with WebScarab proxy deployed but the detector disabled, 3) with
WebScarab proxy deployed and the detector enabled. Figure 8 shows the summary of the averaged response time for
each application under the above three scenarios. We can
see that the average response time increases by a factor from
1.5 to around 5, if BLOCK is deployed and enabled. While
the resulting response time is still acceptable, we notice that
more than 90% of the overhead is brought by the WebScarab
proxy and only a small amount is introduced by the detector.
For our current prototype implementation, no modiﬁcations
or conﬁgurations are made to the WebScarab proxy to enhance its performance. If a more light-weight and eﬃcient
proxy (e.g, Apache mod proxy) is employed for integrating
our detection system, it is possible to reduce the response
time, which serves as our future work.

80
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without WebScarab
with WebScarab (without Detector)

60

with WebScarab (with Detector)
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20
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Figure 8: Summary of performance overhead
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Scarf
Simplecms
BloggIt
Wackopicko
OsCommerce

5.3

Requests
(clean
test set)
1364
1731
1044
1322
1505

Table
Web pages
(clean test
set)
1360
1688
1024
1314
1460

3: Summary of Detection Result
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There is one limitation of BLOCK we would like to point
out. BLOCK only observes and models the relations between web requests, web responses and the session variables.
Thus it cannot handle the attacks that violate the persistent
states that exist in database tables. If BLOCK is extended
to capture and analyze the SQL queries/responses from a
database, it has the potential to handle this type of state
violation attack. This serves as our future work.
Our technique bears the same limitations as other dynamic
analysis techniques. The completeness and correctness of
inferred invariants cannot be guaranteed. In order to put
BLOCK into practice, introducing some manual intervention
is preferable to guarantee suﬃcient training and suppress
false positives. In the future, we would like to investigate
mechanisms for automatic veriﬁcation of likely invariants.

tions that attract state violation attacks. While they may
achieve better accuracy (i.e., less false positives) than blackbox techniques, their capability is limited in that they rely
on precise modeling of the application source code and programming frameworks, which is diﬃcult and not scalable.
The most related work to ours is Swaddler [7], which also
detects state violation attacks at runtime by evaluating the
deviations of session variables when entering a speciﬁc program block. One major deﬁciency of Swaddler is that it completely depends on user deﬁned session variables. In cases
where insuﬃcient session variables are deﬁned, as shown in
the example application, it cannot detect those attacks. In
contrast, our Type III invariants that are deﬁned based on
the web request/response history can capture the application
state that is not revealed by deﬁned session variables. Thus
even when the session variables are insuﬃcient or unreliable,
our approach is still eﬀective.

6.

6.2 Speciﬁcation Inference of Software

RELATED WORK

Our work falls within the category of web application security and our approach is closely related to the speciﬁcation
inference of software.

6.1

Software speciﬁcation is essential for veriﬁcation of program behaviors and program testing. However, a complete
and machine understandable speciﬁcation is rarely available.
Thus, researchers are motivated to study the problem of inferring software speciﬁcations. Static inference techniques
analyze the program code to extract the partial orders of
function calls [14], while dynamic inference techniques try to
proﬁle the program behavior through mining program execution traces. Daikon engine [9], the most famous tool in this
ﬁeld, extracts value-related invariants by matching invariant
templates to expressions. Strauss [2] formalizes the speciﬁcation mining as a grammar inference problem and learns
probabilistic ﬁnite state automata (PFSA) from traces. Perracotta [26] mines two-letter alternating patterns of functions from imperfect traces. Gk-tail [16] builds extended
ﬁnite state machine (EFSM) combining both value-related
and temporal properties. Our approach falls into the category of dynamic inference techniques. Diﬀerent from these
generic software speciﬁcation inference methods, our work
leverages the unique stateless feature of HTTP protocol and
its associated session management mechanism and can be
applied to distributed client/server web applications.

Web Application Security

Web application security has been a popular research topic
these years. A large body of existing works investigate input validation attacks, such as cross-site scripting, SQL injection, which exploit the applications’ insuﬃcient or erroneous sanitization of the user inputs. Compared with state
violation ﬂaws, which is the focus of this paper, input validation ﬂaws are independent of the application logic and
thus can be captured via a general speciﬁcation. For example, the information ﬂow model has been applied to the
input validation problem, where a set of data input points
are deﬁned as sources, and the security sensitive operations
are modeled as sinks. Based on this model, both static and
dynamic program analysis techniques are employed to identify the insuﬃcient or erroneous sanitizations within the web
application, which result in insecure information ﬂow [12]. It
is worth noting that the black-box approach [20], techniques
that analyze the external request/response ﬂow [1, 23], and
approaches of inferring a DFA for web requests [15, 11] have
been presented to address input validation attacks. Blackbox techniques have also been applied to address other problems within web applications, such as post-migration testing
(Splitter [8]), insider threats (CADS [6]), form tampering
(NoTamper [5]) and HTTP parameter pollution [3]. However, due to diﬀerent nature of problems, they don’t take
into account the internal state of the web application and
can not be applied to state violation attacks.
MiMoSA [4] and Waler [10] employ white-box analysis
techniques to identify vulnerabilities within web applica-

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents BLOCK, a black-box approach for detecting state violation attacks, and evaluates its prototype
implementation using a set of open source PHP web applications. The results validate the eﬀectiveness of BLOCK. Our
approach is valuable in that it is independent of the web application source code and can ﬁt into a large variety of web
application hosting scenarios based on diﬀerent application
frameworks, where the source code may not be available.
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ABSTRACT

ies for another site (say, bank.com). However, browsers enforce no restrictions on outgoing requests: if a user visits an
evil.com web page, possibly because of an enticing email
(see Figure 1), a script on this page can send a request to
bank.com. Moreover, the user’s browser will automatically
include bank.com’s cookies with this request, thus enabling
Cross-site Request Forgery (CSRF). A CSRF attack thus
enables one site to “forge” a user’s request to another site.
Using this attack, evil.com may be able to transfer money
from the user’s account to the attacker’s account [24]. Alternatively, evil.com may be able to reconﬁgure a ﬁrewall
protecting a home or local area network, allowing it to connect to vulnerable services on this network [2, 3].
Since CSRF attacks involve cross-domain requests, a web
application can thwart them by ensuring that every sensitive
request originates from its own pages. One easy way to
do this is to rely on the Referrer header of an incoming
HTTP request. This information is supplied by a browser
and cannot be changed by scripts, and can thus provide a
basis for verifying the domain of the page that originated a
request. Unfortunately, referrer header is often suppressed
by browsers, client-side proxies or network equipment due to
privacy concerns [1]. An alternative to the Referrer header,
called Origin header [1], has been proposed to mitigate these
privacy concerns, but this header is not supported by most
browsers. As a result, it becomes the responsibility of a web
application developer to implement mechanisms to verify the
originating web page of a request.
A common technique for identifying a same-origin request
is to associate a nonce with each web page, and ensuring
that all requests from this page will supply this nonce as
one of the parameters. Since the SOP prevents attackers
from reading the content of pages from other domains, they
are unable to obtain the nonce value and include it in a request, thus providing a way to ﬁlter them out. Many web
application frameworks further simplify the incorporation of
this technique [23, 8, 12]. Nevertheless, it is ultimately the
responsibility of a web application developer to incorporate
these mechanisms. Unfortunately, some web application developers are not aware of CSRF threats and may not use
these CSRF prevention techniques. Even when the developer is aware of CSRF, such a manual process is prone to
programmer errors — a programmer may forget to include
the checks for one of the pages, or may omit it because of a
mistaken belief that a particular request is not vulnerable.
As a result, CSRF vulnerabilities are one of the most commonly reported web application vulnerabilities, and is listed
as the fourth most important software vulnerability in the

Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) vulnerabilities constitute one of the most serious web application vulnerabilities,
ranking fourth in the CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors. By exploiting this vulnerability, an attacker can submit requests to a web application using a victim user’s credentials. A successful attack can lead to compromised accounts, stolen bank funds or information leaks.
This paper presents a new server-side defense against CSRF
attacks. Our solution, called jCSRF, operates as a serverside proxy, and does not require any server or browser modiﬁcations. Thus, it can be deployed by a site administrator
without requiring access to web application source code, or
the need to understand it. Moreover, protection is achieved
without requiring web-site users to make use of a speciﬁc
browser or a browser plug-in. Unlike previous server-side
solutions, jCSRF addresses two key aspects of Web 2.0: extensive use of client-side scripts that can create requests to
URLs that do not appear in the HTML page returned to the
client; and services provided by two or more collaborating
web sites that need to make cross-domain requests.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The stateless nature of HTTP necessitates mechanisms
for maintaining authentication credentials across multiple
HTTP requests. Most web applications rely on cookies for
this purpose: on a successful login, a web application sets a
cookie that serves as the authentication credential for future
requests from the user’s browser. As long as this login session is active, the user is no longer required to authenticate
herself; instead, the user’s browser automatically sends this
cookie (and all other cookies set by the same server) with
every request to the same web server.
The same origin policy (SOP), enforced by browsers, ensures conﬁdentiality of cookies: in particular, it prevents
one web site (say, evil.com) from reading or writing cook∗ This
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Figure 1: Illustration of a CSRF attack
CWE Top 25 list [6].
Prompted by the prevalence of CSRF vulnerabilities and
their potential impact, researchers have developed techniques
to retroﬁt CSRF protection into existing applications. NoForge [16] implements CSRF protection using the same basic
nonce-based approach outlined earlier. On the server-side,
it intercepts every page sent to a client, and rewrites URLs
found on the page (including hyperlinks and form destinations) so that they supply the nonce when requested. RequestRodeo [15] is conceptually similar but is deployed on the
client-side rather than the server side. Unfortunately, since
these techniques rely on static rewriting of link names, they
don’t work well with Web 2.0 applications that construct
web pages dynamically on the browser. More generally, existing CSRF defenses suﬀer from one or more of the following
drawbacks:

are aimed at identifying same-origin requests. However, there are many instances where one domain may
trust another, and want to permit cross-origin requests
from that domain. Such cross-origin requests are not
supported by existing server-side solutions, and there
does not seem to be any natural way to extend them to
achieve this.
We therefore present a new approach for CSRF defense
that does not suﬀer from any of the above drawbacks. Our
solution, called jCSRF, is implemented in the form of a
server-side proxy. Note that on web servers such as Apache
that support a plug-in architecture, jCSRF can be implemented as a web server module, thus avoiding the drawbacks
associated with proxies such as additional performance overheads and HTTPS compatibility.
jCSRF operates by interposing transparently on the communication between clients and servers, modifying them as
needed to protect against CSRF attacks. As a server-side
proxy, it avoids any need for server-side changes. jCSRF
also avoids client-side changes by implementing client-side
processing using a script that it injects into outgoing pages.
It can protect requests for resources that are already present
in the web page served to a client, as well as requests that are
dynamically constructed subsequently within the browser by
scripts. Finally, it incorporates a new protocol that enables
support of legitimate cross-domain requests.
jCSRF protects all POST requests automatically, without
any programmer eﬀort, but as we describe later, it is diﬃcult (for our technique and those of others) to protect against
GET-based CSRF without some programmer eﬀort. Moreover, GET-requests are supposed to be free of side-eﬀects as
per RFC2616 [9], in which case they won’t be vulnerable to
CSRF. For these reasons, jCSRF currently does not protect
against GET-based CSRF.

1. Need for programmer eﬀort and/or server-side modiﬁcations. Many existing defenses are designed to be used by
programmers during the software development phase. In
addition to requiring programmer eﬀort, they are often
speciﬁc to a development language or server environment. More importantly, they cannot be deployed by a
site administrator or operator that doesn’t have access
to application source code, or the resources to undertake
code modiﬁcations.
2. Incompatibility with existing browsers. Some techniques
require browser modiﬁcations to provide additional information (e.g., the referrer or origin [1] header), while
others rely on browsers enforcement of policies on crossorigin requests (e.g., NoScript [18], CsFire [7], SOMA
[19], RequestRodeo [15]). These approaches thus leave
server administrators at the mercy of browser vendors
and users, who may or may not be willing to adopt these
browser modiﬁcations.
3. Inability to protect dynamically generated requests. Existing server-side defenses, including NoForge [16],
CSRFMagic [23], and CSRFGuard [22], do not work
with requests that are dynamically created as a result
of JavaScript execution on a browser.

2.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

As described before, the essence of CSRF is a request to a
web server that originates from an unauthorized page. We
use the terms target server, and protected server to refer to
such a server that is targeted for a CSRF attack. An authorized page is one that is from the same web server (“sameorigin request”), or from a second server that is deemed ac-

4. Lack of support for legitimate cross-origin requests. Previous server-side token-based schemes similar to NoForge



ceptable by this server (“authorized cross-origin request”).
In the former case, no special conﬁguration of jCSRF is
needed, but in the latter case, we envision the use of a conﬁgurable whitelist of authorized sources for a cross-origin
request.
We have implemented jCSRF as a server-side proxy, but
it can also be implemented as a server-side module for webservers that support modules, such as Apache. This proxy
is transparent to web applications as well as clients (webbrowsers), and implements a server- and browser-independent
method to check if the origin of a request is authorized. Conceptually, this authorization check involves three steps:

We also point out that a static rewriting strategy does not
provide a way to validate cross-origin requests. In particular,
if a server A embeds a cross-origin request for server B in
its page, then the client would need a token for accessing B,
but the server A has no easy way to obtain such a token.
Note that it cannot directly request such a token from B
since the token would have to be bound in some way to the
user’s cookies for B, and A has no access to these cookies. In
contrast, we develop a protocol that can support cross-origin
requests naturally.
From a conceptual point of view, jCSRF approach can be
applied to both GET and POST requests. However, in practice, the “authorized origin” constraint, which forms the basis of all CSRF defense mechanisms, should not be imposed
on many GET-requests. Examples include (a) login pages
and other pages that contain no security-sensitive data, and
(b) book-marked pages, which may or may not contain sensitive data. Application-speciﬁc conﬁguration would be required to list such landing pages (case (a)) for each application, and except them from authorization checks. Handling
case (b) would require some level of browser cooperation,
something we do not assume in our work. Moreover, since
it is recommended practice to avoid side-eﬀects in GETrequest (as per RFC2616 [9]), they are less likely to be
vulnerable as compared to POST-requests. Finally, certain
HTML elements such as img and frame cause the browser
to issue a GET request before jCSRF-script has a chance
to add the authentication token, requiring jCSRF-script to
resubmit the requests for these elements and complicate its
logic. For these reasons, in our current implementation of
jCSRF, GET requests are not subjected to the “authorized
origin” constraint.
Below, we provide more details on the key steps in jCSRF.

• In the ﬁrst step, an authentication token is issued to
pages served by the protected server.
• In the second step, a request is submitted to jCSRF,
together with the authentication token.
• In the third step, jCSRF uses the authentication token
to verify that the page from which the request originated
is an authorized page. If so, the request is forwarded to
the web server. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to
the server after stripping all the cookies.
Note that stripping oﬀ all cookies will cause an authentication failure within the web application, except for requests
requiring no authentication, e.g., access to the login page of
the web application, or another informational page that contains no user-speciﬁc information. Thus, jCSRF is secure by
design and will prevent CSRF attacks. Speciﬁcally, its security relies only on three factors: unforgeability of authentication tokens, secure binding between the token and the
original page, and the correctness of the authorization policy used in the third step. Other design or implementation
errors may lead to false positives (i.e., legitimate requests
being denied) but not false negatives.
Note that conceptually, the ﬁrst two steps are similar to
those used in previous defenses such as NoForge [16]. Thus,
the key novelty in our approach is the design of protocols
and mechanisms that ensure that CSRF protection can be
achieved for:

2.1

Injecting jCSRF-script into web pages

When a page is served by a protected server, jCSRF-proxy
automatically injects jCSRF-script into the page. This can
be done without having to perform the complex task of parsing full HTML. Instead, the new script is added by inserting
a line of the form

• dynamically created requests: requests that are constructed
as a result of script execution on the client (web-browser).
Such requests are common in Web 2.0 applications using
AJAX.
• cross-origin requests: requests from a web page served
by one web site A to another website B, provided B
trusts A for this purpose.
When requests are dynamically created, the strategy used
by NoForge of statically rewriting the links (to include an
authentication token) is not applicable. We have therefore developed a new approach that uses injected JavaScript
to carry out this function. In particular, when a page is
served by a web application, jCSRF injects some JavaScript
code, called jCSRF-script, into this page. On the browser,
jCSRF-script is responsible for obtaining the authentication
token, and supplying it together with every request originating from this page. By comparing the domain of the
current page and the domain of a request, this script can
distinguish between same-origin and cross-origin requests,
and use diﬀerent means to obtain the authentication tokens
in each case.

<script type="text/javascript" src=...

></script>

immediately after the <head> tag. Also, jCSRF-proxy includes a new cookie in the HTTP response (unless one exists
already) that can be used by jCSRF-script to authenticate
same-origin requests. The rest of the page is neither examined nor modiﬁed by jCSRF-proxy. As a result, the proxy
does not know whether the page contains any cross-origin
(or same-origin) requests. It is left to the jCSRF-script to
determine on the client-side whether a request being submitted is a same-origin or cross-origin request.
If jCSRF-proxy is implemented as a stand-alone proxy,
then it may not be easy to handle HTTPS requests as the
proxy will now intercept encrypted content. Although this
can potentially be rectiﬁed by terminating the SSL sessions
at the proxy, a simpler and more preferable alternative is
to implement the proxy’s logic as a module within the web
server.

2.2

Protocol for Validating Requests

Although there is just a single protocol that uses diﬀerent mechanisms to validate cross-origin and same-origin requests, it is easier to describe them separately. We ﬁrst



Figure 2: Same-Origin Protocol Workﬂow
describe the same-origin validation since it is easier to understand, and then proceed to describe the cross-origin case.

2.2.1

no authentication. Note that cross-origin GET requests can
be limited in the same way as POST requests, but for reasons described before, the current implementation of jCSRF
does not do so.

Same-Origin Protocol.

The same-origin protocol, illustrated in Figure 2, is a simple stateless protocol which authenticates same-origin requests. Red dotted lines in the ﬁgure demarcate requestresponse cycles.
Initially, an authentication token needs to be issued to
authorized pages. Since jCSRF permits POST requests only
from authorized pages, the very ﬁrst request from a user
has to be a GET request. Such a request is characterized
by the fact that a cookie Cat used by jCSRF is not set.
The server’s response to this request is modiﬁed by jCSRFproxy to set this cookie to a cryptographically secure random
value. In addition, jCSRF-proxy also injects jCSRF-script
in the response as previously described. When this page
is received by the browser, jCSRF-script executes, and will
ensure (as described further in Section 2.3) that the value
of Cat is copied into a new parameter Pat for all requests
originating from this page.
Note that all pages returned by a protected server are
modiﬁed as above, not just the initial GET request. As
such, subsequent requests can provide Cat as well as Pat .
This information is then used in the second step of the protocol in Figure 2 to validate POST requests. In particular,
jCSRF-proxy checks if Pat = Cat , and if so, the request is
forwarded to the server after stripping out Pat . A missing
Pat or Cat , or if Pat = Cat , it is deemed an unauthorized request. In this case, jCSRF-proxy strips oﬀ all cookies before
the request is forwarded to the server. Since web applications typically use cookies to store authentication data, this
ensures that the request will be accepted only if it requires

Correctness.
In order to protect against CSRF, this protocol needs to
guarantee the following properties:
• scripts running on an attacker-controlled page visited by
user’s browser cannot obtain the authentication token
for the protected domain.
• any token that may be obtained by the attacker, say,
using his own browser, cannot be used to authenticate a
request from user’s browser to the protected domain
• the attacker should not be able to guess an authentication token that is valid for the protected domain
The ﬁrst property is immediate from the SOP: since the
authentication token is stored as a cookie, attacker’s code
running on the user’s browser runs on a diﬀerent domain
and has no access to it.
The second property holds because the attacker, apart
from being prevented by the SOP from reading the token,
is also prevented from setting the token. Therefore, any
token obtained by the attacker and embedded into forms
sent by the user would not match the cookie that jCSRFproxy previously set for the user.
The third property is ensured by the fact that the authentication token is randomly chosen from a reasonably large
keyspace. Speciﬁcally, jCSRF-proxy for a server S generates
Cat as follows. First, a 128-bit random value IR is generated
from a true random source, such as /dev/random. A pseudorandom number generator, seeded with IR, is then used to



Figure 3: Cross-Origin Protocol Workﬂow
generate a sequence of pseudorandom numbers R1 , R2 , . . ..
From these, nonces N1 , N2 , . . . are generated using secretkey encryption (speciﬁcally, the AES algorithm) as follows:

independent, is unaware of which cookies contain user credentials, and hence cannot achieve such a binding on its own.
We therefore develop a protocol that exploits browser-side
functionality to avoid the need for a new protocol between
S and T . In this protocol, javascript code executing on the
user’s browser communicates with T to obtain an authentication token and communicates it to jCSRF-script. This
enables jCSRF-script to include the right value of Pat when
it makes its cross-origin request to T .
Note that there may be many instances where the user
loads a page from S containing a form for T , but never actually submits it. To avoid the overhead of additional communication with T in those instances, the steps for passing
T ’s authentication token to jCSRF-script are performed only
when the user submits a cross-domain form. In addition to
reducing the overhead, this approach has privacy beneﬁts
since T does not get to know each time the user visits a
page that allows submitting data to T .
The speciﬁcs of our cross-domain protocol are as follows.
When a POST action is performed on a page from S, jCSRFscript checks if the target domain T is diﬀerent from S and if
T accepts authenticated requests. This information can either be supplied by the web administrator as a list of jCSRFcompatible origins or detected by attempting to load a special image jCSRF-image.jpg from T : the error and load
events can be used to detect whether the resource was found.
If the host does not support jCSRF, then jCSRF-script simply submits the post to T without any authentication tokens.
Otherwise, jCSRF-script injects an iframe into the page for
the URL http://T/jCSRF-crossdomain.html?domain=S.
This page will contain javascript code that sets up the auST
that a page from S can present to
thentication token Pat

Ks = IR, Ni = AESKs (Ri )
Whenever jCSRF-proxy receives a request with a missing
(or invalid) Cat , it sets Cat to Ni and increments i.
Note that this protocol design does not require Ni values to be stored persistently, since the validation check is
stateless: jCSRF-proxy simply needs to compare Cat and
Pat values in the submitted request. Hence, if jCSRF-proxy
crashes, it can simply start all over, generating a new IR and
so on. Similarly, Ks can be refreshed on a periodic basis by
setting it to a new random value from /dev/random.

2.2.2

Cross-Origin Protocol

Figure 3 illustrates our protocol that enables pages from
a (source) domain S to submit requests to a (target) domain T . Note that servers have been omitted to reduce the
number of actors involved in the picture. Before describing
the speciﬁcs of the protocol, note that the mechanism used
in the same-origin case cannot be used for cross-origin requests: jCSRF-script runs on the source domain and therefore has no access to the target domain’s cookies, which
should contain the authentication token for requests to that
domain. An obvious approach for overcoming this problem
is to have the source domain communicate directly with the
target domain to obtain its authentication token, but this is
not easy either. In particular, a correct protocol must bind
the subset of user’s cookies containing security credentials
(for domain T ) to jCSRF’s authentication token (also for
domain T ). Unfortunately, jCSRF-proxy, being application-



• scripts running on an attacker-controlled page visited by
user’s browser cannot obtain the authentication token
for the protected domain.

T . The steps involved in this process are as follows:
• First, the script within the iframe makes an XmlHttpRequest to the domain T , providing S (given by the parameter domain in the above request) as an argument.
XmlHttpRequests can only be issued to same-origin resources and, unlike ordinary requests, are allowed to include custom HTTP headers. Therefore, a request bearing the custom header X-No-CSRF proves to T that the
request came from a page served to the user’s browser
by T .

• any token that may be obtained by the attacker, say,
using his own browser, cannot be used to authenticate a
request from user’s browser to the protected domain
• the attacker should not be able to guess an authentication token that is valid for the protected domain
For the ﬁrst property, note that because of the semantics
of the postMessage API, an attacker-controlled page can either receive an authentication token that encodes its true
domain A, or it may lie about its origin and not receive the
token at all. In the latter case, the ﬁrst property obviously
holds. In the former case, although there is an authentication token, it contains the true origin of the attacker. On
receiving this token, jCSRF-proxy will deny the request, as
the attacker domain A is not authorized to make cross-origin
posts.
The second property holds because the attacker is unable to set (or read) the value of user’s cookie Cat for the
protected domain T . Thus, even if he obtains an authentication token P by interacting with T using his own browser,
he cannot use it with user’s cookie Cat that will have a different value from the cookie value sent to the attacker by
T . (Recall that T uses cryptographically random nonces to
initialize Cat .)
The third property is ensured by the fact that the authentication token is randomly chosen from a reasonably large
keyspace.

• This XmlHttpRequest is served by jCSRF-proxy. If the
user’s jCSRF cookie (i.e., the cookie Cat ) is not set, it is
set by jCSRF-proxy using a nonce value Ni as described
for the same origin case. In addition, jCSRF-proxy sends
back the authentication token:
ST
= AESKT (Cat ||S)
Pat

Here, KT is a (random-valued) secret key generated for
T using the procedure described for the same-origin protocol.
ST
needs to be passed on jCSRF• In the next step, Pat
script so that it can complete the request to server T .
This is accomplished using the postMessage API, which
provides a secure mechanism for the framed script from
domain T to communicate with a script from domain
S. Note that a framing page from a malicious domain
ST
:
A cannot trick the frame from T into sending Pat
postMessage can be instructed to deliver the message to
a speciﬁc target origin which is chosen by T . Whenever
ST
, this will be sent to S only,
T is instructed to send Pat
thus preventing A from reading the message.

2.3

Design and Operation of jCSRF-script

As noted before, jCSRF-script needs to intercept all POSTrequests and add the authentication token as an additional
parameter to these requests. There are two ways in which
browsers may issue POST requests:

Some of the older browsers do not support the postMessage API. In that case, a technique called location hash
polling 1 can be used in its place.
• Once the framing page has received the token, the jCSRFscript from S adds it to the form and submits the POST
request to T .

• Submission of HTML forms, represented by form tags.
Note that it is not necessary for the page to contain a
form tag, because the form can be constructed dynamically using Javascript. Also, it is not necessary for the
user to submit the form explicitly, because the form can
be submitted automatically using Javascript.

• When jCSRF-proxy for domain T receives a POST request, it decrypts it using KT , and checks if the cookie
Cat included with the POST is a preﬁx of the decrypted
data. If so, it checks if the domain S, which represents
the remaining part of the decrypted data, is authorized
to submit cross-domain POST requests. If so, the request is passed on the server. In all other cases, jCSRFproxy treats the request as unauthorized, and strips all
cookies before it is forwarded to T .

• XmlHttpRequest submissions. Unlike form submissions,
where the response cannot be accessed by the submitting
script, the response to XmlHttpRequest can be read by the
script making the request.
Compatibility requires handling both types of primitives.
We now describe how jCSRF-script achieves this.

Correctness.

2.3.1

Correctness of the cross-domain protocol relies on the
same three properties as the same origin protocol:

HTML Forms

Modern browsers allow Javascript code to register callbacks for speciﬁc events concerning the web page presented
to the user. These functions are called event handlers. To
ensure that every form is submitted to the web application
with an authentication token, jCSRF-script registers a submit handler for each POST-based form. This handler then
checks if the submission is to the same-origin or cross-origin.
In the former case, jCSRF-script simply adds the authentication token as an additional parameter to the POST request.
In the latter case, it uses the cross-domain protocol to ﬁrst

1 In location hash polling [10], a framing page sends its URL to a
framed page as a parameter. The framed page can then append
a token to the URL of the framed page using an anchor at the
end of the URL. The basis for this technique is that this URL
change does not cause the framing page to reload; instead the
value appended to the URL is available for polling. If a malicious
page from domain A lies about its URL (pretending to be a page
from S), then the update will cause the outer page to reload from
domain S, thus defeating the attempt by A to read data written
by T .



obtain a token for the target domain, and then adds this
token as an additional parameter to the POST request.
Note that the web application might deﬁne its own event
handlers for the submission event, mostly to validate the
form contents. If the web application handler ran after
jCSRF’s handler, it would have access to the authentication
token. In some rare cases, the presence of the token might
confuse the web application handler which only expects a
predeﬁned set of ﬁelds. Therefore, jCSRF-script detects if
the web application deﬁnes its own handlers and wraps them
with a function which removes the token before calling the
web application handler, reinserting the token afterward.
There are two types of event handlers: DOM0 handlers
(registered with the HTML attribute onSubmit or by assigning a function to the JavaScript property form.submit)
and DOM2 handlers (registered with the addEventListener function). The former type of handler is detected by
periodically checking all forms for new, unwrapped submit
handlers, which can be done through the previously mentioned submit property of form elements, since handlers are
JavaScript functions and functions are ﬁrst-class objects in
JavaScript. The latter type requires overriding the addEventListener method to directly wrap new handlers during their registration, since there is no way to query the set of
listeners registered for a speciﬁc (event, object) pair. Overriding addEventListener requires DOM prototypes[11] support, which is not available on old browsers (IE7 and older).
On these browsers, only DOM0 events can be wrapped.
Note that failure to wrap an event handler does not necessarily imply a compatibility issue with jCSRF: most web applications deﬁne their own handlers to predicate on speciﬁc
form ﬁelds, enforcing constraints such as “the ﬁeld age must
be a number”. Only handlers that predicate on classes of
ﬁelds might be incompatible with jCSRF on older browsers.
For example, the constraint “all ﬁelds must be shorter than
10 characters” could create a problem for the token ﬁeld if
the handler is not wrapped.

2.3.2

and accessed them through the proxy, checking for false
positives by manually testing their core functionality. We
tested jCSRF with the following applications: phpMyAdmin, SquirrelMail, punBB, Wordpress, Drupal, Mediawiki,
and phpBB. As Figure 4 shows, these are complex web applications consisting of thousands of lines of code that would
require substantial developer eﬀort to audit and ﬁx CSRF
vulnerabilities. jCSRF was able to protect all applications
without breaking their functionality in any way.
Note that these applications did not require cross-origin
requests, and therefore the protocol could not be tested directly. However, we can argue that the cross-origin protocol
is also compatible with existing web applications: the only
two sources of incompatibilities in jCSRF occur when:
1. jCSRF-script fails to register its handler and a request
is sent out unauthenticated.
2. jCSRF policies do not fully capture the interactions required among the web applications and cause policy violations.
For 1), we point out that the compatibility test from Figure 4 also proves that jCSRF-script correctly handles POST
requests: with respect to compatibility, the actual logic implemented by the handler is largely irrelevant, as long as the
handler executes correctly. Whether the code simply copies
a value from the cookies or whether it runs an authentication protocol with the target server, this is transparent to the
web application. For 2) we point out that the policy is only
enforced for POST requests to other servers running jCSRF.
Therefore, assuming that 1) does not happen and that the
web developers has correctly conﬁgured the list of allowed
origins, every same-origin request and every cross-origin request to a protected website will bear a valid authentication
token and will thus be allowed.
The test were carried out using Google Chrome and Firefox. It is worth mentioning that jCSRF requires JavaScript
enabled. If it is disabled, the requests are sent out unauthenticated, which results in false positives. For this reason, jCSRF does not work well with extensions such as NoScript [18] when these disable scripting functionalities on the
protected website.

XmlHttpRequest

For XmlHttpRequests, jCSRF-script modiﬁes the send method of the class. For a browser supporting DOM prototypes [11], this can be done simply by substituting the send
function, while on older browsers it is done by completely
wrapping XmlHttpRequest functionality in a proxy object that
hides the original class, and redirects all requests made by
the web application to the proxy class.
Since these requests can only be issued to same-origin resources, a new protocol is not required for the client-side
script to prove that it originated on the server. Instead, the
script can prove that it is from the server by simply performing an operation that would not be permitted for a script
from a diﬀerent source. Our particular choice was to set a
custom header, which is permitted only for same origin requests. Note that, while XmlHttpRequests are only allowed
to same-origin resources and are therefore safe, there would
be no way for jCSRF-proxy to distinguish them from ordinary requests without this header.

3.

EVALUATION

3.1

Compatibility

3.2

Protection

To test the protection oﬀered by jCSRF, we selected 2
known CVE vulnerabilities and attempted to exploit them.
The results are summarized in Figure 5.
First, we exploited the CVE-2009-4076 [4] vulnerability
on the open source web mail application RoundCube [21].
Emails are sent using a POST request, but its origin is not
authenticated. We built an attack page on an external website that ﬁlls out and submits an email message. jCSRF successfully blocked the attack, because the POST request was
missing the authentication token. Second, we exploited the
CVE-2009-4906 [5] vulnerability on the Acc PHP eMail web
application. This vulnerability allows changing the admin
password with a POST request from an external website.
jCSRF was able to thwart this attack as well.
We limited our evaluation to two because the eﬀectiveness
of jCSRF does not need to be established purely through
testing. Instead, we have provided systematic arguments
as to why the design is secure against CSRF attacks. A
secondary factor was that reproducing vulnerabilities is a
very time-consuming task, and can be further complicated

To verify that jCSRF is compatible with existing applications, we deployed popular open-source Web applications



Application
phpMyAdmin
SquirrelMail
punBB
WordPress
Drupal
MediaWiki
phpBB

Version
3.3.7
1.4.21
1.3
3.0.1
6.18
1.15.5
3.0.7

LOC
196K
35K
25K
87K
20K
548K
150K

Type
MySQL Administration Tool
WebMail
Bulletin Board
Content-Management System
Content-Management System
Content-Management System
Bulletin Board

Compatible
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Figure 4: Compatibility Testing
Application
RoundCube
Acc PHP eMail

Version
0.2.2
1.1

LOC
54K
3K

Type
Webmail
Mailing List Manager

CVE
CVE-2009-4076
CVE-2009-4906

Stopped
Yes
Yes

Figure 5: Protection Evaluation
by diﬃculties in obtaining speciﬁc software versions that are
vulnerable, and dependencies on particular conﬁgurations of
applications, operating systems, etc.
Finally, two attacks are out of scope for a tool such as
jCSRF, but should be mentioned for completeness: XSS attacks and same-domain CSRF attacks. XSS attacks can be
used to break the assumption that same-origin scripts are
under the control of the web developer, to issue token requests and leak results to the attacker, thus defeating the
purpose of jCSRF. We point out that a successful XSS attack grants the attacker far more serious capabilities than
the ability to craft requests on the victim’s browser using his
cookies. In fact, the attacker can simply steal the cookies
directly and send authenticated requests as the victim from
his own machine! To our knowledge, no other server-side
CSRF defense can resist in case of an XSS attack. Sameorigin CSRF attacks can be carried out by injecting a form
in a server response and tricking the user into submitting it.
jCSRF-script would add the correct authentication token,
because it has no way to realize that the form present in the
DOM tree was indeed supplied by the attacker [25].

3.3

fraction of HTTP requests [17], and therefore the delay
due to these roundtrips is not likely to aﬀect the overall
user browsing experience.
We built a simple web application, deployed it locally and
compared the response time of unprotected vs. protected
same-origin and cross-origin POST requests. jCSRF protection incurred at most 2ms overhead. Clearly, the computational overhead is limited and is not perceived by the
user.

4.
4.1

Performance

In this section, we estimate the overhead imposed by jCSRF.
A page embedding jCSRF-script issues three diﬀerent type
of requests to its target jCSRF-proxy:
1. GET requests. For these, the browser does not perform
any special processing, and thus incurs no overhead. On
the server-side, jCSRF-proxy only needs to generate a
new token if the user does not have one already.
2. Same-Origin POST requests. Before the actual submission, jCSRF-script copies the authentication token Cat
from the cookies to the form as Pat . Therefore, no overhead is introduced on the client, and the proxy only
needs to check that Cat = Pat , which is an inexpensive
operation.

RELATED WORK
Server-side Defenses

NoForge [16] was the ﬁrst approach that used tokens to
ascertain same-origin requests without requiring modiﬁcations to the application’s source code. Implemented as a
server-side proxy, NoForge parses HTML pages served by a
web server, and adds a token to every URL referring to this
server. It associates this token with the cookie representing
the session id for the application. When a subsequent GETor POST-request is received, it checks if this request contains the token corresponding to the session id. jCSRF is
clearly inﬂuenced by NoForge, but makes several signiﬁcant
improvements over it:
• NoForge requires developer help to specify the name of
the cookie containing the session id. Not only is this
eﬀort unnecessary in our approach, but it is also the
case that our technique is compatible with alternative
schemes for authentication, such as those that store authentication credentials in multiple cookies, or schemes
that support persistent logins that, at diﬀerent times,
may be associated with diﬀerent session ids.
Moreover, NoForge needs to maintain server-side state in
the form of valid (session id, token) pairs. In contrast,
jCSRF does not maintain state, and is less prone to DoS
attacks.

3. Cross-Origin POST requests. The cross-origin protocol
requires two additional GET requests for authentication:
one to fetch the iframe from the target web application
that requests the token and one for the actual XmlHttpRequest that fetches the token 2 . Therefore, this additional network delay dominates any other delay introduced by token generation and veriﬁcation by the proxy.
Although this overhead is non-negligible, we point out
that cross-origin POST requests make up only a small

• jCSRF supports web sites where URLs are dynamically
created by client-side execution of scripts.
• jCSRF supports cross-origin requests whereas NoForge
can only protect same-origin requests. NoForge’s approach does not easily extend to cross-origin case since
it relies on a mapping between cookies and tokens on
the server side. In the cross-origin case, the cookies that
are visible to the origin and target domains are diﬀerent,
and so it is unclear how the states maintained on the two
domains can be correlated.

2 plus an additional request if jCSRF support has to be autodetected



An important diﬀerence between NoForge and jCSRF is
that the former protects GET-requests as well. However, as
discussed before, there are a number of diﬃculties in CSRF
protection for GET-requests: inability to bookmark pages,
need for developer eﬀort to identify “landing pages” that do
not need CSRF protection (which are not supported by NoForge), and so on. In the interest of providing a simple, fully
automated solution, jCSRF protects only POST-requests.
Bayawak [14] can be thought of as extending NoForge to
enforce a stronger policy: URLs in the web application are
augmented with a special token not only to ensure that the
request is same-origin, but also to constrain the order in
which web pages can be visited. As such, it also protects
against workﬂow attacks that aim to disrupt the session integrity by sending out-of-sync requests. This increased protection is obtained at the cost of additional programmer effort needed to specify permissible workﬂows. Bayawak does
not address cross-origin requests or URLs that are dynamically created on the client-side.
X-PROTECT [25] is a server side defense that employs
white-box analysis and source code transformation to overcome the shortcomings of other black-box approaches, namely
their inability to protect against same-origin CSRF and their
need to specify landing pages manually.

4.1.1

grammer eﬀort. Moreover, programmers may overlook to
add checks in all places they are required, thus leaving vulnerabilities.
The basic idea of comparing a token and cookie value
to verify same origin requests is similar between these approaches and jCSRF. However jCSRF goes beyond these
tools by (a) providing support for cross-origin requests, and
(b) supporting requests to URLs that are generated dynamically on the client-side.

4.2

Browser Defenses

Zeller and Felten [24] present a Firefox plugin which implements a simple policy to prevent POST-based CSRF: crosssite POST requests must be authorized by the user. The
drawback of this simple approach is the fatigue stemming
from repeated user prompts. NoScript [18] implements a
more sophisticated policy that can avoid prompts. In particular, it restricts only those POST requests that go from
an untrusted origin to a trusted origin. NoScript primarily targets sophisticated, security-conscious users who are
willing to put in the eﬀort needed to populate their list of
trusted origins.
De Ryck et al [7] presents a CSRF protection plugin for
Firefox, CsFire. It studies cross-domain interactions on the
web, and uses the results to design a cross-domain policy
that protects against CSRF attacks while optimizing compatibility with existing web applications. This policy relies on the concept of relaxed SOP, which allows communication between subdomains of the same registered domain
(e.g. mail.google.com and news.google.com). Their policy
also introduces the idea of direct interaction: since CsFire
is a browser plugin, it has access to UI information such
as whether a request was initiated by a user click. CrossOrigin GET requests initiated by user clicks are allowed,
while cross-origin POST requests are not allowed in any
case. Instead of blocking the request altogether, the plugins strips the cookies from the request, which are necessary
to carry out a successful CSRF attack.
RequestRodeo [15] diﬀers from the above techniques in
that it is implemented outside of a browser as a client-side
proxy. It relies on an approach similar to NoForge, but
rather than blocking a request, it simply strips all cookies
from such requests. Another diﬀerence is that it has no
exceptions for landing pages. This can signiﬁcantly aﬀect
usability.
A key advantage of browser-side defense is that it protects
users even if web sites are not prompt in ﬁxing their vulnerabilities. Moreover, they have accurate information about
the origin of requests, whether they result from clicking on
a bookmark, or a link on a web page trusted by a user.
Their primary drawback is that the defense is applied to all
web sites and pages, regardless of whether they have any
signiﬁcant security impact. Such indiscriminate application
signiﬁcantly increases the odds of false positives. Moreover,
it is easier for a server-side solution residing on a target domain to determine whether it trusts the origin domain of
a request. In contrast, browser-based defenses require the
user to make this determination, and moreover, do it for all
origins and target domains.

Developer Tools

Most web frameworks for rapid application development
[8, 12, 20, 13, 24] include functionality to simplify CSRF
protection, typically using a NoForge-like approach. For
example, Django [8], a Python-based framework, provides
CSRF protection for POST requests by requiring a speciﬁc
template tag to be added to HTML forms, which is translated to a hidden form ﬁeld containing a token that is also
returned through cookies. To check whether the token in
the cookies and the form match before executing the application logic, Django provides function wrappers to instrument views (python functions associated to URLs). CSRFMagic [23] provides a similar capability for PHP applications. Web developers need to include an import statement
in their PHP ﬁles to activate this protection. The purpose of
the included ﬁle is to register output and input ﬁlters. The
output ﬁlter executes before the HTML page is sent to the
client, and adds a token to POST forms. The input ﬁlter
checks for the presence of this token.
CSRFGuard [22] is similar to CSRFMagic, but is designed
for Java EE applications. It examines incoming GET and
POST requests for the presence of a valid token. CSRFGuard introduced an option for client-side insertion of tokens using a script. Although this appears similar to our
technique of injecting jCSRF-script, its operation is diﬀerent. In particular, their client-side script adds the token to
content available when the page ﬁres the load event, and
hence does not handle requests that may be dynamically
constructed by various scripts associated with this page.
Moreover, unlike NoForge, it allows web developers to conﬁgure a set of landing pages that do not require a valid token,
thus mitigating the usability issues related to GET-request
protection at the cost of additional developer eﬀort.
CSRF tools for developers are an invaluable resource for
rapid application development. Their beneﬁt is that they
provide a ﬁner granularity of control for programmers, as
compared to fully automated approaches such as jCSRF.
The main drawback of developer tools is the need for pro-

4.3

Hybrid Defenses

These defenses require both browser and server modiﬁcations. Referrer headers are the best known mechanism in



this context. Using this HTTP header, a web browser can
provide the crucial information that servers lack: namely,
the origin domain of the current request. Given this information, a server can implement a simple CSRF protection
mechanism that denies requests from domains that it does
not trust. Unfortunately, due to privacy concerns, it is common to suppress referrer headers [1]. Barth et al [1] proposed
a new header, called the origin header, to overcome these privacy concerns by suppressing some of the information provided by referrer headers, e.g., the query string. Currently,
only Webkit-based browsers implement this header. Moreover, there may be lingering privacy concerns even with this
origin header.
SOMA [19] is an alternate approach that aims to address
a range of threats, including CSRF and XSS. With SOMA,
a target domain is able to specify the set of allowable origin domains and vice-versa. Its implementation relies on a
browser plug-in that retrieves these policies from the source
and target domain and disallows any cross-origin requests
that violate either policy.
Hybrid defenses often represent the best solutions that
can be achieved by bringing together the information and
mechanism that are available on browsers as well as webservers. Their key drawback is that both sides have to be
modiﬁed simultaneously in order to achieve their beneﬁts.
For this reason, their adoption can take a long time. For
instance, the origin header represents a relatively modest
change, but even after about 3 years since that proposal was
made, there is just a single major browser that supports it.
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CONCLUSIONS

We introduced jCSRF, a tool to transparently protect
web applications against CSRF attacks without requiring
source code changes or conﬁguration. Unlike similar solutions which modify all outgoing HTML responses to contain
tokens, jCSRF uses JavaScript to augment requests dynamically. This allows jCSRF to also handle requests to resources
that are not directly served by the protected web application, but rather generated dynamically on the browser.
Moreover, jCSRF provides a protocol to authenticate crossorigin requests, which extends the applicability of the tool
to complex, multi-domain deployments. Because it is implemented as a proxy, it should pose no compatibility problems
with any web application, regardless of the language used or
the web server it runs on. Our evaluation results show that
jCSRF is a practical solution for automatically protecting
web applications against CSRF attacks.
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ABSTRACT

today [36]. Unfortunately, many developers have not been
adequately trained in writing secure programs that are resistant from attacks violating program conﬁdentiality, integrity, and availability. We refer to this concept of writing
secure code as secure programming [4]. Programmer errors,
including security ones, are unavoidable even for well-trained
developers. One major cause of such errors is software developers’ heavy cognitive load in dealing with a multitude
of issues, such as functional requirements, runtime performance, deadlines, and security. Consider Donald Knuth’s
analysis of 867 software errors he made while writing TEX
[19]. It is clear from the log that some of these errors could
have made TEX vulnerable to security breaches. The following quote illustrates Knuth’s experience of heavy cognitive
burden as a major source of software errors:

Many of today’s application security vulnerabilities are introduced by software developers writing insecure code. This
may be due to either a lack of understanding of secure programming practices, and/or developers’ lapses of attention
on security. Much work on software security has focused on
detecting software vulnerabilities through automated analysis techniques. While they are eﬀective, we believe they
are not suﬃcient. We propose to increase developer awareness and promote practice of secure programming by interactively reminding programmers of secure programming practices inside Integrated Development Environments (IDEs).
We have implemented a proof-of-concept plugin for Eclipse
and Java. Initial evaluation results show that this approach
can detect and address common web application vulnerabilities and can serve as an eﬀective aid for programmers. Our
approach can also eﬀectively complement existing software
security best practices and signiﬁcantly increase developer
productivity.

“Here I did not remember to do everything I had
intended when I actually got around to writing
a particular part of the code. It was a simple
error of omission, rather than commission. . . This
seems to be one of my favorite mistakes: I often
forget the most obvious things” [19].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2 [Software Engineering]: [Software Security]; D.2.4
[Software/Program Veriﬁcation]: [Correctness Proofs];
D.2.6 [Programming Environments]: [Integrated Environments]

Current tool support for secure programming, both from
tool vendors as well as within the research community, focuses on catching security errors after the program is written. Static and dynamic analyzers work in a similar way as
early compilers: developers must ﬁrst run the tool, obtain
and analyze results, diagnose programs, and ﬁnally ﬁx the
code if necessary. Thus, these tools tend to be used to ﬁnd
vulnerabilities at the end of the development lifecycle. However, their popularity does not guarantee utilization; other
business priorities may take precedence. Moreover, using
such tools often requires some security expertise and can
be costly. If programmers are removed from this analysis
process, these tools will also not help prevent them from
continuing to write insecure code.
We believe these vulnerability detection tools could be
complemented by interactive support that reminds developers of good secure programming practices in situ, helping
them to either close the secure programming knowledge gap
or overcome attention/memory lapses. This approach can
be justiﬁed based on cognitive theories of programmer errors
[20, 21, 38]. Our hypothesis is that by providing eﬀective
reminder support in an IDE, one can eﬀectively reduce common security vulnerabilities. Our approach is analogous to
word processor spelling and grammar support. While people
can run spelling and grammar checks after they have written a document, today’s word processors also provide visual

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Secure programming, application security, interactive support, secure software development

1.

INTRODUCTION

Software vulnerabilities originating from insecure code are
one of the leading causes of security problems people face
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cues – colored lines drawn underneath potential errors – to
help writers notice and ﬁx problems while they are composing text. Similarly, our approach proposes that an IDE
could interactively identify parts of the program where security considerations, such as input validation/encoding or
Cross-site Request Forgery (CRSF) protection, are needed
while programmers are writing code.
In this paper, we describe our interactive reminder approach through the Application Security IDE (ASIDE), an
Eclipse plugin for Java. ASIDE uses two key techniques to
help programmers prevent errors: interactive code refactoring and interactive code annotation. While we have previously introduced this idea of an interactive approach to
secure programming [37], in this paper, we present our prototype implementation, along with a detailed evaluation
of this plugin on two large-scale open source code bases,
demonstrating its potential feasibility and eﬀectiveness at
identifying and preventing important security vulnerabilities. We also describe a user evaluation showing that users
embrace such unobtrusive and helpful reminder support, and
actively engage in the interaction with ASIDE. Thus, the
major contribution of this paper is the multi-aspect evaluation of our proposed approach. Through our evaluation
process, we also identify directions for future improvements
to ASIDE and research.

2.

ASIDE: APPLICATION SECURITY IN IDE

The ASIDE plugin is a prototype implementation of our
interactive approach to reminding and helping programmers
to perform good secure programming practices. Our approach was based on a number of design considerations.
First, it is easiest and most cost eﬀective for developers to
write secure code and to document security implementation
during program construction. This means creating a tool
that integrates into the programmers’ development environment is promising. As a starting point, we chose the popular Eclipse platform, and implemented ASIDE to work with
Java. Our current implementation of ASIDE is primarily
designed to assist Web-based applications and to mitigate
commonly committed vulnerabilities due to improper input
validation and/or ﬁltering, broken access control, and Crosssite Request Forgery (CSRF). ASIDE, once activated, continuously monitors Eclipse workspace changes in order to respond to newly created projects, as well as modiﬁcations to
existing projects. ASIDE performs static analysis incrementally on a small chunk of code under construction, thus ensuring prompt response to developers’ immediate code editing. Such analysis is carried out “under the hood” without
requiring developers to understand its security implications.
Our second consideration is the interface design principle
that recognition is favored over recall [33]. Developers are
provided with appropriate visual alerts on secure programming issues and oﬀered assistance to practice secure programming. ASIDE provides these alerts as a colored icon on
the left hand side margin of the code editing window, accompanied with highlighted text, see Figure 1. A developer can
then either click on that icon or hover over the highlighted
text to interact with ASIDE to address the issue. Our two
key mechanisms for this interactive support are interactive
code refactoring and interactive code annotation, which are
discussed in detail in the following sections. There are no
additional steps a developer must remember, and they can
interact with ASIDE when they choose. Thus, the tool acts

as a helpful assistant and does not hinder developers’ creativity and productivity by dictating a rigid approach to
secure programming.
Third, an in-situ reminder tool can be an eﬀective training aid that either helps novices to learn secure programming practices or reinforces developers’ secure programming
training, making security a ﬁrst class concern throughout
the development process. This will help developers learn to
reduce their programmer errors over time, reducing costly
analysis and testing after implementation.
Finally, we want to support sharing secure programming
knowledge and standards amongst development teams. In
an industrial setting, ASIDE could be conﬁgured by an organization’s software security group (SSG), which is responsible for ensuring software security as identiﬁed by best industry practice [11]. Thus, a SSG could use ASIDE to communicate and promote organizational and/or application-speciﬁc
programming standards. In addition, the plugin can generate logs of how security considerations were addressed during construction, providing necessary information for more
eﬀective code review and auditing.
ASIDE ﬁrst must detect potential vulnerabilities in program code, and alert programmers to those vulnerabilities.
Thus, to be eﬀective, ASIDE must exhibit a certain level
of precision in identifying vulnerable code in order to provide proper assistance to address it. Based on our prototype
implementation, a vulnerability can be easily eliminated by
either of the two interactive techniques if the corresponding vulnerable code is correctly identiﬁed. Therefore, a key
measure of the eﬀectiveness of ASIDE is the measure of its
ability to ﬁnd vulnerable code. For each of the interactive
techniques presented below, we present the details of how
eﬀective ASIDE is at detecting the corresponding vulnerabilities. The eﬀectiveness of the interactive techniques to address those vulnerabilities heavily depends on how the programmer responds to the warning. This we evaluate based
on a preliminary user study of programmer behaviors, presented in Section 7.

3.

INTERACTIVE CODE REFACTORING

Interactive code refactoring [37] works in a manner similar
to a word processor that corrects spelling and grammatical
errors. In this case, ASIDE automatically inserts necessary
code, with the help of the programmer. We believe code
refactoring can be appropriately applied to input validation
and/or ﬁltering types of vulnerabilities. In this section, we
discuss an example concerning input validation to illustrate
the key concepts.
A developer is alerted by a marker and highlighted text
in the edit window when input validation is needed. ASIDE
has a rule-based speciﬁcation language, which is also XMLbased, to specify sources of untrusted inputs which we formally named as trust boundaries. Currently two types of
rules are supported: Method (API) invocations, for example, method textttgetParameter(String parameter) in class
HttpServletRequest introduces user inputs from clients into
the system; and Parameter input, for instance, arguments of
the Java program entrance method main(String[] args).
With a mouse click, the developer has access to a list of
possible validation options, such as a ﬁle path, URL, date, or
safe text. Upon the selection of an option, appropriate input
validation code will be inserted and the red marker will be
dismissed. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of ASIDE facilitating



a developer to select an appropriate input validation type for
an identiﬁed untrusted input. The library of input validation
options can be easily reconﬁgured by an individual developer
or an organization.

composite data type is unbound, ASIDE leaves the marker
shown in Figure 3 throughout the development to serve as
a continual reminder.

Figure 3: Visually softer marker that marks a
tainted input with composite data type: Map.
ASIDE supports two types of input validation rules: syntactic rules and semantic rules. A syntactic rule deﬁnes the
syntax structure of an acceptable input and is often represented as a regular expression. Examples include valid
names, addresses, URLs, ﬁlenames, etc. Semantic rules deFigure 1: The user interactively chooses the type of
pend on the application context. For example, restricting
input to be validated using a white-list approach.
the domain of URLs, ﬁles under certain directories, date
range, or extentions for uploaded ﬁles. They can also be
Figure 2 illustrates how ASIDE refactors code to perform
used to validate inputs of special data types, such as certain
input validation using OWASP Enterprise Security API (ESAPI)
properties of a sparse matrix. While validation rules can be
Validator [28].
declaratively speciﬁed by a SSG, a developer has the option
to address the identiﬁed input validation issue by writing
custom routines. This is then documented by ASIDE for
later security audit. A developer can also easily dismiss
ASIDE warnings if they are determined to be irrelevant. In
any case, once the alert has been addressed, the corresponding red marker and text highlights will disappear in order to
reduce programmer distraction and annoyance.
Another beneﬁt of ASIDE is that it can help enforce secure
software development standards across the organization. For
Figure 2: ASIDE validates an input using OWASP
example, a company may deploy a validation and/or encodESAPI validator API.
ing library and clearly deﬁne a set of trust boundaries for
the purpose of performing input validation and/or encodPrevious works employing refactoring techniques for seing. Once appropriatly conﬁgured with the deﬁned trust
cure programming use program transformation rules, which
boundaries and libraries, ASIDE can collect information as
operate on completed programs, and thus work best on legacy
to where in the source code an untrusted input was brought
code. One recognized limitation of the program transformainto the system and what actions a developer took to address
tion approach is the lack of knowledge of speciﬁc business
validation and/or encoding. ASIDE can also eﬀectively suplogic and context [12]. In contrast, our approach is designed
plement the security audit process by generating rules for
to provide interactive support for secure programming and
traditional static analyzers. For example, once an untrusted
takes full advantage of developers’ contextual knowledge of
input has been validated, customized Fortify rules can be
the application under development.
generated to remove taints, thus avoiding unnecessary isThere are two possible strategies for when to perform insues being generated during the auditing process. This can
put validation. One is to validate a variable containing unsigniﬁcantly reduce the time of a software security audit.
trusted input when it is used in a critical operation, such
as a database update, insertion, or deletion. The other is
4. EVALUATION OF CODE REFACTORING
to validate an untrusted input as soon as it is read into an
We now evaluate the eﬀectiveness of ASIDE’s vulnerable
application-declared variable. A major disadvantage of the
code detection for interactive code refactoring using an open
ﬁrst strategy is that it is not always possible to predict what
source project of realistic scale. Thus, in this section, we
operations are critical, and thus fails to validate input when
focus on input validation and/or encoding vulnerabilities,
the context of the application evolves. ASIDE promotes
as the ones currently supported by code refactoring. Our
what we believe is the best practice for secure programming,
goals are to determine: (a) How eﬀective is ASIDE at disvalidating untrusted inputs at the earliest possible time [8].
covering exploitable software vulnerabilities and preventing
Another issue is that untrusted inputs could be of comthem? and (b) What constitutes false positives for ASIDE?
posite data type, such as a List, where input types may be
The signiﬁcance of this evaluation is the use of real world
diﬀerent for each element of the list. In the current ASIDE
cases that help us understand the eﬀectiveness of ASIDE
implementation, the developer is warned of taint sources
and provide guidance for further research.
of a composite type with a visually softer yellow marker
as shown in Figure 3. ASIDE uses data ﬂow analysis to
4.1 Establishing a baseline using an open source
track an untrusted composite object. As soon as the deproject
veloper retrieves an element that is of primitive data type
We selected Apache Roller (a full-featured blog server) [30]
(e.g.java.lang.String), ASIDE alerts the need to perform
release version 3.0.0 because it is one of the few mature Java
input validation and/or encoding in the same manner as
EE based open source web applications. A Google search of
described above. Given that the element retrieval from a



“powered by Apache Roller” yielded over 1.8M entries including sites such as blogs.sun.com. One of the co-authors,
who is an experienced member of a SSG at a large ﬁnancial
service organization, performed a software security audit using his company’s practices to identify security vulnerabilities that are exploitable in Roller.
The audit process consisted of two parts: (1) automatic
static analysis using Fortify SCA [34], and (2) manual examination of Fortify ﬁndings. Default Fortify rules were
used, followed by manual auditing to eliminate Fortify ﬁndings that are not immediately exploitable. For each issue
reported by Fortify, its source code was reviewed to:
• determine whether appropriate input validation/encoding
has been performed;
• determine whether Fortify’s environmental assumption
is valid. For example, in the case of log forging, whether
the logging mechanism has not been wrapped in any
way that prevents log forging;

the 922 issues of input validation and/or encoding we will
compare to ASIDE.
It is common that multiple Fortify issues share the same
root cause of an untrusted input, referred to as a taint
source. A single taint source may reach multiple taint sinks,
exploitable API calls, and thus generates several diﬀerent
vulnerabilities. For example, a user-entered value might lead
to a Log Forging vulnerability if it is inserted into a log, and
a SQL Injection if it is used in an operation that executes a
dynamic SQL statement.
The 922 Fortify issues are caused by 143 unique taint
sources including both primitive data types (e.g. java.lang
.String) and composite data types (e.g. java.util.Map).
Variables requiring output encoding are always the result of
a taint source. Thus, we exclude them in our analysis to
avoid duplications.
Table 2: Detail results from security auditing
against Roller using Fortify SCA.
Severity
Category Name
Cross-Site Scripting: Persistent
2
Cross-Site Scripting: Reﬂected
2
Critical
Path Manipulation
19
SQL Injection
11
Cross-Site Scripting: Persistent
31
Denial of Service
4
Medium
Header Manipulation
52
Log Forging
252
Path Manipulation
6
Cross-Site Scripting: Poor Validation
6
Log Forging (debug)
531
Low
SQL Injection
3
Trust Boundary Violation
3
Total
922

• determine whether Fortify’s trust boundary assumption is valid. For instance, whether property ﬁles are
considered to be trusted, and in this case, data from
property ﬁles is untrustworthy;
• scrutinize input validation and encoding routines to
make sure they are proper. For example, check if
blacklist-based ﬁltering is used. File, LDAP, DB, and
Web all require diﬀerent encoders or ﬁlters because
diﬀerent data schemes are used; and
• pay close attention to DOS related warnings (e.g. ﬁle
handles and database connections) as resources may be
released in a non-standard way. Often times, warning
are generated even when resources are released in a
finally block.
Roller 3.0.0 has over 65K lines of source code. Fortify
reported 3,416 issues in 80 vulnerability categories, out of
which, 1,655 issues were determined to be exploitable vulnerabilities. Table 1 summarizes the results of this audit
process. Based on the evaluator’s experience, Roller’s security quality is at the average level of what he has evaluated.
According to current work load estimate metrics of his enterprise, the analysis work reported here would amount to
2.5 person days.

4.2

Table 1: Results rendered by the industry security
auditing process on Apache Roller version 3.0.0.
Critical High Medium Low
Fortify Issue Categories
8
18
2
52
Raw Issues
164
653
13
2,597
Exploitable Issues
37
397
0
1,221
ASIDE’s code refactoring is primarily aimed at preventing
vulnerabilities resulting from lack of input validation and/
or encoding. Out of the 1,655 Fortify issues that can be
exploited in Roller, 922 (58%) of them are caused by lack
of input validation and/or encoding including most of the
vulnerabilities from the critical bucket. The rest, mostly in
the low security risk category, are related to failure to release
resources (e.g. database connection) and other bad coding
practices. Table 2 lists the details of the audit ﬁndings for



Vulnerability Coverage of ASIDE

We then imported Roller into an Eclipse platform that has
ASIDE installed and conﬁgured. ASIDE identiﬁed 131 of
the 143 (92%) exploitable taint sources. The remaining 12
cases involve JSP ﬁles and Struts form beans. The current
ASIDE implementation does not cover these cases, but they
could be easily handled in future implementations.
41 of the 143 are taint sources of composite data returned
from APIs such as org.hibernate.Criteria.list() and
javax.servlet.ServletRequest.getParameterMap(). ASI
-DE performs dataﬂow tracking within the method where
untrusted input is read. When a primitive value (e.g. java.
lang.String) is retrieved from the composite data structure
instance, ASIDE will raise a regular warning and provide assistance to validate and/or encode that input, as described
in Section 3.
While we successfully identiﬁed tainted inputs of composite data types in Roller, in many cases, developers did not
use the elements in that data object within the immediate
method. Since ASIDE only currently performs taint tracking within the immediate method declaration, future implementations of ASIDE will be expanded to support taint
tracking for composite objects beyond the scope of the immediate method declaration, which would then alert the programmer to all these primitive data type uses.
Our analysis also raised the issue of delayed binding. An

example of delayed binding is the access methods in a POJO
(Plain Old Java Object). For example, setBookTitle()
method of a Java class Book.java with a bookTitle attribute of String type. Binding of access methods to input
streams can be delayed until after the program is completed.
Thus, at the time of writing the program, there is no strong
reason to believe the input is untrusted. After completion of
the application, an integrator may bind an untrusted input
stream directly to a POJO, making the application vulnerable.
Delayed binding is a diﬃcult problem for existing static
analysis tools as well. If the binding speciﬁcation (typically
in XML format) is composed in the same IDE environment,
which is usually the case for Java EE development, one could
extend ASIDE to help developers discover input validation
issues by resolving the binding speciﬁcations. Further research is needed on the best approach to address delayed
bindings in ASIDE.

4.2.1

any recognized security vulnerabilities. These often involve
inputs that are highly speciﬁc to the application context.
For example, as illustrated in Figure 5, an input is tested to
see if it equals to a constant value, determining the application ﬂow.

Figure 5: Untrusted input is used for logic test.
Another such case is shown in Figure 6, where the input is
cast into a Boolean value with only two possible outcomes:
true and false, which will not result in any harm to the
intended application logic.

False Positive for ASIDE

As we just demonstrated, ASIDE had good coverage of the
input validation/encoding issues in Roller. In this section,
we discuss the additional warnings that ASIDE generated.
In analyzing false positives, we only look at taint sources of
primitive data types. Taint sources of composite types are
accounted for when elements of the composite object are
retrieved and treated as a taint source of a primitive data
type.
ASIDE reported 118 taint sources of primitive data types
that were not identiﬁed as exploitable Roller vulnerabilities
by the Fortify software security audit. 94 of them are cases
that are not exploitable at the moment. For example, a
taint source does not reach any taint sink. Failure to validate/encode the untrusted input may not be exploitable
in the context of the current application. However, often
times, such untreated inputs will eventually be used, and
thus cause exploitable security vulnerability as the software
evolves. Therefore, we believe it is still a good secure programming practice to validate/encode all untrusted inputs,
regardless of whether they will reach a taint sink or not.
Figure 4 shows another example from Roller, where a
tainted request URL is directly passed into an InvalidRequestException constructor, and eventually inserted into the error log. Fortify default rules do not acknowledge this code
to be vulnerable. However, if the logs are viewed in a webbased log viewer such as a web browser, which is common in
some organizations, this would allow an attacker to launch
a Cross-site Scripting attack on the system administrator
reviewing the log.

Figure 6: Untrusted input is parsed into harmless
Boolean value.
Because false positive rate often is positively correlated
to accuracy, it is diﬃcult to design a highly accurate tool
with very low false positive rates. Both traditional analysis
tools, such as Fortify SCA, and ASIDE will require manual
inspection of warnings to eliminate false positives. However,
our analysis of Roller suggests that for vulnerabilities due to
improper input validation and/or encoding, ASIDE generates far fewer issues than Fortify, reducing the workload for
both developers as well as software security auditors.
Additionally, we believe that it may take less eﬀort to
recognize and deal with ASIDE false positives compared
to those generated by traditional static analysis. ASIDE’s
warnings are generated while the developer is actively engaged in the programming process, making it easier to examine and understand the context of the warning. Moreover,
with a click of a button on ASIDE’s resolution menu, the developer can dismiss a warning as false positive. In contrast,
false positives generated by traditional analysis tools such as
Fortify SCA are often dealt with by either software security
auditors who typically do not have full application knowledge or by developers after the program was completed. In
both cases, we believe it will take them longer to fully understand the impact of a particular warning generated by static
analysis and to recognize it as a false positive. As excessive
false positives could have a negative impact on the usability
of any tool, further research is needed to understand how
false positives in ASIDE impact developer behavior.

5.

INTERACTIVE CODE ANNOTATION

Interactive code annotation [37] is a mechanism that helps
developers to avoid more subtle security vulnerabilities where
code refactoring is not feasible, such as broken access control and CSRF. Instead, programmers are asked to indicate
where practices were performed, which is added as an annotation to the code. This serves as both a reminder to
perform good practices, and enables further analysis and
auditing. We ﬁrst discuss interactive code annotation using
an example of access control.
Consider an online banking application with three database
tables: user, account, account user, and transaction,
where the tables account and transaction are speciﬁed as

Figure 4: Untrusted input is logged through an Exception construction.
Thus, from a broad secure programming best practice perspective, we believe these 94 cases should be regarded as
true positives, and ASIDE’s warnings should still be followed. However, from a circumscribed perspective of a speciﬁc application, they may be regarded as false positives.
The remaining 24 reported taint sources we regard as false
positive, where inputs are used in ways that do not lead to



requiring authentication in such a way that the subject must
be authenticated by the key of the user table, referred to as
an access control table.
Figure 7(b) shows a highlighted line of code in the doGet()
method of the accounts servlet, which contains a query to table account. ASIDE requests the developer to identify the
authentication logic in the program, again by a red marker
and highlighted text in the editing window. In this case, the
developer highlights a test condition reques.getsession().
getAttribute(“USER”) == null as illustrated in Figure 7(b),
which ASIDE saves as an annotation to the query code. The
annotations can be reviewed and modiﬁed in an additional
view as shown in Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c), on which
diﬀerent information corresponding to diﬀerent actions the
developer has taken is displayed. Thus, the annotation process is seamlessly integrated into the IDE without requiring
the developer to learn any new annotation language syntax.

We are still in the process of implementation interactive
code annotation in ASIDE. Thus, the screenshots in this
section are of our design, not a working prototype. We ﬁrst
discuss the issues in implementing code annotation, before
moving on to our analysis of its potential eﬀectiveness.
Our implementation of code annotation will take a knowledgebased approach relying on the speciﬁc structure of the target
technology, initially Java servlet-based applications. We are
ﬁrst focusing on requesting programmers’ annotations on access control logic The key implementation issues are (a) how
to identify the application context to prompt the developer
for annotation and (b) what are the forms of acceptable annotations.
If we know the names of database tables whose access requires authentication, we can easily identify program statements that access these tables. Thus, we will provide a
method for designers or a SSG to specify such tables as
part of conﬁguring ASIDE. However, such database access
statements may not convey important application context,
as they may be part of a utility library used by diﬀerent web
requests. For example, the account table may be accessed
by the same access routine in multiple web requests (e.g.
“customer account balance”, and “electronic fund transfer”).
Also, diﬀerent web requests may require diﬀerent access control logic (e.g. two-factor authentication for fund transfer).
Therefore, we need to identify locations where application
logic takes place by invoking database access operations.
For Java servlet-based web applications, access control annotations can be requested in the context of a web request:
as in “where is the authentication logic for accessing the account table in the customer account balance request?”, and
“where is the authorization logic for accessing the account
table in the electronic fund transfer request?” In this example each web request is implemented as a servlet. Therefore,
we will start by tracking doGet() and doPost() methods
within each servlet class (and this can be easily extended
to include JSP pages)1 . They are referred to hereafter as
entry methods. Through static analysis techniques, we will
detect cases where an entry method leads to a statement accessing a database table which requires access control. The
developer will then be requested to provide annotation of
authentication in the context of the entry method, as illustrated in Figure 7(b).
Our annotation design satisﬁes the following requirements:
(a) it consists of a set of logical tests (e.g. conditional tests
in if statement, cases in switch statements), as shown in
Figure 7(a), and (b) each test must be on at least one execution path, as determined by the control ﬂow, from the start
of the entry method to the identiﬁed table access statement.
Annotations may enable more in-depth static analysis.
We are speciﬁcally looking into one type of execution analysis. For example, a broken access control may be detected
if there is an execution path in the entry method leading
to the database access without any identiﬁed access control
checks along the path. We believe such an analysis can also
be used to help prevent CSRF vulnerabilities. Of course,
the accuracy of this analysis depends on the accuracy of the
annotation. We now move to our evaluation of code annotation against real world cases.

(a) Developer identiﬁes authentication logic (highlighted
text) upon request from the ASIDE (see marker and highlighted text of Figure 7(b)) and annotates it.

(b) ASIDE issues a question for proper access control check
that grants/denies the access to the highlighted data access
operation. The detail of such request is displayed on the
view called Annotation below the code editing window.

(c) The Annotation view adds the annotated information as
a response to the developer’s annotating of the access control
logic in above Figure 7(a).
Figure 7: An example showing how ASIDE interactive code annotation works.
Several beneﬁts can be derived from this annotation mechanism. First, the developer is reminded of the need to perform authentication, and the annotation process may help
the developer to verify that authentication logic has been included. The developer has an opportunity to add intended
access control logic should that be missing. Second, the
logged annotations provide valuable information for code
review. Third, heuristics-based static analysis can be performed to provide more in-depth analysis of the authentication logic.

1
Most popular Java frameworks also have structured entry
methods, such as controller in Spring MVC



6.

EVALUATE INTERACTIVE CODE ANNOTATION

We have conceptually tested this approach on real world
open source projects. The security audit did not identify
any broken access control or CSRF issues in Roller. Thus,
we turned to bug tracking records to uncover previously discovered issues. Since Apache Roller only has a small number
of fully documented security patches, we also included security patch information from Moodle [25], a PHP-based open
source project for course management. A Google search
of “powered by Moodle” yielded over 4.3M sites including
many large universities. A total of 20 fully documented
security patches were found for the two projects. Four of
them are due to improper input validation and/or encoding
and can be addressed by ASIDE’s code refactoring support.
Out of the remaining 16 vulnerabilities, 3 (1 broken access
control and 2 CSRF) can be addressed by code annotation
and the path analysis heuristics outlined above.
The broken access control issue is from Roller [31]. The
authenticator, as illustrated in Figure 8, gets a web request
from the client side and checks to see whether the headers
of the request are valid. If they are valid, it extracts the
credentials and veriﬁes the validity of them. If the credentials are valid, the program goes on to access protected data
in the database. If the credentials are not valid, an exception will be thrown, thus preventing unauthenticated access.
However, there is another path from the web entry point to
the data access point when the headers do not conform to
the expected format, as shown in the control ﬂow diagram
in Figure 8.

Figure 9: Annotate access control logics.
access point with an annotated access control check on it,
while another path from the same entry point to the same
data access point has no access control check on it. Therefore, ASIDE would be able to provide a warning to the developer of a potential broken access control vulnerability.

Figure 10: Java Servlet code for processing authentication request (left) and Access control check graph
that involves processing the request (right).
Two CSRF vulnerabilities were recorded in Moodle’s bug
tracking system. An eﬀective way to prevent CSRF is to
assign a random token to each instance of a web page that
changes the state of the application. The token will be veriﬁed by the server before the application state is changed.
The Moodle project is clearly well aware of the CRSF problem and implemented this strategy as a set of standard utility functions, simplifying developers’ tasks. However, developers still missed using this CSRF protection, introducing
serious vulnerabilities into the software.
Through code annotation, ASIDE can be designed to remind developer of places where CSRF protection is needed,
such as web transactions that change application states.
Whenever a form submission/web request contains an operation to update (add, delete, modify) database entries, the
form submission needs to be checked for CSRF. We describe
one of the CSRF cases in Moodle, MSA-08-0013 [26], in detail; the other example is similar. This CSRF vulnerability is
based on editing a user’s proﬁle page, edit.php. Since ASIDE
is currently being designed for the Java EE environment, we
recast this example in equivalent Java terms.
The edit function would have a web entry point such as
in a Servlet. Function update_record() is called, as highlighted in Figure 11, to update selected database tables
through database operations. ASIDE would prompt the developer to annotate a logic test that implements CSRF protection. The request for annotation would be made at the
line where update_record() is called. In this case, CSRF
protection was omitted, so the programmer would be reminded to add such protection. Once the CSRF protection
is added with appropriate annotation, ASIDE will apply the
path analysis heuristics to further check for possible logic errors that may bypass the CSRF protection.
We have not yet conducted an analysis on false positives

Figure 8: Control ﬂow diagram of how an authentication request is processed.
Applying ASIDE’s code annotation approach, when the
application code accesses the protected database resource to
get all users’ information, ASIDE would prompt a request
for proper access control logic on the path from the web
request to the data access method call. Considering that
the question should be raised on a transaction level, line 52
in the Servlet processing the request would be highlighted,
as shown in Figure 10. In this case, the developer could
easily identify the access logic as the logic tests which lie in
the method invocation verifyUser(username, password)
in BasicAuthenticator.java, highlighted in Figure 9. In
this case, there are three tests to be annotated.
Based on the developer’s annotation, ASIDE would be
able to construct a control ﬂow graph, as illustrated in Figure 10, that has one path from a web entry point to a data



ings? (b) do they use code refactoring functions, and (c) do
warnings and code generation help developers produce more
secure code?
Figure 12 depicts the results of all 9 participants. Over all
9 participants, 101 distinctive ASIDE warnings were generated, resulting in 11.2 warnings per participant on average.
83 warnings were clicked by participants, 9.2 for each participant on average.
Figure 11: A snippet of source code of the web transaction that changes user proﬁle.
for code annotation since we have not completed a prototype
of ASIDE’s code annotation functions, however, we would
like to point out a case where false positives may appear.
It is not uncommon for a web application to access diﬀerent tables of a database to respond to one single request.
Without context, ASIDE would raise the same questions for
each and every function call that changes a table, and thus
may produce false positives. Further research is needed to
make ASIDE more contextual and intelligent about asking
questions in these cases.

7.

Figure 12: Metrics and results from 9 participants.
Out of the 83 warnings clicked, 63 were addressed (7 per
participant on average) by clicking on one of the validation
rules provided by ASIDE, leading to validation/encoding
code being generated. The remaining warnings were dismissed by participants. All participants used ASIDE to
generate validation routines in their development. None of
them wrote any customized validation or encoding routines.
Thus, ASIDE’s code refactoring was eﬀective in helping students write more secure code, even though they were not
required to do so.
Multiple factors explain why certain warnings were not
clicked or acted upon. Some of the warnings were generated
when the participant wrote debugging code, which was soon
deleted. Perhaps students ignored security warnings on code
that they knew was transient. Other cases have to do with
a bug in the version of ASIDE used, which falsely warned
participants of the need for output encoding. We noticed
that participants learned this warning was a false positive
after one or more encounters, and then ignored those warnings thereafter. However, at least in this study, the presence
of a false positive did not seem to cause the participants
to not pay attention to other ASIDE warnings. Thus, in
cases where participants encountered false positives, they
were able to recognize them quickly and use the options
provided by ASIDE to dismiss the false positives.
We transcribed all interviews into text via Inqscribe [15],
and coded the transcripts using Atlas.ti [2] to identify general themes and interesting cases. All but one of the participants indicated that if they were not given ASIDE, they
would not have been aware that some of the inputs needed
to be validated before being used. Furthermore, they unanimously agreed that they would not write their own validation routines should ASIDE not provide them in the context
of their assignment. As one participant stated:

DEVELOPER BEHAVIOR STUDY

The previous evaluations focused on the ability of ASIDE
to detect or ﬁx vulnerable code. However, ASIDE must be
designed in a way that ﬁts naturally into a developer’s work
environment in order to be successful. To gain an understanding of programmers’ reactions towards real-time secure
coding support, we conducted a pilot user study involving
9 graduate students from our college using our current implementation of ASIDE in a controlled experimental setting.
All 9 participants were recruited from a Java based web application development course in the Spring 2011 semester.
As part of the course, students were brieﬂy introduced to
basic secure web programming techniques such as input validation and encoding. However, project grades were assigned
only based on functional requirements, not on secure coding
practices.
Part of the students’ course work was to build an online
stock trading system incrementally over 4 projects throughout the semester. Our study focused on the last increment
of this project where students were asked to implement functionality including add a banking account, display stock details, make a buy/sell transaction, and display transaction
history. Students added these functions on top of their existing work artifacts, which included static web pages, login,
logout, and register functionalities.
We asked students to come to our lab and work on their
assignment for 3 hours, using Eclipse with ASIDE. ASIDE
was implemented as described in Section 3, generating input validation and encoding warnings. Participants were
given a brief tutorial of ASIDE, then told to work on whatever aspects of their code they wanted, using ASIDE as
they wished. We recorded all their interactions with ASIDE
through screen recording software, and logged all interactions with the ASIDE interface. Immediately after the 3hour study, participants were interviewed about their experiences of using ASIDE. Participation was voluntary and not
related to class grades; students were compensated with a
$30 gift card for his/her time.
Our goals with this study were to evaluate the usability of
ASIDE and determine: (a) do users pay attention to warn-

[P1] That (The warning design of ASIDE) was
good because hadn’t it prompted me, I wouldn’t
have to realize I have to inspect those input values.
No one expressed that the ASIDE warnings were annoying, and all seemed to have faith that using ASIDE would
make their code more secure.



[P4] No (it does not bother me). It gives me
warnings so that I can write secure code.

eﬀective in detecting and helping prevent common types of
web application vulnerabilities, such as lack of proper input validation and/or encoding, CSRF, and broken access
control.
No single tool is capable of detecting all software vulnerabilities, and ASIDE is no exception. However, we believe
that ASIDE can be most eﬀective in supplementing static
analysis tools and increasing the productivity of current best
software security practices. For input validation and encoding issues, which often constitute the largest percentage of
issues in a typical web application, ASIDE can signiﬁcantly
reduce the number of issues generated by static analysis
by helping programmers to prevent them in the ﬁrst place.
Thus, ASIDE can help improve software security and reduce
the number of security ﬁxes needed after static analysis, as
well as saving time for the software security audit by 50%,
based on our Roller case study.
Our user study results suggest that ASIDE is eﬀective
in helping novice developers/students to write more secure
code when using code refactoring. They appear to pay attention to ASIDE warnings and follow ASIDE advice to perform
input validation and/or encoding. Further studies, including
studies involving experienced developers, are needed to show
whether ASIDE can improve developers’ understanding and
practice of secure programming in more contexts. Preliminary evidence appears to suggest that users can quickly
recognize false positives in ASIDE and take easy action to
dismiss them. More research on false positives and how they
impact on developers using ASIDE is needed.
Finally, our approach also provides a tool platform to provide additional support for the secure software development
lifecycle in the areas of enforcing standards, information collection for secure coding metrics, and capturing developer
rationale for code review or in depth program analysis. In
an enterprise environment, ASIDE can serve as a medium
that communicates a Software Security Group’s secure coding knowledge to developers. As we continue the development of ASIDE, we plan to further investigate the use of
these features and how they can contribute to secure applications.
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So overall, 8 out of 9 participants expressed a positive
impression of ASIDE, with one being neutral. This study
demonstrated that ASIDE was usable by our participants.
They were able to utilize ASIDE quickly, in the context of
their own development, potentially improving the security of
their code. We plan to expand upon this study to examine
the use of ASIDE by professional developers to more deeply
investigate the impact on programmer behavior in a variety
of contexts.

8.

RELATED WORK

Research into tool support for software security focuses
heavily on machine-related issues, such as technique advancements for vulnerability detection eﬀectiveness, accuracy, and vulnerability coverage, with very little concern
with human factors issues. The two prominent techniques
are static and dynamic program analyses. Static analysis
typically is based on taint tracking [27, 17, 21, 7] and dynamic analyses are often based on model checking [14, 9,
22] and symbolic execution [6, 10, 32]. As both approaches
have their advantages and disadvantages, a variety of work
has explored the combination of these two techniques in an
attempt to achieve better performance [3, 23, 13] .
Software developer education and training has also been
directed at achieving better software security. Most eﬀorts
have been spent on developing educational material and
guidelines for the best secure programming practices [5, 16,
1, 18, 35]. However, the mere existence of such abundant information does not guarantee its use by programmers [38].
Our work takes human factors into consideration and ﬁlls
this missing gap, complementing program analysis tools to
help developers write more secure code.
Our work is in part motivated by studies on human errors
[29], and programmer errors in particular [20], which demonstrate that programmer errors contribute a great deal to
software ﬂaws. Many such errors are caused by three types
of cognitive breakdowns: skill-based breakdowns where programmers fail to perform routine actions at critical times;
rule-based breakdowns where programmers fail to do an action in a new context; and knowledge-based breakdowns where
a programmer’s knowledge is insuﬃcient. We believe that
ASIDE’s contextualized reminders can help address many of
these issues by ﬁlling in knowledge gaps and reminding programmers of secure programming issues within their current
context.
Prior work on code annotation (e.g. [24]) used textual
extensions of programming languages, such as C and Java,
which demands developers to learn and use yet another type
of language. In contrast, our approach leverages GUI support to make the process more intuitive, direct and easy to
use. Furthermore, soliciting security information from the
developer through annotation could open up new ways to
detect software vulnerabilities.
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ABSTRACT

not only technological ﬂaws, but also usability ﬂaws. One
such example is the SSLstripping attack introduced at the
Blackhat conference in 2009 [11]. It attacks secure socket
layer (SSL), which is the most widely used security mechanism that enables secure communication establishment between two parties over the Internet. As a type of man-inthe-middle (MITM) attack, the attack could aﬀect tens of
millions of online users of popular SSL-protected websites
such as Facebook.com. More importantly, the attack exploits users’ browsing habits, rather than a technical ﬂaw in
the protocol, to eﬀectively defeat the SSL security.
The underlying cause of this type of semantic attack,
which targets the way we, as humans, assign meaning to
content [14], is a semantic barrier between the user’s mental
model and the system’s actual processing model [21]. Since
web interactions between a user and a remote web server
are usually made through the use of a web browser, the user
derives her mental model of the interactions from the presentation of the interactions - the way they appear on the web
browser screen. On the other hand, the system’s processing model is derived from the messages exchanged between
the web browser and the web server, without a web browser
being aware of the user’s intention. Hence, the user, who
usually does not look at the hidden HTML codes, is not
able to compare her mental model (“I use a secure channel
to submit my login credential ”) with the system’s processing
model (“A secure channel is not used due to an attack ”) under the SSLstripping attack. The semantic barrier further
results in the lack of trust between the user and her agent.
In this paper we present a novel approach to addressing this type of semantic attack, especially, the SSLstripping attack, by using visually augmented security. Speciﬁcally, motivated by the red-yellow-green colored traﬃc light
metaphor, we introduce a set of visual cues aimed at thwarting the attack. The visual cues, called security status light
(SSLight), can be used to boost the user’s trust against her
browser by trying to overcome the semantic barrier between
the user’s mental model and the system’s processing model.
Hence, users can make better, more informed decisions when
their sensitive information needs to be submitted to a remote
website. An experimentation involving a user study was designed and conducted to investigate the eﬀectiveness of our
scheme, and its result shows our approach is more eﬀective
than the traditional pop-up method adopted by major web
browsers.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the
SSLstripping attack and its countermeasures in detail. Section 3 presents our approach to tackle the attack, with an

One of the latest attacks on secure socket layer (SSL), called
the SSLstripping attack, was reported at the Blackhat conference in 2009. As a type of man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack, it has the potential to aﬀect tens of millions of users
of popular online social networking and ﬁnancial websites
protected by SSL. Interestingly, the attack exploits users’
browsing habits, rather than a technical ﬂaw in the protocol, to defeat the SSL security. In this paper we present a
novel approach to addressing this attack by using visually
augmented security. Speciﬁcally, motivated by typical trafﬁc lights, we introduce a set of visual cues aimed at thwarting the attack. The visual cues, called security status light
(SSLight), can be used to help users make better, more informed decisions when their sensitive information need to
be submitted to the websites. A user study was conducted
to investigate the eﬀectiveness of our scheme, and its results
show that our approach is more promising than the traditional pop-up method adopted by major web browsers.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been growing interest in usable security over
the last decade, and numerous studies have been conducted
to explore the usability issue of various computer security
mechanisms [8, 19, 21, 22]. However, bridging the gap between security and usability is a challenging task. At one
extreme, we can easily ﬁnd security technologies, for example, one-time pads (OTPs), that render many sophisticated
attacks obsolete but are not widely adopted due to their usability issues. At the other extreme, we can ﬁnd security
solutions, for instance, low entropy passwords, that are very
usable but fail to withstand non-trivial attacks.
One of the common mistakes made when designing security systems is that security is assumed to be both important
and engaging for users. However, this is clearly not a correct assumption since security is almost never the users’ primary goal [22]. The security ramiﬁcation of this disengagement is the constant surfacing of new attacks that exploit
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Figure 1: User interaction with Facebook.com in a normal situation (left) and under SSLstripping attack
(right)
• The attacker will look at all HTTP requests and do
either of the following:

introduction of SSLight. Section 4 discusses the methodology and design of a user study developed to test the eﬀectiveness of our approach. Section 5 and 6 present the results
of the user study. Section 7 concludes this paper with our
future research direction.

– Case 1: If the response is a redirection to an
HTTPS address, the attacker will establish the
secure connection to the address and provide the
decrypted content to the victim, also stripping ‘s’
from “HTTPS” in any forms and links

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Since SSL was ﬁrst introduced by Netscape in 1994, it has
become a de facto standard for establishing a secure connection between two parties over the Internet. It also laid the
foundation for developing a new standard called transport
layer security (TLS) [4, 5]. Nowadays, many websites rely on
HTTPS, HTTP served over a SSL/TLS channel, to provide
users a secure transaction over the Internet. It is interesting,
however, to see that nearly 45% of the most popular websites still do not use HTTPS, not even for login purposes, as
shown in a recent study [16].

– Case 2: If the response is a mixed content page,
which is an HTTP page with forms with “HTTPS”
actions, the attacker will simply strip ‘s’ from
“HTTPS”
• The victim logs in to a service
• The attacker will receive the victim’s login request and:
– Register the victim’s credentials
– Login in place of the victim with the web server

2.1 SSLstripping Attack

– Provide the victim with the received responses,
after decryption

The man in the middle (MITM) attack has been a constant threat in web security. A MITM attack is achieved
when a malicious user positions himself between two other
users that intend to engage in a legitimate communication.
Eﬀectively, in a MITM attack, the attacker impersonates
each of the victims to the other. A variation of MITM attack
called the SSLstripping attack was proposed at the Blackhat conference in 2009 [11]. The attack takes advantage of
the simple concept and observation that most users do not
explicitly type the safe address of a web page (https), but
rather rely either on the browser or the target page to redirect them to a secure location. This opens the opportunity
to strip users’ sessions of its security, while giving the user
the illusion of privacy. More speciﬁcally, the attack works
as follows:

• The victim, unaware of the attack, experiences the
same as she would experience if the connection was
secure. Her browser issues no warnings, since no SSL
certiﬁcates are being used on the victim’s machine.
As shown by Marlinspike at the conference and veriﬁed
later at our lab, this attack is really easy to launch and extremely eﬀective: it would be detected only by very careful
and technically savvy users by either noticing the insecure
connection on a normally secure website (Case 1) or by looking at the rendered web page’s source code and verifying
that the login form does not have a secure address as its
target (Case 2). Figure 1 illustrates this attack by using
Facebook.com.

• The attacker is on the same local network as the victim

2.2

• The attacker uses the ARP protocol to convince the
victim that the attacker’s machine is the victim’s gateway

SSLstripping Countermeasures

Most of the current web browsers have little or no support
for security indicators when users submit their sensitive information over an insecure communication channel. Hence,
it is hard for users to have any suspicion that something
should be wrong when they are under the SSLstripping attack. Both Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer support

• The victim, unknowingly, is now sending all her HTTP
requests to the attacker



ally, it was found that some users were confused with other
small icons for the lock icon.
In their study, Schechter et al. found out that removing
the SSL security indicators would not deter users from logging in to diﬀerent websites with their credentials [13]. But
this phenomenon could be explained partially by the existence of diﬀerent security indicators, not directly related to
SSL, as identiﬁed by Whalen and Inkpen [18]. On the other
hand, the eﬀect of introducing extended certiﬁcates, aiming
to provide even more information about service providers to
users, was studied in [10, 15]. However, it was found that
users also ignored the information on these certiﬁcates.
Usable security issues were not limited to the SSL usage
for secure web browsing. There have been several studies on
the usability of PGP encryption and eﬀectiveness of antiphishing systems in [6, 20, 21], and they showed that the
design of a usable security system is a hard problem. The
general consensus is that security indicators that rely on
the user to make a correct decision tend to be ineﬀective
in [2, 3, 7]. This is also supported by Sunshine et al., who
concluded that warnings should be avoided when possible
and decisions should be made for the user in an automated,
under the hood fashion [17]. On the other hand, Whitten
and Tygar showed that a careful design can lead to much
more usable security in [20]. Brustoloni and VillamarinSalomon presented promising results by trying to prevent
users from getting habituated to existing warning dialogs
and introducing morphic warning messages in [1].

Figure 2: The classic Pop Up Window warning
present in Mozilla Firefox
a warning dialog when users submit their data over an insecure channel, as shown in Figure 2. However, this is an
opt-in feature which users need to explicitly choose to see
the warning. Other browsers, such as Google Chrome, do
not have even the opt-in warning dialog. However, a warning
feature could be supported by installing browser extensions
in Google Chrome.
Jackson and Barth suggested a solution where the user’s
web browser would force a secure connection with websites
that have previously deployed a special cookie [9]. This solution will not be able to avoid the SSLstripping attack in
general, since most websites do not have the SSL-only requirement. Nikiforakis et al. proposed an approach to leveraging a client side HTTP proxy, which, relying on browser
history, would compare the current request with previous requests made to the same website in [12]. Although this is an
interesting approach, it fails to address several issues. First
of all, it requires a browser history. This automatically excludes all users that do not save browsing history. Second, it
assumes that the attack is never a zero day attack. This excludes all users that were already attacked. The assumption
that the attack will only occur after a signiﬁcant browser
history is established, seems to be a very weak assumption.

3.

OUR APPROACH

Our approach to addressing the SSLstripping attack is
based on the use of visual security cues as a way to help
overcome the semantic barrier between the user’s mental
model and the system’s processing model. Speciﬁcally, the
visual security cues will be displayed in login form ﬁelds so
that users will be able to detect the attack based on them.
Because of a preference of usability over security, visual security cues are often disregarded by users. Therefore, our
challenge is to design and build a security solution that gives
more value to users than the value of the eﬀort required to
use it. Unlike regular software systems, which users use because there is some kind of return for them, security is most
of the times an add-on, and if the eﬀort to include security
is much higher than the perceived risk the user is exposed
to, users will just ignore it. Hence it is of utmost importance to design a more easy-to-use and more intuitive, but
less disruptive visual cue solution.
The design of our visual cues was motivated by the popular traﬃc light metaphor, which is simple to understand and
familiar to most users. This is primary reason behind our
adoption of the traﬃc light metaphor, and we strongly believe that it can be used to help simplify the decision making
management for both lay and technically savvy users when
they are about to submit their sensitive login credential.
As we discussed previously, the attack is so eﬀective that
most users are not likely to be able to detect it. Therefore,
we strongly believe that each security indicator simply represented by a single traﬃc light, red, yellow, or green and
displayed inside of login form ﬁelds will better assist them to
understand the current security situation that they are faced
with and to make better, more informed decisions when they
need to submit their sensitive information to a remote website. Motivated by this, our solution called security status

2.3 HTTPS Visual Security Cues
Whalen and Inkpen conducted a study on the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent security indicators in [18]. Their study used
an eye-tracking device to match users’ claims to their actual
actions, more speciﬁcally where they focused their attention.
The study had several interesting results. First of all, on top
of the previously identiﬁed security indicators such as a padlock and https in an address bar, more security indicators
were identiﬁed, specially concerning a web site reputation,
either by general user rating or by the level of usage among
a user’s circle of friends. Furthermore, the study was run
in two phases, the ﬁrst where users were not prompted to
pay special attention to security aspects, while in the second they were. They showed that the resulting diﬀerences
between the two stages of the study were very signiﬁcant:
users would normally not pay attention to the security indicators. Overall, the lock displayed on a browser in the event
of a secure connection being established was the preferred
security indicator. However, it is important to notice that
many browsers allow a page to display a small icon on the
address bar, which can be made to look like a lock regardless
of a secure connection being established or not. Addition-





  

      


  


 

  

Figure 3: Our approach: security status light (SSLight) and how it is used in a login form
light (SSLight) adopts the three color design, as shown in
Figure 3.
In following sections we ﬁrst discuss an algorithm to display SSLight so that it can be used in judging whether login
credentials are to be submitted securely or not. Next, we
implement a browser extension that executes the algorithm
and presents the result to the user.

Evaluate-Form()
1 if Https-Initial()
2
return green-signal
3 else
4
if formAction = https
5
return red -signal
6
else
7
Further-Analysis()
Further-Analysis()
1 if ¬Verify-SSL-Certificate()
2
return red -signal
3 else
4
if form.act.loc.hostname = doc.loc.hostname
5
if White-List(form.act.loc.hostname)
6
return green-signal
7
else
8
return yellow -signal
9
else
10
return green-signal

3.1 SSLight
Before the user can be given some information regarding
the website where she is about to log in, we need to be able
to evaluate the security of this website. We developed an
algorithm that will look at the web page source code and
output an evaluation based on the comparison of the web
page’s address and the login form’s action data, which has
an URL where credentials will be submitted.
The ﬁrst step is to identify if the page loaded by the web
browser is already being accessed over SSL. If this is the case,
we just need to verify that the action on the login form belongs to the same domain that is already secure, a situation
that is true if the action is a relative path. This means the
form will submit the login request to an address in the scope
of the current secure connection. Hence, the SSLstripping
is not possible and we return a positive evaluation (Green
light). If the current page is not on a secure connection,
we will assess the protocol being used in the form action.
If we ﬁnd that the form action URL is an insecure address,
we immediately return a negative evaluation (Red light),
which means it is unsafe to submit the login request.
In the scenario where the current page is not secure, but
the form action is under the HTTPS protocol, we proceed
with another round of analysis. Further analysis will ﬁrst
assess the certiﬁcate of the secure location referenced in the
form action. If this is a self-signed or expired certiﬁcate,
we will return a negative evaluation. Next, if the certiﬁcate
proves not to be invalid, we compare the domain in the form
action with the domain of the loaded page. If these two
domains match, we return a positive evaluation, otherwise,
we check whether the domain of the login form action is in
a list of trusted login entities. If we cannot white-list the
URL, we will issue an uncertain assessment (Yellow light)
and delegate to the user, showing them the domain where
they will be submitting their form. In an attack situation,
a warning would appear in the webpage that previously did
not raise any issues.
Our algorithm is outlined in pseudo code in the following
listing:

3.2

Browser Extension Implementation

SSLight was implemented as a browser extension on Google
Chrome web browser using Javascript, HTML and CSS. This
implementation should be able to be ported with the necessary adaptations to every other browser that allows extension development. The extension executes only after the
page has been loaded, being the last layer of code to be executed on the rendered page. The algorithm we designed is
run and after a conclusion is made, the result is presented
to the user.
We chose to implement two diﬀerent visual cue solutions.
The ﬁrst is SSLight present at all times in the login form
ﬁelds in the loaded website. The SSLight will spin like the
images in slot machines when the page is loaded and assessed, and will stop spinning and display an appropriate
color when the assessment is made. The green light indicates that the form is secure, being submitted through a
secure channel. The red light means the form is insecure
and the yellow light represents a very small number of cases
where we cannot make a deﬁnite assertion and delegate it
to the user. This visual cue can be seen in Figure 4. Note
that a tool tip warning message associated with each of the
colored lights is not displayed here. However, they are used
in our user study to deal with color-blinded people.
The other visual cue solution is to simply change the background color of the input boxes, either blinking or not, to
a red color that alerts the user to danger. In the second
solution, shown in Figure 5, nothing will be presented to
the user if the assessment returns an output that signals a



To avoid the framing eﬀect, we did not want the users to
be aware that we were testing their login behavior and their
reaction to a security warning. In addition, we wanted the
users to be exposed to the warning as an abnormality or exceptional condition. To achieve both the goals, we asked the
users to perform diﬀerent sets of tasks on their Facebook accounts. This made them use their real credentials and have
tasks to perform that would make their behavior as close
to reality as possible. We set up two machines, one being
attacked, and another left untouched. The users were ﬁrst
asked to create a list of friends on their Facebook account
and then add three of their friends to that list. This ﬁrst
set of tasks was performed on the untouched machine where
the credential submission happened over HTTPS. Next, the
users were asked to remove the very same list they had just
created. This time around, when they tried to log in, a security warning would be displayed. It was what the users
decided to do at this point that we were interested in.
Since we did not want to expose the users to any real
danger, i.e. setting up a real SSLstripping attack where
user credentials are sent unencrypted over the network and
could be read by anyone sniﬃng it, we prevented an actual
login from occurring on the second machine and redirected
the users to the exit survey instead. The users who chose not
to continue after noticing the security warning, were asked
to login with no credential information, and therefore also
redirected to our exit survey. Before the beginning of the
study we deﬁned a set of hypotheses that we wanted to have
tested. The hypotheses we developed are:

Figure 4: The SSLight browser extension

1. (General awareness of secure form submission)
Users will know the diﬀerence between encrypted and
unencrypted credential submission when they log in to
a website.
2. (Eﬀectiveness of SSLstripping, given the awareness) Users will not notice any diﬀerence when they
submit their credential to log in to a website under a
successful SSLstripping attack.

Figure 5: The Blinking background browser extension
secure form submission. The extension conﬁguration allows
the user to choose which warning method should be used
and if the non-disruptive tool tip style warning message is
to be shown. By non-disruptive we mean that the warning
will not require the user to stop her actions, i.e. writing
the user name or password in the text ﬁelds, as opposed
to warning methods that require the user to click a pop up
window before any further action is performed.

3. (Unhelpfulness of an existing method) Users will
submit their credential, even when warned with the
classic pop-up alert message for unencrypted data submission.
4. (Helpfulness of visual cue-based methods) Users
will not submit their credential, when warned with new
visual cue-based approaches.

4. USER STUDY

5. (Eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent visual cue methods)
There is no diﬀerence in the submission ratio between
blinking background and SSLight approaches.

We conducted a user study1 not only to test the eﬀectiveness of our solution, but also to compare it against an
existing solution, namely the classic pop-up window in Firefox. We also wanted to study how all of these solutions
compare against the absence of any visual security cue. Finally, we wanted to test all of the warnings in the presence
of the SSLstripping attack.
To test diﬀerent scenarios that will be elaborated later,
we devised four diﬀerent user groups, each exposed to the
attack and a diﬀerent kind of warning or no warning at all.
We wanted to investigate how eﬀective our proposed solution
is against an SSLstripping attack.

The ﬁrst hypothesis assumes that the average user is aware
of the diﬀerence between secure and insecure form submission. In other words, the average user knows that a secure
form submission encrypts the form data before sending it
over the network. Given this knowledge, the second hypothesis tests whether users are able to detect the SSLstripping
attack, meaning that users will not notice when a normally
secure website submits their credentials unencrypted, the
consequence of being under the SSLstripping attack. We
hypothesize that the average user will not be able to detect the attack. The third hypothesis tests the assumption
that the current warning method, a pop-up window with

1
This user study was approved by our university’s IRB and
conducted for one week at our university campus.



security warning message, will be ineﬀective to prevent the
attack and users will still submit their credentials, despite
the warning that the current page is submitting credentials
unencrypted and despite the fact that in the previous login activity there was no warning. The last two hypotheses
are related to our proposed approach. We hypothesize that
our approach will be more eﬀective than the traditional approach, and also that our two diﬀerent visual cues will have
identical eﬀects.

4.1 Experimental Design
We deﬁned four separate user groups, each of which is
exposed to a diﬀerent warning scenario:
• Group 1: Exposed to the attack with no warning
• Group 2: Exposed to the attack with the standard
pop-up warning dialog

Figure 6: Distribution of computer usage expertise
among study subjects.

• Group 3: Exposed to the attack with the SSLight
warning in the login form ﬁelds

4.3

Exit Survey

The last step asked to the participants of our study was
to answer a brief exit survey that included questions on the
overall understanding of a secure form submission and its
consequences, the presence of warnings in browsers and the
user opinion on the diﬀerent warning mechanisms. Even
though each participant was exposed to only one scenario in
the study, they were shown all the three warnings in the exit
survey and asked to classify them in a 5 point Likert scale.
The users were also asked to select their favorite warning
method, out of the methods presented and an “other” option, that would allow users to write any other method of
insecure form submission warning they would prefer over the
presented possibilities. The users were also asked to quantify
their concern with the security of their credential submission
to a website. We used a nine-point Likert scale for this end.
Finally, the users were asked to answer a few questions on
their information, such as gender, education and computer
experience level.

• Group 4: Exposed to the attack with the blinking
background in the login form ﬁelds
The users were asked to act as if they were using their
own machines, in that all decisions they made should be
the same as if they were being made on their own private
computers. Security was never explicitly mentioned. Even
though we initially thought the “make all decisions as if this
was your machine” could bring too much focus into security
issues, the results showed us that this was not the case. To
avoid making the user aware of our real purpose, the experiment script was carefully designed so that the users thought
they were being tested on the features of the website being
accessed and not on the security of the login action itself.
Users were assigned randomly to one of the user groups and
given instructions. The instruction sets were identical for all
the users except the username with which they were to login
to the test machines. Each of the four groups was assigned
a diﬀerent username2 corresponding to a diﬀerent setup on
the two test machines.

5.

USER STUDY RESULTS

Our sample includes 100 individuals, whose computer expertise is on Figure 6 and education level is on Figure 7.
Our subjects have a high education rate, with all having
completed at least high school and the gross of participants
being undergraduate college students. Relative to computer
usage experience, the individuals in our sample are very sophisticated, with only 9 claiming they have basic skills, 39
and 41 claiming they have intermediate or advanced skills
and 10 rating themselves as expert computer users.

4.2 Sample
In the design of our experiment, we performed a power
analysis to determine the minimum sample size that we
would require to test our hypotheses. We chose an error of
0.05 and a power of 0.8, common among such experiments,
and determined a minimum sample size of 19 subjects per
study group, adding up to a total of 76 subjects across the
four user groups.
In our study, volunteers were elicited by using ﬂiers posted
around our University campus and oﬀering an iPod Touch
as a prize to be drawn among the participants. A total of
106 individuals replied to our request, from which 5 did not
perform the study and one submitted an empty exit survey
form, which was discarded. A total of 100 valid submissions
were obtained, 25 individuals per group, therefore above our
minimum sample size and enough to test our hypotheses.
The subjects who participated in our study mostly came
from our university. The demographic details will be presented in the beginning of Section 5.

5.1

Hypothesis 1: General Awareness of Secure Form Submission

This hypothesis was tested by asking all the users about
their understanding of secure form submission in the exit
survey. On the exit survey, we asked users to select all
the statements from a list that applied to unencrypted form
submissions. The summary of results is on Table 1. The
statements are ordered in decreasing order on the number
of users that selected that statement as applicable to an insecure form submission.
As it can be seen from the results, 89% of the subjects
are aware that an insecure form submission exposes their

2
Note that the users used their own username and password
to login to facebook however.



Submit
No Warning
Pop-up Window

25
24

Not
submit
0
1

Fisher’s
Exact P
1

Table 2: Comparison of having the Pop-up Window
and having no warning

will not be aware of this situation, but there is still the possibility that a savvy user would be able to detect the attack
by inspecting the source code.
Of the twenty-ﬁve users in the ﬁrst user group, none of
them detected the attack and all submitted the login form.
This 100% eﬀectiveness in the sample translates into an interval from 88.7% to 100% in the population, with 95% conﬁdence. This interval conﬁrms our hypothesis and allows
us to assume that without any added security mechanisms,
the SSLstripping attack will be highly eﬀective against the
average user.

Figure 7: Study subjects education level.
Option
Your username and
password can be seen
by an attacker connected to your local
network
Your browser does
not encrypt your
password
The encryption of
your network is weak
The website to which
you are submitting
form will sell your information

Positive
Answer Count
89

95% CI
0.811 - 0.944

5.3

66

0.558 - 0.752

42

0.322 - 0.523

32

0.23 - 0.421

Hypothesis 3: Unhelpfulness of Existing
Method

The method for warning users of an insecure form submission and the dangers associated with it has traditionally
been a pop-up window that appears after they entered their
credentials in the form ﬁelds and clicked the submit button associated with the form. This method was present in
Netscape Navigator and is currently an optional feature on
Mozilla Firefox and Internet Explorer.
We hypothesized that the average user, when presented
with this warning, would ignore it and proceed with the
login operation. In our experiment the users were requested
to login to Facebook.com on two diﬀerent machines. On the
ﬁrst of these machines no warning was displayed, but on the
second machine, the one under attack, Firefox would warn
the users of the insecure form submission via the optional
pop-up window. Table 2 shows the results we obtained,
compared with the results obtained for the absence of any
warning and the statistical analysis of diﬀerence between
these two groups.
With only one user out of 25 refusing to continue when
presented with the pop-up window, the statistical test reveals that there is no meaningful diﬀerence between having
no warning and having the pop-up window.

Table 1: Unencrypted form submission danger
awareness

credentials to eavesdroppers on their local network, while
only 66% are aware that credentials submitted insecurely are
not encrypted by their browsers. While 42% of the subjects
think an insecure form submission is caused by the network
they are connected to, 32% believe an insecure form would
be the cause of their private information being leaked by a
service to third party entities, which is not dependent upon
the submission security, but the service being logged in to.
From these results, our ﬁrst hypothesis is conﬁrmed, and we
can assume that the average user is aware of the dangers
of submitting data over the network using forms over plain
http.

5.4

Hypothesis 4: Helpfulness of Visual Cue
Methods

The main goal of our user study was to investigate the
eﬀectiveness of the novel visual cue methods we proposed to
notify the user of a threatening situation, namely the submission of a form containing sensitive credential information
over an unencrypted communication channel. The previous two hypotheses were established as assumptions that we
made during the design and development of our approach.
While testing our solution, we also needed to establish if
our assumptions were correct, which was veriﬁed by failing
to reject the null hypotheses in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2.
Having support for these two assumptions, we can now compare them to the results obtained with the two user groups
exposed to our proposed warning methods. The summary of
our results and of the statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence
between the diﬀerent user groups is shown in Table 3 and 4.

5.2 Hypothesis 2: Effectiveness of SSLstripping attack
On our second hypothesis, we assumed that the SSLstripping attack would be highly eﬀective. This means that the
average user, being exposed to the attack, will not be able
to detect it and will submit the form as if it was secure. To
test this hypothesis, we had the ﬁrst group of users exposed
to the attack and not shown any warning. Facebook has the
login form submitted to an HTTPS address by default, and
after the login is performed, the user gets redirected to an
HTTP address again. We postulate that the average user



Submit
Pop-up Window
SSLight

24
16

Not
submit
1
9

Fisher’s
Exact P
0.011

Table 3: Comparison of having the Pop-up Window
and our SSLight Solution
Submit
Pop-up Window
Blinking

24
8

Not
submit
1
17

Fisher’s
Exact P
0.000

Table 4: Comparison of having a Pop-up Window
and our Blinking Background Solution

Figure 8: The number of votes attributed to each of
the diﬀerent methods, stacked according to the user
group that cast the vote.

We can see from Table 3 that 16 out of the 25 users in the
SSLight user group submitted the form, while 9 refused to
continue. This shows a signiﬁcant diﬀerence to the proportion found in the pop-up window user group and conﬁrms
hypothesis 4 for our ﬁrst approach. The second solution we
proposed had only 8 out of the 25 users in the user group
submitting the form. A total of 17 users refused to continue
in the presence of this warning method. The statistical difference between this group, and the group exposed to the
classic pop-up window is even more evident than that of our
ﬁrst solution. The results are summarized in Table 4.
Hypothesis 4 is therefore conﬁrmed for both our solutions,
meaning that they are indeed more eﬀective than the traditional approach to warning a user of an insecure form submission, as we failed to reject both the null hypotheses regarding the visual cues.

Figure 9: The average rating attributed to each of
the methods.

5.5 Hypothesis 5: Effectiveness of Different
Visual Cue Methods
Our ﬁfth and last hypothesis stated that both of our visual
cue solutions would be equally eﬀective, with no statistical
diﬀerence between the ratio of users that ignored it and the
ratio of users that refused to submit their credentials. The
results, summarized in Table 5, show that there is indeed
a statistical diﬀerence and therefore the null hypothesis is
rejected. This means that the blinking background was statistically more eﬀective than the SSLight solution. Failing
to support hypothesis 5 indicates that our visual cue mechanisms are not equally eﬀective, even though both are more
eﬀective than the classic approach.

One of the questions included in our exit survey was relative to all the methods presented to the diﬀerent groups.
The question asked each individual in our user study to
choose a favorite warning method out of the three methods
used: pop-up window, SSLight and blinking background. A
ﬁnal option tagged “other” accompanied with an empty text
ﬁeld was also provided to allow users the freedom of not
choosing one of the mentioned solutions, but still answer
the question.
Figure 8 shows the compilation of the answers to this question. The chart shows not only the total number of votes
each method received, but also how the diﬀerent user groups
voted across the diﬀerent methods. It is interesting to notice
that the only group that had no votes in the “other” option
was the group that was exposed to no warning.
In addition to asking the users to select their preferred
method, we asked them to rate each of the methods presented in the survey. The summary of the results is in Figure 9. The graph shows the average rating of each method,
along with the standard deviation. These results show that
there is not a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the user rating
of each method.

6. OTHER RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Preferred Methods
Submit
SSLight
Blinking

16
8

Not
submit
9
17

Fisher’s
Exact P
0.046

Table 5: Comparison of having our SSLight Solution
or our Blinking Background Solution

6.2



Reaction to Warnings in the Past

Noticed Warning in the Past
Deactivated Warning

Yes
84
36

6.5

No
16
47

Potential Attacks

Considering that the SSLstripping attack is a MITM attack, where the attacker can change the content of the webpage being rendered by the browser, it is reasonable to assume that the attacker can change more than just the action
attribute of a form to remove the ‘s’ from an address starting
with “https”. We took special consideration to the scenario
where the attacker assumes our extension is present and may
try to circumvent it.
Our ﬁrst concern is that an attacker could create an overlaying html component that could sit on top of the original
form element, or just our warning, thus giving the user a
false sense of trust by always displaying a positive warning.
To avoid this attack scenario, our warning is rendered not
on the form element itself, but on a separate layer placed
on top of the form element. An alternate solution would
involve having the shape of the warning, a circle in the case
of SSLight, to be deﬁned by the user. This means that the
attacker would have to correctly guess the shape chosen by
the user for the warning in addition to the remainder of the
attack. For the blinking background approach, we could
allow the user to choose its own color scheme, forcing the
attacker to have the burden of discovering this information.
We chose to implement an overlaying component as opposed
to custom warnings, as it requires less eﬀort from the user.
Another possible tweak to the attack that could be used to
circumvent our approach is to include in the page a script
that would change the action URL of the form only after
our algorithm has ﬁnished running. This would mean that
although the extension may have seen the original action
address and it was deemed to be secure, the injected code
could change it and the user would actually submit the form
to an insecure location. To address this issue, our extension
makes use of the existing Google Chrome extension API to
verify the request after it has been made and double check
the submission address. If at this point a risk is identiﬁed,
the user will be warned and prompted for a conﬁrmation.
It is noteworthy that both the scenarios above would require changes to the original SSLstripping attack that need
to be tailored to individual web pages. The attack would
no longer be as general and therefore not as powerful as the
original SSLstripping attack.

Table 6: Distribution of users who have noticed insecure form submission warnings in the past and,
among those who have, the fraction of those who
opted out of them and those who did not.

Figure 10: Distribution of the concern about unencrypted login form submission.

Trying to understand the past user behavior in face of
the classic pop-up window, we asked users if they had ever
seen any warning about submitting form insecurely over the
network. The results, summarized in Table 6, show that 84%
of the users have in fact noticed an insecure form submission
warning in the past. Of these, 43% say they opted out of
the warnings and 56% claim they did not. The 1% missing
is explained by a user who said he had seen a warning in the
past but did not answer whether he opted out of it or not.
It is, however, important to note that at the time that
this study was conducted, none of the major web browsers
had a default insecure form submission warning.

6.3 User Concern
One of the ﬁrst questions we asked in the exit survey was
relative to the subject’s personal concern about insecure
form submissions. On a scale of 1 to 9, being 1 not concerned and 9 very concerned, the average rating was 6.31,
with a standard deviation of 2.246. It is then reasonable
to assume the average user is somewhat concerned with the
risks of submitting the credentials in plain text over the network. The distribution of the diﬀerent ratings can be seen
on Figure 10, where we can see an higher incidence on votes
on the higher half than the lower half.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a novel approach to thwarting
the SSLstripping attack by using visual security cues. Our
empirical study clearly shows that the proposed solutions are
more eﬀective and eﬃcient in preventing the SSLstripping
attack than the classic pop-up window method. However,
our approach is by no means complete. For our immediate
future work, we will investigate how to improve the eﬀectiveness of the SSLight solution. Speciﬁcally, the proposed
SSLight is based only on color and text message. We will
investigate how to add additional factors such as symbol or
position to enhance its eﬀectiveness. Another future work
is related to our experimental design. Our study used a
sample consisting mainly of higher education students, a
demographic that does not represent the average user accurately. Gathering a more representative sample poses a
bigger challenge that we are trying to address. There is also
the fact that the results obtained by our approaches could
stem directly from its novelty alone. To circumvent this, we

6.4 Alternate Methods
When we asked the users to select their favorite warning
method, we also left room for the possibility that the users
would rather not have any of the proposed methods, or even
no warning method at all. We included an “other” option
which also allowed them to write what would that other
method be. The results collected from the users who chose
“other” and provided further explanation include “a colorcoded warning in the url bar”, “padlock-ﬂashing red”, and
“status message below the address bar”.



are working on another round of data collection that will
require longer and more frequent interactions to exclude the
novelty as a factor for the good results, thereby studying
the eﬀect of user habituation. Lastly, the usual rules that
apply to a desktop browser are not applicable to a browser
running on a smartphone, for example. We see the emergence of long solved security ﬂaws in new devices, as is the
case of the recent browser user interface spooﬁng in iPhone.
These new exploitation opportunities come from the lack of
consideration for security aspects in software development,
specially in user interface design of mobile applications. We
will investigate how our approach can be applied to this in
the near future.
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ABSTRACT

malicious ads can further exploit software vulnerabilities in web
browsers to launch drive-by downloads and surreptitiously install
malware on users’ machines. A recent research shows that “about
1.3 million malicious ads are being viewed online everyday, most
pushing drive-by downloads and fake security software” [33].
To mitigate the threats from untrusted ads, a number of solutions
have been recently proposed. They address the threats to user privacy and web application integrity by sandboxing JavaScript ads
through functionality restriction or isolation [2, 4, 10, 13, 17, 19, 23,
26,27,30,35,40,45,49]. However, they cannot block ads from triggering drive-by downloads, which have been “persistently” plaguing online users as one of the main attack mechanisms. In addition, these solutions are not ﬂexible in controlling behaviors of
JavaScript advertisements: the allowed access of an ad must be decided before it starts to run. In the face of these limitations, there is
a need for an integrated solution that can not only ﬂexibly regulate
the ad access to various web contents, but also effectively block
drive-by downloads from malicious ads.
In this paper, we present the design, implementation and evaluation of AdSentry, a comprehensive and ﬂexible isolation framework to conﬁne JavaScript-based advertisements. Instead of supporting only a subset of JavaScript functionality or isolating the
ad execution through signiﬁcant changes to web pages, AdSentry
provides a shadow JavaScript engine for untrusted ad execution.
The purpose of having a shadow JavaScript engine is to ensure that
the ad will not affect the host web content without proper control,
thus protecting user privacy and the integrity of web applications.
More importantly, it provides the control in a transparent manner
and still exposes the full spectrum of JavaScript functionality to the
untrusted ads. Meanwhile, to block possible drive-by downloads
and preserve the integrity of the host system, the shadow JavaScript
engine is strictly sandboxed.
By design, AdSentry effectively mediates all accesses made by
untrusted ads to the web application. We stress that the shadow
JavaScript engine (for the ad execution) by default cannot access
the original page DOM (Document Object Model). To accommodate legitimate accesses by ads to some part of the page content,
AdSentry transparently interposes related DOM accesses from the
ads. For every such access, AdSentry checks its legitimacy (according to a given access control policy) and, if benign, redirects
it to the original page DOM to substantiate the access. Our framework is ﬂexible in allowing both web publishers and end users to
specify or customize the access control policies for ads, as well as
allowing dynamically changing policy after an ad starts to execute.
We have implemented a proof-of-concept AdSentry prototype.
The shadow JavaScript engine implementation is based on the opensource Mozilla SpiderMonkey. Its execution is strictly sandboxed
with Native Client [48], which has demonstrated its effectiveness

Internet advertising is one of the most popular online business models. JavaScript-based advertisements (ads) are often directly embedded in a web publisher’s page to display ads relevant to users
(e.g., by checking the user’s browser environment and page content). However, as third-party code, the ads pose a signiﬁcant threat
to user privacy. Worse, malicious ads can exploit browser vulnerabilities to compromise users’ machines and install malware. To
protect users from these threats, we propose AdSentry, a comprehensive conﬁnement solution for JavaScript-based advertisements.
The crux of our approach is to use a shadow JavaScript engine to
sandbox untrusted ads. In addition, AdSentry enables ﬂexible regulation on ad script behaviors by completely mediating its access to
the web page (including its DOM) without limiting the JavaScript
functionality exposed to the ads. Our solution allows both web
publishers and end users to specify access control policies to conﬁne ads’ behaviors. We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of AdSentry that transparently supports the Mozilla Firefox
browser. Our experiments with a number of ads-related attacks successfully demonstrate its practicality and effectiveness. The performance measurement indicates that our system incurs a small performance overhead.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Internet advertising is one of the most popular business models of today’s Internet companies. For example, more than 96%
of Google’s revenue is from Internet advertising [15]. In Internet
advertising, web site owners or web publishers include advertisements (or “ads”) from advertisers in their pages, and get paid by
advertisers when users view and click on these ads.
To increase the likelihood for users to click on the ads, advertisers commonly use (JavaScript) code in ads to check a user’s
browser environment to select advertisements that are believed to
be more attractive to the users. As third-party code, these ads unfortunately pose great security threats to both web applications and the
underlying operating systems. For example, such ads require close
integration with the displayed page contents, which may leak users’
private data [28] and break web applications’ integrity. Worse,
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in conﬁning third-party code with high efﬁciency and reliability.
Our development experience further indicates that AdSentry is a
generic framework that can be conveniently implemented as a regular browser extension without requiring the modiﬁcation of the
browser code. Our evaluation results with a number of ad-related
exploits show that AdSentry is effective in successfully blocking
all of them. The performance evaluation shows that the protection
is achieved with a low overhead.

Contributions.
We identiﬁed the critical need for a conﬁnement solution to prevent ads from threatening the privacy and integrity of user data as
well as the integrity of users’ computing systems. To summarize,
this paper makes the following contributions:
• AdSentry provides a comprehensive isolation framework to
conﬁne untrusted ads on web pages. Its comprehensiveness
is achieved by not only regulating the ad access to the original web application (or web contents), but also effectively
conﬁning the ad execution in a strongly sandboxed environment to block possible drive-by downloads.

Figure 1: An architecture overview of AdSentry. The core components of AdSentry are highlighted in the ﬁgure.
the ads, or how many times the ads have been clicked by visitors,
etc. [47]
Internet advertising brings in new challenges to web security and
privacy. One possible way for publishers to include advertisements
is to completely isolate them in separate iframes. However, such a
complete isolation makes advertisement targeting impossible. As a
result, third-party ads are often included in <script> elements,
so they have the same privilege as other JavaScript on the web page.
In this paper, we focus on such third-party JavaScript-based advertisements (ads) that are deployed on web pages. These ads are
hosted outside web publishers’ servers, but included as JavaScript
on the web pages. If some of them become malicious, they may
abuse their privileges in accessing web application data for various
purposes, such as leaking conﬁdential user information and issuing
unauthorized transactions. Moreover, they may exploit software
vulnerabilities in browsers to take over the users’ systems.
Our goal in this work is to comprehensively conﬁne these untrusted JavaScript ads and effectively protect users’ privacy and the
integrity of both web applications and the users’ computer systems.

• Our solution preserves the original execution environment
for third-party scripts. Unless otherwise speciﬁed by access
control policies, AdSentry does not alter the execution order
of different scripts on the page even after certain ad scripts
are sandboxed by our solution. Sandboxed ads scripts also
have full access to global JavaScript objects created or overwritten by other scripts outside the sandbox, if allowed by
access control policies.
• Our solution allows for ﬂexible mediation of each DOM access from untrusted ads. It is also ﬂexible in allowing both
web publishers and end users to specify access control policies for ads. We highlight that it is important to empower
users with full control as they can choose how to protect the
viewed web pages from ads (according to their own requirements and running environments) and remain conﬁdent in
protecting the integrity of their host systems.
• We have implemented a prototype that transparently supports
modern Mozilla Firefox browsers. Our prototyping and evaluation results with real-world examples demonstrate its practicality and effectiveness.

3.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview on Internet advertising. Sections 3 and 4 present
our system design and implementation. Section 5 presents detailed
evaluation results. Section 6 discusses limitations of our approach
and suggests future improvement. Finally, Section 7 describes related work, and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2.

SYSTEM DESIGN

To effectively conﬁne untrusted ads, we have four design goals,
i.e., comprehensiveness, ﬂexibility, transparency, and efﬁciency.
By comprehensiveness, we aim to provide an integrated scheme
that not only regulates ad access to the host web page, but also
contains malicious ads from launching drive-by downloads. The
ﬂexibility requirement allows both web publishers and end users
to specify access control policy for ads. Users can also dynamically change access control decisions based on application runtime states. The transparency goal requires no modiﬁcation to the
browser for the support and preserves the timing of the JavaScript
behaviors in the web applications. The transparency requirement
ensures that the current billing model of ads is not affected. Actually, it is a stronger requirement than simply requiring no changes
to ads billing. Also, the proposed solution needs to be efﬁcient in
introducing low performance or maintaining a similar level of user
experience.
Following these design goals, we have developed a novel ad
isolation framework called AdSentry, whose overall architecture
is shown in Figure 1. In essence, AdSentry provides a shadow
JavaScript engine to conﬁne untrusted ads. This shadow JavaScript
engine by default has no direct access to the original browser envi-

PROBLEM OVERVIEW

In Internet advertising, advertisers pay web publishers directly
to display their ads on these web sites, or more often, pay advertising networks to get their ads displayed on popular sites, easily
reaching out to a large amount of audiences. Moreover, advertisers usually allow web sites or advertising networks to dynamically
decide what kind of ads to display to their visitors, based on the
web contents users are viewing. This behavior is called “targeting”
of ads. It makes Internet advertising more relevant and presumably
more helpful to visitors. The proﬁt of web publishers hosting ads
can be calculated by different revenue models, including measuring
how many times the ads are displayed, how many visitors have seen



ronment and the operating system. Therefore, the ads can be fully
conﬁned, and the host web page and OS will remain intact even if
the ads are malicious. To meet the transparency requirement, the
shadow JavaScript engine can be seamlessly integrated into current
browsers through the standard browser’s extension application programming interfaces (APIs), i.e., no browser modiﬁcation will be
necessary.
With the introduction of a shadow JavaScript engine, AdSentry
essentially works with two JavaScript engines: the untrusted ads
run inside the shadow engine while the rest (normal) JavaScript in
the web page runs as usual in the default engine. We point out that
an ad may have legitimate reasons to access certain web content
(e.g., for the purpose of advertisement targeting). To accommodate
these requests, AdSentry provides a virtualized DOM to the shadow
JavaScript engine. The virtual DOM has all the standard DOM
interfaces, including XMLHttpRequest, so page accesses made by
ads running in the shadow engine will be received by the virtual
DOM. When the virtual DOM is being accessed, it will relay the
access to the page agent in the browser through a policy enforcer.
The policy enforcer will decide whether a page access is allowed
by users’ security policies. If yes, the page agent proceeds with the
access request on behalf of the isolated ad, and returns the results
back to the isolated ad through the virtual DOM. If not, the access
will be blocked to protect the integrity of the web page.
Besides virtualizing the DOM access for untrusted ads, AdSentry also sandboxes the ad execution within the shadow engine, preventing them from compromising users’ operating systems.
It is important to note that AdSentry is transparent to web pages
by automatically dispatching ads to the shadow engine and seamlessly supporting their accesses. As a result, the billing model of
ads is not affected. AdSentry preserves the original execution timings of all JavaScript in the web page, including ads scripts running
in the shadow JavaScript engine. This is a key advantage of AdSentry over iframe-base isolation techniques, such as AdJail. This
ensures that the behaviors of the applications and user experience
will not be altered unless for security concerns, making AdSentry
applicable to securing a wider class of untrusted JavaScript code in
web applications.

3.1

JavaScript to execute, it creates a new JavaScript context for the
ad with the associated identiﬁcation number. A virtualized DOM
will be initiated to contain a set of global objects, which are then
made accessible to the JavaScript context. The virtual DOM has all
standard DOM interfaces, but each interface is simply a stub that
forwards the access to it to the page agent in the browser. After
the initialization, the shadow JavaScript engine starts executing the
received JavaScript. If the script accesses a particular DOM interface, the access is intercepted by the virtual DOM, which in turn
communicates with the page agent to handle the access request.

3.2

Page Agent

The intercepted DOM access requests from the virtual DOM are
forwarded to the page agent, which resides on the same page with
the web application. After the veriﬁcation from the policy enforcer,
the page agent will perform the requested DOM access on behalf
of the ad. If the request is to create or modify DOM element(s),
the page agent takes special care to capture all resulting JavaScript
executions and forwards them back to the shadow engine for processing. For instance, when a user clicks on a button created by an
ad, the triggered onclick() function call will be captured and
executed in the shadow engine.
The communication between the virtual DOM and the page agent
is in the form of message passing. When the page agent receives a
message requesting a DOM access from the shadow JavaScript engine, it extracts the access from the message, and processes it in the
context of the original web page. The page agent then sends the result back to the virtual DOM, and in turn, to the shadow JavaScript
engine, completing the access made by the conﬁned ad.
AdSentry also naturally regulates access to HTTP requests from
untrusted ads. Speciﬁcally, ads may initiate HTTP requests by either generating new DOM elements (that have already been controlled by the page agent), or by directly initiating XMLHttpRequest. As XMLHttpRequest is not part of the JavaScript engine,
but is provided by the virtual DOM, the invocation to XMLHttpRequest is also regulated by our system.
In order to ensure that the relayed DOM access is transparent to
the executing ad, we need to address a few issues – some of them
come from innate JavaScript features.

Shadow JavaScript Engine
Dynamically generated JavaScript.

By introducing a shadow JavaScript engine to host untrusted ads,
AdSentry allows us to achieve the comprehensiveness goal: resilience against exploits to browsers themselves and protection for
the conﬁdentiality and integrity of web application data. As mentioned earlier, the shadow JavaScript engine is executed inside a
Native Client (NaCl) [48] sandbox. There are two reasons why we
choose to build our system on top of NaCl. First, NaCl sandbox
has been shown to be secure against code injection attacks with minor performance overhead. Second, NaCl has been supported on a
number of platforms, such as x86, x86-64 and ARM [41], which
can be very helpful for adopting AdSentry by end users, especially
with the rising popularity of the Google Chrome browser and the
Chrome OS that ships NaCl as one built-in component.
Like the normal JavaScript engine in the current browser, the
shadow JavaScript engine is shared across web pages in the browser.
To distinguish different ads from different pages, each ad will be
assigned a unique identiﬁcation number. With that in place, when
an ad needs to be executed, AdSentry sends its JavaScript and the
ad’s identiﬁcation number to the shadow engine. To preserve the
original execution timing of the web page, the browser waits until
the ad’s JavaScript ﬁnishes in the shadow engine, in the same way
that the original browser JavaScript engine handles its execution.
Speciﬁcally, once the sandboxed JavaScript engine receives a

Ads can insert a new piece of JavaScript into a web page.
The new JavaScript must also be executed in the same shadow
JavaScript engine. Otherwise, the newly generated JavaScript can
escape the isolation of AdSentry.
There are several ways for ads to introduce new JavaScript into
the original web page. Examples include abusing document.write
or setting the innerHTML attribute of an element. Accordingly,
whenever AdSentry receives a message from the shadow JavaScript
engine requesting to invoke such DOM interfaces, the request is interpreted and all newly introduced JavaScript is properly ﬂagged to
ensure they will execute in the shadow JavaScript engine. We detail
this solution in Section 4.

Timers and event listeners.
One interesting challenge comes from the support of asynchronous events, such as timers, where ads register callback routines to be executed later. Such callback routines need to be executed in the shadow JavaScript engine. To handle these asynchronous events, AdSentry dynamically creates a stub as the corresponding event handler in the web page. This stub will notify or
invoke the true callback routine in the shadow JavaScript engine.
Unfortunately, as asynchronous events occur unexpectedly, the



notifying message sent to the shadow JavaScript engine may arrive
in the middle of the execution of some other DOM accesses, which
causes an undesirable race condition. To avoid that, the messages
from asynchronous events will be separately marked and temporally buffered by the shadow JavaScript engine. These messages
will then be processed after the ongoing DOM accesses are ﬁnished.

of the shadow JavaScript engine is based on Mozilla SpiderMonkey version 1.8.0. The virtual DOM support is generated with a
code generator of 770 SLOC in perl. On the browser side, the other
two components (i.e., the policy enforcer and the page agent), are
implemented entirely in the JavaScript language. These two components add about 3100 SLOC.

Anonymous functions.

AdSentry is ﬂexible in deployment. It allows both web publishers and end users to specify the scripts to be executed in the sandbox. The intuitive way is to associate an attribute with the script
indicating it is an advertisement script. However, this solution requires the browser to be modiﬁed to recognize the attribute. In AdSentry, we provide a function sandboxAds. It takes the body of
an ad or the URL of an ad script, and notiﬁes AdSentry to execute
it in isolation.
Therefore, to use AdSentry, web publishers can process the advertisement with the function sandboxAds, as illustrated by the
following example, where the last argument indicates whether the
ﬁrst argument is the URL (true) or the body of an ad script (false).

4.1

The JavaScript language supports anonymous functions. For
example, the following code snippet creates an anonymous function with a function body alert(0).
window.addEventListener("click",
function () { alert(0); },
false);

As an ad may create these anonymous functions, we need to
isolate them properly. Particularly, if these anonymous functions
are being used as event listeners, they should be invoked within
the shadow JavaScript engine when the corresponding events occur. Unfortunately, anonymous functions are represented as native function objects in the JavaScript engine, rather than strings
of JavaScript code. Therefore, we cannot handle them in the same
way as we do for JavaScript code on the page.
To address this problem, in our system, when the shadow JavaScript
engine executes a statement that creates an anonymous function, we
record the function’s internal identiﬁcation number, associate that
number with the related DOM access, and forward it to the page
agent. When the page agent receives the message at the real DOM
side, it dynamically composes a new JavaScript function whose
task is just to send a message containing the identiﬁcation number of the anonymous function to the shadow JavaScript engine.
After that, it assigns the newly composed function as the argument
to the event listener. When the event occurs, the newly composed
function will be invoked (at the real DOM side) to send a message
to the shadow JavaScript engine and ask it to run the anonymous
function with the speciﬁed identiﬁcation number.

3.3

Policy Enforcer

By conﬁning the shadow JavaScript engine within a sandboxed
environment, our system effectively blocks possible drive-by downloads that target the underlying JavaScript engines (more concrete
examples will be shown in Section 5). In the meantime, it is important to point out that the sandbox itself does not provide any
guarantee on the conﬁdentiality or integrity of the web application.
As a result, it needs to work in concert with the policy enforcer to
achieve this goal. Speciﬁcally, the policy enforcer checks the requests intercepted by the virtual DOM according to a given user
security policy. Only if allowed by the enforced security policy, the
request will then be forwarded to the page agent for processing.
As mentioned earlier, our system allows both web publishers and
end users to customize the access policy for ads. Speciﬁcally, for
web publishers, as they can simply change the web page content,
they may choose to wrap the ad and conﬁne its execution in the
shadow JavaScript engine. For end users, our current system leverages Adblock Plus [34] to automatically identify ads and conﬁne
them with a customized JavaScript wrapper. We will present the
details as well as the supported policies in the next section.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a proof-of-concept prototype of AdSentry
based on the browser extension support of Firefox, and it is implemented and tested in Mozilla Firefox 3.5.8. Our implementation

Specifying Advertisement Scripts

<script>
sandboxAds(’http://ads.com/ad.js’,
id, true)
</script>

AdSentry also provides the option to end users by automatically identifying ads instances at the client side. It uses Adblock
Plus [34] to identify ads and automatically processes them with
sandboxAds.

4.2

Shadow JavaScript Runtime and Virtual
DOM

We use NaCl to sandbox the SpiderMonkey JavaScript engine.
We found this process relatively straightforward. However, the
main challenge comes from the extension we make to the original JavaScript engine. Speciﬁcally, to enable ads running in the
JavaScript environment to access related page content (e.g., for ad
rendering), there is a need to provide virtual DOM objects. In our
prototype, a virtual DOM is made available to the JavaScript engine in the form of a tree of objects. The root of this tree is called
the global object. 1 In the case of a web page, the global object
is the window object. This global object has a number of properties, including global JavaScript variables and functions, such as
the document object, the location object, and the eval function. With this tree structure, all other virtual DOM objects are also
properties of their parent objects.
We obtain a standard DOM structure from the standard DOM
speciﬁcations [44], construct virtual DOM objects and expose them
to the shadow JavaScript engine as host objects. More speciﬁcally, the virtual DOM for SpiderMonkey is generated in the following steps: 1) Create a new JSRuntime object and set up initial conﬁgurations and in runtime, create JSContexts for the execution of ads scripts. 2) Create a JSClass for each class of
DOM objects. 3) Specify properties and member functions for each
JSClass. 4) Implement property and function accessor methods
for each JSClass, most of which will invoke one of the centralized access handling functions, respectively. 5) Implement the
centralized access handling functions for virtual DOM accesses.
These functions will then relay the access to the page agent (on the
browser side). To relay the access, they also perform other tasks,
such as preparing arguments to actual DOM function calls, looking
1
Note that the concept of the global object here is different from
that of global objects in a JavaScript program.



for anonymous functions, buffering event listener code for later execution, etc. These functions interpose each and every access from
ads to the real DOM. 6) Create instances of standard objects from
JSClass deﬁnitions, starting from the window global object. For
non-global objects, we will specify their parent objects during the
creation to form the tree structure.
Considering the large number of virtual DOM objects we need to
construct and the associated tree structure we need to maintain, we
have a code generator in place to automate the above steps for all
virtual DOM objects. The code generator reads in an XML ﬁle that
speciﬁes the DOM tree objects and structures, and then generates
an output ﬁle that embeds the JavaScript engine and sets up its host
environment with the virtual DOM.

4.3

sandboxed scripts normally, AdSentry should not alter the original
execution order of scripts on the web page, so this ﬁrst approach is
not suitable here.
The second approach is to implement the communication between the web page and the extension like a function call. Mozilla
Firefox provides a mechanism for extensions to evaluate JavaScript
code in web pages’ privileges, called evalInSandbox [32]. In
our prototype, we leverage this method to call a function in the
context of the web page that contains the ad script, which in turn
evaluates the DOM access being requested, and returns the result to
the extension. After that, the extension sends it back to the sandbox
via a pipe. By doing so, when an ad script is being executed, we can
ensure the JavaScript engine in the original browser environment is
always in one of the three states: a) waiting for messages from the
sandbox; b) executing our script in the extension; or c) executing
the message processing function in the host web page while our extension is waiting for the return. As a result, no other scripts on the
web page could preempt the current execution of ads script.
Consequently, our implementation is based on the second communication approach. More details are discussed below.

Page Agent

To facilitate the communication between the shadow JavaScript
engine and the page agent, we deﬁne a simple message format for
data exchange. The format is summarized as follows:
msg::= command data
command::= script | callFunc | getProp
| setProp | return
data::= <text>

Concurrent ads scripts.
AdSentry supports processing multiple ads scripts concurrently.
To avoid mix-ups of ad scripts from different web pages, our browser
extension maintains a message queue to ensure that only one ad
script is being processed at any point of time. Each message sent
to the shadow engine is marked with an identiﬁcation number, enabling the engine to evaluate each ad script in its own JavaScript
context. When evaluating DOM accesses requested by the sandbox, AdSentry also makes sure the accesses will be evaluated in
the same page that originally contains the ad script being executed.

Each message contains a command ﬁeld and a related data ﬁeld.
Our prototype has deﬁned ﬁve different commands: a script
command is used to notify the page agent that an ad script needs
to be sent to the shadow engine for execution. Upon receiving the
message, the shadow engine will prepare the runtime environment
and then start executing it. During execution, it will intercept any
DOM access from the ad script and based on the type of access,
translate it into three other types of messages to the page agent:
callFunc for function invocations, getProp for property retrievals, and setProp for property (re)initialization. Finally, a
return command carries the results in the message body, i.e., the
data ﬁeld.
The page agent extends the Firefox browser through its standard extension interfaces. We create a Firefox extension, which
monitors the dispatched message events notiﬁed by sandboxAds.
Speciﬁcally, following the above message format, if a script command is received, it parses the message stored in the event object,
and communicates with the sandbox. We stress that web pages
cannot directly communicate with the sandbox, and all communications are done via the Firefox extension. During the ad execution, if it needs to access a DOM object, the sandbox intercepts it
and encapsulates the access by sending a message to the page agent
requesting a DOM access. Here, the DOM access is meant for the
access of the real web page and the extension cannot evaluate it in
its own execution environment.
There are two possible approaches for our extension to evaluate
the intended DOM access in the web page context. The ﬁrst approach is straightforward: simply posting a message (or dispatching a custom event) to the web page. After receiving it, the web
page can then evaluate the requested DOM access (encoded in the
message or event). However, message passing is asynchronous,
which allows other JavaScript on the same web page to preempt
the execution of the current ad script. This kind of preemption may
cause serious problems as it alters the original execution order of
different scripts on the page. For example, scripts may have dependency on each other, and a premature execution of a later script
may fail if the dependent script has not been executed. As another
example, document.write is normally executed before a web
page is loaded. If it’s executed after a page is loaded, it creates
a new page, completely eliminating the original one. To execute

Object maps.
The communication mechanisms implemented in AdSentry are
text-based, but in some cases we need to pass objects as parameter or return values. This is achieved by maintaining object maps
at both the page agent and the shadow JavaScript engine, and only
communicating the objects’ indices in the messages. Before a JavaScript
object is to be communicated to the other end, it is checked against
the local object map. If it already exists in the map, its index is
returned; otherwise, it is inserted into the map with its new index
returned. Then in the message sent, the index of the object is included, rather than the object’s real data. Next time when a message
is received from the other end containing an object index, the object
is restored by querying its index from the local object map.

Parameter buffering.
AdSentry enforces security policies on the result of JavaScript
actions, which will be described in Subsection 4.4. One possible
way to bypass our access control policy enforcement is to insert
content into the web page piece by piece. For example, instead of
calling
document.write("<scr" + "ipt> some script <"
+ "/scr" + "ipt>");

malicious ad script may attempt to avoid being detected by inserting a script element like the following
document.write("<scr");
document.write("ipt> some script <");
document.write("/scr");
document.write("ipt>");

This way, checks on parameters to each individual DOM function
call would not detect that a new script element is being inserted.



To prevent such misuses, AdSentry buffers such consecutive function calls by not sending them one by one to the shadow JavaScript
engine for execution, but ﬁnally replace them with a single call with
the entire piece of content being inserted, which is checked by the
access control policy enforcer as normal.

4.4

Access Control Policy Enforcement

To regulate the communication between the host web page and
the conﬁned ad script, our policy enforcer acts as a moderator. Any
communication between the two parties needs to be approved according to a given policy. AdSentry is ﬂexible in allowing both web
publishers and end users to specify the access control policies for
ads.
AdSentry has a default policy. The default policy disallows any
JavaScript code originated from ads to run in the host web page.
In other words, all untrusted scripts will be guaranteed to be only
executed inside the shadow JavaScript engine. To enforce that,
we examine all incoming messages from the sandbox, distinguish
page updates containing dynamic JavaScript content versus static
HTML, and then handle them accordingly.
Speciﬁcally, for the static HTML content, our system ﬁrst normalizes the HTML into the corresponding XML format and then
serializes the XML back to HTML before processing. The HTML
code is widely known as badly formed, to the point that badly written code is often called “tag soup” [6]. Also, all major browsers
have permissive parsing behaviors by supporting a rendering mode
called “quirks mode” beside the “standards mode” [5]. These browser
quirks have many negative implications, one of which is that malicious attacker can embed JavaScript code inside a malformed fragment of HTML code. To strive a balance between security and
the support of potential browser quirks, we took three phases for
parsing HTML code. First, we attempt to reformat the code by correcting popular mistakes in web authoring. For instance, we close
all open tags and correct all improperly nested tags. Second, we
leverage the XML parser in the web browser to parse this reformatted code into a XML model. Note that a malformed HTML
is considered dangerous and will be rejected by our parser. Since
XML parser is strictly standard-compliant, any surviving formation will bear no ambiguity. Finally, we serialize this XML model
back to HTML code before handing to the page agent for further
processing.
For the JavaScript dynamically generated by ads scripts, we install wrappers that request the sandbox to run the dynamic JavaScript
code. In other words, all untrusted scripts are guaranteed to execute inside the shadow page, not the real page. In our prototype, we apply the code wrapping based on the above XML model.
Speciﬁcally, we leverage the XML XPath facility available in most
browsers to traverse the XML model tree and inspect the enclosed
nodes. We ﬁrst query for patterns of dynamic code on the model.
These patterns of dynamic code include event handlers such as
onclick(), as well as related JavaScript functions such as
addEventListener() , setTimeout() and setInterval().
The resulting node set will then be properly wrapped or transformed. In our prototype, we have installed wrappers on all 32
possible vectors of dynamic code and ensure that no potentially
malicious code will ever be injected to the real page. As an example, the following code snippet
setTimeout(’ slideAd(10,100); ’, slideDelay);

will be transformed into the following code fragment:
setTimeout(’ sandboxAds(" slideAd(10,
100);", id, false); ’, slideDelay);

To further ensure the privacy of sensitive user data in the web
page, we allow users to conﬁgure the data to be shared with the
script. As mentioned earlier, we do not copy all the content of the



real DOM to the virtual DOM. Instead, we choose to interpose on
every access to the virtual DOM from the untrusted ad and subject
it for policy veriﬁcation. As such, users can decide to be extremely
cautious with certain kind of ads, and block any read access from
the ad to the entire page. On the other extreme, a user might want
to trust certain ads, and allow free accesses to the real DOM content. In addition to the above two policies, a user is also allowed to
specify a policy that blocks accesses to the document.cookie
object or mandates that ad can only read from its own elements and
not the surrounding content. Moreover, an ad can be prohibited
from appearing outside of the allocated region of the web page (by
stating the allowed values of width, height and overflow
property of ad elements). This is helpful to thwart some types of
phishing attacks. In fact, as a comprehensive isolation framework,
our system provides a mediation capability that can accommodate
existing access control polices [23] for ads. And both web publishers and end users can take the advantage of the same capability to
enforce security policy on ad behaviors.
AdSentry also enables end users to dynamically specify access
control policy with tools during the execution of web applications.
In addition, AdSentry leverages a customized version of Adblock
Plus [34] to automatically identify and wrap ads scripts on web
pages.

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the functionality and performance
of AdSentry. In particular, we have conducted four sets of experiments. The ﬁrst one is based on real-world browser exploits to evaluate AdSentry’s defense against drive-by download attacks. The
second one is to test its resilience against malicious attempts that
inject JavaScript into web applications. The third one is to evaluate AdSentry’s protection of privacy against rogue informationstealing ads; The fourth one is to measure the performance overhead. Our experiments were conducted on a Dell E8400 workstation with a Core 2 Duo CPU (3GHz 6 MB L2 Cache) and 4GB
of RAM. The system runs Ubuntu 9.10 and we its the default web
browser – Mozilla Firefox 3.5.8 – for our experiments.

5.1

Browser Exploits

To evaluate the effectiveness of AdSentry in sandboxing ads,
we conducted experiments with a few real-world exploitations, obtained from existing research work [25] as well as vulnerability
databases [1, 31]. All the exploits we tested with caused the vulnerable versions of the Firefox browser to crash during our experiments. They are all marked as critical by Mozilla developers,
and can be further crafted to launch severe attacks such as drive-by
download.
Our experiments are summarized in Table 1. The eight examples
exploit the vulnerabilities in the SpiderMonkey JavaScript engine.
Most of them are various instances of buffer overﬂow or memory
corruption attacks, and they could lead to arbitrary code execution.
With AdSentry installed in the vulnerable versions of the Firefox
browser (in our experiments, we used Firefox 3.0 and Firefox 3.5
for corresponding exploits), each of the exploits was successfully
contained by the shadow JavaScript engine. This conﬁrmed and
demonstrated one of our design goals that we would like to run
untrusted ads scripts in an isolated environment so that even in
the worst case, they would not crash the entire web browser. As
AdSentry sandboxes the JavaScript engine, so any memory attack
against vulnerabilities in the JavaScript engine would be contained
by the sandbox.

Bugzilla ID
426520
454704
465980
493281
503286
507292
561031
615657

Attack Behavior
Browser crashed by memory corruption with crafted XML namespace
Browser crashed by exploiting a vulnerability of XPCSafeJSObjectWrapper
Browser crashed by pushing to an array of length exceeding limit
Browser crashed by stack corruption starting at unknown symbol
Browser crashed by exploiting a vulnerability of Escape()’s return value
Browser crashed by incorrect upvar access on trace involving top-level scripts
Browser crashed by overwriting jump offset
Browser crashed by buffer overﬂow due to incorrect copying of upvarMap.vector

Outcome
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine
Contained by shadow JS engine

Table 1: AdSentry evaluation using browser exploits
Scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Attack Vector
Direct code injection
Browser parsing quirk
Browser parsing quirk
Browser parsing quirk
Browser parsing quirk
Browser parsing quirk
Browser parsing quirk

Attack Behavior
Inject script
Malformed < img > tag
Malformed < script > tag
Malformed < script > tag
Malformed < b > tag
Malformed < script > tag
Malformed < if rame > tag

Outcome
Blocked
Blocked
Blocked
Blocked
Blocked
Blocked
Blocked

Description
Denied by the default policy
Rejected by message normalization
Rejected by message normalization
Rejected by message normalization
Rejected by message normalization
Rejected by message normalization
Rejected by message normalization

Table 2: AdSentry evaluation using JavaScript injection attacks

5.2

Script Injection by Ads

through the standard-compliant XML in our system. We successfully detected this malformed HTML content and substituted it with
the benign static text “Script Injection Blocked.”

In our second experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness of our
default policy in preventing untrusted code from being injected
from the ad to the web page. In particular, we examined the XSS
Cheat Sheet [7] and identiﬁed a number of cases that can successfully result in injecting JavaScript from the ad into the web page
for execution. We conﬁrmed the successful injection and execution
in the default Firefox without AdSentry being installed. During
our experiments, we explicitly cleared the browser’s cache between
each step.
Our results are shown in Table 2. The ﬁrst one is a direct attempt
to include an external JavaScript to execute in the web page while
the other six exploit numerous parsing quirks [7]. Such attacks
are created to execute a simple script that displays a message box
“hacked!” The use of browser parsing quirks reﬂects the current
trend [24] in part because they are much harder to repair without
breaking compatibilities with legacy web applications. This was
blocked by the default policy in AdSentry that direct injection of
scripts into the web page is disallowed.
For the rest examples, we use the second scenario as the representative. Speciﬁcally, in the second scenario, the attempt is to
exploit a parsing quirk by embedding a <script> tag as literal
text inside a <img> tag, which will cause the browser to interpret
the text string as JavaScript code, thus causing an injection:

5.3

<IMG """><SCRIPT>alert("XSS")</SCRIPT>">

The related code snippet is shown above. It contains three pairs
of double-quotes, encapsulating different parts of the text. If a
parser were properly implemented, there would be three literal strings:
an empty string "", the second string "><SCRIPT>alert(" and
the last string ")</SCRIPT>". These three strings are orphaned
as they are not assigned to any property of the tag and therefore
should be discarded. As such, the entire tag should simply collapse
to <IMG XSS>, which can also be disregarded. However, this is
not the case in most modern browsers. In fact, existing browsers
tend to be very permissive in their parsing behavior [5]. For instance, we observed that Firefox interpreted <IMG """> as the
ﬁrst tag and <SCRIPT>alert("XSS")</SCRIPT> as the second tag; the remaining "> was accepted as plain text and displayed
as is. As a result, the “malicious” code alert("XSS") was executed. This attempt was blocked because of the normalization



Privacy Protection

In our third set of experiments, we test our system from the privacy perspective. In particular, it has been known that third-party
JavaScript can violate user privacy in various ways. Examples include cookie stealing, location hijacking, history snifﬁng, and behavior tracking [20]. In our experiments, we evaluated AdSentry
with a synthesized ad that simulates the above information-stealing
behaviors.
In particular, the synthesized ad is developed to perform all these
four types of behaviors: The cookie stealing is implemented to
access the cookie property of document object; The location
is hijacked by setting the location property of window (or
document); The previously browsed URLs are sniffed by obtaining the color of the populated hyperlinks, which can be done by
invoking the getPropertyValue function of the
ComputedCSSStyleDeclaration object (with the argument
“color”) 2 ; Behavior tracking is achieved by registering related event
listeners of interested elements, such as onclick, onmouseover,
etc.
AdSentry successfully detected each of the above four types of
behaviors. For the ﬁrst two types, our system simply denies the
read access to the document.cookie and the write access to
the window.location and document.location. For the
third type of ad behavior, it is detected by monitoring any invocations to the related getPropertyValue function. For behavior
tracking, AdSentry refused the registration of callback routines of
those elements if the ad does not own them.
We stress that our privacy protection enforcement does not suffer from JavaScript object and property aliasing problems. This is
because the access is intercepted by the virtual DOM that, when
invoked, has already resolved all object and property aliasing, if
any.
Moreover, we also evaluated the user experience of AdSentry using 15 popular website with ads, shown in Table 3. The embedded
ads are automatically recognized by the Adblock Plus extension
2
Recent browsers return the same computed styles for visited and
unvisited links.

Web site
www.msn.com
www.aol.com
www.livejournal.com
espn.go.com
www.cnet.com
imageshark.us
www.nytimes.com
www.ehow.com
sourceforge.net
www.reference.com
www.dailymail.co.uk
www.guardian.co.uk
www.gmx.net
yfrog.com
www.comcast.net

Properties of ads
Ads on different domain of same company
Ads on content distribution network (CDN)
Ad network DoubleClick
Ad network DoubleClick
Ads on different domain of same company
Ad network Google
Ad network Checkm8
Ad network YieldManager
Ad network DoubleClick
Ad network DoubleClick
Ad network DoubleClick
Ad network Google
Ad network Uimserv
Ad network Rubicon Project
Ad network Yahoo!

reading of a particular DOM property. When being conﬁned, it
will take 0.59 ms. This is expected as it needs to cross the sandbox
boundary and go through the normalization for policy veriﬁcation.
Note that this overhead will be effectively amortized in real-world
scenarios – as demonstrated in the four real ads.

6.

Table 3: Web sites used in user experience evaluation

and then transparently conﬁned with AdSentry. To allow users to
interactively specify security policies, we integrate a Firefox extension called Firebug [3] and extend it with a pop-up menu that can be
triggered with a right mouse click. Speciﬁcally, we use the Firebug
to visually capture available screen regions and for a selected region, a right mouse click will activate the pop-up menu. From the
menu, a user will be shown the list of ads (grouped by domains)
currently embedded in the current page and can then choose which
ad can have a read access to the chosen screen region or can register call-back routines (e.g., event listeners). By default, these ads
are only allowed to read their own elements, not the surrounding
areas. Users can also specify new policies during run time, which
will overwrite existing ones if necessary.
Our experiments did not ﬁnd any suspicious information-stealing
behavior for these websites.

5.4

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the limitation of AdSentry and future
work. First, our current work focuses on the JavaScript-based advertisements and has not yet explored the support of other types of
advertisements. In particular, Flash technology is another popular
way to write and display ads, which still remains to be investigated
how ﬂash-based ads can be supported.
Second, AdSentry protects the browsers from attacks exploiting
vulnerabilities of the JavaScript engine, but it is not designed to
prevent attacks to other browser components, such as the HTML
rendering engine. If the malicious HTML segment is dynamically
generated by JavaScript code, AdSentry’s policy engine can mitigate the attack by the HTML normalization and signature-based
attack blocking. A more general solution is to extend our solution
to isolate other components of the browser.
Finally, we will continue to work on improving AdSentry’s compatibility with JavaScript on a web page. Our prototype implementation is able to handle typical JavaScript advertisements, which has
limited ways in accessing other parts of the web page. However,
third-party JavaScript code in general has much tighter integration
with the rest of the web page. As our future work, we will improve
the support for transparently isolating a wider class of JavaScript
code in web applications. It will also be interesting to investigate
possible ways (e.g., in software testing) that automatically test AdSentry’s compatibility with a broader set of web applications.

7.

Performance Evaluation

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss existing work that mitigates threats
from untrusted web content embedded into web applications, including those compromising user data, web application integrity as
well as users’ operating systems.

In order to assess the performance overhead, we conducted experiments to measure the page load overhead. We picked up four
typical ads, one from each of the top four ad networks. We created
a test page for each ad and ran the test page with and without AdSentry. Each experiment was repeated for 20 times, and the average
results were recorded.
Our results are shown in Table 4. Overall, AdSentry incurs small
overhead. The relative overhead ranges from 3.03% in MSN Ad
Network ad to 4.96% in Google Adsense ad. We observed that a
typical ad might only infrequently access DOM namespace, which
might attribute to the low overhead. From another perspective, the
relative overhead can be low because ad content such as images
are often dynamically loaded from a remote server, this process
experiences network round trip delay that is typically much more
signiﬁcant than local computation time in web browsers. Also, to
improve responsiveness, modern browsers typically start rendering
any elements immediately once they are available. Therefore a user
may not notice the difference in the speed of ad loading time at all.
In other words, this pipelining of the rendering process contributes
to masking the delay that may be experienced by any single element
in a web page.
In addition to the above real ads, we also measure the time needed
to initialize our sandbox. Our results show that it takes 31 ms to initialize and set up the sandbox. Though it is lightweight, we expect
opportunities still remain to reduce the time by further optimizing
the JavaScript engine and NaCl sandbox. Finally, we evaluate a
round-trip communication delay for a virtual DOM access. Without our system, it typically took 0.001 ms for the ad to ﬁnish the

Drive-by download prevention.
Drive-by downloads are serious threats to web and host security [37,38]. BLADE [25] proposes a detection system for drive-by
download exploits. This type of attacks has recently received lots
of attention. For example, heap-spraying attacks can pre-populate
a large heap space with attack code and a software bug can be
exploited to redirect execution ﬂow to the heap sprays (with attack code). In addition, several systems [11, 12, 39] have been
proposed to leverage speciﬁc memory characteristics of these attacks to identify them and prevent browsers from being exploited.
WebShield [21] proposes a middlebox framework that processes
page contents in a shadow browser, and transforms DOM updates
to the client browser to reﬂect DOM changes there. As a result,
drive-by downloads can be detected at the middlebox without affecting the client browser. Other existing sandbox and isolation
solutions [14, 22] can also be used to protect the operating system
against drive-by download attacks. Compared to AdSentry, solutions in this category are not designed to protect user privacy and
web application integrity from malicious JavaScript ads.

Isolation in web browsers.
Several recent research projects [9,16,46] attempt to achieve better browser security architecture by running different browser components in isolated environments. The Google Chrome browser



Performance Test
Google Adsense Rendering
DoubleClick Ad Rendering
MSN Ad Rendering
Yahoo Ad Rendering

with AdSentry (ms)
381
601
1224
1539

without AdSentry (ms)
363
578
1188
1475

Overhead (%)
4.96
3.98
3.03
4.34

Table 4: Runtime page load overhead of AdSentry
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also uses a sandbox to isolate browser components and protect the
operating system [8, 29]. The IBOS [42] system steps further by
designing a secure architecture for both the operating system and
the web browser altogether, minimizing default sharing and trust
between software components. However, they do not support isolating JavaScript ads from the rest of web applications, while AdSentry executes untrusted ads scripts in a separate and sandboxed
environment from trusted scripts, mediating every access from ads
to web applications.

Web application integrity protection.
To prevent tightly-integrated third-party JavaScript from affecting the integrity of web application, one type of solutions [2,10,13,
17,26,27] restricts the “dangerous” functionality of JavaScript. For
example, ADsafe [10] only allows ads to use a safe subset of the
JavaScript functionality. It removes dangerous JavaScript features,
such as global variables, eval, this, and with. ADsafety [36]
proposes a lightweight and efﬁcient veriﬁcation for JavaScript sandboxes, and has been successfully applied to ADsafe. Another line
of solutions [4,19,35,40,49] protects web application against JavaScript
ads through code transformation, enforcing policies against malicious JavaScript at runtime. Similarly, ConScript [30] introduces
aspect into JavaScript language to enforce users’ security rules.
MashupOS [45] proposes new script integration primitives reﬂecting different trust relationships between the integrator and the mashup
content provider. Besides enabling web publishers to protect their
web applications, AdSentry also allows end users to ﬂexibly specify access control policies according to their own requirements.
AdJail [23] addresses the privacy and web application integrity
threat from ads by isolating them into an iframe-based sandbox.
Using a separate origin in the sandbox, AdJail leverages browser’s
native origin-based protection to isolate ads. It is a solution for
publishers to isolated third-party ads. Compared to AdSentry, AdJail assumes the ads on a web page are relatively independent and
do not have tight dependencies with the page environment. For example, ad scripts cannot access global JavaScript objects deﬁned or
overwritten by other trusted scripts in the same hosting page. AdSentry transparently supports tight dependency between ads and
the host page, without signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the web page. It
also provides ﬂexible control of behaviors of JavaScript ads.
In addition, solutions in this category cannot prevent malicious
ads from exploiting browser vulnerabilities.

Privacy protection.
One of users’ major concern about JavaScript ads is privacy. Privad [18] proposes a solution to protect users’ privacy by making
users anonymous to the advertisers and publishers, but it does not
prevent users’ data from being used by the ad script, which may
implicitly leak our user data. Adnostic [43] uses a browser extension to perform ad targeting, selecting ads to display from a larger
set of ads sent by the advertisement network. Compared to AdSentry, both solutions only focus on protecting users’ privacy, and do
not address the ad’s threat to integrity of web applications and the
underlying operating system.



CONCLUSION

JavaScript-based advertisements are ubiquitous on the Internet.
They pose threats to the privacy and integrity of web applications,
as well as security of operating systems. In this paper, we present
the design, implementation, and evaluation of AdSentry, a comprehensive and ﬂexible framework to conﬁne untrusted JavaScript
advertisements. AdSentry not only separates the untrusted ad execution in a shadow JavaScript engine, but also mediates their access to the main page with access control policies, which can be
speciﬁed by both web publishers and end users. We have implemented a Linux-based prototype of AdSentry that supports current
Firefox browsers. Our experiments with a number of ad-related
exploits show that AdSentry is effective in blocking these attacks.
Our performance evaluation shows that the comprehensive protection is achieved with a small performance overhead.
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ABSTRACT

Keywords

In the last decade, the Internet landscape has transformed
from a mostly static world into Web 2.0, where the use of
web applications and mashups has become a daily routine
for many Internet users. Web mashups are web applications
that combine data and functionality from several sources
or components. Ideally, these components contain benign
code from trusted sources. Unfortunately, the reality is very
diﬀerent. Web mashup components can misbehave and perform unwanted actions on behalf of the web mashup’s user.
Current mashup integration techniques either impose no
restrictions on the execution of a third-party component, or
simply rely on the Same-Origin Policy. A least-privilege
approach, in which a mashup integrator can restrict the
functionality available to each component, can not be implemented using the current integration techniques, without
ownership over the component’s code.
We propose WebJail, a novel client-side security architecture to enable least-privilege integration of components into
a web mashup, based on high-level policies that restrict the
available functionality in each individual component. The
policy language was synthesized from a study and categorization of sensitive operations in the upcoming HTML 5
JavaScript APIs, and full mediation is achieved via the use
of deep aspects in the browser.
We have implemented a prototype of WebJail in Mozilla
Firefox 4.0, and applied it successfully to mainstream platforms such as iGoogle and Facebook. In addition, microbenchmarks registered a negligible performance penalty for
page load-time (7ms), and the execution overhead in case of
sensitive operations (0.1ms).

Web Application Security, Web Mashups, Sandbox, Leastprivilege integration

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet has seen an explosion of dynamic websites
in the last decade, not in the least because of the power
of JavaScript. With JavaScript, web developers gain the
ability to execute code on the client-side, providing for a
richer and more interactive web experience. The popularity
of JavaScript has increased even more since the advent of
Web 2.0.
Web mashups are a prime example of Web 2.0. In a web
mashup, data and functionality from multiple stakeholders
are combined into a new ﬂexible and lightweight client-side
application. By doing so, a mashup generates added value,
which is one of the most important incentives behind building mashups. Web mashups depend on collaboration and
interaction between the diﬀerent mashup components, but
the trustworthiness of the service providers delivering components may strongly vary.
The two most wide-spread techniques to integrate thirdparty components into a mashup are via script inclusion
and via (sandboxed) iframe integration, as will be discussed
in more detail in Section 2. The script inclusion technique
implies that the third-party component executes with the
same rights as the integrator, whereas the latter technique
restricts the execution of the third-party component according to the Same-Origin Policy. More ﬁne-grained techniques
(such as Caja [23] or FBJS [31]) require (some form of) ownership over the code to transform or restrict the component
to a known safe subset before delivery to the browser. This
makes these techniques less applicable to integrate thirdparty components directly from their service providers.
To enable the necessary collaboration and interaction while
restricting the capabilities of untrusted third-party components, web mashups should integrate components according
to the least-privilege principle. This means that each of the
components is only granted access to data or functionality
necessary to perform its core function. Unfortunately, leastprivilege integration of third-party mashup components can
not be achieved with the current script-inclusion and frameintegration techniques. Moreover, the need for least-privilege
integration becomes highly relevant, especially because of
the augmented capabilities of the upcoming HTML5 JavaScript APIs [32] (such as access to local storage, geolocation,
media capture and cross-domain communication).
In this paper, we propose WebJail, a novel client-side se-

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection; H.3.5 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Web-based services
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curity architecture to enable the least-privilege integration
of third-party components in web mashups. The security
restrictions in place are conﬁgurable via a high-level composition policy under control of the mashup integrator, and
allow the use of legacy mashup components, directly served
by multiple service providers.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

the necessary glue code on an integrating web page to retrieve the third-party components from their respective service providers and let them interact and collaborate with
each other.
As stated before, the two most-widespread techniques to
integrate third-party components into a web mashup are
through script inclusion or via (sandboxed) iframe-integration
[4, 18].
Script inclusion. HTML script tags are used to execute
JavaScript while a webpage is loading. This JavaScript code
can be located on a diﬀerent server than the webpage it is
executing in. When executing, the browser will treat the
code as if it originated from the same origin as the webpage
itself, without any restrictions of the Same-Origin Policy.
The included code executes in the same JavaScript context, has access to the code of the integrating webpage and
all of its datastructures. All sensitive JavaScript operations
available to the integrating webpage are also available to the
integrated component.
(Sandboxed) iframe integration. HTML iframe tags
allow a web developer to include one document inside another. The integrated document is loaded in its own environment almost as if it were loaded in a separate browser
window. The advantage of using an iframe in a mashup
is that the integrated component from another origin is isolated from the integrating webpage via the Same-Origin Policy. However, the code running inside of the iframe still has
access to all of the same sensitive JavaScript operations as
the integrating webpage, albeit limited to its own execution
context (i.e. origin). For instance, a third-party component
can use local storage APIs, but only has access to the local
storage of its own origin.
HTML 5 adds the “sandbox” attribute to the iframe element, allowing an integrator to disable all security-sensitive
features through its “allow-scripts” keyword. Obviously, this
very coarse-grained control has only a very limited applicability in a web mashup context.

1. a novel client-side security architecture, WebJail, that
supports least-privilege composition of legacy thirdparty mashup-components
2. the design of a policy language for WebJail that is
tuned to support the eﬀective use of WebJail to limit
access to the powerful upcoming HTML5 APIs
3. the implementation of WebJail and its policy language
in Firefox, and evaluation and discussion of performance and usability
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
sketches the necessary background, and Section 3 further
elaborates the problem statement. In Section 4, the WebJail least-privilege integration architecture is presented and
its three layers are discussed in more detail. Next, the prototype implementation in Firefox is described in Section 5,
followed by an experimental evaluation in Section 6 and discussion in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 discusses related
work, and Section 9 summarizes the contributions.

2.

BACKGROUND

This section brieﬂy summarizes the Same-Origin Policy.
Next, Section 2.2 discusses how mashups are constructed
and gives some insights in the state-of-practice on how thirdparty mashup components get integrated.

2.1

Same-Origin Policy

Currently, mashup security is based on the de facto security policy of the web: the Same-Origin Policy (SOP) [34].
An origin is a domain name-protocol-port triple, and the
SOP states that scripts from one origin should not be able
to access content from other origins. This prevents scripts
from stealing data, cookies or login credentials from other
sites. In addition to the SOP, browsers also apply a frame
navigation policy, which restricts the navigation of frames
to its descendants [1].
Among others, the Same-Origin Policy allows a per-origin
separation of JavaScript execution contexts. Contexts are
separated based on the origin of the window’s document,
possibly relaxed via the document.domain property to a righthand, fully-qualiﬁed fragment of its current hostname. Within
an execution context, the SOP does not impose any additional security restriction.

2.2

Integration of mashup components

3.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, the attacker model is speciﬁed, as well as
two typical attack vectors. Next, the increasing impact of insecure mashup composition is discussed in the context of the
upcoming set of HTML5 speciﬁcations. Finally, the security
assessment is concluded by identifying the requirements for
secure mashup composition, namely the least-privilege integration of third-party mashup components.

3.1

Attacker model

Our attacker model is inspired by the deﬁnition of a gadget attacker in Barth et al. [1]. The term gadget in their
deﬁnition should, in the context of this paper, be read as
“third-party mashup component”.
We describe the attacker in scope as follows:
Malicious third-party component provider The attacker
is a malicious principal owning one or more machines
on the network. The attacker is able to trick the integrator in embedding a third-party component under
control of the attacker.

The idea behind a web mashup is to integrate several web
applications (components) and mash up their code, data and
results. The result is a new web application that is more
useful than the sum of its parts. Several publicly available
web applications [25] provide APIs that allow them to be
used as third-party components for web mashups.
To build a client-side mashup, an integrator selects the
relevant in-house and third-party components, and provides

We assume a mashup that consists of multiple third-party
components from several service providers, and an honest
mashup consumer (i.e. end-user). A malicious third-party



component provider attempts to steal sensitive data outside its trust boundary (e.g. reading from origin-speciﬁc
client-side storage), impersonate other third-party components or the integrator (e.g. requesting access to geolocation data on behalf of the integrator) or falsely operate
on behalf of the end-user towards the integrator or other
service providers (e.g. requesting cross-application content
with XMLHttpRequest).
We have identiﬁed two possible ways in which an attacker
could present himself as a malicious third-party component
provider: he could oﬀer a malicious third-party component
towards mashup integrators (e.g. via a malicious advertisement, or via a malicious clone of a popular component), or
he could hack into an existing third-party component of a
service provider and abuse the prior existing trust relationship between the integrator and the service provider.
In this paper, we consider the mashup integrator as trusted
by the mashup consumer (i.e. end-user), and an attacker
has no control over the integrator, except for the attacker’s
ability to embed a third-party components of his choice. In
addition, we assume that the attacker has no special network
abilities (such as sniﬃng the network traﬃc between client
and servers), browser abilities (e.g. extension under control
of the attacker or client-side malware) and is constrained in
the browser by the Same-Origin Policy.

3.2

mashup components can not be achieved with the current
script-inclusion and iframe-integration techniques. These
techniques are too coarse-grained: either no restrictions (or
only the Same-Origin Policy) are imposed on the execution
of a third-party component, implicitly inviting abuse, or
JavaScript is fully disabled, preventing any potential abuse
but also fully killing desired functionality.
To make sure that attackers described in Section 3.1 do
not exploit the insecure composition attack vectors and multiply their impact by using the security sensitive HTML5
APIs described in Section 3.2, the web platform needs a security architecture that supports least-privilege integration
of web components. Since client-side mashups are composed
in the browser, this architecture must necessarily be implemented in the browser. It should satisfy the following requirements:
R1 Full mediation. The security-sensitive operations need
to be fully mediated. The attacker can not circumvent
the security mechanisms in place.
R2 Remote component delivery. The security mechanism must allow the use of legacy third-party components and the direct delivery of components from
the service provider to the browser environment.
R3 Secure composition policy. The secure composition
policy must be conﬁgurable (and manageable) by the
mashup integrator. The policy must allow ﬁne-grained
control over a single third-party component, with respect to the security-sensitive operations in the HTML5
APIs.

Security-sensitive JavaScript operations

The impact of running arbitrary JavaScript code in an insecure mashup composition is equivalent to acquiring XSS
capabilities, either in the context of the component’s origin,
or in the context of the integrator. For instance, a malicious third-party component provider can invoke typical
security-sensitive operations such as the retrieval of cookies,
navigation of the browser to another page, launch of external requests or access and updates to the Document Object
Model (DOM).
However, with the emerging HTML5 speciﬁcation and
APIs, the impact of injecting and executing arbitrary JavaScript has massively increased. Recently, JavaScript APIs
have been proposed to access geolocation information and
system information (such as CPU load and ambient sensors),
to capture audio and video, to store and retrieve data from
a client-side datastore, to communicate between windows as
well as with remote servers.
As a result, executing arbitrary JavaScript becomes much
more attractive to attackers, even if the JavaScript execution
is restricted to the origin of the component, or a unique
origin in case of a sandbox.

3.3

R4 Performance The security mechanism should only introduce a minimal performance penalty, unnoticeable
to the end-user.
Existing technologies like e.g. Caja [23] and FBJS [31]
require pre-processing of mashup components, while ConScript [21] does not work in a mashup context because it
depends on the mashup component to load and enforce its
own policy. A more thorough discussion of related work can
be found in Section 8.

4.

WEBJAIL ARCHITECTURE

To enable least-privilege integration of third-party mashup
components, we propose WebJail, a novel client-side security architecture. WebJail allows a mashup integrator to
apply the least-privilege principle on the individual components of the mashup, by letting the integrator express a
secure composition policy and enforce the policy within the
browser by building on top of the deep advice approach of
ConScript [21].
The secure composition policy deﬁnes the set of securitysensitive operations that the component is allowed to invoke.
Each particular operation can be allowed, disallowed, or restricted to a self-deﬁned whitelist. Once loaded, the deep
aspect layer will ensure that the policy is enforced on every
accesspath to the security-sensitive operations, and that the
policy can not be tampered with.
The WebJail architecture consists of three abstraction layers as shown in Figure 1. The upper layer, the policy layer,
associates the secure composition policy with a mashup component, and triggers the underlying layers to enforce the

Least-privilege integration

Taking into account the attack vectors present in current
mashup composition, and the increasing impact of such attacks due to newly-added browser features, there is clearly a
need to limit the power of third-party mashup components
under control of the attacker.
Optimally, mashup components should be integrated according to the least-privilege principle. This means that
each of the components is only granted access to data or
functionality necessary to perform its core function. This
would enable the necessary collaboration and interaction
while restricting the capabilities of untrusted third-party
components.
Unfortunately, a least-privilege integration of third-party



the document’s structure on the ﬂy. Additionally, a sandbox can impose coarse-grained restrictions on an iframe, as
mentioned in Section 2.2.
Inter-frame communication allows sending messages between windows (e.g. between mashup components). This includes window navigation, as well as Web Messaging (postMessage).
Client-side storage enables applications to temporarily or
persistently store data. This can be achieved via Web Storage, IndexedDB or the File API.
External communication features such as CORS, UMP,
XMLHttpRequest level 1 and 2, and websockets allow an
application to communicate with remote websites, even in
cross-origin settings.
Device access allows the web application to retrieve contextual data (e.g. geolocation) as well as system information
such as battery level, CPU information and ambient sensors.
Media features enable a web application to play audio and
video fragments, as well as capture audio and video via a
microphone or webcam.
The UI and rendering features allow subscription to clipboard and drag-and-drop events, issuing desktop notiﬁcations and populating the history via the History API.
For a more thorough analysis of the HTML5 APIs, we
would like to refer to an extensive security analysis we have
carried out, commissioned by the European Network and
Information Security Agency (ENISA) [7].

Figure 1: The WebJail architecture consists of three layers:
The policy layer, the advice construction layer and the deep
aspect weaving layer.

policy for the given component. The lower layer, the deep
aspect weaving layer, enables the deep aspect support with
the browser’s JavaScript engine. The advice construction
layer in between takes care of mapping the higher-level policy blocks onto the low-level security-sensitive operations via
a 2-step policy reﬁnement process.
In this section, the three layers of the WebJail will be described in more detail. Next, Section 5 will discuss a prototype implementation of this architecture in Mozilla Firefox.

4.1

Policy layer

The policy layer associates the secure composition policy
with the respective mashup component. In this section, an
analysis of security-sensitive operations in the HTML5 APIs
is reported and discussed, as well as the secure composition
policy itself.

4.1.1

4.1.2

The policy layer associates the secure composition policy
with a mashup component, and deploys the necessary security controls via the underlying layers. As composition
granularity, we have chosen the iframe level; i.e. mashup
components are each loaded in their separate iframe.
In particular, within WebJail the secure composition policy is expressed by the mashup integrator, and attached to
a particular component via a newly-introduced policy attribute of the iframe element of the component to be loaded.

Security-sensitive JavaScript operations

As part of this research, we have analyzed the emerging
speciﬁcations and browser implementations, and have identiﬁed 86 security-sensitive operations, accessible via JavaScript APIs. We have synthesized the newly-added features
of these speciﬁcations in Figure 2, and we will brieﬂy summarize each of the components in the next paragraphs. Most
of these features rely on (some form of) user-consent and/or
have origin-restrictions in place.
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Figure 2: Synthesized model of the emerging HTML5 APIs
Central in the model is the window concept, containing
the document. The window manifest itself as a browser
window, a tab, a popup or a frame, and provides access
to the location and history, event handlers, the document
and its associated DOM tree. Event handlers allow to register for a speciﬁc event (e.g. being notiﬁed of mouse clicks),
and access to the DOM enables a script to read or modify

<i f r a m e s r c =”h t t p : / / u n t r u s t e d . com/compX / ”
p o l i c y =”h t t p s : / / i n t e g r a t o r . com/compX . p o l i c y ”/>

We have grouped the identiﬁed security-sensitive operations in the HTML5 APIs in nine disjoint categories, based
on their functionality: DOM access, Cookies, External communication, Inter-frame communication, Client-side storage,
UI & Rendering, Media, Geolocation and Device access.
For a third-party component, each category can be fully
disabled, fully enabled, or enabled only for a self-deﬁned
whitelist. The whitelists contain category-speciﬁc entries.
For example, a whitelist for the category “DOM Access”
contains the ids of the elements that might be read from or
updated in the DOM. The nine security-sensitive categories
are listed in Table 1, together with their underlying APIs,
the amount of security-sensitive functions in each API, and
their WebJail whitelist types.
The secure composition policy expresses the restrictions
for each of the security-sensitive categories, and an example
policy is shown below. Unspeciﬁed categories are disallowed
by default, making the last line in the example policy obsolete.

 / # 
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Secure composition policy

1
2
3



{ ”framecomm ” : ” y e s ” ,
”extcomm ” : [ ” g o o g l e . com ” , ”youtube . com ” ] ,
” d e v i c e ” : ”no ” }

Categories and APIs (# op.)
Whitelist
DOM Access
ElemReadSet, ElemWriteSet
DOM Core (17)
Cookies
KeyReadSet, KeyWriteSet
cookies (2)
External Communication
DestinationDomainSet
XHR, CORS, UMP (4)
WebSockets (5)
Server-sent events (2)
Inter-frame Communication
DestinationDomainSet
Web Messaging (3)
Client-side Storage
KeyReadSet, KeyWriteSet
Web Storage (5)
IndexedDB (16)
File API (4)
File API: Dir. and Syst. (11)
File API: Writer (3)
UI and Rendering
History API (4)
Drag/Drop events (3)
Media
Media Capture API (3)
Geolocation
Geolocation API (2)
Device Access
SensorReadSet
System Information API (2)
Total number of security-sensitive operations: 86

then advice is constructed for the security-sensitive operations in the API (e.g. for accessing the localStorage object).
The advice function decides, based on the policy, whether
or not the associated API function will be called: if the
policy for the API function is “allow all”, or “allow some”
and the whitelist matches, then the advice function allows
the call. Otherwise, the call is blocked.
On successful completion of its job, the advice construction layer has advice functions for all the security-sensitive
operations across the nine categories relevant for the speciﬁc policy. Next, the advices are applied on the original
operations via the deep advice weaving layer.

4.3

Table 1: Overview of the sensitive JavaScript operations
from the HTML 5 APIs, divided in categories.

5.

5.1

Policy layer

The processing of the secure composition policy via the
policy attribute happens in the frame loader, which handles
construction of and loading content into frames. The speciﬁed policy URL is registered as the policy URL for the frame
to be loaded, and any content loaded into this frame will be
subject to that WebJail policy, even if that content issues a
refresh, submits a form or navigates to another URL.
When an iframe is enclosed in another iframe, and both
specify a policy, the combinatory rules deﬁned in Section 4
are applied on a per-category basis. To ease up parsing of
a policy ﬁle, we have chosen to use the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON).
Once the combined policy for each category has been calculated, the list of APIs in that category is passed to the
advice construction layer, along with the combined policy.

Advice construction layer

The task of the advice construction layer is to build advice
functions based on the high-level policy received from the
policy layer, and apply these advice functions on the lowlevel security-sensitive operations via deep aspect technology
in the deep advice weaving layer.
To do so, the advice construction layer applies a 2-step
reﬁnement process. For each category of the secure composition policy, the set of relevant APIs is selected. Next for
each API, the individual security-sensitive operations are
processed. Consider for instance that a whitelist of type
“KeyReadSet”1 is speciﬁed for the client-side storage in the
composition policy. This is ﬁrst mapped to the various storage APIs in place (such as Web Storage and File API), and
1

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

To show the feasibility and test the eﬀectiveness of WebJail, we implemented a prototype by modifying Mozilla Firefox 4.0b10pre.The modiﬁcations to the Mozilla code are localized and consist of ±800 lines of new code (±300 JavaScript, ±500 C++), spread over 3 main ﬁles. The prototype
currently supports the security-sensitive categories external
and inter-frame communication, client-side storage, UI and
rendering (except for drag/drop events) and geolocation.
Each of the three layers of the implementation will be
discussed now in more detail.

It is important to note that WebJails or regular frames can
be used inside WebJails. In such a case, the functionality
in the inner frame is determined by the policies imposed
on enclosing frames, in addition to its own policy (if it has
one, as is the case with a WebJail frame). Allowing sensible
cascading of policies implies that “deeper” policies can only
make the total policy more strict. If this were not the case,
a WebJail with a less strict policy could be used to “break
out” of the WebJail restrictions.
The semantics of a policy entry for a speciﬁc category can
be thought of as a set. Let V be the set of all possible values
that can be listed in a whitelist. The “allow all” policy would
then be represented by the set V itself, a whitelist would be
represented by a subset w ⊆ V and the “allow none” policy
by the empty set φ. The relationship “x is at least as strict
as y” can be represented as x ⊆ y. Using this notation, the
combined policy p of 2 policies a and b is the intersection
p = a ∩ b, since p ⊆ a and p ⊆ b.
After loading, parsing and combining all the policies applicable to the WebJail protected iframe, the policy is enforced
via the underlying layers.

4.2

Deep aspect weaving layer

The (advice, operation) pairs received from the advice construction layer are registered into the JavaScript engine as
deep advice. The result of this weaving is that the original API function is replaced with the advice function, and
that all accesspaths to the API function now go through
the advice function. The advice function itself is the only
place where a reference to the original API function exists,
allowing it to make use of the original functionality when
desired.

5.2

Advice construction layer

The advice construction layer builds advice functions for
individual API functions. For each API, the advice construction layer knows what functions are essential to enforce the
policy and builds a speciﬁc advice function that enforces it.
The advice function is a function that will be called instead of the real function. It will determine whether or not
the real function will be called based on the policy and the
arguments passed in the function call. Advice functions in
WebJail are written in JavaScript and should expect 3 ar-

Such a whitelist contains a set of keys that may be read



guments: a function object that can be used to access the
original function, the object on which the function was invoked (i.e. the this object) and a list with the arguments
passed to the function.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Func and its advice function Adv. Before deep aspect weaving, the JSFunction object of Func contains a reference to
a native C++ function OrigCode.

f u n c t i o n makeAdvice ( w h i t e l i s t ) {
var myWhitelist = w h i t e l i s t ;

}

return f u n c t i o n ( o r i g f , obj , vp ) {
i f ( m y W h i t e l i s t . ROindexOf ( vp [ 0 ] ) >=0) {
return o r i g f . ROapply ( obj , vp ) ;
} else {
return f a l s e ;
}
};

(a) Before weaving

myAdvice = makeAdvice ( [ ’ f o o ’ , ’ b a r ’ ] ) ;
r e g i s t e r A d v i c e ( myFunction , myAdvice ) ;
disableAdviceRegistration () ;

Figure 4: Schematic view of deep aspect weaving.
At weaving time, the value of the function pointer in Func
(which points to OrigCode) and a reference to Adv are backed
up inside the Func object. The function pointer inside Func
is then directed towards the Trampoline function, which is
an internal native C++ function provided by WebJail.
At function invocation time, the Trampoline function will
be called as if it were the original function (OrigCode). This
function can retrieve the values backed up in the weaving
phase. From the backed up function pointer pointing to
OrigCode, a new anonymous JSFunction object is created.
This anonymous function, together with the current this
object and the arguments to the Trampoline function are
passed to the advice function Adv. Finally, the result from
the advice function is returned to the calling code.
In reality, the registerAdvice function is slightly more
complicated. In each JSFunction object, SpiderMonkey allocates 2 private values, known as “reserved slots”, which
can be used by Firefox to store opaque data. As shown in
Figure 4, the reserved slots of Func (hatched diagonally) are
backed up in the weaving phase together with the other values. During invocation time, these reserved slots are then
restored into the anonymous function mentioned earlier.
Note that all code that referenced Func still works, although calls to this function will now pass through the advice function Adv ﬁrst. Also note that no reference to the
original code OrigCode is available. The only way to call
this code is by making use of the advice function.
To prevent any other JavaScript code from having access
to the registerAdvice function, it is disabled after all advice from the policy has been applied. For this purpose,
WebJail provides the disableAdviceRegistration function,
which disables the use of the registerAdvice function in the
current JavaScript context.

Figure 3: Example advice function construction and weaving
The construction of a rather generic example advice function is shown in Figure 3. The listing shows a function
makeAdvice, which returns an advice function as a closure
containing the whitelist. Whenever the advice function is
called for a function to which the ﬁrst argument (vp[0]) is
either ‘foo’ or ‘bar’, then the original function is executed.
Otherwise, the advice function returns false.
Note that in the example, ROindexOf and ROapply are
used. These functions were introduced to prevent prototype
poisoning attacks against the WebJail infrastructure. They
provide the same functionality as indexOf and apply, except
that they have the JSPROP_READONLY and JSPROP_PERMANENT
attributes set so they can not be modiﬁed or deleted.
Next, each (advice, operation) pair is passed on to the deep
aspect weaving layer to achieve the deep aspect weaving.

5.3

(b) After weaving

Deep aspect weaving layer

The deep aspect weaving layer makes sure that all codepaths to an advised function pass through its advice function. Although the code from WebJail is the ﬁrst code to
run in a WebJail iframe, we consider the scenario that there
can be code or objects in place that already reference the
function to be advised. It is necessary to maintain the existing references to a function, if they exist, so that advice
weaving does not break code unintentionally.
The implementation of the deep aspect weaving layer is
inspired by ConScript. To register deep advice, we introduce a new function called registerAdvice, which takes 2
arguments: the function to advise (also referred to as the
‘original’ function) and its advice function. Line 14 of Figure 3 illustrates the usage of the registerAdvice function.
In Spidermonkey, Mozilla’s JavaScript engine, all JavaScript functions are represented by JSFunction objects. A
JSFunction object can represent both a native function, as
well as a JIT compiled JavaScript function. Because WebJail enforces policies on JavaScript APIs and all of these are
implemented with native functions, our implementation only
considers JSFunction objects which point to native code2 .
The process of registering advice for a function is schematically illustrated in Figure 4. Consider a native function

6.

EVALUATION

6.1

Performance

We performed micro-benchmarks on WebJail to evaluate its performance overhead with regard to page load-time
and function execution. The prototype implementation is
built on Mozilla Firefox 4.0b10pre, and compiled with the
GNU C++ compiler v4.4.4-14ubuntu5. The benchmarks
were performed on an Apple MacBook Pro 4.1, with an Intel Core 2 Duo T8300 CPU running at 2.40GHz and 4GB
of memory, running Ubuntu 10.10 with Linux kernel version
2.6.35-28-generic.

2
Although WebJail could be implemented for non-native
functions as well.



6.1.1

Page load-time overhead

To measure the page load-time overhead, we created a
local webpage (main.html) that embeds another local page
(inner.html) in an iframe with and without a local policy
ﬁle. inner.html records a timestamp (new Date().getTime()))
when the page starts and stops loading (using the body onload event). WebJail was modiﬁed to record the starttime
before anything else executes, so that policy retrieval, loading and application is taken into account. After the results
are submitted, main.html reloads.
We averaged the results of 1000 page reloads. Without
WebJail, the average load-time was 16.22ms (σ = 3.74ms).
With WebJail, the average is 23.11ms (σ = 2.76ms).

6.1.2

Function execution overhead

Similarly, we used 2 local pages (main.html and inner.html)
to measure function execution overhead. inner.html measures how long it takes for 10000 iterations of a piece of
code to execute. We measured 2 scenarios: a typical XMLHttpRequest invocation (constructor, open and send functions) and a localStorage set and get (setItem and getItem).
Besides measuring a baseline without WebJail policy, we
measured each scenario when restricted by 3 diﬀerent policies: “allow all”, “allow none” and a whitelist with 5 values.
The averages are summarized in Table 2.
Baseline
“Allow all”
“Allow none”
Whitelist

XMLHttpRequest
1.25 ms
1.25 ms (+ 0%)
0.07 ms (- 94.4%)
1.33 ms (+ 6.4%)

localStorage
0.37 ms
0.37 ms (+ 0%)
0.04 ms (- 89.2 %)
0.47 ms (+ 27%)

Table 2: Function execution overhead
To conclude, we have registered a negligible performance
penalty for our WebJail prototype: a page load-time of 7ms,
and an execution overhead in case of sensitive operations
about 0.1ms.

6.2

Security

As discussed in Subsection 5.3, the registerAdvice function disconnects an available function and makes it available
only to the advice function. Because of the use of deep aspects, we can ensure that no other references to the original
function are available in the JavaScript environment, even if
such references already existed before registerAdvice was
called. We have successfully veriﬁed this full mediation of
the deep aspects using our prototype implementation.
Because advice functions are written in JavaScript and the
advice function has the only reference to the original function, it would be tempting for an attacker to attack the WebJail infrastructure. The retrieval and application of a WebJail policy happens before any other code is executed in the
JavaScript context. In addition, the registerAdvice function is disabled once the policy has been applied. The only
remaining attack surface is the advice function during its
execution. The advice functions constructed by the advice
construction layer are functionally equivalent to the example advice function created in Figure 3. We know of 3 attack
vectors: prototype poisoning of Array.prototype.indexOf
and Function.prototype.apply, and toString redeﬁnition
on vp[0] (the ﬁrst argument to the example advice function
in Figure 3). By introducing the readonly copies ROindexOf
and ROapply (See Subsection 5.2), we prevent an attacker



from exploiting the ﬁrst 2 attack vectors. The third vector,
toString redeﬁnition, was veriﬁed in our prototype implementation and is not an issue because toString is never
called on the argument vp[0].

6.3

Applicability

To test the applicability of the WebJail architecture, we
have applied our prototype implementation to mainstream
mashup platforms, including iGoogle and Facebook. As part
of the setup, we have instrumented responses from these
platforms to include secure composition policies, by automatically injecting a policy attribute in selected iframes.
Next, we have applied both permissive composition policies as well as restricted composition policies and veriﬁed
that security-sensitive operations for the third-party components were executed as usual in the ﬁrst case, and blocked
in the latter case. For instance, as part of the applicability
tests, we applied WebJail to control Geolocation functionality in the Google Latitude[11] component integrated into
iGoogle, as well as external communication functionality of
the third-party Facebook application “Tweets To Pages”[14]
integrated into our Facebook page.

7.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the previous sections, we have showed the feasibility
of the WebJail architecture via a prototype implementation
in Firefox, and evaluated the performance, security and applicability. By applying micro-benchmarks, we measured a
negligible overhead, we discussed how the WebJail architecture achieves full mediation via deep aspect weaving, and we
brieﬂy illustrated the applicability of WebJail in mainstream
mashup platforms.
In this section, we will discuss some points of attention
in realizing least-privilege integration in web mashups and
some opportunities for further improvements.
First, the granularity chosen for the secure composition
policies for WebJail is primarily driven by the ease of conﬁguration for the mashup integrator. We strongly believe
that the category level of granularity increases the adoption
potential by integrators and browsers, for instance compared
to semantically rich and expressive security policies as is currently the case in wrapper approaches or ConScript. In fact,
we chose to introduce this policy abstraction to let the integrator focus on the “what” rather than the “how”. A next
step could be to deﬁne policy templates per mashup component type (e.g. advertisement and geotagging components).
Nevertheless, more ﬁne-grained policies could also be applied to achieve least-privilege integration, but one should
be aware of the potential risk of creating an inverse sandbox. The goal of a least-privilege integration architecture,
such as WebJail, is to limit the functionality available to a
(possibly) malicious component. In case the policy language
is too expressive, an attacker could use this technology to
achieve the inverse. An attacker could integrate a legitimate
component into his website and impose a malicious policy
on it. The result is eﬀectively a hardcoded XSS attack in
the browser. For instance, the attacker could introduce an
advice that leaks all sensitive information out of a legitimate
component as part of its least-privilege composition policy
without being stopped by the Same-Origin Policy.
One particular area where we see opportunities for more
ﬁne-grained enforcement are cross-domain interactions. Ongoing research on Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) [5,

6, 28, 20] already diﬀerentiates between benign and potentially malicious cross-domain requests, and restricts the latter class as part of a browser extension. This line of research
could be seen as complementary to the presented approach,
and a combination of both would allow a more ﬁne-grained
enforcement for cross-domain interactions.
Second, a possible technique to escape a modiﬁed JavaScript execution context in an iframe, would be to open
a new window and execute JavaScript in there. We have
anticipated this attack by hardcoding policies for e.g. the
window.open function. This is however not the best approach. The upcoming HTML 5 specs include the sandbox attribute for iframes. This speciﬁcation states that a
sandbox should prevent content from creating new auxiliary browsing contexts. Mozilla Firefox does not support
the sandbox attribute yet. The hardcoded policy for window.open is a quick ﬁx while we are working on our own full
implementation of the sandbox attribute in Mozilla Firefox.
Another way to escape WebJail is to access the window
object of the parent or a sibling frame and make use of
the functions in that JavaScript context (e.g. parent.navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition). In such a scenario, accessing another JavaScript context falls under the
Same-Origin Policy and will only be possible if both the
caller and callee are in the same origin. To avoid this attack, the WebJail implementation must restrict access to
sensitive operations in other execution contexts under the
Same-Origin Policy.
Thirdly, the categories in the policy ﬁles of WebJail are
a result of a study of the sensitive JavaScript operations in
the new HTML5 APIs. Most of the HTML5 APIs are working drafts and might change in the future. The category list
in WebJail is therefore an up-to-date snapshot, but might
be subject to change in the future. Even after the speciﬁcations for HTML5 are oﬃcially released, the functionality
in browsers might keep changing. To cope with this evolving landscape, WebJail can easily be extended to support
additional categories and APIs as well.
Finally, the WebJail architecture is tailored to support
least-privilege integration in mashups that are built via iframeintegration. An interesting future track is to investigate how
to enable browsers to support least-privilege script-inclusion
integration as well. Since in such a scenario, one can not
build on the fact that a separate execution context is created, we expect this to be a challenging trajectory.

8.

RELATED WORK

There is a broad set of related work that focuses on the
integration of untrusted JavaScript code in web applications.

JavaScript subsets.
A common technique to prevent undesired behavior is to
restrict the untrusted code (i.e. the third-party component)
to a safe subset of JavaScript. The allowed operations within
the subset prevent the untrusted code from obtaining elevated privileges, unless explicitly allowed by the integrator.
ADSafe[3] and FBJS[31] requires third-party components
to be written in a JavaScript subset that is known to be
safe. The ADSafe subset removes several unsafe features
from JavaScript (e.g. global variables, eval, ...) and provides safe alternatives through the ADSAFE object. Caja[23],
Jacaranda[15] and Live Labs’ Websandbox[22] take a diﬀerent approach. Instead of heavily restricting the developer’s



language, they transform the JavaScript code into a safe
version. The transformation process is based on both static
analysis and rewriting to integrate runtime checks.
These techniques eﬀectively support client-side least-privilege
integration of mashup components. The main disadvantage is the tight coupling of the security features with the
third-party component code. This requires control over the
code, either at development or deployment time, which conﬂicts with legacy components and remote component delivery (R2), and reduces the applicability to mashup scenarios
where the integrator delivers the components to the browser.

JavaScript instrumentation and access mediation.
Instead of restricting a third-party component to a JavaScript subset, access to speciﬁc security-sensitive operations
can be mediated. Mediation can consist of blocking the call,
or letting a policy decide whether or not to allow it.
BrowserShield[26] is a server-side rewriting technique, that
rewrites certain JavaScript functions to use safe equivalents.
These safe equivalents are implemented in the “bshield” object that is introduced through the BrowserShield JavaScript
libraries that are injected into each page. BrowserShield
makes use of a proxy to inject its code into a webpage.
Self-protecting JavaScript[24, 19] is a client-side wrapping
technique that applies advice around JavaScript functions,
without requiring any browser modiﬁcations. The wrapping
code and advice are provided by the server and are executed ﬁrst, ensuring a clean environment to start from. The
advice is non-deep advice, meaning that by protecting one
operation, diﬀerent access paths to the same operation are
not automatically protected. The main challenge of this approach is to ensure full mediation (R1) without breaking
the component’s legitimate functionality (e.g. via removal
of prototypes), since both policy and third-party component
code live in the same JavaScript context.
Browser-Enforced Embedded Policies (BEEP)[16] injects
a policy script at the server-side. The browser will call this
policy script before loading another script, giving the policy the opportunity to vet the script about to be loaded.
The loading process will only continue after the approval of
the policy. This approach oﬀers control over which scripts
are loaded, but is too coarse grained to assign privileges to
speciﬁc components.
ConScript[21] allows the enforcement of ﬁne-grained security policies for JavaScript in the browser. The approach is
similar to self-protecting JavaScript, except that ConScript
uses deep advice, thus protects all access paths to a function.
The price for using deep advice is the need for client-side
support in the JavaScript engine. A limitation of ConScript
is that policies are not composition policies: the policies
are provided by and applied to the same webpage, which
conﬂicts with remote component delivery (R2) and secure
composition policy conﬁgurable by the integrator (R3).
In contrast to the techniques described above, WebJail
oﬀers the integrator the possibility to deﬁne a policy that
restricts the behavior of a third-party component in an isolated way. Additionally, all of the techniques above use JavaScript as a policy language. This amount of freedom complicates the writing of secure policies: protection against all the
emerging HTML5 APIs is fully up to policy writer and can
be error-prone, a problem that the WebJail policy language
is not susceptible to.

Web application code and data analysis.

grained. It only supports limited restrictions, and as far
as JavaScript APIs are concerned, it only supports to completely enable or disable JavaScript.
ADJail[30] is geared towards securely isolating ads from a
hosting page for conﬁdentiality and integrity purposes, while
maintaining usability. The ad is loaded on a shadow page
that contains only those elements of the hosting page that
the web developer wishes the ad to have access to. Changes
to the shadow page are replicated to the hosting page if
those changes conform to the speciﬁed policy. Likewise, user
actions on the hosting page are mimicked to the shadow page
if allowed by the policy. ADJail limits DOM access and UI
interaction with the component, but does not restrict the
use of all other sensitive operations like WebJail can.

A common protection technique against XSS vulnerabilities or attacks is server-side code or data analysis. Even
though these techniques can only be used to check if a component matches certain security requirements and do not
enforce a policy, we still discuss them here, since they are
a server-side way to ensure that a component meets certain
least-privilege integration requirements out-of-the-box.
Gatekeeper[12] is a mostly static [sic] enforcement mechanism designed to defend against possibly malicious JavaScript widgets on a hosting page. Gatekeeper analyzes the
complete JavaScript code together with the hosting page.
In addition, Gatekeeper uses runtime enforcement to disable
dynamic JavaScript features.
XSS-Guard[2] aims to detect and remove scripts that are
not intended to be present in a web application’s output,
thus eﬀectively mitigating XSS attacks. XSS-Guard dynamically learns what set of scripts is used for an HTTP request.
Using this knowledge, subsequent requests can be protected.
Recently, Mozilla proposed the Content Security Policy
(CSP) [29], which allows the integrator to insert a security
policy via response headers or meta tags. Unfortunately,
CSP only supports restrictions on a subset of the securitysensitive operations discussed in this paper, namely operations potentially leading to content injection (e.g. script
inclusion and XHR).

User-provided policies.
Mozilla oﬀers Conﬁgurable Security Policies[27], a userconﬁgurable policy that is part of the browser. The policy
allows the user to explicitly enable or disable certain capabilities for speciﬁc internet sites. An example is the option
to disallow a certain site to open a popup window. Some
parts of this idea have also been implemented in the Security zones of Internet Explorer.
The policies and enforcement mechanism oﬀered by this
technique resemble WebJail. The major diﬀerence is that
these policies are user-conﬁgurable, and thus not under control of the integrator. Additionally, the policies do not support a diﬀerent set of rules for the same included content,
in two diﬀerent scenarios, whereas WebJail does.

Information ﬂow control.
Information ﬂow control techniques can be used to detect
unauthorized information sharing or leaking between origins
or external parties. This is extremely useful for applications
that are allowed to use sensitive data, such as a location,
but are not allowed to share that data.
Both Magazinius et al.[18] and Li et al.[17] have proposed
an information ﬂow control technique that prevents unauthorized sharing of data. Additionally, both techniques support authorized sharing by means of declassiﬁcation, where
a certain piece of data is no longer considered sensitive.
Secure multi-execution[9] detects information leakage by
simultaneously running the code for each security level. This
approach is a robust way to detect information leakage, but
does not support declassiﬁcation.
Information ﬂow control techniques themselves are not
suited for enforcing least-privilege integration. Likewise,
WebJail is not suited to enforce information ﬂow control,
since it would be diﬃcult to cover all possible leaks. Both
techniques are complementary and can be used together to
ensure least-privilege integration without unauthorized information leaking.

9.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented WebJail, a novel clientside security architecture to enables least-privilege integration of third-party components in web mashups. The WebJail security architecture is compatible with legacy mashup
components, and allows the direct delivery of components
from the service providers to the browser.
We have designed a secure composition language for WebJail, based on a study of security-sensitive operations in
HTML5 APIs, and achieved full mediation by applying deep
aspect weaving within the browser.
We have implemented a prototype of WebJail in Mozilla
Firefox 4.0, and applied it successfully to mainstream platforms such as iGoogle and Facebook. In addition, we have
evaluated the performance of the WebJail implementation
using micro-benchmarks, showing that both the page loadtime overhead (±7ms) and the execution overhead of a function advised with a whitelist policy (±0.1ms) are negligible.

10.

Isolating content using specialized HTML.
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Another approach to least-privilege integration is the isolation of untrusted content. By explicitly separating the
untrusted code, it becomes easier to restrict its behavior,
for example by preventing script execution.
The “untrusted” attribute[10] on a div element aims to
allow the browser to make the diﬀerence between trusted
and untrusted code. The idea is to enclose any untrusted
content with such a div construct. This technique fails to
defend against injecting closing tags, which would trivially
circumvent the countermeasure.
The new “sandbox” attribute of the iframe element in
HTML 5[13] provides a safer alternative, but is very coarse-
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ABSTRACT

public information economy.
But there was a hitch.
Securing information, the government reminded us, can
be a double-edged sword. In the classic model for encrypted
communication, upstanding citizens Alice and Bob seek to
cryptographically protect their communication from Eve, an
evildoing eavesdropper. But in a world where transparent
cryptography is built in to every telephone, computer and
network node, giving the honest Alices and Bobs of the world
a mechanism to keep their secrets from Eve might also give
the less savory the ability to evade legal surveillance. In
other words, what if Eve is occasionally the good guy?
And so even before the Web became synonymous with
the Internet, before a single bit of encrypted SSL traﬃc was
generated, lines were being drawn for what would become
an epic battle that would preoccupy a generation of cryptographers. (And it was a bad time for that community
to be preoccupied; this was the same time that the basic
foundations of the of web and other critical communications
technologies were designed and put into place. We’ve been
living with the security, or lack of security, built in to that
infrastructure ever since).
And the eavesdroppers had some leverage. While there
were no laws in the United States preventing Alice and Bob
from encrypting their communications as unbreakably as
they wanted, things weren’t so simple for the manufacturers
of the hardware and software they might need to eﬀectively
do it. Encryption technology, it turned out, was classiﬁed
as a munition, regulated under the same laws that control
traﬃcking in rocket launchers and nuclear weapons. These
laws made it legal to manufacture and sell cryptographic
equipment and software domestically, but required a special
license from the State Department to export any product
that incorporated the technology to any foreign destination.
Even making free encryption software available for download
over the Internet required obtaining an arms control license.
Make strong encryption that we can’t break, the government made clear, and you will never get a license to export
your product to the world market. Anyone violating these
rules could be prosecuted under the same laws that apply to
arms traﬃckers and smugglers. That stick was more than
large enough to discourage the industry from incorporating
strong encryption into their products and standards, even
as the need for it was increasingly recognized.
But in April, 1993, the government dangled a carrot next
to the arms control stick: strong encryption that could be
incorporated into products and that could still be freely exported. The system, called key escrow, aimed to provide a

In 1993, the US Government proposed a novel (and highly
controversial) approach to cryptography, called key escrow.
Key escrow cryptosystems used standard symmetric- and
public- key ciphers, key management techniques and protocols, but with one added feature: a copy of the current
session key, itself encrypted with a key known to the government, was sent at the beginning of every encrypted communication stream. In this way, if a government wiretapper
encountered ciphertext produced under a key escrowed cryptosystem, recovering the plaintext would be a simple matter
of decrypting the session key with the government’s key, regardless of the strength of the underlying cipher algorithms.
Key escrow was intended to strike a “balance” between the
needs for eﬀective communications security against bad guys
on the one hand and the occasional need for the good guys
to be able to recover meaningful content from (presumably)
legally-authorized wiretaps.
It didn’t quite work out that way.

1.

CARROTS, STICKS & ENCRYPTION

The 1990’s were interesting times for cryptography. The
civilian academic and commercial worlds were becoming seriously interested in this previously obscure and arcane subject, bolstered by new and exciting cryptologic advances
coupled with a brave new technological landscape in which
securing information was understood to be something that
would soon become a very important problem. Information
technology was getting inexorably faster, cheaper and better, with the notable exception of security, which seemed
actually to get worse with every iteration of Moore’s law.
Cryptography, we believed (or hoped), could come to the
rescue, delivering its promise of securing information carried over the increasingly insecure media of the Internet and
the “information superhighways” spoken about by visionaries of the time. Cryptography, we increasingly sensed, would
soon no longer be merely the esoteric stuﬀ of spies, armies,
and governments, but would become an integral part of the
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Figure 2: AT&T TSD-3600 Telephone Security Device (photo courtesy of the author)

Figure 1: Mykotronx MYK-78T “Clipper” Escrowed
Encryption Chip (photo courtesy of the author)

encrypted traﬃc?
The history of the 1990’s “crypto wars” has been wellchronicled, and it is beyond the scope of this short paper
to address all the various problems, theoretical, practical,
and political, with key escrow as it was envisioned and as
it evolved. Instead, I will oﬀer here a personal perspective,
focusing on one small battle at the beginning of this (bloodless but still damaging) “war.” I am surely omitting many
important episodes, details, and contributors, for which I
apologize; what follows should be understood as a war story,
which is at best an idiosyncratic, personal, recollection.

strong cipher for public use with a “back door” that could
be exploited by law enforcement agents conducting a (presumably authorized) wiretap.
The centerpiece of the key escrow proposal was a tamperresistant hardware encryption module, called, in its initial
version, the Clipper Chip. Clipper was intended as a dropin replacement for a standard DES chip, but with a new
symmetric-key cipher algorithm, called Skipjack, designed
by the National Security Agency and using an 80 bit key.
But before any two Clipper chips could communicate, they
would ﬁrst exchange a Law Enforcement Access Field (LEAF)
that contained a copy of the current session key, itself encrypted with an “escrowed” Unit Key held by the government. Any Clipper-encrypted communication could thus be
decrypted by government agents without needing to break
the (presumably strong) Skipjack cipher. The agents would
be able to recover the session key simply by decrypting the
copy in the LEAF (which they would intercept along with
the ciphertext) using their escrowed copy of the unit key.
The system would, however, still be secure against unauthorized eavesdroppers, who presumably would lack access
to the government’s escrowed key database. Clipper chips
(and other escrowed encryption modules in the same family) were to be manufactured, under a government license,
by Mykotronx and available for sale to vendors of computers
and other secure communications hardware; see Figure 1.
It was, the policymakers must have thought, a perfect
solution.

2.

2.1

The AT&T Connection

AT&T (my employer at the time) was the ﬁrst (and ultimately the only) company to produce a full product based
on the ill-fated escrow system, but that was not their original plan. The AT&T TSD-3600D, announced in 1992, was
to be a voice encryption device that could be installed in
any standard wireline “POTS” telephone (between the phone
base and the handset). Calls placed to other TSD-3600Dequipped telephones would be automatically digitized (at
4800bps) and encrypted using DES, making eavesdropping
on the conversation (by legal or illegal means) eﬀectively
infeasible under the technology of the time. The devices
weren’t cheap, but were designed by the same AT&T business unit that produced the STU-III secure telephone for
the government, from which it borrowed some of its design
and security features. Two communicating TSDs would ﬁrst
perform a Diﬃe-Hellman key exchange (768 bit, in the ﬁrst
version of the product) to establish a session key, a 4 character hash of which was displayed on each unit’s LCD. To
detect ”man-in-the-middle” attacks, users could verify (by
voice over the encrypted session) that their displayed hashes
matched. See Figure 2.
When the US government learned of AT&T’s plans to
market the TSD, it worried that criminals might use the
devices to thwart wiretaps. Plans for a new escrowed encryption system – with a wiretap backdoor – were hurriedly
drawn up by the NSA, and AT&T was persuaded to replace
the regular (non-escrowed) DES-based encryption scheme in
the original TSD product with one based on the new system,
which became known as the Clipper chip. In 1993, when
Clipper was announced, a new Clipper-based TSD, dubbed
the TSD-3600E, was announced at the same time. As incentive for AT&T’s cooperation, the government agreed to

BLOWING THE LEAF

Key escrow was not greeted by the technical community
with the unreserved warm reception for which the government was perhaps hoping. Almost immediately, many objections were raised that questioned basic assumptions behind
the proposal. Why should the bad guys be expected to use
an encryption system that the government has announced in
advance it can decrypt? How will the key escrow database be
secured against unauthorized access? Why should industry
adopt expensive hardware encryption (as Clipper required)
just as software cryptography was becoming computationally feasible? Why should anyone trust the Skipjack cipher,
an unpublished algorithm designed in secret by the NSA?
And would the system reliably even solve the problem it
aimed to address – ensuring government access to Clipper-



purchase a signiﬁcant quantity of Clipper-equipped TSD3600Es, which sold for over $1000 each. The original unescrowed DES-based TSD-3600D models were recalled by
AT&T and quickly disappeared from the market.
When key escrow – and AT&T’s involvement in it – was
made public, I was just starting my career as a cryptography
and security researcher in AT&T’s Bell Laboratories division. My colleagues and I, like most members of the civilian
cryptography research community, learned about the escrow
scheme from the New York Times, and we were as skeptical as anyone of the security and practicality of the government’s plan. Working for a company that was so prominently involved in what seemed like such a technically illadvised project was a bit uncomfortable, but it also had its
advantages. It was easier to get questions answered, to sort
out how this technology was supposed to work. There might
even be an opportunity to do some interesting research on
the subject. After some poking around, I managed to get
hold of a pair of ﬁrst generation TSD-3600s, but this was less
useful than I had hoped, especially given how infrequently I
needed to have sensitive telephone conversations. The real
breakthrough came when a group from NSA visited the Labs
to brief us and answer our questions, which was especially
helpful given the dearth of solid publicly released information on the technology. My colleague Steve Bellovin and I
both took notes.
As the NSA meeting was breaking up, we asked, halfjokingly, if they’d mind if we posted a summary of what
they’d told us to Usenet. To my great surprise, they enthusiastically agreed (evidently they were as eager to get
details out as we were to learn them). Steve and I compared
notes, and a few days later we posted a short writeup to the
sci.crypt newsgroup.
In writing the summary, we were careful to stick to the
facts, avoiding needlessly inﬂammatory commentary on the
wisdom of key escrow or on whether the NSA should be
trusted. This must have come as something of a relief to the
NSA’s readers of sci.crypt, ﬂooded as it was at the time
with relentless criticism of the Clipper program and of the
government’s intentions. A week later, the NSA invited me
to come down to their headquarters and R&D facility at Ft.
Meade, MD.
To make a long story short, I ended up bringing home
samples of a next generation key escrow device. This was
a PCMCIA card, code-named Tessera1 , intended for secure PC email and other data encryption applications. The
Tessera card was based on a version of the key escrow chip,
called Capstone, that added some public key exchange and
digital signature features to its interface but was otherwise
similar to the Clipper chip in its functionality. The NSA
people asked only that I play with it and perhaps ﬁnd interesting applications. I asked if I’d be able to publish my
results, and, again to my surprise, they agreed.

As a research platform, the Tessera PCMCIA card offered a signiﬁcant advantage over the Clipper-based TSD3600 product: an open API with direct access to the encryption chip’s functional interface. I could simply connect the

card to a reader on my computer and write software to send
data directly to and interrogate results directly from the
Capstone chip (which included all the functions of the Clipper chip). This would be a much easier way to experiment
with key escrow than the other alternative available to me,
which involved removing the Clipper chip from a TSD-3600,
reverse-engineering its pinout, and building and debugging
an interface to it for my computer. With the PCMCIA card,
all that was already done.
So I could get right to work. Which, of course, raised the
question, to work on what, exactly? What questions would
be interesting to ask about key escrow?
At the time, most of the questions and criticisms of the
government’s key escrow proposal were either political (“why
should we trust the government to hold our keys?”) or required access to classiﬁed information (“how does the Skipjack cipher work?”). But I decided to start with a question
that the hardware might be helpful in answering: how do
key escrow devices enforce the escrow features? That is,
how do they prevent someone from using the Skipjack cipher without sending the data ﬁelds that enable a government eavesdropper to recover the key?
I found that the system included a number of safeguards
to frustrate some of the most obvious ways to defeat the key
escrow ﬁeld, called the LEAF (“Law Enforcement Access
Field”).
The details of the LEAF were classiﬁed. We knew it was a
128 bit structure containing enough information for law enforcement recovery of the session key with the cooperation
of the agencies holding the escrowed unit key database. We
were told that the LEAF package contained a 32 bit unique
unit identiﬁer (the serial number of the chip that generated the LEAF), the current 80 bit session key (encrypted
with the device’s unit key) and a 16 bit LEAF checksum.
The entire structure was encrypted with a “family key” to
produce the ﬁnal LEAF package. All cryptographic operations in LEAF creation were based on symmetric (secret)
key techniques using the Skipjack cipher and other (unspeciﬁed) algorithms. The family key was global, shared by all
interoperable key escrow devices (but not published). The
Skipjack algorithm, the family key, the encryption modes
used to encrypt the unit key and the LEAF message, and
the details of the checksum algorithm were not made public
(and all were protected against reverse engineering by Clipper’s tamper-resistant hardware)2 . Externally, the LEAF
was presented as an opaque 128 bit package.
To decrypt escrowed traﬃc, a law enforcement agency ﬁrst
must intercept the LEAF and the traﬃc itself using some
sort of data wiretapping technology. The LEAF could then
be decrypted with the family key, revealing the chip serial
number, the unit key-encrypted session key and the LEAF
checksum. The target’s serial number would then be provided by the agents to two “key escrow agencies,” which
would each return a “share” of the escrowed unit key associated with the given serial number. The two unit key shares
would then be combined (by bitwise exclusive-or) to produce
the full unit key, which the law enforcement agency could
then use to decrypt the session key. This session key could
in turn decrypt the actual intercepted traﬃc.

1
Tessera was an unfortunate name. It turned out to be
a registered trademark of a company that made PCMCIA
cards and that wanted nothing to do with key escrow. The
NSA eventually had to change the code name to Fortezza.

2
In 1998, after Clipper was abandoned, the NSA declassiﬁed
and published the Skipjack algorithm. I believe it was, and
remains, the only NSA-designed symmetric-key encryption
algorithm ever publicly released.

2.2

Oracles and Rogues



encryption mode was apparently not exactly as speciﬁed in publicly released documents. Generating a new
IV for a given session key caused changes across the
entire LEAF. Since the Skipjack cipherblock size was
64 bits, encryption of the LEAF would have to involve at least two block encryption operations. Since
the IV aﬀected only the checksum, and the checksum
appeared at the end of the LEAF structure in public
documents, we could conclude that at least one of the
following was true:

The key escrow system thus relied on the availability of
the LEAF along with the encrypted traﬃc. To force applications to send the LEAF on the same channel as the traﬃc,
key escrow devices would not decrypt data until they had
received a valid LEAF for the current session key. Presumably, the chips on each end would perform various integrity
checks on received LEAFs prior to accepting them.
To provide a convenient application interface for LEAF
management, the devices generated and loaded LEAFs as
part of the process of generating and loading the initialization vectors (IVs) for each cryptographic session. The
Clipper and Capstone chips provided generateIV and loadIV
functions that operated on 192 bit parameters instead of the
usual 64 bits. This “IV” parameter was actually a two part
structure containing the standard 64 bit IV concatenated
with the 128 bit encrypted LEAF. The loadIV operation
would fail if the LEAF did not pass an integrity check.
Most details of the LEAF creation method, encryption
modes, and data structures, beyond those mentioned above,
were classiﬁed and were therefore unknown to me. In particular, the key escrow standard did not specify the mechanism
that enforced the transmission of the correct LEAF as part
of the ciphertext stream. However, I was able to perform a
number of simple experiments on my Tessera card to conﬁrm and expand what we knew about the LEAF’s internal
structure and the way it was used. I found:

– The LEAF was encrypted with a non-standard
mode in which cleartext in “late” blocks aﬀects
the early ciphertext.
– The LEAF was encrypted with a standard forwardchaining or stream mode but the checksum appears in the ﬁrst cipherblock of the LEAF.
– The LEAF was encrypted with a standard forwardchaining or stream mode but the current session
IV was itself used to initialize it.
• The LEAF checksum was, in fact, 16 bits long. A
brute-force search of the LEAF space for a valid LEAF
required about 216 operations.
That last point turned out to be interesting. It meant that
it was possible to use 216 Clipper or Capstone chip operations as an “oracle” to generate apparently valid, acceptable
LEAFs for the current IV and session key that would actually be useless for escrowed decryption.
So the safeguards that required transmission of a valid
LEAF weren’t very strong after all. With only access to the
chip’s standard interface, one could easily create a “rogue”
device that could happily interoperate with legitimate escrowed peers, enjoy the use of the strong Skipjack cipher,
but be impervious to the key escrow back door. The only
thing stopping you was a 16 bit exhaustive search, a very
low barrier even in 1993.
In April, 1994, I wrote a paper about all this, “Protocol
Failure in the Escrowed Encryption System”. I circulated it
to a few colleagues, and, not wanting to blindside anyone,
also sent a copy to my contacts at NSA. They were, I must
say, extremely good natured about it.
Eventually I submitted the paper to the upcoming 1994
ACM Computer and Communications Security Conference,
which would be held in November. But some time in May,
someone (I never found out who) sent a copy to John Markoﬀ,
the technology reporter at the New York Times who had
broken the key escrow story the previous year. He called
me to tell me he was writing a story about my paper for his
paper, and wondered if I had any comment.

• LEAF integrity was veriﬁed via redundancy in its internal checksum ﬁeld. In general, attempts to load an
incorrect LEAF failed. This must have been due entirely to the checksum ﬁeld and not through direct veriﬁcation of the unit ID or encrypted session key ﬁeds;
the receiving chip could not conﬁrm the correctness of
those ﬁelds since it would have no way of knowing the
unit ID or unit key of its peer. Therefore, the LEAF
must have been testable based entirely on session information known to the receiver (such as the cleartext
session key and IV) and that must have been included
in the LEAF checksum computation.
• LEAF checksum computation included (implicitly or
explicitly) the current IV. The LEAF changed whenever a new IV was generated even when the session key
remained the same. Since the IV was not included directly as one of the LEAF ﬁelds, the only ﬁeld it could
aﬀect would be the LEAF checksum. Furthermore, receiving devices would refuse to load a LEAF with the
wrong IV.
• LEAF checksum computation must have included the
cleartext of the current session key. Attempting to
load an otherwise valid LEAF (and corresponding IV)
from a previous session key failed. It was therefore
not possible to “re-use” a LEAF generated from an old
session key, even though such a LEAF would itself be
internally consistent.

2.3

No Such Thing As Bad PR?

After the Times called, it occurred to me that I was in
what could be considered an uncomfortable position, an employee of the research division of the same company in whose
product I was ﬁnding ﬂaws. And it was all based on a controversial wiretapping system created by a secretive government intelligence agency. And now the New York Times
was about to write about it. And there I was, right at the
center of the story. It seemed like a good time to involve
management.
I feared that the company might not be completely delighted with my discoveries, or with my writing a paper

• The LEAF integrity check included every bit of the
LEAF. Attempts to load an otherwise valid LEAF with
a single bit inverted anywhere in the 128 bit structure
always failed.
• The LEAF encryption method diﬀused its input across
the entire 128 bit structure. The LEAF structure or



on the subject. And indeed, executives in parts of AT&T
couldn’t understand why some kid in the troublemaking,
out-of-control research lab would even think that it was a
good idea to publish such things. But the Bell Labs management shined. They actively defended the importance of
publishing and fully supported me as a member of the public research community, no matter the eﬀect it might have
on sales of the TSD or the company’s relationship with the
government. Our job as scientists, they argued, was to tell
the truth. I was never prouder to work there.
Eventually, Markoﬀ called me to let me know that his
story would be running in the Times the next day. But when
I got my copy of the paper, I couldn’t ﬁnd any mention of
it. It was only later that I noticed the story in the one place
I didn’t look: the top of the front page, under the headline
Flaw Found in Federal Plan for Wiretapping. Apparently
cryptography was bigger news than I thought. More likely,
it was a slow news day.

3.

were relaxed a decade ago, we might expect law enforcement
wiretap rooms to have become quiet, lonely places.
But maybe not. The latest wiretap report identiﬁes a total
of just six (out of 3194) cases last year in which encryption
was encountered, and this prevented recovery of evidence a
grand total of zero times.
What’s going on here? Shouldn’t all this encryption be
aﬀecting government eavesdroppers at least a little bit more
than the wiretap report suggests? Do the police know something about cryptanalysis that the rest of us don’t, enabling
them to eﬀortlessly decrypt criminal messages in real time
without batting an eye? Is AES (the federally-approved algorithm that won an open international competition for a
new standard block cipher in 2001) part of an elaborate
conspiracy to lull us into a sense of complacency while enabling the government to secretly spy on us? Perhaps, but
the likely truth is far less exciting, and ultimately, probably
more comforting.
The answer is that faced with encryption, capable investigators in federal and local law enforcement have done what
they have always done when new technology comes around:
they’ve adapted their methods in order to get their work
done. Widespread encryption, rather than shutting down
police wiretaps, has actually pushed them in a more reliable
– and accountable – direction.
This is because while traﬃc encryption is highly eﬀective
at preventing wholesale, un-targeted interception, it does remarkably little to prevent targeted government eavesdropping in the complex architectures of modern computing and
communication technologies. Yes, today’s encryption algorithms are believed to be eﬀectively secure in practice, in
the sense that they make it infeasible for even an adversary
with the resources of a government to obtain cleartext from
ciphertext without access to the key. But government eavesdroppers doesn’t have to limit themselves to that scenario
for their wiretap targets. They can instead exploit the reality that the cleartext (or the keys to decrypt it) for almost all
encrypted traﬃc today is typically available, somewhere, on
a general-purpose computer that is exposed to government
access, either explicitly or through surreptitious means. And
as systems become more sophisticated and incorporate more
features, the exposure of cleartext and keys to third party
access tends to increase correspondingly. All without Clipper chips or any other kind of key escrow systems, mandated
or not.
If only we had understood that in 1993. We could have
saved ourselves a quite a bit of trouble, and maybe spent a
bit more time actually making things more secure.

POSTSCRIPT

Clipper and key escrow eventually faded away. While my
paper may have helped accelerate its demise, key escrow
would not have been likely to succeed even if the Clipper
escrow mechanism had been more robust than it was.
Fundamental problems with the government’s vision for
key escrow made it inherently unworkable, regardless of the
implementation details. First, of course, was the problem of
securing a growing database of end-user keys, a very attractive target for unauthorized eavesdroppers who might seek
to intercept escrowed traﬃc themselves. Then there was the
economic problem: communications cryptography was, by
the 1990’s, becoming an essentially zero-marginal-cost technology, something that could often be implemented in software more easily than by adding specialized hardware. But
Clipper required the use of hardware cryptography, taking
something that was becoming inherently cheap and turning it back into something expensive. The market would
ultimately never accept this, even if the trust issues and
technical problems could have been worked out.
Over the next few years there were attempts to revive
key escrow under various new proposed schemes (the name
eventually changed to “key recovery”). By the end of the
decade, however, the government gave up. The export rules
– the government’s main leverage in promoting key escrow
– were relaxed to allow mass-market products to use strong
cryptography without a special license, and eventually, cryptography started to become integrated into more and more
products, software, and protocols. Key escrow was ﬁnally
dead.
It’s probably worth asking whether this was a good thing.
Law enforcement, after all, warned that unfettered access to
cryptography would make it easier for criminals, spies, and
terrorists to cover their tracks.
Fortunately, the worst fears of law enforcement haven’t
come to pass. Every year since the Nixon administration,
the federal government has issued a report on legal wiretaps, giving the number of intercepts, the types of crimes
being investigated and other statistics. Since 2002, the report has included another statistic: the number of cases in
which encryption encountered on a legal wiretap prevented
law enforcement from getting the evidence it was seeking.
With the increasing proliferation of eavesdrop-thwarting
encryption built in to our infrastructure since export laws
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ABSTRACT

Reliable Telemetry, or reliable central aggregation of sensor data
in this context, is threatened by nodes that may report false data
with malicious intent. A coordinated group of attacker nodes may
aim to exploit a spectrum in a given region by falsely reporting that
a primary signal is present, or vandalize a primary by reporting that
its signal is not present and thereby creating interference and chaos.
Previous works on this problem have achieved moderate degrees of
success by identifying the data from individual or small groups of
attackers as abnormal. These approaches suffer from at least two
shortcomings. First, their effectiveness is limited by relying solely
on sensor data for inferring (dis)trust. Second, they assume limits
on the penetration of attackers in an area; attackers either constitute
a small fraction of nodes in a small local neighborhood [30], or if
they control the majority of nodes in a neighborhood, the preponderance of adjacent neighborhoods must be un-compromised [18].
In this paper, we initiate a new direction in reliable distributed
measurement by relying on a small subset of nodes that can perform
remote attestation. These nodes can securely attest their operating
state to a remote server. They will be excluded if they are detected
as compromised. Otherwise, they will be used as a foundation for
security and reliability. To that end, we propose a practical framework for using data from both attested and regular nodes to deter
attacks, while achieving quantiﬁably accurate results in the absence
of attacks. More speciﬁcally, we explore a strategy based on statistical sequential sampling and inference to obtain an estimate for
signal power in each small region. The sampling method uses data
from all of the attested nodes, as well as the minimum required data
from the rest of the nodes to achieve accuracy with a pre-speciﬁed
margin of error. Next, the data contributed by non-attested nodes is
veriﬁed against data from attested nodes in the neighboring areas.
This step is performed using SVM classiﬁers with quadratic kernels that are trained with an initial set of trusted signal propagation
data in the region of interest.
We evaluate our scheme using predicted signal power data obtained from applying empirical signal propagation data to real-world
TV transmitter and terrain data from the FCC and NASA databases.
We instantiate the evaluations to a hilly urban/suburban area in
Pennsylvania and measure the performance of our approach in the
absence and presence of omniscient coordinated attackers. In addition, we systematically enumerate the costs associated with remote
attestation and provide detailed data on these costs for prototypes
based on Trusted Platform Modules (TPMs) and AVR32 microcontrollers. The data shows attestation may introduce non-trivial costs,
which motivates our approach to leveraging attestation efﬁciently
to establish trust in spectrum sensing results. Our evaluation results show that our scheme is highly effective against attacks even
in cases where only a small subset of the sensors can be remotely
attested. For example, with as low as 15% of nodes being attested,

We consider reliable telemetry in white spaces in the form of protecting the integrity of distributed spectrum measurements against
coordinated misreporting attacks. Our focus is on the case where a
subset of the sensors can be remotely attested. We propose a practical framework for using statistical sequential estimation coupled
with machine learning classiﬁers to deter attacks and achieve quantiﬁably precise outcome. We provide an application-oriented case
study in the context of spectrum measurements in the white spaces.
The study includes a cost analysis for remote attestation, as well as
an evaluation using real transmitter and terrain data from the FCC
and NASA for Southwest Pennsylvania. The results show that with
as low as 15% penetration of attestation-capable nodes, more than
94% of the attempts from omniscient attackers can be thwarted.

1.

Carl A. Gunter

University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic spectrum allocation promises to make spectrum use
more efﬁcient by enabling opportunistic, unlicensed (secondary)
use of ‘white-space’ frequencies when they are not occupied by licensed (primary) users. This paradigm has gained signiﬁcant traction due to the increasing demand for wireless services, the limited
availability of spectrum, and the FCC’s recent ruling that permits
operation of unlicensed users in the unused portions of the TV spectrum. This permission is considered the ﬁrst signiﬁcant increase in
unlicensed spectrum below 5 GHz in over 20 years [2].
Identifying unused portions of spectrum is a key requirement for
opportunistic spectrum access. Spectrum availability data is envisioned to be centrally aggregated and consulted to govern the usage of spectrum. At least three scenarios for data collection have
been proposed. First, the data may be provided by volunteer whitespace devices or deployed sensors to build regional or nationwide
spectrum availability databases, or augment the white space geolocation database mandated by the FCC. Second, a white-space
service provider may collect spectrum sensing data from whitespace devices in its network to determine areas of primary presence [1, 4, 11]. Third, by combining spectrum sensing data from
multiple devices (collaborative sensing), one can improve the detection accuracy in highly shadowed environments [37].
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we show that more than 94% of the attacks can be defended against.
The protection gradually improves as the fraction of attested nodes
increases.
The contributions of this paper are summarized below:

not only in-network cognitive radios, but also deployed spectrum
sensors, and additional volunteer (mobile) devices to determine areas of primary presence. Third, spectrum sensing results from multiple devices may be combined to improve the detection accuracy
at low thresholds in highly shadowed environments [37].
To capture the common aspects of the above scenarios, we focus
on the case of building a regional spectrum availability database
by a service provider. The database may then be combined with
databases from other regions to form a nationwide database of spectrum sensing. The spectrum sensing data used to populate the
database is provided by one or more of the following sources.

• A new direction in reliable telemetry against coordinated misreporting attacks that relies on a small subset of attestationcapable sensors.
• A practical framework for using statistical sequential estimation coupled with machine learning classiﬁers to deter attacks and achieve quantiﬁably accurate outcome.

• Volunteer Radios: a set of (mobile) devices with different
owners. The data would be collected by a modern ‘mobile
app’ built to perform spectrum sensing at its current location
and report the results to a central server. This form of participatory sensing is also referred to as crowdsourcing.

• A case study based on real TV transmitter and terrain data
from the FCC and NASA in Pennsylvania that includes an
evaluation for the proposed scheme, as well as a cost analysis
for remote attestation.

2.

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

• Dedicated Sensors: sensors (in the form of a wireless sensor
network) deployed for the speciﬁc task of spectrum sensing
alongside the main white-space network [16].

In this section we ﬁrst provide background information on spectrum measurements and remote attestation. Next, we describe our
setting and problem statement.

2.1

• In-Network Cognitive Radios: cognitive radios that are part
of the service provider’s network.

Spectrum Sensing and Aggregation in White
Spaces

The FCC’s ruling in November 2008 allows for operation of
unlicensed users in the unused portions of the TV spectrum [2].
Wireless communications in this spectrum (below 700 MHz) beneﬁt from favorable signal propagation and penetration properties,
which enable long transmission ranges. Access to this spectrum
could enable more powerful Internet connections in public areas,
campuses, and homes with extended range, fewer dead spots, and
improved speeds. Many other applications are envisioned; for example, broadband access for rural areas, extended access to medical care in rural areas, and support for the communications of the
advanced meter infrastructure (AMI) [3, 17].
Sensing the spectrum to identify unused channels can be used to
improve the performance of white space networks. This is despite
the FCC’s September 2010 ruling which exempts the devices that
incorporate geo-location and can access a new TV band database
from mandatory spectrum sensing [3]: (1) The ruling still allows
for operation of sensing-only devices that cannot or do not access
the database. (2) The database is built from conservative propagation models, which results in declaring many unused channels as
occupied in places far from the transmitters. Real-time spectrum
sensing data can provide a more accurate view of spectrum availability, or be used to improve the database results. (3) In places
where multiple channels are available, the spectrum sensing details
can reveal the highest quality channels for communications.
There exist three scenarios for centrally aggregating spectrum
sensing results from sensors in a large region [19]. First, using
data from deployed spectrum sensors or volunteer (mobile) whitespace devices to build a regional or nationwide spectrum availability database. Such a database can be used to augment the white
space geo-location database mandated by the FCC, or to learn spectrum usage as part of the recently passed Spectrum Inventory Bill [6].
Second, a white-space service provider or base station may collect spectrum sensing data to determine areas of primary presence
from cognitive radios in its network. This centralized approach
has been endorsed by the IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard draft [4],
CogNeA [1] and recent research prototypes [11]. The spectrum
sensing data collected by the service provider may be provided by



2.2

Remote Attestation

Remote attestation is a technique for a system to provide certiﬁed information about its operating state (i.e. software, ﬁrmware,
or conﬁguration) to a remote party. This process is typically initiated by a request from the remote party. Upon receipt of the request, the queried system creates a (signed) record of the system’s
operating state and sends it to the initiator. To securely record and
certify its current state, the system needs to contain a number of
components. Trusted hardware components are often used to this
end, although software can also be used in some cases. Regardless,
remote attestation imposes additional computational, storage, energy, time, and potentially manufacturing costs on both parties. On
desktop PCs, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is often used to
provide remote attestation functionality. The Trusted Computing
Group (TCG) is developing trusted computing standards speciﬁcally for mobile devices to minimize costs and support appropriate usage models, and have speciﬁed several primitives for a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM). MTMs are expected to be available
for many new mobile applications in the near future [7]. Previous work has also shown that remote attestation can feasibly be
implemented in software on-chip for embedded processors such as
AVR32 micro-controllers [25].

2.3

Setting and Problem Statement

We consider building a spectrum availability database from received signal power data from a combination of volunteer radios,
in-network cognitive radios, and deployed sensors. We refer to
these sources as nodes or sensors in the rest of this paper. Due
to their widespread adoption, ease of implementation, and small
sensing time, we assume that energy detectors will be the only sensors in use [8, 36]. We also assume the primary signal faces path
loss and shadow fading due to irregular terrain and obstacles such
as trees, buildings, walls, and windows.
The spectrum availability database represents the region of interest as a grid of small cells (or tiles) on the map of the region. Each
cell may be a 1km × 1km square and is the unit in which combining individual results, or collaborative sensing, occurs. Within a
cell, we combine the raw signal power measurements from nodes to
determine primary presence (as opposed to binary yes/no results).

ular nodes (circles). In any particular cell, the goal is to obtain an
estimate of the signal power in that cell, and compare it to a primary
detection threshold to determine whether the spectrum is unused.
Assume for now that we have performed remote attestation on all
attestation-capable nodes and have excluded those we believe are
compromised. Therefore, the remaining attestation-capable nodes
are considered trusted or attested. For regular nodes, however, we
do not have any prior information regarding their legitimacy.
Consider cell A in Figure 1 in which about half of the nodes are
attested. One may argue that the high number of reliable nodes provides enough diversity to absorb the variations due to path loss and
shadow-fading, and therefore there is no need to include the results
of regular nodes. This approach is safer (in terms of vulnerability
to false reports) than one in which the values from the (potentially
compromised) regular nodes are also included. But what if the rest
of the regular nodes are also legitimate? Is the safety worth the reduced precision? How would we determine whether it make sense
to rely only on trusted nodes, or we should use the data from regular
nodes as well? And if so, which ones?

This allows for using signal power as a measure of quality among
the available channels and enables us to detect misreporting attacks.
A common method for combining sensing results within each cell
is Equal Gain Combining (EGC), which periodically averages the
power measurements of individual nodes in each frequency channel
and compares it to a detection threshold λ. In the case of primary
Digital TV (DTV) transmitters, FCC has mandated -114 dBm as
the detection threshold.
We address the problem of performing reliable aggregation of
spectrum measurement data contributed by a distributed set of nodes.
An attacker may compromise a (large) subset of the nodes and
make them act in cooperation in order to change the spectrum sensing outcome in any cell, including any number of adjacent cells.
For example, they may seek to change the perceived primary signal
power for a cell from a value below threshold (-120 dBm) to a value
above threshold (-100 dBm), or vice versa. The ﬁrst attack is called
exploitation, and the second is called vandalism. In exploitation,
the attackers aim to deceive the network to abandon the channel to
exclusively use it for themselves, whereas in vandalism the main
goal is creating chaos or interference. We focus on canceling the
effect of such attackers that have a strong (e.g. majority) presence
in a cell, and (in the absence of any defense) are able to dominate
the cell and ﬂip the detection outcome.
A particularly novel aspect of our work is that we assume that a
subset of nodes, for example 20%, are able to perform remote attestation (see Figure 1). For any such attestation-capable node, the
aggregation server can detect whether it is compromised and thus
running illegitimate code. The question that we aim to answer is
how to efﬁciently and effectively use this capability to obtain reliable spectrum sensing results. This question is particularly important when the attestation-capable nodes constitute a small fraction
of the nodes. This may be due to the low penetration of the technology among the volunteer nodes, or cost considerations of deploying
and using this capability by the service providers in the deployed
sensor scenarios (see Section 5).
While some of the nodes may be unreliable or compromised insiders, we assume that each node maintains a secure link to the
base station for sending spectrum sensing results, and that attackers are unable to fabricate nodes or identities arbitrarily (‘Sybil’ attacks [32]). The secure links can be realized using pre-shared keys
or a PKI, which may also serve as a foundation for preventing Sybil
attacks by being associated with the identity of each node. Alternatively, one can take the dual view that we aim to demonstrate
a method that forces adversaries to discover and deploy a practical Sybil attack, which requires a higher level of sophistication on
the attacker’s side (e.g. faking multiple link layer addresses). We
also assume that the locations of nodes are reliably known through
GPS or other localization techniques and nodes do not misreport
their locations. This assumption is easily achievable in two of
the most popular proposed applications of white space networking that assume ﬁxed nodes with known locations: (1) Residential
Internet access using IEEE 802.22 [36], and (2) AMI communications [17]. In cases where the network contains untrustworthy or
mobile devices, secure localization and location veriﬁcation techniques may ensure nodes’ locations are authentic [14, 24, 26, 27].
The above assumptions are common for the type of analysis we
perform here [15, 19, 31]; if they are violated then additional protective measures are required.

3.

Figure 1: Illustration of a few cells with attested and regular
nodes.
Now consider cell B where unlike cell A there are very few
trusted nodes. Therefore, there is a high chance that aggregating
the measurements from such a small number of nodes does not provide enough diversity to obtain a precise measurement (estimate)
of the signal power. A similar situation can be seen in cell C; not
only there exist very few attested nodes, but their positioning also
makes it likely that they do not provide enough diversity. For example, they may all be behind an obstruction that attenuates the signal.
Therefore, it seems necessary to include results from at least some
of the regular nodes. But what if some or all of them are compromised, and they skew the results to achieve their malicious goal
instead of adding legitimate diversity?

3.1

Key Issues and Overview

The examples above underline the importance of the following
needs. First, there must be a systematic strategy to determine when
there is enough diversity in the results that we can stop collecting
additional data within a cell. Second, if we decide we need additional data beyond those from attested nodes, there should exist
a strategy to decide which nodes to include. Third, for each cell
in which additional regular nodes are added to the data ‘pool,’ we
need a strategy to ensure that the added nodes are not dominated by
attackers.
At a high level, our approach consists of three main phases (summarized in Algorithm 0). First, within each cell we rely on statistical inference and sequential estimation to aggregate data from all
of attested sensors as well as ‘enough’ regular nodes to achieve
the application-speciﬁed precision goal (Section 3.2). Note that
we only include the least required number of regular sensors to
limit unnecessary exposure to untrustworthy data. Various inclusion strategies are proposed for this purpose (Section 3.3). The

APPROACH

Consider Figure 1 as part of the region of interest for performing reliable aggregation of spectrum measurement data. There exist
two types of nodes; attestation-capable nodes (triangles), and reg-



be assured that the true mean (or median) is within a γ margin of
error from the estimated value (e.g. γ = 3dB). This is also referred
to in the form of a coverage probability (e.g. 0.95 = 1 − α).
We ﬁrst focus on a sequential procedure for ﬁnding ﬁxed-width
conﬁdence intervals for the mean. Let x1 , x2 , ... be a sequence
of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables
having an unknown density function f (x), x ∈ R. The i.i.d. assumption is not absolutely true for sensors that are very close and
face correlated shadowing; however in view of practical considerations we proceed with this assumption, which is in-line with the
commonly used log-normal shadowing model [33]. Let μ and σ 2
represent the mean and variance of density function f (x). It is
known that no ﬁxed-sample size procedure will provide a ﬁxedwidth conﬁdence interval for μ having a prescribed coverage probability at the same time. The famous Chow-Robbins procedure for
sequential estimation deﬁnes the following stopping rule for a conﬁdence interval of size 2γ:

aggregate is either the mean and median of the data, and is dynamically determined by our algorithm. This choice may change
throughout the execution of the algorithm according to pre-speciﬁed
rules (Section 3.4). Second, the regular nodes that were included
in the aggregation process in the cell are compared against the data
from the trusted nodes of the 8 neighboring cells. This process
involves using machine learning classiﬁers built from real signal
propagation data. The classiﬁer detects irregular signal propagation patterns that most likely represent a coordinated misreporting
attack (Section 3.5). Third, after the potentially compromised data
is eliminated, we compute the ﬁnal aggregate.
Algorithm 1 Simpliﬁed Approach Overview (for Each Cell)
Input:
(1) Green Data: measurements from attested nodes
(2) Yellow Data: measurements from regular nodes
(3) Strategy ∈ {Random, Geo-Diverse, Biased}: strategy for including data from regular nodes
(4) Aggregate ∈ {Mean, Median}: dynamically changes based
on the situation

N = inf{n ≥ n0 , n ≥ a2 γ −2 s2n }
where n0 ≥ 2 is the initial sample size, a = z(1−α/2) is the
100(1−α/2) percentile of the standard normal distribution N (0, 1)
(e.g. if α = .05 then a = 1.96), and sn is the sample standard deviation of n observations. The Chow-Robbins procedure is asymptotically tight, in the sense that the coverage probability is asymptotically 1 − α, and is also asymptotically efﬁcient in the sense that
the average required number of samples is asymptotically equal to
an optimal ﬁxed-sample procedure with known σ 2 [20].
Now we turn to the median. We begin by placing the measurements in order, that is: x(1) < x(2) < ... < x(n) . The goal is
to ﬁnd an interval x(a) < m < x(b) such that P (x(a) < m <
x(b) ) = 1 − α, where 1 − α is the desired probability that the
interval captures the median.
In order to have x(a) < m, at least a of the observations must
fall less than m, and in order to have m < x(b) , at most b − 1 of
the observations must fall less than or equal to m. Since m is the
median and since the distribution of the X’s is continuous, we have

Phase 1: Node Selection
Add Green Data to aggregation Pool
while ¬S ATISFY-P RECISION -R EQUIREMENTS(data in Pool,
Aggregate) do
if | Yellow Data | > 0 then
Yellow
M OVE -N EXT-E LEMENT-T O -P OOL(Strategy,
Data)
else
Remove all Yellow Data from Pool
Go to Phase 3
end if
end while
Phase 2: Attack Detection
Yellow Suspects ← Yellow Data in Pool from Phase 1
Green Neighbors ← averages of Green Data in the neighboring
cells (i.e. 8 numbers)
if SVM-ATTACKER -D ETECTION(Yellow Suspects, Green
Neighbors) then
Remove all Yellow Suspects from Pool
end if

P (X < m) = P (X ≤ m) = .5.
Assuming independent observations, the probability that at least a
and at most b − 1 of the observations fall less
than m
by
nis given
n
.
To
(.5)
the binomial probability with p = .5, that is b−1
k=a k
construct a 100(1 − α)% conﬁdence interval for m, we choose a
and b so that this sum is 1 − α. For large samples, approximate
values of a and b may be found by using the normal approximation
to the binomial distribution. We may obtain a and b by solving for
them in the following equations [22]:

Phase 3: Aggregate Calculation
Compute Aggregate from data in Pool

3.2

Using Statistical Inference to Ensure Precision

b − 1 − .5n
a − .5n
√
√
= −z(1−α/2) ,
= z(1−α/2)
.25n
.25n

For many applications, including aggregation of spectrum sensing data, it is not clear in advance how many sensors (observations)
should be used in each aggregation effort in order to achieve the desired precision in the (estimation) outcome. Instead, data is evaluated as it is collected, and further sampling is stopped in accordance
with a pre-deﬁned stopping rule. This process is also referred to as
sequential estimation. In our case, we aim to achieve an acceptable
precision in the results while using as few data points from regular
nodes as possible. We argue that sequential estimation for achieving ﬁxed width conﬁdence interval for the estimated aggregate is an
ideal tool to achieve our goal. By stating the acceptable margin of
error (half the width of a conﬁdence interval) for the quantity being
estimated, the application can ensure with high conﬁdence that the
estimated outcome from the sample data is ‘close enough’ to the
true value. In other words, with high conﬁdence (e.g. 95%), it can

Note that both the conﬁdence intervals were calculated by assuming the distribution of the original population is unknown.

3.3

Intra-cell Inclusion Strategies

We consider three inclusion strategies for including regular nodes
in the aggregate computation in each cell. The merits and disadvantages of each strategy are discussed in this section and evaluated in
Section 4.
Random: Randomly adding data from regular nodes to the data
from attested nodes has the advantage that it is in-line with the sampling assumptions made in computing the conﬁdence intervals. In
addition, the randomness reduces the attacker’s chances of selectively compromising nodes and carefully crafting false measurements with minimum abnormality. However, it disallows deploy-



ing targeted inclusion strategies that could potentially lead to lower
attacker success rate.
Geo-Diverse: By selecting a geographically diverse set of regular nodes, we add diversity to the results and reduce the chances of
selecting (regular) nodes that are experiencing similar shadowing
effects. To achieve this goal, we use the widely cited Gudmundson shadow correlation model [21]. According to this model, the
correlation in shadow-fading in distance Δx is represented as:

Table 1: Margin of error (95% conﬁdence) for randomly generated data of size |S| equal to 20, 30, 40, 50 from log-normal
distribution with standard deviation, σ, of 4, 6, and 8.
|S| = 20
|S| = 30
|S| = 40
|S| = 50
σ=4
Mean
1.7
1.4
1.2
1.1
Median
2.3
1.9
1.6
1.5
σ=6
Mean
2.6
2.1
1.8
1.6
Median
3.5
2.8
2.5
2.3
σ=8
Mean
3.5
2.8
2.4
2.2
Median
4.7
3.8
3.3
2.6

−Δx

R(Δx) = e dcorr

with the correlation length dcorr dependent on the environment.
Empirical studies suggest values between 25m to 120m for urban
areas [9]. Using this model, we suggest the following greedy approach to adding nodes to the aggregation pool. Before each addition to the pool, we compute the aggregate correlation of all nodes
already in the aggregation pool with the candidates to be added to
the pool. At each step, we add the node with the least aggregate
correlation with existing nodes.
Biased: In this approach, we sort the data from the regular nodes
in the increasing order of the absolute value of their difference to
the median of the attested nodes. At each step, we move values to
the aggregation pool according to their rank in the sorted list. This
approach has the disadvantage that creates a ‘bias’ in the aggregate
calculation process, which makes the computations in Section 3.2
inaccurate. However, in many cases, this bias effectively works
as an implicit weighting mechanism in situations where attackers
have only compromised a subset of the regular nodes. In those
situations, this approach may limit the number of measurements
from compromised nodes that will be included in the ﬁnal result
(see the results in Section 4).

3.4

facilitates detecting them using SVM classiﬁers (Phase 2 of our approach), and is therefore desirable. Hence, we will rely on median
when the attested nodes represent the majority of nodes in the cell
and rely on the mean otherwise. This strategy helps with reducing
the effect of attackers and natural outliers when attackers do not
constitute a majority, and makes them more likely to be detected
when they do.
We further elaborate on the details of aggregate calculation in
Phase 1 with an illustrative example. We start by considering the
data from all of the attested nodes in the aggregation pool and initially use median as the aggregator. If the margin of error for the
median of attested nodes is below the application requirement γ,
we stop by declaring the median as the ﬁnal result. Otherwise, we
need more data. Consider a cell with k attested nodes. After adding
the k attested nodes, we iteratively add up to k − 1 additional elements from regular nodes to the aggregation pool.

Intra-cell Aggregation: Mean or Median?

Within each cell, the two main options for aggregating measurements in a cell are calculating the average (EGC) or median of the
data (observations). A collection of observations is referred to as a
sample. The goal is to use all of attested nodes plus a dynamically
selected set of regular nodes such that we can ensure the computed
aggregate is within a pre-deﬁned distance of the real mean or median for the signal in the cell.
The median has a key advantage over the mean as an aggregate;
it is less vulnerable to natural outliers or attacker nodes that constitute a minority of nodes in a cell [18, 38]. However, computing
the sample median with a pre-speciﬁed conﬁdence interval requires
more data (compared to mean). Or dually, with a ﬁxed number of
observations, the conﬁdence intervals achieved for the median are
larger than those computed for the mean (the calculation procedures are presented in Section 3.2). To support our argument about
the relatively smaller conﬁdence intervals for mean (with the same
number of samples), we generate sample signal propagation data
representing a log-normal shadowing model with average power of
−95dBm and standard deviation (a.k.a. dB-spread) of 4, 6, and
8. Table 1 presents the margins of error achieved using random
samples of size 20, 30, 40, and 50 from this distribution.
However, if the attackers obtain even a weak majority in a cell,
they can move the median to their desired number while being
less ‘abnormal.’ Figure 2 illustrates this observation. The attackers’ goal is to change the aggregate from a value below the signal
threshold of -114 dBm to one above the threshold (e.g. -113 dBm).
When the median is used (the top picture), the attackers can achieve
their desired goal by simply reporting -113 dBm. However, when
the average is used (the bottom picture), the attackers need to report
an average false report of -105.5 dBm to change the total average
to their desired value of -113 dBm. The additional abnormality

Figure 2: A simpliﬁed illustration of why attackers are forced to
deviate more when they aim to move the mean (bottom picture)
instead of the median (top picture).
The order in which the regular nodes are added to the pool is determined by the chosen inclusion strategy (Random, Geo-Diverse,
or Biased). After each addition, if the margin of error for the median is reduced to a value lower than γ, we transition to Phase 2. If
this condition is not met at any point and there exist additional measurements, we switch to using mean as the aggregator. Again, we
continue adding new data from the regular nodes to the aggregation
pool (using the same inclusion strategy) until the stopping rule is
satisﬁed. If so, we transition to Phase 2. Otherwise, if adding all of
the regular nodes does not result in satisfying the stopping rule, we
ignore all the added regular nodes and proceed to Phase 3 where
the median of attested nodes is computed as the aggregate.

3.5

Inter-Cell Attacker Detection using Classiﬁers

When the execution of Algorithm 0 reaches Phase 2, we have obtained an aggregate from data provided by all of the attested nodes,



as well as some or all of the regular nodes in the cell. In this phase,
we aim to ensure that the regular nodes whose data is included in
the calculation are not part of an exploitation or vandalism attack.
We ﬁrst separate the data points from those regular nodes that have
contributed to the aggregate (a.k.a. ‘yellow suspects’) and compare
them to the data from attested nodes in the neighboring cells (a.k.a.
‘green neighbors’).

gions where negative examples lie. The boundary between regions
for positive and negative examples is called the decision boundary.
Training involves learning the decision boundary and classiﬁcation
involves determining on which side of the decision boundary a test
example lies.
Now we turn to the problem of obtaining training examples. We
argue that normal (negative) instances can be obtained in a practical one-time process based on a trusted sensor grid. By one-time
we mean that in a particular region, we only need to collect signal
propagation data once to build the classiﬁer for that region. Once
the classiﬁer is built, it can be used forever (or until there is a signiﬁcant environmental change in the region). A typical strategy for
collecting this data is war-driving where a sensor is moved though
the region collecting training data as it goes. Having obtained such
natural (normal) examples, we modify them to inject un-natural
training instances to represent attacker-dominated cells.
Building such a classiﬁer from the natural and un-natural examples has been discussed in detail in prior works [19] and has been
shown to effectively detect attacker-dominated regions in environments where there is no separation between regular and attestationcapable nodes. By contrast, in our setting, the classiﬁer is applied
in a slightly different manner where only the trusted data from the
neighbors is used in classiﬁcation. However, due to potentially low
penetration of attested nodes, this translates to less data points being available for classiﬁcation. This may negatively affect the classiﬁcation accuracy. We build a similar classiﬁer (using Support
Vector Machines (SVM) with quadratic kernels) to detect whether
the yellow suspects in a cell look abnormal compared to the green
neighbors and evaluate it in Section 4. If the classiﬁer considers the
data to be anomalous, we only rely on the median of the attested
nodes in that cell. Otherwise, the aggregate computed in Phase 1
(using a mix of attested and regular nodes) is valid and should be
used as the representative signal power in that cell.

Figure 3: Classiﬁcation-based attacker detection setting: regular nodes included in the aggregation for cell E and attested
nodes from neighboring cells.
To determine if the yellow suspects in a cell represent an attackerdominated group, we use real signal propagation data in the region
to build a classiﬁer that is trained to differentiate between natural
and un-natural signal propagation patterns. The idea is to learn the
normal propagation patterns of the signal from the reliable signal
propagation data and use it to spot unnatural propagation of signal,
which may be caused by malicious false reports.
More speciﬁcally, we consider the local neighborhood NE of
any cell E to contain E and its 8 neighboring cells (Figure 3).
We represent NE by a 9-element tuple containing the ‘average’
reported powers from the yellow suspects in E and the average reported power from the green neighbors in a pre-speciﬁed order. We
call this the neighborhood representation of E. For example, for
Figure 3, the ﬁrst element would be the average of yellow suspects
in cell E, and the second to ninth elements would be the value in
the ﬁrst element minus the average power of attested nodes in cells
A to I (excluding E). Assume for a moment that we have access to
reliable power measurements for a subset of the region of interest.
This data can be used to create one neighborhood representation
for each cell in the area. We refer to each such representation as an
‘example.’ Therefore, we can assume access to a large number of
such examples representing the ‘natural’ propagation of signal in
local neighborhoods. Also, as we will elaborate later, assume we
have access to the neighborhood representation for a sufﬁciently
large and diverse set of ‘un-natural’ (attacker-dominated) cells.
We now cast our problem to a binary classiﬁcation problem.
Classiﬁcation is a machine learning technique that is widely used
in domains ranging from spam email detection and unauthorized
spectrum usage to fraud detection and speech recognition. In a binary classiﬁcation problem we are given a set of training examples
→
→
xi is the represenwith their corresponding labels, (−
xi , yi ), where −
tation of the ith example and yi ∈ {1, −1} (‘yes’ or ‘no’) is the
corresponding binary label. Each example is described by a vector of its attributes which is often called the feature vector. In our
case, the neighborhood representation of a cell serves as its feature vector. The goal is to predict a binary label for a test example for which we do not know the label, using the classiﬁer built
from training examples [12]. A classiﬁer tries to partition the input
feature space into regions where positive examples lie versus re-

4.

EVALUATION

We evaluate our system using predicted signal propagation data
obtained from real transmitters and terrain data. More speciﬁcally,
the TV transmitter location, signal power, height, and frequency is
obtained from FCC databases and terrain (i.e. elevation for any
given point) is obtained from NASA databases [5]. We choose
the FCC-endorsed Longley-Rice empirical outdoor signal propagation model to generate predicted signal power for any location
and frequency of interest. Longley-Rice takes into account the effects of terrain as well as transmitter’s power, location, frequency,
and height. To account for additional uncertainties due to factors
such as shadow-fading we add log-normal variations with a mean
of zero and a standard deviation (dB-spread) of σdB = 6 to the predicted signal power for each point [37]. For evaluation purposes,
we consider this data as the ground truth.
We instantiated our evaluation to an urban/suburban area surrounding Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The hilly nature of the area
introduces a large amount of legitimate signal variations, which
makes the task of precise signal power estimation and attacker detection more challenging (compared to ﬂat areas). Therefore, these
experiments should be considered a stress-test for our scheme.
The following points in (latitude, longitude) format deﬁne the
southwest and northeast corners of the considered 20km × 20km
square area in Pennsylvania:  (40.35, -80.12), (40.53, -79.884) .
Each cell is 1km × 1km. We focus on signals from all DTV transmitters within a 150 mile radius of this area with estimated received
powers higher than -130dBm. This results in a list of 37 DTV
transmitters, of which we randomly pick 29 for building the classiﬁer, and 8 for testing it. An illustration of the area, including the



Figure 4: (a) Transmitters in parts of Southwest Pennsylvania / East Ohio. (b) Distribution of received signal for the training and
testing data in Southwest Pennsylvania.

Figure 5: No attack; percentage of cells with ground truth average within the margin of error from the calculated aggregate (left)
and false outcome rate (in percentage) as a function of the fraction of attested nodes (right).
location of the majority of DTV transmitters in provided in Figure 4(a). The distribution of the received signal power across all
the cells in the region (from all 37 transmitters) is provided in Figure 4(b). Guided by approximate sample size requirements based
on methods in Section 3.2, we consider nodes to be scattered with
an expected density Ed of 50 nodes per cell. To add variation and
randomness, we consider the number of nodes to be normally distributed with a mean of Ed , and a standard deviation of 10. Such
densities will be easily achievable in urban areas. In suburban and
rural areas, the densities need to be achieved through provisioning
or other means in order for our approach to be fully effective.

4.1

are not providing values near the true average power in the cell, and
the Biased inclusion strategy aggravates the situation by including
similar data that effectively builds up on the already poor samples.

4.2

Performance against Attackers

To gauge performance in the presence of attacks, we simulate
omniscient (and coordinated) attackers that perform exploitation
and vandalism attacks. Attacker nodes act in cooperation and know
the exact number, measurements, and type of all the other nodes,
as well as the inclusion strategy in use (Random, Geo-diverse, or
Biased). In cells where the ground truth is below the -114dBm
threshold, they cooperate to perform exploitation to change the aggregate to a value above the threshold. Similarly, in cells where the
ground truth is above -114dBm, they aim for vandalism by moving the aggregate to a value below the threshold. In both cases, the
attackers minimize the deviation of their false reports from the measurements of un-compromised nodes by choosing to report values
that move the aggregate slightly below (above) the threshold (.5 dB
here) in order to perform exploitation (vandalism). This maximizes
their chances of being included in the aggregate pool in Phase 1
and minimizes their chances of being detected in Phase 2. If the attackers conclude that the protections in Phase 1 do not allow them
to ‘ﬂip’ the aggregate, they refrain from reporting false reports to
avoid detection.
To evaluate effectiveness against omniscient coordinated attacks,
we introduce the deterrence rate. This metric represents the fraction of attacks by omniscient attackers that our approach thwarts.
Deterrence may occur in phase 1 (by partial or total exclusion from
the pool), or in phase 2 where their attack is detected by the classiﬁer. We use data from 29 of the transmitters to build a uniﬁed
classiﬁer for the region [19] and test deterrence of attacks on the
remaining 8 channels. The deterrence rates for cases with average attested fractions ranging from .15 to .35, and average attacker

No-Attack Performance

We ﬁrst evaluate the accuracy of predictions generated by our
approach when there is no attack. We compare the aggregate produced by our approach to the ground truth (real average power in
the cell). In Figure 5(a) we show the percentage of cells for which
the real average power is within the chosen margin of error  = 3dB
from the calculated aggregate. The results show that our approach
achieves a high overall success rate in terms of obtaining precise
estimates of signal power in a region. They also show that despite Biased’s weaker performance in some cases, in most cases
the choice of inclusion strategy does not have a signiﬁcant impact.
As a second performance metric in the absence of attacks, we
introduce the false outcome rate, representing the fraction of unattacked cells with ground truth power above (below) the primary
detection threshold of -114dBm that due to errors in our approach
are mistakenly assigned an aggregate below (above) -114dBm. Figure 5(b) represents the false outcome rate as a function of the fraction of attested nodes. The results show that while overall false
outcome rates are low, the Biased inclusion strategy is the weakest
performer, particularly when the fraction of attested nodes is low.
This can be explained by situations in which the few attested nodes



Figure 6: Attack deterrence rate (in percentage) when the average fraction of attested nodes is .15 (left), .25 (center), and .35 (right).
fraction ranging from .25 to .85 are presented in Figure 6. For attested fractions higher than .35, our results (omitted due to space
constraints) show that it is more beneﬁcial to avoid the complexities
of our approach and only rely on the average of attested nodes.
In Figure 6, a surprising phenomenon can be seen in the case
of Biased attacks. In some cases, when the attested fraction is increased (particularly from .25 to .35), the deterrence rate decreases.
While this can be considered a ﬂaw for the biased scheme, it can
be described as follows. When the attested fraction is increased,
there is less competition from regular un-compromised nodes (for
attacker nodes) to report values close to the average of attested
nodes and enter the aggregation pool. Therefore, the attackers have
a higher chance of entering the pool with false reports, inﬂuencing
the results, and passing Phase 1. The results in Figure 7 show this
observation; unlike Random and Geo-diverse cases in which the
deterrence at phase 1 does not change or increases as the attested
fraction increases, the rate decreases for the Biased strategy.
Overall, the results show the following. (1) All three approaches
are highly effective against omniscient attacks, even in cases where
a small fraction of nodes are attested. (2) In terms of attack deterrence, the Biased inclusion strategy outperforms others. This
is particularly true with lower attested and attacker fraction. This
can be attributed to the difﬁculty of inﬂuencing the aggregate by
attackers in these situations, since the attacker has to fulﬁl two conﬂicting goals of reporting values close to the attested average (to be
included in pool) and at the same time far from the attested average
(to move the aggregate and perform attack). (3) The relative outperformance of the Biased approach comes at the price of relatively
higher false outcome rates when there is no attack.

5.

facturing costs. Some schemes involve a coprocessor, and even
those primarily implemented in software may necessitate larger
memories to store their code and data. Additional energy may
be consumed by several components involved in a remote attestation transaction. Coprocessors and processors executing software
routines both consume energy. Additionally, coprocessors usually
consume some energy when inactive, and enlarged memories may
require additional energy. Remote attestation transactions increase
the amount of network data that is transmitted and received, which
may also increase the energy consumption of the wireless radio.
Increased network utilization can also impose time costs, as can
remote attestation transaction processing.
We evaluated an Atmel AT97SC3203 TPM installed in a desktop
PC. It imposes a manufacturing cost for the TPM chip itself, and
potentially for expanded memories to support interface software
installed on the attested processor. We measured its energy consumption using a Digital Multi-Meter (DMM). It draws 10.6mW
of power when idle, which is likely to account for the bulk of its
total energy consumption. It consumes around 58.9 mJ when an attestation certiﬁcation is generated. Other operations require some
energy, but are unlikely to contribute signiﬁcantly to total consumption either due to their infrequent invocation or the fact that they
do not involve expensive routines such as digital signature generation. Attestation operations require around 1.1 second to execute
and generate at least 276 bytes of uncompressed data if the TPM
uses a 2048-bit RSA key and the 160-bit SHA-1 hash algorithm,
regardless of the speciﬁc protocol in use. For reference, we measured the energy consumption of a Digi XBee 802.15.4 radio using
an oscilloscope, and determined that transmitting a packet with an
x-byte payload consumed about (0.017x + 1.83) mJ of energy at
1mW.
We also evaluated a software-based attestation scheme on an Atmel AVR32 AT32UC3A0512 microcontroller [25]. It only consumes extra energy when it is active. It uses Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) rather than RSA, which uses shorter keys (192 bits
in this prototype) and simpler computations. Thus, although it does
not use any hardware accelerators such as those in the TPM, it still
consumes similar amounts of energy during attestation operations.
Each operation takes about 0.6 seconds to execute. Due to the signiﬁcantly shorter keys, each attestation operation only generates at
least 68 bytes of data.

ATTESTATION COSTS

Remote attestation can introduce potentially signiﬁcant additional
costs into a system. This section brieﬂy surveys these costs for
implementations of two remote attestation architectures. The ﬁrst
uses a TPM, which is a distinct coprocessor, whereas the second
is implemented primarily in software, requiring only small hardware adaptations. The TPM-based architecture represents an upper bound on the cost of attestation, since the TPM is intended
for use in desktop PCs with practically unlimited power supplies.
The software-based architecture represents a low-cost alternative,
although hardware and software innovations may result in architectures with even lower costs. The reason we include this section
is to emphasize the fact that attestation introduces signiﬁcant costs,
which motivates our approach to leveraging relatively few attested
nodes to establish trust in spectrum sensing results. The speciﬁc
tradeoff between trust and cost can be made on a case-by-case basis.
Costs arise from various sources. Remote attestation support often requires additional hardware resources, which increase manu-

6.

RELATED WORK

Much of the prior work in the context of white space networks
uses various abnormality detection techniques to identify individual attackers within a cell as part of collaborative sensing. Such
approaches, however, are not capable of detecting cells that form
a majority in the cells [15, 31]. For example, Min et al.’s approach based on correlation-based ﬁlters fails to detect attackers



Figure 7: The fraction of attack deterrences in Phase 1. For each bar with value x, 1 − x is the fraction deterred in Phase 2. The
average fraction of attested nodes is .15 (left), .25 (center), and .35 (right). Results for Geo-diverse (similar to Random) are omitted.
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that constitute more than 1/3 of the population of the nodes in a
cell. Fatemieh et al. [18, 19] consider detecting attacker-dominated
cells by outlier detection and classiﬁcation techniques, however,
their solutions do not consider remote attestation and fall short if a
preponderance of neighboring cells are dominated by attackers.
Another body of related work in the context of white space networks considers primary user emulation (PUE) attacks [16, 29]. In
a PUE, an attacker may modify the air interface of a radio to mimic
a primary transmitter signal’s characteristics, thereby causing legitimate secondary users to erroneously identify the attacker as a
primary user. We consider this problem to be orthogonal to the
problem we address.
In the context of sensor networks, Wagner introduced resilient
aggregation [38], where he studies resilience of various aggregators to malicious nodes in an analytical framework based on statistical estimation theory and robust statistics. However, his work is
limited to small regions and does not consider attack detection as
we do. Zhang et al. [40] propose a framework that identiﬁes readings not statistically consistent with the distribution of readings in
a cluster of nearby sensors. Their proposal, however, is not able to
handle situations where attacker can compromise a large fraction of
the nodes in a cluster. Hur et al. [23] propose a trust-based framework in a grid in which each sensor builds trust values for neighbors
and reports them to the local aggregator. Their solution, however,
does not consider natural uncertainties in the data, does not provide a global view for a centralized aggregator, and cannot identify
compromised ‘regions.’ For a survey on a closely related area of
secure data aggregation in wireless sensor networks see [10].
There has been a number of works on utilizing remote attestation capability to achieve security in sensor networks. For example, there has been efforts on proposing architectures and building
platforms [35], detecting compromised nodes [39], and other activities such as secure code update and key establishment [34]. To the
best of our knowledge, no prior work has considered the problem of
using attestation to defend against malicious false reports by omniscient attackers in the context of white-space distributed spectrum
measurement.
Insider attacker detection in wireless networks is another area of
related work. This problem has been explored in a general setting [13] as well as more speciﬁc contexts such as insider jammers. As an illustrative example in the general context of sensor
networks, Liu et al. [28] propose a solution in which each node
builds a distribution of the observed measurements around it and
ﬂags deviating neighbors as insider attackers. The solution, however, is local and peer to peer and does not work in areas with more
than 25% attackers.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of statistical sequential estimation and classiﬁcation methods can help evaluate and improve the trustworthiness of spectrum
sensing results generated by a network containing a limited number
of attested nodes. These methods reduce the total cost incurred by
attestation. The results show that attestation capability for as low as
15% of the nodes can provide protection against more than 94% of
the attacks from omniscient coordinated attackers. The protection
improves as the fraction of attested nodes is increased. Our evaluation determined that the Biased node inclusion strategy is the
most effective at deterring attacks, but also generates more false
positives than Random or Geo-diverse strategies. These are not the
only strategies that can be used, and future research should evaluate other strategies. One promising future direction is developing a
framework for formulating costs associated with including regular
and attested nodes, and systematically striking a balance between
the costs (from spectrum data aggregation and remote attestation)
and obtaining robust aggregation results.
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typically use the wireless channel to perform the majority of
the communication. The wireless channel makes exchanges
easier for users since they do not have to carry cables to
connect the phones. However, users are unable to observe
the endpoints of wireless communication and without a secure protocol a malicious party can insert themselves into
the exchange as part of a man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack.
Exchange protocols for smartphones require varying levels of user involvement and provide diﬀerent security guarantees. The widely deployed Bump [3] and Bluetooth pairing [2] protocols represent distant points in the spectrum of
user involvement and security guarantees. Bump requires
users to perform only a simple gesture, but, as we demonstrate, is vulnerable to MitM attacks under realistic conditions. Bluetooth pairing [2] is resistant to such attacks, but
requires signiﬁcant user involvement to correctly compare a
checksum across phones.
In the ﬁrst part of this paper, we highlight the danger of
relying on usable-but-perhaps-not-secure protocols by demonstrating a MitM attack against Bump. Bump is the most
popular exchange protocol for smartphones1 and claims to
provide an excellent user experience while ensuring security [3]. Due to the simplicity of the operation, Bump is
used in a number of applications. For example, PayPal’s
mobile app uses Bump to exchange account information and
send money to nearby friends [20]. Bump’s security is based
on the Bump server’s ability to determine what phones are
physically interacting based on the time, location, and the
force with which the two phones were physically bumped
together. Bump provides a very nice user experience, but
is vulnerable to attack. An attacker may be able to observe when and where users bump their phones together
and estimate the force of the bump. Without any secret
information to identify the pair of phones to the server, an
attacker can submit similar information about a bump to
the server. When presented with similar information, the
server may transfer data between the wrong phones. We
demonstrate how an attacker under realistic conditions can
use this approach to launch a MitM attack against Bump.
Other works have also suggested using accelerometers or vibrators and accelerometers to facilitate an exchange of information between phones [6, 9, 10, 13, 17, 23]. However, our
attack on Bump and prior work [8] demonstrate that a phys-

As the capabilities of smartphones increase, users are beginning to rely on these mobile and ubiquitous platforms to
perform more tasks. In addition to traditional computing
tasks, people are beginning to use smartphones to interact
with people they meet. Often this interaction begins with
an exchange, e.g., of cryptographic keys. Hence, a number
of protocols have been developed to facilitate this exchange.
Unfortunately, those protocols that provide strong security
guarantees often suﬀer from usability problems, and easyto-use protocols may lack the desired security guarantees.
In this work, we highlight the danger of relying on usablebut-perhaps-not-secure protocols by demonstrating an easyto-carry-out man-in-the-middle attack against Bump, the
most popular exchange protocol for smartphones. We then
present Shake on It (Shot), a new exchange protocol that
is both usable and provides strong security properties. In
Shot, the phones use vibrators and accelerometers to exchange information in a fashion that demonstratively identiﬁes to the users that the two phones in physical contact
are communicating. The vibrated information allows the
phones to authenticate subsequent messages, which are exchanged using a server. Our implementation of Shot on
DROID smartphones demonstrates that Shot can provide a
secure exchange with a similar level of execution time and
user eﬀort as Bump.

 

  
   

  

As the functionality and computing power of smartphones
increase, users are leveraging these devices to perform more
of their computing tasks. In addition to traditional tasks
such as email, gaming, banking, and maintaining a schedule,
the mobility and ubiquity of smartphones allows people to
use these devices to establish ad hoc associations with people
they meet. For example, people may exchange phone numbers, email addresses, and social network identities or even
use their phones to enable the exchange of funds via an online service (e.g., PayPal). During these exchanges, phones
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1
Popularity is based on data from http://techcrunch.com/
2011/01/19/iphone-ipad-top-app-downloads/ and http:
//www.androidapps.com/ which use download count to determine popularity. According to the Bump blog, over 25
million users have installed Bump.



rors, but still require non-negligible user involvement. The
desired level of user involvement is a simple action, such as
a physical gesture, that indicates to one phone which other
phone should be involved in the exchange. Solutions exist that require the user to take a photograph of the other
phone [18], shake the two phones together [6, 10, 13, 17], or
simply point the phones at each other [1], but each solution
has drawbacks that negatively impact security or operation
(see Section 9 for a discussion of related work). Given the
wide acceptance of Bump, we consider the execution time
of a Bump exchange as a reasonable amount of time. Depending on the platform, Bump takes between 9.4 and 37.8
seconds. Section 8 has more details on the execution time
of Bump.
During an exchange, a malicious party M may attempt
to inject its own information (IM ) or other data into the
exchange such that PA or PB accept something other than
IB or IA , respectively. A secure exchange allows PA and PB
to exchange IA and IB or detect the insertion of any other
information into the exchange with a high probability.
After discussing our assumptions, we give a detailed description of our attacker model.

ically present attacker may be able to violate the secrecy of
this channel, requiring a new approach to ensure security.
In the second part of this work, we demonstrate how
phones can leverage accelerometer readings to assist in the
secure exchange of information while maintaining the limited user involvement oﬀered by Bump. We propose Shake
on It (Shot), a protocol designed speciﬁcally for smartphones
that requires little user interaction. The novel idea is to use
phones’ vibration function and accelerometers as an authentic, but not secret, human-observable communication channel. The phones leverage data exchanged on this channel to
verify data exchanged over the wireless channel. Only when
the two phones are in physical contact can they communicate via the vibration-to-accelerometer channel, providing
demonstrative identiﬁcation to the users of the devices exchanging information [1]. If a remote party (one not in physical contact) tries to inject information on the channel, users
will notice the additional vibrations (a potential attack) and
stop the exchange. Since attackers can eavesdrop on this
channel [8] and control the wireless channel, the phones use
data from the vibrated exchange and cryptographic operations to authenticate subsequent exchanges over the wireless
channel, without users having to compare any information.
When two people run Shot, they have to perform only three
simple tasks: select what data is to be exchanged, hold the
phones together until the phones beep to indicate completion, and cancel the exchange if they feel vibrations from
devices other than the two phones. We argue that Shot
occupies a new point on the spectrum of exchange protocols, providing greater security than comparably convenient
protocols, and greater convenience than comparably secure
protocols.
We have implemented Shot on a commodity smartphone
and evaluated the performance of the protocol. Our analysis
and evaluation show that Shot provides a secure exchange
while requiring the same level of user eﬀort and execution
time as the popular Bump protocol. When evaluated on the
DROID smartphone, Shot was able to reliably complete an
exchange in 15.8 seconds, on average.
In summary, this paper oﬀers the following contributions:
(1) demonstration of an attack on Bump under realistic conditions; (2) a description of the Shot exchange protocol for
smartphones, which leverages an authentic, but not secret,
vibrator-to-accelerometer channel; and (3) an implementation of the Shot protocol on a smartphone.



  







In this work, we assume smartphones are equipped with
the hardware, software, and connectivity needed to execute
a Bump or Shot exchange.
Current smartphones are equipped with a vibrator and
an accelerometer to provide silent notiﬁcations to the owner
and to allow correct orientation of an image on a rotatable
screen. Smartphones also allow the installation of generic
software that can access the vibrator and accelerometer functionality, and have Internet connectivity the majority of the
time via the cellular network or WiFi.







An attacker’s goal during the smartphone exchange between phones PA and PB is to convince PA or PB to accept
information other than IA and IB . We consider an attacker
that may be in the same room as A and B, knows the value
of IA and IB , and has bounded computational capabilities.
We also assume any software on PA and PB is outside of the
attacker’s control.
We assume the attacker has control over the wireless channel between the two phones and is able to intercept, modify,
delay, or inject messages. However, the attacker does not
control human-observable channels between the two phones
(i.e., the visual or vibration channel). The attacker can accurately eavesdrop on these channels, but users can detect
the attacker’s attempts to insert information on a humanobservable channel (i.e., insertion of a third phone into the
visual channel or shaking the phones to inject data onto the
vibration channel).
We assume an attacker knows a priori what information
the two users want to exchange. Since most users are exchanging contact information (e.g., phone numbers or online
account IDs), this information can often be found online.
It is infeasible for a computationally bounded attacker
to break various properties of diﬀerent cryptographic primitives of the appropriate strength. Hence, hash functions
with suﬃciently long outputs are one-way and second preimage resistant (i.e., given a hash function h() and a hash
output y = h(x), an attacker is unable to ﬁnd x or another



The goal of this work is to provide two people (users A
and B) who meet in person a user-friendly mechanism that
allows the authentic exchange of information (A’s information IA and B’s information IB ) using their phones (PA and
PB ). After the exchange is complete, PA will have received
IB and PB will have received IA , or PA and PB will both
detect with high probability that an error has occurred and
discard the information.
A user-friendly solution should require limited user involvement and should complete execution in a reasonable
amount of time. The exchange should not, e.g., require users
to type several bytes worth of information into either phone
or compare a checksum (e.g., a string of hex digits [2,12,26],
a series of words [7], or a graphical image [14, 21]). User
studies have shown that a redesigned interface [25] or the
comparison of words or images [11] reduce the number of er-



value x such that h(x ) = y). We also assume digital signatures are secure against selective forgery. This means that
without knowledge of the private key, it is infeasible for the
attacker to create a signature (σ) for an attacker-selected
message m such that the corresponding public key veriﬁes
the signature message pair (σ, m).
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it arrives substantially after its claimed bump time. At the
same time, the server will consider two requests a match even
if they report somewhat diﬀerent times and bump values. In
short, Bump accepts both stale and approximate requests.



In this section, we begin by describing the Bump exchange. We then explain why the exchange is vulnerable
and provide an analysis of our attack.
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The Bump exchange is meant to allow two phones (PA and
PB ) to exchange information. During an exchange, the users
physically bump PA and PB together; each phone sends the
time, location, and force of the bump and the information
it wants to exchange to the bump server; the server uses the
information about the bumps to determine which phones
want to exchange information and returns to each phone
the other phone’s ID; and the users decide to complete the
exchange based on the ID. Based on information provided
on Bump Technology’s webpage (http://www.bu.mp) and
analysis of packets sent during a Bump exchange, we were
able to determine approximately how the Bump protocol
works. Figure 1 provides our understanding of the operation
of Bump for a single phone involved in a Bump exchange.

IMA

Figure 2: Timing of packet exchanges during the
attack on Bump (accelerometer and location information omitted for clarity).
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Bump is insecure due to three aspects: inaccuracies in the
measurement of the physical aspects of the bump, the ability of a sender to control the ID used during conﬁrmation,
and server ﬂexibility in accepting delayed bump requests.
Because of these issues, an attacker is able to successfully
launch a MitM attack.
Sensor Inaccuracies. Given limited sensor accuracy, the
phone is unable to know its exact location or how hard the
phone was bumped. Given inaccuracies in diﬀerent phones’
clocks, the server is unable to know exactly when a bump
occurred. Without accurate information, the server must
use approximate matching, which can associate bumps that
occurred several meters apart, with diﬀerent forces, and at
slightly diﬀerent times. We were able to conﬁrm that the
server will match bumps that diﬀered in each of these three
aspects. This allows an attacker to block PB ’s bump request
and have the server match an attacker’s request with PA .
However, a full MitM attack is not achieved because both
the conﬁrmation question (“Connect with ID?”) and the
failure of PB ’s request allow users to detect the attack.
Spoofable ID. Circumventing the conﬁrmation question
so that a MitM attack goes undetected in Bump is simple.
Since a participant controls the ID sent to the other phone
during an exchange, the attacker can choose the same ID
as the victim it is impersonating, but send it with diﬀerent
accompanying data (e.g., the attacker’s email or public key).
Acceptance of Delayed Requests. Diﬀerent networks
can cause diﬀerent delays, such that the request from PA
arrives before the request from PB , which arrives long after
PB claims to have bumped. Presumably because of such
potential delays, if no matching database entry exists, the
server will wait some period of time before responding to
PA ’s request, and will consider PB ’s request valid even if

The Attack. An attacker with the ability to submit similar
bumps to the server, spoof legitimate users’ IDs, and delay
legitimate requests can successfully complete the following
MitM attack against Bump. Figure 2 sketches the attack.
After A and B bump phones, the attacker delays PB ’s request containing IB and sends its own request impersonating PB with information IMB and similar bump values.
The server associates the attacker’s request with PA ’s request, since no other similar entries exist in the database.
Next, the attacker forwards PB ’s delayed request and sends
a request impersonating PA with information IMA and the
same bump values. In response, the server associates those
two requests. Delay Δ, the duration by which the attacker
delays the server’s receipt of PB ’s request, is an important
parameter in the attack. If Δ is too short, the server will
correctly associate the legitimate users’ bumps or claim all
of the bumps were too similar and ask the phones to bump
again. If Δ is too large (> 3 seconds), the server returns an
error in response to the delayed request.
In the next subsection, we describe how such an attack can
happen in practice and empirically investigate the probability of a successful attack based on diﬀerent values of Δ.
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To successfully perform a man-in-the-middle attack against
Bump, an attacker must be able to observe the bump and
delay packets. A maliciously controlled access point (AP)
provides control of packets. In our attack setup, we use
a MacBook Pro with OS X 10.5 and Dummynet [5] as an
AP. The laptop is connected to the Internet via the ethernet port and can forward packets from the WiFi network
to the Internet. In a real attack, the attacker could trick
users into associating with the attacker’s AP by selecting a
common SSID (e.g., “linksys”). By default, a phone will use
a WiFi network with a known SSID, rather than the cellular
network.
To evaluate the attack, we used real phones with three
diﬀerent people to bump the two sets of phones. We used



Initialization:
1. PA
:
Internet
2. PA ←→ S :
Exchange:
acc.
3. A ; PA
:
TLS
4. PA −→S
:
5. S

TLS

6. S −→PA
Screen
7. PA −→ A

loc ← f indLoc()
establish TLS

The phone determines its current location via GPS or WiFi information.
The phone establishes a TLS connection with the server.

abump , t
abump , t, loc, IA

Bumping the phone induces an accelerometer reading abump at t.
The phone sends the acceleration, time, and location of the bump
and the user’s info to the server.
: Imatch = match(abump , t, loc) The server checks its database of recent bump requests for similar
resp = Imatch .ID
bumps, and returns the ID ﬁeld from the result.
resp = ∅ when no match is found.
resp = “Bump Again” when > 1 match is found.
: resp
The server returns the ID of the match (or the error code).
: If ((resp = ∅) and
After a successful match, the phone asks the user if they want to
(resp = “Bump Again”))
connect with the other user. Otherwise, the user is
“ Connect with resp? Yes/No”
presented an error message.

8. The phone sends the user’s selection to the server. If both phones return “yes”, the server returns the other phone’s data.
If either phone returns “no”, the server tells the other phone the exchange was cancelled.

Figure 1: Operations during a Bump exchange where user A uses phone PA to exchange information IA using
the server S.
four iPhone2 3G smartphones running iOS version 4.2.1 and
Bump 2.4.0. Two humans bumped phones PA and PB together while another human played the role of the attacker
and tried to bump phones PMA and PMB together at roughly
the same time and with the same force. This was meant to
simulate an attacker observing victims across the room using Bump to exchange phone numbers at a bar or exchange
money to reimburse one user for the other user’s share of
a tab. Dummynet was conﬁgured to delay PB ’s and PMA ’s
requests by Δ as part of the attack (see Figure 2).
To evaluate Bump, we varied the induced delay (Δ) from
0 to 3 seconds in increments of 0.5 seconds and ran 10 exchanges for each setting. During an exchange, a phone can
experience one of three potential outcomes:

• Detectable Attack: PA receives the impersonation
of B (IMB ), but PB receives bump again or only one,
i.e., SE for A and BA or OO for B, depending on
whether Δ was too small or too large.
• Other: PA and PB receive Bump Again or Only One.
Neither phone experiences outcome SE.

Percentage of Exchanges

100%

SE Successful Exchange: The server returns a potential
match and asks if the user wants to communicate with
that ID.
BA Bump Again: The server ﬁnds multiple similar entries
and asks the phone to bump again.
OO Only One: The server is unable to ﬁnd a similar entry
in the database. During analysis, we found that this
is also returned if the induced delay is large.

75%

50%

25%

0%

0.0s

1.0s

2.0s

3.0s

Induced Delay (Δ)

Based on the individual phones’ outcomes, we classify the
result of the attack as one of the following:
• Successful Exchange: PA receives B’s information
(SE) and PB receives A’s information (SE).

Successful Exchange

Detectable Attack

Successful Attack

Other

Figure 3: Attack Results on Bump with Varying
Values of Δ

• Successful Attack: PA receives the impersonation
of B (IMB ) and PB receives the impersonation of A
(IMA ). Both phones have outcome SE, but receive
attacker’s information.

Our results are summarized in Figure 3 and show that a
MitM attack against Bump is feasible. We found the optimal
induced delay (Δ) to be around 2 seconds. With that delay,
70% of the attacks succeeded. With less delay, the server
detects multiple similar requests and returns “Bump Again”.

2

We used iPhones for our attack because at the time of our
analysis of Bump in February of 2011 iOS supported a more
recent and reliable version of Bump, version 2.4.0, while
phones with Android were limited to version 1.3.2.



With more delay, the server detects the long delay for PB ’s
request and instead of associating the request with IMA ,
returns an “Only One” response. For delays longer than
3 seconds, the attack is detectable; the server consistently
pairs IA and IMB , but returns “Only One” in response to IB
and IMA .



 



phones to detect reception of the wrong information from
the server, while limiting user involvement to something as
simple as putting the phones together.
Based on these observations, we need a protocol that begins by establishing a pair identiﬁer, but also provides an
easy way to verify authenticity. The phones can use the pair
identiﬁer to exchange information using the server, and use
authentic information to verify the correct phones and data
were involved in the exchange, without requiring secrecy or
involving users in the veriﬁcation.

 

This section discusses some of the lessons learned from
and problems encountered in Bump. Based on these, we
developed the Shake on It (Shot) exchange, described in
Section 5.
Server-based Communication: Smartphones are connected to the Internet the majority of the time via the
cellular network or WiFi. By using a server to exchange
information, Bump circumvents some challenges associated
with trying to establish local communication. For example,
iPhones allow Bluetooth connections only to other iPhones
or computers.3 Ad hoc communication over WiFi is another
option, but requires users of Android-based phones to subvert the OS to enable phone-to-phone WiFi broadcast.4 A
server allows smartphones from diﬀerent vendors to communicate quickly and easily, without requiring the owner to
modify the operating system.
One drawback to using a server to communicate is that the
server needs to know which phones are trying to exchange
data. With wireless communication, the phones can assume
any broadcast data came from the other phone. Since all
phones using Shot share the same server, the server needs
a way to diﬀerentiate each pair of phones. As such, before
the phones communicate via the server, the phones must
agree on a value we call the “pair identiﬁer,” which allows
the server to route traﬃc from one phone to the other.
Accelerometers as an Authentic Channel: A number of works use a bump, shake, or gesture to intuitively indicate which phones are to exchange data [3,6,10,13,17]. The
accelerometer provides a way to convert physical interaction
into a label to identify potential endpoints to a server or to
derive a secret used to detect a MitM attack. This humanobservable communication also provides the users demonstrative identiﬁcation of the endpoints of the exchange.
Unfortunately, a physically present attacker can observe
the movements and leverage real-time motion tracking [15]
and high speed cameras to quantify the accelerations during the bump, shake, or gesture. Once the accelerations are
known, the information the phones share lacks the secrecy
needed to secure communication. Rather than assuming secrecy, we need a protocol that can provide security and usability with only authenticity.
Attack Detection on the Phones: Since attackers
may be able to observe any information received by the accelerometer, the phones are unable to present any information to the server that allows the server to isolate the correct
endpoints in an exchange. Without such a mechanism, the
phones may receive the wrong information, but are unable
to detect the error. Increasing user involvement by comparing the received data would solve the problem, but reduces usability. Instead, we want a protocol that allows the





     

In this section, we describe Shot, a secure exchange protocol for smartphones that provides a user experience similar
to Bump. We leverage the smartphones’ vibration function
and accelerometers to transmit an authentic phone-selected
message from one phone to the other. This allows the phones
to bootstrap communicate via an untrusted server and verify received data without involving the user. In Section 5.1
we explain certain design decisions and provide an overview
of the protocol. Section 5.2 describes Shot in detail, and we
conclude this section with a security analysis.
The version of Shot presented here only ensures the integrity of the exchanged information. If secrecy is desired,
the two parties can use Shot to authentically exchange public keys, and use those keys to establish a shared symmetric
key for encryption of information.



 

Based on the guidelines in Section 4, we want a protocol that takes advantage of smartphones’ accelerometers for
demonstrative identiﬁcation and authentic communication.
For Shot, we take this one step further and leverage the
smartphone’s vibration function to send a phone-selected
message to the other phone’s accelerometer. With this capability, the naive approach would be to have users hold phones
PA and PB together. Once together, PA would vibrate IA
to PB and PB would vibrate IB to PA . Unfortunately, the
vibration-to-accelerometer channel is too slow for this naive
approach to be user friendly (see Section 7).
Several works explain how two parties can exchange data
over an insecure medium (e.g., a server) and use an authentic channel (e.g., human comparison or vibration) to verify
the exchange, using a checksum derived from the exchanged
data [2, 7, 12, 21, 26]. However, these protocols require the
phones to exchange data before they can calculate the checksum. If using a server to communicate, the phones need
a pair identiﬁer to communicate via the server, before the
phones use the vibration channel to exchange the checksum.
A protocol could use two long vibrations (one at the beginning to exchange a pair identiﬁer and another to exchange
the checksum), but vibrating all of that information would
be slow. Users could copy a pair identiﬁer from one phone
to the other, but that is cumbersome.
Shot starts by using the vibration channel to send a message that performs two functions: 1) acts as a pair identiﬁer
and 2) acts as a pre-authenticator to verify the authenticity
of data exchanged from one phone to the other. Much like
Talking to Strangers [1] and Seeing-Is-Believing (SiB) [18],
Shot begins with the exchange of a pre-authenticator. However, Shot provides demonstrative identiﬁcation and secure
exchange with a single pre-authenticator. After PA vibrates
the pair identiﬁer, the phones exchange data using the server

3
http://discussions.apple.com/thread.jspa?
threadID=1460770
4
http://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?
id=82



 Exchange of the Pair Identiﬁer:

and conﬁrm the exchange in the following fashion:

1. PE
: h = Hash(KP+E )
acc.
2. PE ; PV
: h
 Exchange Via the Server
3. PE → S
: h, KP+E , IE
4. PV → S
: h, IV
5. S → PV
: h, KP+E , IE , IV 
: h, KP+E , IE , IV 
6. S → PE
 Signing the Data:
: σ = Sign(KP−E , IE ||IV )
7. PE
: h, σ
8. PE → S
9. S → PV
: h, σ
 Conﬁrmation of the Data:
: if(h == Hash(KP+E ) and
10. PV
11.
V erif y(σ, KP+E , IE ||IV ))
result = “yes”
save(IE )
else result = “no”
acc.
12. PV ; PE
: result
13. PE
: if(result == “yes”)
save(IV )
14. Ps , PV
: Sound Tone

1. PB uses the pre-authenticator/pair ID to verify that
a public key obtained from the server belongs to the
phone pressed against PB .
2. PA digitally signs IA and a copy of the other phone’s
information, IB , which PA received from the server.
3. PB veriﬁes the signature from the server is a valid signature over the other phone’s information and its own
information (IA and IB ). If the signature is correct,
PB vibrates back a positive response to indicate that
the other phone signed a copy of the information PB
received and sent.
4. PA uses the vibrated response to determine whether
the protocol completed successfully.
Shot uses two vibrated messages, since one vibration in each
direction is needed to achieve demonstrative identiﬁcation
for both phones. The second vibration is a yes/no response
that can be quickly transmitted in order to maintain a short
execution time.





 



Shot provides a user-friendly way to exchange information
between smartphones by leveraging the authentic nature of
the vibration-to-accelerometer channel, communication via
a server, and the phones’ ample computational capabilities.
To minimize computation and communication over the vibration channel each phone has a role. For the remainder
of this work, rather than PA and PB , we call one phone
the Endorser (PE ) and the other phone the Veriﬁer (PV ).
After users select what data to exchange and phones’ roles
are agreed assigned, Shot consists of 4 phases: 1) exchange
of the pair identiﬁer, 2) exchange of data via the server, 3)
signing the data, and 4) conﬁrmation of the data. Figure 4
shows the steps associated with the Shot exchange.
 Exchange of the Pair Identiﬁer During the initial
phase, the phones exchange a pair identiﬁer which bootstraps communication through the server and allows PV to
verify PE ’s public key (KP+E ) later in the protocol. When
the protocol begins, PE calculates a shortened hash of its
public key (Step 1). We limit the hash to 80 bits to balance security and time needed to transmit the value over
the vibration channel. After the users physically place their
phones together, PE vibrates this hash (Step 2). This vibration demonstrates to PV that the other phone in the
exchange has a public key that hashes to this value. Since
this hash is in practice unique, we can also use it as the pair
identiﬁer to establish communication through the server.
 Exchange via the Server Once the phones know how
to identify the pair to the server, the phones use the server
to exchange the Endorser’s public key and any other information to be exchanged (PE ’s info IE and PV ’s info IV ).
During each transmission (Steps 3 & 4) and retrieval (Steps 5
& 6), the phone begins the connection by sending the pair
identiﬁer (h). The server uses h to know how to record and
retrieve the information associated with a pair of phones. If
at any point a phone receives the wrong information from
the server (e.g., PV ﬁnds that IV = IV  or h = h), the phone
assumes an attack has occurred and aborts the protocol.
 Signing the Data Once IE and IV have been exchanged,
the phones start verifying the authenticity of the data. PE



Figure 4: Shot exchange between PE and PV utilizing
the server S. (X is used to indicate a potentially
modiﬁed value of X that has been transfered over
the attacker control wireless medium.)

uses its private key (KP−E ) to sign the data it believes was
exchanged so that PV can detect whether the information
was modiﬁed in transit. Speciﬁcally, PE signs the concatenation of its own information and the potential copy of the
Veriﬁer’s information (Step 7). PE then uses the server to
send the signature to PV (Steps 8 & 9).
 Conﬁrmation of the Data The ﬁnal phase has three
checks to detect if the exchange was successful:
• PV veriﬁes KP+E belongs to the phone PV is pressed against.
• PV veriﬁes that the owner of the authenticated public key
received IV and sent the information received in Step 5.
• PE veriﬁes that the phone it is pressed against received a
valid signature, conﬁrming that the data PE signed in Step 6
is what each phone sent and received during the exchange.
This veriﬁcation process begins by PV verifying that the
hash of the received public key matches the hash from the
vibration channel (Step 10). This checks whether the public key PV received belongs to the phone physically pressed
against PV . After receiving the other phone’s public key,
PV veriﬁes the signature from the server (Step 11). If the
public key and signature are correct, PV knows the data it
received came from the phone it is pressed against and that
that phone received IV . PV uses the vibration channel to
send a short conﬁrmation to PE (Step 12). This vibration
informs PE whether the phone it is pressed against received
a valid signature (veriﬁed using PE ’s public key) over the exchanged data. Finally, the phones sound a tone to indicate
that the protocol has completed and users can stop holding
the phones together.
In the next section we describe why Shot is secure pro-

vided some properties of the underlying cryptographic primitives and authenticity of the vibration channel hold.

Users can detect when other parties are trying to send
information on the vibration-to-accelerometer channel. The
two users know what phones are exchanging information,
and will detect if another device is vibrating against the
phones. Holding two phones together is an intuitive way
to indicate which phones should exchange information and
should experience a low rate of operator error. Instead, we
have to worry about the attacker remotely inducing vibrations. However, unless the attacker can focus those vibrations precisely on the phones, the user(s) holding the phones
will notice the additional vibrations and stop the exchange.
For example, consider an attacker that produces a loud tone
at a low frequency in an attempt to vibrate the two phones
remotely. The tone needs to be quite loud to induce vibrations which are comparable to the vibrations from another
phone in direct physical contact.5 Even if the frequency of
the tone is below the human audible range, the users’ will
feel the vibrations and abort the exchange.
Without a way to break the security properties provided
by the underlying cryptographic primitives, an attacker must
ﬁnd a way to inject a message on the vibration-to-accelerometer channel to successfully subvert a Shot exchange. However, users are likely to detect attempts to remotely induce
vibrations, thwarting the attack.

        "&
For Shot to securely exchange information the following
four properties are necessary:
• The pre-authenticator received by PV was sent by PE .
• PV can detect if it received a copy of KP+E or the wrong
public key.
• PE is the only entity that can generate a signature
which KP+E veriﬁes.
• Only PV can indicate to PE whether the signature it
received veriﬁes the information PV sent and received.
We discuss the properties needed from diﬀerent cryptographic
primitives to fulﬁll the second and third properties before
discussing the authenticity of the vibration channel which is
needed to fulﬁll the ﬁrst and last properties.
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If an attacker is unable to inject information onto the vibration channel (see next subsection), a hash function that
is second-preimage resistant allows PV to verify it received
a copy of PE ’s public key. Given an authentic copy of PE ’s
public key, a signing algorithm that is secure against selective forgery allows PV to verify PE received PV ’s information
and sent the information PV received.
If an attacker wants PV to accept a diﬀerent public key,
the attacker has to ﬁnd a diﬀerent public key (KP+M ) such
that the truncated hashes are the same (i.e., Hash(KP+E ) =
Hash(KP+M )). However, if the hash function is second-preimage resistant, it is infeasible for an attacker to ﬁnd such
a public key, even if the hash is truncated to 80-bits [22].
Without a way to convince PV to accept a diﬀerent public
key, an attacker needs to produce a signature over incorrect
exchange information that will verify with key KP+E . If the
authentic public key were to verify an attacker-generated
signature for the message X||IV , PV would believe the other
phone signed that message, indicating PE sent X instead of
IE . However, if the signature scheme used is secure against
selective forgery, it is infeasible for an attacker to produce
such a signature. Without a valid signature, PV will reject
the information and thwart the attack.
Provided the hash function and the signature scheme are
secure, the phones will detect any type of active attack
against data exchanged over the wireless channel. Once the
attack is detected, the phones will discard the information.
This fail safe operation does mean an attacker can launch a
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. However, DoS attacks are
outside of the scope of this work since the attacker could
also jam the wireless channel to prevent communication.
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In this section, we describe our implementation of Shot
for the Motorola DROID smartphone.
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Our implementation of Shot was written for and tested
on Motorola DROID smartphones with Android version 2.2.
However, the system can be ported to any mobile phone with
a vibration function and accelerometer. If installed on other
phones, eﬀective bit rates for the vibrator-to-accelerometer
may change with diﬀerent hardware based on access to vibration functions6 or accelerometers. In this section, we
describe how we achieved communication between phones
and between phones and the server, what library and parameters we used to perform cryptographic operations, and
how users run the protocol.
Communication between phones is implemented with the
android.os.Vibrator class to vibrate a phone, the android.
hardware.SensorManager to access the phone’s accelerometer, and an android.hardware.SensorEventListener to
learn when the accelerometer has new data. With the DROID,
we used a simple on/oﬀ keying and tested varying bit lengths
from 60 ms per bit to 100 ms per bit to test the reliability of
the channel (see Section 8.2). For example, with 100 ms/bit,
the phone vibrates for 100 ms to transmit a 1. We use ReedSolomon encoding to allow the Veriﬁer to recover from errors
during reception of the pair identiﬁer. We use 8-bit symbols
and include 4 error-correction symbols. This allows the Veriﬁer to recover from errors in 2 independent bytes. When
sending the conﬁrmation, the Veriﬁer transmits 2 bytes of 1s
to indicate “yes” or sends 0xC003 (2 ones, 12 zeros, 2 ones)
to indicate “no”. Given the redundancy in the message, the

 $&"! % ! '&!& !!
For Shot to be secure, only PE and PV should be able to
send information on the vibration-to-accelerometer channel.
However, if an attacker were to send information on the
channel, a user could detect the vibrations and abort the
exchange. Without a way for attackers to send messages on
the channel, only PE is able to send a pre-authenticator and
only PV is able to send conﬁrmation of a valid signature.

5
Audio engineers suggest using accelerometers as “contact
microphones” to reduce pickup from sources that are not in
direct physical contact [19].
6
For example, Apple limits the vibration functionaility accessible for applications on the App Store.



Veriﬁer simply transmits the two bytes without any errorcorrection. The Endorser only considers the conﬁrmation a
“yes” if the conﬁrmation contains a suﬃciently long series of
consecutive 1s.
Communication with the server uses TCP sockets. The
phone connects to the server at the beginning of the protocol
and maintains a single TCP connection.
All of the cryptographic operations use the Bouncy Castle7 Java package. We use SHA-1 to create the pre-authenticator and to verify the public key. 1024-bit RSA signatures
are used to sign and verify the exchanged information. One
could generate a new RSA key pair for each exchange. Instead, we generate a key pair during the ﬁrst execution and
save the key pair for future executions to keep subsequent
execution times shorter and more consistent.
To run the protocol, all the users have to do is hold the
phones together back-to-back with one phone facing up and
press a button to start the exchange. This orientation provides good transmission between the phones’ vibrators and
accelerometers and allows the phones to automatically assign Endorser or Veriﬁer roles. Currently, the phone with
the screen facing down becomes the Veriﬁer. The users hold
the phones together until the phones beep to indicate completion. The phones play a lighter tone to indicate success
and a harsher sound to indicate a failed exchange. These
tones are selected such that they do not alter the conﬁrmation on the vibration channel.



Platform
iPhone
DROID

Milliseconds per bit
Rate of successful transmissions



60
0.53

80
0.67

100
0.94
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To measure the reliability of the vibration channel, we
attempted to exchange the 112-bit message consisting of a
pre-authenticator and error-correcting codes while varying
the time needed to communicate one bit from the vibrating
phone to the other phone’s accelerometer from 60 to 100
ms and recorded how often the receiving phone could successfully decode the message. The results of this test are
presented in Table 2. At 60 ms/bit, the receiver was able
to successfully decode the message 53% of the time. At 100
ms/bit, decoding was successful all but one time. The limiting factor for using vibration and accelerometers for communication appears to be the scheduling on the DROID: the
vibrator would not turn on and oﬀ promptly for intervals
smaller than 75 ms. Future smartphones with more control
over the vibrator and more sensitive accelerometers will enable more reliable delivery with smaller intervals. However,
more accurate accelerometers may increase the accuracy of
smartphone-based attacks that monitor vibrations to detect
keystrokes on the phone [4] or nearby keyboards [16].

* ' &*&
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We measured the execution time of Bump (v2.4.0 on iPhone
and v1.3.2 on Droid) and Shot on Droid over the course of 10
successful exchanges. During our evaluation, all of the wireless communication was sent over the WiFi network. For
Bump, we measured execution time from when the application was started until the phone received the other phone’s
information. For Shot, we measured the execution time from
when the application was started to the tone at the end of
Shot. Figure 5 summarizes the results of our evaluation.
The performance of Bump is highly platform dependent,
requiring an average of 21.0 seconds on the DROID and
10.4 seconds on the iPhone. The DROID appears to have
faster processing and similar network performance (see Section 8.1), but appears to take longer to determine its location. Our experiments were performed indoors and the
iPhone appears to quickly switch from trying to use GPS
to using WiFi to estimate its location before connection to
the Bump server. However, the DROID version of Bump
appeared to spend a variable amount of time trying to use
GPS before switching to using WiFi.
With ﬁxed-size pre-authenticators and conﬁrmation vibration, Shot provides diﬀerent execution times depending
on the encoding used. When compared to Bump on the
iPhone, Shot provides similar execution times when using
the the less reliable, 60 ms/bit encoding (9.9 to 12.8 seconds). However, the more reliable version of Shot with 100
ms/bit encoding (15.1 to 16.9 seconds) is slower than the
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Table 1 shows the average time required to perform network and cryptographic operations on an iPhone 3G with
iOS 4.2.1 and a DROID with Android 2.2. Each value represents the average from 20 executions of the operation. We
measured the time needed to connect to the Bump server
over WiFi and send a kilobyte of information using TCP
without TLS, and the time needed to sign a random value
and verify the signature with 1024-bit RSA keys. The phones
exhibit similar network capabilities and require roughly 90
ms to establish a connection and send the data. However,
the DROID appears to have greater processing power. Signing is almost ﬁve times faster on the DROID than on the
iPhone (41.9 ms versus 201.5 ms). Verifying is also faster on
the DROID (7 ms versus 8.4 ms).
7

1024 RSA
Verify
8.4 ms
7.0 ms

Table 2: Impact of data rate on transmission reliability.

In this section, we evaluate the reliability of the vibrationto-accelerometer channel used in Shot, and compare the performance of Bump on both iPhone and DROID to Shot on
DROID. We also present some microbenchmarks to help explain diﬀerences in the execution times.



1024 RSA
Sign
201.5 ms
41.9 ms

Table 1: Network and cryptographic performance.

Instead of using local communication (Bluetooth or ad
hoc WiFi), Shot uses a server on the Internet to transfer
the majority of data between phones. Our server is a Java
program running on a desktop machine that listens for incoming connections and uses a database to store and look
up information based on the received hash value.
The server does not verify if any of the information is correct (e.g., hash a potential endorser key to verify it matches
the pair ID). The phones perform all of the veriﬁcation.



Connect &
Send 1kB
90.0 ms
91.2 ms

http://www.bouncycastle.org/
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10% failure rate of legitimate exchanges, and 16% of participants were unable to ever successfully complete the protocols [17]. Beyond sacriﬁcing usability to provide security
against a simple attacker, these protocols may be vulnerable
to more sophisticated attacks, such as those that use realtime motion tracking [15] to reconstruct movements than
an unaided human could not. When the phones’ vibration
function is used, user involvement is limited since users only
have to hold the phones together, but it is still possible for
an attacker to eavesdrop on the vibration channel to acquire
the secret [8]. Stajano and Anderson use a wire or other electrical connection between the two devices [24]. In that scenario, the only way an attack will succeed is if the attacker
can control communication on the wire without the users
noticing. The drawback to this approach is that users have
to carry around cables in order to perform the exchange.
Observable Channel Between Devices Much like Shot,
other works have examined the use of a channel between two
devices that allow users to infer which parties are communicating. Prior works considered using IR [1] or light in the
visual spectrum [18,22] as authentic human-observable channels. If the hardware exists, these techniques can be used
on smartphones. However, IR is not available on Blackberry, iPhone, or Android phones, which account for over
75% of all smartphones.8 Seeing-is-Believing (SiB) [18] and
Saxena’s follow-up work [22] use the phone’s camera to photograph barcodes or ﬁlm a blinking light. However, SiB is
a directional exchange, so users have to execute the protocol twice. Saxena’s protocol allows a complete exchange
with a single execution of the protocol. However, in addition
to ﬁlming on PA , the user has to conﬁrm the exchange by
pressing a button on PB . Shot allows phones to exchange
authentic information in both directions, without involving
the users to reposition the phones or press a button, if both
phones have vibrators and accelerometers.
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Time (s)
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iPhone
Bump

DROID Shot
Shot
Shot
Bump 60ms/b 80ms/b 100ms/b

Figure 5: Average execution time for Bump and
Shot (error bar = one standard deviation).

version of Bump for the iPhone, but still faster than the
DROID version Note that our implementation of Shot was
not optimized for eﬃciency, and the purpose of this evaluation was simply to conﬁrm that Shot could be executed
roughly as quickly as Bump.

    
Several works have examined the problem of how to exchange information or establish a shared secret between two
devices to secure the exchange of information. We discuss diﬀerent categories of previous work according to the
mechanism used to provide security and discuss the userinvolvement and security of each.
Human Assisted Comparison A number of prior works
require the user to perform a comparison after the exchange
to detect an attack [2, 7, 12, 21, 26]. Since an attacker is unable to change the output on the screens or the value the
user enters into a device, this technique can successfully detect MitM attacks. Many works focus on comparing a string
of hexadecimal digits [2, 12, 26]. However, Uzun et al. [25]
found usability issues with string comparisons (i.e., users
failed to detect attacks or indicated the strings were diﬀerent when they were the same). Other works have proposed
encoding the comparison value into a sentence [7] or image [21] to improve usability. However, these schemes still
require users to perform a comparison and are vulnerable
to attacks when users click “Accept” without comparing the
strings, sentences, or images.
Exchange of Secrets A number of works assume the attacker is unable to observe the users talking in the room
(e.g., sharing a password [2]), motion of the phones [6, 10,
13, 17], communication over the vibration channel [9, 23],
or communication over an electrical connection between the
devices [24]. Our threat model includes a more powerful attacker who may be able to violate the secrecy of all but Stajano and Anderson’s protocol [24]. Nearby parties can eavesdrop on spoken communication to recover a password. Our
attack on Bump demonstrated how attackers can observe
and imitate simple movements. Mayrhofer and Gellersen
showed that it is possible to tune exchange algorithms to
be resistant to this kind of attack, but at signiﬁcant cost
to the usability of the system: their system experienced a





 

The exchange of information between smartphones allows
users to play games, share contact information, and even
transfer money. In this paper, we presented a man-in-themiddle (MitM) attack against Bump, the most popular smartphone exchange protocol. We analyzed our attack under
real-world settings and found that in some realistic scenarios
a malicious party can launch a MitM attack against Bump
and succeed 70% of the time.
We also presented Shot, a new secure and simple-to-use
smartphone exchange. Shot uses the phones’ accelerometers and vibrators to establish a human-observable channel
between two phones that are held together. Since users can
feel the vibrations, this channel provides demonstrative identiﬁcation of the devices participating in the exchange, and
allows users to detect if an attack is occurring (e.g., a remote
party is trying to vibrate the phones). Shot leverages asymmetric cryptography to bootstrap authentic communication
over the higher-bandwidth wireless channel.
We implemented Shot and compared its execution time
and user experience to Bump. Our evaluation found that
Shot is comparably quick to Bump, while providing greater
security and placing similar demands on the user. As such,
8
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Shot represents a new point on the spectrum of exchange
protocols, providing improved security or reduced user involvement when compared to existing solutions.
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ABSTRACT
WebView is an essential component in both Android and iOS
platforms, enabling smartphone and tablet apps to embed a
simple but powerful browser inside them. To achieve a better interaction between apps and their embedded “browsers”,
WebView provides a number of APIs, allowing code in apps
to invoke and be invoked by the JavaScript code within
the web pages, intercept their events, and modify those
events. Using these features, apps can become customized
“browsers” for their intended web applications. Currently,
in the Android market, 86 percent of the top 20 most downloaded apps in 10 diverse categories use WebView.
The design of WebView changes the landscape of the Web,
especially from the security perspective. Two essential pieces
of the Web’s security infrastructure are weakened if WebView and its APIs are used: the Trusted Computing Base
(TCB) at the client side, and the sandbox protection implemented by browsers. As results, many attacks can be
launched either against apps or by them. The objective of
this paper is to present these attacks, analyze their fundamental causes, and discuss potential solutions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two years, led by Apple and Google, the
smartphone and tablet industry has seen tremendous growth.
Currently, Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android platforms take
64 percent of the market share, with Android taking 37 percent and iOS 27 percent [8]. Because of the appealing features of these mobile devices, more and more people now
own either a smartphone, a tablet, or both. A recent Nielsen
survey showed that nearly one third of US mobile users had
smartphones at the end of 2010 [8].
A critical factor that has contributed to the wide-spread
adoption of smartphones and tablets is their software applications (simply referred to as apps by the industry). These
apps provide many innovative applications of mobile devices.
∗
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There are many apps on the market; combined, iOS and
Android have over 500,000 apps, for both smartphones and
tablets, and the number is still increasing at a fast rate.
Among these apps, many are web-based. Namely, they get
contents from web servers using the standard HTTP protocol, display the web contents, and allow users to interact
with the web servers. It seems that they are doing exactly
what can already be done by real browsers, but there are
signiﬁcant diﬀerences. Browsers are designed to be generic,
and their features are independent from web applications.
Most web-based apps, on the contrary, are customized for
speciﬁc web applications. Because they primarily serve their
intended web applications, they can implement features that
are speciﬁc to those applications.
For example, Facebook Mobile is developed speciﬁcally
for Facebook to provide an easier and better way—compared
to Facebook’s web interface—to view Facebook content, interact with its servers, and communicate with friends. Because of the richer experience gained from these customized
“browsers”, most users prefer to use them on mobile devices,
instead of the actual browsers. Many popular web applications have their dedicated apps, developed in-house or by
third parties.
What enables apps to be customized for speciﬁc web applications is a technology called WebView, adopted by both
Android and iOS (it is called UIWebView in iOS, but for
simplicity, we simply use WebView throughout this paper).
The WebView technology packages the basic functionalities
of browsers—such as page rendering, navigation, JavaScript
execution—into a class. Apps requiring these basic browser
functionalities can simply include the WebView library and
create an instance of WebView class. By doing so, apps essentially embed a basic browser in them, and can thus use
it to display web contents or interact with web applications.
The use of WebView is pervasive. In the Android Market,
86 percent of the top 20 most downloaded Android apps in
each of the 10 categories use WebView.
What truly makes customization possible is the APIs provided by WebView. WebView not only allows apps to display web content, more importantly, through its APIs, it
enables apps to interact with the web content. The interaction is two-way: From apps to web pages, apps can invoke JavaScript code within web pages or insert their own
JavaScript code into web pages; apps can also monitor and
intercept the events occurred within web pages, and respond
to them. From web pages to apps, apps can register interfaces to WebView, so JavaScript code in the embedded web
pages can invoke these interfaces.

With such a two-way interaction mechanism between apps
and web pages, apps become more powerful than the traditional browsers. They can customize their interfaces based
on the web contents and the screen size, as well as provide
additional features beyond what is provided by the web application, giving users a much richer experience than using
the generic browsers. For example, Facebook mobile makes
it easy to stay connected and share with friends, share status updates from the home screen, chat with friends, look at
friends’ walls and user information, check in to places to get
deals, upload photos, share links, check messages, and watch
videos. These features, implemented in Java or Object C,
are beyond what Facebook can achieve with the traditional
web interface, through JavaScript and HTML.

the relatively new WebView technology, it is just a matter
of time before we see them on a large scale. Based on the
number of applications that use WebView and the number
of people who have downloaded those applications, as we
will show in the case study section later, we believe that
the impact is quite signiﬁcant. Both Google’s Android and
Apple’s iOS are vulnerable. In this paper, due to page limitation, we only focus on Android, but we have successfully
achieved similar attacks on iOS.
Based on our studies, we discuss how we can continue
beneﬁting from WebView, and at the same time reduce the
risks. Since this paper primarily focuses on the attacks and
the development of the solutions is still on going, we will
leave the solution details to our future paper.

Security situations.
The pervasive use of WebView
and mobile devices has actually changed the security landscape of the Web. For many years, we were accustomed
to browsing the Web from a handful of familiar browsers,
such as IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, etc, all of which are developed by well-recognized companies, and we trust them.
Such a paradigm has been changed on smartphones and
tablets: thanks to Android’s WebView and Apple’s UIWebView, apps can now become browsers, giving us hundreds of
thousands “browsers”. Most of them are not developed by
well-recognized companies, and their trustworthiness is not
guaranteed.
A Browser is a critical component in the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of the Web: Web applications rely on
browsers on the client side to secure their web contents,
cookies, JavaScript code, and HTTP requests. The main
reason why we use those selected browsers is that we trust
that they can serve as a TCB, and that their developers
have put a lot of time into security testing. When shifting
to those unknown “browsers”, the trust is gone, and so is the
TCB. We do not know whether these “browsers” are trustworthy, whether they have been through rigorous security
testing, or whether the developers even have adequate security expertise. Therefore, WebView has weakened the TCB
of the Web infrastructure.
Another important security feature of browsers is sandbox, which contains the behaviors of web pages inside the
browsers, preventing them from accessing the system resources or the pages from other origins. Unfortunately, to
support better interactions between apps and web pages,
WebView allows apps to punch “holes” on the sandbox, creating a lot of opportunities for attacks.

2.

Overview of our work and contribution.
Our work
is the ﬁrst systematic study on the security problems of WebView. The objective of this work is to conduct a comprehensive and systematic study of WebView’s impact on web
security, with a particular focus on identifying its fundamental causes. Through our systematic studies, we classiﬁed
some existing concerns that have been raised by the community [3, 5–7] and the new attacks that are discovered by
us, based on the cause of the vulnerabilities. These attacks
reveal a fundamental problem caused by the weakening of
the TCB and sandbox in the WebView infrastructure. Attacks are possible if the apps themselves are malicious, or
if they are non-malicious but vulnerable. Android applications and web applications may become victim if they use
WebView or are loaded into WebView.
Although we have not observed many attacks related to



SHORT TUTORIAL ON WEBVIEW

In this paper, we will only focus on the Android platform.
We ﬁrst give a brief tutorial on Android’s WebView component. On the Android platform, WebView is a subclass of
View, and it is used to display web pages. Using WebView,
Android applications can easily embed a powerful browser
inside, using it not only to display web contents, but also to
interact with web servers. Embedding a browser inside Android application can be easily done using the following example (JavaScript is disabled by default within WebView):
WebView webView = new WebView(this);
webView.getSettings().setJavaScriptEnabled(true);

Once the WebView is created, Android applications can
use its loadUrl API to load a web page if given a URL string.
The following code load the Facebook page into WebView:
webView.loadUrl("http://www.facebook.com");

What makes WebView exciting is not only because it
serves simply as an embedded browser, but also because
it enables Android applications to interact with web pages
and web applications, making web applications and Android
applications tightly integrated. There are three types of interactions that are widely used by Android applications; we
will discuss them in the rest of this section.

2.1

Event monitoring

Android applications can monitor the events occurred within
WebView. This is done through the hooks provided by the
WebViewClient class. WebViewClient provides a list of hook
functions, which are triggered when their intended events
have occurred inside WebView. Once triggered, these hook
functions can access the event information, and may change
the consequence of the events.
To use these hooks, Android applications should ﬁrst create a WebViewClient object, and then tell WebView to invoke the hooks in this object when the intended events have
occurred inside WebView. WebViewClient has already implemented the default behaviors—basically doing nothing—
for all the hooks. If we want to change that, we can override
the hook functions with our own implementation. Let us see
the code in the following:
WebViewclient wvclient = New WebViewClient() {
// override the "shouldOverrideUrlLoading" hook.
public boolean shouldOverrideUrlLoading(WebView view,String url){
if(!url.startsWith("http://www.facebook.com")){
Intent i = new Intent("android,intent.action.VIEW",
Uri.parse(url));
startActivity(i);

can manipulate the page’s DOM objects and cookies, invoke
the JavaScript code within the page, send AJAX requests
to the server, etc. Using loadUrl, Android applications can
extend the functionalities of web applications, giving users
a much richer browsing experience.

}
}
// override the "onPageFinished" hook.
public void onPageFinished(WebView view, String url) { ...}
}
webView.setWebViewClient(wvclient);

In the example above, we override the shouldOverrideUrlLoading hook, which is triggered by the navigation event,
i.e., the user tries to navigate to another URL. The modiﬁed
hook ensures that the target URL is still from Facebook; if
not, the WebView will not load it; instead, the system’s default browser will be invoked to load the URL. In the same
example, we have also overridden the onPageFinished hook,
so we can do something when a page has ﬁnished loading.

2.2

3.

THREAT MODELS

Invoke Java from Javascript

WebView provides a mechanism for the JavaScript code
inside it to invoke Android apps’ Java code. The API used
for this purpose is called addJavascriptInterface. Android applications can register Java objects to WebView
through this API, and all the public methods in these Java
objects can be invoked by the JavaScript code from inside
WebView.
In the following example, two Java objects are registered:
FileUtils and ContactManager. Their public methods are
also shown in the example. FileUtils allows the JavaScript
code inside WebView to access the Android’s ﬁle system,
and ContactManager allows the JavaScript code to access
the user’s contact list.
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new FileUtils(), "FUtil");
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new ContactManager(), "GC");
...
// The FileUtils class has the following methods:
public int write (String filename, String data, boolean append);
public String read (filename);
...
// The ContactManager class has the following methods:
public void searchPeople (String name, String number);
public ContactTriplet getContactData (String id);
...

Let us look at the FileUtils interface, which is binded to
WebView in the name of FUtil. JavaScript within the WebView can use FUtil to invoke the methods in FileUtils.
For example, the following JavaScript code in a web page
writes its data to a local ﬁle through FUtil.
<script>
filename = ’/data/data/com.livingsocial.www/’ + id +’_cache.txt’;
FUtil.write(filename, data, false);
</script>

(a) Malicious Web Pages

(b) Malicious Apps

Figure 1: Threat Models
The attacks discussed in this paper are categorized based
on two threat models, depicted in Figure 1. We give a highlevel overview of these models in this section, leaving the
attack details to later sections. It should be noted that we
will not discuss the attacks that are common in the Web,
such as cross-site scripting, cross-site request forgery, SQL
injection, etc., because these attacks are not speciﬁc to WebView: WebView is not immune to them, nor does it make
the situation worse.
Attacks from Malicious Web Pages.
We study how
malicious web pages can attack Android applications. In
this attack model, we assume that apps are benign, and they
are intended to serve a web application, such as Facebook.
These apps can be both ﬁrst-party (owned by the intended
web application) and third-party (owned by an independent
entity). The objective of attackers is to compromise the apps
and their intended web application. To achieve this, the
attackers need to trick the victim to load their web pages into
the apps, and then launch attacks on the target WebView.
The attack is depicted in Figure 1(a). Getting the victim to
load attacker’s web pages is not very diﬃcult, and it can be
done through various means, such as emails, social networks,
advertisements, etc.

String str="<div><h2>Hello World</h2></div>";
webView.loadUrl("javascript:document.appendChild(str);");
webView.loadUrl("javascript:document.cookie=’’;");

Attacks from Malicious Apps.
We study how malicious apps can attack web applications. In this threat model,
we assume that an attacker owns a malicious app, designed
speciﬁcally for a web application, e.g., Facebook. The goal
of the attacker is to directly launch attacks on the web application. The attack is depicted in Figure 1(b). Obviously,
these attacks only make sense for third-party apps. To prepare for such attacks, the attacker needs to allure users to
use their apps for the intended web application.
Although sounded diﬃcult, the above goal is not diﬃcult
to achieve at all, and many apps from the Android market
have already achieved that, although none of them is malicious to the best of our knowledge. For example, one of the
most popular Facebook apps for Android is called FriendCaster for Facebook, which is developed by Handmark, not
Facebook; it has been downloaded for 500,000 times. The
app uses WebView to browse Facebook.

It can be seen from the above example that the JavaScript
code has the same privileges as that in the web page: they

4.

2.3

Invoke JavaScript From Java

In addition to the JavaScript-to-Java interaction, WebView also supports the interaction in the opposite direction,
from Java to JavaScript. This is achieved via another WebView API called loadUrl. If the URL string starts with
"javascript:", followed by JavaScript code, the API will
execute this code within the context of the web page inside WebView. For example, the following Java code adds
a “Hello World” string to the page, and then sets the cookie
of the page to empty.



ATTACKS FROM WEB PAGES

4.1

Attacks through Holes on the Sandbox

Among all WebView’s APIs, addJavascriptInterface is
probably the most interesting one. It enables web application’s JavaScript code to invoke Android application’s Java
code (or iOS application’s Objective-C code). Section 2 has
already given examples on how the API is used.
Allowing apps to bind an interface to WebView fundamentally changes the security of browsers, in particular, it
breaks the sandbox model adopted by all browsers. Because of the risk of running untrusted JavaScript programs
inside browsers, all browsers implement an access control
mechanism called sandbox to contain the behaviors of these
programs. The sandbox basically achieves two objectives:
isolate web pages from the system and isolate the web pages
of one origin from those of another. The second objective
mainly enforces the Same-Origin Policy (SOP).
When an application uses addJavascriptInterface to
attach an interface to WebView, it breaks browser’s sandbox isolation, essentially creating holes on the sandboxes.
Through these holes, JavaScript programs are allowed to access system resources, such as ﬁles, databases, camera, contact, locations, etc. Once an interface is registered to WebView through addJavascriptInterface, it becomes global:
all pages loaded in the WebView can call this interface, and
access the same data maintained by the interface. This
makes it possible for web pages from one origin to aﬀect
those from others, defeating SOP.
Opening holes on the sandbox to support new features
is not uncommon. For example, in the previous Web standard, the contents in two frames with diﬀerent domains are
completely isolated. Introducing cross-frame communication for mashup applications to exchange data opens a hole
on the sandbox. However, with the proper access control
enforced on the hole, this new feature was perserved and
protected. The WebView’s new feature, however, was not
properly designed. The objective of this paper is not against
this feature, on the contrary, by pointing out where the fundamental ﬂaw is, we can preserve Web’s feature and at the
same time make it secure.
Attacks on the System. We will use DroidGap [2] as an
example to illustrate the attack. DroidGap is not an application by itself; it is an open-source package used by many
Android applications. Its goal is to enable developers to
write Android apps using mostly WebView and JavaScript
code, instead of using Java code. Obviously, to achieve this
goal, there should be a way to allow the JavaScript code to
access system resources, such as camera, GPS, ﬁle systems,
etc; otherwise, the functionalities of these apps will be quite
limited.
DroidGap breaks the sandbox barrier between JavaScript
code and the system through its Java classes, each providing interfaces to access a particular type of system resources. The instances of these Java classes are registered
to WebView through the addJavascriptInterface API, so
JavaScript code in WebView can invoke their methods to
access system resources, as long as the app itself is granted
the necessary permissions. The following code shows how
DroidGap registers its interfaces to WebView.
private void bindBrowser(WebView
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new
wv.addJavascriptInterface(new

wv){
CameraLauncher(wv, this), "GapCam");
GeoBroker(wv, this), "Geo");
FileUtils(wv), "FileUtil");
Storage(wv), "droidStorage"); }



In the code above, DroidGap registers several Java objects
for JavaScript to access system resources, including camera,
contact, GPS, ﬁle system, and database. Other than the ﬁle
system and database, accesses to the other system resources
need special privileges that must be assigned to an Android
app when it is installed. For instance, to access the camera,
the app needs to have android.permission.CAMERA. Once
an app is given a particular system permission, all the web
pages—intended or not—loaded into its WebView can use
that permission to access system resources, via the interfaces provided by DroidGap. If the pages are malicious, that
becomes attacks.
Assume there is an Android app written for Facebook; let
us call it MyFBApp. This app uses DroidGap and is given the
permission to access the contact list on the device. From the
DroidGap code, we can see that DroidGap binds a Java object
called ContactManager to WebView, allowing JavaScript code
to use its multiple interfaces, such as getContactsAndSendBack, to access the user’s contact list on the Android device.
As many Android apps designed to serve a dedicated web
application, MyFBApp is designed to serve Facebook only.
Therefore, if the web pages inside WebView only come from
Facebook, the risk is not very high, given that the web site
is reasonably trustworthy. The question is whether the app
can guarantee that all web pages inside WebView come from
Facebook. This is not easy to achieve. There are many ways
for the app’s WebView to load web pages from a third party.
In a typical approach, the attacker can send a URL to their
targeted user in Facebook. If the user clicks on the URL,
the attacker’s page can be loaded into WebView1 , and its
JavaScript code can access the ContactManager interface to
steal the user’s personal contact information.
Another attack method is through iframes. Many web
pages nowadays contain iframes. For example, web advertisements are often displayed in iframes. In Android, the
interfaces binded to WebView can be accessed by all the
pages inside it, including iframes. Therefore, any advertisement placed in Facebook’s web page can now access the
user’s contact list. Not many people trust advertisement
networks with their personal information.
It should be noted that DroidGap is just an example that
uses the addJavascriptInterface API to punch “holes” on
the WebView’s sandbox. As we will show in our case studies, 30% Android apps use addJavascriptInterface. How
severe the problems of those apps are depends on the types
of interfaces they provide and the permissions assigned to
them.
The LivingSocial app is designed for the LivingSocial.
com web site. It uses DroidGap, but since the app does not
have the permission to access the contact list, even if a malicious page is able to invoke the ContactManager interface,
its access to the contact list will be denied by the system.
The app is indeed given the permission to access the location
information though, so a malicious page can get the user’s
location using DroidGap’s GeoBroker interface.
Attacks on Web Applications.
Using the sandboxbreaking addJavascriptInterface API, web applications
can store their data on the device as ﬁles or databases, something that is impossible for the traditional browsers. Using
DroidGap, the LivingSocial app binds a ﬁle utility object
1
There are mechanisms to prevent this, but the app developers have to speciﬁcally build that into the app logic.

(FileUtils) to WebView, so JavaScript code in WebView
can create, read/write, and delete ﬁles—only those belonging to the app—on the device. The LivingSocial app uses
this utility to cache user’s data on the device, so even if the
device is oﬄine, its users can still browse LivingSocial’s
cached information.
Unfortunately, if the LivingSocial app happens to load
a malicious web page in its WebView, or include such a page
in its iframe, attackers can use FileUtils to manipulate the
user’s cached data, including reading, deletion, addition, and
modiﬁcation, all of which are supported by the interfaces
provided by FileUtils. As results, the integrity and privacy of user’s data for the LivingSocial web application is
compromised.
Like LivingSocial, many Android apps use the registered
interfaces to pull web application-speciﬁc data out of WebView, so they not only cache the data, but also use Java’s
powerful graphic interface to display the data in a nicer style,
providing a richer experience than that by the web interface.
The danger of such a usage of addJavascriptInterface is
that once the data are out of WebView, they are not protected by the sandbox’s same-origin policy, and any page
inside, regardless of where it comes from, can access and
potentially modify those data through the registered interfaces, essentially defeating the purpose of the same-origin
policy.

4.2

terface binded to the WebView, the code loaded by loadUrl
is executed in the context of the main frame.
Object obj = new Object(){
public void showDomain()
{mWebView.loadUrl("javascript:alert(document.domain)");}
};
mWebView.addJavascriptInterface(obj, "demo");

The code above registers a Java object to the WebView as
an interface named “demo”, and within the object, a method
“showDomain” is deﬁned. Using loadUrl, this method immediately calls back to JavaScript to display the domain
name of the page.
When we invoke window.demo.showDomain() from a child
frame, the pop-up window actually displays the domain name
of the main frame, not the child frame, indicating that the
JavaScript code speciﬁed in loadUrl is actually executed in
the context of the main frame. Whether this is an intended
feature of WebView or an oversight is not clear. As results,
the combination of the addJavascriptInterface and loadUrl APIs creates a channel between child frames and the
main frame, and this channel opens a dangerous Pandora’s
box: if application developers are careless, the channel can
become a source of vulnerability, one that does not exist in
the real browsers.

Attacks through Frame Confusion

In the Android system, interactions with several components of the system are asynchronous, and require a callback mechanism to let the initiator know when the task
has completed. Therefore, when the JavaScript code inside
WebView initiates such interactions through the interface
binded to WebView, JavaScript code does not wait for the
results; instead, when the results are ready, the Java code
outside WebView will invoke a JavaScript function, passing
the results to the web page.
Let us use DroidGap’s ContactManager interface as an example: after the binded Java object has gathered all the
necessary contact information from the mobile device, it
calls processResults, which invokes the JavaScript function contacts.droidFoundContact, passing the contact information to the web page. The invocation of the JavaScript
function is done through WebView’s loadUrl API. The code
is shown in the following:
public void processResults(Cursor paramCursor){
string result = paramCursor.decode();
string str8 = new StringBuilder().append("javascript:
navigator.contacts.droidFoundContact(...)").
localWebView.loadUrl(str8);
}

The JavaScript function contacts.droidFoundContact in
the example is more like a callback function handler registered by the LivingSocial web page. The use of the asynchronous mode is quite common among Android applications. Unfortunately, if a page has frames (e.g. iframes),
the frame making the invocation may not be the one receiving the callback. This interesting and unexpected property
of WebView becomes a source of attacks.
Frame Confusion. In a web page with multiple frames,
we refer to the main web page as the main frame, and its
embedded frames as child frames. The following example
demonstrates that when a child frame invokes the Java in-



(a) Attack from child frame (b) Attack from main frame
Figure 2: Threat Models
Attack from Child Frame.
In this attack, we look
at how a malicious web page in a child frame can attack
the main frame. We use the LivingSocial app as an example. This app loads LivingSocial’s web pages into its
WebView (in the main frame), and we assume that one of
their iframes has loaded the attacker’s malicious page. This
is not uncommon because that is exactly how most advertisements are embedded. The main objective of the attacker
is to inject code into the main frame to compromise the integrity of LivingSocial. Web browsers enforce the Same
Origin policy (SOP) by completely isolating the content of
the main frame and the child frame if they come from different origins. For example, the Javascript code in the child
frame (www.advertisment.com) cannot access the DOM tree
or cookies of the main frame (www.facebook.com). Therefore, even if the content inside iframe is malicious, it cannot
and should not be able to compromise the page in the main
frame.
As we have shown earlier, LivingSocial binds CameraLauncher to its WebView. In this class, a method called
failPicture is intended for the Java code to send an error
message to the web page if the camera fails to operate.
public class CameraLauncher{
public void failPicture(String paramString){
String str = "javascript:navigator.camera.fail(’";
str += paramString + "’);";
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this.mAppView.loadUrl(str);
}
}

Unfortunately, since failPicture() is a public method
in CameraLauncher, which is already binded to WebView,
the method is accessible to the JavaScript code within WebView, from both child and main frames. In other words,
JavaScript code in a child frame can use this interface to
display an error message in the main frame, opening a channel between the child frame and the main frame. At the
ﬁrst look, this channel may not seem to be a problem, but
those who are familiar with the SQL injection attack should
have no problem inserting some malicious JavaScript code
in ‘paramString’, like the following:
x’); malicious JavaScript code; //

As results, the malicious code embedded in paramString
will now be executed in the main frame; it can manipulate the DOM objects of the main frame, access its cookies,
and even worse, send malicious AJAX requests to the web
server. This is exactly like the classical cross-site scripting
attack, except that in this case, the code is injected through
WebView, as illustrated in Figure 2(a).
Attack from Main Frame.
In this attack, we look at
how a malicious web page in the main frame can attack the
pages in its child frames. We still use the LivingSocial as
an example. We assume that the attacker has successfully
tricked the LivingSocial app to load his/her malicious page
into the main frame of its WebView. Within the malicious
page, LivingSocial’s web page is loaded into a child frame.
The attacker can make the child frame as large as the main
frame, eﬀectively hiding the main frame.
Suppose that DroidGap uses tokens to prevent unauthorized JavaScript code from invoking the interfaces registered
to WebView: the code invoking the interfaces must provide
a valid token; if not, the interfaces will simply do nothing.
An example is given in the following:
public class Storage{
public void QueryDatabase(SQLStat query, Token token){
if(!this.checkToken(token))
return;
else { /* Do the database query task and return result*/ }
}
}

With the above token mechanism, even if the JavaScript
code in the malicious main frame can still access the QueryDatabase interface, its invocation cannot lead to an actual
database query. However, if the call is initiated by the LivingSocial web pages—which have the valid token—from
the child frame, the invocation is legitimate, and will lead
to a query. Unfortunately, when the query results are returned to the caller by the app, using loadUrl, because of
the frame confusion problem, the query results are actually
passed to the main frame that belongs to the attacker. This
creates an information-leak channel. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the attack.

5.

ATTACK FROM MALICIOUS APPS

For the attacks in this section, we assume that attackers
have written an intriguing Android application (e.g. games,
social network apps, etc.), and have successfully lured users
to visit the targeted web application servers from its WebView component.



The Problem: Trusted Computing Base

As we all know, security in any system must be built upon
a solid Trusted Computing Base (TCB), and web security is
no exception. Web applications rely on several TCB components to achieve security; an essential component is browser.
If a user uses a browser that is not trustworthy or is compromised, his/her security with the web application can be
compromised. That is why we must use trusted browsers,
such as IE, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, etc.
WebView in the Android operating system changes the
TCB picture for the Web, because WebView is not isolated
from Android applications; on the contrary, WebView is designed to enable a closer interaction between Android applications and web pages. Using WebView, Android applications can embed a browser in them, allowing them to display
web contents, as well as launch HTTP requests. To support
such an interaction, WebView comes with a number of APIs,
enabling Android application’s Java code to invoke or be invoked by the JavaScript code in the web pages. Moreover,
WebView allows Android applications to intercept and manipulate the events initiated by the web pages.
Essentially, WebView-embedding Android applications become the “customized browsers”, but these browsers, usually
not developed by well-recognized trusted parties but potential malicious apps, cannot serve as a TCB anymore. If a
web application interacts with a malicious Android application, it is equivalent to interacting with a malicious browser:
all the security mechanism it relies on from the browser is
gone. In this section, we will present several concrete attacks.
However, this is diﬀernt from the situation when attackers have compromised the whole browser by controlling the
native binary code of the browser. In such a situation, attackers control everything in the browser; Malicious Android
applications, however, only override the limited portion of
the APIs in WebView, and the rest of WebView can still
be protected by the underlying system. It is more like the
usage of “iFrame”, which is used to let websites embed pages
from other domains; the web browser enforces the Same Origin Policy to isolate each other if they come from a diﬀerent domain. Similar to the WebView situation, a malicious
webpage can embed a page from Facebook into one of its
iframes, the content of the Facebook page will be rendered
and displayed. With the underlying access control mechanism enforced by the trusted native browser code, the Facebook page cannot be compromised by its hosting page. Similarly, if WebView is provided to applications as a blackbox
(i.e no APIs), it can still be counted as a TCB component
for the Web even if it is embedded into a malicious application, because isolation mechanism provided by WebView is
implemented using WebKit, which is trustworthy.

5.2

Attack Methods

There are several ways to launch the attacks on WebView.
We classiﬁed them in two categories, based on the WebView
features that were taken advantaged of. The categories, illustrated in Figure 3, are described in the following:
• JavaScript Injection: Using the functionalities provided by WebView, an Android app can directly inject its own JavaScript code into any web page loaded
within the WebView component. This code, having
the same privileges as that from the web server, can

js += "newscript.src=\"http://www.attack.com/malicious.js\";";
js += "document.body.appendChild(newscript);";
mWebView.loadUrl(js);

In the above example, the malicious code malicious.js
can launch attacks on the targeted web application from
within the web page. For example, if the web page is the
user’s Facebook page, the injected JavaScript code can delete
the user’s friends, post on his/her friends’ walls, modify the
user’s proﬁles, etc. Obviously, if the application is developed
by Facebook, none of these will happen, but some popular
Facebook apps for Android phones are indeed developed by
third parties.
Figure 3: Attack Methods
manipulate everything in the web page, as well as steal
its sensitive information.
• Event Sniﬃng and Hijacking: WebView provides
a number of hooks (APIs) to Android apps, allowing
them to better interact with the web page. Attackers
can intercept these APIs, and launch sniﬃng and hijacking attacks from the outside of WebView, without
the needs to inject JavaScript code.
The categories of attacking methods are presented in a decreasing order of severity: if attackers can achieve JavaScript
injection, they do not need to use the second method. This
indicates that some of the WebView features are more powerful than others. To fully understand the impact of WebView design on security, we study the potential attacks
associated with each feature, rather than focusing only on
the most powerful feature.

5.3

JavaScript Injection

Using WebView’s loadUrl() API, Android application
can inject arbitrary JavaScript code into the pages loaded by
the WebView component. The loadUrl() API receives an
argument of string type; if the string starts with “javascript:”,
WebView will treat the entire string as JavaScript code, and
execute it in the context of the web page that is currently displayed by the WebView component. This JavaScript code
has the same privileges as that included in the web page.
Essentially, the injected JavaScript code can manipulate the
DOM tree and cookies of the page.
WebView has an option named javascriptenable, with
False being its default value; namely, by default, WebView
does not execute any JavaScript code. However, this option
can be easily set to True by the application, and after that,
JavaScript code, embedded in the web page or injected by
the application, can be executed.
There are many ways to inject JavaScript code into web
page using loadUrl(). We give two examples here to illustrate the details.
JavaScript Code Injection.
The following Java code
constructs a string that contains a short JavaScript program;
the program is injected into the web page loaded by WebView. When this program is executed in the context of the
web page, it fetches additional (malicious) code from an external web server, and executes it.

Extracting Information From WebView.
In addition to manipulating the contents/cookies of the web page,
the malicious application can also ask its injected JavaScript
code to send out sensitive information from the page. The
following example shows how an Android application extracts the cookie information from a targeted web page [3].
class MyJS {
public void SendSecret(String secret) {
... do whatever you want with the secret ...
}
}
webview.addJavascriptInterface(new MyJS(), "JsShow");
webview.setWebViewClient(new WebViewClient() {
public void onPageFinished(WebView view, String url){
view.loadUrl("javascript:
window.JsShow.SendSecret(document.cookie)");
}
}

In the Java code above, the malicious application deﬁnes
a class called MyJS with a function SendSecret, which receives a string as the parameter. The program then registers an instance of MyJS to WebView. On ﬁnishing loading the page, the application, using loadUrl, invokes window.JsShow.SendSecret, passing as the parameter whatever sensitive information the attacker wants to extract out
of page. In this case, the cookie information is sent out.

5.4

Event Snifﬁng and Hijacking

Besides the powerful interaction mechanism between Android applications and web pages, WebView also exposes a
number of hooks to Android applications, allowing them to
intercept events, and potentially change the consequences of
events. The WebViewClient class deﬁnes 14 interfaces [26],
using which applications can register event handlers to WebView. When an event was triggered by users inside WebView, the corresponding handler will be invoked; two things
can then be done by this handler: observing the event and
changing the event, both of which can be achieved from outside of WebView without the need for JavaScript injection.
Event Sniﬃng: With those 14 hooks, host applications
can know almost everything that a user does within WebView, as long as they register an event handler. For example, the onLoadResource hook is triggered whenever the
page inside WebView tries to load a resource, such as image,
video, ﬂash contents, and imported css/JavaScript ﬁles. If
the host application registers an event handler to this hook,
it can observe what resources the page is trying to fetch,
leading to information leak. Hooks for other similar web
events are described in the following:
• doUpdateVisitedHistory: Notify the host Android
application to update its visited links database. This

String js = "javascript: var newscript
= document.createElement(\"script\");";



hook will be called every time a web page is loaded.
Using this hook, Android applications can get the list
of URLs that users have visited.
• onFormResubmission: Ask the host Android application if the browser should re-send the form. Therefore,
the host application can get a copy of the data users
have typed in the form.
Using WebView hooks, host applications can also observe
all the keystrokes, touches, and clicks that occur within WebView. The hooks used for these purposes include the following: setOnFocusChangeListener, setOnClickListener,
and setOnTouchListener,
Event Hijacking: Using those WebView hooks, not only
can Android applications observe events, they can also hijack events by modifying their content. Let us look at the
page navigation event. Whenever the page within the WebView component attempts to navigate to another URL, the
page navigation event occurs. WebView provides a hook
called shouldOverrideUrlLoading, which allows the host
application to intercept the navigation event by registering
an event handler to this hook. Once the event handler gets
executed, it can also modify the target URL associated with
the event, causing the navigation to a diﬀerent URL. For example, the following code snippet in an Android application
can redirect the page navigation to www.malicious.com.

6.1

Sample Collection & Methodology

Apps on the Android Market are placed into categories,
and we chose 10 in our studies, including Books & Reference,
Business, Communication, Entertainment, Finance, News &
Magazines, Shopping, Social, Transportation, and Travel &
Local. We picked the top 20 most downloaded free apps in
each category as the samples for our case studies.
Each Android app consists of several ﬁles, all packaged
into a single APK ﬁle for distribution. The actual programs,
written in Java, are included in the APK ﬁle in the form
of Dalvik bytecode. We use the decompilation tool called
Dex2Jar [4] to convert the Dalvik bytecode back to the Java
source code. Due to the limitations of the tools, only 132
apps were successfully decompiled, and they serve as the
basis for our analysis. We realized that Dex2jar has some
limitations, but it was the best available tool that we could
ﬁnd. Since our case studies are mostly done manually, the
limitations of the tool, other than reducing the number of
samples, will unlikely aﬀect our results.

6.2

Usage of WebView

We ﬁrst study how many apps are actually using WebView. We scan the Java code in our 132 samples, looking
for places where the WebView class is used. Surprisingly,
we have found that 86 percent (113 out of 132) of apps use
WebView. We plot our results in Figure 4. Percentage for
each category is plotted in Figure 5.

webview.setWebViewClient(new WebViewClient() {
public boolean
shouldOverrideUrlLoading(WebView view, String url)
{ url="http://www.malicious.com";
view.loadUrl(url); return true;
}
};

The consequence of the above attack is particularly more
severe when the victims are trying to navigate to an "https"
web page, believing that the certiﬁcate veriﬁcation can protect them from redirection attack. This belief is true in
the DNS pharming attacks, i.e., even if attacks on DNS can
cause the navigation to be redirected to a fraudulent server,
the server cannot produce a valid certiﬁcate that matches
with the URL. This is not true anymore in the above attack, because the URL itself is now modiﬁed (not the IP
address as in the DNS attacks); the certiﬁcate veriﬁcation
will be based on the modiﬁed URL, not the original one.
For example, if a page within WebView tries to access
https://www.goodbank.com, the malicious application can
change the URL to https://www.badbank.com, basically redirecting the navigation to the latter URL. WebView’s certiﬁcate veriﬁcation will only check whether or not the certiﬁcate
is valid using www.badbank.com, not www.goodbank.com.
Several other WebView hooks can also lead to the event
hijacking attacks. Due to the page limitation and their similarity to the one discussed above, we will not enumerate
them in this paper.

6.

CASE STUDIES

To understand how risky the situation in Android system
is, we turned our attention to the Android Market. Our goal
is not to look for malicious or vulnerable apps, but instead
to study how Android apps use WebView. We would like
to see how ubiquitous the WebView is in Android apps, and
how many apps depend on WebView’s potentially dangerous
features.



Figure 4: WebView Usage Among Apps

Figure 5: WebView Usage Based On Categories
For the attacks from malicious apps, it only makes sense
if the apps and their targeted web applications belong to
diﬀerent entities, i.e., only the third-party apps have motivations to become malicious. Among the 113 apps that use
WebView, 49 are third-party apps; despite the fact, these
49 apps are quite popular among users. Based on the data
from the Android Market, their average rating is 4.386 out
of 5, and their average downloads range from 1,148,700 to
2,813,200. Although these apps are not malicious, they are

fully capable of launching attacks on their intended web applications. When that happens, given their popularity, the
damage will be substantial.

6.3

Usage of the WebView Hooks

Some of the WebView APIs are security sensitive. To
understand how prevalent they have been used, especially
by third-party apps, we have gathered statistics on their
usage, and depict the results in Figure 6, in which we group
them based on the types of attacks we discussed in Section 5.
Among the 49 third-party apps, all use loadUrl, 46 use
shouldOverrideUrlloading, and 25 use addJavascriptInterface. We also found that the other APIs, including
doUpdateVisitedHistory, onFormResubmission, and onLoadResource are relatively less popular. Overall, our results
show that WebView’s security-sensitive APIs are widely used.
If these apps are malicious, the potential damages are signiﬁcant.

destination URL is allowed or not; if not, they can simply
change the URL, or invoke the default browser in the system to display the URL, rather than doing so in WebView.
With such a mechanism, an app for Facebook, for example, can ensure that all the pages displayed in its WebView
are from Facebook, essentially preventing malicious external
pages from being loaded into WebView.
We have studied the 18 Android apps that use addJavascriptInterface, and see how they treat the navigation event.
Among them, 7 use the API in the admob package, developed by Google for displaying advertisement. Google did a
good job in restricting the WebView in admob to only display advertisements; if users click on one of the ads, admob
will invoke the default Android browser to display the target page, not in its WebView. Among the rest 11, which
use addJavascriptInterface in their own logic, 6 treat the
navigation event similarly to admob, and the other 5 do allow
their WebViews to load external web pages, making them
potentially vulnerable. Our results are depicted in Figure 7.
Although using the shouldOverrideUrlLoading API does
help apps defend against some attacks from malicious pages,
it does not work if the malicious pages are inside iframes.
The API is only triggered when an navigation event occurs
within the main frame of the page, not the child frame. That
is, even with the restriction implemented in the API, a page
can still load arbitrary external pages within its child frames,
making the attacks possible.

7.
Figure 6: API Usages by Third-Party Apps

6.4

Usage of addJavascriptInterface

Attacks from malicious web pages are made possible by
the use of the addJavascriptInterface API in Android
apps, ﬁrst-party and third-party. We would like to see how
many apps actually use this API. We randomly chose 60
apps from our sample pool, decompiled them into Java code,
and then searched for the usage of the API. Figure 7 depicts
the results, showing that 30 percent of these apps (18 of
them) do use the API.

Figure 7: Source Code Investigation
Using the addJavascriptInterface API does not automatically make an app potentially vulnerable. To make attacks possible, attackers need to somehow get their malicious pages into the victim’s WebView. This goal may not
be achievable. WebView provides an hook called
shouldOverrideUrlLoading, which is triggered every time a
navigation event occurs inside WebView. Android apps can
implement their own logic to process the navigation event.
Using this hook, apps can restrict what pages can be
loaded into WebView, by checking whether the navigation



RELATED WORK

There are several studies focusing on Android’s security
architecture. The work [9] discussed potential improvement
for the Android permission model, empirically analyzed the
permissions in 1100 Android applications and visualized them
using self-Organizing Map. However, since the attacks we
proposed in the paper is not due to the ﬂaw of security model
of Android, assigning applications the least of privilege cannot prevent the attacks but only mitigate the impact of the
attacks because of the limited privileges granted to the application.
Enck et al. proposes the Kirin security service for Android, which performs lightweight certiﬁcation of applications to mitigate malware at installation time [12]. Enck et
al. also propose “TaintDroid”, an eﬃcient, system-wide dynamic taint tracking and analysis system capable of simultaneously tracking multiple sources of sensitive data [11]. Felt
et al. have built a tool called “Stowaway”, which automatically detects excess privilege when installing third-party Android applications [13]. A systematic analysis of the threats
in the Android Market was conducted by [27]. Those studies deal with the fact that mobile systems frequently fail to
provide users with adequate control over and visibility into
how third-party applications use their private data. The focus of our work is diﬀerent from these studies: we focus on
the security problems of WebView.
With mobile browsers playing more and more important
roles in telecommunication [22], browsers themselves have
become an active area of research. Microbrowsers designed
for surﬁng the Internet on mobile device become have more
and more popular [14]. Initially, research would focus on how
to optimize Web content to be eﬀectively rendered on mobile
browsers [15, 21]. Recently, a lot of work has focused on
analyzing the existing mobile browser models and proposing
multiple new models. The paper [28] discusses two patterns

of full browsers and C/S framework browsers, and proposes
a new collaborative working styles for mobile browsers. The
work [24] presents a proxy-based mobile web browser with
rich experiences and better visual quality.
Due to the extended use of WebView in Android applications, several Android books [19, 23] have chapters introducing how to use WebView, although none has addressed
the security problems of WebView. Some discussions on
WebView’s security problems can be found at mainstream
security-related website like ZDNet [7], and the most relevant discussions were published as blogs [3, 5, 6].
There are numerous studies that focus on enforcing ﬁnegrained access control at the client side, including Caja [1,
10], ConScript [20], Content Security Policy [25], Escudo [16],
Contego [17], work by Maﬀeis at al. [18], etc. Although
they were not targeting the problems with WebView, some
of their ideas can be extended to defend the attacks on WebView. We will pursue these ideas in our future work.

8.

[12]

[13]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The WebView technology in the Android system enables
apps to bring a much richer experience to users, but unfortunately, at the cost of security. In this paper, we have discussed a number of attacks on WebView, either by malicious
apps or against non-malicious apps. We have identiﬁed two
fundamental causes of the attacks: weakening of the TCB
and sandbox. Although we have not observed any real attack yet, through our case studies, we have shown that the
condition for launching these attacks is already matured,
and the potential victims are in the millions; it is just a
matter of time before we see real and large-scale attacks.
In our on-going work, we are developing solutions to secure WebView. Our goal is to defend against the attacks
on WebView by building desirable security features in WebView.
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a silver bullet to the problem of exploitable security ﬂaws.
However, solutions targeting diﬀerent aspects of the attack
itself have had some success; this has led to an arms race
between malicious attackers and security researchers.
One of the earliest attack techniques is the code injection
attack, in which new machine code is written into the vulnerable program’s memory, then a bug is exploited to redirect
control ﬂow to this new code. Fortunately, the protection
technique known as W⊕X, which ensures that memory is
either writable or executable (but not both), largely mitigates this attack [1]. However, attackers have responded by
employing code-reuse attacks, in which a software ﬂaw is exploited to weave control ﬂow through existing code-base to
a malicious end. For example, the return-into-libc (RILC)
technique is a relatively simple code-reuse attack in which
the stack is compromised and control is sent to the beginning of an existing libc function [2]. Often, this is used to
call system() to launch a process or mprotect() to create a
writable, executable memory region to bypass W⊕X.
To achieve greater expressiveness, a more sophisticated
code-reuse attack known as return-oriented programming
(ROP) was introduced [3]. In this technique, so-called gadgets (small snippets of code ending in ret) are weaved together in arbitrary ways to achieve Turing complete computation without code injection. In response to this threat,
researchers developed defenses which relied upon particular
attributes of this attack, such as the the frequency of ret
instructions [4, 5] or reliance on the stack [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
Unfortunately, recent evidence has revealed that code-reuse
attacks need not rely on the stack or the ret instruction to
govern control ﬂow, negating these defenses [11, 12]. With
that, it is not desirable to continue the trend of developing
piecemeal defenses against each new code-reuse variant. Instead, there is a need to enforce control ﬂow integrity (CFI),
the property that a program’s execution is restricted to the
control ﬂow graph (CFG) dictated by its source code. The
CFI property was formalized by Abadi et al. in 2005; this
work included a system capable of enforcing CFI in practice
[13]. Unfortunately, this system has not seen signiﬁcant production deployment possibly due to performance concerns.
In order to address this problem, we present an alternative technique, control ﬂow locking (CFL), which achieves
protection functionally equivalent to CFI enforcement with
small performance overhead (e.g., negligible slowdown for
many workloads). The key insight that allows for CFL’s
improved performance over earlier systems is that the validity check is performed lazily, i.e. after the actual control
ﬂow transfer has occurred. This leads to a better use of the

Code-reuse attacks are software exploits in which an attacker
directs control ﬂow through existing code with a malicious
result. One such technique, return-oriented programming, is
based on “gadgets” (short pre-existing sequences of code ending in a ret instruction) being executed in arbitrary order as
a result of a stack corruption exploit. Many existing codereuse defenses have relied upon a particular attribute of the
attack in question (e.g., the frequency of ret instructions in
a return-oriented attack), which leads to an incomplete protection, while a smaller number of eﬀorts in protecting all
exploitable control ﬂow transfers suﬀer from limited deployability due to high performance overhead. In this paper, we
present a novel cost-eﬀective defense technique called control ﬂow locking, which allows for eﬀective enforcement of
control ﬂow integrity with a small performance overhead.
Speciﬁcally, instead of immediately determining whether a
control ﬂow violation happens before the control ﬂow transfer takes place, control ﬂow locking lazily detects the violation after the transfer. To still restrict attackers’ capability,
our scheme guarantees that the deviation of the normal control ﬂow graph will only occur at most once. Further, our
scheme ensures that this deviation cannot be used to craft
a malicious system call, which denies any potential gains an
attacker might obtain from what is permitted in the threat
model. We have developed a proof-of-concept prototype in
Linux and our evaluation demonstrates desirable eﬀectiveness and competitive performance overhead with existing
techniques. In several benchmarks, our scheme is able to
achieve signiﬁcant gains.





   

Computers are under constant threat of being compromised by increasingly sophisticated attackers. In the context of network daemons, attackers send maliciously crafted
packets which exploit software bugs in order to gain unauthorized control. Research into preventing the existence of
such bugs has been ongoing, but so far has failed to yield
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new interpretations of existing code achieved when jumping
to a non-instruction boundary. For example, if an add instruction contains the bytes 0xff,0x10 in an operand, one
could jump into that instruction at those bytes, and the
CPU would now interpret the code as call *%eax.
Third, the x86 has a hardware-managed stack supported
by two CPU registers: esp, the top-of-stack pointer, and
ebp, the bottom-of-frame pointer. In addition to manual
manipulation of stack memory, several x86 CPU instructions implicitly aﬀect the stack. For our purposes, the most
important are call, which pushes the next instruction’s address onto the stack, and ret, which pops the stack and
jumps to the popped address. These instructions are used
to maintain control ﬂow for function call and return, respectively. The ret instruction is referred to as an indirect
control ﬂow transfer, meaning that, based on the content
of the stack, control ﬂow can be redirected anywhere. This
is what makes the ret instruction vulnerable to exploitation by the return-into-libc and return-oriented programming techniques—simply altering memory by means of a
software exploit can lead to arbitrary control ﬂow. In addition to ret, there are indirect variants of call and jmp
instructions: they may take a register or memory reference
as an operand, allowing a similarly unrestricted change of
control ﬂow.
Therefore, to guard against code-reuse attacks in the general case, it is necessary to not only protect ret, but also
the indirect forms of call and jmp.

CPU’s split L1 cache, as code need not be loaded as data
(see Section 5.2 for details).
Control ﬂow locking is analogous to mutex locking, except
instead of synchronization, the lock is asserted to ensure correctness of the control ﬂow of the application. Speciﬁcally,
a small snippet of lock code is inserted before each indirect
control ﬂow transfer (call via register, ret, etc.). This code
asserts the lock by simply changing a certain lock value in
memory; if the lock was already asserted, a control ﬂow violation is detected and the program is aborted. Otherwise,
execution passes through the control ﬂow transfer instruction onto the destination. Each valid destination for that
control ﬂow transfer contains the corresponding unlock code,
which will de-assert the lock if and only if the current lock
value is deemed “valid”. If an invalid code is found (such
as a lock from another point of origin), the process will be
aborted. In our system, we further take additional precautions to ensure the lock value is not modiﬁed by other code,
and that unintended instructions cannot be used (see Section 3). Given this, an attacker can now only subvert the
natural control ﬂow of the application at most once before
being detected. Further, the instructions for system calls
can have lock-veriﬁcation code prepended to them so that
this single control ﬂow violation cannot be used to issue a
malicious system call. This means that the only consequence
of the attack are potential changes to the program’s memory
state, which is an ability the attacker is already assumed to
have based on the threat model (see Section 3).
We have implemented a proof-of-concept control-ﬂow locking prototype on a commodity x86 system. Though our current prototype mainly supports statically-linked programs,
it has been shown to oﬀer performance overhead competitive with existing techniques, achieving signiﬁcant gains in
several benchmarks. We believe control-ﬂow locking represents a step further to address code-reuse attacks with a
performance penalty small enough for possible deployment
in real-world situations. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the overall system design and Section 4 presents the
implementation. Section 5 evaluates the system in terms
of performance and correctness, and Section 6 discusses its
implications as a whole. Section 7 concludes this paper.
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The return-into-libc (RILC) technique is one of the earliest forms of code-reuse attack. The simplest variant, which
calls a single libc function, was documented as early as 1997
[2]. The technique was subsequently reﬁned in order to allow
for the chaining of multiple functions [14].
To achieve greater expressiveness from the attack, Shacham
introduced return-oriented programming (ROP) in 2007 [3].
In this technique, the attacker seeks out small snippets of
code within the existing codebase, each ending in a ret.
These gadgets may perform memory load/store operations,
arithmetic, logic, system calls, etc. By laying out malicious
stack content full of ROP gadget addresses, the attacker can
execute an arbitrary number of these gadgets. Further, because gadgets may aﬀect the stack pointer itself, it is possible
to construct conditional “branches”, meaning that execution
of return-oriented gadgets need not be linear. This allows
for attacker-controlled Turing complete computation in the
context of the vulnerable application. ROP has been demonstrated on a variety of platforms, from x86 [3] to RISC [15,
16, 17] to even embedded environments [18]. A variant of
ROP has been adapted to the higher-level constructs in the
PHP scripting language, culminating in a data stealing exploit as well as an attack on the PHP exception handler that
is able to launch to a traditional machine-code-level codereuse attack [19].
Return-oriented programming has also been applied to
the kernel environment: a ROP-based kernel rootkit has
been shown to negate all existing kernel integrity protections [20]. Also, this work demonstrated the feasibility of
developing ROP attacks in an automated manner based on
a ROP “compiler”. Further, it has been shown that the
codebase needed to achieve Turing completeness in a ROP
attack need not be very large. Even the bootloader of an



In this section, we ﬁrst present a brief primer on the x86
architecture which readers familiar with that platform may
safely skip. After that, we review recent code-reuse attacks
as well as existing defenses.

 !   "
To understand the technique presented in this paper, it
will be useful to review the technical details of the 32-bit x86
architecture, where our technique has been implemented.
First, note that the x86 assembly language presented is
written in AT&T syntax. Registers are written with a percent sign (e.g. %eax), literals with a dollar sign (e.g. $1),
and memory locations as plain symbols (e.g. k). Unlike
Intel syntax, here the destination operands appear last, so
add %edx,%ecx indicates ecx ← ecx + edx. Memory dereferencing is indicated either with an asterisk (e.g. *%eax) or
with parenthesis (e.g. (%eax)).
Second, instructions are of variable length and are not
aligned. This allows for the existence of unintended code:



would eﬀectively mitigate the threat of code-reuse attacks,
provided it could be achieved at a reasonable cost. Subsequent work on the notion of CFI has allowed for additional
security features, including Data Flow Integrity (DFI) [30]
and others [31, 32, 33].
Recently, Onarlioglu et al. have introduced G-Free, another system aimed at addressing the threat of code-reuse in
the general case [34]. This system works by systematically
editing assembly code so that it does not contain indirect
control ﬂow transfers as unintended instructions. It can then
secure the intended control ﬂow transfers using data protection techniques similar to prior work (e.g. StackGuard
[22], etc.). This technique appears to have much improved
performance compared to CFI (∼ 3%). However, it is diﬃcult to discern how it performs with control ﬂow intensive
benchmarks, as the only evaluation of performance overhead
for application-wide protection was on workloads in which
control ﬂow was not on the critical path (i.e. IO-bound or
computation-kernel based workloads).
The control ﬂow locking technique presented in this work
shares many of the same goals as CFI and G-Free, in that
it seeks to protect control ﬂow from diversion by attackers.
However, it does so in a very diﬀerent way from these techniques, allowing greatly reduced overhead compared to CFI
as well as G-Free in some cases.

embedded device may have enough gadgets to implement a
return-oriented rootkit, which has negative implications for
software attestation techniques which seek to ensure program integrity [21].
In response to this, researchers examined the speciﬁc attributes that characterize a ROP attack in order to develop
corresponding defenses. ROPDefender [7] rewrites binaries
to maintain a shadow stack in order to verify each return
address. This builds upon previous work in stack protection, including other shadow stack system [8, 9, 10], as well
as canary-based stack protection such as StackGuard [22].
Systems like DROP [4] and DynIMA [5] can detect a ROPbased attack based on the short length of ROP gadgets,
which results in a very high frequency of ret instructions
being encountered. The return-less approach even goes so
far as to systematically remove every ret instruction so that
no gadgets can be found in the resulting binary [6].
In response to these defenses, code-reuse attacks were developed which did not rely on ret. Checkoway et al. introduced a technique of ﬁnding gadgets which end in sequences
equivalent to ret, such as pop X ; jmp X or the BranchLoad-Exchange (BLX) instruction on ARM [12]. Bletsch
et al. went further, establishing jump-oriented programming
(JOP) as a means to maintain malicious control ﬂow without
any ret-equivalent instructions through the introduction of
a special dispatcher gadget [11]. These attacks indicate the
need for general defenses, because ad-hoc defense techniques
that target speciﬁc attributes of speciﬁc attacks are insuﬃcient to address the breadth of code-reuse attack techniques
available. The existing work in this vein is discussed in the
following subsection.

    

  

 

There are several defense techniques proposed to mitigate
code reuse attacks. For example, Address-space layout randomization (ASLR) randomizes a process memory layout,
making it diﬃcult for an attacker to ﬁgure out what pointers to inject into the attack buﬀer [23, 24, 25, 26]. Unfortunately, ASLR shares its own limitations [14, 27]. In fact,
a so-called de-randomization attack has been shown to defeat the popular PaX ASLR system in just 216 seconds [28].
Nevertheless, ASLR still raises the bar for attacks and has
been widely adopted.
In order to guarantee protection in the face of code-reuse
attacks, it is necessary to restrict indirect control ﬂow transfers so that they can only arrive at certain destinations. One
of the ﬁrst techniques seeking to achieve this kind of protection was program shepherding, in which a security policy is
applied to all control ﬂow transfers [29]. It is implemented
on top of a code interpreter framework with a dynamic optimization system to cache native translations of basic blocks.
This approach achieves good protection, but had unacceptably high overhead for some workloads (up to 760% in one
case).
Abadi et al. introduced the notion of Control Flow Integrity (CFI), which seeks to ensure that execution only
passes through approved paths taken from the software’s
control ﬂow graph [13]. To achieve this, at each indirect
jump/call and return instruction, the target address is checked
to see if it follows a valid path in the control ﬂow graph. Unfortunately, this particular implementation of CFI suﬀered
from large overhead, and has not seen wide deployment.
However, the core idea of enforcing control ﬂow integrity



In this paper, we assume that the attacker can put a payload into memory and exploit a bug to overwrite some control data (a return address, function pointer, etc.), despite
the presence of W⊕X protection. Further, we assume that
the altered control data will be used at some point to govern
control ﬂow. Currently, this data can be used (or abused) to
send control ﬂow literally anywhere in the executable region,
including unintended code, function entry points, or various
return- or jump-oriented gadgets. This freedom on the part
of the attacker is what we will be addressing.
The root problem of code-reuse attacks is their promiscuous use of control ﬂow data in general (return addresses,
function pointers, etc.). Therefore, there is a need to restrict
this data to only valid targets as dictated by the program’s
control ﬂow graph. To be speciﬁc, the control ﬂow operations that must be protected are: (1) unintended code which
happens to implement ret, call, or jmp; (2) ret instructions; and (3) indirect call and jmp.
To address the ﬁrst category, we turn to existing softwarefault isolation (SFI) technique introduced by McCamant et
al. [35] and reﬁned by the Google Native Client project
[36]. This technique eﬀectively eliminates the danger of unintended code. More speciﬁcally, because unintended code
arises as a result of variable-sized non-aligned instructions,
it can be eliminated by imposing alignment artiﬁcially. To
achieve this, three changes can be applied to the software at
the assembly code level. First, no instruction is permitted
to cross an n-byte boundary. For the oﬀending ones, no-ops
will be inserted to re-align them. Second, all indirect control ﬂow transfers are restricted to targeting n-byte boundaries. Third, all targets for indirect control ﬂow transfers
(e.g. post-call sites, function entry points, etc.) are forced
to align to an n-byte boundary. These rules, when taken
together, ensure that unintended code cannot be reached1 .
In practice, the value of n is a power of two, and control
1

See [35] for a formal proof of this property.

 


  





 






  















Figure 1: A simpliﬁed view of the control ﬂow graph used in the CFL technique. Indirect jmp instructions,
which generally arise from compiler optimizations, are not shown. The value of the control ﬂow key k is shown
next to each edge; grey edges do not require control ﬂow locking and are simply present for completeness.
ﬂow transfers are restricted by means of a simple bit mask.
The value of n must be larger than any single instruction,
and there is a trade-oﬀ between smaller n (more frequent
instruction alignments) and larger n (longer no-ops before
control ﬂow transfers, increased pressure on the CPU instruction cache). In practice, n = 32 is a typical value that
is chosen when the corresponding transformation is applied
at the assembly phase of the build process.
With unintended code removed from consideration, we
now focus exclusively on control ﬂow transfers in the rest
two categories, i.e., ret, indirect call and jmp. To this end,
we apply a novel technique called control ﬂow locking.

From the attacker’s perspective, this selection is orders of
magnitude smaller than the full gamut of gadgets normally
available. Moreover, we can make a further addition to make
it functionally equivalent to full enforcement of control ﬂow
integrity. The above locking algorithms merely ensure that
the target of an indirect transfer must pass through any
valid entry point before jumping again. However, we can
extract additional information from the control ﬂow graph
to place ﬁner granularity on our enforcement. To this end,
k can be changed from a single bit to an integer, with values
corresponding to paths along the control ﬂow graph. We call
this variant multi-bit control ﬂow locking. In this model, the
lock and unlock algorithms may be rewritten as:
lock(value):
if (k != 0) abort();
k = value;
unlock(value):
if (k != value) abort();
k = 0;
Here, value is a parameter determined at link-time based
on the control ﬂow graph, which limits control ﬂow to valid
paths speciﬁed in the program’s source code. The manner
in which the k value is selected is covered in the following
section.

    
To explain this technique, we begin with a degenerate variant of it called single-bit control ﬂow locking. In this model,
we ﬁrst locate all indirect control ﬂow transfer sites, which
consists of ret instructions and the indirect variants of jmp
and call. Before each of these sites, we insert “lock” code,
which implements the following pseudo-code:
if (k != 0) abort();
k = 1;
Here, k is known as the control ﬂow key, and is simply
a word of memory at a ﬁxed location. In this model, the
value 0 means “unlocked” and 1 “locked”. This is analogous
to a mutex lock operation, though atomicity and waiting are
not required for our purposes. At each valid indirect control
ﬂow target2 found in the control ﬂow graph, we apply the
corresponding “unlock” operation:
k = 0;
In normal operation, every lock will immediately be followed by a transfer to a corresponding unlock. The attacker’s ability to employ a code-reuse exploit, however, has
been sharply limited. Control ﬂow from an indirect transfer must pass through an unlock operation before encountering another indirect transfer. Because the only unlock
operations correspond to valid transfer targets, this means
using coarse-grained pieces of code, such as entire functions.
Further, it will not be possible to apply RILC-style wholefunction chaining as proposed in [14], because the so-called
esp-lifter gadget used to connect the functions has been
eliminated. Therefore, the only code eligible for use by the
attacker are those which are valid indirect transfer targets
and happen to themselves include a legitimate control ﬂow
transfer.



 

   

The general meaning of “control ﬂow graph” includes every basic block in the software as nodes and any labels or
deviations from linear execution as edges. This includes conditional branches, direct jumps, etc. For the purposes of this
work, however, we need only concern ourselves with indirect
control ﬂow transfers, i.e. those that jump to a location
stored in memory or a register as opposed to in the instruction itself. Therefore, we use a restricted control ﬂow graph
which consists of the following classes of nodes: (1) entry
points into functions; (2) locations in the code which may
be the target for indirect jmp or call; (3) return sites; and
(4) indirect call and ret.
Accordingly, the graph has the two types of edge: The
ﬁrst type represents the control ﬂow resulting from a ret
instruction or an indirect call or jmp. The second type
is implied from a function’s entry point to each of its ret
instructions. In Figure 1, we illustrate the two types of edges
in our control ﬂow graph. For each black edge, the origin
endpoint is the location of “lock” code, and the destination
endpoint contains corresponding “unlock” code. The grey
edges are direct transfers of control ﬂow, and therefore do
not require locking.
Control ﬂow locking is a general mechanism to enforce
restrictions on indirect control ﬂow transfers – its accuracy
depends on the manner in which k is selected at each node
and the granularity with which it is matched at each destination. The degenerate single-bit variant discussed earlier

2
The exact deﬁnition of an indirect jump target varies depending on the code in question. For statically linked code
(including the OS kernel) and code destined to be a standalone executable, only those locations explicitly used as
function pointers in the source code are considered targets.
For dynamic library code, however, any exported function
symbol is also a potential entry point.



k value
k=0
k=1
k>1
k<0

Meaning
Unlocked.
Indirect jmp or call.
Return from a non-indirectly-callable function.
Return from a indirectly-callable function.

of the indirect CFG. Due to limitations of static code analysis, however, the implementation presented treats indirect
jmp and call instructions as equivalent. This granularity is
suﬃcient to prevent the jump-oriented programming technique presented in [11], because it precludes the existence of
jump-oriented gadgets.
The edges of Figure 1 have been annotated with values for
k. At each edge origin, the lock code sets k to the speciﬁed
value. At each target, the unlock code veriﬁes that the value
of k is one of those set by an incoming edge. For example,
the return site after a direct call will verify that k is equal
to the speciﬁc key value for the called function, whereas the
return site after an indirect call will merely conﬁrm that
k < 0, as this conﬁrms that control ﬂow was transferred by
a ret within an indirectly callable function.
Two additional considerations are needed to ensure that
control ﬂow locking cannot be bypassed. First, we must ensure that the value of k cannot be modiﬁed directly through
code other than the lock and unlock routines. The x86 architecture has a feature that allows this to be achieved in
a straightforward way – memory segmentation. Segmentation permits applications to have multiple separate memory
maps which can be uniquely addressed via segment selector registers. Modern operating systems use a ﬂat memory
model, and therefore make little use of this feature, meaning that an entire segment register can be dedicated solely
to deal with storing k. Because there is no unintended code
and no explicit segment selection in application-generated
code, the only code available to address k lies in the lock
and unlock routines.
Second, we must ensure that the attacker cannot redirect
control ﬂow directly into a system call (e.g., a sysenter instruction). This can be achieved simply by prepending lock
veriﬁcation code to each system call instruction which will
validate that k is in the unlocked state (0). This forces control ﬂow for a system call to pass through the corresponding
function entry point.

Table 1: Possible k values in multi-bit CFL.
is equivalent to enforcing k = 1 for every black edge. In this
work, we evaluate multi-bit CFL with a policy derived from
static analysis of the source code’s control ﬂow graph. The
possible values of k are enumerated in Table 1.
To protect ret instructions in a given function, the lock
code before each ret sets k to a speciﬁc value based on which
instructions may call it. The speciﬁc value is computed as
follows. First, we determine the list of direct call instructions which refer the function in question. This list is hashed
to a produce the value d. Second, we determine if the function may be called indirectly. In practice, this means ﬁnding
if the function’s symbol has been used in a data declaration
or as an operand to a non-control-ﬂow instruction, such as
mov. This fact is stored in the boolean indir. Based on
the above, assuming a word size of 32-bits, the value of k is
computed as:
(indir ? 0x80000000 : 0) | (0x7FFFFFFF & d)
The lower 31 bits represent the caller hash d with the sign
bit representing indir. This means that functions which
may be called indirectly will have a negative k value, while
those that cannot will have a positive k. (In the unlikely
event that d = indir = 0, a positive d will be chosen.)
Choosing the values of k in this way allows the comparison
code to be written in the fewest x86 instructions possible
(see Section 4).
In the implementation presented in Section 4, all indirect
call and jmp operations share the k value of 1. This is
due to a limitation in static code analysis: any symbol that
represents a location in code which is also used as data may
be stored and referenced in arbitrary ways, through multiple
pointers, overlapping data structures, etc. As such, it is
not possible to automatically identify which locations an
indirect call or jmp may lead to in general. Therefore, we
conservatively assume that any indirect control ﬂow transfer
may go to any code location whose symbol is used as data.
This is not a limitation of the CFL technique, however. If
additional control ﬂow information can be provided by the
programmer or the higher level language (e.g., a more restrictive language than C), then CFL could readily make use
of this information to enforce this new ﬁner-grained control
ﬂow graph. As originally introduced by Abadi et al., assigning keys to indirect jmp/call control ﬂow paths can lead to a
problem of destination equivalence [13]. This occurs because
two indirect call sites may have non-disjoint sets of potential destinations. For example, suppose X may call A or B,
while Y may call B or C. In this case, list of callers of A, B,
and C diﬀer, but B must allow control to ﬂow from either
X or Y with a single k value. There are three possible solutions to this problem. First, when ambiguity is present, we
may assign a single k value for all functions involved (e.g., X
and Y would share a k value). Second, we may apply more
ﬁne-grained comparison, such as each destination checking
a subset of bits of k (e.g., B only checks the lower 16 bits).
Third, we may duplicate whole functions, providing diﬀerent
k values for the each (e.g., B is replicated as B  ). These techniques can be combined depending on the precise structure

  

 

To assess the performance impact of the CFL technique,
an implementation was developed on a 32-bit x86 Debian
Linux 5.0.4 system with an Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 3.0GHz
CPU. Because the protection must be applied to complete
software stack, a CFL-enabled libc was built based on dietlibc3 version 0.32 [37]. In addition, gcc itself includes a
static library called libgcc for inclusion in all binaries –
this library contains helper functions unique to each hardware architecture. A CFL-enabled variant of this library
was also produced. This implementation is based on statically linked binaries; Section 6 discusses how the technique
can be extended to dynamically linked binaries.



  

The CFL system was implemented as two additional phases
within the normal gcc build system: (1) an assembly language rewriter and (2) a small post-link patch-up phase. The
3
This libc variant was designed to minimize code size, but
the reason that it was selected for this work is its simplicity and adherence to best practices where assembly code is
concerned (such as proper use of locally scoped symbols).
These factors simply eased the implementation; there’s no
reason why a more common libc implementation, such as
GNU libc, could not be used instead.











 




 



 








 

  

 



  



 

 


   
 

 

   
 

  

Figure 2: Modiﬁed gcc workﬂow. The grey Pre-as and Post-ld phases are the only additional steps in the
build process.

      

complete workﬂow is diagrammed in Figure 2. The assembly language rewriter performs the vast majority of the work,
encapsulating both the alignment transformations needed to
eliminate unintended code as well as the core CFL transformations. Placing the transformation at the assembly phase
allows both C and assembly-language code to be protected,
but has the downside of requiring our system to reconstruct
some semantic information, such as the call graph, control
ﬂow graph, and the list of symbols eligible to be called indirectly. Further, much of this information is not available
at level of the individual assembly language ﬁles, so it was
necessary to implement compilation as a two-pass process.
In the ﬁrst pass, the assembly rewriter inserts lock and
unlock code under the assumption that no symbol may be
called indirectly. During this, records of each code symbol, symbol reference, lock operation, and unlock operation
are noted in a new ELF section4 called .lockinfo. Then,
during the post-link phase, the .lockinfo can be used to
determine all indirectly callable code symbols. This symbol
list is exported for use in the second build pass.
During the second pass, the assembly rewriter can now
use the list of indirectly callable code symbols to insert additional unlock operations as needed. As before, all lock and
unlock operations are noted in the .lockinfo section. The
k values used in these operations are simply dummy values,
as the call graph is not yet known. During the post-link
phase of the second pass, the call graph is available, and
every k value can be computed. The system therefore uses
the locations of the lock and unlock operations recorded in
the .lockinfo to patch in the proper k values directly into
the x86 code. At this time, the .lockinfo section can be
discarded to reduce the executable size; it is not needed at
runtime.
To summarize, the assembly rewriter phase will: (1) align
instructions and function entry points on 32-byte boundaries
and restrict control ﬂow instructions to 32-byte boundaries;
(2) note all symbol references and code labels in .lockinfo;
(3) insert lock code before all indirect control ﬂow transfers;
and (4) insert unlock code before all indirect control ﬂow destinations (including those found during the post-link phase
of the ﬁrst pass). And the steps undertaken by the post-link
patch-up phase are: (1) use the .lockinfo to construct the
call graph and identify all lock and unlock code locations; (2)
make note of indirectly called symbols for use in the second
pass; and (3) patch the binary with the k values computed
for each function in all lock and unlock code.

The speciﬁc values for k (described in Section 3.2) were
selected to allow the implementation of lock and unlock operations to be done eﬃciently. This is achieved by exploiting
the diﬀerence between signed and unsigned comparisons on
the x86. Figure 3 depicts the key assembly code transformations which insert lock and unlock code.
Figure 3(a) shows the lock code inserted before each ret.
The ﬁrst two lines ensure that k is 0, otherwise aborting with
a lock violation error. The third line sets k to the proper
value for this particular function. At assembly time, this
<key> is simply set to a dummy value, which is later ﬁlled
in during the post-link phase.
Figure 3(b) shows the corresponding unlock code for a
direct call. This code will ensure that k is set to the proper
value for the called function before clearing k back to 0.
Figure 3(c) shows two transformations. First, because this
is an indirect call operation, a lock is inserted before the call.
As before, this lock ensures that k is 0 (unlocked). It then
sets k to the proper value for an indirect call (1). After the
call returns, a special variant of the unlock code is inserted.
This variant must verify that k contains a value corresponding to an indirectly callable function, i.e., a negative value.
Therefore, the ﬁrst two lines of this unlock will compare k
to 0 and abort if k ≥ 0. Otherwise, k will be unlocked.
Figure 3(d) shows the code inserted at the site of a label
which may be indirectly called or jumped to. This unlock
code corresponds to the lock set in the ﬁrst top half of Figure 3(c). This code may be reached via an indirect call or
jump, in which case k = 1, or it may be accessed via a direct call or jump, in which case no locking has taken place
and k = 0. Therefore, this unlock code must accept only
those cases. To achieve this, we switch to using an unsigned
compare. To determine if k is 0 or 1, we compare it to 1
u
and abort if and only if k > 1; otherwise, k is unlocked and
execution continues.

     

 

It is important to note that, in principle, the concept of a
call graph only exists in the realm of higher level languages
such as C. Assembly code need not respect this concept.
For example, it is possible for one hand-coded (or compileroptimized) function to jump or fall through into another
without using a call instruction. In addition, the diﬀerentiation between a full-ﬂedged function and a mere label in
GNU assembly language is merely based on naming – local labels start with .L. However, hand-coders of assembly
language need not follow this convention, as the only consequence for making all symbols global is some confusion when
using the debugger.
Therefore, it was necessary to ensure that all manually
written assembly code (such as that found in dietlibc) be

4
ELF binary objects in Linux are composed of multiple sections, such a .text for code and .data for writable data.
Arbitrary new sections can be introduced as needed and do
not aﬀect normal operation of the program. These sections
are present in object ﬁles and linked together when building the ﬁnal binary, at which time any symbols used are
resolved.




   
 
 



 






 
 

  








   


 

  


 

 
 
   



 












Figure 3: Code transformations responsible for control ﬂow locking. Some transformations for alignment are
also shown: the macros aligned_ret and aligned_call are the same as the normal ret and call instructions,
except they restrict the operand to align to a 32-byte boundary.
original bug being exploited. In addition, we note that it
is possible to mechanically determine if a binary has been
properly compiled with CFL protection. This is a straightforward extension of the reliable disassembly method introduced in Native Client [36]. Once the alignment rules
have been conﬁrmed, the only extension needed is to verify
that all indirect control ﬂow transfers have corresponding
lock and unlock code. Because 32-byte alignment eliminates
the possibility of unintended code, this check is simply a
straightforward scan of the disassembled binary. This means
that system-wide CFL protection can be enforced by including such a veriﬁcation routine in the OS binary loader.

made to conform to the same rules as code generated by the
C compiler (or at least have the exceptions noted explicitly).
To this end, minor changes were made to dietlibc to explicitly indicate fall-through, and direct jumps between functions were detected and automatically annotated as well.
When two functions have such a relationship, we say that
they are jump-connected. Further, jump-connectedness is
a transitive relationship, so if A and B are each jumpconnected to C, then A is jump-connected to B, and vice
versa. Detecting such cases is necessary, because a function
may return on behalf of another. In this case, the k value
for the return lock code must match for the two functions.
Therefore, where previously we have made reference to
the list of callers of a function, a more accurate description
would be the list of callers to all functions jump-connected
to the one under consideration.





 

In this section, we ﬁrst present the security analysis on
the protection oﬀered by CFL. Next, we measure the performance overhead of our prototype.



 

To evaluate the performance impact of CFL, we built a
number of C based benchmarks from the SPEC CPU 2000
and SPEC CPU 2006 suites, as well as some common UNIX
utilities. The SPEC CPU benchmarks were run using their
standard reference workloads. The workload for the UNIX
utilities were similar to those used in the evaluation of GFree [34]: md5sum computed the MD5 hash of a 2GB ﬁle,
grep searched a 2GB text ﬁle for a short regular expression, and dd created a 4GB ﬁle on disk by copying blocks
from /dev/zero. These applications were built using four
diﬀerent assembly rewriter algorithms:

 

In order to analyze the security provided by CFL, we will
review each possible destination for a ret instruction or indirect jmp or call that has been exploited. The possible
targets under consideration are the nodes of our indirect
CFG (ret, indirect jmp/call, function entry points, and return sites) as well as system call sites. Table 2 enumerates
all possible destinations and their eventual outcomes.
In this table, the only outcomes that do not result in the
software aborting are those on the valid CFG. The case of
control ﬂow arriving “before an indirectly callable function”
requires clariﬁcation: because functions are n-byte aligned,
the only code available before a function is the content of the
previous function, and all control ﬂow paths in that function
must end in a ret (or an equivalent operation, such as a
direct jmp to another function). Therefore, there is no lockfree code path available before a function entry point that
would fall through into the function itself.
In Table 2, where “preceding code” may be executed, this
cannot include system calls, so the only side eﬀect is a change
to program memory and CPU state. However, recall that
the attacker’s ability to alter CPU and memory state is already assumed, based on the threat model (presented at
the start of this section). Therefore, an attacker attempting a code-reuse attack on a CFL-enabled binary achieves
no greater control of the program than was provided by the

• None: No changes made.
• Just alignment: Only the alignment rules needed to
preclude unintended code are implemented.
• Single-bit CFL: The degenerate single-bit jump locking algorithm in which the only values for k are 0 and
1. The unlock code is simpliﬁed, as it need not check
for a locked state, and will instead simple set k to 0.
• Full CFL: The complete control ﬂow locking scheme.
Overhead was computed for the latter three algorithms
compared to “None” as the base case; these results are presented in Figure 4. Overall performance impact can be divided into four categories.
First, many of the workloads (mcf, milc, lbm, md5sum,
grep, and dd) exhibited negligible overhead. These applications likely did not perform a large amount of control ﬂow
compared to useful computation, i.e., control ﬂow operations
were not on the critical path. This may be due to their
primary computation being implemented as coarse-grained,
long-running functions, or (in the case of dd) another resource such as IO being on the critical path.
Second, the compression benchmarks gzip and bzip2 incurred 2–3% overhead just due to alignment, then almost



If control ﬂow is directed...

Then the system will...

at or before a ret instruction
at or before an indirect jmp/call
before an indirectly callable function
at a valid function entry point (for jmp/call)
at an invalid indirectly callable function
at a valid return site (for ret)
at an invalid return site
before a return site (i.e. before a direct call)
at or before a syscall

run preceding code; abort due to pre-ret lock
run preceding code; abort due to pre-call lock
abort due to a lock within the previous function
proceed normally (valid control ﬂow transfer)
abort on unlock due to k mismatch
proceed normally (valid control ﬂow transfer)
abort on unlock due to k mismatch
enter function; abort at the next lock operation
run preceding code; abort due to pre-syscall trap

Table 2: Possible paths of exploited control ﬂow and their outcomes.
al. [13], CPU2000’s gap benchmark, saw 31% overhead.
The CFL technique provides equivalent protection with 21%
overhead for this workload. For the other benchmarks available for direct comparison (bzip2, gzip, and twolf), CFI
achieved overheads between 0% and 5%; CFL achieves comparable results. A direct comparison between these ﬁgures
isn’t strictly possible, as the CFI work was conducted on a
diﬀerent OS and CPU, and the source code for the system
is not available. However, CFL likely compares favorably
in the general case because it involves a similar amount of
instrumentation, but incurs strictly less L1 data cache pressure compared to CFI. The reason for this is as follows.
The x86 L1 cache is split between instructions and data. In
CFI, when the destination is checked, memory at the jump
target must be loaded as data in the cache. Then, after
the comparison succeeds and control moves to the target,
the same memory must be loaded again, this time into the
instruction side of the L1 cache. In contrast, the CFL technique places the key values as immediate operands within
the instructions being executed, removing the need for this
double-load behavior. In short, CFL executes similar operations at each control ﬂow transfer while removing needless
data cache pressure.
With regard to the G-Free system, making a comparison
is diﬃcult because the published evaluation in that work
was limited to IO-bound and computation-kernel workloads5
[34]. As such, without a direct comparison of G-Free across a
larger number of workloads, it is diﬃcult to speak generally
about the relative performance it versus CFL. Nevertheless,
for the metrics that are available, the CFL technique is competitive. Four benchmarks are shared between this work and
G-Free’s evaluation: gzip, grep, dd, and md5sum. For gzip,
CFL achieved roughly equal overhead to G-Free: 3%. For
the others, CFL achieved essentially zero overhead (within
the standard deviation), whereas G-Free incurred between
0.6% and 2.6% overhead6 . These results are promising, but
inconclusive. It is possible that neither technique is superior
in all cases; there may be a trade-oﬀ that makes one of the
two schemes more eﬃcient for a given application.

no additional overhead from the inclusion of CFL. That is,
the no-ops and address masking operations involved in preventing unintended code accounted for almost the entirety
of overhead for these workloads.
Third, the performance of art is an interesting case. In
single-bit CFL, it incurs almost 5% overhead, but yields
near-zero overhead for plain alignment and full CFL. This
case is puzzling, and it may be related to an idiosyncrasy of
working with the x86 assembly language and microarchitecture. Modern x86 CPUs are super-scalar out-of-order processors with complex branch and value prediction and multiple layers of cache. In addition, some instructions have multiple forms with diﬀering lengths. For example, the conditional jump instruction can be short (encoded in 2 bytes for
distances less than 128 bytes) or long (encoded in 6 bytes for
larger distances). Therefore, it is possible for assembly-level
modiﬁcations to have unexpected subtle eﬀects on performance. For example, insertion of a three-instruction “lock”
code may make a conditional jump go from short to long
form, which in turn may ripple down and aﬀect all subsequent alignment operations, which may in turn alter how the
code ﬁts into the CPU instruction cache or the contention
for functional units within the ALU. It is very diﬃcult to
identify how these subtle changes may aﬀect a given process’s execution on a given CPU, so it is not clear that such
eﬀects are the necessarily culprit with art, but given that
full CFL involves strictly more inserted code than singlebit CFL, yet has less overhead here, it is the best theory
available to explain this case.
Fourth, some workloads (gap, twolf, and sjeng) exhibited signiﬁcant overhead as more and more instructions were
added to govern control ﬂow operations. It is likely that
these workloads make use of ﬁne-grained control ﬂow, such
as calling many short-lived functions, in the course of their
execution. This is supported through application proﬁling:
the gap benchmark, which saw the largest CFL overhead,
performed over 3.6×107 calls per second, whereas mcf, which
had negligible overhead, performed only 6.5×105 calls per
second. One interesting thing to note is that the CFL technique was applied with no modiﬁcation to the C optimizer;
it may be the case that adjustments could be made to the
optimizer to reﬂect the newly increased cost of control ﬂow
operations to mitigate this overhead. For example, the logic
that determines when a function should be inlined may need
to be re-calibrated to reﬂect the increased cost of function
calls. The question of how to mitigate the performance impact of CFL opens an interesting avenue for future work.
The CFL technique compares favorably against prior techniques. One of the highest overheads recorded for the control ﬂow integrity (CFI) technique proposed by Abadi et

5
Speciﬁcally, the evaluation did end-to-end protection for
six workloads: gzip, grep, dd, md5sum, ssh-keygen, and
lame. In addition, a wider selection of benchmarks was
tested with their technique protecting libc only, not the application code. Because control ﬂow is seldom on the critical
path within libc, these measurements fail to characterize the
performance of the G-Free system with a workload rich in
control ﬂow operations, so it is not possible to conclusively
compare those workloads to systems like CFL or CFI.
6
No information on test repetitions or measurement variance
was provided in [34].
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Figure 4: Performance overhead of various forms of the CFL technique.



 

within dynamic shared libraries, which is problematic, as
the library code pages would no longer be able to be shared.
One possible solution would be to add a layer of indirection
to the lookup of k values: instead of embedding the value
directly in the instruction, a lookup into a per-process table
could be substituted. It is not immediately clear what the
additional overhead of this modiﬁcation would be and we
leave it to our future work.
The G-Free technique, which modiﬁes assembly code to remove unintended indirect control ﬂow transfers, may present
an interesting extension to CFL. Currently, the problem of
unintended code is solved by imposing alignment based on
prior work on sandboxing [35, 36]. However, it may be possible to replace this technique with the branch-removal algorithm employed by G-Free, while leaving the actual control
ﬂow lock/unlock code as-is. This hybrid technique may have
performance beneﬁts which could make it more attractive
than the current G-Free or CFL systems. Examining this
possibility is another research question for us to explore.

It is important to clarify the precise security beneﬁt that
the CFL scheme oﬀers: it constrains the path of execution
to the software’s control ﬂow graph, allowing at most one violation, and guaranteeing that this violation cannot be used
to construct a malicious system call directly. In the following, we further elaborate our system and examine possible
limitations in our prototype.
First, we highlight that the protection is only as good as
the control ﬂow graph being enforced. In this implementation, an automatically derived graph was used. This graph
imposed tight restrictions on direct calls and their corresponding rets, and limited indirect call and jmp instructions to those entry points which were used indirectly in the
assembly code. The indirect call/jmp protection could be
improved if the programmer or higher-level language provided more precise insight into how indirect control ﬂow
transfers were to be used.
Second, our threat model presumes that the exploit in play
can be used to alter the application’s memory. The CFL
technique is only intended to mitigate the risk of a codereuse attack, which exploits the program’s control data. However, as Chen et al. correctly observed, “Non-control-data
attacks are realistic threats” [38]. That is, malicious attacks
on plain variables can yield signiﬁcant security problems,
including unauthorized access and privilege escalation. Further, one can easily imagine a scenario in which a pure-data
attack could even lead to malicious Turing complete behavior without altering control ﬂow. Interpreters are a straightforward example of this risk: overwriting the “code” being
interpreted yields arbitrary attacker-controlled behavior. As
such, the CFL technique is not a silver bullet for all the dangers posed by software exploits; it mitigates the threat posed
speciﬁcally by code-reuse attacks.
The implementation presented in Section 4 was based on
statically linked binaries. This was primarily for ease of implementation; there is no reason in principle why the technique could not be applied to dynamically linked binaries.
From a conceptual perspective, the conversion is straightforward: (1) the analysis of the call graph currently performed
in the post-ld phase would be moved to the runtime linker,
and (2) because we do not know at build time which exported symbols may be called indirectly, unlock code would
be inserted in all exported functions’ entry points, to be removed as needed by the runtime linker. Of course, the call
graph of diﬀerent programs would lead to diﬀerent k values

 

 

This paper presented a novel defense against code-reuse
attacks called control ﬂow locking (CFL). This technique
ensures that the control ﬂow graph of an application is deviated from no more than once, and that this deviation cannot be used to craft a malicious system call. CFL works
by performing a “lock” operation before each indirect control ﬂow transfer, with a corresponding “unlock” operation
present at valid destinations only. The technique has been
implemented in practice on a commodity x86 system, and it
has been shown to oﬀer performance overhead competitive
with existing techniques, achieving signiﬁcant gains in several benchmarks. CFL represents a step further to mitigate
code-reuse attacks with a small performance penalty.
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sic tools like disassemblers (e.g., IDAPro1 , OllyDbg2 ) and
decompilers [11], to static [10, 16] and dynamic tools [4, 31]
to analyze malware behaviors, to automatic malware clustering [3, 18] and classiﬁcation techniques [22, 1], to virtualization techniques for analyzing malware [13], to signatureand anomaly-base malware detection [20, 27, 17, 30], and
many others.
Although some of these techniques are designed to be able
to deal with zero-day malware, e.g., anomaly-based detection, the vast majority of them are based on understanding
of the existing malware techniques. Even anomaly-based
detection might not work when the technology used by malware changes (instead of new malware exploiting an unknown vulnerability). Return-oriented programming is an
example of such new malware technology.
Return-oriented programming (ROP) [26, 28] and its variations [7, 6, 14, 19, 21, 8, 5] have been shown to be able to
perform arbitrary computation without executing injected
code. They execute machine instructions immediately prior
to return (or return-like [7]) instructions within the existing program or library code. Since ROP does not execute
any injected code, it circumvents most measures that try to
prevent the execution of instructions from user-controlled
memory, e.g., the W ⊕ X protection mechanism [25].
One solution to this problem is to design patches to all
existing malware defense technologies so that they can cope
with return-oriented programming. Although not entirely
impossible, it is deﬁnitely not scalable due to the huge amount
of existing defense work. Even if it can be done, it will become a nightmare when yet another new malware technology
emerges.
Instead, we propose to automatically remove return-oriented
programming from a piece of malware before it is sent for
further analysis by existing malware defense tools. In this
paper, we design and implement deRop, an automatic tool
to convert shellcode3 using ROP into one that does not use

ABSTRACT
Over the last few years, malware analysis has been one of
the hottest areas in security research. Many techniques and
tools have been developed to assist in automatic analysis of
malware. This ranges from basic tools like disassemblers and
decompilers, to static and dynamic tools that analyze malware behaviors, to automatic malware clustering and classiﬁcation techniques, to virtualization technologies to assist
malware analysis, to signature- and anomaly-based malware
detection, and many others. However, most of these techniques and tools would not work on new attacking techniques, e.g., attacks that use return-oriented programming
(ROP).
In this paper, we look into the possibility of enabling existing defense technologies designed for normal malware to
cope with malware using return-oriented programming. We
discuss diﬃculties in removing ROP from malware, and design and implement an automatic converter, called deRop,
that converts an ROP exploit into shellcode that is semantically equivalent with the original ROP exploit but does not
use ROP, which could then be analyzed by existing malware
defense technologies. We apply deRop on four real ROP
malwares and demonstrate success in using deRop for the
automatic conversion. We further discuss applicability and
limitations of deRop.
Keywords: return-oriented programming, malware analysis
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INTRODUCTION

Malware analysis has been one of the hottest areas in security research in the last 10 to 20 years. Many techniques
and tools have been introduced and built to automatically
analyze and defend against malware. This ranges from ba-
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The payload of an ROP attack usually contains many gadgets of addresses, constants, and junks. There is usually no
instruction or code in an ROP payload, and strictly speaking we should not call it shellcode. Here we still use the
word shellcode to refer to payload of an attack in general,
should it use ROP or not.
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Figure 1: Special use of esp
ROP, while preserving the semantics of the original malware
shellcode. Note that here we focus on enabling existing malware analysis tools to work on the output of deRop. deRop
does not perform this analysis on the malware directly.
Removing return-oriented programming from malware is
non-trivial. Among the many diﬃculties (discussed in Section 3), the use of register esp in ROP shellcode is one of
the most important ones. Figure 1 shows an example in
which esp is used as a stack pivot [2] to chain the execution
of gadgets (address words pointing to “hidden” instructions
and data) in ROP. The stack layouts on the left and right
show the content of esp and eax when instructions pointed
to by the two gadgets start getting executed, respectively.
It is relatively easy to ﬁnd out all the “hidden” instructions
to be executed pointed to by the gadgets, however, deRop
cannot simply take these instructions as the output of the
conversion. For example, the instruction <xchg esp, eax>
pointed to by one of the gadgets is used to update the value
of esp so that it points to the next gadget to be executed.
In this sense, esp in ROP serves the functionality of eip.
<xchg esp, eax>, therefore, is not really part of the instructions this attack tries to execute, and should not be part of
the output of deRop.
Another diﬃculty is to be able to ﬁnd out the next gadget
(and the corresponding “hidden” instructions). Intuitively,
dynamic analysis could help solve this relatively easily. However, it comes with a price of having to execute the malware
in the analysis, which is a big disadvantage considering the
security of the analysis platform. Therefore, one of the criteria we have in designing deRop is to use static analysis to
simulate the updates to esp as much as possible, and only
resolve to dynamic analysis when needed.
We design and implement deRop to automatically convert
shellcode using ROP into one that does not use ROP. deRop
relies heavily on static analysis without executing the malware, with a minimum of dynamic analysis only to ﬁnd the
location of the ﬁrst gadget in the malware payload and to
ﬁnd the initial value of esp, which are hard to obtain reliably with static analysis alone. We apply deRop on four
real ROP malwares and manually verify that the output
of deRop does not make use of ROP, and is semantically
equivalent to the original ROP malware. We also discuss
applicability of deRop and its limitations.

2.
2.1

to perform arbitrary computation. ROP is also ported to
other platforms such as SPARC [6], ARM [21], Harvard [14],
and voting machines [8]. Besides that, Hund et al. [19] make
use of ROP to propose Return-Oriented Rootkits, which can
bypass kernel code integrity protection mechanisms. Li et
al. [23] propose the corresponding “return-less” kernels to
defeat Return-Oriented Rootkits. However, ROP is recently
extended to use return-less gadgets to achieve the same effect [7, 5].

2.2

Defense of ROP

With the development of ROP, some researches are seeking ways to detect and prevent ROP attacks. One direction
is to make use of the characteristics of ROP, e.g., short pieces
of instructions ended by a ret. Davi et al. [12] and Chen et
al. [9] make use of dynamic binary instrumentation frameworks to instrument program code. When the number of
consecutive sequences of ﬁve or fewer instructions ending in
a return reaches a threshold, it will trigger an alarm. Another direction is to look for violations of last-in, ﬁrst-out
invariants of the stack data structure that call and return
instructions usually maintain in normal benign programs.
Buchanan et al. [6] suggest to maintain a shadow returnaddress stack, which can be used to defend against ROP.
Francillon et al. [15] implement a shadow return-address
stack in hardware for an Atmel AVR microcontroller such
that only call and return instructions can modify the returnaddress stack.
Davi et al. [12] claim that it is possible to extend their
ROP defender with a frequency measurement unit to detect
attacks with return-less ROP. The idea is that pop-jump sequences are uncommon in ordinary programs, while returnless ROP [7] invokes such a sequence after each instruction
sequence.
Most recently, Onarlioglu et al. [24] propose G-Free, which
is a compiler-based approach to defeat against any possible
form of ROP. Their solution is to eliminate all unaligned
free-branch instructions inside a binary executable, and to
prevent aligned free-branch instructions from being misused.
Unlike these defense mechanisms, deRop does not try to
detect or stop ROP. Instead, it converts any (attack) program that uses ROP into one that does not. This has huge
implication on the applicability of existing malware analysis
tools and they could now be used to analyze ROP attacks.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.3

Existing malware analysis tools

There have been many malware analysis tools proposed.
Some examples include disassemblers (e.g. IDAPro, OllyDbg) and decompilers (e.g., HexRays decompiler4 ), static [10,
16] and dynamic tools [4, 31] to analyze malware behav-

ROP and its variations

Shacham et al. propose Return-Oriented Programming
(ROP) in 2007 [28]. ROP uses a large number of instruction
sequences from the original program and the libraries, and
chains these instruction sequences ending with ret together
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iors, automatic malware clustering [3, 18] and classiﬁcation
techniques [22, 1], virtualization techniques for analyzing
malware [13], signature- and anomaly-base malware detection [20, 27, 17, 30], and many others.
Most, if not all, of these techniques were proposed to analyze traditional malware without considering ROP. In fact,
most of them were proposed before ROP was introduced.
Traditional malware code (usually in form of shellcode) is
very diﬀerent from ROP in that ROP shellcode consists of
addresses, constants and junks but not instructions. Therefore, direct applications of such tools on ROP code will likely
fail.
In this paper, we are not trying to propose a new design
of these malware analysis tools so that they could work on
ROP. There are too many such tools proposed and it is not
practical or scalable to patch all of them. Instead, we propose an automatic converter, called deRop, to convert ROP
shellcode into its semantically equivalent non-ROP shellcode
so that any of the existing malware analysis tools can analyze it.

3.

the output non-ROP shellcode is developed to keep track on
them.

3.4

Some gadgets in ROP are used to call functions. This is
usually achieved by stack pivot instructions or <pushad> followed by ret. One may argue that no special treatment is
needed for function calls as we can simply inline their body
to remove ROP and preserve semantics at the same time.
However, the objective of deRop is to enable other malware
analyzers to be able to analyze the resulting non-ROP shellcode, therefore being able to recognize these function calls
and to conform to normal function call conventions is important. Diﬃculties here include identifying gadgets that
perform function calls and parameter usage (e.g., parameters being constants or pointers) for the call.

3.5

DIFFICULTIES

4.

Locations of gadgets

4.1

Overview

Although converting ROP shellcode to non-ROP shellcode to be analyzed by existing malware analysis tools is
non-trivial (see diﬃculties discussed in Section 3), we design and implement deRop, an automatic tool to remove
return-oriented programming from a piece of code. Figure 2
shows an overview of the design of deRop.
deRop ﬁrst uses a customized debugger to ﬁnd out the
locations of of the ﬁrst two gadgets in the input ROP shellcode. This is the only component in deRop that uses dynamic analysis, and our special design of the debugger makes
sure that potentially harmful instructions in the attack code
do not get executed (we don’t even take the ROP shellcode
as input to the vulnerable program).
After ﬁnding out the locations of the ﬁrst two gadgets in
the ROP shellcode, deRop uses a loop to analyze each individual gadget. This step of the analysis employs only static
analysis techniques to simulate the execution of each gadget,
and then output instructions that do not use ROP. During
the simulation, deRop keeps track of many important information including the register values, mapping between addresses of instructions and data in the ROP input shellcode
and non-ROP output shellcode. Finally, deRop performs a
post-processing to improve the output shellcode so that it
can be readily analyzed by existing malware analyzers.

Keeping track of esp

As pointed out in Section 1, esp in ROP shellcode has
a special usage as a global state pointer whose function is
to get the address of the next group of instructions, just
like eip in normal programs. We need to keep track on the
value of esp, e.g., to locate the next gadget to be used in
the execution. This is non-trivial especially in sophisticated
ROP shellcode that has conditional branches.

3.3

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF
deRop

In this section, we detail the design and implementation
of deRop. We ﬁrst give an overview of the design in Section 4.1, and then present a running example to aid the
explanation (see Section 4.2). Section 4.3, Section 4.4, and
Section 4.5 describe the three main steps in the design of
deRop. Finally, we brieﬂy describe how deRop is implemented in Section 4.6.

The payload of an ROP attack would usually leave some
junk before the ﬁrst gadget, e.g., if the exploit is via a buﬀer
overﬂow. Therefore, deRop needs to ﬁnd a way of locating
the ﬁrst gadget in the ROP shellcode. In some SEH exploits,
there are even junks between the ﬁrst and the second gadget
since where esp points to might not follow the location of
the return address. Although deRop tries to use static analysis as much as possible and tries to avoid using dynamic
analysis (see discussion in Section 1), locating the ﬁrst two
gadgets in an ROP attack using static analysis turns out to
be unreliable, and therefore we customize a debugger to do
it instead. Note that the debugger never runs any malicious
code.

3.2

Loops

Loops in ROP are usually implemented using stack pivot
to perform conditional jumps. The diﬃculty here inlcudes
identifying loops as well as ﬁnding out the actual condition
of the loop. deRop uses some heuristics to handle these
diﬃculties, which turn out to be eﬀective in our experiments.

In Section 1, we brieﬂy discuss why existing malware analysis tools are not able to analyze ROP shellcode eﬀectively.
In this section, we detail the diﬃculties involved in designing deRop, which takes input some shellcode that uses ROP
and outputs non-ROP shellcode to be analyzed by existing
malware analysis tools.

3.1

Function calls

Stack layout and constant relocation

ROP and non-ROP code load constants into registers in
very diﬀerent ways. Traditional shellcode usually uses <mov
reg, imm>, while ROP shellcode usually pre-arranges the
constant on the stack, and then uses <pop reg> to load the
constant into a register. Therefore, deRop needs to relocate
the constants in its transformation, and the input and output of deRop has very diﬀerent stack layout. A mapping
between these constants in the input ROP shellcode and

4.2

A running example

Due to the complexity of certain parts of deRop, we ﬁnd it
easier to understand if we explain it with a simple example.



Figure 2: Overview of deRop
We use a real ROP exploit from exploit-db5 which exploits
CoolPlayer 2.186 with DEP (Data Execution Prevention) .
The transferred results are shown in Table 1.
We choose this ROP exploit because it is simple and exhibits a typical structure of existing ROP exploits in that
they ﬁrst use ROP to perform a crucial step in the attack,
and then trigger a piece of traditional (non-ROP) shellcode to perform whatever the attacker wants to achieve.
In this particular example, the ROP part uses the function
SetProcessDEPPolicy() to disable DEP for the process, so
that the traditional shellcode in the data segment can be
executed.
The ﬁrst three columns of Table 1 show the structure of
this exploit, where the ﬁrst part contains junks to perform
buﬀer overﬂow, the second part uses 7 gadgets (the ﬁrst
gadget doesn’t play a role in this attack) to perform ROP,
and the last part contains the traditional non-ROP shellcode
to be executed. Gadget 2 to 6 are used to set up register
values to be pushed on the stack by gadget 7 using pushad.
The subsequent ret instruction causes the process to look
up a return address on the stack (which is located where esi
is pushed) and to transfer control to that location.
The stack layout right after pushad is executed is shown in
Figure 3. Gadget 6 and 5 set esi and edi as pointers to ret
instructions, which means that when control is transferred to
them, they do nothing but moves on. ebp is set to be the address of SetProcessDEPPolicy() by gadget 4, which, when
called, uses the value of ebx as its parameter. Gadget 2 and 3
set ebx to be 0, so that when SetProcessDEPPolicy(0) is
called, data execution prevention is disabled.

4.3

Figure 3: Stack layout right after pushad is executed
in our example
5
6

Locating gadgets

The ﬁrst challenge we face is to locate the gadgets in an
ROP exploit code. As discussed in Section 3 and shown
in Table 1, this is non-trivial since the ROP exploit may
contain junks before the ﬁrst gadget. In some cases, there
are even junks between the ﬁrst and the second gadgets. To
reliably ﬁnd out the locations of the ﬁrst and the second
gadgets, we design a debugger to dynamically monitor the
execution of the vulnerable program.
We stress that this is the only component of deRop that
does dynamic analysis, and deRop does it in such a way that
potentially harmful instructions in the attack code are never
executed.
We ﬁrst prepare a buﬀer that is of the same length of the
ROP exploit as shown in Figure 4 to be used to exploit the
vulnerable program. There are two index numbers in this
buﬀer — a byte-index number and a word-index number
denoted idxb (x) and idxw (x), respectively, where x is a 4byte word in the buﬀer. idxb (x) (2 bits long) appears in each
byte of x, and is used to ﬁnd the alignment oﬀset in case the
gadgets in the exploit are not aligned at multiples of 4-byte
words. idxw (x) (24 bits long) is used to tell which 4-byte
word the ﬁrst gadget is located7 . We execute the vulnerable
program, use this buﬀer to exploit it, and observe the values
of eip and esp when the exploit succeeds. The value of eip
tells us the size of the junk before the ﬁrst gadget, while the
value of esp tells us the size of the junk between the ﬁrst
two gadgets (indirectly).
When testing with the running example shown in Table 1,
our debugger ﬁnds that idxw (eip) = 55, idxw (esp) = 56, and
idxb (eip) = idxb (esp) = 0. This means that location of the
ﬁrst gadget is at an oﬀset of 55 × 4 + 0 = 220 bytes, and the
value of esp is at an oﬀset of 56 × 4 + 0 = 224 bytes before
the ﬁrst gadget executes.
Now we have managed to ﬁnd out the location of the ﬁrst
gadget without executing any potentially harmful instructions in the ROP exploit. The next is to ﬁnd out the location of the second gadget. As explained in Section 1, esp
plays the role of eip in ROP. Therefore, all we need is to
ﬁnd out the value of esp after the execution of (instructions
pointed to by) the ﬁrst gadget. This can be achieved by analyzing how such instructions change the value of esp, since
we already know the value of esp before the execution of the
ﬁrst gadget.
In our running example, the ﬁrst gadget points to the
instruction pop ecx (see Table 1), which added 4 to the
7
Note that the 8th bit is 1 instead of 0 in order to make sure
that none of the bytes in the buﬀer has a value of 0.

http://www.exploit-db.com/
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/15895/



Gadget #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 1: A
ROP shellcode
Payload
Instructions
“0x41” ×220 junk
0x7c9fb028
pop ecx
0x42424242
retn
0x7c9eaddd
pop ebx
0xffffffff
retn
0x77c127e1
inc ebx
retn
0x7c9ea67b
pop ebp
0x7c8922a4
retn
0x7c9eeb47
pop edi
0x7c9c1508
retn
0x7c9c204c
pop esi
0x7c9c2051
retn
0x7ca11073
pushad
retn
“0x90” ×10
240 bytes

running example
Resulting non-ROP shellcode
Initial results
Post-process

nop
shellcode

mov ecx,[0x12f1ab]

mov ecx,0x42424242

mov ebx,[0x12f1af]

mov ebx,0xffffffff

inc ebx

inc ebx

mov ebp, [0x12f1b3]

mov ebp, 0x7c8922a4

mov edi, [0x12f1b7]

mov edi, 0x7c9c1508

mov esi, [0x12f1bb]

mov esi, 0x7c9c2051

mov esp, 0x12f1bf
pushad
pop edi
jmp edi
0x42424242
0xffffffff
0x7c8922a4
0x7c9c1508
0x7c9c2051

mov esp, 0x12f1ab
pushad
pop edi
jmp edi
nil

Figure 4: Debugger payload format

4.4.1

value of esp. Therefore, we know that esp is at an oﬀset
of 224 + 4 = 228 bytes, which will also be the location of
the second gadget. Note that this means that there is no
junk between the ﬁrst two gadgets, since the size of the
ﬁrst gadget is 8, which is exactly the diﬀerence between the
oﬀsets of the ﬁrst two gadgets.
Locating subsequent gadgets follows the same idea by
monitoring the value of esp. Note that dynamic analysis
is not needed in locating subsequent gadgets, since all we
need is the change to esp as the result of executing (instructions pointed to by) the gadgets, which can be obtained by
static analysis.

4.4

Push and pop instructions

push and pop instructions are used very often in ROP. In
particular, they are used together to transfer the value of one
register to another, the latter typically being esp. ROP also
usually prepares constants in its payload, which are on the
stack during the initial exploit, and pops these constants
from the stack to various registers. A few examples are
shown in Table 1 in gadgets 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6.
Table 2 shows how deRop deals with push and pop instructions. In cases where push and pop are used together
(see the second row of Table 2), we use a mov instruction to
replace them, where addr1 is the location of the data that
is used to initialize eax. Note that here we do not replace
them with <mov ecx, eax>. The reason is that pop does
not clear the data (of eax) on the stack, and therefore such
data might be used again later in the ROP exploit. When
pop is used alone to assign a constant prepared on the stack
to a register, we replace pop with the corresponding mov
instruction as shown in Table 2.
An important requirement to enable this transformation
from ROP instructions to non-ROP instructions is that we
keep track on the location of data in memory. For example,
addr1 is the address of the data that is stored in eax, and
addr2 is the address of the data the ROP originally prepares

Removing ROP

As discussed in Section 3, removing ROP from an exploit
is not as simple as chaining all instructions pointed to by the
gadgets. We need to analyze the instructions pointed to by
each gadget one by one, and monitor 1) address of each instruction, 2) values of registers, and 3) addresses of memory
accesses. This is very similar to simulating the execution of
the ROP shellcode, although we perform all this statically
while preserving the semantics of the original ROP shellcode. Next, we detail how deRop deals with various types
of instructions pointed to by each gadget.



However, there is a special case we need to be careful of,
which is when esp points to a gadget that has been analyzed
by deRop. This happens in some advanced ROP shellcode
that does looping. deRop recognizes this by checking the
value of esp against addresses of all gadgets, and handles it
with a conditional jump instruction in the output.
In the second example shown in Table 4, deRop ﬁnds out
that esp = addr4 points to a gadget previously analyzed
that is located at an oﬀset of offset1. In this case, the
condition of the loop in the original ROP shellcode is represented by the value of eax, which equals to addr4 except in
the last round of the loop. Therefore, we compare the value
of eax and addr4 in the non-ROP shellcode, and continues
the loop by jumping to oﬀset offset1. Note that we apply
the same strategy in other cases where it is suspected that
a conditional jump is intended.

Table 2: Push and pop transferring example
ROP instructions
push eax; pop ecx
pop ecx

non-ROP instructions
mov ecx, [addr1]
mov ecx, [addr2]

on the stack. deRop keeps track on the addresses of them
in the process of analyzing the instructions.
Another challenge is that the memory layout of the ROP
exploit and the resulting non-ROP exploit might not be the
same. In our example shown in Table 1, the gadgets in
the payload contains constants, which is unique in ROP.
Non-ROP shellcode does not usually mix code and data together in such a special way (it may do so with immediates
as operands of instructions, which will be discussed in Section 4.5). Therefore, deRop relocates such data to another
location in memory, e.g., see the last 20 bytes of the initial
results presented in Table 1.

4.4.2

4.4.4

Memory related instructions

deRop deals with memory related instructions by setting
aside a memory region in the output of deRop to store constants, and keeping a mapping between the corresponding
constants in ROP and non-ROP shellcode. As shown in Table 1, the non-ROP shellcode reserves the last few bytes to
store 5 constants, which were originally located separately
in 5 diﬀerent gadgets.
Table 3 shows two examples of instructions that involve
memory access. In the ﬁrst example, the address 0x1234 is
outside the range of the ROP exploit code. For these type
of addresses, deRop keeps them unchanged. While in the
second example, the address 0x12345678 falls in the range
of the original ROP shellcode, and deRop replaces it with a
new memory location at the end of the resulting non-ROP
shellcode (addr3). deRop updates its mapping of the two
locations of this data so that future access of the same data
can be handled properly.
Table 3: Memory related instruction transferring
example
ROP instructions
add ecx,[0x1234]
add [0x12345678], ecx

4.4.3

non-ROP instructions
add ecx,[0x1234]
add [addr3], ecx

Stack pivot instructions

ROP shellcode typically uses stack pivot instructions to
set the value of esp. This is critical in ROP since esp has a
special usage as a global state pointer (just like eip) to get
the address of the next gadget.
deRop monitors all the stack pivot instructions (e.g., <add
esp, 8>; <xchg esp, eax>) to monitor the value of esp.
Note that deRop simply needs to monitor it so that it knows
where the next gadget is, while there does not need to have
any corresponding instructions in the output of deRop, see
the ﬁrst example in Table 4.
Table 4: Stack pivot transferring example
ROP instructions
add esp, 20
xchg eax, esp

Function calls

Function calls are common in ROP. Special handling of
function calls is not a necessity because as long as all instructions in the function are converted with semantics preserved,
deRop is sound. In the example shown in Table 1, we could
have continued our analysis after gadget 7, after which control is transferred to the function SetProcessDEPPolicy().
In that case we will be using deRop to analyze the body of
SetProcessDEPPolicy(), which is unnecessary (since this
function does not use ROP) and degrades readability (the
output of deRop will not show a function call but with the
body inlined). Due to these disadvantages, we decide to
make an eﬀort to recognize function calls and follow some
function call conventions in the output of deRop.
Recognizing function calls in ROP can be done by identifying some function characteristics of the epilogue and prologue. For example, the beginning of a function usually contains instructions to change the value of ebp, esp, etc. However, such characteristics are not reliable especially in release
versions of libraries, and we choose not to rely on them.
Instead, we use a simple but reliable heuristic that the
number of instructions in a function is usually much larger
than that in instructions pointed by gadgets in ROP. In
particular, the number of instructions pointed to by a gadget
is usually smaller than 5, while there are usually more than
50 instructions in a function. We therefore set a threshold of
50 in recognizing functions. Even if we fail to identify some
very small functions using this heuristic, the drawback is
minimal as not following function call convention for such a
small function would not have seriously aﬀected the malware
analyzer’s performance. Another heuristic deRop uses is to
match the destination address with those in the export table
(Windows) or GOT/PLT (Linux). If the address exists in
the tables, it obviously corresponds to a library function call.
After identifying a function call, deRop chains the parameters, variables, and the return address on the stack in
the right order and then updates esp to point to the ﬁrst
parameter. In cases where the parameters or variables are
pointers, deRop also prepares the corresponding data and
structure pointed to by these parameters and variables.
In the example shown in Table 1, there are two things
to do to make sure that the function call works well in the
resulting non-ROP shellcode. One is to set up esp as the
return address after the function returns. This is simply the
current value of esp in the non-ROP shellcode, which will be
the value of eip when the non-ROP shellcode is executed.

non-ROP instructions
nil
cmp eax, addr4; jz offset1



The other is to set up edi as the target of the jump, which is
the address of the function to be called. We use jmp instead
of call instruction because the execution of call pushes the
address of the next instruction on the stack, which diverges
the ROP execution.

4.4.5

then adds a decoder to the ﬁnal shellcode to be executed at
the beginning of the exploit to restore the original value.

4.5.3

Unconditional jump instructions

An ROP exploit might use unconditional jumps to execute some instruction sequences indirectly. For example,
the gadget may point to <jmp eax> while eax points to the
instructions to be executed. In this case, deRop simply recursively applies the analyzing process on the instructions
at the jump target.

4.4.6

4.6

Other instructions

Post-processing

There are a few steps that we can perform after all gadgets
are analyzed. The purpose of this post-processing is to make
the output of deRop look more similar to traditional nonROP shellcode.

4.5.1

Data in memory

As discussed in Section 4.4, we relocate some data/constant
in the original ROP shellcode to a speciﬁc location in the
output of deRop, e.g., the last 20 bytes of the initial results
presented in Table 1. This output is correct in the sense
that it is semantically equivalent to the original ROP, but
traditional non-ROP shellcode might not do this, e.g., the
constants are usually directly inserted into code as operands
instead of being stored at a diﬀerent location on the stack.
Moreover, using a speciﬁc location in memory makes the
output of deRop dependent on a speciﬁc execution instance.
For example, such non-ROP shellcode might not execute
well in diﬀerent running instances of an ASLR [29, 32] system.
deRop performs its post-processing to ﬁnd out the use of
such data throughout the program/malware. If the data is
not directly used as a parameter of a function to be called,
and is not being accessed more than once, then deRop replaces the memory access with the immediate value in the
operand of the instruction, and also deletes the data from
its allocated memory location in the initial result8 . In our
example shown in Table 1, this applies to gadget 1, 2, 4, 5,
and 6. We can see that all the 20 bytes at the end of the
non-ROP shellcode are gone after post-processing, and the
memory accesses are replaced by immediate values in the
instructions. Under ASLR, we set it as an option for deRop
to change the absolute addresses into relative addresses (i.e.,
oﬀsets from the base of the resulting non-ROP shellcode).

4.5.2

Implementation

We have implemented deRop in C++ with Visual Studio 6.0 with less then 2,000 lines of code. deRop now is
implemented as a prototype, but using deRop as a product (e.g., running deRop on end user machines) is just a
engineering problem. We believe deRop can be ﬁtted into
large system for malware detection and analysis. It consists
of two components, a debugger and an analyzer. The debugger takes as input the length of the original ROP shellcode and the vulnerable application, and outputs the oﬀsets of the ﬁrst gadget and the value of esp when control is
ﬁrst transferred to the exploit code. It uses some Windows
API (e.g., WaitForDebugEvent(), GetThreadContext() and
ContinueDebugEvent()) to get debug information and constructs a special buﬀer which is shown in Figure 4.
The analyzer takes input the information from the debugger as well as the original ROP shellcode, removes ROP
from it and outputs the non-ROP shellcode. The implementation of it uses a third-party tool ndisasm9 to disassemble
the binary code pointed to by addresses in the gadgets.
With the implementation of deRop, we run some ROP
exploit examples for evaluation, and show our results in Section 5.

These instructions can be processed easily since they do
not involve reading/writing of memory locations, changing
of stack layout, or changing of control ﬂow. We simply copy
these instructions to the output of deRop. Examples include
<xor eax, ebx>, <add eax, ebx>, and many others.

4.5

Return address

In cases where the exploit payload is to overﬂow a buﬀer
to overwrite the return address, deRop replaces the word
that overwrites the return address with the address of the
start of the resulting shellcode.
Note that the processing of null-bytes and return address
are needed only if the output of deRop is used directly to
exploit the vulnerable program.

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we report success in applying deRop to four
real-world ROP exploits. In all four cases, deRop manages
to remove ROP and output the semantically equivalent nonROP shellcode. We use the resulting non-ROP shellcode to
exploit the vulnerable programs, and conﬁrm that the same
behaviors are observed in the original ROP exploit and the
non-ROP exploit.
The ﬁrst two columns of Table 5 summarize the four vulnerable applications and the corresponding exploits we use
in our evaluation. The exploits are all published at Exploit
Database10 and tested on Windows XP SP3. Note that a
common feature in these ROP exploits is that they use ROP
to call SetProcessDEPPolicy() to make the appended nonROP shellcode executable. Some of them do this by calling
VirtualProtect(). In this sense, these four examples are
relatively easy as the ROP portion performs limited functionality. We stress that we choose these four examples not
because of their simplicity. It is simply because the fact that
most current real-world ROP exploits use this strategy.
The last three columns of Table 5 show the result of our
debugger in locating the gadgets (see Section 4.3). Note that
in two of the exploits the ﬁrst gadget is located at a large
oﬀset, and deRop manages to ﬁnd it.

Null-bytes

Exploit payloads usually require that null-bytes do not
exist, since it truncates the payload in various operations.
deRop ﬁrst encodes all null-bytes into non-zero values, and
8
In cases where pushad is used to prepare data (parameters,
variables, and return address) of a function call, deRop also
replaces them with the corresponding immediate values.

9
10



http://www.nasm.us/doc/nasmdoca.html
http://www.exploit-db.com

Table 5: Locating gadgets in ROP exploits
Vulnerable application
CoolPlayer 2.18
WM Downloader 3.1.2.2
MP3-Nator
SnackAmp

5.1

Exploit
DEP bypass
Buﬀer overﬂow & DEP bypass
Buﬀer overﬂow & SEH-DEP bypass
Buﬀer overﬂow & SEH-DEP bypass

Results of removing ROP from four realworld exploits

5.2.5

• there is a lot of junk among gadgets in ROP;
• most of the push, pop, and esp-related instructions are
removed in the output non-ROP shellcode.

Other observations and discussions

We also encounter some special situations when applying
deRop on these real-world ROP exploits.

6.

System call

ASLR

The address of the stack is diﬀerent in diﬀerent running
instances of the same program under address space randomization. deRop is capable of removing ROP from exploits
that execute on ASLR systems. Note that due to the postprocessing of data in memory as discussed in Section 4.5,
the output of deRop is also independent of any speciﬁc running instance. That is, although the output of the dynamic
analysis of deRop (value of esp) diﬀers in each running instance, the output of deRop can be always the same, and
is semantically equivalent to the original ROP and executes
on the vulnerable application in all running instances.

5.2.4

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS

In this paper, we design and implement deRop to remove return-oriented programming from malware instances.
deRop enables malware analyzers to use many existing malware analysis tools to analyze ROP-based malware, which
has not been taken into consideration when the existing
analysis tools were designed and built. deRop is a fully
automated tool that preserves the semantics of the original
malware. We evaluate deRop by applying it to four realworld ROP exploits and demonstrate its success in removing
ROP and preserving semantics.
We have discussed some of the limitations of deRop in
previous sections, e.g., its output is one running instance
speciﬁc in ASLR. Besides that, deRop needs dynamically
executing the vulnerable application in order to locate the
gadgets in the ROP exploit. However, we stress that this
dynamic analysis does not involve running any potentially
harmful instructions in the original ROP exploit code. One
last limitation of deRop is that its output might still be
slightly diﬀerent from traditional shellcode even with the
post-processing. For example, the output of deRop calls a
function using jmp.

ROP can be used to make system calls, which is common
on Linux. deRop is able to address this in the same way of
handling functions as discussed in Section 4.4. deRop recognizes system call making by looking for <call *%gs:0x10>,
which is the new system call instruction on Linux.

5.2.3

Semantically equivalent instructions

Non-ROP shellcode in ROP exploits

This is the case for most real-world ROP exploits. ROP
ﬁrst calls a function which makes the non-ROP shellcode executable, and then transfers control to the non-ROP shellcode. This shows the importance of deRop being able to
recognize function calls in ROP so that the output of deRop
can be easily analyzed by existing malware analysis tools.

5.2.2

Value of esp
0x12F18C
0x0DC5C0
0x12FBB8
0x12FA80

As discussed in Section 4.4, for diﬀerent kinds of special
instructions, we use corresponding instructions to replace
them. Based on the characteristics of ROP and stack , we
select the most direct and uniform instructions which are
certain. Actually, for diﬀerent ROP shellcode, the transferring processes are a little diﬀerent and there are multiple semantically equivalent instructions, so deRop provides
the post-processing to optimize the resulting non-ROP shellcode. The post-processing described in Section 4.5 is just to
optimize the memory related instructions. There may be
more direct and simpler but equivalent instructions to optimize other types of instructions, which related to equivalent
semantic technique and we leave it for future work.

• the instruction sequence pointed to by each gadget
usually contains only less than 5 instructions;

5.2.1

Oﬀset of esp
216 bytes
17,440 bytes
32 bytes
10,570 bytes

When come to return-less ROP, through it does not use ret
instruction sequences ending with ret, there are also similar
instructions act like ret, e.g., jmp instruction and pop-jmp
instructions are used to chain next gadget. Thus, we can
simply monitor the ret-like instructions rather than ret instruction to apply deRop in return-less ROP.

Table 6 shows the results of removing ROP from these
four exploits. An interesting observation is that the output
non-ROP shellcode and the original ROP shellcode are of
about the same size. This is a bit counter-intuitive since
each gadget in ROP points to a sequence of instructions,
which is supposed to be longer than the gadget itself. Our
investigation into the details reveal that this is because

5.2

Oﬀset of 1st gadget
212 bytes
17,432 bytes
28 bytes
10,564 bytes
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ABSTRACT

discovered in Adobe Reader in 2008–2010, which has led to numerous security-related updates. The severity of security problems has somewhat abated with the introduction of the sandboxing
technology—which has not been compromised to date—in Adobe
Reader X (version 10). The underlying code base, however, still
remains vulnerable, and some critical patches were issued earlier
this year [2, 3].
The vulnerabilities of Adobe Reader can be classiﬁed into three
categories. The earliest—and the largest—class of vulnerabilities
arises from bugs in the implementation of the Adobe JavaScript
API. This API signiﬁcantly extends the JavaScript functionality in
the speciﬁc context of PDF documents. The second class of vulnerabilities is rooted in non-JavaScript features of Adobe Reader
but typically requires JavaScript for exploitation, e.g. using heap
spraying. Examples of such vulnerabilities are the JBIG2 ﬁlter (e.g.
CVE-2009-0658) and the heap overﬂow (e.g. CVE-2009-1862) exploits. Finally, the smallest class of vulnerabilities, e.g. the ﬂawed
embedded TrueType font handling (CVE-2010-0195), does not involve JavaScript functionality.
Unlike other modern exploitation techniques such as drive-bydownloads, SQL injection or cross-site scripting, the PDF-based
attacks have not received signiﬁcant attention in the research community so far. Previous work in this ﬁeld has mostly focused on
dynamic analysis techniques. For example, well-known sandboxes
JSand [7] and CWSandbox [26] have been adapted to the analysis
of malicious PDF documents. Due to their heavy instrumentation
and security risks associated with dynamic analysis, the practical
applicability of such approaches is limited to malware research systems. For the end-user systems, some early work on the detection
of potential exploits in PDF documents [13, 21] has gone largely
unnoticed, and in practice the detection of malicious PDF documents still hinges upon signatures provided by security vendors.
In this paper, we explore static analysis techniques for detection
of JavaScript-based PDF exploits. Our aim is to develop eﬃcient
detection methods suitable for deployment on end-user systems as
well as in the networking infrastructure, e.g. email gateways and
HTTP proxies. We present the tool PJScan2 that is capable of reliably detecting PDF attacks with operational false positive rates
in the promille range. The low computational overhead of PJScan
makes it very attractive for large-scale analysis of PDF data.
Conceptually, PJScan is closely related to static analysis techniques for detection of browser-based JavaScript attacks. Similarly
to the recent work of Rieck et al. [19], our methodology is based
on lexical analysis of JavaScript code and uses machine learning to
automatically construct models from available data for subsequent
classiﬁcation of new data. The crucial diﬀerence from browser-

Despite the recent security improvements in Adobe’s PDF viewer,
its underlying code base remains vulnerable to novel exploits. A
steady ﬂow of rapidly evolving PDF malware observed in the wild
substantiates the need for novel protection instruments beyond the
classical signature-based scanners. In this contribution we present
a technique for detection of JavaScript-bearing malicious PDF documents based on static analysis of extracted JavaScript code. Compared to previous work, mostly based on dynamic analysis, our
method incurs an order of magnitude lower run-time overhead and
does not require special instrumentation. Due to its eﬃciency we
were able to evaluate it on an extremely large real-life dataset obtained from the VirusTotal malware upload portal. Our method
has proved to be eﬀective against both known and unknown malware and suitable for large-scale batch processing.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Software]: Operating Systems—Security and Protection;
I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies]: Artiﬁcial Intelligence—Learning

Keywords
Malware detection, malicious JavaScript, PDF documents, machine
learning

1.

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the ﬁrst critical vulnerability in Adobe
Reader in 20081 the Portable Document Format (PDF) has become
one of the main attack vectors used by miscreants. PDF-based attacks were the most frequently used remote exploitation technique
in 2009 with a proud share of 49%. Two speciﬁc PDF-based vulnerabilities were ranked second and ﬁfth among all vulnerabilities
discovered in 2009 [1]. Overall, more than 50 vulnerabilities were
1
collab.CollectEmailInfo (CVE-2007-5659): known, as usual, well
ahead of an exploit.
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bear this notice and the full citation on the ﬁrst page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speciﬁc
permission and/or a fee.
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Copyright 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0672-0/11/12 ...$10.00.

2
The source code of PJScan and its underlying library libPDFJS
can be found at http://sf.net/p/{pjscan|libpdfjs}.



2. Fully static detection of malicious JavaScript. We describe
a method for discrimination between malicious and benign
JavaScript instances based on lexical analysis and anomaly
detection. Unlike the previous work, the proposed method
does not require manual labeling of data. This is especially
important for PDF documents for which it is diﬃcult to verify that a certain document is benign.

based JavaScript attacks is that reliable ground truth information
is hardly available for PDF documents. It is especially diﬃcult to
identify benign JavaScript-bearing PDF documents. First, as our
study will show, such examples are indeed much more rare than
malicious ones. Second, while it is relatively easy to verify that web
content at a certain URL is benign by using Google Safe Browsing3 , it is much more diﬃcult to extract and analyze JavaScript code
in PDF documents. These implications necessitate a conceptual redesign of the detection methods. In PJScan, we have to resort to
anomaly detection to learn only from malicious examples.
Reliable extraction of JavaScript code from PDF documents is itself a major challenge. Not only is PDF very complex, it is also rich
with features that can be used for hiding the presence of JavaScript
code. It supports compression of arbitrary objects as well as various encodings for the JavaScript content. Such features are routinely used by attackers to avoid detection by signature-based methods. In our experience, none of the previous tools for static analysis of PDF documents, e.g. PDFID4 , JSUNPACK5 , PDF Dissector6 , were able to provide full coverage of the possible locations
of JavaScript code in PDF documents. In the preprocessing component of the PJScan, we have developed an interface to a popular
PDF rendering library Poppler7 . Using this interface, our system
is able to handle all potential locations of JavaScript known to us
from the PDF Reference.
We have evaluated the eﬀectiveness of PJScan on a large realworld dataset comprising 3 months of data uploaded by users to
the malware analysis portal VirusTotal8 . This is the ﬁrst study of
malicious PDF documents carried out at such scale. Our results
conﬁrm that there still exist malicious PDF documents that are not
recognized by any antivirus system, although the share of novel
malicious PDF documents is no longer signiﬁcant (we have found
52 such documents among more than 40,000 documents classiﬁed
by VirusTotal as benign). In our experiments, PJScan has attained
average detection rates of 85% for known and 71% for previously
unknown PDF attacks with the average operational false positive
rate of about 0.37%. Due to the diﬀerence in the nature of benign
data a direct comparison of PJScan with methods for detection of
browser-based JavaScript attacks is not possible. Wepawet9 was the
only previous detection method suitable for PDF-based JavaScript
attacks. Much to our surprise, while being perfect in terms of false
positives and very good in detection of novel PDF attacks (90%),
Wepawet has shown poor performance on known PDF attacks, for
which it only reached the detection accuracy of 63.6%. As a dynamic analysis tool, Wepawet has been conceived for oﬄine analysis and incurs a signiﬁcant overhead.

1.1

3. High performance. The key advantage of static analysis is
that it allows several orders of magnitude higher processing
speed. Our system PJScan has attained the average processing time of less than 50ms per ﬁle.
4. Comprehensive evaluation. We present the results of a ﬁrst
large-scale evaluation of malicious PDF detection on a realworld dataset comprising more than 65,000 PDF documents.
PJScan has detected 85% of known malicious PDF documents compared to all 42 antivirus scanners deployed by
VirusTotal and 71% of previously unknown malicious PDF
documents (not detected by any of the VirusTotal’s scanners). The promille-range false positive rate of PJScan makes
it suitable for practical deployment.

1.2

2.

2.1

PDF Essentials

A PDF ﬁle consists of the following four elements10 :
• A header consisting of the characters %PDF- and the version
number of the PDF standard used in the ﬁle (e.g. 1.1),

Contributions

• A body containing PDF objects with the actual content of the
document,

1. Robust extraction of JavaScript from PDF documents.
We provide a detailed account of the mechanisms for embedding of JavaScript content in PDF documents and present a
methodology for reliable extraction of JavaScript code using
the open source PDF parser Poppler.

• A cross-reference table listing indirectly referenced objects
and their location in the ﬁle,
• A trailer, containing the location of the cross-reference table
and some objects in the ﬁle body.

Google Safe Browsing API: http://code.google.com/apis/

safebrowsing/
4
http://blog.didierstevens.com/programs/pdf-tools/#pdfid
5
https://code.google.com/p/jsunpack-n/
6
http://www.zynamics.com/dissector.html
7
http://poppler.freedesktop.org/. Version 0.14.3 was used in

our implementation.
8
VirusTotal, Free Online Malware Scanner,

PDF AND JAVASCRIPT

Before presenting the technical details of our methods, we brieﬂy
summarize the main features of the Portable Document Format and
present its syntactic forms used for embedding of JavaScript. A
signiﬁcant portion of the following section contains direct citations
from the PDF Reference [15].

In summary, this paper provides the following contributions:

3

Paper Organization

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We begin with
a brief summary of the main features of PDF and its mechanisms
for embedding of JavaScript contents (Section 2). The architecture
of PJScan and the methodology used in its speciﬁc components is
presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the data corpus and
analyze its statistical features at diﬀerent representational levels.
Our experimental evaluation is presented in Section 5, followed
by the discussion of related work in Section 6. Limitations of our
methods and potential improvements are discussed in Section 7.

The parsing of a PDF ﬁle begins with checking the version number
and looking at the ﬁle trailer for information about the location of
the cross-reference table and some special objects in the ﬁle body.
10

Many parsers do not strictly follow the PDF Standard. Even the
Adobe Reader is notorious for such lack of compliance, e.g. it
ignores arbitrary symbols before the header [12] and can dispense
with the trailer and cross-references [27].

http://www.

virustotal.com/index.html
9
Wepawet, http://wepawet.iseclab.org/index.php



The PDF standard deﬁnes eight basic types of objects:

1 0 obj <<
/Type /Catalog
/Pages 2 0 R
/OpenAction <<
/S /Rendition
/JS 23 0 R
>>
>>
endobj

1. Boolean objects take values true and false.
2. Integer and real numbers.
3. Strings may be stored in two ways:
• as a sequence of literal characters enclosed in parentheses ‘(’ and ‘)’.

Figure 1: Exemplary syntactic constructs for embedding of
JavaScript in PDF documents. Left: code is placed in another object pointed to by an indirect reference (not shown). Right: code is
supplied as a literal string.

• as a sequence of hexadecimal numbers enclosed in angle brackets ‘<’ and ‘>’.
4. Names are sequences of 8-bit characters used as identiﬁers.
5. Arrays are sequences of PDF objects, potentially of diﬀerent
type; arrays can be nested.

yield multiple references to identical code if diﬀerent revisions of
the same content are present.
In order to reliably extract JavaScript code, the documents must
be processed at the semantic level, i.e. considering potential uses of
JavaScript in the context of other objects in a document. In general,
the use of JavaScript code in PDF documents is bound to the socalled action dictionaries. Such dictionaries may be tagged by a
keyword/value pair /Type/Action, but unfortunately such explicit
qualiﬁcation is optional and cannot be relied upon. A mandatory
feature of all action dictionaries is the keyword /S which may take
on 18 diﬀerent name values. Two of such values, /JavaScript
and /Rendition, are important for the search for JavaScript code.
The former must, and the latter may have a keyword /JS [15], as
shown in Fig. 1. The content associated with the keyword /JS must
use the PDFDocEncoding (as deﬁned in [15]) or the UTF-16BE
(big-endian) Unicode encoding. In the rest of this article we denote
JavaScript source code located in or referred to by one JavaScript
or Rendition action dictionary as a JavaScript entity.
JavaScript or Rendition action dictionaries can be found at the
following locations of the PDF object hierarchy:

6. Dictionaries are collections of key-value pairs with keys being names and values being of any PDF object type. Dictionaries are used to describe complex objects such as pages or
actions.
7. Streams are dictionary objects followed by a sequence of
bytes between the words stream and endstream. Streams
can be used to represent large objects, such as images, in
a compact way. The content of the byte sequence may be
stored in an encoded or compressed form. A special type of
streams are object streams containing arbitrary PDF objects.
8. The null object is denoted by the keyword null.
The body of a PDF document is built as a hierarchy of these eight
basic types of objects linked together in a semantically meaningful way to describe pages, multimedia, outlines, annotations, etc.
A central role in the hierarchy belongs to the Catalog dictionary
pointed to by the /Root entry of the cross-reference table. It serves
as the root of a tree-like structure describing the document content.
Objects can be assigned a unique identiﬁer consisting of an object number and a generation number (a sort of a version number).
Objects that have a unique identiﬁer can be referenced from other
objects using an indirect reference written as a sequence of the object number, the generation number and the capital letter ‘R’. For
example, 23 0 R refers to an object with the object number 23 and
the generation number 0. PDF allows encryption of the contents of
strings and streams.

2.2

1 0 obj <<
/Type /Catalog
/Pages 2 0 R
/OpenAction <<
/S /JavaScript
/JS (alert(’Hello World!’);)
>>
>>
endobj

• The Catalog dictionary’s /AA entry may deﬁne an additional
action speciﬁed by a JavaScript action dictionary.
• The Catalog dictionary’s /OpenAction entry may deﬁne an
action to be run when the document is opened.
• The document’s name tree may contain an entry ‘JavaScript’
that maps name strings to document-level JavaScript action
dictionaries executed when the document is opened.

JavaScript in PDF

• The document’s Outline hierarchy, referenced by means of
the ‘Outlines’ entry of the Catalog dictionary, may contain
references to JavaScript action dictionaries.

PDF provides several mechanisms for inclusion of JavaScript
code. These mechanisms are important for the realization of interactive features, such as forms, dynamic content or 3D rendering.
Some PDF usage scenarios relying on these features cannot be realized without JavaScript.
The main indicator for JavaScript code is the presence of the
keyword /JS in some dictionary. The JavaScript source is supplied
directly as one of the two possible string types (literal or hexadecimal) or stored in another object pointed to by an indirect reference.
In the latter case, it is usually stored in a compressed or encrypted
form in a stream attached to that object. Examples of typical syntax
for embedding of JavaScript code are shown in Fig. 1.
A simple search for /JS patterns in PDF ﬁles – as it was realized
in some tools for the analysis of PDF documents, e.g. PDFID –
does not suﬃce for identiﬁcation of JavaScript locations. It can be
easily evaded by placing objects containing dictionaries with the
keyword /JS into object streams. Due to stream compression the
keyword /JS is not visible in plain text. The simple search may also

• Pages, ﬁle attachments and forms may also contain references to JavaScript action dictionaries.
Besides being directly embedded in a PDF ﬁle, JavaScript code
may also reside in a diﬀerent ﬁle on a local machine or even be retrieved from a remote location using the directives /URI or /GoTo.
JavaScript also supports dynamic code execution using the eval()
function or its equivalent, setTimeOut(). Such mechanisms are
diﬃcult for static analysis; however, they are launched from an existing entry point code inside a document.

3.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of our PDF scanner PJScan is shown in Fig. 2.
Conceptually, our system consists of the feature extraction and the
learning components. The feature extraction component searches
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have patched SpiderMonkey to stop short of byte-code generation.
Our extractor queries SpiderMonkey for tokens until an end-of-ﬁle
or an error is encountered. Tokens representing various syntactic elements of the JavaScript language, e.g. identiﬁers, operators,
etc., are represented as symbolic names with integer values ranging
from -1 (TOK_ERR) to 85.
Some semantics of the code is lost during lexical analysis. For
example, all identiﬁers get assigned the same token TOK_NAME (regardless of their names), calls to diﬀerent functions with identical
signatures are translated into the same token sequences, and so on.
As a result, JavaScript entities that are distinct at the source code
level may be non-distinct at the token sequence level.
The following example illustrates the tokenization process. The
malicious JavaScript entity

 


 



 


 



Figure 2: Architecture of PJScan
for JavaScript code embedded in a document and performs lexical
analysis on it. The resulting token sequence is used as an input to
the learning component. The learning component is ﬁrst trained
on examples of malicious documents. It produces a model for the
JavaScript content in a malicious PDF document. Classiﬁcation of
new documents is performed using this model. A detector measures the deviation of a new document from a learned model and
compares it against a predeﬁned threshold (the threshold can also
be automatically determined at the training stage). Documents that
are close to a learned model are classiﬁed as malicious and otherwise as benign. The functionality of speciﬁc components depicted
in Fig. 2 is described below.

3.1

bvb(’var lBvXSUfYYL7RK = ev’ + ’al;’); // a real example
lBvXSUfYYL7RK(’var uzWPsX8 = this.info’ +
z("%2e%46%61%6b") + ’erss;’);

is transformed into the following sequence of tokens, shown in their
order from top to bottom:
Value
29
27
31
15
31
28
2
29
27
31
15
29
27
31
28
15
31
28
2
0

Extraction of JavaScript Content

The main challenge of the extraction of JavaScript content lies
in the decoding of object streams and the handling of the encoding
used for JavaScript content. Furthermore, a parser must be robust
against potential incompatibilities with the PDF Standard. For this
reason, contrary to the approach taken in [24], we have decided
against the parsing of PDF ﬁles “by hand” and tailored a popular
open source PDF parser Poppler to the needs of our analysis.
Our JavaScript extractor begins with opening the PDF ﬁle and
initializing Poppler and its internal data structures. Next, the Catalog dictionary is retrieved which serves as the starting point in the
search for action dictionaries. All candidate locations listed in Section 2.2 are checked, and the found action dictionaries are queried
for their type. If the type is Rendition or JavaScript and a dictionary contains the /JS key, the value of this key (or the referenced
object in case of an indirect reference) is retrieved. The JavaScript
entity is then decompressed and decoded if necessary.
The peculiarity of our approach is that we fully process only
those objects in which JavaScript and Rendition action dictionaries
can potentially occur. This strongly reduces the computational effort for extraction of JavaScript content and is crucial for batch processing of large datasets. Files that do not contain any JavaScript
are not processed beyond the extraction stage.

3.2

Description

TOK_NAME
TOK_LP
TOK_STRING
TOK_PLUS
TOK_STRING
TOK_RP
TOK_SEMI
TOK_NAME
TOK_LP
TOK_STRING
TOK_PLUS
TOK_NAME
TOK_LP
TOK_STRING
TOK_RP
TOK_PLUS
TOK_STRING
TOK_RP
TOK_SEMI
TOK_EOF

identiﬁer
left parenthesis
string constant
plus
string constant
right parenthesis
semicolon
identiﬁer
left parenthesis
string constant
plus
identiﬁer
left parenthesis
string constant
right parenthesis
plus
string constant
right parenthesis
semicolon
end of ﬁle

Besides the tokens recognized by SpiderMonkey, we have deﬁned extra tokens that are indicative of malicious JavaScript entities. The newly-introduced tokens are listed in the following table.
The impact of these tokens on the classiﬁcation performance of
PJScan is evaluated in Section 5.4.
Value
101
102
103
104
105
120
121
122
123

Lexical Analysis

Two factors motivate the use of lexical analysis for the detection
of malicious JavaScript code. First, we believe that at the text level,
accurate discrimination between malicious and benign programs is
not possible. Second, malicious JavaScript code is usually – sometimes insanely – obfuscated. We have also observed obfuscation in
benign JavaScript entities extracted from PDF documents. Hence
we have decided to use an intermediate representation – the set of
lexical tokens – to capture the salient properties of code in subsequent analysis.
The lexical analysis can be eﬃciently carried out by the state-ofthe-art open source JavaScript interpreter SpiderMonkey11 developed by the Mozilla Foundation. To use it as a token extractor, we
11

Symbolic name

12

Symbolic name

Description

TOK_STR_10
TOK_STR_100
TOK_STR_1000
TOK_STR_10000
TOK_STR_UNBOUND
TOK_UNESCAPE
TOK_SETTIMEOUT
TOK_FROMCHARCODE
TOK_EVAL

a string literal of length < 10
a string literal of length < 100
a string literal of length < 1,000
a string literal of length < 10,000
a string literal of length > 10,000
a call to unescape()
a call to setTimeOut()12
a call to fromCharCode()13
a call to eval()

In PDF, the function setTimeOut() of the app object can be used
as a replacement for eval() to execute arbitrary JavaScript code
after the speciﬁed timeout.
13
fromCharCode() is a static method of the String object that converts Unicode values to characters. In malicious documents, it is
used to decode encoded strings for execution using eval().

http://www.mozilla.org/js/spidermonkey/
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(a) Learning stage: the center c
and the radius R of the sphere
are determined.

The embedding of sequences provides an elegant way for handling multiple JavaScript entities in the same ﬁle. To obtain an aggregated representation of all JavaScript entities, it suﬃces to add
them using the addition operation provided by the embedding. To
avoid the dependence on sequence length, the values in individual
dimensions are binarized (by setting any positive values to 1) and
normalized so that the Euclidean norm of the resulting vectors is
equal to 1.

R

(b) Classiﬁcation stage: new
data are accepted (green) or rejected (red).

4.

Figure 3: OCSVM operation

3.3

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

The success of any learning-based approach crucially depends
on the quality of data available for training. Likewise, the viability of a learned model can only be demonstrated on up-to-date real
data. The evaluation of our method rests on an extensive dataset
collected from the research interface to the popular malicious software portal VirusTotal. VirusTotal is a web service that enables
ordinary users to upload suspicious ﬁles for a scan by 42 antivirus
engines. Our dataset comprises 65,942 PDF documents with the
total size of nearly 59GB. This data has revealed some interesting
features, and is worth looking at in some detail.
We downloaded three batches of data on November 3, 2010, January 19, 2011 and February 17, 2011 each containing all PDF ﬁles
available on VirusTotal at a given time. The data is kept only for
30 days, and there is surprisingly little overlap between subsequent
months15 . We have observed at most 200 identical ﬁles across different snapshots. We have split our corpora into two parts, the “detected” sub-corpus in which documents were ﬂagged as malicious
by at least one scanner, and the “undetected” sub-corpus containing
supposedly benign data.
It is instructive to look at the statistical properties of our data presented in Table 1. One can notice interesting eﬀects in the collected
data. The average ﬁle size in the “detected” corpora (0.106MB) is
about 13 times smaller than in the “undetected” ones (1.390MB).
This shows that malicious PDF ﬁles do not contain a lot of meaningful content, which is conﬁrmed by a manual investigation of
some of these ﬁles. The percentage of ﬁles with JavaScript in
the “detected” corpora (59.5%) is about 25 times higher than in
the “undetected” corpora (2.4%). This is a strong indicator that
JavaScript plays a crucial role in PDF-related exploits.
Considering only the ﬁles containing JavaScript one can see that
the average number of JavaScript entities per ﬁle in the “detected”
datasets (7.2) is around 33 times smaller than in the “undetected”
datasets (241.1). This observation seems counter-intuitive but it
turns out that “undetected” data usually contains hundreds of very
simple JavaScript entities like this.zoom=100;this.pagenum=39.
Similarly, distinctness of JavaScript entities at the code level is 3.2
times higher in “detected” corpora than in “undetected” (16.9%
vs. 5.2%). These ﬁndings suggest that non-malicious usage of
JavaScript in PDF documents essentially boils down to boring and
redundant code!
Similar eﬀects take place at the token level (the second row from
the bottom in Table 1). One can observe a further decrease of distinctness (6,419 vs. 35,990, or 17.8%) due to lexical analysis. The
“detected” sub-corpora are 7.5 times more distinct than the “undetected” sub-corpora. Finally, the last row in Table 1 reveals that
many ﬁles contain identical sets of token sequences, which can be
explained by common code reuse in both types of ﬁles.
To enable the quantitative evaluation of detection accuracy in
the forthcoming experiments, we have manually labeled the “undetected” part of our data. Among 960 benign ﬁles with JavaScript,

Learning and Classiﬁcation

In the last step in our processing chain, the learning component
of PJScan determines whether a PDF ﬁle is benign or malicious.
Prior to deployment, it must be trained on a representative set of
malicious PDF ﬁles. The training results in a model of malicious
JavaScript entities in a PDF document. At the deployment stage,
classiﬁcation of new PDF documents is carried out with the help of
the learned model. After the feature extraction steps described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are completed, the set of tokens from a new
document is tested for proximity to the model.
In our system, we use the One-Class Support Vector Machine
(OCSVM) [23] as the learning method14 . Its main advantage is that
it only needs examples of one class to build a model. This is necessary since examples of benign PDF documents with JavaScript
content are quite rare, and it takes a lot of manual eﬀort to verify
that they are benign. On the other hand, examples of malicious
PDF documents abound on malware collection systems, and their
maliciousness can be ascertained with high conﬁdence if they are
detected by antivirus systems.
The learning stage of OCSVM (cf. Fig. 3(a)) amounts to ﬁnding
the center c and the radius R of a high-dimensional hypersphere
such that the total percentage of all data points lying outside of the
hypersphere is at most ν. A hypersphere may be extended to arbitrary surfaces by a non-linear transformation to a special feature
space equipped with the so-called “kernel function”. The kernel
function type and the training rejection rate ν are the only parameters to be speciﬁed for training of OCSVM. The learned model
comprises the center of the sphere c and the radius R.
The classiﬁcation stage of OCSVM involves the calculation of
the distance between the data point to be classiﬁed and the center
of the hypersphere. If the distance is greater than R (the data point
lies outside of the hypersphere), then it is considered an anomaly
and is treated as benign. The radius thus serves as a threshold that
is automatically determined at the training stage. The classiﬁcation
stage of OCSVM is illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
OCSVM cannot be directly applied to token sequences emitted
by PJScan’s feature extraction component. The reason for this is
that OCSVM expects the data points to be numeric values lying in
a high-dimensional space equipped with typical mathematical operations such as addition, multiplication with a constant and an inner
product. Sequential data does not form such a space: it is not immediately clear how to add or multiply two strings. A solution to
this problem involves a well-established technique of embedding
sequences in metric spaces [20]. By counting the occurrences of
substrings in data points and assigning the resulting numeric values to coordinate axes, the required mathematical properties can be
enforced.
14

The popular open source SVM implementation LibSVM [6], version 2.86, patched to support one-class SVM, was used in our experiments.

15

In fact, we were originally unaware of the 30 day lifespan and
started a periodic collection of snapshots only in January.



03. Nov. 2010
detected undet.

19. Jan. 2011
detected undet.

873MB
7,592
6,626
26,372
8,597
1,108
538

429MB
6,465
1,127
33,418
2,376
815
358

Dataset size
Files in the dataset
Files containing JavaScript
JavaScript entities
Distinct JavaScript entities
Distinct token sequences
Distinct ﬁles on the token sequence level

13GB
7,768
272
75,199
5,178
429
115

13GB
9,993
196
42,265
3,774
356
95

17. Feb. 2011
detected
undet.
1.5GB
11,634
7,526
50,269
9,238
2,947
1,900

29GB
22,490
492
113,994
6,827
764
237

Total
59GB
65,942
16,239
341,517
35,990
N/A
N/A

Table 1: Statistics of PDF documents collected from VirusTotal
products is still a very challenging goal16 . The corresponding quality measure is the true positive rate on known attacks
T PN deﬁned as the ratio of the number of ﬁles in the “detected” corpus classiﬁed as malicious to the total number of
JavaScript-bearing ﬁles in that corpus.

we found 52 PDF documents that we believe to have been falsely
classiﬁed as benign by all antivirus engines at VirusTotal. No
cases were found where PDF ﬁles belonging to the same group
of distinct ﬁles at the token level were assigned diﬀerent labels.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

2. How well do both methods detect attacks that were missed
by all 42 VirusTotal engines? We consider documents in
the “undetected” corpus as novel attacks if they are classiﬁed
as malicious during manual analysis. The true positive rate
on unknown attacks T PU is deﬁned as the ratio of the number
of ﬁles in the “undetected” corpus classiﬁed as malicious to
the total number of malicious JavaScript-bearing ﬁles in that
corpus.

The real-world nature and the sheer size of the VirusTotal data
make our evaluation especially challenging. First, the distinction
between “detected” and “undetected” corpora is somewhat vague,
as classiﬁcations by antivirus engines cannot be fully trusted. Second, the huge size of the “detected” corpus makes its manual analysis infeasible. On the other hand, the small size of the labeled
JavaScript-bearing part of the “undetected” corpus is too small to
be used for training purposes.
As the baseline for comparison we consider Wepawet, a webbased service based on JSand [7]. Wepawet performs both static
and dynamic analysis of PDF ﬁles based on their JavaScript content and can detect malware that it has a signature for (labeled as
malicious), as well as unknown malware (labeled as suspicious) using statistical features. In the evaluation, we treat both categories as
detections. Similar to our system, Wepawet generally does not recognize PDF malware that does not use JavaScript. Table 2 shows
Wepawet’s classiﬁcation on the “detected” and “undetected” parts
of all three corpora at our disposal. In some cases ﬁle uploads were
rejected by Wepawet, referred to as fail, or resulted in internal errors despite multiple submissions, referred to as error. We treat
such cases (about 1.7% of the total data) as benign.

Fail
Error
Benign
Suspicious
Malicious

03. Nov. 2010
det. undet.

19. Jan. 2011
det. undet.

17. Feb. 2011
det. undet.

12
15
3,860
1,474
1,265

9
5
502
149
462

19
83
1,050
257
6,117

38
1
212
11
10

25
0
167
0
4

3. How many normal documents are classiﬁed as malicious by
the methods in questions? The laboratory false positive rate
FPL is deﬁned as the ratio of the number of ﬁles in the “undetected” corpus classiﬁed as malicious to the total number of
benign JavaScript-bearing ﬁles in the “undetected” corpus.
The operational false positive rate FPOP is the ratio of the
number of ﬁles in the “undetected” corpus classiﬁed as malicious to the total number of benign ﬁles in the “undetected”
corpus.
The distinction between the laboratory and the operational false
positive rates is essential for estimation of the expected impact of
false positives in practical deployment.

5.2

73
0
397
0
22

Table 2: Wepawet classiﬁcation results

5.1

Experimental Protocol

Our experiments were carried out using the following procedure.
We merged all 3 corpora from diﬀerent dates keeping only the distinction between “detected” and “undetected” parts. We then randomly split the full “detected” corpus in two non-overlapping parts
such that the corresponding sets of token sequences are of the same
size. Due to a signiﬁcant redundancy of token sequences this results in two sets of ﬁles that are diﬀerent in size. One of these
half-corpora is used to train PJScan, the other half is used to evaluate T PK . To decrease the impact of non-determinism via random
splitting, we repeat the experiment the second time by swapping
the training and the evaluation datasets and averaging the detection
accuracy. This process is known as 2-fold cross-validation.
To determine the detection accuracy on unknown data, we apply the trained model on the full “undetected” corpus. We use the
ground truth information to compute T PU , FPL and FPOP . The reported results are also averaged over the two partitions of the training data.

Objectives and Evaluation Criteria

Our experiments address the following questions:
1. How well do PJScan and Wepawet detect known malicious
documents? This question may appear meaningless: why
bother detecting something that is already detected? In practice, however, it is impossible to deploy all 42 antivirus engines from VirusTotal. For a single method, attaining the
detection accuracy close to that of 42 established antivirus

16

Unfortunately we cannot compare any method against the best
detector at VirusTotal’s. The labels in batch data from VirusTotal
reﬂect only the number of detections but not the speciﬁc engines
that classiﬁed a document as malicious.



Since the models used in Wepawet do not depend on our training
data (but rather on the data its statistical part was trained on), the
results presented for this method reﬂect the accuracy of scanning a
complete respective dataset (“detected” or “undetected”).
Some preliminary experimentation was needed to choose the parameters of OCSVM used in our method. We chose the training
rejection rate ν = 0.15 and the n-gram length of 4, which seem to
provide the best trade-oﬀ between the true positive and false positive rates. The full results of our preliminary screening for optimal
parameters cannot be presented due to space constraints.

5.3

actually learned. The model created by the OCSVM (the center
c of the sphere) produces a numeric ranking of essential features
encountered in malicious JavaScript code. Since no benign data
is used for training, this ranking does not reﬂect the diﬀerences
between two classes but rather describes only one class known to
it. Examples of the 5 most important and the 5 least important
features in one of the models learned by PJScan (created for one
half of the data) are shown in Table 4.
Although these features do not look particularly malicious, the
top 5 features clearly correspond to typical lexical patterns of programming languages: member function dereferencing (Feature 1),
string variable assignment (Feature 2), function calls (Features 3
and 4) and variable declarations (Feature 5). On the other end of
the spectrum are the features that are obviously very atypical for
programming languages.
The scoring of a new data point in the detection phase involves
the identiﬁcation of an overlapping subset of features between this
data point and the learned model. The smaller the “weighted overlap” between the new point and the center (i.e. the sum of the
weights in the model corresponding to the common features), the
larger the distance from the center. This property is conﬁrmed by
the examples of accepted and rejected points presented below.
For the accepted points (Table 5, one true positive and one false
positive), the main contributions are made by the top features of
the trained model. Such points are virtually indistinguishable in
our model, and this explains a high “laboratory” false positive rate
observed in our experiments. It turns out, however, that very few benign examples share the “normal” programming language features
captured by the learned model. For the two examples of rejected
points (Table 6, one true negative and one false negative) the top
features have much lower ranks in the learned models. The majority of benign examples have a small “weighted overlap” with the
model and hence are rejected.
The investigation of signiﬁcant features in our models suggests
that the key property that enables eﬀective discrimination between
malicious and benign code in PDF documents is the fact that benign usage of JavaScript is very rudimentary from the programming
point of view. Anecdotally, the benign example with the highest rejection score corresponds to the code print(true).

Experimental Results

The results of a comparative evaluation of PJScan and Wepawet
according to the criteria speciﬁed in Section 5.1 are presented in
Table 3. Two conﬁgurations of PJScan were considered: using
only native JavaScript tokens and using a set of additional heuristic
tokens introduced in Section 3.2. It can be seen that PJScan signiﬁcantly outperforms Wepawet on the known malicious data but
performs less accurately on previously unknown attacks. Most of
failed detections were caused by 11 ﬁles which are redundant at the
token level and contain the following code17 :
app.setTimeOut(this.info.dgu,1)

In this example, the attack code resides not in a JavaScript entity but in the Info dictionary18 . It can be still accessed by a very
short entry-point JavaScript code above as text and gets interpreted
as JavaScript by calling the function setTimeOut() which is equivalent to eval(). With an exception of this kind of attack, the detection rate of PJScan would have also reached the 90% mark.
It is not clear to us why Wepawet has performed relatively poorly
on known malicious data. In a related comparative evaluation against
Cujo [19] in the context of web-based JavaScript attacks (drive-bydownloads), Wepawet was a clear winner with a detection rate of
99.8% compared to 94.4%. Most likely, the reason for worse performance of Wepawet in our experiments lies in technical problems
with the extraction of JavaScript code from PDF documents.
Detection method
PJScan (native tokens only)
PJScan (with extra tokens)
Wepawet

T PK

T PU

FPL

FPOP

84.80
85.17
63.60

71.15
71.15
90.38

16.35
17.35
0.0

0.3694
0.3918
0.0

5.5

Table 3: Detection performance overview
A relative disadvantage of PJScan is the high false-positive rate.
Measured against only the JavaScript-bearing benign documents it
reaches the painful 16-17%; however, due to the rare presence of
JavaScript code in benign documents, its operational false-positive
rate remains acceptable and corresponds, for our data, to 1.7 false
alarms per day.
One can also see that heuristic tokens do not improve the performance of PJScan and even lead to a slight degradation of the
false-positive rate. The causes for this eﬀect as well as for the false
positives are elucidated in the following section.

5.4

Throughput

The throughput of PJScan was tested on a commodity PC with
a quad-core Intel Core i7 860 CPU, 8 GB of RAM and a 7,200rpm
SATA hard disk drive. Eight processes were run concurrently for
performance measurement.
Each phase of PJScan was run on a respective data partition
(training on one half of “detected” corpus, evaluation on the other
half and on the full “undetected” corpus). Unlike the accuracy measurement, we learned and classiﬁed using all ﬁles ignoring their
redundancy. Learning with thousands of ﬁles instead of a few hundred distinct token sequences reduces performance, but due to the
fast learning and classiﬁcation algorithms the diﬀerence is negligible. Processing times for all stages of our method are shown
in Table 7. In total, parsing of 65,942 PDF ﬁles, tokenization
of 341,517 JavaScript entities, learning on 15,279 “detected” ﬁles
with JavaScript and classiﬁcation of 960 “undetected” ﬁles with
JavaScript took 1,547 seconds (about 25 minutes). All measurements are expressed in wall clock time19 .

Signiﬁcant Features

As noted by Sommer and Paxson [22], a security practitioner
would always be interested to know what a learning method has

19

Wall clock time measures real time that elapses between the beginning and the end of a task. It includes CPU time, I/O time and
any overhead such as the time process spends waiting for execution. It is a good indicator of real performance but is aﬀected by
system load.

17

All examples diﬀer in the name for the member of the this.info
dictionary (in this case, dgu).
18
An Info dictionary is used to store meta-data about the PDF ﬁle,
such as author name, the software used to create it, etc.



Top 5
Rank

Weight

1
2
3
4
5

0.05285
0.05106
0.05092
0.04574
0.04314

Feature

Rank

NAME . NAME (
NAME ASSIGN STR ;
NAME ( NAME )
( NAME ) ;
; VAR NAME ASSIGN

4051
4052
4053
4054
4055

Bottom 5
Weight Feature
2.285e-05
2.285e-05
2.285e-05
2.285e-05
1.865e-05

) NAME ( THIS
+- NAME !== NAME
] ) - NAME
NAME ] ) TRUE } ; IF

Table 4: Features of the center point

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

True positive top 5
Weight Feature
0.00456
0.00441
0.00439
0.00395
0.00372

False positive top 5
Weight Feature

Rank

NAME . NAME (
NAME ASSIGN STR ;
NAME ( NAME )
( NAME ) ;
; VAR NAME ASSIGN

1
2
5
6
7

0.00554
0.00535
0.00452
0.00413
0.00386

NAME . NAME (
NAME ASSIGN STR ;
; VAR NAME ASSIGN
; NAME ( NAME
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Table 5: Features of TPs and FPs

Rank
7
8
10
14
15

True negative top 5
Weight Feature
0.00390
0.00390
0.00359
0.00338
0.00338

Rank
1
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141
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355

NAME ( STR )
VAR NAME ASSIGN NAME
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False negative top 5
Weight Feature
0.01593
0.00490
0.00394
0.00372
0.00177
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( THIS . NAME
THIS . NAME .
NAME ( THIS .

Table 6: Features of TNs and FNs

One can see that JavaScript extraction is the most time-consuming
part of PJScan. It has been observed that this operation takes only
2,041 seconds using a single process, with an average processing time of 31 milliseconds per ﬁle. The overall CPU usage was
very low (up to 40%, with I/O waiting of up to 30%), while at the
same time disk utilization remained above 95% during the extraction phase. One can conclude that disk throughput represents the
main performance bottleneck for this application. Using a faster
storage device or reading ﬁles through a fast network is likely to
improve the performance of PJScan.
The throughput calculation for diﬀerent stages of PJScan is presented in Table 8. It shows that the throughput varies strongly
between the “detected” and “undetected” ﬁles since they vary in
ﬁle size and the number and size of JavaScript entities. The average throughput of 303.5Mbps is suitable for batch processing tasks
even for organizations that have a very high volume of PDF trafﬁc. The average processing time per ﬁle is 23 milliseconds. To the
best of our knowledge, no other software package achieves lower
processing times.
Time
Total
Average
Std. dev.
Percentage

Extractor

Tokenizer

Learner

Classiﬁer

1,356s
0.0205s
0.0015s
87.65%

180s
0.0032s
0.0392s
11.63%

10.19
N/A
N/A
0.66%

0.014s
0.000015s
0.000009s
0.0009%

Total time
Average ﬁle size
Files per second
Data throughput
Seconds per ﬁle

Detected

Undetected

All ﬁles

339s
0.106MB
75.8
64.3Mbps
0.013s

1208s
1.39MB
33.3
370.5Mbps
0.030s

1547s
0.89MB
42.6
303.5Mbps
0.023s

Table 8: Throughput characteristics of PJScan

6.

RELATED WORK

As it was already mentioned in the introduction, detection of
malware in PDF documents has not been extensively studied in
the research literature before. The early approaches to identiﬁcation of malware in PDF documents [13, 21] were based on n-gram
analysis of raw document content. The scope of experimental evaluation in this work was rather limited. It included self-generated
malicious PDF documents as well as a relatively small number of
examples (less than 300) from the outdated VXHeavens malware
repository. Due to the wide-spread use of evasion techniques in
modern PDF malware, especially object compression and codelevel obfuscation, we believe that the analysis of raw content of
PDF documents is no longer adequate. Hence the approach taken in
PJScan is fundamentally diﬀerent from the above mentioned work
in that our methods spend a lot of eﬀort in discovering and utilizing
the appropriate lexical features of PDF.
The recent work on analysis of PDF documents has emerged
from existing tools for static and dynamic analysis. Besides the
malware analysis portal Wepawet considered in our experiments,

Table 7: Processing time for diﬀerent stages of PJScan in batch
execution mode



some other tools use a combination of static and dynamic analysis
tools. MalOffice [10] uses static and dynamic techniques as well
as some heuristics. Its static analysis is based on the utility pdftk20 ,
and the dynamic analysis builds on CWSandbox [26]. Detections
are made by combining scores from various heuristics and policies
attached to the analysis tools. Another combination of static and
dynamic analysis was used in MDscan recently proposed in [24].
From the architectural point of view, MDscan is similar to our approach. It also uses static analysis to extract JavaScript content (using a self-made parser) and a heuristic approach for the extraction
of JavaScript code. The extracted code is interpreted using SpiderMonkey. Detection is carried out at the dynamic stage by using the
shellcode detection tool Nemu [16]. The method was evaluated on
a set of 197 malicious PDF documents artiﬁcially generated using
the Metasploit framework and 2000 benign documents. Compared
to MDscan, we only use SpiderMonkey for token extraction and
perform detection statically, which brings a performance improvement of two orders of magnitude.
A signiﬁcant body of prior work has addressed the detection of
malicious JavaScript in web content, especially in the context of
drive-by-downloads. One cannot directly compare the accuracy of
such methods with PJScan due to the fact that the data corpora
used for the experimental evaluation of respective methods are very
diﬀerent. We will hence focus on methodical comparison of our
approach with such methods.
Similar to PDF malware, the methods for detection of malicious
JavaScript in web content can be classiﬁed into static, dynamic
and hybrid. Purely dynamic methods deploy various techniques for
monitoring the run-time execution of processes accessing web content, e.g.: full-ﬂedged host virtualization [25], client virtualization
[14], instrumentation of a JavaScript engine [11] or heap monitoring [18]. Dynamic methods have high detection accuracy and are
hardly prone to false positives. Due to their performance overhead
they are usually limited to “post-mortem” analysis.
Hybrid methods aim to minimize run-time overhead while retaining high detection accuracy. Several such methods have methodical aﬃnity with PJScan. JSand [7] uses instrumented versions of the HtmlUnit21 , a Java-based browser simulator, and the
Mozilla’s Rhino22 interpreter to extract heuristic features while monitoring the execution of JavaScript code. These features are used to
train an anomaly detection system by running JSand on benign web
pages. Cujo [19] is another interesting combination of static and
dynamic methods. Its static part is similar to PJScan (with the exception of anomaly detection instead of two-class classiﬁcation in
its learning component); its dynamic component extracts symbolic
features from a light-weight sandbox ADSandbox [9] and deploys
similar n-gram analysis and learning techniques as the static part.
A “mostly static” detection system Zozzle [8] attempts to avoid dynamic analysis but still needs it to unravel source-code obfuscation
before using statistical feature extraction and supervised learning
for the classiﬁcation part. Compared to these hybrid methods, PJScan uses “reverse” anomaly detection—since only malicious data
is widely available for PDF documents—and completely dispenses
with run-time analysis. Another hybrid method has been proposed
by Provos et al. [17]; however, the lack of a technical presentation
in this reference prevents us from a detailed comparison.
The only method that can be classiﬁed as fully static is Prophiler
[5] which deploys techniques similar to JSand except that its features are extracted from a JavaScript engine at the parsing stage
without running the code. (A similar idea is used in our method

but one step earlier, by stopping SpiderMonkey after the lexical
analysis.) However, Prophiler has a high false positive rate and is
intended to be used as a ﬁlter for a subsequent dynamic analysis.

7.

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

The reported experimental results conﬁrm the practical feasibility of the static, learning-based approach for detection of malicious
JavaScript-bearing PDF documents. The preprocessing component
of PJScan can be very helpful for a security administrator to manually extract and analyze JavaScript code in PDF documents. The
main beneﬁt of the learning component of PJScan is the ability to
extract knowledge from large-scale malware corpora. PJScan enables one to derive light-weight models from heuristic knowledge
of several dozen antivirus engines and tens of gigabytes of collected
data. Such models can be deployed with no manual interaction and
negligible performance overhead (<50ms per ﬁle). The operational
false-positive rate of less than 0.4% is admissible in practice; even
for a highly visible site like VirusTotal with a strong bias for suspicious data, this corresponds to an average rate of 1.7 false alarms
per day (148 out of ca. 40,000 benign documents over 90 days).
The high “laboratory” false-positive rate of PJScan (i.e. the rate
measured only for those benign ﬁles that contain JavaScript) indicates that our current learning setup may indeed have diﬃculty with
accurate discrimination between malicious and benign JavaScript
content. This observation is also indirectly supported by our analysis of the learned features. Learning from two classes, as it has
been done in the related work on web-based JavaScript content,
e.g. [19, 5, 8], may be the right way to avoid this limitation. However, benign JavaScript-bearing PDF data is currently not available
in suﬃcient quantity to evaluate this scenario for PDF documents.
Another limitation of the current version of PJScan is its susceptibility to certain kinds of obfuscation. An exemplary obfuscation technique that is diﬃcult for our method is the use of short
JavaScript entry-point code which fetches further code from document locations where JavaScript code cannot be expected (cf. Section 5.3). There are two potential ways to address this limitation.
One can use the “mostly static” technique proposed in Zozzle [8] in
which compilation requests to a JavaScript engine are intercepted
to obtain all code sent for execution. While this technique oﬀers
a guaranteed access to unobfuscated code, it may be hampered by
just-in-time compilation used in JavaScript engines and eventually
produce highly fragmented code. It should be also noted that this
idea would be diﬃcult to implement for PDF-based JavaScript code
since Adobe provides an extensive PDF-speciﬁc API. Another way
of dealing with obfuscation is to collect syntactic information from
a parser and use compiler optimization to factor out obfuscations.
An attacker may also attempt to use the fact that the models used
for detection are derived from data. A taxonomy of attacks against
learning algorithms has been recently proposed by Barreno et al.
[4]. Following this taxonomy, we remark that causative attacks, i.e.
attacks against the training data, do not constitute a serious threat
to our approach. We use data from an established malware repository and assume that integrity of this repository cannot be compromised. Even if an attacker submits own data to this repository, he
will know how this data is classiﬁed by antivirus engines but cannot inﬂuence this classiﬁcation. More realistic are attacks from the
exploratory category, i.e. attacks staged at the detection stage. One
potential attack strategy is to insert some useless code to make a
new JavaScript entity look “anomalous”. This attack may indeed
be quite potent if an attacker knows the true proﬁle of “normal”
malicious data. Since he neither has access to nor can manipulate
the training data, we believe that in practice guessing what kind of
useless code should be added can be a diﬃcult task.

20
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8.

CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a new static approach to detection of malicious JavaScript-bearing PDF documents. The main advantages
of our approach are its high performance and no need for special
instrumentation, such as virtual machines or sandboxing. It can attain about 85% of the detection accuracy of all antivirus engines at
VirusTotal with the performance overhead of less than 50ms per
ﬁle. It is only marginally aﬀected by text-level obfuscation since
the resulting JavaScript code remains very conspicuous at the lexical level. Due to these advantages our method can be used as a
standalone application on end-user systems or even be integrated
as a ﬁltering tool in email gateways and HTTP proxies.
The computational eﬃciency of our system PJScan has enabled
us to evaluate it on an unprecedentedly large real-life data corpus
(over 65,000 PDF documents) collected from VirusTotal. This
evaluation has conﬁrmed a high detection accuracy of our method
for both known and unknown malware. PJScan is more prone to
false positives than state-of-the-art dynamic approaches; however,
its operational false positive rate still lies in the promille range,
which is feasible for practical deployment.
Our future work will address a potential interaction of static and
dynamic analysis techniques in order to unravel code-level obfuscation typical for JavaScript attacks. We anticipate that some degree
of dynamic analysis can be carried out prior to actual code execution without a signiﬁcant performance overhead. We also intend to
investigate more extensive static analysis techniques, such as syntactic analysis and compiler optimization, to obtain features that
better reﬂect the true semantics of the JavaScript code. Finally, an
important open issue remains the detection of malicious PDF documents whose exploitation techniques do not rely on JavaScript.
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ABSTRACT

General Terms

Computer networks are constantly being targeted by different attacks. Since not all attacks are created equal, it is of paramount importance for network administrators to be aware of the status of the
network infrastructure, the relevance of each attack with respect to
the goals of the organization under attack, and also the most likely
next steps of the attackers. In particular, the last capability, attack
prediction, is of the most importance and value to the network administrators, as it enables them to provision the required actions to
stop the attack and/or minimize its damage to the network’s assets.
Unfortunately, the existing approaches to attack prediction either
provide limited useful information or are too complex to scale to
the real-world scenarios.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to the prediction of
the actions of the attackers. Our approach uses machine learning
techniques to learn the historical behavior of attackers and then, at
the run time, leverages this knowledge in order to produce an estimate of the likely future actions of the attackers. We implemented
our approach in a prototype tool, called Nexat, and validated its accuracy leveraging a dataset from a hacking competition. The evaluations show that Nexat is able to predict the next steps of attackers
with very high accuracy. In particular, Nexat achieves a 94% accuracy in predicting the next actions of the attackers in our prototype
implementation. In addition, Nexat requires little computational
resources and can be run in real-time for instant prediction of the
attacks.

Algorithms, Design, Security

Keywords
Attack prediction, situation awareness, machine learning

1. INTRODUCTION
Computer networks are constantly under various attacks. Network administrators deploy intrusion detection systems (IDS) in
order to detect the occurrence of the events that may be part of an
attack [1, 19, 24]. Unfortunately, while intrusion detection systems provide useful information about the attack-related events,
they provide little information about the network’s situation before
and after any of the attacks. In order to better provision and respond to the attacks a network administrator needs the answers to
the following questions: how are different events related to an attack? what is the impact of an attack on the network? and, the most
important, what are the most likely next actions of the attackers?
The answers to these questions and other similar questions provide
a high-level understanding of the security situation of the computer
networks, also referred to as situation awareness. Situation awareness has long been referred to as an important and critical aspect for
cyber-defense [7, 6, 10, 23, 3, 26, 20, 14]. Endsley [6] proposes a
general deﬁnition for situation awareness as "the perception of the
elements of the environment within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status
in the near future." With respect to the cyber-defense scenario, situation awareness tries to contextualize cyber-attacks with respect to
the network infrastructure and the mission ﬂows in order to enable
a network administrator to prioritize certain preventative measures
and also determine the severity of different attacks [25]. Furthermore, situation awareness can provide estimates of the likely next
steps of an attacker, assisting a network administrator in using appropriate preventative approaches instead of just reactive ones [21,
22].
Predicting the next actions of the attackers is an important, yet
difﬁcult, aspect of situation awareness. Existing approaches for attack prediction either provide limited predictive information [15,
21, 13] or are complex and can not be utilized for large-scale scenarios [18, 8, 22, 28]. As an example, Qin et al. uses Granger
causality analysis in order to compute precursor alerts [21]. This
approach provides limited accuracy in attack prediction as its per-

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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Network Operations—Network monitoring
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D EFINITION 2. (Attack session) An attack session is a sequence
of alerts whose properties satisfy certain conditions. We deﬁne an
alert A to be part of an attack session S if at least one of these
properties holds:

formance is very sensitive to the presence of unrelated background
alerts. As another example, Geib et al. provide a plan prediction
scheme that uses pre-determined attacker plans in order to predict
future attacks [8]. This approach is not scalable, as it does not perform in a fully automated manner and requires continuous inputs
from the network administrators in order to perform the predictions. Therefore, there is the need for effective situation awareness
tools that provide attack prediction capabilities that are not only
accurate, but also scalable to large-scale networks.
In this paper, we leverage machine learning to predict the next
steps of attacks based on histories of previous attacks. We implemented our approach in a tool called Nexat, which is the focus of
this paper. Nexat uses machine learning techniques to learn the
past behavior of the attackers, and then uses this knowledge to
predict the next steps of future attacks in real-time. More specifically, Nexat consists of three operational phases: the data extraction phase, the training phase, and the prediction phase. During the
data extraction phase, Nexat extracts some information from the
alerts previously generated by intrusion detection systems. Nexat
uses this extracted information during the training phase in order to
generate a knowledge base about the attackers’ behavior. Finally,
Nexat uses the generated models of the network and the attackers to
make predictions on the next steps of a live stream of attack alerts.
The attack predictions provided by Nexat can be used by decision
makers, e.g., network administrators, to devise efﬁcient defensive
actions and to estimate the impact of a future attack on the critical
assets of the organization.
We evaluated the performance of Nexat using a prototype implementation on a unique database of attack alerts. The alert database
is collected by an intrusion detection system during a large-scale
hacking competition, where a number of hacker teams tried to compromise the same target network by taking multiple steps. Our evaluation shows that Nexat is able to learn the attacking behavior of
the attackers and use it to predict their future actions efﬁciently. In
particular, by learning the attack histories of 32 teams Nexat was
able to predict the actions of another hacker team with an average
accuracy of 94%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
we give a detailed description of our attack prediction algorithm,
Nexat. Section 3 evaluates a prototype implementation of Nexat by
discussing its prediction efﬁciency. In Section 4 we discuss some
of the related work. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2.

• the destination of alert A is the same as the destination of a
previous alert in S,
• the source of alert A is the same as the source of a previous
alert in S,
• the source of alert A is a destination of a previous alert in S.
In addition, A should lie within a time window of w seconds from
the last alert in S.
The properties used in specifying the attack sessions are meant to
capture three common attack patterns, namely, one-to-many, manyto-one, and island-hopping. A single source attacking many unique
targets is classiﬁed as a one-to-many pattern, whereas multiple sources
attacking a single target is referred to as a many-to-one attack. Finally, island-hopping occurs when an attacker uses a previouslycompromised target to attack another target. By looking for each
of these attack patterns we establish a basis for ﬁnding all of the
alerts that belong to a speciﬁc attack.
The data extraction phase takes as input a training set containing
a history of previously-observed alerts. Using these alerts, Nexat
extracts a list of all of the possible attack sessions by grouping together the alerts as will be described later. The rational behind this
classiﬁcation is that alerts pertaining to the same attack session are
very likely to be part of the same attack, and, hence, they are very
likely to happen simultaneously in the future. During the training
phase, Nexat analyzes the extracted attack sessions to identify the
co-occurrence relationship amongst different alerts being involved
in these sessions. This results in a knowledge base for Nexat which
is used during the prediction phase to probabilistically predict the
next actions of an attacker, once a live stream of alerts are being
observed by an intrusion detection system. In the following, we
provide the detailed description of these three phases.

2.1 Data Extraction Phase

NEXAT: HISTORY-BASED ATTACK PREDICTION

In this phase, Nexat extracts attack sessions out of a list of alerts
that are reported by one or more IDSs. This is done in two steps:
generating the list of alerts, and extracting attack sessions from the
alerts list.

Generating the alerts list

In this section, we describe the design of Nexat, a tool that we
develop for predicting attackers’ likely next steps. Nexat uses a
machine learning technique to predict the attacker actions based on
the activity history of the attackers. More speciﬁcally, Nexat’s operation can be divided into three main phases: the data extraction
phase, the training phase, and the prediction phase. Before describing these steps, we ﬁrst provide a formal deﬁnition of some of the
terms used later. Also, Table 1 summarizes all of the elements used
in the design of Nexat, e.g., lists and hash tables, along with their
symbols and deﬁnitions.

The current implementation of Nexat takes Snort alerts1 as input
and extracts four of its attributes, i.e., the name of the attack, the
source address, the destination address, and the time the alert was
generated. Table 2 shows some sample alerts generated by a Snort
IDSs. Nexat constructs and maintains an alerts list that keeps the
alerts collected by the IDSs in an ascending order of time. We
assume that multiple IDSs are time-synchronized. Table 3 shows a
sample alerts list. For the sake of simplicity, we use pseudonyms
for the name of the alerts and also for the source and destination IP
addresses.

D EFINITION 1. (Alert) An alert is a set of information about a
suspicious network event being observed and reported by an IDS
system.

Extracting the attack sessions
For any alert A in an alerts list AL, Nexat generates an attack
session S initiating from A as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2. More specifically, in order to add an alert A1 to an existing attack session, one

The set of information included in an alert depends on the type of
the reporting IDS system; common examples of alert information
are the “source address“ and the “destination address“ of the network ﬂow associated with the event, and the time of its occurrence.

1
The code can easily be extended to take inputs from other IDSs as
well.



Table 1: Different elements used in Nexat.
Name
Alert

Symbol
A
AL

Alerts list
Attack session

S

List of attack sessions

H

Trained dataset

T

Power-set of an alert

P (A)
R(T, I)

Results list

Description
An alert as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1.
A list that contains the list of alerts collected
from an IDS in ascending order of time.
An attack session as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.
A hash table keyed by alerts, containing the
corresponding attack sessions.
A hash table that contains the empirical probabilities
trained during the training phase.
The power-set corresponding to an alert as deﬁned in the text.
A hash table that provides predictions on the next alert of
an attack stream of I based on the trained dataset T .

Table 2: Example alerts generated by an Snort IDS.
Pseudonym
A
B
C
D
E
F

Description
DNS named authors attempt
(http_inspect) OVERSIZE REQUEST-URI DIRECTORY
SNMP trap TCP
WEB-CGI bb-hist.sh access
MISC source port 53 to <1024
BACKDOOR Wordpress backdoor feed.php code execution attempt

Table 3: An example list of alerts. The source and destination addresses are replaced by pseudonyms of the hosts.

Alert name
A
G
B
D
K
J
E

Source address
9
2
8
7
3
2
1

Attribute
Destination address
6
4
7
1
4
5
6

der of time starting from A in order to ﬁnd and append related alerts to S. For any alert A1 which lies in a window w
from the last alert in S, GetSession adds it to S if either
A1 ’s source is in SourceList(S) or A1 ’s destination is in
T argetList(S).

Time
1
2
4
7
8
9
10

• For any alert A1 that is added to an attack session S, the
destination of A1 is added to T argetList(S) and the source
of A1 is added to both SourceList(S) and T argetList(S)
lists (this enables Nexat to ﬁnd the three possible types of attack, namely, one-to-many, many-to-one, and island-hopping,
as mentioned before).
• GetSession closes S if it does not ﬁnd another alert from
AL that satisﬁes the mentioned properties.
Nexat maintains a list of attack sessions, H, which is a hash table
that is indexed by alert names. H stores lists of attack session sets
corresponding to each alert. Upon ﬁnding an attack session S for an
alert A ∈ AL, as described above, Nexat appends S to the line of H
corresponding to A, i.e., H[A]. Once this is done for all of the alerts
in AL the hash table H will hold a set of attack sessions for each
alert in the AL. This algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 2.2, where
the GetSession(A, AL) algorithm evaluates the attack sessions
for an alert A, as detailed before. The hash table H will serve as
the input to the training phase, as described later. Table 4 shows a
sample hash table H.

of these three requirements should be met: A1 ’s destination address is the same as the destination of an alert existing in S, A1 ’s
source is the same as the source address of an alert in S, or A1 ’s
source is the same as the destination address of an alert in S. Nexat
uses a sliding time window, w, for performing such correlation.
This algorithm, GetSession(A∈ AL,AL), is depicted in Algorithm 2.1. GetSession(A∈ AL,AL) goes over an alerts list
AL, being sorted in ascending order of time, to ﬁnd all of the existing attack sessions corresponding to an alert A ∈ AL. For any
instance of such an attack session, S, GetSession performs the
following steps:

Algorithm 2.2: DATA E XTRACTION P HASE(AL)

• For the attack session S, GetSession creates and maintains two lists SourceList(S) and T argetList(S), which
contain the possible source address and destination addresses
of the future alerts of S, respectively.

H ← hashtable()
for each A ∈ AL
do H[A].append(G ET S ESSION(A, AL))

• GetSession traverses the alerts list AL in descending or-



Algorithm 2.1: G ET S ESSION(A ∈ AL, AL)
reversedList ← AL.reverse()
% X ← Y assigns the value of Y to X
attackSessionSet ← set()
T argetList ← set()
SourceList ← set()
lastAlert ← A
T argetList.append([lastAlert.target,lastAlert.source])
SourceList.append(lastAlert.source)
for each previousAlert ∈ reversedList
⎧
if previousAlert.time > lastAlert.time − w
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎪
if (previousAlert.target ∈ T argetList
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ or previousAlert.source ∈ SourceList)
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
S.append(previousAlert.name)
⎪
⎨
⎪
then
⎨
lastAlert ← previousAlert
do
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ then T argetList.append([previousAlert.source, previousAlert.target])
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎩
⎪
⎪
SourceList.append(previousAlert.source)
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
else
⎪
⎩
break
return (S)

Table 4: A sample list of attack sessions, H.
Alert Name
E
F
...

{"ICMP PING NMAP" , "(http_inspect) BARE BYTE UNICODE ENCODING" , "WEB-PHP PHP function CRLF injection
attempt" , "WEB-MISC .htpasswd access" , "(http_inspect) DOUBLE ENCODING ATTACK" , "WEB-MISC encoded cross site
scripting attempt" , "SHELLCODE x86 NOOP"}.

Attack sessions
{A,B,D}, {A,B}, {A,C}, {B,D}, {B}
{B,C,D}, {B,C}, {C}
...

2.2 Training Phase
Nexat uses the list of attack sessions, i.e., the hash table H,
generated during the data extraction phase to train about the cooccurrence of the alerts, i.e., to determine which alerts are more
likely to occur in the same attack session. The training algorithm is
depicted in Algorithm 2.3.

An example run of the data extraction phase
For the sake of clarity, here we mention a sample run of the data
extraction phase. Let us suppose that Nexat received as input an
alerts list AL as shown in Table 3. As can be seen, AL contains
the name of the alerts along with their corresponding sources and
destination addresses, and the time when they occurred. We show
how Nexat proceeds to ﬁnd the attack sessions for the last alert of
AL, i.e., E, for a time window size of w = 5sec.
Nexat traverses the AL list backwards, starting with alert J.
Since J does not share any source or destination address similarities with E, it is not added it to the attack session S. The situation is
the same for alert K, since there is no shared destination or source
information with E. However, as can be seen, the destination address of the alert D is the same as the source address of the last alert
in S, i.e., E. In fact, this can be an indication of an island-hopping
attack. Since the time difference between the alerts D and E (the
last alert in S) is less than the time window w = 5sec the alert D
is appended to the attack session S. In addition, the source address
of D is added to SourceList(S) and T argetList(S), and its destination address is added to T argetList(S). Similarly, the alerts
B and A are appended to S and their source and destination addresses are added to the corresponding lists. When Nexat reaches
the end of the AL list (or the time window w from the last alert
has elapsed), GetSession(E,AL) closes the attack session S
and appends it to the line indexed E of the list of attack sessions,
e.g., H[E]. In this example, the attack session S = {A, B, D} is
appended to the list of attack sessions shown in Table 4. The following is a real-world sample of an attack session that we observed
in our evaluations:

Algorithm 2.3: T RAINING P HASE(H)
T ← hashtable()
for each A ∈ H
⎧
U (A) ← list()
⎪
⎪
⎪
for all S ∈ H[A]
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
do U = U ∪ S
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨for each
⎧ x ∈ P OWER S ET(U )\{∅}
o←0
do
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪
for each S ∈ H[A]
⎪
⎪
do
⎪
⎪
do if x ⊆ S
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ then o ← o + 1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
T [x].append({o, A})
total ← hashtable()
for each
 y∈T
total[y] ← 0
do
total ← total + T [y].o
for each y ∈ T
do T [y].o ← T [y].o/total[y]
During the training phase, the TrainingPhase algorithm uses
the list of attack sessions H, created in the data extraction phase, to
generate a trained dataset T . The trained dataset T is a hash table
indexed by the set of alerts. For any set of alerts x ∈ T , T keeps a
list of pairs (p, A) such that p is the empirical probability that x is
followed by the alert A. The generation of T is further described
later. The training algorithm of Nexat is performed as follows:



Table 5: A sample trained dataset T .
(a) Before normalization
{A}
{B}
{C}
{D}
{AB}
{AC}
{AD}
{BC}
{BD}
{CD}
{ABC}
{ABD}
{ACD}
{BCD}

{3, E}
{4, E}, {2, F}
{1, E}, {3, F}
{2, E}, {1, F}
{2, E}
{1, E}
{1, E}
{2, F}
{1, E}, {1, F}
{1, F}
{Ø}
{1, E}
{Ø}
{1, F}

responding to E can be evaluated as U (A) = {A, B, C, D}, resulting in the corresponding powerset to be

(b) After normalization
{A}
{B}
{C}
{D}
{AB}
{AC}
{AD}
{BC}
{BD}
{CD}
{ABC}
{ABD}
{ACD}
{BCD}

{1, E}
{.66, E}, {.33, F}
{.25, E}, {.75, F}
{.66, E}, {.33, F}
{1, E}
{1, E}
{1, E}
{1, F}
{.5, E}, {.5, F}
{1, F}
{Ø}
{1, E}
{Ø}
{1, F}

P (E) = {{A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, {AB}, {AC}, {AD},
{BC}, {BD}, {CD}, {ABC}, {ABD}, {ACD},
{BCD}}
As mentioned before, the powerset P (·) excludes the empty set
and is limited to subsets with maximum size of k = 3. One can
similarly ﬁnd the powerset corresponding to the alert F as
P (F ) = {{B}, {C}, {D}, {BC}, {BD}, {CD}, {BCD}}
TrainingPhase uses these powersets to generate the trained
dataset T as described before. Table 5 shows the generated T before and after normalization.

2.3 Prediction phase

• For each alert A ∈ H, TrainingPhase evaluates the
union set of all of the attack sessions that H keeps for A. As
an example, if for an alert A the table H returns two attack
sessions of {B, C} and {B, F } the union set for A would
be U (A) = {B, C, F }. In fact, the union set U (A) returns
a set of possible precursor alerts for the alert A.

In the prediction phase, Nexat uses the trained dataset T generated during the training phase to make predictions on the live
streams of attacking events. More speciﬁcally, for each alert in a
live stream of alerts I returned by one or more IDSs, Nexat predicts
the most likely forthcoming alerts.
The prediction algorithm of Nexat is illustrated in Algorithm 2.4.
PredictionPhase uses a results list, R(T, I), to store the predictions performed on I using the trained dataset of T . R(T, I) is a
hash table indexed by the name of the alerts, where for each alert it
stores a list of result pairs in the form of (p, ) where p is the probability and  is the length of a set of alerts. The PredictionPhase
algorithm works as follows:

• TrainingPhase evaluates P (A), which is the power-set
of U (A) excluding the empty set {∅} and limited to a maximum size of k. As an example, for the U (A) = {B, C, F }
mentioned the corresponding power-set is P (A) = {{B},
{C}, {F }, {B, C}, {B, F }, {C, F }, {B, C, F }}. The limit
k is used to bound the computational complexity of Nexat
and is set to 3 in our implementation.

• Suppose that Ar is the last received alert in the live stream of
alerts I. PredictionPhase evaluates the attack session
Sr corresponding to Ar using the GetSession(Ar ,I)
algorithm mentioned in Algorithm 2.1.

• For any set x ∈ P (A), TrainingPhase evaluates N (x, A)
to be the number of attack sessions, S ∈ H[A] that are a superset of x, i.e., N (x, A) = ||{S|S ∈ H(A)&x ⊆ S}||. If
N (x, A) > 0 the pair (N (x, A), A) is appended to the line
x of the hash table T , i.e., T [x].
• Finally, TrainingPhase normalizes the entries of the T
table by dividing each N (·, ·) by the sum of all of the N (·, ·)
entries in the same row of table T .

• PredictionPhase also evaluates Pr , the limited powerset of Sr as deﬁned before (excluding the empty set and limited to size k = 3).

Table 5 shows a sample T hash table before and after normalization. For any set x ∈ T , a normalized pair of (p, A) indicates that
with probability p the alert A proceeds the set of alerts in x. This
is used in the prediction phase to predict the next steps of an attack,
as described later.
It should be mentioned that limiting the size of the power-sets
to k = 3 puts a constraint on the storage and the computational
resources required by Nexat. Increasing k improves the training
process of Nexat at the cost of exponentially increasing the required
resources.

• For any x ∈ Pr and for any r ∈ T [x], PredictionPhase
appends the result pair of (r.p, length(x)) to the line x of
hash table R, i.e., R[x]. r.p is the probability attribute of r,
as deﬁned in Section 2.2, and length(x) returns the length
of the set x. This identiﬁes all of the records in the trained
dataset that are related to the current alert.

• Finally, PredictionPhase normalizes the probability attribute in the result pairs of the R table. In order to do this,
Nexat evaluates the weighted sum of the probabilities for
each row (corresponding to alert A) of the table as SumA =

NumA
pi × i , where N umA is the number of result pairs
i=1
corresponding to alert A in R. PredictionPhase, then,
divides all of the probability attributes of the result pairs by
SumA to produce the normalized weighted probabilities.

An example run of the training phase
We continue the example mentioned in Section 2.1 for the training phase of Nexat. The data extraction phase of Nexat generates
the list of attack sessions H that is shown in Table 4. As can
be seen, H keeps the attack session sets of {A, B, D}, {A, B},
{A, C}, {B, D}, {B} for the alert E, and the attack session sets
of {B, C, D}, {B, C}, {C} for the alert F . So, the union set cor-



Algorithm 2.4: P REDICTION P HASE(T, I)

of the competition networks, and the list of the competitors is available online [2].
We use the database of alerts described above to evaluate the
prediction performance of Nexat: we use the alerts generated as
a result of attacking actions of one or more teams to train Nexat,
and then use the trained Nexat to predict the next actions of other
teams. In fact, this resembles the real-world scenario for attack prediction: a network administrator aims at predicting future attacks
by having access to a history of attacks performed against the same
network infrastructure. The conducted evaluations are described in
the following.
Before explaining the experiments we deﬁne the accuracy metric
that is used for the evaluations.

R ← hash()
for each
 x ∈ P OWER S ET(G ET S ESSION(Ar , I))\∅
for each r ∈ T [x]
do
do R[r].append({r.p, length(x)})
for each
⎧ A∈R
sum ← 0
⎪
⎪
⎨
for each record ∈ R[A]
do
do sum ← sum + record.p ∗ record.
⎪
⎪
⎩R[A] ← sum
sum ← 0
for each A ∈ R
do sum ← sum + R[A]
for each A ∈ R
do R[A] ← R[A]/sum

D EFINITION 3. Accuracy: We deﬁne the accuracy of Nexat in
predicting an stream of alerts, I, to be the mean of the probabilities
that Nexat predicts for all of the observed alerts. More speciﬁcally,
if Nexat predicts the next alerts 
of I with probabilities pi (i =
1, .., n), the accuracy of Nexat is n
i=1 pi /n.

Nexat uses the weighted probabilities calculated above to predict the future alerts. In fact, by weighting the probabilities we
give more signiﬁcance to the longer attack sessions from the trained
dataset. Table 6 shows a sample results list R.

3.1 Experiment 1: trained by one team

An example run of the prediction phase

In this experiment, Nexat is trained using the Snort alerts corresponding to one of the hacking teams, and then the trained models
are used to predict the actions of the other teams. To do this, we extracted the alerts corresponding to any of the teams from the mentioned alerts database. Teams who produced less than 100 alerts
were ignored as this would not be sufﬁcient data to provide for any
meaningful training. This ﬁltering process left us with 33 unique
teams, each generating between 100 and 20000 alerts. This resulted
into 322 series of predictions, i.e., we choose one team for training
and try to predict actions of the other 32 teams.
Figure 1 depicts the results of the experiments for a time window of w = 5sec. Each point on the ﬁgure shows the accuracy of
Nexat, as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3, in predicting the actions of one
hacker team, being trained by the attack history of another team.
The horizontal axis of the ﬁgure shows the name of the team that
Nexat uses for training. The names assigned to the teams are not
their actual names, but their ranking at the end of the competition,
e.g., team 3 gained the third place in the competition. The empty
columns of the ﬁgure correspond to the teams that produced less
than 100 alerts, hence were not used to train Nexat. For any of the
hacker teams used for training Nexat, the ﬁgure also shows the average accuracy of Nexat in predicting the actions of all the other
teams. As can be seen, in 22 cases (out of a total of 33 cases)
the mean accuracy of Nexat in predicting the actions of the other
teams is more than 60%. This is signiﬁcantly promising, because
Nexat uses the history of only one hacker team during the training phase. We observe that in a few cases, using a single team for
training Nexat results in very poor prediction performance, e.g., in
the case of teams ranked 13 and 24. We call such teams bad predictor teams. In fact, the bad predictor teams take hacking actions
that are different from the rest of the teams. We can see that most
of the bad predictor teams are placed in the lower two-third of the
competition’s ranking table, i.e., only one of the ﬁrst 12 teams is
a bad predictor. We conclude that the more skilled a hacker team
is the better prediction performance is achieved by using that team
for training Nexat.
We also use a force-based algorithm to show the clusters of the
hacker teams based on the results of the predictor, as shown in Figure 2. Each circle in the ﬁgure represents one of the hacker teams,
where the number inside the circle is the rank of the team in the
competition. Two teams are connected in the graph if the accuracy
of Nexat in predicting each of them is more than 0.5, by using the

We will continue with the data provided from the training phase
example. PredictionPhase uses the trained dataset T from
the training phase to make predictions on a live stream of alerts
I. Suppose that running the GetSession algorithm on the most
recent alert of the stream I returns the set SI = {B, C, D}. The
power-set of SI , as deﬁned before, results in the set
{{B}, {C}, {D}, {BC}, {BD}, {CD}, {BCD}}
. PredictionPhase extracts all of the corresponding records
from T and imports them into the results list R, as shown in the
Table 6. As can be seen, the entries of this hash table are the result
pairs in the form of (p, ), where p is the probability of the subset
and  is the length of the subset. The columns of the table show the
corresponding subsets for the sake of clarity. The table also shows
the weighted sum for the alerts E and F . Using the wighted sums
Nexat provides a predicted probability for any of the alerts to be
the next alert of I. As the table shows, for the mentioned example
Nexat provides a 78.5% prediction of F being the next alert, and a
21.5% predication of E being the next alert.

3.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Nexat attack
prediction tool described in this paper. We run a prototype implementation of Nexat over a large database of attack alerts gathered during the 2008 UCSB International Capture The Flag (iCTF)
hacking competition [2], held on December 2008. The alert database
contains 248,783 alerts that are generated by a snort intrusion detection system during the competition. A total number of 800 attackers from different educational institutions participated in the
iCTF competition in the form of 40 hacking teams.
An identical copy of the same multi-host network was dedicated
to each team, and the goal of the competition for the teams was to
compromise their dedicated networks through an arbitrary number
of attacking steps. The network was monitored by both signaturebased and anomaly-based intrusion detection systems. The competing teams were allowed to use any hacking technique, however,
they would loose points whenever their activities we detected by
the intrusion detection systems. More information about the iCTF
2008 competition including the competition rules, the architecture



Table 6: A sample result list R.

Alerts

{B}

{C}

{D}

{BC}

{BD}

{CD}

{BCD}

E
F

(.66, 1)
(.33, 1)

(.25, 1)
(.75, 1)

(.66, 1)
(.33, 1)

(0,2)
(1, 2)

(.5, 2)
(.5, 2)

(0,2)
(1, 2)

(0,3)
(1, 3)

Weighted
sum
2.583
9.416

Predicted
probability
0.215
0.785

average
Prediction Accuracy Cross Training
1
0.9
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Figure 1: The prediction accuracy of Nexat using only one team for training.

fact that the training set has a much larger coverage of unique alerts,
since it could combine the strategies of several different teams.

other one for training. As can be seen, most of the teams are well
connected in the graph, showing a high correlation between their
actions. The teams which are less connected to the graph represent
the bad predictor teams, as discussed before.

3.2 Experiment 2: trained by all the other teams
The results from the ﬁrst experiment show how important a quality training set is to making accurate predictions. The teams whose
training sets proved to be poor, likely had little to no overlap with
the vast majority of teams in the competition, with respect to their
attack behavior. In this experiment we try to improve the prediction
accuracy of Nexat by using the histories of multiple hacker teams
to train Nexat. This is unlike the ﬁrst experiment where only one
team’s history was used for training.
Figure 3 shows the prediction accuracy of Nexat for each team,
when the histories of all the other teams are used to train Nexat. In
other words, each point on the graph shows the accuracy of Nexat
in predicting the team shown in the horizontal axis, being trained
by the other 32 teams. As can be seen, using the actions of multiple teams to train Nexat drastically improves its prediction performance. In particular, all the prediction accuracies are more than
80%, and the average prediction accuracy is 94%. This is due to the



3.3 Effect of the time window on the results
As mentioned before, in the training phase of Nexat a time window of w is used in order to divide each complex compromise activity into distinct sessions. The value of w impacts the prediction
accuracy of Nexat in different ways. By using a large value for w,
Nexat can collect more of the alerts that correspond to the same
complete attack, hence improving its training phase. This, however, increases the computational complexity of Nexat by generating more sets of alerts. Using a properly sized time window gives
us a balance of prediction accuracy and computational complexity.
Figure 4 shows the average prediction accuracy of Nexat being
trained on the history of team 25, for different values of the w parameter in the logarithmic scale. As can be seen, increasing w drastically improves the prediction accuracy for w ≤ 10sec, however,
it does not change signiﬁcantly for the larger values of w. Considering the impact of w on the computational complexity, we choose
w = 5 in our implementation, as it makes a reasonable tradeoff
between the complexity and the accuracy of Nexat.





























 



 



 











Figure 2: Clustering the hacker teams based on the prediction accuracy of Nexat (only one team is used for training).
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Figure 3: The prediction accuracy of Nexat using 32 teams for training.

3.4 Nexat’s resources

very reasonable resourcces, making it suitable to be deployed in
real-time scenarios. Nexat performed the training phase for each
team in about 1.7 seconds, using around 30 MB of RAM for each
team. This resulted in less than one minute to train all of the com-

We ran the prototype implementation of Nexat on a laptop with
a 2.53GHtz processor, 4GB memory, and 100GB disk space. Our
measurements show that Nexat is able to predict the attacks with
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Figure 4: The effect of the time window w on the prediction accuracy.
Qin and Lee conduct probabilistic inference using casual networks to recognize the attack plans and make some predictions on
the attacks [22]. More speciﬁcally, the authors develop a graphbased technique in order to correlate isolated attack scenarios, extracted from low-level alert correlation, based on their relations in
attack plans. This is followed by probabilistic inference to evaluate the likelihood of the attack goals, hence predict potential future
attacks using the generated causal networks. The authors evaluate their algorithms on the dataset of attack alerts of the DARPA’s
Grand Challenge Program of 2003. The paper only provides sample attack predictions with average 0.7 chance of prediction. This
is in contrast to the higher accuracies of Nexat, as described in this
section. Another main issue with this approach is that it is not scalable as the size of the attack trees and the causal networks grows
very rapidly with the size of the dataset. Wang et al. also use attack graphs for analyzing the alerts and making predictions [28].
The paper differs from previous work by using a queue graph instead of the timing windows to analyze the recent alerts, requiring
less memory and speeding up the attack correlation tasks. The basic queue graph approach is also extended to a uniﬁed method to
identify the missing alerts and to predict future alerts. The authors
provide sample successful alert prediction but point out the possibilities of false positives and false negatives in practice due to
incomplete or inaccurate domain knowledge. Moreover, this approach is sensitive to the timing inaccuracies of the reporting IDS
systems.
Some research use game theory in order to predict the next actions of cyber attacks [13, 9]. In order to make the prediction, the
game theoretic approach requires knowledge about all of the possible actions of the attackers against the defending system in order to
predict the best actions of the attackers in different scenarios. This
information is not usually available to the defending systems which
degrades the applicability of this approach in many scenarios.

peting teams. During the prediction phase, Nexat ran the data from
each team against any of the proﬁles in about 2.4 seconds, using an
average memory of 32MB. This resulted in a total prediction time
of about one minute and a half for each of the teams. We expect
that a customized implementation of Nexat on a powerful network
monitoring device will result in much faster operation of Nexat.

4.

RELATED WORK

Several different approaches have been taken by researchers in
order to analyze security alerts. Several researchers have considered alert correlation by grouping low-level alerts together in order to ﬁnd cohesive groups or precursor of alerts [12, 11, 4, 5, 27,
16, 17]. As they rely on different levels of predeﬁned knowledge
of attack conditions and consequences, most of such approaches
have limited effectiveness. In other words, they are not able to provide valid alert correlations for unknown attacks or unknown attack
relations. Plan recognition has been a common approach to predicting attacker behavior [8]. Plan recognition approaches use predetermined attacker plans in order to predict future attacks. Plan
recognition approaches, however, are not scalable as they require
inputs from a security professional in order to perform their predictions. This is in contrast to Nexat, which performs the prediction in
a fully automated manner using machine learning techniques.
Alternatively, some research use statistical tools in order to analyze the security alerts. Qin et al. look for attack scenarios by correlating the alerts and ﬁnding their causality relations [21]. More
speciﬁcally, they classify the alerts into a number of clusters and
present each cluster as a time series of alerts. Also, the resulting
alerts are ranked based on the expert knowledge. Finally, Granger
causality analysis is used on the time series of the top-ranked alerts
in order to compute precursor alerts. The Granger causality test
gives statistical predictions on whether a time series of alerts is an
adequate predictor of another time series of alerts. Unfortunately,
the performance of this approach is very sensitive to the presence
of unrelated background alerts. For instance, running their tool on
a 5-day sample of the 2000 DARPA Intrusion Detection Scenarios
dataset results in about 94% true causality detection and 14% false
causality detection. The false positives are even higher for DEFCON 9 traces due to the presence of more background alerts.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of
Nexat, a tool for the prediction of attacker behavior. Nexat relies on
machine-learning techniques to learn the attacker’s behavior from
previous alert histories and does not require any input from security
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professionals to make predictions. Also, since Nexat’s prediction is
not order-dependent, it can handle minor timing errors associated
with the reporting from intrusion detection systems. We validate
the prediction accuracy of Nexat through a prototype implementation. The results show that by training Nexat on a large database
of attacker behavior it is possible to perform attack prediction with
an average accuracy of 94%. Future work will include researching
alternative machine learning algorithms in order to further improve
the accuracy of the predictions as well as lowering the computational complexity.
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switches and ﬁrewalls constitutes the Internet’s communication substrate. Devices such as VoIP, IPTV, power management and physical access control units provide a myriad
of other specialized services. Most host-based security technologies deployed today are designed primarily to protect
general purpose servers and hosts, leaving vast numbers of
embedded devices, the Internet substrate itself, undefended
against exploitation.
We present a new embedded device defense system designed make the internet substrate a safer environment. We
believe it is technically feasible to inject security functionality in situ into legacy embedded systems to:

Our global communication infrastructures are powered by
large numbers of legacy embedded devices. Recent advances
in oﬀensive technologies targeting embedded systems have
shown that the stealthy exploitation of high-value embedded
devices such as router and ﬁrewalls is indeed feasible. However, little to no host-based defensive technology is available
to monitor and protect these devices, leaving large numbers
of critical devices defenseless against exploitation. We devised a method of augmenting legacy embedded devices, like
Cisco routers, with host-based defenses in order to create a
stealthy, embedded sensor-grid capable of monitoring and
capturing real-world attacks against the devices which constitute the bulk of the Internet substrate. Using a software
mechanism which we call the Symbiote, a white-list based
code modiﬁcation detector is automatically injected in situ
into Cisco IOS, producing a fully functional router ﬁrmware
capable of detecting and capturing successful attacks against
itself for analysis. Using the Symbiote-protected router as
the main component, we designed a sensor system which requires no modiﬁcation to existing hardware, fully preserves
the functionality of the original ﬁrmware, and detects unauthorized modiﬁcation of memory within 450 ms. We believe
that it is feasible to use the techniques described in this
paper to inject monitoring and defensive capability into existing routers to create an early attack warning system to
protect the Internet substrate.
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1. Provide security features to protect these devices against
exploitation and rootkitting.
2. Create a large scale sensor grid providing new detection capability to identify attacks against embedded
devices that are currently unmonitored.
Recent studies suggest that large populations of vulnerable embedded devices on the Internet are ripe for exploitation [8]. However, examples of successful exploits against
such devices are rarely observed in the wild, despite the
availability of proof-of-concept malware, known vulnerabilities and high monetization potential. We posit that our inability to monitor embedded devices for malware installation
is a factor in this phenomenon. When deployed throughout the Internet substrate, the sensor system discussed in
this paper will provide visibility into black-box embedded
devices, allowing us to capture and analyze exploitation of
embedded devices in real-time.
As a ﬁrst step to show feasibility, we demonstrate a general
method of transforming existing legacy embedded devices
into exploitation detection sensors. We use Cisco ﬁrmware
and hardware as the main demonstrative platform in this
paper. However, the techniques described are not speciﬁc
to any particular operating system or vendor, and can be
directly applied to many other types of embedded devices.
In order to detect and capture successful attacks against
Cisco routers for analysis, we engineered a system which automatically injects generic whitelist-based anti-rootkit functionality into standard IOS ﬁrmwares. Once injected, the
augmented router ﬁrmware can be loaded onto physical Cisco
routers, essentially transforming such devices into highly interactive router honeypots. As Section 8 shows, the resulting devices are fully functional, and can be deployed into
production environments.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is a dynamically changing network of many
diﬀerent kinds of devices, predominantly general purpose
hosts and servers connected by a large collection of specialized embedded devices. Embedded devices such as routers,
∗Please note that Figures 1 and 2, along with portions of
Section 5 is taken from a companion paper [9], and are
present here so that our exposition has the appropriate background and completeness.
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The main challenge of creating an embedded device honeypot rests with the diﬃculties of injecting arbitrary detection code into proprietary, close-source, embedded devices
with complex and undocumented operating systems. In order to overcome this challenge, we’ve created a software constructed called the Symbiote [9]. As Section 5 illustrates, the
Symbiote, along with its payload, is injected in situ into an
arbitrary host binary, in this case, Cisco IOS. The injection
is achieved through a generic process which is agnostic to
the operating environment of the host program. Figure 1
shows how a Symbiote is typically injected into a host program. In general, Symbiotes can inject arbitrary host-based
defenses into black-box embedded device ﬁrmwares. For a
full discussion of Symbiotes, please see [9]
The unique capabilities of the Symbiote construct allows
us to overcome the complexities of injecting generic exploitation detection code into what is essentially an unknown
black-box device. The original functionality of resulting
Symbiote-injected embedded device ﬁrmware remains unchanged. A portion of the router’s computational resources
is diverted to a proof of concept Symbiote payload, which
continuously monitors for unauthorized modiﬁcations to any
static areas within the router’s memory address space, a key
side-eﬀect of rootkit installation. As we demonstrate in Section 9, the portion of the CPU diverted to the Symbiote’s
payload is a conﬁgurable parameter, and directly eﬀects the
performance of the Symbiote payload; in this case, the detection latency of any unauthorized modiﬁcation.
A monitoring system is constructed around the main component of our system, the Symbiote-injected IOS image. The
Symbiote within the IOS ﬁrmware simultaneously performs
checksums on all protected regions of the router’s memory
while periodically communicating with an external monitor
via a covert channel. In the event of an unauthorized memory modiﬁcation within the router, the Symbiote will raise
an alarm to the external monitor, which then triggers the
capture and analysis component of our system.
As Section 8 discusses, our monitoring system can be deployed in one of three ways; native deployment, emulated
deployment, and shadow deployment. Due to the unique
limitations of each deployment scenario, the capture and
analysis mechanisms diﬀer slightly. For example, when the
Symbiote-injected ﬁrmware image is loaded into a physical Cisco router (native deployment), IOS’s own core dump
mechanism is used to capture the router’s runtime state for
analysis. This is less than ideal because, due to the hardware constraint of the Cisco device, we can not guarantee
that the memory capture is performed atomically. Furthermore, since the core dump is generated by IOS’s own (potentially compromised) code, the integrity of the output can not
be fully trusted. In contrast, when the Symbiote-injected
ﬁrmware is executed within Dynamips, a Cisco router emulator, on a general purpose computer (emulated deployment), the external monitor triggers a response which halts
emulation of the compromised IOS image before initiating
a full memory dump using the general purpose host computer. Thus, emulated deployment of our sensor can guarantee that the capture and analysis process can be done
atomically without relying on potentially compromised code.
Section 8 discusses the tradeoﬀs and advantages of all three
deployments in detail.

 

   



   

    

Figure 1: Logical overview of SEM injected into embedded device ﬁrmware. SEM maintains control of
CPU by using large-scale randomized control-ﬂow
interception. SEM payload executes alongside original OS.

2.

MOTIVATION

Several recent studies demonstrate that there are vast
numbers of unsecured, vulnerable embedded devices on the
internet [8], such devices are vulnerable to the same types
of attacks as general purpose computers [3, 12], and can
be systematically exploited in much the same way [1, 3, 5].
For example, various exploitable vulnerabilities [15, 13] and
rootkits [16] have been found and disclosed for Cisco’s router
operating system, IOS. Cisco devices running IOS constitutes a signiﬁcant portion of our global communication infrastructure, and are deployed within critical areas of our
residential, commercial, ﬁnancial, government, military and
backbone networks.
Typical of the embedded security landscape, IOS is an
aging system which does not employ standard protection
schemes found within modern operating systems [16], and
does not have any host-based anti-virus to speak of. In fact,
not only is the installation of third-party anti-virus (which
does not yet exist for IOS) not possible via any published OS
interface, any attempt to do so will also violate the vendor’s
EULA and thus void existing support contracts.
Consider the availability of proof-of-concept exploits and
rootkits, the wide gamut of high-value targets which can be
compromised by the exploitation of devices like routers and
ﬁrewalls, and the lack of host-based defenses within closesource embedded device ﬁrmwares. Such conditions should
make the vast numbers of vulnerable embedded devices on
the Internet highly attractive targets. Indeed, we have observed successful attempts to create botnets using Linuxbased home routers [4]. As Section 4 shows, the necessary
techniques of exploiting Cisco IOS and installing root-kits on
running Cisco routers are well understood. The works presented within academic and blackhat circles, combined with
anecdotal evidence of the systematic exploitation of embedded network devices within the last decade suggests that
real-world exploitation of Cisco routers is not only possible,
but likely an undetected reality.
Documented cases of embedded device exploitation are
still relatively rare. High-value embedded targets like enterprise networking equipment have seemingly eluded ex-



ploitation. It is possible that the exploitation of devices
like Cisco routers is still beyond the technical capabilities of
the blackhat community. However, it is far more plausible
that stealthy, targeted attacks against high-value embedded
devices have eluded detection due to our inability to gain
visibility into the internals of such devices. It is quite possible routers have been successfully attacked and are compromised without anyone’s knowledge except the UE sellers
who oﬀer them for sale.
Whether or not stealthy exploitation of embedded devices is a reality today, we can conﬁdently anticipate that
attacks against such defenseless, high-value targets is inevitable. Therefore, analysis and mitigation of embedded
device exploitation is crucial to the integrity of the Internet
substrate. We believe that accurate, real-time detection of
such attacks is an important ﬁrst step towards understanding the realities of the embedded security threat. Furthermore, we believe the ability to inject host-based security into
existing legacy devices will be instrumental in mounting a
realistic defense of existing embedded devices.
The Symbiote structure presented in this paper is designed
speciﬁcally to abstract away the technical challenges of injecting third-party security into a diverse range of embedded
devices. This device agnostic foundation allows us to look
beyond speciﬁc hardware and ﬁrmware in order to create a
general body of embedded defense methodologies which can
be feasibly applied to all existing devices.

3.

specialized hardware. However, such a solution is not feasible when considering the realm of legacy embedded devices.
Instead, Section 6 illustrates a general method of increasing
the computational complexity of a successful bypass of the
Symbiote defense without relying on additional hardware.

4.

RELATED WORK

Relatively little work has been done to detect and capture
sophisticated attacks against embedded devices. However,
such problems have been well studied for general purpose
computers and operating systems. Numerous rootkit and
malware detection and mitigation mechanisms have been
proposed in the past but largely target general purpose computers. Commercial products from vendors like Symantec,
Mcafee/Intel, Kapersky and Microsoft [2] all advertise some
form of protection against kernel level rootkits. Kernel integrity validation and security posture assessment capability
has been integrated into several Network Admission Control
(NAC) systems. These commercial products largely depend
on signature-based detection methods and can be subverted
by well known methods [18, 19, 20]. Sophisticated detection and prevention strategies have been proposed by the
research community. Virtualization-based strategies using
hypervisors, VMM’s and memory shadowing [17] have been
applied to kernel-level rootkit detection. Others have proposed detection strategies using binary analysis [11], function hook monitoring [23] and hardware-assisted solutions
to kernel integrity validation [22].
The above strategies may perform well within general purpose computers and well known operating systems but have
not been adapted to operate within the unique characteristics and constraints of embedded device ﬁrmware. Eﬀective
prevention of binary exploitation of embedded devices requires a rethinking of detection strategies and deployment
vehicles.
Our methodology transforms standard legacy embedded
devices into exploitation detectors. This is similar to existing honeypot-based IDS strategies, which generally involves
the use of intentionally vulnerable systems to log, capture
and analyze attacks levied against it. Many honeypot-based
systems have been proposed. Few focus on the use or protection of embedded devices. For example, Ghourabi et al. recently proposed the use of simulated honey routers to study
protocol attacks against BGP [10].
In general, honeypots can be native, emulated or simulated, and can involve a single machine or a vast network of
simulated nodes. Many oﬀ-the-shelf honeypot systems exist
for general purpose computers. However, such systems are
not without ﬂaws. For example, simulated honeypots disguises themselves as vulnerable systems but does not expose
any actual vulnerabilities to the attacker. Therefore, minimizing false-positives in such systems is a challenge. Furthermore, simulated honeypots may catch indiscriminate exploitation attempts, but will rarely fool sophisticated attackers in highly targeted attacks. Thus, native and emulated
honeypots which exposes real vulnerabilities to the attacker
are much better suited for detecting sophisticated, targeted
attacks.
Guards, originally proposed by Chang and Atallah [6], is
another technology which uses mechanisms of action similar
to Symbiotes. A Guard is a simple piece of security code
which is injected into the protected software using binary
rewriting techniques similar to our Symbiote system. Once

THREAT MODEL

We are interested in detecting, capturing and analyzing
successful injection of rootkits into IOS at runtime. We assume that the attacker is technically sophisticated and has
access to both zero-day vulnerabilities as well as a reliable
rootkit which persistently alters the behavior of the victim
device’s OS, yielding covert root access to the attacker. We
assume that the injected rootkit will patch speciﬁc portions
of the router’s code in order to create a hidden backdoor for
the attacker. In other words, we assume that the rootkit will
alter regions of memory within the router that is meant to be
static during normal execution. Static sections within IOS
ﬁrmware image typically include the .txt, .rodata, .ﬁrmware,
.sdata and large portions of the .data sections. Furthermore,
the boot-loader (rommon) section of the router, as well as all
associated conﬁguration ﬁles (startup conﬁguration, running
conﬁguration, etc) can also be monitored for unauthorized
modiﬁcation.
While our current threat model encompasses all published
IOS rootkitting techniques to date, it is probable that a
covert backdoor can be created within an IOS router without modifying static regions of the router’s memory. The
proposed detection payload will not detect exploits which
leave no persistent change within the victim device. However, the Symbiote-based injection scheme described in this
paper can be extended to monitor for anomalies within dynamic sections of the target device, extending our whitelistbased detector into a full-blown host-based anomaly detector
(See Section 10).
Furthermore, it is possible for sophisticated attacks to attempt to disable the Symbiote prior to the actual exploitation of the victim device. Since the Symbiote structure described in this paper is a software-based defense, absolute
integrity of the Symbiote cannot be guaranteed. In the general case, Symbiotes can be fortiﬁed with the introduction of



injected, a guard will perform tamper-resistance functionality like self-checksumming and software repair. However,
Guards have no mechanism to pause and resume its computation, the entire Guard routine must complete execution
each time it is invoked. This limits the sophistication of
what each Guard can realistically perform, especially when
Guards are used in time sensitive software and real-time embedded devices.
Devices like Cisco routers are black-box systems utilizing large numbers of undocumented proprietary hardware
components. The injection of new code into proprietary
ﬁrmware and the emulation of specialized and undocumented
hardware makes the creation native and emulated honeypots
for embedded devices challenging. As Section 5 describes,
the unique capabilities of the Symbiote construct allows us
to overcome the above challenges in order to transform standard Cisco IOS ﬁrmware and hardware into highly believable
native router honeypots.

5.

all three components are injected in situ into the target embedded device ﬁrmware. Since the Symbiote is injected in
situ, the size of the resulting ﬁrmware image is unchanged.
For example, the current implementation of the Symbiote
Manager, along with the rootkit detection payload requires
only approximately 1600 bytes to be injected into IOS.
Figure 2 illustrates the three step Symbiote injection process. First, analysis is performed on the original host program in order to determine areas of live code, or code that
will be run with high probability at runtime. Second, intercept points are chosen randomly from the host program.
Lastly, the Symbiote Manager, Symbiote payload and a large
number of control-ﬂow intercepts are injected into the host
program binary, yielding a Symbiote protected host program.
The Symbiote randomly intercepts a large number of functions as a means to divert periodically and consistently a
small portion of the device’s CPU cycles to execute its payload. This approach allows the Symbiote to remain agnostic to operating system speciﬁcs while executing its payload
alongside the original OS. The Symbiote payload has full access to the internals of the original OS but is not constrained
by it. This allows the payload to carry out functionality
which might not be possible under the original OS. In the
case of Cisco IOS for example, a process watchdog timer will
forcibly terminate any process which executes for more than
several seconds. However, since the Symbiote payload executes in time-slices randomly distributed throughout many
unrelated processes, the Symbiote payload can execute indeﬁnitely, circumventing the watchdog timer entirely.
Stealth is a byproduct of the SEM structure. In the case
of IOS, no diagnostic tool available within the OS (short of
a full memory dump) can detect the presence of the SEM
payload because it manipulates no OS speciﬁc structure and
is eﬀectively invisible to the OS. The impact of the SEM
payload is further hidden by the fact that CPU utilization of
the payload is not reported within any single process under
IOS and is distributed randomly across a large number of
unrelated processes.
Once the Symbiote Manager gains control of the CPU, it
allocates a certain number of cycles for the execution of its
Symbiote payload (in this case, a checksuming mechanism).
After the payload completes its execution burst, control of
the CPU is returned to the Symbiote Manager, which in
turn resumes the execution of the original host program.
The Symbiote Manager acts as a job scheduler, treating
the entire host program as one process, and its Symbiote
payload as the other. Traditional scheduling strategies can
be used to determine the proper CPU resource distribution
between the Symbiote and its host program. In general, this
involves the optimization of both the frequency of context
switches as well as the duration of the Symbiote payload’s
execution bursts.
The proposed Symbiote payload detects unauthorized code
modiﬁcation through the computation of checksums over
static regions of memory. Therefore, a delay exists between
the time of the code modiﬁcation and its detection. In general we refer to the time between the occurrence of an unauthorized event and its detection as the detection latency.
Intuitively, the amount of CPU resources diverted to the
Symbiote payload should be inversely proportional to the
detection latency, and thus directly proportional to the performance of our detector. In the case of Cisco IOS, and

MEET SYMBIOTE

For a full discussion of Symbiotic Embedded Machines,
please see [9]. The Symbiote is a software construct that is
injected in situ into a host program to provide the following
four fundamental security properties.
1. The Symbiote has full visibility into the code and execution state of its host program, and can either passively monitor or actively react to the observed events
at runtime.
2. The Symbiote executes along side the host software.
In order for the host to function as before, it’s injected
Symbiote must execute, and vice versa.
3. The Symbiote is an autonomous entity which is hardened to defend against unauthorized modiﬁcation or
removal once it is injected into the host program.
4. No two instantiations of the same Symbiote are the
same. Each time a Symbiote is created, its code is
randomized and mutated, rendering signature based
detection methods and attacks requiring predictable
memory and code structures within the Symbiote ineﬀective.
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Figure 2: Symbiote Injection Process.
Figure 1 shows the three logical components of Symbiotes:
Control-Flow Interceptors, Symbiotic Embedded Machine
Manager (SEMM) and the Symbiote Payload. Together,



many other embedded systems, an over allocation of CPU
resources to the Symbiote can adversely aﬀect the performance of the protected host device. In practice, we have
found that it is beneﬁcial to frequently interleave the host
program’s execution with short Symbiote payload execution
bursts. This allows the Symbiote payload to compute at acceptable rates while minimizing the impact on the real-time
nature of Cisco routers.
The Symbiote scheduling problem is arguably simple as
it involves only two ”tasks”. However, performing such a
task safely in an OS agnostic manner on embedded systems
presents several interesting complexities. A full discussion of
potential Symbiote scheduling algorithms is out of the scope
of this paper. However, in the case of our IOS exploitation
detection Symbiote, the performance and overhead characteristics of several scheduling strategies are discussed in Section 9.

Symbiote payload accurately detects unauthorized modiﬁcation of any monitored region of memory within milliseconds,
and will accurately detect [16, 13, 7] immediately after successful exploitation of the victim device.
In the case of Cisco IOS, several large contiguous segments
of the router’s memory address space can be monitored using
the checksumming mechanism described above. Figure 4 illustrates the memory layout of a typical IOS ﬁrmware image
on a Cisco router. The darkened regions represent areas of
the router’s ﬁrmware which can be safely monitored by our
checksumming mechanism. For example, regions containing
executable code (text and ﬁrmware), and static data (rodata, ctors, sdata sections) should clearly not be modiﬁed at
runtime. In practice, the typical IOS ﬁrmware contains large
contiguous sections of memory which should semantically remain static during the normal operation of the router.

8.
6.

SELF-MONITORING SYMBIOTES

We must consider ways to protect the Symbiote itself
against attack and removal. The polymorphic nature of
the Symbiote and its payload makes signature-based attacks
against it ineﬀective. To further raise the bar, multiple Symbiotes within a protected host program can be conﬁgured
in a self-monitoring monitor arrangement. As proposed by
Stolfo, Greenbaum and Sethumadhavan [21], a network of
monitors can be constructed, such that an alarm will be
raised if any subset of monitors are compromised or deactivated, or if any critical condition monitored by the system
is violated. Consider Figure 3, which shows three independent Symbiotes arranged in a full-mesh monitoring network.
In this arrangement, each Symbiote monitors a speciﬁc critical condition, i.e., the output of their Symbiote Payload,
while simultaneously monitoring the operational status of
the other two Symbiotes within the network. If one or more
of the Symbiotes are corrupted or disabled, the remaining
Symbiotes within the network will raise an alarm. Similarly,
if all three Symbiotes are simultaneously deactivated, an external sensor can also detect this event and raise an alarm.
Note that the three Symbiotes shown in Figure 3 need not be
located within the same host router. Large networks of embedded device sensors can be collectively protected in this
mutually defensive arrangement. Using Symbiotes in this
fashion is a topic of ongoing research.

7.

DESIGN AND OPERATION

Our sensor system has three components; a Symbioteprotected router, a monitoring station, and a capture and
analysis system which automatically collects and analyzes
forensics data once an alarm is triggered. The Symbiote
within the IOS ﬁrmware simultaneously performs checksums
on all protected regions of the router’s memory while periodically communicating with an external monitor via a covert
channel. In the event of an unauthorized memory modiﬁcation within the router, the Symbiote will raise an alarm to
the monitor, which then triggers the capture and analysis
component of our system.
The proposed exploitation detection sensor can be deployed in one of at least three ways; natively, emulated
within a general purpose computer, or as a shadow replica
for a production device. The implementation of the monitoring station and capture and analysis engine changes depending on how the Symbiote-injected router ﬁrmware is
executed; natively on embedded hardware or emulated on a
general purpose computer.
When deployed natively, the monitor and capture components are integrated into the Symbiote payload and injected
directly into Cisco hardware, producing a standalone sensor. When the detection payload raises an alarm, the Symbiote immediately triggers the core dump functionality from
within IOS. This causes the bulk of the router’s execution
state to be captured and transferred via FTP or TFTP.
When deployed as an emulated sensor, using Dynamips
for example, the monitoring and capture components of the
sensor are implemented within the emulator. This reduces
the footprint of the Symbiote and allows us to perform more
sophisticated capture and analysis on the server running the
emulation. For example, Dynamips was modiﬁed to continuously monitor a region of the router’s memory for an encoded marker, which is set by the Symbiote payload only
when an alarm is raised.
For testing purposes, we chose to modify a portion of the
text that is printed when the ”show version” command is
invoked. In practice, many better covert channels can be
used to communicate between the Symbiote and the router
emulator.
In order to transform large populations of embedded devices into massive embedded exploitation sensor-grids, the
native deployment is the most eﬃcient and practical. For the
purposes of testing and validation of our approach, the emulated deployment scenario is most appropriate. The shadow

EXPLOITATION DETECTOR

IOS rootkit and malware code is generally not publicly
available. However, a survey of published persistent rootkit
techniques reveals a commonality in their modus operandi.
Speciﬁcally, rootkits such as [16, 13, 7] all modify some region of static IOS memory in order to inject their rootkit
payload into the victim router. Thus, we implemented a
white-list strategy to detect IOS malcode and rootkits described previously.
Known rootkits operate by hooking into and altering key
functions within IOS. To do this, speciﬁc binary patches
must be made to executable code. Therefore, a continuous
integrity check on all static areas of Cisco IOS will detect
all function hooking and patching attempts made by rootkits and malware. The rootkit detection payload described
below is not speciﬁc to IOS, and can be used on other embedded operating systems as well. As Section 9 shows, our












 
   

 


 
   



Figure 3: Full Mesh Self-Monitoring Symbiote
Network

Figure 4: Memory layout of a typical Cisco IOS
router

deployment is best for capturing and analyzing IOS exploits
in mission critical production environments.

natively on embedded hardware, the ﬁrmware is emulated
on a general purpose computer. In the case of Cisco IOS,
Dynamips is used to emulate speciﬁc devices such as 7200 series routers used in our testing and evaluation environment.
This diﬀers from simulated honeypots in a signiﬁcant way:
the use of actual IOS ﬁrmware. The emulation of real Cisco
IOS allows us to create highly interactive honeypots which
exposes real IOS vulnerabilities to potential attackers.
The emulated deployment has several advantages which
make it the ideal approach for developing and testing experimental prototype Symbiotes. First, debugging proof of
concept Symbiotes in an emulated environment is slightly
more convenient than doing so on native embedded hardware. Second, the general purpose computer which hosts
the emulation usually has far greater computational capacity
than the embedded hardware which it is emulating. Therefore, computation can be oﬄoaded from the Symbiote payload onto the general purpose host computer. This can
potentially allow the Symbiote payload to perform complex computations not feasible on actual embedded hardware. The Symbiote payload presented in this paper is simple and requires relatively little CPU power. However, this
can be replaced with payloads more akin to behavior based
anomaly detectors which can require signiﬁcantly more resources. The development of Symbiote-based anomaly detection mechanisms is an area of active research (See Section
10).
Lastly, the emulated sensor deployment can usually simplify the capture and analysis component of the sensor. In
the case of the sensor presented in this paper, we modiﬁed the Dynamips emulator to atomically capture the entire
memory state of the IOS router once the Symbiote payload
emits an alarm. The Dynamips emulator conveniently allows us to halt the router’s CPU brieﬂy while the memory
capture takes place on the host computer. Once this operation completes, the memory snapshot, along with all network

8.1

Native Sensor Deployment

In the native deployment scenarios, the Symbiote-injected
ﬁrmware is loaded directly onto the target embedded device,
i.e. a Cisco router. The Symbiote payload executes natively
on the embedded hardware, alongside the original ﬁrmware.
Native deployment allows the Symbiote to operate in embedded systems for which emulation is not feasible. For example, a large portion of Cisco devices can not be emulated
by existing software due to the use of undocumented, proprietary hardware. In practice, most modern high-performance
networking equipment falls within this category. Therefore,
native deployment is most practical for injecting Symbiotic
defenses into the diverse range of embedded devices found
on the Internet substrate.

8.2

Emulated Sensor Deployment
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Figure 5: Emulated Deployment of Symbiote-based
Cisco IOS Detector
Figure 5 illustrates a typical emulated deployment of our
sensor. Instead of running the Symbiote-injected ﬁrmware



traﬃc received by the router is automatically processed and
archived for analysis. Once the Symbiote payload emits an
alarm, our modiﬁed Dynamips emulator continuously dumps
the memory state of the router at a conﬁgurable frequency.

8.3

Shadow Sensor Deployment
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Figure 6: Shadow Deployment of Symbiote-based
Cisco IOS Detector
In order to detect exploitation against high-performance
embedded devices within production environments, we must
be able to deploy Symbiote-based sensors in a way which will
not cause unintentional service outages on the monitored devices. In such cases, the use of a second, identical embedded
device as a shadow sensor is most appropriate. Figure 6
illustrates a typical shadow sensor deployment.
As the name suggests, incoming network traﬃc is mirrored from the production embedded device to a Symbioteinjected shadow device, which runs the same ﬁrmware as
the production device. The Symbiote sensor injected into
the shadow device continuously monitors the shadow device,
quietly emitting alerts when malicious activity is detected.
The performance of the shadow sensor is critical, as it
must be able to keep up with the production router. Thus,
minimizing the control-plane latency and computational overhead of the Symbiote is critical to the eﬀectiveness of the
detection system. We discuss preliminary performance data
in the next section. The development of Symbiote-based
shadow sensors is an area of active research.

9.

PERFORMANCE AND OVERHEAD

We measure the performance and overhead of our Symbiotebased exploit detector using two quantitative metrics: computational overhead and detection latency. The Symbioteprotected router is an emulated Cisco 7200 series router
running IOS 12.3. Two neighbor routers are used to verify that the Symbiote-protected router’s original functionality is unchanged. One neighbor router is an emulated 7200
series router running standard IOS 12.3. The other neighbor router is a physical Cisco 2921 router running IOS 12.5.
Each router is conﬁgured to expose a cross-section of functionality typically seen on production routers. Speciﬁcally,
a large number of local loopback interfaces are conﬁgured on
each router. OSPF routing is enabled on all three routers,
along with a suite of standard services like IP-SLA, SNMP,
HTTP{S} and SSH.
A stress-test script automatically generates network traﬃc
throughout the test environment, and periodically accesses



services on all the test routers. All routers are continuously monitored to ensure that all services operate correctly
throughout testing. The workload script also periodically
forces route-table re-calculations by perturbing the various
OSPF routers on the network. In eﬀect, the stress-test script
simulates a typical use proﬁle for the IOS routers in the test
environment. The same stress-test script is run against several variants of the Symbiote-injected IOS ﬁrmware in order
to illustrate key performance features of our system.
The computational overhead and performance of our system is a conﬁgurable parameter. As the ﬁgures in this section shows, the scheduling algorithm used within the Symbiote Manager directly impacts the resource consumption of
the Symbiote payload, and thus the overall utilization of the
host device as well as the detection latency. Two scheduling
algorithms are discussed in this section: ﬁxed burst-rate and
inverse-adaptive.
As the name suggests, the ﬁxed burst-rate scheduling algorithm instructs the Symbiote payload to execute for a
ﬁxed burst-rate each time the Symbiote Manager is invoked
through a randomly placed execution intercept. On the
other hand, the inverse-adaptive scheduling algorithm calculates the payload burst-rate based on the elapsed time
since the Symbiote Manager was last invoked; the longer
the elapsed time, the longer the burst-rate.
Intuitively, we can expect the ﬁxed burst-rate scheduling
algorithm to execute the Symbiote payload more frequently
as the host system becomes more utilized. This simple algorithm executes the Symbiote payload more frequently when
the Cisco router is heavily utilized, and less frequently when
the router is idle. In contrast, the inverse-adaptive scheduling algorithm increases Symbiote payload burst-rate when
the system is under-utilized, and throttles back the Symbiote payload when the router is under high load.
We analyze the performance of 15 Symbiote-injected IOS
images under the same stress-test; 7 variants using the ﬁxed
burst-rate Symbiote scheduler and 8 variants using the inverseadaptive Symbiote scheduler. As the next three subsections
show, the ﬁxed burst-rate Symbiote scheduler aggressively
executes the Symbiote payload, and achieves the least detection latency (approximately 400 ms). However, this aggressive scheduler tends to amplify CPU utilization of the protected router, causing very high control-plane latency when
the router is under load. Although the higher ﬁxed burstrate values like 0x7FF and 0xFFF detected IOS modiﬁcation
very quickly, it also caused the router’s control-plane to be
less responsive.
In contrast, the inverse-adaptive Symbiote scheduler produced slightly longer detection latencies (approximately 450
ms), but was able to signiﬁcantly reduce the control-plane
latency of the host router, even under high load.

9.1

Computational Overhead

The same stress-test script is run against various versions of the Symbiote-injected IOS image in order to show
how the Symbiote Manager’s scheduling algorithm aﬀects
the CPU utilization of the router. Two major scheduling
algorithms are measured: ﬁxed burst-rate (Figure 7) and
inverse-adaptive (Figure 8). Burst-rate values presented
in the next two sections represent the number of iterations
of the main Symbiote payload executed each time the Symbiote Manager is invoked.
Figure 7 shows the CPU utilization of 7 variants of the

9.2

Detection Performance

In order to measure the detection latency of our exploitation detection Symbiote, a simple vulnerability which allows arbitrary memory modiﬁcation is artiﬁcially introduced
into the Symbiote-injected IOS image. Using an automated
script, this vulnerability is triggered, modifying a random
byte within monitored memory regions. A timer is simultaneously started in order to measure the time it takes the
Symbiote payload to detect the event.
Figure 9 shows a roughly linear relationship between the
Symbiote’s ﬁxed burst-rate value and the Symbiote’s detection latency. As expected, the Symbiote detection latency
decreases as the Symbiote payload’s execution burst-rate
increases. However, as Figure 11 shows, the ﬁxed burstrate Symbiote scheduler causes signiﬁcant increases in the
router’s control-plane latency.
Figure 10 shows the detection latency of Symbiotes using
the inverse-adaptive scheduler. As the ﬁgure shows, these
Symbiotes can achieve comparable detection latency values
as the ﬁxed burst-rate versions, but as Figure 12 shows, the
Symbiote’s impact on the router’s control-plane is signiﬁcantly reduced.
Detection Latency:
Fixed Burst−Rate SEM Manager
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ﬁxed burst-rate Symbiote scheduler, which unconditionally
executes the Symbiote payload for a constant number of
CPU cycles each time the Symbiote is invoked via its many
control-ﬂow intercepts. The units used, burst-rate, is the
number of iterations of the checksum Symbiote payload that
is executed each time the Symbiote Manager is invoked.
This Symbiote scheduler disregards the current CPU utilization of the host device. At higher burst-rate values like
0x7FF and 0xFFF, the router’s CPU utilization tends to remain above 95% under heavy load, causing large spikes in
control-plane latency. (See Figure 11)
Figure 8 shows the CPU utilization of 8 variants of the
inverse-adaptive Symbiote scheduler, compared with the baseline CPU utilization of the unmodiﬁed IOS image under the
same stress-test. The inverse-adaptive scheduler is conﬁgured with maximum burst-rates from 0x1FFFF to 0xFFFFFF.
Unlike the ﬁxed burst-rate Symbiote scheduler, the inverseadaptive scheduler throttles how much the CPU is diverted
to the Symbiote based on current host device utilization.
As a result, Symbiotes with inverse-adaptive schedulers can
achieve comparable detection latencies while signiﬁcantly reducing its impact on the host router’s control-plane latency.
(Compare Figure 11 and Figure 12).

Maximum Payload Execution Rate

Figure 10: Detection Latency:
SEM Manager
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9.3

Control-Plane Latency

scheduling algorithm can greatly improve performance of
the overall sensor system by reducing both detection latency
and the Symbiote’s impact on the router’s control-plane latency. Optimization of the detection latency and the induced control-plane latency is an area of active research.

Control-plane latency is an indicator of how responsive
the router is. High control-plane latency can cause a router
to drop routing adjacencies and break various time-sensitive
network protocols. Note, however, that this measurement
will not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the latency of traﬃc passing
through the router, as most modern routers have hardwareaccelerated forwarding engines which are decoupled from the
control-plane.
Control-plane latency is measured by sending ICMP-echo
messages from the test PC to the router’s local loopback interface. The round-trip-time is collected and shown in Figure 11 for Symbiotes using ﬁxed burst-rate scheduler variants, and in Figure 12 for Symbiotes using inverse-adaptive
scheduler variants. Clearly, the inverse-adaptive Symbiote
scheduler signiﬁcantly reduces the Symbiote’s impact on the
host router’s control-plane latency while achieving comparable detection latency values as ﬁxed burst-rate Symbiotes.

10.

FUTURE WORK

The Symbiote-based sensor presented in this paper is a
ﬁrst step towards demonstrating the feasibility and novel capability of Symbiotic defense systems. The Symbiote structure allows complex payloads to be injected into legacy embedded devices, allowing the payload to safely execute alongside the original ﬁrmware without altering the embedded device’s functionality. The checksumming payload we injected
into Cisco IOS can be replaced with a wide range of defensive payloads. Below are several new Symbiote payloads
currently under development.

10.1

Embedded Self-Healing

The checksumming Symbiote payload discussed in this paper can be extended to reverse unauthorized modiﬁcation
of memory after it is detected. A self-healing Symbiote payload can be used to identify and restore regions of memory
which have been maliciously modiﬁed.

10.2

Embedded Anomaly Detector

Symbiote payloads can implement existing anomaly detection algorithms. For example, behavior modeling strategies
which monitor resource utilization, control and data ﬂow
patterns can be injected into embedded devices via Symbiote payloads.

10.3
Figure 11: Ping Latency: Fixed Burst-Rate SEM
Manager

11.

CONCLUSION

The Symbiote mechanism can be used to augment legacy
embedded devices with novel functionality in an OS agnostic
manner. The applications of this capability are numerous,
and will help make the introduction of modern host-based
defenses on existing embedded devices a feasible reality. The
checksumming Symbiote payload described in this paper is
a starting point in demonstrating the unique advantages of
Symbiotic defense systems. We have demonstrated that the

Figure 12: Ping Latency: Inverse-Adaptive SEM
Manager

9.4

Large-Scale Embedded Sensor Grid

The exploitation detection sensor described in this paper
can be injected into large numbers of embedded devices like
Cisco routers in order to monitor and analyze 0-day exploitation of embedded devices. We believe the use of Symbiotebased exploitation sensors in the wild is a feasible and eﬀective way of monitoring and analyzing exploits levied against
the internet substrate. A large-scale Symbiote-based sensor
grid can potentially give us real-time visibility into embedded device exploitation on a global scale.
Furthermore, Symbiotes can be used to transform embedded devices into other kinds of sensor grids as well. Symbiotes can allow us to use hardware components of embedded devices in novel ways not intended by its original design. For example, many power-consuming, EM emitting
components can be transformed into covert communication
channels. Existing sensors on embedded devices, combined
with such covert channels can transform a wide gamut of innocuous embedded devices into a web of remotely controlled
mobile sensors.

Discussion

Preliminary performance results shown in this section suggests that high performance exploitation detection is possible in Cisco IOS. Furthermore, an optimized Symbiote



Symbiote can automatically augment Cisco IOS with eﬀective anti-rootkitting capabilities. This accomplishment has
laid the foundation for the construction of a large sensor-grid
of legacy embedded devices in order to accurately detect and
analyze the exploitation of the devices which make up the
fabrics of our global communication infrastructures.
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Present-day malware analysis techniques use both virtualized and emulated environments to analyze malware. The
reason is that such environments provide isolation and system restoring capabilities, which facilitate automated analysis of malware samples. However, there exists a class of
malware, called VM-aware malware, which is capable of detecting such environments and then hide its malicious behavior to foil the analysis. Because of the artifacts introduced
by virtualization or emulation layers, it has always been and
will always be possible for malware to detect virtual environments.
The deﬁnitive way to observe the actual behavior of VMaware malware is to execute them in a system running on
real hardware, which is called a “bare-metal” system. However, after each analysis, the system must be restored back
to the previous clean state. This is because running a malware program can leave the system in an instable/insecure
state and/or interfere with the results of a subsequent analysis run. Most of the available state-of-the-art system restore
solutions are based on disk restoring and require a system
reboot. This results in a signiﬁcant downtime between each
analysis. Because of this limitation, eﬃcient automation of
malware analysis in bare-metal systems has been a challenge.
This paper presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of a malware analysis framework for bare-metal systems that is based on a fast and rebootless system restore
technique. Live system restore is accomplished by restoring
the entire physical memory of the analysis operating system from another, small operating system that runs outside
of the target OS. By using this technique, we were able to
perform a rebootless restore of a live Windows system, running on commodity hardware, within four seconds. We also
analyzed 42 malware samples from seven diﬀerent malware
families, that are known to be “silent” in a virtualized or
emulated environments, and all of them showed their true
malicious behavior within our bare-metal analysis environment.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of virtualized environments is ubiquitous in malware analysis. The ability to isolate and quickly restore the
system to a known conﬁguration after an analysis run are
two key features of virtualized environments that facilitate
malware analysis. Furthermore, during the ﬁrst quarter of
2011 alone, McAfee Labs have identiﬁed more than six million unique malware samples [1]. This ever-increasing ﬂood
of new malware demands high performance analysis frameworks that can inspect as many malware samples as possible
within a given period of time. Virtualization-based solutions have been an obvious choice. Unfortunately, malware
authors have developed a new class of malware, called VMaware malware, which can detect virtualized or emulated
environments and subsequently change its behavior to foil
the analysis.
The environment detection techniques used by virtual machine (VM) and emulation-aware malware are well-known
and well-described in the literature [2, 3]. These techniques
exploit some of the software or hardware artifacts introduced by the virtualization or emulation layer between the
running operating system and the hardware. For example,
some of the detection techniques identify in-guest, systemspeciﬁc conﬁgurations or speciﬁc I/O ports, while others
rely on inaccurate system emulation or sophisticated timebased detection attacks [2,4]. For instance, a system running
inside a VMware guest OS can simply inspect the names
of the available virtual devices, read the magic I/O port
(0x5658, ’VX’), or simply read the value of LDTR or IDTR
registers (using unprivileged SIDT or SLDT instructions),
which will be diﬀerent from the known values found on a
bare-metal system [5]. All of these detection techniques can
be executed in usermode.
More transparent, hardware-assisted, virtualization-based
malware analyzers, such as Ether [6] and Azure [7] have been
proposed. Although these systems reside outside of the guest
OS, they share the underlying hardware CPU with the virtualized guest OSes. As a result, all privileged instructions
must be properly intercepted and virtualized by the virtual
machine monitor (VMMs). This consumes more CPU cycles
per each instruction, allowing the detection of the analysis
system. For example, certain detection techniques can measure the diﬀerence of execution times of privileged instructions between real and virtualized machines [3,4] or the ratio
of the execution times between privileged and unprivileged
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instructions in a single virtualized machine [2]. It was proposed that timing attacks can be thwarted by intercepting
timing instructions and providing disguised timing information. However, Garﬁnkel et al. [8] have argued that this is
not always possible, and indeed nEther [4] has demonstrated
in-guest detection of the Ether platform using local timing
attack.
Another approach to transparent malware analysis is based
on the whole-system emulators, such as QEMU [9]. In theory, one should be able to correct all CPU emulation bugs
in the emulators to avoid detection based on inaccurate system emulation. For instance, Anubis [10], which is based
on an instrumented QEMU, randomizes hardware IDs and
keeps patching known CPU emulation bugs. However, it is
always possible that new bugs will be found, resulting in an
arms race. In fact, Paleari et al. [11] have demonstrated an
automated technique to produce thousands of such attacks
to detect CPU emulation inconsistencies.
There has been a considerable amount of research focused
on the detection of environment-sensitive malware by identifying diﬀerences in their execution behavior within a virtualized system and a reference system [12–14]. The reference
system is ideally an OS running on real hardware, inside
which VM-aware malware samples show their true malicious
behavior. However, all previous systems have used either
virtualized or emulated systems as the reference systems to
evaluate their techniques. A sophisticated malware can detect all such incomplete realizations of the reference systems
and hide its malicious behavior, showing no diﬀerence in
their execution behavior [12].
The deﬁnitive way to observe the actual behavior of any
unknown malware is to execute the sample in a real-hardwarebased system, also called a bare-metal system. This approach entirely eliminates the possibility of modiﬁed behavior based on the detection of a virtual environment. However, this approach poses several practical challenges. One of
the critical challenges is the ability to eﬃciently restore the
analysis environment into the initial clean state after each
malware infection. Although there exist both hardware and
software-based solutions that restore the hard disk state,
these solutions require a system reboot [15, 16]. System reboots are inherently slow as they are heavily I/O bound.
Starting from the initial execution of the Power-On SelfTest (POST), several devices need to be initialized by the
BIOS, and the corresponding drivers initialized by the operating system. Also, other OS components, including the
malware analysis parts, have to be reinitialized after every
reboot. In our experience, a typical system on a commodity hardware takes more than 15 seconds to reboot. We
believe that the downtime required for a reboot is a major
impediment towards the deployment of automated malware
analysis frameworks on bare-metal.
In this paper, we propose a bare-metal analysis framework based on a novel technique that allows reboot-less system restoring. This framework, called BareBox, executes
and monitors malware run in a native environment. After
an analysis run has been completed, the running OS is restored back to the previously-saved clean state on-the-ﬂy,
within a few seconds. This restoration process recovers not
only the underlying disk state but also the volatile state
of the entire operating system (running processes, memory
cache, ﬁlesystem cache, etc). Our restoration system consists of a overlay-based volatile mirror disk, a symmetric

physical memory partition, and a small custom-written operating system, which we call Meta-OS. Meta-OS restores
the entire physical memory of the running operating system
once a malware analysis run completes. Because of the circular dependencies between the physical memory and the CPU
context, it is practically impossible to perform a complete
OS restore from within the OS that is being restored. To resolve this problem, Meta-OS provides out-of-OS execution
control. The operation of other devices and peripherals also
closely depend upon the state of the main physical memory.
Careful handling of the device states is required to safely
restore the state of the OS.
As the majority of malware targets Windows systems, we
have chosen an x86-based Windows XP system as the target
for implementing our prototype. However, the concept can
be easily extended to other operating systems.
This work makes following main contributions:
• BareBox can eﬃciently proﬁle the true behavior of
malware by actually executing it in a native hardware
environment.
• BareBox can restore a running operating system on
commodity hardware back to its previously-saved state
faster than any existing solution (within four seconds
on average). The reason is that no reboot is required.
• Restoring the volatile state of the operating system
(running programs, memory cache, ﬁlesystem cache,
etc) makes it possible to quickly reproduce identical
system states for repeated security experiments in a
bare-metal environment. This is trivial for a virtualized system, but required the development of a small,
custom OS to perform this on bare metal.

2.

GOALS AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we describe the main goals and challenges
of the proposed system.

2.1

Goals

No virtualization.
Our primary goal is to develop a bare-metal framework
for analyzing malware that does not rely on virtualization
or emulation techniques, such that all of the VM detection
techniques used by malware are rendered ineﬀective. This
excludes the possibility of utilizing hardware assisted virtualization such as the Intel VT and AMD-V technologies.

Efﬁcient environment restore.
The environment has to be restored after each malware
analysis run. Speed and eﬃciency of the restoration technique largely aﬀects the eﬀectiveness and throughput of the
entire analysis framework. We want to restore the environment as fast as possible to the point where the next analysis
can be initiated.

Malware proﬁling.
The system should be able to monitor a malware execution in the bare-metal environment. In particular, monitoring should include the interactions between the malware
program and the operating system.



2.2

Challenges

analysis of user-mode malware by disabling new kernel module loading, and preventing usermode access to kernel memory. The framework hides its presence from the user-mode
malware using rootkit-like techniques. As eﬀective restrictions for loading arbitrary kernel modules became operative
in recent operating systems, such as Windows 7, an overwhelming portion of the present-day malware is user mode
malware.
Attacks using return-oriented techniques [17] or kernelexploits can potentially bypass the restrictions. In such
cases, the most eﬀective recovery would be an oﬀ-line diskrestore based recovery. As of now, an internal timeout for
each analysis run is enforced, whose expiration forces a trap
into the Meta-OS to perform a physical memory clean up.

In this section we describe some of the major challenges
when trying to analyze malware on a bare-metal system.

Isolation.
Although the whole purpose of the bare-metal analysis
system is to create an environment that closely resembles
a “real” system, there are unavoidable risks when executing unknown malicious code on real hardware. With direct
access, there is the possibility for serious system-level corruption, for instance, by malicious updates to the BIOS.
Complete isolation of BIOS and peripheral devices, such as
the hard disk, is not as trivial as it is in a virtualized system.

Stealthiness.

3.2

Bare-metal based analysis systems are deﬁnitely stealthier than any VM/emulation-based analysis systems with respect to VM-aware malware. However, the analysis component must reside inside or next to the operating system
running on bare metal to extract analysis information. Theoretically, complete transparent analysis is impossible if the
malware runs at the same privilege level as the analyzer [6].
One practical approach is to be undetectable from user-mode
malware by implementing stealth rootkit techniques or by
employing security by obscurity (for instance, randomizing
the signature and/or the location of the analysis components). Another approach can be a black box approach where
a malware sample is executed on bare metal without the
presence of any in-guest analysis component. In this case,
the analysis focuses on inspecting network traﬃc from outside and later checks for changes in the system state and
conﬁguration. Although this approach is stealthy, a lot of
the contextual and dynamic information about the behavior
of a malware sample is lost.






   
 
  

System Restore.



Without virtualization, options available for fast and eﬃcient system restore solutions are limited. Most of the available solutions only restore the operating system’s persistent
state by restoring the hard disk, which then requires a system reboot to complete the restoration process. System reboot is heavily I/O bound, which causes long downtimes
between subsequent analysis runs. Restoration of BIOS and
other device ﬁrmwares are yet another challenge.

3.
3.1

General approach

Our approach to quick system restore is based on the symmetric partition of mutable resources such as disk and memory. In this scheme, one of the partitions is used to preserve
a snapshot of the system’s state. A snapshot-save operation
creates a restorable state of the running operating system.
This state can be restored back to a previous snapshot by a
snapshot-restore operation. The target OS is installed on the
main disk, and a disk identical to the main disk is attached
to operate as mirror. Access to the disk is controlled by a
software-based overlay mechanism that selectively redirects
sector read and write operations to either the main disk or
the mirror disk.




  

 


 


Figure 1: Architecture Overview
The physical memory is partitioned in such a way that one
of the partitions can be used as a snapshot area. The other
partition stores the target OS, where the actual malware
is executed. During a snapshot-save operation, the entire
physical memory corresponding to the target OS is copied
over to the snapshot area. Live state of the running operating system is restored by restoring the physical memory
of the operating system from the previously-saved snapshot.
With this approach, only one snapshot point can be saved at
a time, but the system can be restored back to this snapshot
as many times as needed.
Complete restore of the running operating system involves
the overwriting of critical OS structures residing in physical
memory (e.g., the page table, interrupt handlers, etc.) and
the restoring of the CPU context, including system-critical
registers (e.g., IDTR, GDTR and other control registers).
These registers are highly coupled with the content of the
physical memory. We explain in detail in Section 4 why
this restoration process can only be done from an out-ofOS execution. We implemented a small operating system,
called Meta-OS, that resides outside the physical memory of
the target operating system. Meta-OS creates the physical
memory snapshot of the target OS and later restores it.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Threat Model

Without any in-guest presence, it is very diﬃcult to perform detailed dynamic malware analysis in a non-virtualized,
bare-metal environment (unless some specialized external
hardware instrumentation is devised to directly monitor the
memory and CPU). As our goal is to analyze malware in
a bare-metal system on commodity hardware, we consider
this inevitable trade-oﬀ of in-guest-presence as acceptable.
Malware running at ring0 can always detect the presence
of BareBox analysis component using a memory scan. By
forcefully mapping the reserved extended area of the physical memory, such malware can even corrupt the Meta-Os or
the saved snapshot. However, mapping of reserved physical
memory area is unusual and can be considered suspicious.
To this end, the BareBox framework focuses only on the



4.
4.1

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

through this disk driver.

4.2

Disk Restore

Memory Restore

The disk restore component can restore the disk image
on-the-ﬂy by simply resetting the overlay map. Unfortunately, this is not enough. The modiﬁed state of the disk
is still cached within several data structures of the operating system in memory, ﬁle system structures being the most
prominent. Also, there can be several open ﬁle handles or
memory-mapped ﬁles related to new ﬁles created after a
snapshot point. Therefore, an on-the-ﬂy restore of the underlying disk will induce serious inconsistencies between the
in-memory ﬁlesystem structure and the actual in-disk structures, resulting in data corruption. This means that one
cannot simply restore the disk on-the-ﬂy. Instead, a system
reboot is required for a clean restore. As a result, volatile
state of the running processes is lost after the reboot. However, our approach to physical memory restoration makes
the rebootless restore of a bare-metal system possible.

A disk restore simply requires canceling all changes made
to the disk by write operations. When we cancel only those
changes that are made after a certain point in time, called
the snapshot point, we eﬀectively restore the state of the
disk to that particular snapshot point. We achieve this by
proper redirections of read and write operations to the main
and the mirror disks. A snapshot-save operation simply implies that all further write operations to the main disk are
redirected to the mirror disk. With this redirection in place,
we eﬀectively freeze the contents of the main disk. However,
all read operations are still forwarded to the main disk, except those read operations to particular sectors that were
previously redirected and written to the mirror disk. Such
reads to “dirty sectors” are served from the mirror disk to
reﬂect the changes made to the main disk after a snapshotsave operation.
We implemented two methods for the storage of the mirror
disk; a RAM disk and a physical hard disk.

4.2.1

Physical memory partitions

The available physical memory is partitioned into three
parts. The operating system is loaded into the ﬁrst part,
which starts from the absolute hardware address zero. The
second part of the physical memory is used to take a snapshot of the ﬁrst part. Finally, the small operating system
Meta-OS resides in the third part of the physical memory.
We implemented this component as a kernel module that is
loaded into the target OS.

RAM disk.
In this technique, the mirror disk is implemented as a
RAM disk so that no external hardware is required. The
maximum amount of changes to the main disk is limited by
the size of the RAM disk, which in turn, depends on the
size of the available system memory. Although not suitable
for lengthy analysis sessions that generate large amounts
of disk write operations, this technique is very eﬀective for
analyzing malware that is executed for short periods of time.


 




Hard disk.



For this implementation, two identical disks are required
to be installed in the machine, similar to a RAID1 conﬁguration. One disk contains the OS, while the other disk (the
mirror disk) is used as a temporary storage. As the disks are
identical, they can have a sector-level one-to-one mapping,
allowing us to redirect any number of write operations from
the main disk to the mirror disk.
An overlay map for the book-keeping of the disk write
operations is required to selectively redirect read operations
for dirty sectors on the main disk to the mirror disk. This
overlay map needs to be in the memory for eﬃcient disk
I/O. However, the size of the map gets quite large even if
we use a single bit per sector mapping (e.g., a 256 GB drive
with 512-byte sector size, requires 64 MB overlay map). To
reduce the size of the map, we aggregate consecutive sectors
into chunks. The granularity of the dirty-sector-write is a
chunk, instead of individual sectors. We found that the average number of sectors accessed at once during a normal
usage is 80 sectors or 40 KB. We chose a chunk size of 32KB
for eﬃcient bit-shift calculations of chunk locations. For a
256 GB drive with a 32KB chunk size, our mechanism only
requires 1MB for the overlay map.
To keep the consistency of the underlying ﬁlesystem, the
OS is forced to ﬂush its ﬁle-system-cache before taking a
snapshot. We perform this by sending appropriate device
control codes to all logical volume devices. Disk operation
redirection is implemented by intercepting the low-level disk
driver major functions. Every access to the disk from higherlevel drivers, such as the ﬁle system driver, volume and partition manager, page-fault memory manager, etc., are directed





 








Figure 2: Physical memory allocation
In the x86 architecture, the usable physical memory address space is not entirely contiguous. Two types of devices
are mapped into the processor address space - actual physical memory devices (RAM) and other memory-mapped I/O
(MMIO) devices such as AGP and PCI cards. For 32-bit
compatibility, the BIOS has to map such devices within the
4GB addressable range of the processor address space. In
a machine with 4GB of RAM memory, the MMIO device
mapping creates an unusable region of the physical memory
usually known as the “PCI hole”. Meta-OS needs to resolve
such resource conﬂicts by carefully relocating and resizing
the memory partition. This leads to eﬀectively four types
of memory sections: The target OS memory, the Meta-OS
memory, the snapshot memory, and the hardware-reserved
memory section (shown in Figure 2).

4.2.2

Need of out-of-OS execution control

When the operating system is fully initialized, the CPU is
in protected mode with paging enabled. Memory restoration
needs to be performed when the CPU is in this state. Before
we explain the details about the memory restore mechanism,
we brieﬂy review the basics of the protected mode CPU
execution.
When the processor is in protected mode with paging enabled, every single memory reference made by the executing
instruction is treated as a virtual address, which must be



translated into a physical address using the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and the page table. These tables reside in
memory, and the processor knows their locations from two
registers, the GDTR and CR3, respectively. For example, if
the memory reference is made for the code segment to execute an instruction, the CPU needs to ﬁrst ﬁnd the oﬀset of
that segment. Unlike in real mode, during protected mode
execution, ﬁnding the segment oﬀset is a two-step process.
The CS segment register only provides an index into the
GDT table, and the actual segment oﬀset is retrieved from
the corresponding entry in the GDT. Once the eﬀective virtual address is computed by adding the segment oﬀset, it
is translated into the physical address using the page table.
The appropriate page table is retrieved from the page directory, whose physical address location is stored in the CR3
register. Note that the location of the GDT stored in the
GDTR resister is actually a virtual address, which must ﬁrst
be translated into a physical address to access contents of
the GDT table for the initial segment oﬀset calculation.
To copy and restore the physical memory, it must be ﬁrst
mapped into virtual memory using page tables, as this is
the only way of accessing memory while the CPU is in protected mode. In the x86 architecture, restoring the physical
memory becomes challenging because it involves overwriting both the GDT table and the page table, which, in turn,
are used to translate virtual addresses into physical memory
locations. This includes the current location (virtual address) of the code (EIP) that performs the memory restoring. That is, the memory restore code would change memory
mappings that interfere with its own execution. Because of
these circular dependencies, it is impossible to restore physical memory of a live operating system from within the same
operating system (with arbitrary physical memory content).
For this reason, we have implemented a small operating system, called Meta-OS, as a memory restore component that
resides outside of the physical memory of the target OS.

4.2.3

SDT and IDT pointers are stored in the GDTR and IDTR
registers, which can be modiﬁed simply using LGDT (Load
GDT) and LIDT (Load IDT) instructions, respectively. A
page table switch is achieved by modifying the CR3 control
register, which holds the physical address of the page directory [18]. The page table switch operation forces the CPU
to ﬂush the TLB and the instruction pipeline cache. At
this point, the new page table must contain a correct mapping for the virtual addresses of at least the GDT and the
instruction pointer (EIP). A similar situation occurs when
switching the CPU from physical to virtual address mode
and during process context switches. Physical to virtual
address mode-switch is typically handled by a one-to-one
mapping between physical to virtual addresses. In case of
the process context switches, OS maintains an identical kernel page map for each process. We follow the strategy of
process context switch and copy the current page table to
the Meta-OS page table before switching to it.
Switching back from Meta-OS is trivial after a snapshotsave operation because both page tables are identical. However, this is not the case while switching back after a snapshotrestore operation. Since page tables are not identical, simply
switching back to previous table will cause the CPU to reference an invalid GDT structure, resulting in a hard reset
of the CPU. Meta-OS handles this situation using a combination of the following techniques.

GDT relocation.
Before switching to the target OS page table from the
Meta-OS page table (after a snapshot-restore operation),
we have to make sure that the page table transition will be
successful. Since the page table of the target OS is the restored version of the previous snapshot, we are not allowed
to modify them in a way such that current GDTR will eventually point to a valid structure. Instead, one has to relocate the current GDT of Meta-OS to the previously-saved
GDTR address of the target OS. We do this by ﬁrst mapping
the physical address of the Meta-OS GDT to the previouslysaved target OS GDTR address (a virtual address), and then
switching the GDTR to that address. By doing this, we
guarantee that even after switching to a previously-saved
page table with arbitrary mappings, the GDTR will still
point to the proper descriptor table.

Meta-OS

Meta-OS is loaded into the extended area of the physical
memory. This area of the memory is marked as unavailable
(reserved) to the target OS during the boot time. Thus, the
Meta-OS loader has to directly modify the page tables to
forcefully map this area of the physical memory. A speciﬁc
software interrupt or a device I/O control request triggers
the snapshot-save and snapshot-restore operations. These
operations involve operating system context switches from
the target OS to the Meta-OS and back to the target OS. Interrupts are disabled during this process, and non-maskableinterrupts (NMI) are simply passed while the CPU is executing in the context of the Meta-OS. During any other time,
Meta-OS remains dormant.

4.2.4

Segmented Address Space.
Although, GDT relocation technique maintains the proper
descriptor table after the page table switch, the instruction
pointer will still hold the address of the Meta-OS address
space. In this case, the next instruction execution depends
on where the restored page table of the target OS map this
address to. Since there is no atomic instruction to simultaneously update both CR3 and EIP registers, this transition
has to be handled incrementally. Note that the restored descriptor table and the page tables are in fact the same tables
that were copied to Meta-OS page tables during the previous
snapshot-save operation. However, the Meta-OS code segment might be mapped to diﬀerent virtual address at each
OS context switch. Meta-OS uses segmented memory address model for its code segment, such that the instruction
pointer becomes an oﬀset address, rather than the actual
virtual address. By this approach, even after switching to
an old page table having diﬀerent base address for Meta-OS,
the instruction pointer (EIP) address is still translated into

OS context switch

An OS context switch involves switching the Segment Descriptor Table (SDT), the Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT),
the page table, and other CPU register contexts. The ﬁnal
execution control transfer is implemented using the x86 interrupt handling mechanism. As both operating systems
are running in the same privilege level (ring0) with separate
Interrupt Dispatch Tables (IDTs), once the execution control is transfer from one OS to the another, the previous OS
will have no way to force the control transfer back to itself.
Thus, all OS context switches are voluntary.



correct Meta-OS instructions. These instructions complete
the proper execution control transfer to the restored target
OS.
Since we disable interrupts during snapshot operations,
we cannot use the interrupt-based DMA controller for copying physical memory. Instead, we achieve fast memory copy
by enabling the cache attributes in the hardware page tables that are used to map the physical memory into a linear virtual address. Even if the TLB miss rate is high as
Meta-OS swipes across the address space, this type of cacheenabled page mapping helps to fully utilize the L1 and L2
CPU caches during memory copy operations. In our case,
this technique improved the performance by more than ten
times. We achieve additional performance improvement by
deploying the pre-unrolled execution of the memory copy
instructions [19]. The main idea of this technique is trying
to ﬁll the CPU instruction pipeline with multiple memory
move instructions.

4.3

store. As malware can potentially scan the physical memory
using \device\PhysicalMemory or using the undocumented
API NtSystemDebugControl to detect kernel level hooks, we
disabled both scanning techniques by instrumenting related
system calls.
The monitoring component of BareBox receives new malware samples from an external controller through the network. The recorded analysis data is streamed back to the
controller, where it is recorded in a database.

5.

In this section, we present the evaluation of our system.
All experiments were conducted on a freshly-installed Windows XP (Service Pack 3), running on bare-metal commodity hardware (3.60GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor with 1GB
Memory). Two 256GB hard drives were installed as a main
and a mirror disk.

5.1

Device Restore

Restore Veriﬁcation

We ﬁrst verify that the disk operation redirections consistently reﬂect the possible changes made to the system.
This is important, as we need to allow the malware to execute properly during analysis. In the second part of the
experiment, we veriﬁed that all such changes are successfully restored by our system.

Beside disk and memory restore, a complete restore of a
live running system requires that all its devices are restored
to the previous snapshot state as well. This is also necessary
because the state of some devices depends on the contents of
the physical memory. This requirement is diﬃcult to satisfy,
as the exact deﬁnition of “device state” is device-speciﬁc. To
deal with this problem, we manipulated the device power
state, which in turn forces a reset to the internal device state.
A device is set to Sleep Power State (or Oﬀ Power State if
the device does not support the sleep state) before snapshotsave operation is started. Its power state is restored back
after the snapshot process completes. Similar power state
manipulations are performed before and after the snapshotrestore operation. This way, instead of saving and restoring
the internal states of the devices, which is in fact challenging,
we forcefully reset/restart those devices.
Manipulation of the device power state is a time-consuming
process, while one of our goals is to achieve the fastest possible system restore. By assuming that certain devices do
not change their state during the analysis, we could exclude
such devices from power state manipulation and considerably speed up the restore process. However, this assumption
does not hold for all PCI devices, such as network adapters.
In our selective device restore experiments, we could safely
exclude several PCI devices, such as the hard disk controller,
PCI bridge, memory controller, SMBus controller, graphics
controller etc. Although we skipped the power state manipulation of the graphics controller, each snapshot-restore
operation forces a video memory refresh operation, if the
video-memory is mapped to the physical memory. However,
to this end, we do not restore the internal memory of the
GPU.

4.4

EVALUATION

5.1.1

Disk restore veriﬁcation

To verify disk restoration, we calculated the MD5 hash
of all ﬁles in the Windows\System32 directory in the clean
state of the system. A snapshot of the system was taken using the snapshot-save operation. After that, we made a copy
of the Windows\System32 directory and again calculated
the MD5 hash of all ﬁles. We compared the ﬁle hashes and
found them to be identical. Therefore, we veriﬁed that the
redirected read/write operations work properly. To verify
that new/changed ﬁles can be properly mapped as memory
mapped ﬁles, we executed some of the applications from the
copied version of the Windows\System32 directory. The applications were executed without any issue. Note that, while
executing an .exe ﬁle, the Windows subsystem ﬁrst maps the
executable as a memory mapped ﬁle before executing it.
In the next step, we resized the existing partition of the
disk and created a new partition to eﬀectively modify the
Master Boot Record (MBR) of the disk. We also deleted
all existing system ﬁles from the system root C:\directory
(except locked paging and hibernation ﬁles). This action
will cause the system to fail to boot after a restart.
We executed the snapshot-restore operation, and the disk
was restored to the previous clean state with a single partition that contains all the deleted system ﬁles intact but
without the copy of the Windows\System32 directory. To
ensure that the restore is permanent, we performed a cold
reboot of the system. The disk was veriﬁed to be in the
previous, clean state.

Execution Monitoring

We also implemented a prototype malware monitoring
component. This component hooks the System Service Descriptor Table (SSDT) to record the interactions of malware
with the operating system by tracing system calls. System call arguments of important calls are automatically extracted along with their semantic information.
We disabled new driver loading during the analysis to protect the integrity of the monitoring component, even though
driver load could be reverted by the physical memory re-

5.1.2

Volatile state restore veriﬁcation

In this experiment, we wanted to verify that the volatile
state of the running system, including running processes,
open ﬁle handles, etc., are properly restored.
Before executing a snapshot-save operation, we started
multiple applications from the Windows\System32 directory and then saved the list of running process and loaded
drivers. After taking the snapshot we installed a DKOM-



based FU.rootkit malware driver. We logged oﬀ from the
current user session, eﬀectively terminating all the running
applications, and logged in as a diﬀerent user. We initiated
the snapshot-restore operation from that user session, and
within seconds, the system was restored back to the previous
user’s active session. All the running processes were intact
but without the rootkit driver loaded in the system.

5.2

BareBox, performing a soft-boot on bare metal, and virtualmachine-based system restore solution. Looking at the results, we can see that the performance of BareBox is comparable to fast, virtual-machine-based solutions. For example,
in the required “minimum device” conﬁguration, BareBox is
as fast as VirtualBox. The diﬀerence, of course, is that BareBox restores the system on bare metal. Alternative mechanisms to restore the system on bare metal take signiﬁcantly
longer (at least three to four times as long).

Performance

       
 

We compared the performance of our system with diﬀerent
system restore options available for bare-metal and virtual
machines systems. We did not test a hardware-based disk
restore option (such as Juzt-reboot [15]), but since all of
them require a system reboot, we simply measure the system
reboot time of the bare-metal system and use this as a lower
bound. To measure a fast reboot with commodity hardware,
we installed a Windows XP system on an Intel quad-core
CPU with 4GB RAM and a 48GB solid-state drive (SSD)
with average throughput of 450MB/s. We ignored the initial
BIOS initialization of the machine, as it is largely depended
on its hardware conﬁguration (e.g., for the above mentioned
conﬁguration, the BIOS initialization time was more than 7
seconds because of the custom conﬁguration prompt of the
SSD drive). We only measured the time of the soft-reboot
of the operating system. That is, the time duration from
the operating system boot menu to a completely logged on
session. This will typically underestimate the actual time
that a system requires to perform a soft-boot.
By proﬁling the time required for diﬀerent stages of BareBox’ restore process, we found that a signiﬁcant amount
of time was required for device power state manipulation.
Thus, we performed experiments by manipulating the power
state of only a subset of attached hardware devices. In particular, we performed three sets of experiments:
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We also measured the system restore performance of BareBox with diﬀerent physical memory sizes. As shown in the
Figure 4, with a minimum device conﬁguration, the time required for a restore is about four seconds on average. This
is about three times faster than booting the system from an
SSD-based hard disk.

5.3

Dynamic Malware Analysis

A malware analysis system can be evaluated based on
three main factors - quality, eﬃciency, and stealthiness. Quality refers to the richness and completeness of the analysis
results produced. Eﬃciency measures the number of samples that can be processed per unit time. Stealthiness refers
to the undetectability of the presence of the analysis environment.
 

   





 

 

  

Figure 4: BareBox restore compared with diﬀerent
device restore options.

• Memory Only: No device related operations were performed. The purpose of this experiment was to measure the memory copy performance because not all devices supported this type of memory restore.



 

    

• Minimum Devices: Only those devices that are required for the malware analysis framework were included.



 





• All Devices: All devices that are suspended by the system during a suspend-to-RAM operation are included.





   












Figure 5: Malware analysis framework evaluation
















There is a constant tension between these factors, which
is represented as a triangular surface in Figure 5. That is,
while trying to achieve better results for one factor, the analysis technique has to make compromises in remain two other
factors. For example, an analysis system with an in-guest
agent tends to produce high quality analysis results but it is
less stealthy and prone to subversion. VMM and emulatorbased out-of-OS analysis systems are stealthier against inguest agent detection, but because of the semantic gap, some
level of introspection is required, using the domain knowledge of the target OS [10, 20]. This makes analysis less eﬃcient and limits the quality of the produced results. Qual-
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Figure 3: Evaluation of diﬀerent system restore
techniques.
Figure 3 shows the times that it takes to save and restore snapshots for diﬀerent conﬁgurations. This includes



ity and eﬃciency trade-oﬀs between the ﬁne-grained and
the coarse-grained analyses are well described in the literature. BareBox aims to achieve high eﬃciency while producing results of good quality, which, however, is against the
constraints discussed above. A particular focus is on being
stealthy when facing VM-aware malware.

5.3.1

Thus, we monitored calls to these endpoints to assess the
network activity of our malware samples. The results in Table 1 clearly show the increased number of network related
system calls in our BareBox environment. In addition, we
checked how many new processes were created by the malware samples, depending on their environment. As can be
seen in Table 2, BareBox was able to elicit more processcreation activities across the board.

Stealthiness

Dinaburg et al. [6] have proposed ﬁve theoretical requirements, for building dynamic, transparent malware analysis
system, with absolute stealthiness. By executing malware
on bare-metal, BareBox immediately satisﬁes three out of
ﬁve of these requirements, namely Identical Basic Instruction Execution Semantics, Transparent Exception Handling,
and Identical Measurement of Time. We maintain the requirement of Higher Privilege by disabling the loading of
new kernel modules. As an in-guest analysis system, it is
hard to satisfy the requirement of No non-privileged side effects. We hide the presence of our analysis component from
user mode applications by instrumenting ﬁle and memoryrelated system calls.
For the evaluation of the BareBox with VM/emulationaware malware, we collected 200 malware samples from the
Anubis [10] database that are known to detect virtualization
and emulation environments. To maintain the diversity of
the sample set, we included six samples per malware family
in our actual experiments. Seven diﬀerent malware families were included, as identiﬁed by several major anti-virus
vendors such as Kaspersky, McAfee, and ESET. For each
family, we tried to include diﬀerent versions of the malware,
if available. We executed them inside a virtualized environment (VMware), an emulated environment (QEMU), and
in our bare-metal system and compared their system call
traces. The same system call monitoring component was
used for all analysis environments.
Malware execution is bound to be slower within virtualized or emulated environment, which might result in smaller
number of observed system calls per unit time. However, we
assume that one minute, the execution time allowed per malware sample, is enough for the above-selected malware families to show malicious behavior through network interaction
and/or new-process creation, regardless of the slowed execution. In fact, we executed some benign programs on these
analysis environments, and we observed almost exactly the
same number of network and process-creation related system
calls within the one minute of execution.

Table 2: Number of new
Malware Family BareBox
Rebhip
9
Telock
2
Conﬁcker
0
Zlob/Zeus
10
Sdbot
4
Agobot
50
Armadillo-4
1

5.3.2

process creation
VMware QEMU
0
3
1
1
0
0
10
4
1
1
3
1
0
0

Efﬁciency

     
  


For a given hardware conﬁguration, usually a program is
executed most eﬃciently when run on bare metal, which is
true for the execution of malware programs as well. In addition, while using available disk-restoration-based solutions,
the system has to not only reboot but it also requires to
load the analysis framework after each reboot. Our system
does not have this limitation as the restore operation also
restores the state of the analysis component that is ready to
analyze the next malware.
To compare the overall eﬃciency, we measured the overall
throughput of each analysis system. We allowed each sample to load and execute for an arbitrary time, 15 seconds,
and then the system was automatically restored back for
the next run. Virtualized and emulated environments were
restored using corresponding snapshot restore mechanisms.
To compare with the disk-restore based system, we used
the disk mirror component of the BareBox for preserving
the disk-state. The system was rebooted after each analysis
run to restored the system. We performed an automated
analysis of 100 samples in each system to assess the average
throughput.

Table 1: Interactions with the Network
Malware Family BareBox VMware QEMU
Rebhip
346
10
55
Telock
205
107
34
Conﬁcker
24
20
16
Zlob/Zeus
408
406
176
Sdbot
152
45
30
Agobot
50
48
3
Armadillo-4
172
82
58
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Figure 6: Malware analysis throughput
We ﬁrst wanted to see how much more network activity
can be observed in BareBox compared to virtual environments. There are no network-speciﬁc system calls for Windows XP. Instead, the network communication is handled
by IOCTL calls to the network-endpoint-related ﬁle objects.

Figure 6 presents the average number of malware samples analyzed per minute. Compared to the disk-restore
based system on commodity hardware, BareBox improved
the throughput threefold. Slightly better performance of



the BareBox compared to the VirtualBox-based system can
be attributed to the expedited initialization of the network
device. We observed a slightly longer delay in network device initialization in case of VirtualBox, after a snapshot
restoration. Fully working network interface is essential to
initiate a next run of the malware analysis.

5.3.3

using a delayed infection technique. For example, during
the initial execution, a malware can choose to stay dormant
for long enough so that it passes the allocated, ﬁnite analysis time without revealing any malicious activities. Timetriggered or condition-triggered infections (logic bombs) are
likely to bypass our dynamic analysis.

Quality

7.

BareBox analysis is limited to system calls only. However, without executing direct or indirect system calls, it is
almost impossible to comprehend malicious activities. Since
malware is executed on bare-metal, we expect the behavior observed by BareBox to be more close to the actual
behavior of the malware exhibited in the wild. Being an
in-guest analyzer, our monitoring component can access operating system internals and potentially extract all semantic
information of the malware execution. For example, it can
initiate additional system calls in the context of executing
malware to extract more contextual information. BareBox
does not provide ﬁne-grained analysis. Although, it is possible to implement capabilities like user-mode API monitoring
and debugger-like ﬁne-grained analysis to improve the quality of the analysis, it compromises BareBox’s eﬃciency and
stealthiness.

6.

RELATED WORK

System restore.
AVMM [22] has implemented a physical memory partition technique to improve the eﬃciency of virtualized clients.
Some of the related work on fast reboot and restore are primarily based on preserving system cache. Otherworld [23]
uses microreboot techniques to quickly recover applications
in case of a kernel crash. This is done by initiating another
kernel, called crash kernel, and restoring the state. Warmcache-reboot [24] leverages virtual machine monitor (VMM)
technology to preserve the page cache and to help restore the
operating system after a reboot. RootHammer [25] reuses
the previous VM image from memory, and Recovery Box [26]
uses non-volatile memory for fast system restore. However,
these systems are focused on fault tolerance and are not designed for restoring the OS to some previous snapshot after a
number of modiﬁcations to the system’s volatile and persistent states, such as hard disk contents. Also, most of these
quick restore solutions rely on VMM technology, which is
not compatible with our threat model.

LIMITATIONS

The eﬃciency of BareBox’s rebootless restore largely depends on the actual hardware conﬁguration of the system.
For instance, a system with many hardware devices will take
longer to restore because BareBox has to force a change in
the power state of all of these devices. Currently, BareBox does not restore the entire internal state of attached
devices (such as base address registers (BARs)). Instead, it
assumes that they are not changed during the short analysis period. This assumption is reasonable, as such states
are rarely changed once adjusted by theOS during the initial boot process. For obvious reasons, the restore system
cannot restore the changes made to the external resources
such as network communication.
Chen et al. have developed a detailed taxonomy of evasion techniques used by malware against dynamic analysis
systems [21]. Based on their taxonomy, although BareBox
is not detectable through Hardware, Application, and Behavior (timing) based evasion attacks, not all Environmentbased attacks are defeated. For example, attackers could
perform network resource ﬁngerprinting using an external
agent (connecting to remote server to identify the host network). Moreover, to prevent the detection of in-guest memory presence and to maintain privilege isolation from the executing malware, BareBox instruments related system calls
and disables loading of new kernel modules. Such restriction
itself, although not an unconditional indication of BareBox,
could be used as a non-privileged side eﬀect for detection.
When automating dynamic malware analysis, even a fully
transparent analysis system typically requires some form of
in-guest agent to receive and initiate execution of a new malware sample. This problem can be mitigated by completely
relying on OS-provided RPC mechanisms or implementing a
self-destructing agent that removes itself from the system after launching the malware payload. BareBox currently does
not implement either of the mechanisms.
Our system must allocate a ﬁnite analysis time for each
inspection. Malware can potentially exploit this limitation

Transparent analysis.
For more transparent analysis of malware, researchers have
implemented many out-of-OS analysis systems that eliminate the in-guest presence of components. Some systems
are based on whole-system emulation (e.g., Anubis [10], Norman Sandbox [27]), while other systems leverage hardwareassisted virtualization technology to achieve transparency
(e.g., Ether [6], VMwatcher [20]). Although there is no inguest presence with these analysis system, nEther was able
detect Ether [4], while Paleari et al. were able to automatically produce hundreds of detection codes for emulation
based systems [11].

Evasion detection.
Researchers have explored diﬀerent techniques to detect
evasive malware behaviors. Lau and Svajcer have employed
a dynamic-static tracing system based on an instrumented
Bochs virtual machine to identify VM detection techniques
used inside packers [14]. Kang et al. [13] uses a trace matching algorithm to locate the point of execution diversion between an emulated and real environment, and dynamically
patching the program to make it behave as observed in a reference system. Balzarotti et al. [12] proposed a system for
detection of split personality malware based on the deterministic replay of system call traces generated in a reference
system. All of these evasion detection techniques require an
ideal reference system. BareBox can serve as such a reference system and, hence, complements previous work.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented BareBox, a framework for dynamic malware analysis in a bare-metal environment. To facilitate eﬃcient analysis, we introduce a novel technique for



reboot-less system restore. Since the system executes malware on real hardware, it is not vulnerable to any type of
VM/emulation-based detection attacks. We evaluated the
eﬀectiveness of the system by successfully monitoring the
true malicious behavior of VM/emulation-aware malware
samples that did not show malicious behavior in emulated
or virtualized environments. After each such analysis, our
system was able to eﬃciently restore the bare-metal system
so that the next analysis could be initiated.
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ABSTRACT

such mechanisms are unlikely to be able to continue to respond rapidly. Speciﬁcally, cellular providers will not be
able to rely solely upon the rapid identiﬁcation and removal
of malware by mobile market operators.
In this paper, we propose, design, and implement Airmid1 ,
a system for the automated detection of and response to malicious software infections on handheld mobile devices. Our
architecture leverages cooperation between network monitors and on-device software components. We place the main
detection component within the network so that no malwarespeciﬁc knowledge needs to be stored at every mobile device.
When the network sensor detects malicious traﬃc (which
can be done using traditional security tools including DNS
blacklists, domain ﬁrewall policies, an IDS, etc), it notiﬁes
devices sending or receiving that traﬃc via an authenticated
channel. A protected software agent on each device then
identiﬁes executing processes responsible for the malicious
traﬃc and initiates a recovery action to repair the infection:
traﬃc can be ﬁltered at the device, apps can be sandboxed
or deleted, or the device itself can be patched or restored to
its factory defaults. This system allows malware detection
and response to occur at machine speed without human interaction and without burdening small handheld systems with
the computation, storage, and power consumption typical of
traditional anti-virus systems.
As in desktop malware, we expect malicious apps to increase in sophistication as defensive utilities become widespread;
however, current malicious applications remain rather simplistic. To facilitate testing with complex malicious apps, we
developed laboratory samples of mobile malware exhibiting
characteristics common to mature desktop-class malware.
The basic functionality of the malware reﬂects attacks already occuring in cellular devices: our apps leak private
data [39], dial premium numbers [26], and participate in
botnet activity [36]. To this we added complex evasive functionality: our samples detect the presence of an emulated
environment and change their behavior, create hidden background processes, scrub logs, and restart on reboot. These
samples demonstrate that mobile device software architectures permit the creation of advanced malware that cannot be easily identiﬁed prior to distribution, underscoring
the need for rapid recovery after infection. For safety, our
malware lacks propagation ability and was tested only on a
closed network.
In summary, we make the following contributions:

Mobile application markets currently serve as the main line
of defense against malicious applications. While marketplace revocations have successfully removed the few overtly
malicious applications installed on mobile devices, the anticipated coming ﬂood of mobile malware mandates the need
for mechanisms that can respond faster than manual intervention. In this paper, we propose an infrastructure that
automatically identiﬁes and responds to malicious mobile
applications based on their network behavior. We design
and implement a prototype, Airmid, that uses cooperation
between in-network sensors and smart devices to identify
the provenance of malicious traﬃc. We then develop sample malicious mobile applications exceeding the capabilities
of malware recently discovered in the wild, demonstrate the
ease with which they can evade current detection techniques,
and then use Airmid to show a range of automated recovery
responses ranging from on-device ﬁrewalling to application
removal.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Malware infections on mobile phones have ﬂourished in
recent years. Nearly immediately after the introduction of
functionality beyond basic telephony, researchers have suggested that such devices were likely targets of malicious software [14, 24]. However, even as mobile operating systems
move towards greater sophistication and an increasing number of malicious applications have been discovered, largescale infection has been avoided. This relative safety can be
largely attributed to the revocation capabilities of mobile
application markets which, upon discovering or being notiﬁed of the existence of a malicious program, can remove it
from both the marketplace and installed platforms.
Manually-triggered revocations have been successful because the number of malicious applications has been small.
As the rate with which new mobile malware is discovered
begins to approach that of traditional malware, estimated
by some as greater than 70,000 new samples per day [38],
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permission and/or a fee.
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1
Airmid is the Celtic goddess of healing, and is known for
her ability to bring the dead back to life.



• Identiﬁcation of current remediation shortcomings: While mobile application markets have thus far
successfully removed most discovered malware, we argue that such mechanisms are unlikely to remain successful as the only mechanism given the expected increase in malicious software for mobile environments.
In particular, markets do not have access to all trafﬁc generated by such applications, nor the perfectly
analyze all incoming applications prior to distribution.

low level API calls [7] and anomalous power usage proﬁles [28,30]. These device-only approaches fail for a number
of reasons, including excessive power requirements for traditional anti-virus system scanning and false positives caused
by untrained benign behavior. Tools such as TaintDroid [16]
and PiOS [15] can identify information ﬂows in applications,
but they require signiﬁcant manual assistance and do not automatically identify “malicious” behavior; rather, they identify the presence of speciﬁc information ﬂows (e.g., IMEIs
and IMSIs). Neither approach is currently scalable as a
means of analyzing all available mobile applications.
Traﬃc attribution and provenance are generally diﬃcult
problems. IP addresses are well known as weak indicators
of the origin of malicious traﬃc on the Internet. Regular
backscatter traﬃc measurements indicate wide-spread address spooﬁng [32]. Balasubramaniyan et al. attempt to
solve a similar problem in the larger telephony space [5].
Because cellular networks maintain a cryptographic relationship with each user device, attribution of a speciﬁc packet to
an individual device is possible. However, additional steps
must be taken to identify the speciﬁc process responsible
for traﬃc. In the context of virtualized desktop systems,
Srivastava et al. [40] developed a virtual machine introspection based technique that attributes network traﬃc to an
executing process for the purpose of implementing ﬁrewall
rules. Our work uses an in-kernel approach to identify a
similar correlation between network behaviors and process
execution for the purpose of malware infection remediation.

• Design and implementation of advanced prototype malware: We build three proof-of-concept malware instances based on samples collected “in the wild”.
We then demonstrate the ease with which such malware can resist static and dynamic analysis in a market, making their pre-deployment detection unlikely
and the need for a more dynamic “kill switch” mechanism.
• Cooperatively neutralize malware on infected
mobile phones: We pair a software agent running
within a hardened, modiﬁed version of the stock Android Linux kernel with a network sensor running Snort.
Our network sensor initiates a range of remediation actions that successfully sanitize our advanced prototype
malware in under 10 ms. Remediation results can be
fed back to mobile markets, allowing both providers
and application vendors to more quickly protect customers from malware.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 compares related research. Section 3 presents an
overview of the current state of mobile malware creation
and detection, and it demonstrates by example how mobile
malware can implement evasive behaviors similar to those
of desktop-class malware. Section 4 proposes our remote
repair architecture for in-network detection of malware and
automatic on-device remediation of the infection. Section 5
presents our speciﬁc prototype implementation for Android
and an evaluation of the prototype’s performance using the
evasive malware instances ﬁrst presented in Section 3. Section 6 includes a discussion of the system, its potential applications, and its current limitations. We conclude in Section 7.

2.

3.

MOBILE MALWARE

Malware has begun to move from desktop computing into
mobile environments. This section brieﬂy considers mobile
malware already deployed, and it then extensively presents
highly capable laboratory samples that we created to demonstrate both the evasive technologies available to malware authors on Android platforms and the utility of our proposed
remote repair design.

3.1

In the wild

By the ﬁrst quarter of 2011, over 1000 mobile malware
instances have been discovered in the wild, primarily targeting the Symbian OS for feature phones [31]. Android
is the second most common target, and the most common
smartphone OS victim. Google, the producer of Android
and operator of the oﬃcial app marketplace, has exercised
its revocation ability at least three times since 2010 [3,11,12].
The malicious behaviors of Android malware include [31]:

RELATED WORK

Mobile malware is becoming increasingly commonplace.
While malicious software for these platforms is not new [18–
21], the migration towards a small number of mobile operating systems and the increasing power of such devices heightens the probability of large scale infection. Traynor et al. [41]
observed that even small numbers of compromised and coordinated phones could be used to cause widespread outages. A number of other authors have built advanced proofof-concept mobile malware capable of deciphering DTMF
tones [37] and collecting video [43]. Mobile malware in the
wild has already been found to exﬁltrate sensitive data [39],
generate calls and text messages to premium numbers [26]
and exhibit traditional botnet behaviors [36].
The industrial and research communities have responded
with a range of solutions. Numerous anti-virus products
have been ported to the most popular mobile platforms [2,9,
17, 27]. Others have proposed new platform-based detection
systems based on triggers including service thresholds [8],

• Privilege escalation to root (DroidDream).
• Bots (Drad.A).
• Data exﬁltration (DroidKungFu, SteamyScr.A).
• Backdoor triggered via SMS (Bgyoulu.A)
Similarly, jailbroken devices running Apple iOS experienced
a botnet in 2009 [36]. These attacks send and receive traﬃc
across data or voice channels that can be identiﬁed by a
network intrusion detection system as malicious.
Detection of mobile malware prior to its deployment is
as challenging as detection of malware on desktop systems.
Centralized app marketplaces provide an opportunity for
centralized analysis before the marketplace lists an app. Unfortunately, marketplaces have at least two deﬁciencies that



will enable the proliferation of malicious apps. First, malware authors can write their apps with logic to evade detection or analysis, as we show below with laboratory malware
samples. Second, the Android platform allows users to install apps from third-party marketplaces that may make no
eﬀorts to verify the safety of the software that they distribute. As a result, we naturally expect malware to successfully reach client devices.

3.2

Desktop-class malware is commonly analyzed by executing the malware within a virtualized or emulated environment. Malware authors have hence begun to include checks
for analysis environments, and the malware alters its behavior so that it does not exhibit malicious functionality during
analysis [13, 22]. Mobile malware does not yet contain such
sophistication; however, should application marketplaces begin to verify apps via runtime analysis, then mobile malware
authors may begin to include checks for analysis environments. We implemented multiple checks in Loudmouth.
To thwart dynamic analysis, Loudmouth contains several checks to determine its environment, and it hides all
malicious behavior when run on an emulator or a developer phone. The Android platform provides straightforward
methods of detection. Loudmouth ﬁrst queries the “brand”,
“device”, and “model” Java environment variables and compares their values against a whitelist of known consumer
phones. The malware then checks for the Radio Interface
Layer (RIL) library, the Google Maps application, and any
DRM system components. These three components are either supplied by hardware device manufacturers or are proprietary, and hence none are distributed with the emulator
or with developer phones. These restrictions are actively
enforced even for third-party distributions of the operating
system [42]. Loudmouth can thus determine whether the
phone is emulated or a physical device, as well as speciﬁc
details of the phone. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the ﬁrst to investigate and implement these techniques in
mobile phones.

Enhanced prototype malware

As seen in desktop security, the success of traditional malware detection diminishes as malware incorporates strategies designed to evade detection or analysis. While evasions
strengthen the need for post-infection remediation, existing
mobile malware samples have not yet added such complexity. To better illustrate the eﬀectiveness and ﬂexibility of
Airmid, we created laboratory malware instances suggestive
of future malicious developments in the mobile environment.
Each instance combines malicious functionality now occurring in real mobile malware with evasive functionality common to desktop malware, and embeds the malicious logic
into a benign app. Inserting malware into a benign app and
rehosting the app on a third-party marketplace has become
a common malware distribution strategy. For safety, we created our laboratory malware samples without distribution or
propagation functionality.
We created three laboratory mobile malware samples: a
Twitter client that leaks private data (“Loudmouth”), a Facebook client sync app that dials premium numbers (“2Faced”),
and a mobile bot (“Thor”). Each piece of malware is actually a maliciously modiﬁed open-source Android application.
Our malware requires no additional permissions from the unmodiﬁed applications, which are listed in Table 1. All samples include evasive techniques and exceed the capabilities
of mobile malware currently in the wild.

3.2.1

3.2.2

2Faced

Our second malware instance, 2Faced, combines:
• Malicious mobile functionality: Premium number dialer.
• Evasive functionalities: Log sanitization and a hidden
native process.

Loudmouth

Our ﬁrst malware instance, Loudmouth, combines:

• Benign host app: Facebook sync.

• Malicious mobile functionality: Data exﬁltration.

Premium number dialer applications are examples of historic
malware that once targeted dial-up Internet users. These
attacks resulted in revenue for the owners of the premium
numbers, as users had little chance of refuting their expensive phone bills [10]. These attacks have recently seen a
resurgence on mobile devices [26].
2Faced is a new generation of the premium number dialer.
It is a Facebook contact sync app that dials premium numbers late at night when the mobile device is not in use. The
attacker can generate revenue until the user of the device
notices these hidden calls. It creates detectable, malicious
telecom traﬃc to the premium numbers.
Our malware instance includes two evasive actions designed to prolong its existence on infected devices. First,
it evades early detection from a vigilant user by removing
its entries from the device’s call logs. Even observant users
will be unable to detect malicious activity, maximizing both
the ﬁnancial loss for the user and the gain for the attacker.
Second, the actual malicious dialer functionality is hidden
in an ARM executable (2facedsrv) installed by 2Faced into
the device’s local storage. We evade detection via static app
analysis by distributing 2facedsrv inside the image resources
of 2Faced, though the executable could also be retrieved remotely. The native process is only 14 lines of code, and its

• Evasive functionality: Malware analysis environment
detection.
• Benign host app: Twitter client.
The principal malicious functionality of Loudmouth is data
exﬁltration, a powerful attack in a mobile context. As users
embrace the functionality of smartphones, they place significant personal data on their devices. Even basic feature
phones store contact lists, messages, and call databases.
GPS-enabled devices can leak location information, turning a mobile device into a tracking system. Such data is
useful for criminal activities.
Loudmouth appears to the user as a benign Twitter client.
We augmented the Nanotweeter [34] codebase with just 143
lines of new, malicious code. The app provides the expected
usual functionality, but it also leaks private information to
a server owned by the attacker (here, us) during use. It
steals Twitter account credentials, the phonebook database,
and the most recently available GPS location. When active, Loudmouth creates malicious network traﬃc that contains private data and is transmitted to the malware author’s
server.



Table 1: Summary of permissions requested by sample mobile malware.
Permissions
Network access
Coarse location
GPS location
Read contacts
Write contacts
Call phone

Loudmouth




extraction and invocation from 2Faced requires fewer than
100 lines of code in the Java-based portion of 2Faced. This
delivery method has recently been observed in the iKee.B
iPhone botnet [36].
Native processes are particularly useful to a malware author. Here, 2facedsrv is able to execute its malicious behavior because it is launched with the same permissions as
the Java-based parent 2Faced. Notably, it is not terminated
when the user exits the parent application, but rather runs
until the device reboots. After a reboot, it then restarts
when 2Faced is relaunched. Native ARM processes are not
listed in Android’s default interface, so only the most observant and expert users might detect it by reviewing a full
process list.

3.2.3

Thor







mobile devices regardless of protective measures taken to
prevent their spread. Automated remediation provides opportunities to repair infected systems. Here, we describe the
design of our proposed remote repair system, Airmid, which
implements the detection, attribution, and remediation of
malware infections in mobile environments.

4.1

Threat model & design principles

Airmid detects and responds to malicious software execution on cellular and mobile devices. This is a straightforward threat model encompassing two primary types of
attack. First, we expect attackers to successfully install malware on mobile devices via a variety of usual mechanisms,
such as drive-by downloads or automated propagation, and
by mobile-speciﬁc techniques, including distribution on ofﬁcial and third-party app marketplaces. Second, attackers
can subvert the correct execution of a benign app by exploiting a security defect in the app’s design or implementation.
Both attacks result in undesirable software execution on the
targeted device, possibly with root access.
In this threat model, the correct functioning of our proposed prototype system then depends on several reasonable
assumptions holding true. We assume the existence of the
following:

Thor

Our third and ﬁnal malware instance, Thor, combines:
• Malicious mobile functionality: Bot client.
• Evasive functionality: Persistence across reboot.
• Benign host app: Weather display.
Our last malware sample demonstrates how current desktop
malware can become equally dangerous in mobile environments. We ported to Android an existing Windows-based
botnet client [25], which we refer to as Thor (1,353 lines of
code). Its original functionality included system command
execution, local ﬁle access, and denial-of-service (DoS) attacks using HTTP, UDP, and TCP SYN ﬂoods. For safety
reasons, our port removed its propagation functionality and
pointed its command-and-control (C&C) connection to machines under our control. We added the bot client abilities to
MyWeather [33], an open-source weather application. When
executing, it generates a malicious network footprint containing both C&C and attack traﬃc.
Unlike the previous malware instances, Thor is installed
as a service separate from MyWeather. The service is immediately active and restarts on every boot of the device. It
ﬁrst connects to two diﬀerent predeﬁned IRC channels used
as the main control channel for the botnet. After connecting, Thor waits for one of our commands, including data
exﬁltration or DoS.
Mobile bot clients can be used for targeted attacks against
the cellular network. By using the GPS location, the botnet
can target speciﬁc base stations or regions for attack. Bot
clients with additional capabilities can potentially augment
these location-based denial-of-service attacks with both voice
and text message traﬃc, making attacks more eﬀective. In
large numbers, such compromised devices can bring down
large portions of the cellular network [41].

4.

2Faced


• A protected software layer on the device lower than the
level at which the malware executes. Our remediation
design includes on-device software that, if subverted,
will result in unsuccessful recovery. Reasonable candidate layers include the kernel (if kernel-level malware
can be prevented) and a hypervisor (if virtualized environments can be created on a mobile device). For
our prototype implementation, we chose to operate at
the kernel level and harden the kernel appropriately.
• A communication channel between the network and
each device, even if the channel is intermittently connected. Our cooperative design sends signals from network detection systems to software agents on infected
systems, and we expect that these signals will ultimately reach any device. While the permanent absence of a communication channel prevents remediation, it likewise prevents malice from spreading beyond
the device.
• Detectable malicious behavior in the network. We
chose to use network-based attack detection rather than
on-device detection to avoid the costly process of traditional signature-based malware detection. In mobile
environments, the storage, computation, and power
costs of malware detection may be prohibitive, and
moving detection into the network avoids those costs
altogether.

ARCHITECTURE

We expect that malware such as that presented in Section 3 will ultimately be successfully installed on unwitting

We have no ability to prevent device owners from rooting or jailbreaking their devices and then overwriting the






 
  
 
 


  
 

Figure 1: High-level workﬂow of automated remote repair. (1) An infected device sends or receives malicious
data or voice communication detected by network sensors deployed within a provider’s network. (2) The
provider notiﬁes an Airmid server of the oﬀending traﬃc. (3) The server transmits an authenticated message
to the protected client-side Airmid software on the infected device. (4) The software attributes the malicious
network traﬃc to a responsible process, and initiates remediation actions.
Airmid software. Reﬂashed devices simply will not beneﬁt from automated repair of infections and may simply be
denied service by their provider should malicious traﬃc be
detected (as currently happens).

4.2

trusted, low layer on the device, such as a hardened kernel
or hypervisor. It has two responsibilities: attribute traﬃc
to malware, and repair the infection. Attribution is closely
tied to a particular mobile operating system’s implementation, so we defer the presentation of our Android-speciﬁc
analysis to Section 4. Once it has identiﬁed software on a
device responsible for whatever network behaviors triggered
the detection system, the software executes repair actions
to disable malicious activity or to remove malware entirely.
We employ the following recovery options, loosely ordered
from least likely to create side-eﬀects to most likely:

Remote repair

Our remote repair design consists of a server-based infection detection system and an on-device attribution and remediation system that cooperate to automatically identify
and repair infected devices. The network-based detection
system has a broad view of a provider’s entire network: it
can observe behaviors correlated across multiple devices that
would not be meaningful to any single device, such as a distributed denial-of-service attack or exﬁltrated data all transmitted to the same server. The on-device software permits
detailed, real-time inspection of device state and the ability
to eﬀect changes that restore benign operation. The server
automatically initiates remediation of infected devices via
an authenticated communication channel. Airmid’s cooperative design allows these strengths to be combined: broad
network perspective, detailed device knowledge, and eﬀective attack response.
During an active infection, Airmid operates as shown in
Figure 1. Depending upon the nature of the speciﬁc infection, an infected device sends and receives malicious data—
such as propagation traﬃc, command-and-control, and exﬁltrated data—and generates calls or text messages to highcost recipients. A network sensor (which could be using
data sources including DNS blacklists, patterns of known
botnets [23] or other technique) monitoring data and telecom networks (1) identiﬁes infected devices based upon these
malicious traﬃc patterns. It notiﬁes (2) the Airmid server
of the oﬀending devices and traﬃc, and the server sends
the alerts across the authenticated channel to each infected
device (3). The on-device software receives the alert (4), inspects the kernel’s internal state to attribute the malicious
network traﬃc to a particular process or service, and then
initiates one or more remediation actions against that process.
The Airmid on-device software executes from within a

• Process termination.
• On-device traﬃc ﬁltering.
• App update.
• Device update.
• File removal.
• Factory reset.
Decision logic within the software component will select an
action based upon the nature of the oﬀending network trafﬁc, the identity of the attributed process, and that process’
privilege level.

4.3

Authenticated communication

The Airmid software executes attribution and recovery
when signaled by the network intrusion detection system.
The communication channel carrying these signals clearly
must be secured to prevent illicit triggering of operations
that change a device’s state. Airmid authentication augments initial UMTS authentication in a cellular network,
as shown in Figure 2. It extends the scope of authentication from the device and network to the Airmid device and
server components, reusing existing network functionality
and secret keys. This has three beneﬁts: ﬁrst, no additional
secrets need to be shared or updated for this authentication, as one private key manages both authentication types.
Second, the diﬃculty of integration into existing networks
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Figure 2: Authentication ﬂow: the Airmid authentication extends existing UMTS authentication. The device
and network are mutually authenticated after UMTS authentication and all further traﬃc is encrypted using
a session key. Airmid extends this authentication process to create a secure channel between the Airmid
server and the process running on the mobile phone.
and generates its response based on its key. This response
allows the Airmid server to verify that the device is aware of
the secret key, hence, completing mutual authentication. If
the server or device are unable to prove their knowledge of
the shared secret, then the authentication fails. The session
key K(a), which is never sent over the air, is then used for
encryption. Cryptographic algorithms used in UMTS are
similarly used for Airmid authentication and encryption.

is reduced, as no additional authentication servers are required. Third, the approach provides the same guarantees
as existing UMTS authentication and can be upgraded at
the same time if needed.
The ﬁnal step of UMTS authentication completes the mutual authentication and sets a session key used for encryption. Airmid extends this authentication process.2 All trafﬁc is encrypted through the existing session key, which guarantees a secure connection through the cellular network. At
this point the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) notiﬁes the
Airmid server of the newly authenticated device. The server
then requests UMTS Authentication Vectors (AV) from the
Home Location Register (HLR), the device storing the longterm credentials for traditional telephony authentication.
These AVs consist of the RAND, XRES and AUTN values, which are the randomly generated user challenge, expected user response, and the authentication token respectively. The Airmid server then forwards its values of RAND
and AUTN to the device. Through these values the device
component veriﬁes the server’s knowledge of the secret key

5.

IMPLEMENTATION

Our prototype implementation is separated into two components: passive network analysis and signaling within the
network, and remediation logic that responds to these signals on the device. To emulate sensors within the cellular
network, we built a packet sniﬀer that analyzes network trafﬁc from an HTC Dream mobile phone running Android 1.6.
A secure communication channel is established between the
sensor and the kernel when a sensor needs to issue remediation commands to an infected device, whereupon the device
performs various actions to remediate the infection.

2
We encourage readers interested in more information about
UMTS authentication procedures to read either the standards document [1] or Traynor et al. [41].



 


  




  
  
 

 



    
   

    

Figure 3: Airmid’s on-device component resides within a hardened Android kernel. In particular, all kernel
extensions are statically linked into the kernel so that its loadable module support can be disabled.

5.1

Network component

cation are also assigned this user ID. Given a user ID, we
can ﬁnd the Android package ﬁle (.apk) of the application
as well as conﬁguration ﬁles and native binaries dropped by
the application both at install-time and runtime.
When a device receives a remediation signal from a network sensor, the device crawls two kernel data structures:
inet_hashinfo, which contains port usage information, and
task_struct, which contains process information. While
inet_hashinfo contains port information only for TCP connections, the technique itself is general and could be extended to perform provenance on UDP-based traﬃc. The
port number sent to the device by the network sensor is
mapped to an open socket by iterating through inet_hashinfo.
We then look for this socket in the list of task_structs to
ﬁnd the process that holds said socket. A visualization of
this process is shown in Figure 4. From the task_struct,
we then extract the user ID, u, of the malicious process and
crawl the disk to ﬁnd all ﬁles owned by this application.

Our prototype network component includes both an attack detection system and the Airmid server communicating
with infected devices. For detection, we used Snort, an oﬀthe-shelf network intrusion detection system. We wrote our
Airmid server in Python using the packet creation library
Scapy [6]. As a mobile device communicates with foreign
network assets, Snort analyzes incoming and outgoing trafﬁc. When it ﬂags traﬃc as malicious, it notiﬁes the Airmid
server which subsequently initiates authenticated two-way
communication with the suspect device. It sends to the device a remediation message that provides the device’s port
number from the attack alert. This information is used by
the Airmid on-device software to determine which processes
and applications are acting maliciously. The device’s software decides which remediation strategies are appropriate
and relays how the infection was remediated to the sensor.

5.2

Device component

5.2.2

Our threat model considers a device’s kernel to be the
trusted computing base, so provenance and remediation actions run in kernel-mode. We modiﬁed the Linux kernel
version 2.6.29 to include our prototype implementation. We
hardened the kernel against direct compromise by disabling
its ability to dynamically load kernel modules. Our modiﬁcations required approximately 1,200 lines of C. When
the device is booted, a separate kernel thread is launched
to perform infection provenance and remediation. When a
message is received from an authenticated Airmid server,
the device: determines provenance of the oﬀending traﬃc,
determines and enacts a remediation strategy, and relays
the device’s decision to the network sensor. We now discuss
the implementation of the provenance mechanism that leverages Android’s existing application sandboxing techniques
as well as implementation details for the remediation strategies. Figure 3 oﬀers a high-level overview of this component.

5.2.1

Remediation strategies

Depending on the value of u, the user ID identiﬁed in the
previous step, the Airmid software initiates one or more of
the following repair actions: creation of kernel-protected local ﬁrewall rules to block the malicious traﬃc, termination
of processes running under u, removal of the application
package (apk) owned by u, and removal of all ﬁles owned
by u. If u < 10000, then it is a system user ID corresponding to a core service whose benign functionality may have
been subverted. Airmid will only block the malicious traﬃc
by creating appropriate ﬁrewall rules. If u ≥ 10000, then
u is an application user ID. Airmid will terminate all processes running with ID u and will remove the application
package owned by u. We identify applications for removal
by parsing the ﬁle containing all installed application packages and the user IDs given to them Android at install-time
(/data/system/packages.xml). Finally, Airmid scans the
list of running processes to see if any native ARM processes
are executing with user ID u. If so, it scans the full storage
of the device to purge all ﬁles owned by u.
To ﬁrewall malicious traﬃc, the client interfaces with the
Android kernel’s netﬁlter [35] hooks to provide lightweight
packet ﬁltering. We add rules that prohibit traﬃc destined

Infection provenance

When a user installs an application on a mobile device,
Android generates a unique Linux user ID that persists for
the application’s lifetime [4]. All ﬁles owned by the appli-



  





 









  



    





    

 



 



 


    




  

 

 



 

    

Figure 4: Traversal of data structures to perform malicious traﬃc provenance of the mobile device.
mid. Unlike more traditional anti-virus architectures, which
require regular scanning of all of the contents of the phone
(an operation taking on the order of 10s of seconds), our
approach attributes malicious behavior directly to an application and allows a targeted response to be implemented.
This makes our approach more conscious of the power constraints associated with mobile devices.

Table 2: Average Command Execution Time (95%
conﬁdence interval)
Command
Factory Reset
Device Status (Process List)
Process Termination
File Removal
Device-Side Filtering Rule
Application Removal

Mean (μs)
1504
2991
6537
6115
7149
9174

C.I. (μs)
± 38
± 48
± 1423
± 31
± 826
± 1123

6.

for the IP addresses actively in use by processes owned by
u. Additional provenance checks determine all active IP addresses if more than one process is running under u. To prevent observation or alteration of rules from userland, Airmid
does not register its rules with ip_tables but rather maintains its own shadow ip_tables data structure.

5.3

DISCUSSION

The concept of automating remote infection identiﬁcation
and local device repair raises natural questions over the organizational control of remediation and the security of the
required on-device software.

6.1

Airmid control

Airmid provides a powerful architecture to respond to the
growing problem of mobile malware. While we believe that
this approach can help the vast majority of individual users,
we recognize that there exist numerous parties that may not
trust a cellular network provider to perform these operations. For instance, phones used by members of government
agencies or employees of a rival company may not wish to
outsource their malware remediation. We do not intend Airmid to be a “one size ﬁts all” solution and discuss how such
systems can be deployed in reality.
Our architecture is general enough such that the functions
described in this paper can be implemented by a separate entity or cloud service. Many companies already require data
traﬃc from their corporate phones to be proxied via VPN
through their network.3 Such entities could simply deploy

Performance evaluation

We characterize the overheads associated with the Airmid
architecture through a performance analysis. We measured
each operation 100 times and provide 95% conﬁdence intervals.
We measured each of the operations discussed in Section 4.2 and recorded very modest overheads for all proposed
functions. Table 2 summarizes our experiments. While
seemingly surprising, the factory reset function takes the
least time with an average of 1504 μs (±38μs). However, a
factory reset can be performed simply by deleting a single
conﬁguration ﬁle (data.img). The most expensive operation, application removal, requires the most time with an
average of 9174 μs (±1123μs). This result was also somewhat expected as it includes the costs of both process termination and deletion of multiple ﬁles.
These results demonstrate the lightweight nature of Air-

3
We note that the Blackberry BES provides VPN service
and oﬀers to limit the applications allowed to run on mobile devices. Our architecture is more ﬂexible and does not
derive its protections from the explicit speciﬁcation of ap-



an Airmid-speaking service in their network and then conﬁgure their devices (e.g., by changing keying material on
the device) to only accept commands from that server. Individuals not wanting such control could similarly alert the
provider, perhaps through an out-of-band resource such as a
web interface or when the device/service plan is purchased.
We leave the debate over opt-in/opt-out strategies to the
policy community, but note that a range of economic incentives could be provided to sway customers towards the use
of Airmid regardless of the chosen approach.
Airmid does not tie a device’s security to arbitrary cellular providers. For instance, when traveling abroad, mobile phones running the modiﬁed Airmid kernel would be
able to receive roaming telephony and data service as normal without providing their “visited” network with control
over Airmid’s functionality. We believe that this approach
is necessary as laws potentially protecting customers from
abuse by their provider domestically are unlikely to apply
internationally. While this means that misbehaving roaming
devices are more likely to simply be denied service by their
visited network (as is currently the practice), we believe that
this tradeoﬀ is ultimately more secure.
Lastly, the guarantees provided by Airmid are only as
good as the detection mechanisms used by the network sensor. For instance, policies enacted against traﬃc from or
destined for known malicious domains or bots are likely to
be eﬀective. However, a system relying on an IDS reporting
any “anomalous” traﬃc will produce false positives. Accordingly, these mechanisms must be selected carefully. We leave
this selection to future work, where we intend to observe and
further characterize the network traﬃc of large amounts of
mobile malware.

6.2

of mobile malware. Upon the detection of malicious trafﬁc, the cellular network interacts directly with the source
device to identify the provenance of that traﬃc. The device can then perform remediation ranging from ﬁltering
the oﬀending traﬃc to uninstalling the application. We
then demonstrate that Airmid has very low overhead. In
so doing, we demonstrate that the detection and removal of
malicious applications can scalably be outsourced to cellular providers and applications markets, ultimately providing
faster responses to infection.
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